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ABSTRACT
This study seeks to articulate in the broadest of terms the cultural legacy of Arapa
(the ancestral territory encompassing Aravaipa Canyon and the confluence of Aravaipa
Creek and the San Pedro River) as seen through the eyes of a group of its Western
Apache descendants. It humbly attempts to sketch the basic outlines of the contemporary
relationship between this place and those Apaches who possess a working cultural
knowledge of it. Specifically, it demonstrates that the experiential exercise of maintaining
place is a fundamentally personal one dependent on its individual actors to interact with it
and in the process fulfill their obligation to enUven its history, stories and lessons anew.
Finally, it illustrates how the unique historical experience emanating fi-om Arapa has no
bounds in time or meaning, proving that events of the past—^namely the Camp Grant
massacre, which precipitated the Apaches' forced exodus fi-om that place—affect Apache
culture and society in the present. This study enlists as its primary analytical lens the
"peoplehood" matrix—^the notion that indigenous peoples in this country (and elsewhere)
possess a unique, place-bound sense of group and community identity shaped by lived
experiences that sets them apart, both individually and collectively, fi-om larger
mainstream society.
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PREFACE
This research project and resulting dissertation would not have been possible
without the knowledge, wisdom, support and direction of many people—^both Apaches
and non-Apaches. I am most grateful to the people of the San Carlos Apache reservation
for working with me, a non-Indian, when history and experience dictates that they might
be wise not to. My undying gratitude extends to the San Carlos Apache Elders' Cultural
Advisory Council (ECAC), whose support of this project and my ongoing research is a
testament to the elders' resolute determination to preserve and strengthen their traditional
knowledge and ways of life. Their work is critical to the future of their culture and their
people. I am especially grateful to ECAC coordinator Jeanette Cassa, whose breadth and
depth of knowledge and profound commitment to her fellow Apaches, particularly the
elders of the future, is awe-inspiring. She truly is a living treasure. I would like to thank
as well the other Apaches who felt this project worthy enough to share their time, oral
tradition and histories, and stories, namely Velma Bullis, Dickson Dewey, Howard
Hooke, Larry Mallow, Norbert Pechulie, Deana Reed, Adella Swifl and Stevenson Talgo.
I can only hope that this project marks the beginning of a lifelong collaboration. I also
thank Stevenson Talgo for taking time from his busy schedule to make the enclosed map
which details the Apache places names in the Aravaipa area.
My gratitude extends equally to ethnobotanist Seth Pilsk of the San Carlos
Apache Tribe's Forestry Department, whose relationship with and dedication to the
elders of San Carlos offers all of us who endeavor to work with Native peoples a
blueprint for conducting culturally appropriate and respectful research that benefits

collaborating tribal communities. I will always remember the guidance he provided me.
Herb Stevens, director of the San Carlos Apache Tribal Cultural Center, was helpful in
pointing me in the right directions and acting as liaison with some of the project's
participants. Former San Carlos Apache Tribal historian Dale Miles deserves distinct
recognition for encouraging me to undertake this important project and supporting me
along every step of the way.
My deepest appreciation goes out to my dissertation committee, namely:
Professor Tom Holm, for keeping me on the right path and reminding me of what is most
important; Professor Nancy Parezo, who worked with me to hone my scholarly focus;
Professor Jay Stauss, who kept me on the right analytical and methodological track; and
Professors Stephen Cornell and Robert A. Williams, who served as devil's advocates and
assisted me in the development of this study's theoretical framework. All of them have
proven to be invaluable mentors.
Thanks as well to Diana Hadley. The many conversations we had regarding
Aravaipa and her interviews with late Apache elders Wallace Johnson and Delia Steele
that she allowed me to integrate added tremendous weight and depth to this project. I am
thankful to Paul Machula and John Hartman, who share my dedication to preserving the
history of Aravaipa, for their willingness to share their knowledge with me. My
appreciation also extends to David Faust of the Fort Lowell Military Museum for acting
as a sounding board for my ideas and archivist Alan Ferg of the Arizona State Museum
for providing me access to and assistance with a variety of hard-to-find historical
documents, including the expansive Grenville H. Goodwin Archives. Sara Heitshu of the

University of Arizona Library also supported me in my quest for sometimes obscure
historical documents and, as always, Diane Dittemore of the Arizona State Museum
offered interesting perspectives and threads of evidence that I otherwise likely would not
have addressed. My gratitude also goes to Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh and T.J.
Ferguson, whose concurrent ethnohistorical research on the Aravaipa area and the San
Pedro River Valley engendered an extremely helpful sharing of knowledge and resources.
Last but certainly not least, I would like to thank my father and dissertation reader
Jeffrey Record, whose scholarly accomplishments I can only dream to one day match;
and my wife Wendy for supporting me throughout this long and trying process.
While I could not have completed this project without the support and generosity
of the people listed above, the conclusions I have formulated from the evidence and
testimony gathered with their guidance and assistance are solely my own.
Finally, a few notes for readers of this study. This text features a plethora of
Apache words, names and place names. Those words, names and place names that are
italicized reflect the Apache language spellings provided by Apache elder Jeanette Cassa;
those that are underlined reflect the Apache language spellings provided by
anthropologist Grenville H. Goodwin in his extensive archival collection on file at the
Arizona State Museum. Wherever possible, definitions and explanations of these Apache
terms have been provided with the assistance of Cassa and Goodwin as well as Seth
Pilsk. In addition, there are several terms commonly used in this dissertation that require
some clarification. In many instances, the abbreviated term "Apaches" is used
interchangeably to describe Western Apaches. Sub-tribal Apache groups are always

referred to by their band names (Aravaipa, Pinal, Chiricahua, etc.). The terms
"Aravaipa," "Arivaipa" and "Aravapa" are used interchangeably to describe the Western
Apache band, canyon, and creek of that name. The Apache language term Arapa is used
when appropriate to describe the ancestral homeland that encompasses Aravaipa Canyon
and its surrounding area. "Pinal" and "Pinaleno" are used interchangeably to refer to the
same particular band of Western Apaches. The terms "group" and "band" are
occasionally used interchangeably in certain cases. Finally, the terms "camp" and "fort"
are sometimes synonymously when discussing the military posts of Arizona.
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INTRODUCTION
At first glance it appears inconspicuous, a cleft barely noticeable in the mountain
range running parallel to Route 77 in the distance. There are a few landmarks along this
stretch of remote highway in southeastern Arizona notifying drivers of its presence, save
the modest cotton ranch and the small junior college that bear its name and that of the
shallow, usually parched creek bed that they flank. Most who travel this road are on their
way somewhere else, either down to Tucson or up to Globe or other points north, but for
a few travelers, it is their destination.
Upon leaving the highway and turning east, the seared pavement soon turns to
washboard gravel, meandering its way through a series of escalating hills and steepening
ravines rife with the flora expected of a desert landscape. Before long, however, it comes
upon you, the cusp of a canyon whose origin is signified by the rare emergence of
perpetual water, accompanied by a vivid explosion of colors, sounds and edifices that
only increase in vibrancy and magnitude as you venture—first by car and then by foot or
horseback through its roughly fifteen-mile expanse—deep into its heart. Bold greens—
and during the blooming seasons, a spectrum of colors, a few otherwise not seen in such
breadth and arrangement—astonish the eye. The coalescing symphony of fauna emblazon
the ear. Sheer rock bluffs rise high fi-om the canyon floor, seemingly disobeying gravity
and at the same time offering an unspoken yet visceral reminder of your humble place in
the world in which you live.
For the few ranchers, laborers and others who reside within the canyon and for the
dozens more who inhabit its surrounding topography, the area represents a place to live.

For the scores of wildlife enthusiasts who jfrequent the canyon each year, it is a lush
riparian wilderness, a federally-protected bird-watching paradise where, they believe, one
may commune directly with nature, if only briefly. To these groups, this place is called
Aravaipa.
But for a good many residents of the San Carlos Apache Reservation, located not
too far from here, this place is first and foremost known by its traditional pronunciation,
Arapa. For these people, this place comprises the aboriginal homeland of their
ancestors—ancestors whose names for themselves embodied this place as well as specific
locales within its encompassing topography, locales sanctified by sustained human
interaction of the most fiindamental, precious kind.' Their identity sprang directly from
this deeply intimate, reciprocal relationship—a partnership forged by the physical and
cultural sustenance that they derived from those places and, in turn, the profound sense of
obligation this engendered in them to nurture those places through a close, unrelenting
stewardship. Over time, this mutual nourishment deepened the connection between a
particular people and a precise locale, insuring their physical survival but also reinforcing
and strengthening their social cohesion as a cultural group separate and distinct from
other "Apache" groups. For these ancestors, Arapa in many ways constituted the anchor
of their identity, continually informing their common experience and collective sense of
who they were. It was, for all intents and purposes, their home, and they, an inextricable
part of it.
Today, more than 125 years after these ancestors—^known in written historical
parlance as the Aravaipa—^were forcibly removed along with other bands of Western

Apaches to the San Carlos Reservation by the U.S. Government, this particular
connection between people and place endures, living on in myriad incarnations of various
degree in the minds, memories, personal experiences, wisdom and principles of a
considerable number of their descendants.
Some were bom and raised here, eventually moving away as encroachment by
non-Apaches became too much to bear or the yearning to reunite with reservation
relatives too strong to ignore. Some have resided here at one time or another out of need,
retuming from San Carlos and elsewhere to fill seasonal jobs on the ranches and farms
that dot Arapa 's expanse or to provide manual labor to the many mines in its vicinity.
Some have never lived here, instead gaining an intimate knowledge of the place through
the oral histories and tradition imparted to them by parents and grandparents, aunts and
uncles, cousins and in-laws.
Today, few if any of these descendants still live here, yet many still journey here
from time to time. Some travel to Arapa each year to remember those ancestors—more
than a hundred in all—^who were slaughtered here in 1871 in what is commonly known as
the Camp Grant massacre, an episode that set in motion a chain reaction that permanently
altered the ensuing course of their history and that impacts their contemporary
circumstances in both obvious and insidious ways. Some who are partial stakeholders in
the few remaining allotments still under Apache control—^the last official vestiges of
aboriginal territorial sovereignty in Arapa—often come back to check on their land.
Some return to gather those wild foods and medicinal and ceremonial plants endemic to
this area that they have long relied upon for physical and cultural sustenance. Some bring

their children and grandchildren to this place, sharing the stories first conveyed to them
long ago. Some come merely to reconnect with a landscape that continues to evoke an
entire, grounded world of cultural knowledge and social meaning, a world not found
anywhere else.^
Time and a pervasive sense of despair engendered by more than a century of
powerlessness, poverty and physical dislocation—coupled with a palpable reluctance on
the part of some to emotionally revisit a locale associated with almost incomprehensible
trauma—^have done much to fray the cultural threads that bind the Apache to Arapa. Yet
these fibers seem to possess an exceptional resiliency, for Aravaipa perseveres as a
dynamic force in the lives of many Apache people. Admittedly, past events and current
conditions have served to create a considerable temporal distance between the majority of
Apaches and this place, a distance that for some may seem insurmountable. But for those
who still interface with this hallowed terrain, Arapa has not lost any of its experiential
intensity or significance. Sensory landmarks of culturally-specific learning, what
ethnologist Keith Basso calls "instructive places," persist in plenty within this landscape,
offering a place-specific enlightermient that is, inherently, irreplaceable.^ For these
Apache people, it remains a vital source of nourishment, simultaneously reawakening
cherished memories of relatives past and present, reviving the stories, wisdom, and
principles they once shared, and recalling their intrinsic connection to their tribal past.
Once engaged, it serves to remind them not only of who they are but how to act, as well
as their relationships to family and community. In essence, Arapa still has much to teach
and tell, and its interlocutors much to leam.
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"Every society needs these kinds of sacred places. They help to instill a
sense of social cohesion in the people and remind them of the passage of
the generations that have brought them to the present A society that
cannot remember its past and honor it is in peril of losing its soul."
— Vine Deloria^
So what is the nature and extent of the connection between Arapa and the San
Carlos Apaches today? Given all that has transpired over the past hundred-plus years to
stifle this relationship and considering the sobering state of affairs currently facing this
beleaguered reservation society, in what ways do the landscape and history of Arapa
continue to inform the people's understanding of their past, their roots, their present,
themselves, and their future?
This work seeks to articulate in the broadest of terms the cultural legacy of Arapa
as seen through the eyes of a group of its descendants. It humbly attempts to sketch the
basic outlines of the contemporary relationship between this place and those Apaches
who possess a working cultural knowledge of it. Specifically, it demonstrates that the
experiential exercise of maintaining place is a fundamentally personal one dependent on
its individual actors to interact with it and in the process fulfill their obligation to enliven
its history, stories and lessons anew. Finally, it illustrates how the unique historical
experience emanating firom Arapa has no bounds in time or meaning, proving that events
of the past—in particular the catalytic incident that precipitated the Apaches' forced
exodus firom that place—affect Apache culture and society in the present.
This study enlists as its primary analytical lens the "peoplehood" matrix—^the
notion that indigenous peoples in this country possess a unique, place-bound sense of

group and community identity shaped by lived experiences that sets them apart, both
individually and collectively, from the larger mainstream society. First enunciated by
Spicer (1962, 1972, 1980), further developed by Castile and Kushner (1981) and
Cherokee anthropologist Robert K. Thomas, and most recently expanded by Holm (2000)
and Holm, Pearson and Chavis (2003), peoplehood embodies a self-contained, flexible
and resilient social matrix that enlightens and regulates human behavior and
relationships, enables its adherents to adjust to ever-changing circumstances, and
empowers them to control their communal affairs and determine their collective futures.^
Under this definition, a people who are "united by a common language'' and who have a
"particular ceremonial cycle, a unique sacred history and knowledge of a territory" by
their very character possess a degree of autonomy and independence that insures their
group's persistence.^ They rationally interweave with one another in various symbolic
arrangements, facilitating the people's continuous reinforcement of "feelings of
separateness from others" and "a sense of common destiny among themselves."^ This
socially sustaining matrix is, necessarily, a purposefiil, syncretic process—as opposed to
a haphazard assortment of mechanistic occurrences—in which the people themselves
deliberately deploy and manipulate the four dynamic components in a determined effort
to guarantee their continuity. Within this matrix, peoples are constantly adjusting and
adapting. They are never static, for if they become so, they cease to exist.
The pragmatic and flexible nature of Apache peoplehood is most evident in their
efforts to uphold their connections to their places, hi this vein, this work relies upon a
thorough analysis of the Camp Grant massacre for its formative backdrop, for this event

vividly illustrates this tradition of human action exerted in the maintenance of cultural
identity. The period preceding, including and immediately following the massacre are a
microcosm of Apache adaptation, a stark reflection of indigenous agency precisely
calculated and enacted in the face of localized, increasing threats of extermination and
subjugation by the American state. During this era, Apache peoplehood was geared
towards "the maintenance of residence by the [Apaches] within their traditional territorial
ranges. This condition promoted the continuance of a tribal identification which had
strong sacred sanctions. It stood in the way of that separation of men from particular
localities on which the growth of modem states has depended."^ An in-depth examination
of the massacre episode reveals that the proactive efforts of the Apaches to sustain their
social organization and, specifically, their complex subsistence systems within the
"special culture area" of Arapa governed their adjustment to adverse ecological changes
and increasingly dangerous human encounters brought on by the rapid encroachment of
the Anglo fi-ontier in the years leading up to April 30, 1871.^ This tradition has endured
among the Apaches since they were removed to reservations shortly after the massacre,
although nowadays it functions in perhaps more subtle, discreet ways.
Also central to understanding the Apaches' relationship with particular locales
such as Arapa is the recognition that the essential components of peoplehood are
inextricably intertwined so as to be inseparable. Once merged, they feed a "complete
system that accounts for particular social, cultural, political, economic and ecological
behaviors exhibited by groups of people indigenous to particular territories."'*^ Then and
now, distinct peoples such as the San Carlos Apaches interface with these components

through myriad symbolic manifestations to form the glue of their social cohesion. The
intersection of and interaction between these constantly evolving dynamic forces sustains
and is sustained by self and kin, clan and tribe, creating a fluid yet resistant sum of
consciousness and identity that is greater than and unique to peoplehood's individual
component parts. For this reason, the peoplehood matrix possesses inimitable explanatory
and interpretive usefiilness in describing and analyzing both historical and contemporary
peoples and their societies, in particular subjects of kinship, clanship, social customs and
obligations, "political participation, economic activities, land use and even how learning
takes place.""
In the ongoing quest of a collection of human beings to insulate, protect, maintain
their sense of distinct group identity, each of peoplehood's integral elements—land,
language, sacred history, and ceremonial cycle—is no more important than any other.
Nor can they function without the presence of and a reliance on the others. They are
irreplaceable cogs in the mechanism of collective identity; standing separate or alone,
they lose their intended cultural meaning and utility. When one or more of these elements
is lost or compromised, the peoplehood matrix deploys as a filter, assisting the people in
adapting to sometimes catastrophic changes so that they may preserve and sustain their
sense of themselves and the world around them.
The reciprocal exchange that governs this cultural matrix begins with land, for it
provides the spatial and experiential springboard for language, sacred history and
ceremonial cycle. Its importance caimot be underestimated because "as land is alienated,
all other forms of social cohesion also begin to erode, land having been the context in
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which the other forms have been created."'^ The cultural significance of a particular
territory like Arapa, for example, draws its breath from the language radiating from its
many known and tended places as well as from the rituals the people perform within its
boundaries; the people's connection to and prolonged experience within said territory, in
turn, yield a sacrosanct history that sustains their distinct identity.'^ The Camp Grant
massacre, an event replete with contemporary cultural meaning, demonsfrates that history
does not generally—and in the Apaches' case in particular—act in temporal isolation. In
other words, tribal conceptions of history and the places from whence they derive their
meaning are not in fact past, but prologue, providing grist for the mill of present-day
Apache identity. Ultimately, the stability of the Apaches as a people hinges on an
evolving set of meanings about historical events—^particularly catastrophic ones such as
the Camp Grant massacre—as the people uniquely experience them, contributing to the
ongoing "growth and development of a picture of themselves."''^

"...[TJhese stories are not told by people who have been 'conquered,' but
by people who have a great desire to survive as a nation...Consequently,
these are not merely interesting stories or even the simple dissemination of
historical facts. They are, more importantly, transmissions of culture upon
which our survival as a people depends. When our stories die, so do we."
— Angela Cavender Wilson, Dakota historian^^
"I've been a part of everything—the history of San Carlos. But I didn 't
write it down."

— Jeanette Cassa, San Carlos Apache elder^^
This work acknowledges and reflects the reality that gaining even a basic grasp of
the evolving cormection between the Apache and Arapa in its many manifestations is an
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inherently difficult challenge. There is not now nor will there be such a thing as a
definitive history of Arapa—tribal or otherwise—as long as Ampa's primacy within the
peoplehood of its Apache descendants persists. But this is a healthy thing. The holistic
and complex nature of Apache peoplehood defies simple and detached articulation,
particularly by non-members of the Apache community. If this work conveys anything of
significance, it is that a full understanding of the Apaches' relationship with Ampa—^both
past and present—^must begin with prolonged and consistent personal membership in the
community that reveres it. Even still, for those who are members of this community,
"human attachments to places, as various and diverse as the places to which they attach,
remain, in their way, an enigma."
Arapa's cultural significance is steeped in communal membership and local
understanding—an understanding fashioned not only by the personal stories, experiences
and memories of this place but by who people are and the seemingly endless webs of
personal relationships that they maintain. Many Apaches living at San Carlos have never
visited Arapa and other traditional places, yet they "nevertheless know of these places
fi-om the community knowledge, and they intuit this knowledge to be an essential part of
their being."^® At the same time, Arapa means many different things to different people.
Ultimately, Apaches' senses of their places, while informed by living bodies of local
knowledge, are first and foremost the possessions of the individuals who interface with
those places. As one longtime colleague of the traditional elders of the San Carlos
Apache Reservation once said of the Apaches' relationship to Arapa:
"When you're there, certain things—^the trees, known landmarks, familiar
smells—are so totally evocative that they are almost overwhelming. They
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bring to mind a whole set of memories, a personal perspective of family,
and your place in the world. The connection to place is the sum total of all
of these things. The massacre also is part of it. Banishment from Aravaipa
is part of it. Within this reminiscence are relatives, hundreds of personal
relationships, the old stories, the songs, the ceremonies, the natural world.
You're the only person who can truly speak to that."'^
Consequently, this work serves as a momentary reflection, a rudimentary snapshot
of a much larger, living historical document. It modestly contributes to an expansive
body of traditional knowledge that is continually reshaped by its tribal practitioners, who
infuse it with new layers of cultural relevance along the way. Ultimately, it forms a
minute addition to the self-guided and socially vital effort by the Apache people to insure
that the place of Arapa and the cultural knowledge and solidarity it sustains are not
forgotten.
Explicit within the mission of the American Indian Studies Programs at the
University of Arizona—^which claims this author among its growing number of
scholars—is a commitment to conduct research that possesses practical utility for
contemporary Native peoples with respect to tribal sovereignty and cultural integrity,
specifically as they manifest themselves in the desire of these peoples to maintain their
diverse group identities and holistically grounded ways of life. Researched in direct
consultation with the Apache people and written with an Apache as well as a larger
audience in mind, this project wholeheartedly adopts that mandate.^® It constitutes the
initial result of an ongoing collaboration between the author and the San Carlos Apache
Tribe's Elders' Cultural Advisory Council, an organization formed more than a decade
ago to oversee some of the tribe's wide-ranging cultural preservation activities and,
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specifically, insure that research involving tribal knowledge and tribal members is both
vetted by and beneficial to the community.

91

In working closely with this council's member elders—some of whom present
themselves in the following chapters—^what becomes readily apparent is their recognition
of the tremendous toll that state imposition and the trappings of mainstream society has
taken on traditional cultural knowledge and their heartfelt commitment to stem this tide
by stabilizing and rejuvenating that knowledge, particularly among the youngest
generations of Apaches. This project and its accompaniments seek to fulfill that
fiindamental obligation by pulling together and presenting the historical knowledge of
Arapa—^tribal and otherwise—^in a way that Apaches will find culturally appropriate and
mstructive.11
For this reason, Apache oral tradition and histories (hereafter, oral tradition) serve
as the fi-ontispiece of this work.^^ Despite the increasingly pervasive pressures brought to
bear on the San Carlos Apaches by majority culture—oral tradition remains to this day
the marrow of cultural cohesion in Apache society, reinforcing and invigorating
relationships with kin and community. Generally speaking, oral tradition serves
some important fimctions
for Native people: The historical and
mythological stories provide moral guidelines by which one should live.
They teach the young and remind the old what appropriate and
inappropriate behavior is in our cultures; they provide a sense of identity
and belonging, situating community members within their lineage and
establishing their relationship to the rest of the natural world. They are a
source of entertairmient and of intimacy between the storyteller and the
audience.^'^

There are plenty of "historians" at San Carlos—some of whom are featured in this
work—^that practice this tradition everyday. This work is meant to serve as an aid in
furtherance of that tradition as it currently exists among the Apaches.
As alluded to above, this type of work is certainly not the ideal medium in which
to present tribal knowledge about Arapa with respect to place and event but, as the
Elders' Council's sanction of this project suggests, it is necessarily a complementary
one.^^ It is true that Apache oral tradition exudes cultural intricacies and a moral fiber not
easily transferred to the page. The meaning and power of Apache oral tradition is
ingrained in its socially embedded context; accordingly, great care has been taken to
preserve whole its animation within the accounts presented within this work. Even so,
articulation of the cultural significance of Apache oral tradition remains elusive—and
some would argue evasive—especially to non-residents of the community such as myself.
The oral tradition accounts presented within the following chapters no doubt were
tailored to my relative place and privilege, just as they are tailored in a different way to
the Apaches they are shared with. Included here, then, is at best an abridged version of
the Apache oral tradition concerning Arapa, an oral tradition that is only fiilly and
properly evoked when the relationship between teller and recipient is sustained by its
telling and, ideally, when teller and place unite. In the end, if this modest work can at the
minimum generate a greater interest among the younger generations of Apaches about
not just Arapa but all of their traditional places and motivate them to seek out those
relatives and elders who know about these places—^in the process creating new keepers of
that traditional knowledge—^then it will have been worth our cooperative while.
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"Bringing Indian actors to the center of a historical narrative promises to
transform the conventional treatment of native people. Objects become
subjects; Native Americans cease to be faceless, tragic victims of
'progress' or anonymous representatives of 'lost' civilizations. Instead
they are people who initiate, adapt and win as well as suffer and lose. In
sum, they create a legacy that is independent of conventional, nationalistic
narratives."
— Frederick Hoxie^^
The burgeoning field known as American Indian Studies, cognizant of the
complex nature of tribal societies and the sophisticated structure of their traditional
knowledge systems, astutely employs an interdisciplinary approach to studying Indian
peoples that merges a host of academic disciphnes in various combinations. It likewise
relies on a plethora of diverse methodological tools and tributaries of information, doing
so for the purpose of garnering maximum practical understanding for those people
studied as well as the academic arena.
Building on that nascent tradition, this work analyzes and synthesizes several
discrete streams of information through the deployment of an array of theories and
methods that transcends any one academic discipline. In relating this particular history of
the Apaches, Arapa, and the event that spelled their collective physical severance from
that place, several sources and types of evidence are deployed which, once joined, offer a
single, coherent narrative. It confirms the contention of a growing number of historians
that written tribal histories that substantively incorporate oral narratives reveal a cultural
context and historical intimacy that cannot be articulated through the use of written
sources alone. Relying exclusively on Native oral tradition "may not yield a precise
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picture of past events, but neither will the sole use of skeletal remains, midden heaps, or
non-Indians' diaries, government reports, and letters."^^ Combining the two, however,
increases the potential for a meaningful understanding of tribal peoples and their
histories. This work reflects the reality that rendering a dynamic and multidimensional
picture of the Apache people and the history of Arapa is impossible without the inclusion
of Apache oral tradition. Speaking of the Dakota, Angela Cavender Wilson says that
[t]hese stories, much more than written documents by non-Indians,
provide detailed descriptions about our historical players. They give us
information about our motivations, our decision-making processes, and
about how non-material, non-physical circixmstances (those things
generally defined as supernatural, metaphysical, and spiritual by Western
thinkers) have shaped our past and our understanding of the present.^^
Just as oral tradition sustains the collective cultural memory of those indigenous
peoples who "keep" them, it has the potential—^if integrated into the written narrative
with the proper consultation and treatment—^to bring Apache voices to their rightful place
at the forefi-ont of histories about Apaches. If nothing else, incorporating oral tradition
serves to inextricably ground historical events and social processes within the particular
cultural firameworks in which it takes place, endowing the written narrative with a
cultural context otherwise lost to history. In addition, it helps to cormect the past to the
present, illuminating the vibrant cultural continuum that evinces the adaptive character of
Apache society and the changes impacting that society as internally generated as well as
externally imposed.
The infusing of Apache oral tradition within the written narrative also provides a
unique opportunity to articulate the experiences and perspectives of common Native
Americans at the grassroots level, many for the first time.^^ As this work illustrates, it

"has the potential to give ordinary and representative Indian people a voice, providing
both scholars and the Indian community valuable first-person

narratives on recent

American Indian history."^''
It is worth acknowledging that an inherent subjectivity pervades all types of
historical recollection—^regardless of their source and whether they are written or oral in
form. Indigenous oral narratives in general exhibit a purposeful evolution as time passes,
which effectively "makes them not less reliable than written records, but more so—^if one
is seeking information regarding the Native perceptions of events within their cultural
context."^' The variety, complexity, and even dissension evident among the oral
narratives fi-om the past and the present that are featured in this work attest to the
resiliency of the Apache oral tradition and the society within which it operates.
Collaborator Interviews
A colleague once said to me, "Ethnohistory is the history of the world according
to only those people you talk to."^^ This work presents the personal accounts of a small
group of tribal elders and tribal members recommended by the Elders' Council as
possessing an intimate knowledge of Arapa. During a six-year period beginning in 1998,
I visited the San Carlos Reservation on a regular basis, working with these collaborators
and in the process developing a personal rapport with each that surely will transcend this
particular study. When possible, interviews were conducted with the collaborators in
Arapa; other times, they were conducted at various venues on the San Carlos
Reservation—^homes, workplaces, etc.—^most convenient to the consultants. Elder

Jeanette Cassa served as interpreter for those interviews involving Apache-speaking
informants.
In all instances, the interviews were loosely structured and purposefully fluid so
as to elicit the most natural and spontaneous of responses. Although with each informant
I asked a few guided questions about their relationship to Ampa as well as their specific
visits to the place as well as their knowledge of the massacre, the informants themselves
largely dictated the direction of the interviews. After all, the general purpose of my
fieldwork was to discern what the informants themselves felt was most important about
Ampa and what they felt was most worth sharing. It is not what I asked but what they
said that is most telling about the contemporary relationship between the Apache people
and this ancestral place. In short, this study follows the method of community-based
participatory research advocated by Cheryl Crazy Bull, an approach to research that
"validates tribal knowledge and tribal practices to the benefit of the research process and
the researcher. Researchers should be aware that Native life is seen as a whole, and it
usually would not be appropriate to utiUze analytic methods that separate the whole into
parts.""
I thank those Apaches who chose to take part in this project for welcoming me,
for taking time out of their often hectic lives to take part in this project, and, most of all,
for their commitment to informing the community's understanding of its relationship to
Arapa through this study as well as in their daily lives and personal relationships. The
deeply personal stories of Arapa that they relate in the following chapters testify to the
tenacity of the contemporary Apache connection to this place, reflecting just "how useful

oral history can be as a tool for understanding the evolving social structure of a
c o m m u n i t y A n attempt has been made t o present their free-flowing narratives without
interruption or interjection wherever possible in an effort to preserve intact these placefounded endeavors of historical construction and reinvention, of "fashioning novel
versions of 'what happened here'."^^
Related Oral History Projects
Noted anthropologist Grenville Goodwin spent the better part of the 1930s
working closely with a significant number of Apaches then living on the San Carlos
Apache Reservation, gathering considerable testimony fi-om them about pre-reservation
life. Although he presented a significant portion of this testimony in the seminal The
Social Organization of the Western Apache (1942) and related articles, his untimely death
prevented academic treatment of his voluminous collection of field notes and consultant
interviews in its entirety. Threads of this sizable body of research have since been
analyzed and published by his son Neil Goodwin (2000), Morris Opler (1973), and most
notably Keith Basso (1993), but much of Goodwin's collection remains untreated. It is
housed within the archives of the Arizona State Museum at the University of Arizona,
available for research with the permission of the Elders' Coxmcil at San Carlos. With the
approval of the Elders' Council, this study features an extensive presentation of the
collection's oral history accounts—^many seen in print for the first time. Achieving a
primacy throughout this work is testimony specifically focused on Arapa, the Aravaipa
and Pinal bands of Apache, the Camp Grant massacre, and Apache subsistence activities.

Also prominent within this work are the oral narratives of two Apache elders
collected by Diana Hadley of the Arizona State Museum in 1989 and 1990 as part of an
ethno-ecological study of Aravaipa. These narratives are presented within this work with
Hadley's permission.
Ethnographic Studies
Hadley's study (1991) is especially relevant to this work because it presents the
testimony of Apache informants as well as longtime, non-Indian residents ofArapa. This
work also relies heavily on the pubUshed works of Goodwin (1935, 1937, 1993), most
notably his aforementioned study (1942), which has become the preferred academic study
of pre-reservation Apache Ufe. It also reinforces and builds upon the decades of work that
Basso (1983, 1989, 1993, 1996) has done with the Western Apaches, situating the
culturally regenerative capacity of Apache place-making and oral tradition at its
analytical core. Van Valkenburgh's presentation (1948) of the testimony of Apache elder
Old Lahn also provides unique insights, as do the recent works of Ferguson and ColwellChanthaponh (2003, 2004a, 2004b), who consulted on certain portions of this work. Of
lesser and more general influence is Opler, who worked primarily with the Chiricahua
Apache but whose studies (1942,1965, 1983a, 1983b) shed some affirmative light on the
general nature of pre-reservation Apache social institutions and subsistence systems.
The ethnographic works of Underbill (1936, 1938, 1939) and Thomas (1963)
were particularly helpful in articulating the adversarial relationship between the Tohono
O'odham and the Apaches and specifically detailing the Tohono O'odham's involvement
in the Camp Grant Massacre. Especially useful are the Tohono O'odham oral narratives
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set forth in these studies, for they illuminate the highly localized, social nature of the
complicit warfare partnership between the two groups.
Archival
Researching this study while living in Tucson proved fruitful, for the bulk of the
archival and primary source materials concerning the Western Apache, Arapa, and the
Camp Grant massacre are located within walking distance or a short drive from the city.
The Arizona State Museum's archives, the Arizona Historical Society's holdings, and the
Special Collections division of the University of Arizona Library are replete with the
manuscripts, correspondence, journals, and other recollections of military officers,
government confractors and other proximate civilians—individuals who were directly
engaged in some form or fashion in the struggle with the Western Apaches over
Apacheria in the 1860s and 1870s. Especially bountiful is the Arizona Historical Society,
which contains the personal papers of many of the men who planned, financed and
carried out the massacre. Its holdings also shed tremendous light on life—and in
particular the intercultural dynamics at work—^in Tucson in the years immediately
following the Civil War. Its prominence as a font of information is readily evident in the
endnotes that follow. The archives at the Arizona State Museum includes not only the
precious Grenville Goodwin fieldwork archive but also a number of valuable studies
specifically focused on the Aravaipa area, including the archaeological studies by Gilman
and Richards (1975) and Punzmann and Kessel (1999). Meanwhile, military reports and
correspondence obtained from the National Archives in Washington, D.C. also proved
helpful.

Taken as a whole, these archival materials—some of which feature the recorded
testimony of Apaches—^illuminate the fact that the activities of Apaches, Anglos,
Mexicans and the Tohono O'odham during this period of intense and violent conflict
responded first and foremost to localized concerns, circumstances, and cultural djntiamics.
Historical Studies
A number of studies dedicated in Ml or part to Apache history have greatly
informed this work, including Ogle (1970), Spicer (1962), Thrapp (1967), and Worcester
(1941, 1975, 1979). Of considerable influence is Perry (1971, 1991, 1993), whose studies
focus primarily on Apache history and life since the estabUshment of their reservations
and which vividly illustrate the fact that events of the Apache past continue to impact the
Apache present. Meanwhile, Erickson (1994), Fontana (1974, 1983, 1989), Hackenberg
(1972, 1983), and Joseph, Spicer and Chesky (1949) supply evidence of equal import as
concerning the Tohono O'odham.
Ultimately, this work reveals that—^for the group of Apaches who took part in this
project at least—Arapa retains a pervasive cultural significance that when enacted serves
to reinforce Apache identity and behavior and, in the process, preserve their sense of
collective self-awareness as an inviolable, indigenous people living in an otherwise
uncertain world. Their personal stories confirm Arapa's prevailing role as a stabilizing
influence in their communal life, acting as a source of cultural sanity upon which they
can rely as they engage in an unremitting struggle to insulate themselves against the
many detrimental forces that constantly bombard them. In many ways, this revered
landscape fortifies their independence as an indigenous community, helping them to

adapt "to changing social conditions not under their control by creating culturally
acceptable innovations that they can control."^^ Although physically estranged from
Arapa long ago, their persistent interaction with this place and its history—in particular
the Camp Grant massacre—^reverberate throughout all facets of their lives, extending
deep into other social realms, such as "conceptions of wisdom, notions of morality,
politeness and tact in forms of spoken discourse, and certain conventional ways of
imagining and interpreting the Apache tribal past."^^ It speaks to the reality that the
Apaches' interpretation of their own past and their identity as a people is summarily
dependent on maintaining a close connection to—and exchange with—^their places,
places such as Arapa. For this project's collaborators, it is a connection they understand
to be vulnerable, but one that they are committed to preserving and sustaining.

CHAPTER 1, Part 1
A few miles south of the confluence of Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River
(a place some Apaches know as lednlU) and a few hundreds yards north of the bridge that
leads out of the old mining town of Mammoth stands a place that only the most
knowledgeable eyes can discern. The San Pedro Agency, the small Camp Grant outpost
established by the U.S. Army to distribute rations to peaceable Apaches, sat near this spot
for a time during the 1860s, but little if any evidence of its brief tenure remains. Long
before the establishment of the camp or the agency, the Apaches gave this place the name
iyah nasbqs si haat, or "mesquite clump round," a name referring to the large, circular
swathe of mesquite trees that still graces this spot.' More than a century's worth of
ecological stress caused by excessive farming, ranching and mining has taken its toll on
iyah nasbqs si haat, yet some Apaches can still readily distinguish this topographical
landmark from the larger desert landscape.
It has been more than fifty years since San Carlos Apache elder Jeanette Cassa
lived at iyah nasbqs si haat, but she remembers it well. Riding along the stretch of
Highway 77 that runs through this place, she motions directly towards it.
"There used to be a big barbeque pit over there, which the Apaches used as a
hiding place to attack and escape from the soldiers who came through the area," she says.
"There used to be a big water tank over there, too, that we would use."^
Although there are no visible remnants of these man-made landmarks, the
landscape's natural markers—such as the mesquite trees, the slope they cover, and the
bank of the San Pedro in the background—^prove more than enough to spark vivid

memories of the time she spent living here so long ago. In 1952 or 1953, Jeanette, then in
her early 20s, joined her husband Bumette and a number of other Apaches on their aimual
summer exodus from the reservation in search of seasonal employment. Their quest for
work brought them to Arivaipa, where they found jobs working alongside Burnett's
family picking cotton for a local white farmer.
"They used to call us 'Jeanette Bumette'," says a grinning Jeanette. "The farmer
gave us a house for all of us to stay in. We picked cotton all summer long." While
Jeanette and the others gathered in the cotton, Bumette and his father Ed weeded the
fields and cleaned the irrigation ditches along Aravaipa Creek that brought water to the
farm. Once they harvested the farmer's crop, Jeanette returned to San Carlos, leaving her
husband and father-in-law behind. Bumette spent quite a bit more time at Arapa, working
as a carpenter along with his cousin Salton Reede at the nearby Christmas Mine. He also
helped to build the highway bridge that spans the mouth of Aravaipa Creek before
rejoining his wife back on the reservation.
It wasn't too long before Jeanette and Bumette again left San Carlos—where
work always seemed scarce—^in order to make a living. In the late 1950s, as part of the
federal government's relocation policy, Bumette and Jeanette enrolled with hundreds of
other Apaches in jobs programs in major cities like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver
and Phoenix. The promise of economic prosperity took them to Dallas, Texas, where
Jeanette found herself working all kinds of vocational jobs, including stints at factories
making garments and assembling televisions. After three or four disenchanting years, the
pull of home, family and places like iyah nasbqs si haat became too much to resist.

"I wanted to come back," Jeanette proclaims. "I had no family there. I was lonely,
so we came back."
Today, seven children, scores of grandchildren and great-grandchildren, and 40
years later, Jeanette still calls San Carlos home. She retums to Arapa whenever she can,
driven by a profound personal and cultural obligation that only grows in intensity with
the passage of time. Now in her mid-70s, Jeanette serves as coordinator of the San Carlos
Apache Elders' Cultural Advisory Council, established by the Tribe more than a decade
ago to direct the Tribe's cultural preservation efforts and advise the Tribe's elected
officials on a diverse array of issues, including cultural practices and repatriation, natural
resource and environmental management, and leadership responsibilities. Composed of a
group of tribal elders who volunteer their time in an effort to protect and strengthen
Apache culture for the generations of today as well as tomorrow, the Elders' Council
serves as a font of traditional knowledge, wisdom and authority for a reservation society
struggling to maintain its distinct indigenous identity and way of life in the face of an
increasingly pervasive dominant culture.
Working closely with ethnobotanist Seth Pilsk of the San Carlos Apache Forestry
Department, Jeanette spearheads two of the Council's most critical cultural preservation
initiatives, the Ethnobotany Project and the Western Apache Place Names Project. Over
the past several years, Jeanette and Seth have dedicated much of their time to escorting
dozens of tribal elders to hundreds of locations both on and off of the reservation,
mapping the names of the Apache places they identify and recording the personal, family
and tribal histories and stories those places bring to mind. These elders also share their

knowledge of the various traditional plants of the Apaches and their many former and
current functions and uses. This awesome yet crucial work has prompted regular visits to
Arapa, where Jeanette and other elders who possess a working knowledge of the area
reconnect with its culturally rich landscape. The outings have contributed directly to the
plotting of more than 60 place names in and around Arapa and the collecting and
cataloguing of a diverse array of ceremonial, medicinal and food plant species, some of
which are hard to find in places other than this one (see Figure 2).'^
"There is a feeling that we are losing the traditional knowledge. We are working
to retain that knowledge," Jeanette declares.
For the elders who participate in these expeditions, the return to Arapa represents
a homecoming of sorts, awakening memories of ancestors who once lived here and the
stories they once told. For Jeanette, it stirs up thoughts of her late husband and his family,
who once claimed Arapa as their home.
"My husband's people were fi-om here," states Jeanette. Bumette's father, Ed, she
explains, descended from the Aravaipa band and hailed from the same tse binest'i'e clan
as hashke bahnzin ("angry stands beside him," commonly known as Eskiminzin), the
Aravaipa chief who in 1871 struck a peace with the U.S. Army in order to save his people
and remain in their homeland, only to see a tragic number of them slaughtered by a
vigilante force from Tucson in the Camp Grant massacre.^ That tra\imatic event took
place more than 130 years ago, but the pain it caused still resonates deeply among
contemporary Apaches, particularly those whose ancestors were lost and those who know
all too well the oral tradition surrounding this dreadfiil and emblematic episode in their

history. Its enduring impact is certainly not lost on Jeanette, who falls noticeably solemn
as the car in which she rides approaches the massacre site.
"We're taught not to look back upon such things of the past. You're supposed to
look forward," Jeanette says softly. "This happened to us long ago. When you revisit
what happened here, you renew the pain that came from it."
Jeanette has heard more oral history accounts of the massacre from her relatives
and other Apaches than she can count. Many she learned while standing near the very
spot where the attack took place. Many were recited while their tellers were in the throes
of sometimes uncontrollable grief. All were gut-wrenching in their content yet clear in
their ptirpose, told to educate the younger generations about who they are and where
they're from, and remind all Apaches of their resiliency as an indigenous people.
Today, many Apache descendants of the Aravaipa, particularly the younger ones,
have never heard the stories of what happened to their ancestors, and many who have
only remember vague references to the massacre and the place where it occurred. But
Jeanette remembers many of the stories in vivid detail, particularly those stories of
survival. On this day, she recalls the story given to her in Apache by Charlie Victor, who
leamed it from his grandmother or grandfather.
"This medicine man that was camped with the others at Camp Grant was told that
they were going to have a dance in celebration. They used to dance all night long. He had
a singing as the people were getting ready for the dance when he had a vision that they
were going to be killed. He told the people to leave, but they didn't listen. He gathered
his family and left for the mountains. They escaped," says Jeanette, recounting Charlie's

story. "That same medicine man later sang for Apache Kid, turning the bullets the
soldiers fired at him into water so that they would roll right off of him. That's the kind of
prayer they used for warriors. They used them for our Apache soldiers during World War
II."
Ed and Bumette also claim among their relatives Apache Kid, the outlaw
Aravaipa Apache who famously evaded capture for several years during the 1890s. His
legendary defiance of military and civilian authorities sparked bitter recriminations
during his life and even after his death against any Apaches believed to be associated
with or related to him.
According to Jeanette, this fear of retribution has manifested itself in an enduring
reluctance among many descendants to divulge their identity as Aravaipa and their
relationship to Apache Kid to outsiders, to other Apaches, or even to one another. For
some, this feeling prevails to this day.
"He was told by his parents and grandparents not to talk about it for fear of being
associated with those groups fi"om Arapa or Apache Kid. They told him, 'Be quiet or
your enemies might find you.'" Other elders recalled similar instructions. According to
Jeanette, Clara Tiffany, whose ancestors also were Aravaipa, remembered her relatives
telling her, "Never say what you are, there's a danger to it."
While Ed Cassa rarely admitted his true roots—in particular his ties to Apache
Kid—^to those outside his own family, Jeanette says he and his wife both used to go out
of their way to share stories with her and Bumette about Arapa, hashke bahnzin, and
Apache Kid, including one where he described Apache Kid singing songs to give

directions to other Apaches at the water near Winkelman. He used to tell her about the
place names in Arapa, and the Apaches who come from there, including the Doselas and
the Deweys. Old Man Randall, an Apache, once lived in a house built with rocks across
from the Old Butterfield Stagecoach stop. He also mentioned another old Apache man
who used to grow hay, squash and com in Aravaipa, sharing his crops with a lot of
Apache. "They would come, he would give," remembers Jeanette. '^'Hwosh-yi-toode [he
slurps prickly pear] was his name." An Apache named Hopkins used to tend orchards of
peaches, apricots and apples along Aravaipa Creek.
"The Apaches had farmsites all the way up the Aravaipa [Creek] until its start,
both before and after the reservation," Jeanette says. "It seems like they would plant
orchards anywhere, too."
Jeanette also learned about Arapa, its history, and its significance to the Apache
people as a youngster from members of her own family, namely her paternal grandmother
Nancy Kayodiskay, whose personal story contributed to the reticence Aravaipa
descendants felt and still feel about reveahng their ancesfral ties to this place.^ While still
a child, Kayodiskay was incarcerated along with hashke bahnzin and a number of his
other followers by reservation authorities in the early 1890s on speculation that they had
aided Apache Kid. The lot was transported to an Indian prison camp in Alabama, where
they lived for a time with other Apaches, including Chiricahuas, deemed too troublesome
to reside in their aboriginal territories in Arizona and New Mexico. Upon their release,
she and many of the others returned to live at Arapa, but before long reservation officials
sent her to the Hampton Normal Agricultural Institute in Virginia, where she leamed

English and the domestic arts in keeping with the federal Indian policy of assimilation en
vogue at the time. By the time she made it back to Arizona, most of her people had left
Arapa for San Carlos, where she joined them.
By the 1930s, says Jeanette, only a few Apaches still permanently resided in or
around Arapa. Many Apaches, however, returned on a regular basis to work in the area
mines and provide seasonal labor to the local farms and ranches. Groups also made the
journey down from San Carlos on horseback during the summer months to camp at a
number of traditional spots in and around the canyon, gathering saguaro fruit, acoms,
mescal (etc.) and a host of medicinal and ceremonial plants. By the 1950s, though, cars
had replaced horses as the common mode of transportation at San Carlos, opening the
reservation to the trappings of dominant society like never before and stanching the
desire of many to continue on with the traditional economic and social activity of
conducting gathering expeditions to ancestral locations like Arapa.
Hands resting on her hips, Jeanette pauses to survey the vibrant flora that
straddles both sides of the stretch of canyon road that boasts Brandenburg Mountain as its
scenic backdrop. Studying the plant life closely, she says, "My mother used to tell me a
story of how she and other Apaches used to sing to the plants so that the hard-to-find
ones would show themselves."
Today, gathering remains a cherished pastime of a number of San Carlos
residents—^particularly the elders—but it no longer holds the pervasive cultural
importance it once did. Jeanette explains that the excursions organized by the Elders'
Council provide many of the elders that she knows and works with their only

opportunities to visit Arapa and gather those particular medicinal and ceremonial plants
that are considered vital to sustaining their traditional ways.
"The elders still want the medicine, but their kids and grandkids don't know
where to get the medicine, and they often don't care," explains Jeanette, adding that
elders often ask her and Seth for assistance in procuring plants fi-om distant ancestral
locales such as Arapa.
According to Jeanette, some Apaches at San Carlos also venture fi-om the
reservation at specified times of the year to collect wild plant foods to this day. Some
travel to the east end of Arapa, where they gather acorns at Klondyke, Eureka and Sunset.
A smaller number still harvest and prepare mescal, the other major traditional Apache
wild food staple, at various locations within a tolerable drive of their reservation
residences. Jeanette took part in this activity long ago, as did her husband. "My husband
used to roast agave with his parents," she says. "It tastes like molasses. In winter we ate it
with tortillas."
Nowadays, she joins friends and relatives in mescal gathering excursions on rare
and special occasions—such as for feasts or funerals—^but it has become a largely
sporadic enterprise for the people of San Carlos. Government commodities have become
not just a major source of food but an accepted way of life for most reservation residents,
transforming prepared mescal from a critical food source to an occasional delicacy and
labor-intensive traditional subsistence activities like mescal harvesting into exercises in
nostalgia. Cooking mescal plants is done much the same way as in pre-reservation times,
but the Apaches have added some modem improvements. The Apache sometimes still
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roast the agave they gather in earthen pits, they still use juniper and oak for the fire, they
still add grapevines and skunkberries to the roast to give it more flavor, and they still tie
the leaves of the plant bundles into distinct handles before cooking them in order to
determine which family each belongs to, but these days the agave plants are typically
placed in burlap sacks before roasting and the pits they cook in are often lined with sheets
of corrugated metal. They still incorporate mescal into dozens of traditional recipes—a
strained juice fi-om mescal and walnuts that tastes like a "BitOHoney" bar, for example,
serves as a special treat—but today most cook just the stalks of the agave, as they take
less time to harvest and prepare than the hearts of the plant and can be properly roasted in
above-ground fires. The stalks remain a favorite among the youngsters.
"It's a treat for the children and anyone else," she says. Following the last mescal
roast she took part in, Jeanette drove with Seth to the Adult Center in San Carlos village,
where they distributed the mescal stalks they had just roasted to an eagerly awaiting
crowd of tribal elders. The Apaches still harvest in the springtime, when the agave is
sweetest, and they still save some of the mescal they gather, pounding and drying it
before storing it for the winter.
Jeanette states that some of the mescal stored long ago remains just where its
Apache ancestors left it, hidden away in caves, between rocks, and buried in the ground.
"We know where these stashes of mescal are, but we're not supposed to tell," she
muses.
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CHAPTER 2, Part 2
"San Carlos! That was the worst place in all the great territory stolen from
the Apaches! If anybody had ever lived there permanently no Apache
knew of it.. .Nearly all the vegetation was cacti; and though in season a
little cactus fruit was produced, the rest of the year food was lacking. The
heat was terrible. The insects were terrible. The water was
terrible.. .Insects and rattlesnakes seemed to thrive there.. .There were also
tarantulas, Gila monsters, and centipedes...At times, it was so hot that I
am sure a thermometer would have registered well above 120 degrees."
~ Daklugie, Chiricahua Apache^
In February 1873, almost two years after the Camp Grant Massacre and several
months after General 0.0. Howard formally resolved to move the nearly 1,500 Apaches
then residing in Arapa to a more favorable location, the U.S. government finally
relocated the Aravaipas, Finals and other Apaches that had congregated in the canyon to
their new confines. Accompanied by a sizeable military escort, the Apaches left Arapa en
masse, traveling a ways up Aravaipa Canyon before turning north through Box Canyon.
After a trek of about fifty miles or so, they reached their new residence near the
confluence of the San Carlos and Gila Rivers, appropriately christened the San Carlos
Division of the White Mountain Reservation (see Figure 4). Most of the Aravaipas and
Finals, along with their other Apache companions, took up residence on both sides of the
San Carlos River in close proximity to the new agency.
Although yearning to remain with his people in their ancestral territory, hashke
bahnzin had long realized that Arapa was no longer a tenable choice as a permanent
residence for the growing number of other Apaches who had descended upon Camp
Grant seeking peace and rations. Since the attack, the number of Apaches camped
upstream from the post had swelled considerably, reaching almost 1,500 by the time of

their removal. It had become apparent to the Apache chief that Arapa simply didn't
possess enough water and tillable land to provide adequate subsistence to such a large
group. In addition, the heavy concentration of Apaches, soldiers and civilians clustered
around the post—long known as a prime breeding ground for illness—^had sparked a
widespread outbreak of malarial illness that had claimed the lives of dozens of Apaches
and showed no signs of abating. The incessant epidemic had figured prominently in the
U.S. Army's decision to disband Camp Grant and establish a post of the same name 35
miles to the east. Equally disturbing to hashke bahnzin was the increasing encroachment
of Anglo and Mexican settlers—^lured by tales of Aravaipa's fertile farmlands and
unmatched quantities of extractable resources—into the area.
While hashke bahnzin had accompanied Howard in scouting prospective locations
for the new agency and had proposed the confluence of the San Carlos and Gila as a
preferable alternative to the disease-infested San Pedro River, the U.S. government's
decision to locate the new agency at San Carlos likely reflected a practical motivation to
minimize potential conflict between the Apaches and encroaching settlers instead of
some benevolent desire to satisfy the professed wishes of the Apache themselves.
Relocating the Camp Grant Apaches to economically barren San Carlos—^hardly a choice
spot for farming—^would effectively open up the relatively fertile Aravaipa region to
unfettered agricultural and mineral development by those non-Indians who were
clamoring to exploit it.^
Life at their new residences around the San Carlos Agency certainly was not what
hashke bahnzin and the other Apaches had bargained for. The U.S. Army, fearing that the
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Apaches would organize raiding parties and leave the reservation if not closely
supervised, imposed a strict, often oppressive system of surveillance. Effectively treating
the Apaches as prisoners of war, military officials mandated that they live clustered
around the agency in order to better monitor their daily movements. The forced huddling
of Apache groups—^many of whom either didn't know or get along with one another—
ran counter to traditional Apache patterns of dispersed settlement and fomented hostilities
between and among the various encampments, which sometimes led the offending or
offended group to flee the agency in fear of recriminations from the military or each
other.
Daily life at San Carlos resembled that of a concentration camp, highlighted by
the conducting of daily roll calls of all Apache inhabitants in an effort to insure law and
order. To facilitate a complete daily accounting of the Apaches, the government instituted
a tagging system in which each Apache was issued a metal tag with a letter and number
for the purposes of identification and tracking. The system wreaked havoc on the pre
existing local groups of Apaches residing there, arbitrarily dividing the people into "tagbands," each of which was headed by a chief that the government selected. These tagbands often combined multiple Apache local groups with little rhyme or reason. In
addition, according to Goodwin,
"Tag band chiefs, some of them actually pre-reservation chiefs, others
merely men whom the government saw fit to put in these positions, had
governmental authority over any chief of pre-reservation times who might
be included in their tag band. The foreign method of inheritance of
chieftainship through the father, arbitrarily prescribed by the government,
was a ftirther blow to the old system."^

The concentration-camp existence enforced by the military and civilian
authorities at San Carlos not only adversely affected the Apaches' traditional political
organization and institutions, it also severely constricted their movements, which in turn
interfered considerably with their subsistence matrix. The Army generally prohibited the
Apaches from conducting wild food-gathering expeditions and barred them from having
access to the weapons they needed for hunting.On the rare occasions when they were
permitted to perform such activities, they were forced to hunt and gather in restricted
areas that possessed relatively scarce quantities of game and wild food.^' With hunting
and gathering no longer widely available options and farming a modest enterprise at best,
the Apaches had no choice but to depend heavily on government rations for their physical
survival. The passive habit of lining up for government rations became the primary
subsistence endeavor of the Apache residents of San Carlos, reinforcing their immobility
and inactivity.'^ But like everything else at San Carlos, the issuance of rations often was
erratic, and the amount distributed often inadequate to feed the considerable numbers of
Apaches camped around the agency. Unable to pursue their traditional means of
subsistence and reliant on the government's nutritionally deficient handouts, many
Apache suffered from a lack of protein and subsequent deteriorating health, a situation
that contributed to the "generally unhealthy" conditions that prevailed at San Carlos
during the 1870s.'^
The constant jostling between military and civilian officials over control of the
agency and the rampant corruption and high turnover that pervaded agency
adminisfration only exacerbated the instability, creating a situation where the Apaches

weren't sure what to expect from one day to the next.''^ They often found themselves
caught in the middle of this internecine struggle for power, where considerations of
economy, efficiency and greed routinely trumped their long-term welfare.
It wasn't long after hashke bahnzin and Capita Chiquito, another prominent
Aravaipa leader, arrived with their followers at San Carlos that they found themselves
front and center in the disorder that pervaded the agency. Within weeks of establishing
their new homes along the San Carlos River, two Aravaipa warriors named Chuntz and
Cochinay openly challenged the authority of hashke bahnzin and Capitan Chiquito,
leading to a brief altercation between their followers that left one dead. Not long after,
Indian agent James E. Roberts—^who as chief administrator of Camp Apache exercised
authority over the San Carlos Division as well—ordered the arrest of Capitan Chiquito,
charging him with harboring Apache ftigitives and trading stolen stock to the Zunis and
briefly incarcerating him at Yuma Prison.'^ In January 1874, hashke bahnzin became the
subject of an equally dubious demonstration of agency authority. Major George Randall,
the new commandant of the Agency guard at San Carlos, arrested the Aravaipa chief—an
obvious target—for unidentified crimes in a brazen ploy to exert the military's
dominance over agency affairs. Hashke bahnzin escaped to the mountains three days
later, followed by a large contingent of Aravaipa and several other apprehensive Apache
bands. During their absence, heavy rains caused the Gila River to flood its banks,
preventing the Apache deserters from retuming promptly to the reservation. While the
escapees waited for the floodwaters to recede, a small group of Apache warriors—led by
Chuntz, Cochinay, Delshay and Chan-deisi—splintered off from the main group and

attacked a group of freighters who had been forced to take refuge from the severe
weather near the Apache encampment. When hashke bahnzin and the others learned of
the incident, they fled the scene, convinced that the military authorities at San Carlos
would hold them summarily responsible.'^ Hashke bahnzin and his group returned for a
brief time to their homes at Arapa—^which fell barely outside the boundaries of the
reservation—^while Chuntz's much smaller contingent of warriors continued with their
depredations.'^
When the Apache runaways failed to retum, military authorities at San Carlos
officially classified them as renegades and dispatched troops to give them chase. Illequipped and destitute, hashke bahnzin and his allied bands surrendered to General
Crook at San Carlos without incident in April 1874 after a brief pursuit. Randall
immediately sentenced hashke bahnzin—^whom he deemed the instigator of the entire
episode—to hard labor at Fort Grant. Fearing further trouble if they did not cooperate, the
Aravaipa and the other surrendered bands supplied Crook's men with scouts to help
locate those renegades—including Chuntz's contingent—^that remained on the lam. Over
the course of the next three months, Army troops—^bolstered by their Apache aUies—
engaged the renegades at every turn, capturing 26 and killing 83, including the outlaw
Aravaipa leaders.'^
Meanwhile, frontier opportunists of all sorts wasted no time in appropriating the
land vacated by the various bands of Apaches upon their forced relocation to Camp
Apache and San Carlos. Arapa was no exception. Even before the Apaches residing in
Arapa departed for San Carlos in early 1873, Anglo settlers began pouring into the area

in earnest. Mining speculators, fueled by reports of vast mineral resources in Arapa,
commenced operating the first mine in the area in 1872 at what would soon become
known as the town of Aravaipa. That same year, ranching magnate Henry Hooker
established the Sierra Bonita Ranch near the eastern edge of Aravaipa Canyon, importing
large numbers of cattle into the area for the first time. By 1874, Anglos and Mexicans had
erected the first permanent Euroamerican settlement in Aravaipa Canyon.^
The U.S. government did everything it could to accommodate the insatiable
territorial ambitions of its American citizens. The boundaries of the San Carlos Division
had been set to effectively evacuate and isolate the Apaches from those areas then
considered most economically valuable by incoming farmers, ranchers and mineral
prospectors, but almost as soon as the agency was formally established Anglo designs on
the lands newly reserved for the Apaches became apparent.
Wherever valuable resources were discovered or even rumored to exist,
acquisitive entrepreneurs enlisted Territorial officials to exert what political might was
necessary to induce Washington to secure the removal of said lands from the reservation
and confer them to the public domain for their immediate exploitation.^^ More than often
not, settlers invaded a particular section of reservation land at the first hint of its
economic potential, staking their claims—albeit illegitimate—^to the territory before word
of its promise ever reached Washington. To satisfy the capitalistic aspirations of its
Anglo constituents and avoid any possible violence between them and Apaches, the U.S.
government gradually whittled away some of the reservation's most precious tracts. In
July 1874, President Ulysses S. Grant, responding to pleas from Territorial officials and

leading capitalists, restored a massive swathe of land from the eastern end of the White
Mountain Reservation—^which included San Carlos—^between the

parallel and the

•
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Arizona-New Mexico border to the pubUc domain in order to open it up for mmmg.

Two years later, the discovery of rich veins of silver at present-day Globe, Arizona,
prompted Grant to shrink the western end of the reservation considerably to allow nonIndian miners who were already exfracting the silver to do so legally.In January 1877,
Grant removed more than 7,400 additional acres from the reservation for the same
purpose.^"^ Grant's presidential successors signed similar executive orders removing
reservation land several more times before the century was through.

•yc

The Apaches clustered around San Carlos Agency in the mid-1870s likely had no
idea that the land recently reserved for their permanent use and occupancy was being
methodically pulled out from xmder their feet. They had more pressing issues to deal
with, like surviving until the next rationing day. Hashke bahnzin, imprisoned at New
Camp Grant since April 1874, was similarly preoccupied. When John P. Clum, the new
Indian Service agent at San Carlos, passed through New Camp Grant en route to his new
post, he encountered the Aravaipa chief—^who was shackled at the ankles and under close
military guard—^making adobe bricks with several other Apache prisoners.^^ Upset by the
hard labor conditions to which the Apaches were being subjected, Clum inquired about
the nature of the charges against hashke bahnzin. The post's commanding officer
informed Clum that no specific charges had been filed against the Aravaipa leader,
explaining that Major Randall, the guard commandant at San Carlos, "does not like him."
Believing his treatment to be unduly harsh, Clum, with the help of an interpreter, asked
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hashke bahnzin why he had been arrested. The chief responded, "I do not know unless
some lies were told about me."^^ Convinced of hashke bahnzin's sincerity and eager to
secure valuable Apache aUies at the outset of his administration of San Carlos, Clum
vowed to do what he could to secure the release of hashke bahnzin and the other
Aravaipas imprisoned at Camp Grant. According to Clum,
"It was evident that he felt keenly the humiliation of the situation in which
I found him, and he said that because of his disgrace as a prisoner in
chains he feared his influence with his own people had been destroyed.
But he assured me that if I obtained his release he would gladly do his
utmost for the best interests of the San Carlos Apaches—as he always had
done."^^
Clum's arrival at San Carlos brought the Apaches a significant albeit brief respite
from the chaos that characterized the formative years of their reservation existence.
Determined to transform the Apaches into productive members of the American state,
Clum initiated a number of policies and program aimed at promoting Apache selfsufficiency in the mold of the Euroamerican farmer. Disgusted by the idleness that the
rationing system had encouraged, he regularly employed the Apaches to undertake
improvement projects designed to help them both in the short-term and the long run,
including digging irrigation ditches, constructing buildings, and planting fields to produce
crops for their own consumption.^^ The new agent issued the Apaches chits as payment
for their labor that they could use to purchase provisions fi:om the agency store. In a
confident display of his belief in the Apaches' uprightness, he also allowed them to sign
out guns and travel to remote parts of the reservation far fi-om the agency headquarters to
hunt game. And recognizing that the U.S. Army had a tendency to provoke the Apaches

and seemed intent on interfering with his policies, Clum demanded that the troops leave
the immediate vicinity of the agency.^''
Perhaps Clum's most significant accomplishment was his decision to allow the
Apaches more control over their own affairs. He established an Apache police force—
comprised of officers selected by the Apaches fi-om among their various groups—^which
proved effective in maintaining law and order among the reservation's inhabitants. When
new bands arrived at San Carlos, they were afforded the same opportunity to select
officers to represent them on the force.

Clum also created a Supreme Court to

adjudicate the trials of Apache offenders, appointing foiir to five Apaches to serve as
associate judges while Clum himself assumed the position of chief judge.^^
Meanwhile, at Clum's urging, the U.S. Army ordered the release of hashke
bahnzin and the other Aravaipas incarcerated at Camp Grant in early October 1874,
whereupon they immediately returned to Uve with the rest of their people at San Carlos.
According to G.A. Clum, who briefly served as an educator at San Carlos in 1875,
hashke bahnzin soon became "one of the most zealous exponents of law and order, and
remained faithful to his natural death. He was elected honorary chief of the police
force—a dollar a year man—given a needle gun, which he almost always carried, and
with honor to his position and fidelity to his pacific declarations, exercised a most
wholesome influence among his people."^^ Hashke bahnzin, cognizant of Clum's role in
his emancipation and approving of his handling of the agency and his treatment of the
chief s people, developed a close working relationship with the agent. The Aravaipa chief
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became Clum's aide-de-camp, displaying what the reservation administrator called "rare
tact and effective diplomacy" in a number of difficult, potentially volatile situations.^"^
A perfect example came in March 1875. Political machinations by corrupt
officials and government contractors—who were categorically opposed to any
reservation program promoting Apache self-sufficiency—^prompted the U.S. government
to remove the peaceable Yavapai, who had begun producing significant quantities of food
and clothing for their own use, fi-om Camp Verde to San Carlos.^^ The Yavapai, who had
been contently living in their own territory, were outraged by their relocation among
Apache groups—some of whom they considered unfriendly—and on their arrival
threatened to upend the tenuous balance of peace that Clum and hashke bahnzin had
managed to achieve. According to Clum, hashke bahnzin preempted any outbreaks of
•3^

Yavapai resistance through a forceful combination of counseling and close surveillance.

A few months later, Clum, with the Indian Commissioner's backing, initiated a similarly
unpopular removal of a significant number of White Mountain and Coyotero Apache
from within their own territory at Camp Apache, consolidating them under his close
supervision at San Carlos. The Aravaipa chief, heading a contingent of 60 Apache
warriors from San Carlos, accompanied the agent to Camp Apache, where he helped to
facilitate what the agent had feared might be a problematic transition.^^
Meanwhile, in the mid-1870s Clum's agricultural program began to take hold.
Recognizing the fiiction

that existed between the various groups residing on the

reservation, he designated separate areas in which the groups could grow their crops,
allowing them some latitude in determining the exact locations for their farm sites. The
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Pinal Apaches established their farms primarily along the San Carlos River. Some
Aravaipas chose land on the west side of the San Carlos River at the foot of Victor's
Bluff about five miles fi-om the agency, while a larger number selected fields to cultivate
on the north bank of the Gila River around the mouth of Salt Wash.^^ In his annual report
for 1875, Clum reported that the indigenous residents of San Carlos had cultivated and
harvested 9,200 bushels of potatoes, 2,000 bushels of com, and 625 bushels each of
wheat and barley. Clum actively promoted their efforts, purchasing much of the grain
they raised for use by the agency.Hashke bahnzin and his gota, who were among the
Aravaipas who had received permission to cultivate several acres of land at Victor's
Bluff, proved particularly industrious. According to Clum, hashke bahnzin
immediately set to work clearing this land of brush and constructing a
ditch for irrigation purposes. I obtained for him a plow and a few other
necessary farming implements, and occasionally loaned him an ox team
fi"om the agency. That he was fairly successful was demonstrated by the
fact that two years later he sold $65 worth of barley just before he left with
me for the trip to the east.''^'
In July 1876, Clum, who was eager to convince his superiors of the substantial
progress he was making as head of the San Carlos Agency, arranged for a delegation of
22 Apache representatives to accompany him to Washington, D.C."^^ Structured in the
same vein as a Wild West show, the delegation featured an assortment of Apache leaders
deemed by Clum to the most influential and presentable Apaches under his charge.
Included in this group were hashke bahnzin as well as Capitan Chiquito and Casadora of
the Aravaipa. Also notable among the Apache representatives were the Chiricahua
leaders Diablo and Tah-zay, the son of Cochise.'*^ While in Washington, D.C., Tah-zay
developed a serious case of pneumonia and died abruptly, despite the best efforts of local

doctors to save him. When the delegation returned to San Carlos without Tah-zay, Nahchee, the fallen Chiricahua leader's brother, deemed Clum responsible for Tah-zay's
death. Once again, hashke bahnzin found himself thrust into the role of diplomat.
According to Clum, hashke bahnzin explained the innocent circumstances under which
Tah-zay became ill and died, reassuring the grieving Nah-chee that they had done
everything in their power to try to save him. He then informed Nah-chee that they had
buried Tah-zay in a ceremony worthy of his standing. Nach-chee, who trusted the
integrity of hashke bahnzin, proclaimed himself satisfied with his explanation, and any
contemplated acts of aggression against Clum were necessarily averted.'^
Apparently hashke bahnzin was not afraid to draw the line when he felt that Clum
had overstepped his bounds, however. In 1876, Clum escorted a group of destitute
Chiricahua to San Carlos as part of the federal government's ongoing mission to
consolidate the Apache. Upon their arrival, Clum incarcerated a nximber of Chiricahua
chiefs, including Geronimo, fearing that they would promptly flee the reservation if he
didn't. A few weeks later, their followers, led by Juh, aired their grievances over the
harsh treatment of their imprisoned leaders to hashke bahnzin.^^ According to the oral
history narrative provided by Daklugie, the son of Juh, hashke bahnzin concurred with
their position and agreed to serve as their spokesman. He reportedly issued Clum an
ultimatum, demanding that he release the Chiricahua prisoners or else "we'll have every
Apache on this reservation on your back."'*® Clum, anxious to avoid a widespread revolt,
finally acquiesced, ordering the release of Geronimo and the others.
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While Daklugie cites hashke bahnzin's defiance as a possible contributing factor
in Clum's decision to leave San Carlos in July 1877, most indications are that Clum
resigned as Indian agent because he simply had grown weary of his seemingly neverending battles with the U.S. Army over administrative control of the Apaches."*^ Officers
repeatedly usurped what he felt was his rightfiil authority over agency affairs, and he had
become exasperated with the federal government's unwillingness to appropriate the
financial resources he felt were necessary to properly implement his blueprint for the
Apaches' integration into the American state. He also likely had become fed up with the
continuous efforts of the local citizenry to interfere with his plans to make the Apaches
self-sufficient."^^
Whatever Clum's reasons, hashke bahnzin interpreted his decision as a sure sign
that San Carlos would return to the turbulent state that prevailed before his arrival. With
his most crucial ally departing, the Aravaipa chief—^who was one of the reservation's
most visible and convenient targets—feared that he and his people would once again
become the subject of continual harassment and persecution. Hashke bahnzin reportedly
told Clum:
"Many bad things happened to us before you came, and we had much
trouble and sorrow. When some of these things happened I was blamed.
You know all about these things. If there should be trouble here again I
will be blamed. I have not made trouble and do not want to make trouble
for anyone. I want to live at peace and make my own living and raise
things for my family to eat. I can do this and I will do it. I will leave the
reservation and then no one can blame me for what happens here. I will go
down to the Rio San Pedro and take some land where no one lives now,
and I will make a ditch to bring water to irrigate that land. I will make a
home there for myself and my family and we will live like the other
ranchers do—like the American ranchers and the Mexican ranchers live.

Then I will be happy and contented, and no one will blame me for what
others do."'^^
When Clum finally left the reservation for Tucson, hashke bahnzin left as well,
taking his family back to Ampa, where he established a ranch along the San Pedro River
in a place known as Sambeda. With the help of his family, the chief worked fervently to
bring his new ranch to proper working order so that he could resume farming. In a
statement he made years later to military officials, hashke bahnzin reported:

. .1 took up

a ranch on the San Pedro, cleared the brush, and took out water in a ditch which I made. I
plowed the land and made a fence around it like the Mexicans. When I started I had three
horses and 25 head of cattle."^® Capitan Chiquito and his family and a number of other
Aravaipas soon followed hashke bahnzin to Ampa and Sambeda. Before long, more than
100 Apaches had returned to the area, some joining hashke bahnzin along the San
Pedro—a river they called tMchi'—and others taking up residence at their former homes
along Aravaipa Creek.^' Chiquito, along with his wives and children, returned to their
traditional fields along lower Aravaipa Creek, building their rancheria on a bluff
overlooking the site of the Camp Grant massacre. Using the wagon and farming
implements issued him by the agency, hashke bahnzin quickly built a thriving ranching
operation. In 1878, just one year after his return, an agency official reported that hashke
bahnzin, in addition to maintaining a small herd of cattle and horses, had 140 acres under
cultivation and had harvested 60 acres of grain.^^ The Arizona Weekly Citizen also noted
the Aravaipa chiefs agricultural prowess:
"J.N. Dodson, Esq., who owns a ranch on the San Pedro below the mouth
of the Arivaipa, was in town last Saturday with some articles of country
produce. We leam fi"om Mr. Dodson that the settlers on the San Pedro and

Gila, in his section, are all doing well. On his own ranch he has about sixty
acres planted in small grain. His neighbors have also planted large fields.
About $1000 worth of fruit trees have been planted in that vicinity this
Spring. The prospects are first-rate and the settlers are in good spirits.
Eskiminzin, the Apache chief, lives a short distance below Mr. Dodson
and is a model rancher; he has taken out a good ditch, has fine herds, and
is a good neighbor."
CO
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CHAPTER 1, Part 3
"With our people it is not like you people have in Washington, where
there is the president, and under him another man, and under that one
another, and so on down. A chief of one of our clans is for only that clan
to which he belongs. Each chief was as big as the next..."
~ Gila Moses, Southern Tonto Apache^"^
Perhaps the most egregious Anglo-American stereotype ever thrust upon Apaches
perpetuated the notion that they were a single people "undifferentiated by geographical
location, language, or culture."'^ On the contrary, the Apaches represented several
distinct tribal groups, each exhibiting a particular set of social, economic, political and
territorial characteristics all of its own. For the purposes of this study, the term Western
Apaches refers to all Apachean groups who lived within Arizona's current borders during
pre-reservation times, excepting the Chiricahua Apaches, Warm Springs Apaches, and
the bq chi (Apache mansos or "tame" Apaches), a splinter group who accepted Spanish
peace overtures and took up residence on the outskirts of Tucson in the late 18"^ and early
19*^ centuries.^^
The Western Apaches, like all Apaches, were speakers of comparatively distinct
dialects of Athabaskan, a language stock predominant among many indigenous peoples in
the Southwest, including the Navajos, Kiowa-Apaches, Jicarilla Apaches, Mescalero
Apaches, and Chiricahuas. It is likely that Athabaskan-speaking groups who previously
had moved south from points in northern Canada settled in the plains regions of presentday New Mexico and Texas by 1525. Some of these groups subsequently grew in number
and moved to occupy territories west of the Rio Grande River. A few groups then
migrated further west into what would become Arizona, and "responding to a new set of

environmental conditions...began to develop the linguistic, social, and cultural
characteristics that were eventually to distinguish them as Western Apache."^^ By the
time Spanish colonial expeditions began regularly venturing into Arizona in the first half
of the eighteenth century, the five major groups of Westem Apaches had firmly
entrenched themselves across a considerable territorial expanse stretching from the
Mogollon Rim in the north across the Natanes Plateau south to the Gila River (Basso
1983: 465). In Westem historical parlance, these distinct groups were known as the
White Mountain Apaches; the Cibecue Apaches; the Northern Tonto Apaches; the
CO

Southern Tonto Apaches; and the San Carlos Apaches (see Table 1 and Figure 1).
Numbering a combined 6,000 by the time Anglos began arriving in the 1850s, these
autonomous groups each inhabited their own readily defined and mutually respected
ecological regions.^^
Pre-reservation Westem Apache society was predicated on maximizing the
adaptability and maneuverability of its members as they responded to pressing needs and
shifting circumstances in an often uncertain world. Westem Apache groups exercised an
exceptional degree of flexibility, doing so "in a positive sense rather than merely by
default, keeping open as many options as possible as a strategy for survival."^'' The
nucleus of this social organization was the matrilineal and matrilocal extended family
group, known in Apache as the gota^^ Typically consisting of immediate relatives
associated with the same clan, the gota formed the "basic unit of social machinery, the
unit concerned with day-to-day activities: procurement and preparation of food, child
rearing, and the bulk of socialization."®^ Each gota led a highly mobile lifestyle designed
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to exploit both perennial and seasonally available subsistence resources, which were
obtained through hunting, gathering, small-scale absentee agriculture, and, following
Spanish introduction of cattle and horses, raiding of non-Apache groups. Trading was
limited and sporadic, and the trade goods the Apaches acquired normally consisted of
Ivixury items not essential to survival.
Minimal in nature and restricted in scope, the structure of the gota expedited the
Apaches' opportunistic approach to subsistence procurement, allowing for swift
gravitation "toward situational concentrations of food supplies and facilitating their
dispersal when those supphes dwindled."^^ Depending on the situation, the gota either
functioned alone or in tandem with a fluid cluster of affiliated gota commonly known as
the local group. The predominant economic component of Western Apache life, the local
group usually contained between three to six gota, relying on them to perform certain
labor-intensive, territorially bound subsistence activities—such as farming or gathering
mescal—throughout the year.^'* Composition of the local group tended to change as
subsistence requirements fluctuated, with gota regularly dispersing from the larger group
in order to pursue game or wild plant foods in sometimes distant areas, only to rejoin it
later.Despite routine diffusions of gota from the local group, it remained a relatively
stable unit, as its member gota "remained in close association throughout most of the
year, moving together between summer and winter base camps."^^ Still, local groups
"were not permanent political bodies but ad hoc aggregates formed when
economic conditions made it possible and when group enterprise or
gregariousness made it desirable. Feuds, seasonal migrations, or personal
whim could cause individual gota to break off, perhaps to return later. A
single gota might associate itself with one local group for a time and
subsequently attach itself to another."^^
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Local groups, in turn, clustered in a range of shifting incarnations within discrete
territories to form resident bands, semi-bands and, in their largest assemblages, major
groups.^® A geographically distinct expansive social unit, the band incorporated the
people, farming sites, and gathering and hunting areas of several local groups, normally
assuming the moniker of "a predominating natural feature within its territory.

At

various points along the Western Apaches' annual subsistence cycle, the band performed
vital social functions that its local groups could not carry out on their own. Among other
things, band leaders "settled disputes and coordinated activities requiring inter-group
cooperation, such as raiding activities of the men and training of the boys to be warriors
and hunters."^® The band typically was most active during times of subsistence respite,
when its local groups were able to congregate at large encampments to Mfill communal
ceremonial obligations, visit with kin, and conduct cooperative hunting and raiding
excursions.^'
Layered over and across these various contemporaneous entities was the clan
system, which endowed the Western Apaches with a visceral sense of permanency, unity
and enduring social identity. The clan brought together individuals from across gota,
local groups, and bands, producing a "far-flung network of overlapping reciprocity" and
kinship that often transcended the boundaries of any single band's territory.While
"each of the groups, band, semi-bands, local groups, and family groups belonged to one
area only, the clans formed across strata of relationships which ran through the several
groups, bands, etc., joining all together. Many of the clans were represented in more than
one group."

Farming sites played a seminal role in clan identity, as "ordinarily each

important farming site was said to be owned by a certain clan.. .Migrating clan forebears
settled at a site, and, because they continually lived and farmed there, they were known
by its name, which became a clan name."^"^ The primary function of the clan "was to
control use of farming sites, to regulate marriage, to extend obligatory relations beyond
the family, and to provide a basis for war and ceremonial organization."

Essentially

non-territorial and non-political, the clans durable, deep-rooted structure effectively
complemented the Western Apaches' otherwise fluid social organization. This foundation
gave "an overall coherence to [their] demographic dispersion [and helped] to maintain
bonds that preserved a common social identity among a populace that had few other
political ties."'^
The Western Apaches exercised a pronounced degree of political self-sufficiency
to go along with their highly localized social institutions. The flexible, complex and
egalitarian nature of Western Apache society spumed the establishment of any
extraneous political infrastructures or aUiances that had the potential to impede their
ability to immediately adjust to often unstable local conditions. The absence of
formalized, overarching political institutions among the Western Apaches underscored
the importance they placed on maintaining maximum local group mobility and flexibility
at all times.^^ With a few rare exceptions, social strategies designed to insure the vitality
of the gota precluded the need for Western Apache-wide political initiatives. The
Western Apaches were understandably suspicious of non-Apaches as well as those
Apaches who fell outside of their clan-based spheres of kinship not because of any
recognized racial or cultural distinctions, but because of "the sense that the actions of
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people who [were] not relatives [were] unpredictable and, therefore, unsafe." Some
Western Apache groups, for example, did join forces to wage warfare against nonApache peoples, but such unions were seldom and temporary, and "the organization
7Q
formed for fighting purposes dissolved when the fighting was over." All in all, Western
Apache-wide political unity consisted of little more than the "recognition that one owed a
modicum of hospitality to those of the same speech, dress, and customs."^*^ Among the
members of the same major group
there was a fairly close feeling of relationship in custom and
speech.. .Though the unity within a band or semi-band was naturally more
intense than that within a whole [major] group, still the people were not a
political unit, and were mainly held together by common custom and clan
and blood relationship.^^
What modest political authority the Western Apaches maintained was entrenched
within the local groups and, concurrently, the bands.®^ Each gota was led by an informal
headman, who—among other things—supervised his camp's daily subsistence activities,
directed its seasonal relocations, and mediated disputes between his relatives or others
under his charge. According to Gila Moses, who Goodwin interviewed in the 1930s:
"In a chiefs bunch of people, there would be four or five pretty smart
men, almost like chiefs, but not real chiefs. These men were the head of a
group of several camps, [maybe] eight to 12 tipis, and he was the one who
bossed this bunch. They called him bi-q-e kau-wa-m. or gu-ha go-vuni
(our smart man). He would have as many tipis in his bunch as families that
wanted to join him. These were not all his relatives either, for if some
other chief or head man died, then maybe his people would know that this
other man was good and smart, so they would come and join his camp. He
was the head of all of his bunch, no matter if he was their relative. When
he said they would move to some place to hunt, or gather wild food, they
all went with him. His bunch sticks by him, because they know that
someday he may become a chief But when a bunch of these groups are
moving, they used usually to all come together, and move under their one
real chief. If this chief should die, then the most likely gu-ha go-vnnT
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would be chosen in his place, to be a real chief...In a group of camps
under a head this way, you could say gu-ha go-vuni bi-kau-ta. Kaii-ta is a
group of camps that always stay together this way."^^
Nancy Wright, a White Mountain Apache speaking to Goodwin in the 1930s, explained
the functions these "smart men" performed during pre-reservation times:
"In the old days close relatives always used to live together in a group. A
bunch of relatives like this, camped together was known as un nan-t-an bikau-wa (such and such a chiefs camp), or just plain kau-tah. or slaa-gokau-tah. A bunch like this would have one head man who might be a real
chief, or just the head of all his relatives. This kind of man, who was just
the head of all his relatives, and not a real chief, they call, 'un-bi-q-e-ho
kau-wa.' It's his job to hunt and kill lots of deer, and other animals to eat,
and give this meat around among his camps. That's why they call him the
way they do. He is the one who when the camps are moved, tells everyone
to get ready, and pack up, as they are going to move. He is over all the
other men. The word nant'an really means, 'the one who is in charge of
the camps.
Only the most dynamic and enterprising gota headmen achieved the more
venerated status of haldzil ("strong or powerful one") or ik'adntl'izi ("wealthy one").
These sub-chiefs, typically numbering between three and six in a given community,
wielded considerable influence over local affairs and conferred with the head chief on
issues concerning the entire local group.^^ Gila Moses reported that
"[i]n one locahty there is usually only one chief, and all the people in that
locality are under him. They are not all his relatives by any means though.
They might be families who joined up with him just because he was a
successful man. Where two or three chiefs live side by side, they are most
always brothers or close relatives...Chiefs living close like this always
joined forces if anything happened, and went together..
Select women informally assumed leadership positions of corresponding
significance in Western Apache society.Commonly referred to as is-dgun-nan-t-an
("woman chief), these women leaders fulfilled local roles similar to those of the male
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sub-chiefs, engaging in a number of essential daily tasks including child care, home and
QO

camp maintenance, tending the fields,

and gathering and preparing wild foods.

According to Gila Moses, the women
"picked her for being the one who gathered the most foods, because she
was the most honest, never got angry, or quarrelled [sic], and who was
most industrious. That's the way it was when I could remember. This
woman's job was to always go out and get in lots of food, and have a big
supply of it on hand at her camp. This was why there was always lots of
people around her camp. If any woman came to her, and asked for food,
she would give it to them, and they would never have to pay for it. She
was always giving away lots of food."^^
The female leader also routinely advised her fellow women on how to act,
organized them to conduct wild-food-gathering parties, and insured that her people had
enough food stored away to last the winter. John Taylor, a Cibecue Apache, told
Goodwin that during pre-reservation times, the woman chief "used to talk to the people
early in the morning, where there were lots of camps. She would tell them to behave, and
live well on this Earth, and give them good advice. She told them not to steal or fight, and
not to get after other men's wives, or daughters, or widows. This way she told the
people."^® With few exceptions, the obvious candidates for woman chief were those
women married to chiefs or sub-chiefs, yet they gained and maintained their status as
female leader only through their unbending industriousness. Like her male counterparts,
she epitomized what the Westem Apaches regarded as appropriate female conduct,
displaying a high degree of diligence and hard work for her fellow women to emulate.''
The encompassing band structure constituted the primary unit of formal,
definitive Westem Apache political organization. Political control of a band or sometimes
even a major group was achieved by exceptional local group leaders "who, merely
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through character, exerted wide-felt pressure on the people of their band or [major]
group."^^ Typically the most charismatic and influential leader from among a band's
several local groups, the band chief reflected the solidarity of his band and represented
the "flesh-and-blood" embodiment of his band's identityLike the local group chiefs
and sub-chiefs, he achieved his position of authority and prominence by exhibiting in
abundance those moral virtues—industriousness, generosity, impartiality, restraint,
eloquence, and wisdom—^that the Western Apaches sought in their leaders and to which
they all aspired.^'* Leading by example, band chiefs served as role models for their people
to follow. They governed not through coercion, but by demonstrating compassion,
courage and intelligence and issuing instructions that succeeded in insuring the lot of
their followers. A chief commanded the allegiance of his people only so long as they
found his guidance useful; those "who lost faith in his direction were free to go
elsewhere."^^ However, chiefs rarely were replaced due to incompetence; typically they
held their positions until old age or mental incapacity began to erode their ability to lead.
The prescribed task of selecting local group and band chiefs fell upon the
shoulders of a local group's leading men, who held a council in the event of a leadership
vacancy.According to John Rope, a White Mountain Apache, the men
"used to get together when they had to pick a chief, and hold a talk. They
would choose a man who was the best talker, who was not afraid, who
knew most, and who always did right. This was for clan [local group]
chief. To pick a chief for the whole band, as we used to do, was done in
the same way. He had to be a man who was afraid of nothing at all, a man
who [would] not run, even if he saw a bear coming at him. Then when our
people chose a chief, they had to stick by him, and if he said they were to
go to war, they did it. These big chiefs, our people had three, were over
the other clan [local group] chiefs."^^
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Gila Moses recalled that when the men met to ponder their selection of a new chief, they
typically chose "the most honest, smartest, one who made no trouble."'^ Indeed, one's
personal cnnning and charisma played determining roles in the deliberations, but one's
family and economic status also figured prominently into the equation.^^ John Rope
recalled that the men might choose a particular man to serve as chief "because he might
have the biggest farm, and be the richest man in his clan. Also he might be picked
because he had the largest amount of relatives, and immediate family. A man with no
family would not be made a chief...While a deceased or outgoing chiefs brother or
son represented logical choices to succeed him—assuming they were worthy—^he could
just as easily be replaced by a non-relative.'^'

"We have a story, about long ago, how the tsejine and 'tis eban came to
move to their own countries. Long, long ago, we were all living around
Cibicu, with the dzil taadn. When our Bands had gathered most of the
mescal around that country, they moved towards the West, and South
West, following the mescal, wherever they could find it, and also living
off pack rats which they catch in their nests. This way the Bands finally
worked over towards 'tis eba, and at this place they settled, and started to
clear the land for farming. Then they raised crops. After they had been
here a while, some moved South to around the Pinal Mts., and lived there
by hunting rats and deer. Then some settled over at na dah cho das un
(Mescal Mountains) and hved there. Later on some of them moved over to
t'ischo didesch'il and farmed. After this some moved to tse na teele, and
fanned there. Now they all had lots of food. This must have happened
very long ago, when the Earth was new and still soft. Since that time, our
people have never returned to where we used to be living around Cibicu."
~ Walter Hooke, Aravaipa Apache'®^
Long before and during the period of intense Western Apache-Anglo conflict in
Arizona, the San Carlos group of Western Apaches inhabited the southwestern portion of
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Apacheiia, a multifaceted ecological region that traversed the Gila, San Pedro and San
Carlos river valleys and encompassed the Galliuro Mountains, Pinal Mountain, Apache
Peaks, and the northeastern slope of the Santa Catalina Mountains.'®^ The San Carlos
group was composed of four bands: Aravaipa, Pinal, San Carlos proper, and Apache
Peaks (see Table and Figure One). According to Albert Nolan, a member of the Apache
Peaks band:
"In this country here there were four different bands. The one living over
on Pinal Mountain, and up towards Wheat Fields, was called 'tis eban
[Pinal]. The one living from below San Carlos here, on down towards San
Pedro, and to dzil nazaayu [Bassett Peak] was called tsejine [Aravaipa].
The one living between the mouth of the San Carlos River, was called tsan-de do-t-un [San Carlos proper]. My people, the na-dah do-gul-nine
[Apache Peaks] had their country around Apache Peaks, and on it, and all
that country between these mountains, and the Salt River, as far East as i^
shi on Salt River, between Cibicu Creek mouth, and Canyon Creek
mouths."^®''
Widely acknowledged in Western Apache oral tradition as "legendary offshoots"
of shared ancestors, these bands were closely related. Members of a given band regularly
intermingled with members of the other three, sustaining an array of kinship and cultural
connections and a visceral thread of common identity that transcended band lines. Nolan
testified that among the four bands, "the clans were all mixed around, because girls who
got married would go to live with their husbands' peoples some times. This way, in one
band, there would be almost all the clans that belonged down here."'°^
The San Carlos proper and Apache Peaks bands maintained especially close ties
with one another, stemming from their belief that they had long ago descended from
identical clans that once lived between the Sierra Ancha and Carrizo Creek.

Members

of the two bands "considered themselves to be the same in speech and custom," and often

other Western Apaches used the term for the San Carlos proper band (tsa-n-de do-t-un) to
jointly describe them.^"^ The two bands also bordered one another, the Apache Peaks
people claiming the territory around Apache Peaks and the San Carlos people earning
their name by inhabiting the region to the south and east immediately surrounding the
mouth of the San Carlos River.
The Aravaipa and Pinal sustained an equally if not more intimate relationship
with one another. Inhabiting adjacent territories, the two bands of the San Carlos group
heralded a common Uneage. As illustrated by Walter Hooke's narrative above, their clan
migration legends held that the two bands descended from the same ancestral group, with
the Aravaipa comprising an original part of the Pinal.The Aravaipa likely separated
from the Pinal sometime during the mid-eighteenth century, migrating south en masse to
occupy the entirety of the San Pedro River valley region vacated by the Sobaipuri
people.^''' The Aravaipa and Pinal claimed membership within basically the same clans,
routinely camped together and visited one another, and shared a number of wild foodgathering and even a few farming sites. According to Walter Hooke, an Aravaipa, the two
bands also "spoke alike, and went together."'Like the San Carlos proper and Apache
Peaks bands, the Aravaipa and Pinal were so closely affiliated that other Western Apache
groups sometimes refrained from distinguishing between the two, uniformly referring to
them both as 'tis eban (Pinal).'Speaking of their relationship, Sherman Curley, a Pinal
Apache, stated: "Our people were like one band, and we were called tsejine or 'tis eban,
either way, it meant the same thing. These were the names of two of our clans also, but if
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you were one of our band, you would be called by either one of these names, even if you
were of another clan."'^^
The Aravaipa called themselves and were known by fellow Western Apaches as
tsejine ("dark rocks people"), a name that derived from a widely recognized spot within
their territory in the Galliuro Mountains known as tseijin, meaning "dark rocks."'John
Sneezy, an Aravaipa, reported that the tsejine were "called this because they lived around
down by dzil nazaayu, where there were a lot of black rocks, tseijin."^^^ John Taylor, a
Cibecue Apache, recounting a clan migration legend, stated that when the forebearers of
the Aravaipa separated from the Pinal, they "went to where there were black rocks, and
settled. They became tsejine
During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the Aravaipa numbered
an estimated 1,000 people.''^ By the time Anglos made their presence felt in Arizona in
the mid-1800s, disease, warfare with the Spanish and Mexicans, and absorption by other
Western Apache bands had taken their collective toll on the Aravaipa, reducing them to a
few hundred.

1 1R

Aravaipa territory originated south of the Gila River, stretching from

Mount Tumbull to the Santa Teresa Mountains to the southern end of the Galliuro
Mountains in one direction, and ranging from the head of the Aravaipa Valley to the San
Pedro River in the other.Jenny Gozol, an Aravaipa and an informant of Goodwin,
testified:
"Our band used to live from dzil nazaayu on the South, clear up to tse no.
teele, near where Klondyke now is, and over on the Galliuro Mountains. It
was in this country that I was raised, and so I only know about the people
that were living there. There were some people living at na dah cho das
un, and when they visited us we would ask them what clan they belonged
to, and they would tell us."^^®
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The wellspring of the Aravaipa was Aravaipa Canyon, which they considered
their homeland. The Aravaipa's major farming sites, strategically positioned throughout
the canyon's expanse, served as their permanent headquarters.'^^ They normally spent
about half of their time at their rancherias in Aravaipa Canyon, venturing from their
home bases at regular intervals to hunt, gather wild foods, and conduct raids when such
activities were must advantageous. Walter Hooke, speaking to Goodwin in the 1930s,
described his people's territory the following way:
"My band, the tsejine, farmed at t'ischo didesch 'il, and at tse nd teele. Our
old area was from where Coolidge Dam is now, over toward Stanley
Butte, and ziM-q-i da-n-teel. and on over to zisl-da-ho-iM. and in to
Hooker Ranch, and South to tu sidoge which was the end of our territory
to the South East. Now from here over West to dzil nazaayu and across the
San Pedro, to Rincon and Tanque Verde Mountains, and all the Santa
Catalinas, and around Oracle where we used to gather acoms. From here
north to where Winkleman is, and up the Gila River, the Mescal
Mountains to the South East, and the Dripping Springs Valley. This is the
way our old country used to be bounded, and in it we lived."
The Pinal were both internally and externally referred to as 'tis ebdn because they
lived and farmed at the place on Pinal Creek known as 'tis ebd ("cottonwoods in grey
wedge shape").According to Western Apache oral fradition,

long ago when the

antecedents of the Pinal migrated south, they "went to 'tis ebd, this side of Globe, to
farm. They became 'tis ebdn}^^ When their population—^which was considerably larger
than that of the Aravaipa—^was most concentrated, the Pinal inhabited between 15 to 20
rancherias of moderate distance from one another.'lis ebd—which eventually earned
the name "Wheat Fields" because of the considerable amount of wheat the Pinal grew
there—frinctioned as the social and economic heart of their territory. Abutting the

Aravaipa from the north, Pinal territory was roughly circumscribed by the western slope
of Pinal Mountain, the Gila River to the southeast, the Salt River to the north, and
Apache Peaks to the east/^^ It included all of Pinal Mountain, where the Pinal typically
spent their summers and parts of their winters. Bunnie, a Pinal Apache who spoke to
Goodwin, said of her people's territory: "I was bom on the West side of Apache Peaks.
When we were on Pinal Mountain, I was first beginning to remember things. This was
my country here. We used to move around from one place to another, and camp."'^^
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CHAPTER 1, Part 4
"In old times we lived far apart, and scattered. We each had our farms, but
we often left them, whenever we wanted to, to wander in the mountains,
and gather wild foods there. There were lots of us then."
~ Gila Moses, Tonto Apache^^^
Pre-reservation Western Apache society in its entirety—from its communal
institutions to its political minimalism to its demographic makeup to its territorial
configuration to its customs and rituals—drew its substance and energy from its complex
and precise seasonal subsistence system. Inherently self-sustaining, the economic matrix
of the Western Apaches employed an unrestricted adaptability and mobility that
permeated all aspects of daily life, including family relationships, group composition, and
even cultural identity. Governed by a "sense of an uncertain universe inhabited by
capricious, unpredictable, and often dangerous powers," it called on the Western Apache
people to "maintain a way of life that called for pragmatic, flexible responses" to the
many and wide-ranging seasonal food opportunities that Apacheria provided.The
Western Apaches systematically deployed a two-pronged approach to subsistence
procurement. First and foremost, they strictly followed a methodical seasonal cycle of
subsistence acquisition that sought to capitalize on known food resources in their most
preferable places at their most favorable times. Second, they were quick to respond to
situational resources that from

time to time presented themselves for the taking.

Balancing sedentary living at their home bases with often far-reaching subsistence
excursions during the course of a given year. Western Apache groups were able to swiftly
adjust in the face of shifting economic circumstances, thus enabling them to make
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"excellent use" of the diverse food resources available to them in their respective
territories and beyond.'^® This versatility endowed the Western Apaches' seasonal
subsistence system with a remarkable resiliency that withstood tremendous challenges
from the Spanish and Mexicans and intense American military pressure before finally
yielding.
Prior to widespread Anglo settlement in Arizona, the Western Apaches led an
efficient, semi-nomadic existence predicated on the execution of four main economic
pursuits: small-scale agriculture; the gathering of wild plant foods; the hunting of game;
and, following the dissemination of European livestock, raiding. Past studies of the
Western Apaches' pre-reservation economy indicate that, generally speaking, the
Western Apaches relied virtually equably on the cultivated crops, wild plant foods, and
meat that these four activities produced.

Across the board, hunting and gathering

typically served as the principal economic practices, but among many groups—like the
Aravaipa and Pinal bands of the San Carlos Apache group—agriculture assumed equally
vital importance.

Although the relative significance of each type of endeavor varied

from group to group depending on their numbers, the ecological characteristics of the
territory they inhabited, and their proximity to productive raiding targets, it is estimated
that on the whole domesticated plants constituted about 25 percent and wild plants 35 to
40 percent of the Western Apaches' annual diet, with the animals procured through
hunting and raiding making up the remaining one third of their yearly food intake.

For

those groups—such as the Apache Peaks and San Carlos proper bands—^who had few
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farms or none at all, wild plants comprised a much higher percentage of their annual
diet.'^^
The changing seasons and the food resources they brought precisely shaped the
annual subsistence cycle of the Western Apaches. From April to November, the Western
Apaches divided their subsistence efforts between farming, gathering wild foods, and
hunting/Agriculture was a central component of the annual subsistence matrix of most
Western Apache groups, who over the course of several centuries had molded the
agricultural techniques they adopted from the Navajo and Western Pueblos to suit the
particular topographical dimensions of their respective territories. Cultivating small plots
along streams and the sides of valleys using ditch irrigation and, in isolated spots, only
natural rainfall, they grew com in abundance and smaller quantities of beans, pumpkins,
squash and a few other legumes.Western Apache gota, local groups and bands
maintained deep connections with their farm sites, treating them as "owned property" and
identifying themselves socially with these "specific localities."'^^ Advantageously
positioned throughout Apacheria, farm sites served as the true homes of the Western
Apaches, who spent as much as half of each year at the these locales. Despite camping at
a number of other regular locations at various points throughout the year, "the farms were
the real headquarters of the majority of the population. Here were the places that they
considered their real homes, and though they might wander far off, they always looked
forward to getting back to the farms again."'^^
Once they planted their crops in April and early May, the Western Apaches
dispersed from their farm sites, leaving their fields unattended to move on to their

favorite gathering places and hunting grounds.'^^ They periodically sent small
detachments back to the sites to check on the progress of their crops during the summer.
The pronounced ecological diversity of Apacheria—and the Western Apaches' intimate
knowledge of that diversity—^required that families and gota maintain an independence
that enabled their prompt exploitation of a wide variety of plant foods typically available
only in specific, sometimes remote locations during often limited times. From the point
when they collectively left their farm sites in the spring to when they returned in the fall,
small contingents of various sizes continually broke off from their larger local groups for
short periods, migrating to known points within their own "well-recognized areas of
country" as well as common use areas shared by multiple groups to obtain wild plant
foods during the particular time when each was most abundant.The ripening of the
many species of edible wild plant foods in "widely separated places" at "staggered
intervals" kept these subsistence contingents constantly on the move during the growing
season.''^' Typically, the only time when the local group operated "as whole" during the
summer months came when its members moved to and camped together at a major foodgathering area located close to their home locality.^"*^
The amount of wild plant foods the Western Apaches consumed each year varied
depending on the success of their other economic pursuits. When drought stifled crop
production or when game proved scarce, they relied more heavily on wild plant foods to
offset such shortages.''*^ Women did the bulk of the gathering work, harvesting and
preparing a diverse array of wild foods, including mescal, acorns, mesquite beans, cactus
fixiit, and a host of seeds, roots and grasses. Although some of the wild foods they

acquired "were occasionally stored in caves close to where they were gathered, the
greatest portions were packed home, often over miles of rugged country, to be stored in
ground cache, cave, tree cache, or wickiup, where they would be available throughout the
winter."*'''* In the meantime, men routinely organized hunting parties to supplement
waning food supplies.'"*^ Late spring was an especially critical time for the men to hunt
deer, antelope, rabbits, and other wild game, coming as it did between the spring planting
of crops and the first wild food yields of early summer.
As the gathering season drew to a close, the Western Apaches returned to their
farm sites, rejoining their local groups for the fall harvest. They spent late September and
October processing the crops they had grown and storing them in close proximity to their
farm sites. From late November through March, hunting and, when conditions warranted,
raiding comprised the main economic activities of the Western Apaches, as there were
few plant foods—save pinon nuts, juniper berries, and the always accessible mescal—
worth gathering.

Dwindling food supplies dictated the frequency and scope of hunting

and raiding expeditions. Gone for a few days at most, hunting parties rarely ranged far
from their home bases, as usually an abundance of game could be found nearby.
Raiding—^which required the men to travel far greater distances and to be gone for much
longer periods—also provided the Western Apaches with a reliable source of subsistence
in the form of livestock and, to a lesser degree, agricultural products, particularly when
the supply of other types of food were limited. However, prior to widespread Anglo
settlement, it constituted the least important of the Western Apaches' four main economic
pursuits, as "it was easier to obtain food at home."*'*^

During the winter, some Western Apache gota individually relocated to more
temperate surroundings, but barring especially severe weather most local groups
remained ensconced in relatively large encampments at or within a short distance of their
farm sites, depending on whether their enemies knew where there farm sites were.''^^
Situated within narrow valleys or canyons or on the slopes of Apacheria's several
mountain ranges, these winter encampments typically enjoyed close access to ample
supplies of water, wood, and stored foods. They also made effective havens for attack by
outside forces, as their "deep and broken terrain" offered "natural fortifications where the
Apache could defend themselves against enemies."'^^
Altogether, the annual subsistence cycle of Western Apache groups relied on a
comprehensive assortment of food resources that could only be maximized through their
uninhibited residence at their home locales and their unfettered movement throughout the
often considerable expanses of their territories. Although Western Apache agriculture
required annual periods of sedentary living at the farm sites for the spring planting and
fall harvest, the lack of significant crop surpluses demanded the Western Apaches "travel
widely in search of food," preventing them establishing "permanent residence in any one
place, even if they had so desired."^^^ The same was true of wild game and plant foods. In
reality, no single pursuit (fanning, gathering, hunting or raiding) could adequately sustain
the people on its own, but when employed together in concerted balance, they created a
durable and adaptable economic matrix that epitomized the resiliency of the Western
Apaches.

By maintaining an exceptional operational responsiveness to a variety of
subsistence opportunities, the Western Apaches not only consumed a well-rounded diet
that supported their long-term health, they also protected themselves against the periodic
instability or absence of a particular type of food resource (such as cultivated crops
during a period of intense drought. Over the course of several centuries, the people came
to venerate this necessarily varied subsistence system, infusing the economic activities it
entailed with rich layers of social and spiritual significance that constantly informed and
sustained Western Apache culture and identity/The process of subsistence acquisition
and distribution, for example, reinforced with vivid clarity those values and ideals—such
as industriousness and generosity—^that the Western Apaches held most dear. Seasonal
rituals specifically geared toward insuring bountiful harvests of domesticated crops, wild
plant foods and game dominated the Western Apache annual ceremonial cycle; other
annual rites relied on natural materials that could be only be obtained during subsistence
forays to certain locations. The Western Apaches' seasonal subsistence pattem—which
altemated periods of demographic dispersal and concentration—continuously fostered a
sense of independence among gota, local groups, and bands as well as a sense of
cohesion between them, in the process ingraining the bonds and obligations of kin and
clan into the social consciousness.
This dynamic, multi-layered economic system also helped to insulate the Western
Apaches firom external forces that sought to destroy their communities and divest them of
their territories. The generally self-sufficient nature of the Western Apaches' seasonal
subsistence cycle enabled them to avoid the traditional economic tentacles of the Spanish,
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Mexican and American colonial states through which they commonly "broke down and
absorbed" indigenous peoples/^'* With raiding traditionally a secondary endeavor and
trading with non-Apache groups a limited enterprise of luxury and not necessity, the
Western Apaches remained largely impervious to efforts to draw them into the colonial
fold and the "environmental and social catastrophe this engendered."^^^ Accustomed to
regularly and swiftly adjust to both adverse ecological changes and potentially dangerous
human encounters, the dozens of bands of Western Apaches inhabiting Arizona resisted
increasingly grave threats to their existence, maintaining their cultural and territorial
independence until unrelenting military pressure finally ripped their economic system and
way of life out from under them.

CHAPTER!, Parti
Not long after the Aravaipa road leading from the San Pedro turns from pavement
to gravel, it dips down to meet a wash running south toward Aravaipa Creek, then
ascends to circumvent the mouth of Aravaipa Canyon, which seems to materialize out of
nowhere on the starboard side. Climbing steadily toward what looks to be a dead-end
drop-off, the road finally reveals a sharp left turn, which forces drivers to slow down to
negotiate it, offering them an extra moment or two to take in the panoramic landscape
down below.
The Apaches who know this place call it g 'ashdla a cho o 'dd ("sycamore big
standing"), a name that acknowledges the immense black sycamore tree that stood for
decades within a stone's throw of Aravaipa Creek at the mouth of the canyon. Many
Apaches also use this name when referring to the site of the Camp Grant massacre, for
located just a hundred yards or so from the spot of this massive sycamore was a major
traditional farm site of the Aravaipa, the same farm site they were camped around when
they were ambushed on that fateftil day in 1871.
That landmark tree that gave g'ashdla a cho o 'da its name and which was once so
recognizable to so many Apaches of the past and present is now gone, the victim of a
major flood more than decade ago. Floods, coupled with gradual erosion, have claimed
most of the trees that dotted the once densely wooded entrance to the canyon and wiped
out virtually all evidence of former Apache residence along this stretch of the creek.
Throughout Arapa, in fact, there are few fewer sycamore trees growing than in past

years, a telltale sign that the ecosystem of the canyon and its surround is not nearly as
stable and healthy as it used to be.^
That legendary tree is one of the first things that San Carlos Apache elder Adella
Swift mentions when she is asked about Arapa and the terrible event that took place
there?
"I don't know how many times I have been there, to that place. At first you could
see the fields, but now they've all been washed out, and the big tree, the biggest one that
was always there, is gone, too. Today it's different, because that big black tree is gone
that stood there. It had a huge trunk. It was tall, too," says Swift. "Most of that hill has
been washed away by floods. But the ditches the Apaches made for the water are still
there."
Swift, a great-grandmother in her early 70s, first came to Arapa in the early 1940s
with her grandfather Andrew Noline, who as a child was present at g'ashdla'd cho o 'dd
during the massacre and witnessed the death of his mother and the abduction of his infant
sister.
"I first went over there in '42 or '43 with my grandpa. My mom and dad would
take us, so my grandpa could see his fiiends and visit the place and see the land where he
used to live. He always talk about it, talk about it. We went to see our reservation
superintendent to ask for gas. We got gas Irom the government. We used to travel on this
narrow road, when it had no pavement or nothing," Adella recalls.

"Back then there was no school there, no college, at Aravaipa. There was just a
few ranches about. Afterwards, we used to take him to Winkelman to eat Mexican food,"
she says, laughing.
Noline, who was by then an old man, was determined to make sure that Adella
understood the history of their family and what had happened to their people. She says
that while he may not have known his birthday or exactly how old he was, he recounted
his memories of the place and event in extraordinary detail, imparting his personal oral
history of Arapa in the only language he knew—^the Apache language.
"He took us down there specifically to visit Aravaipa, to remember it—^what he
went through with the people living there," explains Adella. "He told us a lot of stories
when we were there, the good and the bad. He said, 'That's good granddaughter, you're
here, so someday you'll remember this—^that you come from this, fi-om my mother.'"
Adella remembers making several trips to Arapa with Noline before he passed on,
and each time he made sure that they visited the massacre site itself
"He showed us where his people were slaughtered, and he showed us where his
mom was buried underneath an old water canteen. It was on top of his mother's grave,"
she explains. "The graves looked better when we took my grandfather up there. But today
you look at the graves and they're all covered with cactus now. It is hard to see the
graves, just at the front. You can tell the Indian grave 'cause it has rocks around it. That's
how it is."
Sharing his stories with Adella and anyone else who was willing to listen, Noline
talked often about the massacre, what his people were doing both before and after the

attack, and the time he spent at Arapa and Sambeda, the name he and some other
Apaches used both then and now to describe the area encompassing the confluence of
Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River as well as the town of Winkelman. Sometime in
early 1871, Noline, his family, and their gota—^who Swift says were originally from the
Mount Graham and Cochise Stronghold areas—descended upon Arapa when they
learned that some Aravaipa and Pinal had reached a truce with the officers at Camp
Grant. Arriving sit g'ashdla 'a cho o 'dd, they camped with a lot of other Apaches who had
been "pushed around" by the U.S. Army. According to Adella, Noline's group and the
others residing at the rancheria constructed an earthen dam to divert the water "that was
coming down firom the mountain" in order to irrigate the fields there for the planting of
the summer crops. Noline, at the time a boy seven or eight years old, chopped wood and
hunted quail and rabbits. The soldiers from Camp Grant visited the rancheria on a regular
basis, helping out the Apache with their wood and water, "but then these other people
came and killed a lot of them at night."
After the massacre, Noline remained at Arapa, where he hved with other Apache
families that had managed to survive the attack. He stayed in the area even after most of
the Apaches residing at Camp Grant relocated to the newly established San Carlos
Agency to the north, living there for several years. In what proved to be a futile effort to
find his missing sister, Noline left Arapa for Camp Verde to join the Apache scouts as
soon as he was old enough to enlist. While stationed at Camp Verde, he met his wife,
Adella's grandmother. When his tour with the scouts was complete, he returned with his
wife to the Winkelman area, where they settled with other Apaches who felt more

comfortable and content living in their ancestral territory than in the crowded, often
volatile climate around the agency at Old San Carlos.
The Apaches Uving at Ampa and Sambeda along the river towards Winkelman
often traveled to Old San Carlos on horseback to visit relatives and obtain provisions
from the trading post there. Meanwhile, Noline remembers that the missionaries at Old
San Carlos routinely came to where they lived to recruit them into their religious fold.
Aside from these developments—and the increasing presence of Anglos and Mexicans in
their midst—daily life for these Apache continued on much as it did before the
establishment of San Carlos. Noline hunted for much of his food, also making shoes out
of the skin of the deer that he killed. He also planted a small garden that the "soldiers
used to come around and help with," and he and the others continued to gather their
traditional wild foods. Every winter, they stored their surplus food in a big cave up on a
nearby hillside.
Noline "stayed there for quite a while," but he eventually relocated to Old San
Carlos, where he and his wife raised their children, including Adella's mother. Adella
was bom in 1927 at Old San Carlos, where her family ran a store. She remembers a lot of
Apaches living there until the mid-1930s, when they were displaced by the government's
decision to build the Coolidge Dam.
"There were many Apaches living at the Old San Carlos. Our store used to be
down there," Adella says. "They didn't want to move; they didn't believe that dam would
wipe out their homes until they saw the water rising. Now it is covered by water."

Adella spent much of her childhood shuffling between San Carlos and the offreservation mining town of Morenci, where her father served as a mine foreman. Then
one day, when she was in her late teens, the reservation superintendent showed up at her
family's front door to inform her that he had arranged for her to attend the University of
Arizona. One of the only Native students and among the first Apache students to attend
the school, she studied for three years in Tucson, spending her summers assisting
anthropologist Emil Haury in his excavation of archaeological sites at Point of Pines on
the eastern edge of the reservation. According to Adella, she only helped to catalogue the
artifacts but never actually touched them, as it was against her culture and religion. "The
medicine men were against it," she says.
She would leave school before finishing her degree, returning home to take a job
at the government hospital assisting with patients. Like many San Carlos residents, she
went wherever the available jobs were, working for a long time as a secretary for the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development in Phoenix. She subsequently returned
to the reservation, where she served as a field coordinator for the Save the Children
program.
These days, children—^not just her own grandchildren and great-grandchildren,
but all Apache children—are her life's work. Although she has long since passed
retirement age, she chooses to work long yet rewarding hours with Apache youths.
"I don't want to stay home doing nothing," she says, grirming. "I want to be
active."

In addition to volunteering at the Tribal Headstart Center in her home village of
Peridot, Adella also works with the Grandmother's Organization—an initiative of the
Save the Children Program, teaching pre-school reservation children their Apache
language and culture. She also regularly welcomes children and adults into her home,
where she teaches them their Native tongue. She says it is the least she can do, given the
daunting cultural, educational, and social challenges these kids face.
"They come to me and say, 'Can you help me to speak my own language, because
my mom or dad never teach us.' Sometimes they come to my house, with their books.
The parents don't know the language because they were sent away to boarding school on
the government plan," she says.
Her obligations to her family and the children of San Carlos keep her extremely
busy, but every so often she manages to make it back to Arapa. Ironically, she holds a
partial stake in an allotment of land in Aravaipa Canyon that her late husband's family
owns and leases to a non-Indian rancher for cattle grazing. Her visits to her grandfather's
land serve as sentimental journeys for Adella, but they also provide her with an
opportunity to teach her children and grandchildren about their common ancestral history,
hi doing so, she helps to keep Andrew Noline's legacy alive.
Last year, a group of students at Aravaipa College learned of her connection to
Arapa and invited her to Arapa so that she could share her stories with them. Adella took
her children and grandchildren along so that she could tell them about the place as well.
She says she makes it a point to do so whenever she can.

"They say to me, 'We didn't know that this was our land.' One of my
granddaughters who is studying at ASU [Arizona State University] wants to leam from
me more than she does her teachers," remarks Adella, adding that many young Apaches
are eager to leam about Arapa because of their family connections to the place.
"If I tell the story in the classroom, it is really new to the young generation. It is
important that they leam the story. A lot of them don't know their history. They say, 'Can
you tell us some more?' I say, 'Maybe next time.'"
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CHAPTER 2, Part 2
"Since I put down a stone with [General] Howard many years ago, and
promised that I would never do anything wrong, I have not broken my
promise. I ask to be sent back with my family to San Carlos, and given the
land surveyed by [Lieutenant] Watson; that it may be given to me forever,
and I will never ask for rations, or anything else for myself or my family
from the government. I want to work like a white man and support my
family. I can do it and I will always be a good man."
~ Hashke bahnzin^
By the late 1870s, hashke bahnzin. Capita Chiquito and their followers had
settled in nicely in their old confines along Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River.
Equipped with modem farming implements—like plows—furnished them by the agency
and employing the Euroamerican agricultural techniques they had learned during their
tenure at San Carlos, the Aravaipa made substantial improvements to expansive tracts of
earth along both waterways. Before long, they were growing significant amoimts of a
variety of crops, including European grains like barley as well as traditional foods like
com, pumpkins and melons.'^ They also began raising modest herds of cattle and horses.
hashke bahnzin fenced off and cultivated a large piece of land on the eastern side of the
San Pedro within a short distance of where Camp Grant once stood. A number of
relatives built their houses and fenced and cultivated farm plots around hashke bahnzin's
new residence.^ Chiquito and his people, meanwhile, resumed farming their traditional
plots along Aravaipa Creek a few miles away, finding particular success with the fiiiit
orchards they planted.^
Within a few years of returning to their homeland, hashke bahnzin and Chiquito
had become prosperous commercial farmers, transporting ofl:en sizable surpluses of their
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crops to sell in nearby emerging towns like Winkelman, Mammoth and Dudleyville.
Three years after establishing his ranch, hashke bahnzin reported that he had become
totally self-sustaining and no longer needed to draw rations from the agency, stating, "I
bought all my family clothing and supplies with the money I made."' In a telling and
ultimately ironic conversation with General George Crook in 1882, hashke bahnzin
expressed himself contented with his new surroundings at San Pedro, stating through an
interpreter, "When first go San Pedro white man pass by, look back over shoulder, say
'There go ol' Skimmy.' Now white man pass by, raise hat, say 'Good morning Mr.
Skimmotzin.'"^
Hashke bahnzin's operation made quite an impression on Lieutenant Britton
Davis, who stopped off at the Apache's ranch while en route to Tucson with a prisoner in
1883. According to Davis, he encountered a small colony of six or eight Apache families
that featured "adobe houses, fields under barbed wire fences, modem (for those days)
farming implements, good teams, and cows."^ The Ueutenant—^who at the time served
under General George Crook—^recalled that "Es-ki-mo-tzin" and the other Apaches he
met "dressed as the Mexicans in Arizona dressed—cotton shirt and trousers for field
work, a suit of 'store clothes' for important affairs..."'*^ Accepting hashke bahnzin's
invitation for dinner, Davis reported:
"In Es-ki-mo-tzin's house a greater sxjrprise was in store for me. His wife
and children in their Sunday best of bright calicos were introduced to me.
The dinner table was set in the living-room with a clean white cover;
plates, cups, knives, forks, and spoons at each place. Substantial chairs for
the grown-ups, four of us. Mrs. Es-ki-mo-tzin and the younger children
served the meal, a very well-cooked and appetizing one as I remember it.
For the occasion Es-ki-mo-tzin had on his store suit of coat, vest, and
trousers; adding to it a near-gold watch with a heavy silver chain, of which
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he was very proud, and by which he had learned to tell the time after a
fashion..." '
Hashke bahnzin traveled frequently to Tucson on business. 12 In an indication of
just how prosperous he had become, Davis reported that the Aravaipa chief maintained
large credit lines with several of Tucson's merchants that totaled several thousand
dollars, a hefty sum for the time.'^ Interestingly, a number of these merchants probably
were the same merchants who organized, financed and participated in the massacre of his
people at Camp Grant a decade earlier.''* Commercial dealings also prompted Capita
Chiquito—^who around this time gained the surname BuUis—^to visit Tucson on a regular
basis, and the Aravaipa leader forged equally remarkable relationships with some of the
town's leading citizens. According to Mrs. Alvina Contreras, the daughter of Camp Grant
Massacre leader Jesus Maria Ellas, her father and Capitfe Chiquito became friends in the
years following the attack, and Chiquito often visited their home while in Tucson:
"After the Indians stopped fighting Capitan Chiquito and my father
became very good fiiends indeed. After a time he married again, an Indian
woman about thirty and very good looking. He brought her to see us and
father bought some bright colored cloth and mother and her sister made
the bride some new dresses. Father also gave her a good horse, a saddle,
and all sorts of fine trappings. Later, when a little girl was bom to Capitan
he brought her to the house and wanted mother to keep her and bring her
up like the white people but Mother felt that the responsibility was too
great. Mrs. Capitan like me very much and took my measurements so as to
make me a beaded bracelet and a necklace. We gave her our address but
for some reason we never got the things. The last time Capitan came to see
Father he brought some presents; a cane covered with blue and white
beads and a doll made of buckskin..
These amicable relationships aside, most of the Anglos and Mexicans in
Arizona—^particularly those taking up residence in the Aravaipa area—^were less than
pleased with the presence much less the commercial success of hashke bahnzin, Chiquito

and the other Apaches who lived along Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River. In the
decade following the establishment of San Carlos and subsequent removal of the
Apaches, the Aravaipa area witnessed a surge in population as miners, ranchers and
farmers eagerly descended on the region in search of financial prosperity. The stream of
settlers flowing into the region fed an ever-increasing demand for financially profitable
land. Many of the area's new Anglo and Mexican inhabitants especially coveted the
fertile farmland and sure access to water of hashke bahnzin and his people, who had
already demonstrated its vast economic potential. With Apache hostilities and reservation
outbreaks still common occurrences throughout much of Arizona, local settlers also must
have found the sight of Apache fi"eely accruing significant wealth in their midst utterly
infiiriating. Fueled by jealousy, racial hatred, and an intense hunger for his lucrative land,
the settlers zeroed in on the affluent hashke bahnzin.
As his 1882 statement to Crook suggests, hashke bahnzin's first few years on the
San Pedro proved relatively tranquil. But that soon changed. In March 1883, a civilian
militia from Tombstone resolved to slaughter the Apaches residing on the San Carlos
reservation. According to Davis, "At the camp of Es-ki-mo-tzin on the southern edge of
the Reservation, they met with an old Indian who was gathering mescal for a mescal
bake. They fired at him, but fortunately missed. He fled north and they fled south. That
ended the massacre."^^ Meanwhile, by the mid-1880s, harassing hashke bahnzin had
become the favorite pastime of local Anglos and Mexicans, who were blatantly
determined to expel him firom the San Pedro and open up his lands for their development
and use. Even though hashke bahnzin lived a good 50 miles from the agency—and had

returned to Sambeda for the express purpose of avoiding unwarranted retribution—at
"every fresh rumor of trouble with the Indians at San Carlos fresh charges were made
against the ex-chief on the San Pedro—accompanied by frequent demands that he should
17
be imprisoned or killed." Harboring Apache renegades was among the most common
and spurious charges levied against the beleaguered chief
The settlers also mounted a concerted campaign to dispute the legality of hashke
bahnzin's claim and those of his followers to their lands along the San Pedro, contending
that they fell outside of the reservation's southern boundary and therefore should be
returned to the public domain.'^ While the reservation's limits had never been accurately
surveyed, hashke bahnzin, Chiquito and the others originally selected their specific tracts
of land with the approval of agency officials and on the understanding that they were
relocating within its borders/^ In anticipation of potential challenges to their allotments,
federal officials dispensed fiinds to the agent at San Carlos for the purpose of securing
homestead entries for these lands in the summer of 1884. The following year, a party
headed by Lieutenant J.W. Watson traveled to the San Pedro to survey their farms and
submit the necessary entries with the U.S. Land Office in Tucson.^" At roughly the same
time, Chiquito and his relatives received title to their land along Aravaipa Creek.^^ Still, a
number of local Anglo and Mexican squatters continued to assert illegitimate claims to
the farms of hashke bahnzin and his followers, which included an Apache by the name of
Segula, well after their homesteads were officially recognized.^^
In 1888, the frequent threats, plots and acts of intimidation finally culminated in a
raid on the San Pedro settlement. Learning that a large group of white settlers were
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planning to descend on hashke bahnzin's ranch and assassinate the Aravaipa chief,
Captain Pierce at San Carlos at once dispatched Lieutenant Watson to the San Pedro
settlement to warn hashke bahnzin that he would be killed unless he immediately left his
land and took refiige at San Carlos under the Army's protection. Erroneously assuming
that he was the sole target of the settlers' wrath, hashke bahnzin promptly fled his ranch,
leaving behind his women, children, and most of his possessions.^'* His flight to San
Carlos proved a wise and fortunate move, for the following day the vigilante force
arrived at hashke bahnzin's ranch to get rid of him once and for all. Incensed that they
had narrowly missed the Apache leader, the settlers laid waste to the Apache settlement,
sacking hashke bahnzin's fields and those of his followers, destroying their homes and
harvested crops, stealing their livestock, and terrorizing its remaining inhabitants. In a
subsequent statement to military authorities, hashke bahnzin described the assault:
"[Lieutenant] Watson came to my ranch and gave me a paper from
[Captain] Pierce, the agent, and told me I had better go to San Carlos
Reservation; that citizens would kill me if I did not; that there were about
150 citizens coming with pistols. They came the next day after I left my
ranch, and they shot at my women, putting bullets through their skirts, and
drove them off.
They took 513 sacks of com, wheat and barley, destroyed 523 pxmipkins,
and took away 32 head of cattle. I took my horses, wagons and harness
with me to San Carlos. I am not sure that the citizens took the 32 head of
cattle at this time; I only know that when I went back to my ranch the next
time they were gone."
In one day, the vigilantes succeeded in destroying what had taken hashke bahnzin
and his people more than ten years to build. With the Apaches along the San Pedro
effectively out of the way, the settlers were now free to their lands and the many
significant improvements, such as irrigation ditches, that the Apaches had made to
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them—^their goal all along. The Arizona Daily Star gleefully reported the sudden
availability of hashke bahnzin's land and that of his followers;
..Parties wanting fine land for ranches can do no better than to purchase
the relinquishment of Es-kim-in-zin to his claim near Dudleyville, and
those of three or four of his followers. They own a section of splendid land
that can be had very cheap, no doubt, and water ditches have been
constructed for irrigation. Two or three Indians are taking care of the
ranch and doing a little planting, occasionally varying the monotony by
stealing a steer fi-om the settlers. There is no better land nor water rights in
the country than the property in question."^^
Forced to start fi*om scratch once again, hashke bahnzin and his people resettled at
Old San Carlos, fanning out along the south side of the Gila River.^^ Not long after, the
Aravaipa chief met with Pierce and Watson, who asked him if he wished to reclaim his
San Pedro ranch. Hashke bahnzin declined, fearing that fiarther harm would come to him
and his people if they returned, and instead selected a workable plot on the Gila among
the other Aravaipas residing there. Lieutenant Watson surveyed the site, whereupon
hashke bahnzin set out to make his new land suitable for living and cultivation, building
homes for his people and an irrigation ditch and clearing, leveling and fencing his land.^^
But the beleaguered Apache leader's sojourn from

persecution proved short-lived.

Continuing with hashke bahnzin's story, he recalled:
"After that [the San Pedro attack] I went to Washington, and when I
returned they asked me if I did not want to go back to my ranch on the San
Pedro, and I said 'no.' I would not be safe there and would feel like a man
sitting on a chair with some one scratching the sand out from under the
legs. Then [Captain] Pierce said that I could select a farm on the
reservation. So I went with [Lieutenant] Watson and selected a piece of
land on the Gila just above the sub agency. Watson surveyed it for me. I
made a ditch for irrigating, and had water flowing in it, and had nearly
finished fencing the farm when I was arrested..
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CHAPTER 2, Part 3
"The places we moved around to were this way. We might be at t-is dehes-ts-oz, and from there move up to Casadore Springs. From there we
would go West, to tse-dah go-dil-kau-ba, and then on to is-ka sin-dil to get
mescal. Then we would go up on the North side of Apache Peaks. Apache
Peaks was not our country, and we didn't use to stay there long, just go
there to get mescal, for a few days. From here we would go to na-gude-het-un. North again, and then to na-doh na-hi-tun, this side of i-shl. where
there was lots of mescal also. From there we would go to tu-na-i-kaage.
way South, back down here, about two miles this side of Gilson. It's
named this way because the water used to drip down from the bluff there,
and we used to live close to it. Then we would go South again to ch-a tl-I.
and then on over to tseM-chi di-gut (In Hayes Mountains) then East to tsehe-pa (Victors Bluffs). This was all in our country, and these places I have
named are all places where we used to camp..."
~ John Andrew, San Carlos band of San Carlos Apache
Early spring brought with it a new ecological bounty to Apacheria. During the
month of itqq ndch'il (April), the first and most important wild-food crop of the year
"X1
matured, signaling the rebirth of the Western Apaches' seasonal subsistence cycle.
BCnown as nadah (mescal)—and alternatively as agave or the century plant—^it served as
a principle component of the Western Apache diet.^^ The Western Apaches gathered,
prepared and ate more mescal more often than any other wild plant food, according it a
reverence that spoke to its unsurpassed economic significance.
Among their favorite foods, this perennial plant grew in abundance at various
points in Western Apache territory and was harvested at all times of the year.^^ The peak
time for gathering mescal came in April, when the plants typically ripened. The Western
Apaches began intensely cutting mescal when other plant life began blooming, roasting
enough of this staple food to last the spring, summer and beyond.^'^ In the fall. Western
Apache groups routinely gravitated toward their favorite mescal gathering sites once they
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harvested their summer crops, cutting enough mescal to last them the winter. During the
coldest months, many Western Apaches clustered together in large winter encampments
purposefully situated in areas that boasted easy access to reliable supplies of the plant.
The incomparable durability of mescal, which could keep for months without spoiling,
made it the most reliable food source for the Western Apaches, who depended on it
heavily in times of scarcity and peril.^^ They could and sometimes did rely on mescal
exclusively for their survival, living off of its nutrients for weeks at a stretch if needed.
Because mescal grew in concentrated pockets in limited, lower-elevation areas,
Western Apache groups often traveled considerable distances to harvest it. Mescal
excursions typically involved a round-trip journey of between ten days and two weeks,
undertaken by small parties who worked independent of one another.^^ More often than
not, a gota, a group of relatives or a cadre of neighbors arranged an outing, leaving their
local group for days at a time with the sole objective of obtaining mescal.^^
The most well-known and reliable concentrations of mescal included the southern
slopes of the Natanes Rim, the Winchester Mountains, and a number of places between
the Gila and Salt Rivers.^^ The Pinal band of San Carlos Apaches—^who lived in the
"most prolific mescal country in Arizona"—^prepared the wild food "by the ton,"
harvesting the plentifiil supplies found in the aptly named Mescal Mountains and the
Graham Mountains—otherwise known as the Pinalenos—^to the east."^^ The Aravaipa
likewise frequented the mescal grounds of the Pinalenos and also relied on the abundant
quantities found around Mount Tumbull.'*' Aravaipa Canyon and its many flanking
ravines also yielded copious amounts of the plant for its inhabitants; Klondyke in
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particular was a popular gathering spot.'^^ Apacheria's most abundant areas for mescal
were treated as common use areas by the Western Apaches, with many groups traveling
outside of their own territories to gather mescal in areas recognized as belonging to
another. Barney Titla, a White Mountain Apache, recalled: "Also mescal we used to
roast. It was a hard time to get this, and we used to go over by Graham Mountain for it,
because so many other people came to Tumbull Mountain for mescal. When we were
short of food, we cooked the sprout of mescal, inside where it is white."''^
Processing mescal was a somewhat labor-intensive endeavor, typically requiring a
group effort of five to eight women.'^'^ Unless alerted to the presence of their enemies, the
Western Apaches prepared their mescal right where they gathered it. The "ingenious"
operation involved cutting the mescal plants, stripping their leaves and roasting their
heads in an intricately fashioned pit lined with heated rocks for up to two days.'^^
Normally, between twenty and thirty plants were cooked in a single pit until their color
changed and they became sweet and tender.'^^ Gila Moses described the procedure as it
commonly took place during pre-reservation times:
"In those days we didn't have grub like we do now. We used to use
mescal. We gathered lots of these plants, and cut the leaves off the heads.
Then we carried these all to one place, and piled them up. When we had a
big pile, we dug a hole, and in this [laid] lots of wood, and on top lots of
rocks. Then we set fire to the wood, and heated the rocks up. When the
fire was bxatit down, we dumped the mescal in on the hot rocks. Over this
mescal we laid lots of dry grass, and then on top of this we piled up a heap
of dirt, almost as high as this house here. This is the way we roasted our
mescal. It took two days to do this."^^
While the Western Apaches prepared the majority of their mescal this way,
chewing the finished product, they sometimes left a number of whole plants to cook for
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much longer. After fifteen days or so, they removed the plants, crushing them to yield a
juice that they fermented."^® The Western Apaches also pounded the roasted mescal into a
powder that they used to make cakes, which they could eat "for a long time.""^' The
mescal's heart was its sweetest part and was prized by children, "who were given slices
of it to eat 'like candy'In addition to providing the Western Apaches with both food
and drink, the versatile plant served a number of other uses. For example, its thorns along
with their stringy fibers were used as needles and thread, and its stalk often served as a
lance shaft.
While the women did the bulk of the work when it came to gathering and
processing mescal, the enterprise required the involvement of the men at various points
along the way. The men cleaned out the old roasting pits and prepared the new ones,
hauling and arranging the rocks and wood needed to cook the mescal. They also served as
protection for the women as they performed their duties. Anna Price, a White Mountain
Apache, remembered the role that the men played during one mescal excursion in
particular:
"...The ta tci nan t an and the four other sub-chiefs, if they went
anywhere, just went with their families and a few men. One of these subchiefs did not have to take other chiefs along with him. They just went by
themselves. Not like dia a a ha or father.
The sweat-bath chief used to say, 'I like mescal also. I got to go. So I will
put someone in my place till I get back.' These sub-chiefs just took
common men with them, n da iz li ne hi (no-account people, poor) also W
di gis i hi. all-right people, but not rich.
The sweat-bath chief was ready to start for the mescal. He talked to his
bunch, 'Don't be gone all day for mescal. Get back soon. You men, while
the women are working on mescal, you stay around there and guard. I
want everyone home by noon, none left out as stragglers in the evening.
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That is bad. Someone might get the stragglers if they don't come in. Poor
people, you go for the mescal now; look after yourselves well.' He would
take along his close relatives and distant relatives, even non-kin—anyone
who wanted to go with him."^^
Price also provided Goodwin a detailed narrative of the typical mescal excursion
that her people conducted, describing their departure from their farm sites, their journey
to the mescal grounds, their harvesting of the mescal and their preparation of several
types of mescal food products, and their return trip home;
"Every spring we used to come down from the farms, and go south of the
Gila River to gather mescal. We called south of the Gila River, vu-tsin,
and when we said we were going there for mescal, we always said vu-tsin
de-va. Up at the farms we would gather all our horses together. We would
be getting ready for two days. When we started, we would make a promise
to the rest of our relatives to be back in 10 days, then we left. We went
down to sir ish-chi (across the river, to the south of San Carlos), and there
made camp.
All the women would start to gather mescal heads, cutting them off with a
be Hit'as [tool used to cut mescal]. This was lots of work. While they were
doing this, the men would be cleaning out the old mescal pit, as this was
their job. Both men and women packed wood to the hole on horses. The
men packed the rocks on their backs, in burden baskets. This would all
take about two days. Now they put lots of wood in the pit, and all the
rocks on top of it. They would finish doing this by afternoon, but they
didn't set fire to it then. We had to wait imtil night time, when the big
dipper was pointed over to the West, then we set fire to it. Now they
would gather two big bundles of dry grass, and carry them to the tsel k'e
[mescal roasting pit]. When the fire was burned down, and the rocks were
hot, we put the mescal in tsel k'e in five different parts, each making their
own mescal for their family in one way. The chief never marked his
mescal heads at all, the next man made a mark on a leaf of each of his
mescal heads, the third family would make a long tail out of one of the
leaves, and tie it, the fourth family would cut a strip off lengthwise on one
of the leaves, the fifth family would put a stick into the head. This way
they could tell their mescal heads apart. Right in the middle of the pit was
put the biggest mescal head, the chief of the mescals, we called this one
iju [the biggest mescal head], and painted it all over with black. 'This is
the way the other mescal will be, all cooked black,' we said. Now we put
in all the other mescals, and over them laid the grass we had gathered. On
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top of the grass we put the ikeg hazh [trimmed leaves or perhaps the
stalks], and then we laid on lots and lots of dirt, carrying it to that place,
and dumping it on from our baskets. This way we made a high pile. Some
had to stand on top, while the others handed the baskets of dirt up to them
to dump on. Now we left the mescal to roast for two days. On the second
day the mescal had been cooking, we would make a place for the mescal
to set and dry. We made a rack by setting up sotol stalks, and tying cross
poles to them, and then laying bear grass on top of this. Then the men
would dig a conical hole in the ground, and make it about 2 Vi feet across
at the top, and line it all with rocks. This was called tse ijed [a stone-lined
pit in which to pulp cooked mescal]. Now the men cut poles of sotol, and
made a knob on one end of them, for pounding the mescal when it was put
in tse ijed. This was all done on the second day, while the mescal was still
cooking. When two days were up the mescal was cooked, and we started
to uncover it. We had no hoes or shovels then, and had to take all the dirt
off with our hands {ha 'idzid, when mescal finished) and throw it down
past our feet. Then some of us would have to stop, because the earth was
too hot, and we would bum ourselves. Sometimes some people would get
mad, and start to quarrel. Then they would throw hot dirt at each other.
When we got down to the hay, we took the ikeg hazh off, and laid it to one
side. Now we rolled the hay back, and spread it to dry out, it 'oh be 'ilale
[the grass used to cover the mescal heads in the roasting pit]. Now we took
out the mescal heads from the pit, and carried them over in burden baskets
to tse ijed, where the men pounded them up with the sticks. Next we set
baskets down, and across them sticks, and on top of these the mescal, so
that the juice would drip out into the baskets. These baskets we used to
make all of daghade [devil's claw] entirely. Now we took the mescal to a
flat rock, and there pounded it all out flat with a stone. Then we [took] this
flat sheet of mescal, and laid it on tsibenkdn [mescal-forming tray], a litter
made of two long sotol poles, with cross pieces laid on, and tied across,
and bear grass laid on top of this. When the mescal was laid on this litter,
on the ground, then we took the baskets of mescal juice, and spread the
mescal juice on one side of the mescal sheet, and smoothed it all over
hands, nice. Now two men picked up the litter, one at each end, and
carried it over to the drying rack, and dumped it there. Then here we
spread it again, with the other side up, and poured more juice from the
baskets onto it, and let it smooth out. Now we left it to stay on this rack.
These racks were made so that they sloped down on one end a little.
Now we worked on the ikeg hazh, cut it in small pieces, and pounded it
flat on a rock, to a sheet. Then we sprinkled it with ikeg hazh juice, and
made it smooth. We called this ndhilgane [dried sheet of cooked mescal]
now, in a great big sheet. Then we cut this sheet into four or six parts, and
now it was ikeg hazh nulkizhe [a mescal sheet cut into quarters]. Then we

would carry it to the mescal rack, and leave it to dry. This one we used to
chew raw.
Now we worked on ida ildeh [thickest leaves of a cooked mescal head].
These were the thickest mescal leaves, peeled only on one side. We just
set these to dry in the sun.
Now we worked on iteele [likely the thinner leaves of a cooked head],
leaves which we peeled off on the inner side. These we pounded with a
rock until they were soft, and let these dry. They were not very wide. Now
we were all done.
Some of the poorer people, women who had no men, did not do all this
work on mescal. This way only the chiefs, and big men did. The poorer
women had to do all the work themselves. They would just lay down a lot
of grass on the ground, and over this put a mat woven out of bear grass.
On this they would chop the mescal up with their mescal sticks and
knives, and fix it into a mescal sheet this way. Now they would pull out a
lot of leaves from the iyaai [brush used as a foundation for drying rack],
and lay them with their points together, two rows of them, point to point.
Right at the points, they were tied together with ieaive [strips of yucca
baccata used as string to make carriers for mescal]. In this rig, a woman
could carry her mescal sheets to the drying rack by herself The poorer
women prepared all parts of the mescal this same way. This way they
would only make two to four bundles of mescal.
Now they would tell us all to gather igaive leaves up, as we would be
leaving in two days for home. When we had gathered the igaive leaves, we
laid them in the sun to get soft. Then they would say, 'You gathered your
igaive yesterday, now it will be soft, so make your bundles up with it now,
because we are going to start for home, early tomorrow, before sunlight.'
Now we all tied our bundles up. Then the chief would say, 'We have lots
of bundles of mescal here, too many to carry all at one time, so we will
pack part of them across the Gila River, and then come back for the rest.
It's a long ways to the river, so pack along some water for your children.'
Then that's the way they did, pack part of the mescal over the river, and
come back for the rest. That way we all got across the river, and took all
our mescal first to i-shi sle-dat-dil."^^
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CHAPTER 2, Part 4
"Contact with Spaniards more completely revolutionized the life of the
Apaches than it did any other Southwestern people, even including the
Navajos. The revolution, however, was of a kind which the Spaniards did
not plan and did not want when it came. It was a revolution which resulted
in the loss of control of parts of the northern frontier, as well as great
destruction of life and property. The Spaniards unwittingly gave the
Apaches the opportunity and the means for a warfare toward which they
were already inclining before the Spaniards arrived on the scene."
— Edward Spicer^"^
Athapaskan-speaking peoples migrating into the Southwest during the sixteenth
century were probably still in the final stages of their southern progression when the
Spaniards began expanding their empire north. Although it is impossible to determine
precisely when the Apache first resorted to raiding, it likely materialized as Apache
groups adjusted to their new territorial surroundings. Along with agriculture, raiding
represented a logical extension of the "pragmatic and varied subsistence pattern that the
people had brought with them from the far north."^^
Upon arriving in present-day Arizona and New Mexico, Apache groups
discovered a region already inhabited by several sedentary, primarily agrarian peoples.
The Apaches, based on past experiences, likely viewed these peoples as producers of
additional subsistence resources—^namely in the form of stored food surpluses—^to be
attained "through frade, raiding or both on an ad hoc basis."^^ Trade prevailed over
raiding for Apache groups in the initial stages of their relationships with most of these
peoples. However, by the mid-1600's, with New Spain's colonial frontier

inching

considerably closer to the region known as Pimeria Alta (see Figure 3), the Apaches had
essentially altered their subsistence quest to include the raiding of sedentary villages for
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food (primarily livestock) on a regular basis. Over the next two hundred years, the
proliferation of New Spain's Culture of the Conquest among the indigenous peoples of
Pimeria Alta unintentionally transformed what had originated as a supplemental, sporadic
subsistence activity into the most significant economic catalyst shaping cultural
interaction in the history of the post-contact Southwest.^^
New Spain's Culture of the Conquest was by no means a uniquely Spanish
creation. Subscribing to fundamental European colonizing ideology, New Spain's plan
for conquest was grounded in the unbending view that the indigenous peoples they
sought to conquer were barbarians who led lives infinitely inferior to that of their
civilized and enlightened European counterparts. For the Spaniards, this perspective also
engendered an "obligation to civilize the barbarians."^^ This compulsion ignored the
existence of highly sophisticated cultural structures and institutions among indigenous
peoples and, over time, became the ruling principle of Spanish conquest in the "New
World." The thrust of New Spain's policies were primarily geared toward extending the
hegemony of the Spanish state and establishing it "firmly among the native populations,
or, failing that, to eliminate the inhabitants and occupy their former territories."^'
The fi-ontier institutions charged with implementing these civilizing programs—
while noticeably dissimilar in their methods—^were remarkably effective in northwestern
New Spain prior to contact with the Apaches, if for no other reason than they propagated
those Spanish cultural traits and socio-economic conventions that previous conquests had
shown best facilitated indigenous subjugation. Chief among these frontier institutions
was the mission system, which focused on compelling indigenous groups to participate in
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Spanish culture by shaping them into predominantly self-reliant, sedentary communities
under the authority of Jesuit or Franciscan missionaries. This policy of reduction, referred
to by the Spanish as reduciones, approached indigenous peoples "as living under
conditions of savagery, dispersed and unregulated, and as becoming susceptible to their
ministration only if settled in compact villages."^®
The missionary program sought to incorporate "susceptible" groups—^normally
those more sedentary peoples—into the colonizing fold through the gradual modification
and reorganization of Indian communities. Development of a mission community
depended first and foremost on the missionary's ability to persuade a particular group to
consolidate in a village or pueblo; this approach was accompanied by an impassioned
drive for religious conversion. If successful, the new converts were immediately called
upon to build a structure which would serve both as the church and center of village life.
Subsequent growth of the main village—as well as the establishment of at least two
satellite communities, called visitas—^hinged on "voluntary, if possible, labor in
improving the church and the missionary quarters, setting up corrals for animals, and
planting fields for the use of the missionary and his converts."^'
It was these economic reorganization efforts, and not any religious or social
modifications, that indirectly sparked the cultural revolution Spicer alludes to above. The
mission system's economic objectives—^the introduction of livestock herds and European
crop varieties, the improvement of existing indigenous crop species and agricultural
methods, and the development of craft specialization—^were designed to create
communities that could fimction indefinitely as self-sufficient economic imits. Ordinarily,
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the missionaries "brought cattle, sheep, or goats, and some horses or burros with them or
acquired them as soon as possible from other missions previously established."

The

cultivation of a mission's farms and herds—grounded in the tenets of European
agrarianism—^were considered vital, for they served as the primary sources of sustenance,
surplus, and, most importantly, enticement for the indigenous peoples in its vicinity. It
was the missionary's responsibility, therefore, to maximize agricultural production by
producing "a surplus which could be used by its missionary for furthering his work, that
is, attracting more people in his own area or for helping other missions to get started
among other Indians."^^ These surpluses also inadvertently attracted groups that resisted
incorporation into the mission system and that ultimately caused its downfall.
In sharp contrast to the ecclesiastical system—^which allowed for the retention of
some degree of autonomy—were the colonizing programs perpetrated upon indigenous
peoples by the government-ruled Spanish mining towns. Controlled entirely by civil
officials, these settlements generally were founded in areas best suited for the
government to exploit the region's vast mineral interests. As a result, a premium was
placed on the acquisition and manipulation of inexpensive or free labor, which usually
\

took the form of both willing and unwilling indigenous people. Confrary to the mission
system, civil authorities—^whose actions usually were governed more by personal gain
than a sense of allegiance to the Spanish Crown—surged a complete incorporation of
indigenous people into the formal Spanish political system as well as a reliance on
indigenous labor in Spanish-run mines and agricultural enterprises. In addition to the
mining centers, the government of New Spain also promoted the development of other
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communities—military presidios, farming or cattle-raising settlements, and encomienda
villages—^which typically forced the separation of the indigenous person from

his

traditional cultural base and sought to eradicate any semblance of tribal autonomy.
However, despite the disparity in their methods these communities, in particular their
often considerable agricultural and livestock holdings, would prove irresistible to the
Apaches and other tribal groups operating outside the colonizing domain of New Spain.

"It has been customary for writers to say that the Apache troubles in the
Southwest did not begin till near the end of the seventeenth century...A
study of the documentary evidence reveals that these distinguished
historians were mistaken, and that the Apache menace is as old as the first
Spanish occupation of the Southwest."
— Donald Worcester^'*
The growth of the Apache dependence on raiding—^what Worcester refers to
above as the Apache "menace"—^not only revolutionized the Apaches' subsistence
economy, it also produced permanent repercussions "in the wider network of
relationships throughout the Southwest.Unlike other Apache subsistence options—
which entailed procuring resources customarily reserved for their own use—^raiding
inevitably placed the Apaches in direct conflicts with other peoples. Raiding "was not
simply a matter of harvesting or creating a resource. Livestock [and other resources] was
produced by other populations whose intentions in doing so did not include feeding the
Apache."^® It was these direct conflicts with other populations that forever changed the
cultural landscape of the Southwest.

Ill
The first Spanish expeditions into the Southwest discovered the existence of
indigenous groups who were probably Apaches, but it would be several more decades
before the Spaniards began regularly assigning the generic name "Apache" —^believed to
be a corruption of the Zuni word dpachu (or "enemy"), their name for the Navajo—to
those northern raiding groups who led a way of life far different firom the more familiar
village-based peoples.®^ The earliest contacts between Spaniards and Apaches were not
particularly hostile; in fact, the two groups managed to develop a number of amicable if
short-lived trading relationships. Apache hostilities were generally confined to retaliatory
attacks for Spanish slave raids during this initial period. The earliest recorded Apache
attack on the Spaniards did not come until 1629, decades after the two groups first
encountered one another.®^
In the mid-seventeenth century, however, hostihties between the two groups
developed in earnest. Spanish accounts reported growing numbers of raids against both
Spanish and indigenous settlements along the colonial fi-ontier in Sonora and Chihuahua.
These hostilities were triggered in part by the Apaches' recognition of the tremendous
subsistence value of European livestock, especially horses; "The Apaches began
acquiring horses as soon as there were any to be had.. .Available reports run so
thoroughly in the same vein as clearly to indicate that raids by those Indians upon the
converted tribes, the Spanish outposts, and the Spanish horse herds were continued fi"om
the first days of Spanish settlement of the Southwest.
New Spain had successfully incorporated some indigenous peoples residing in
northwestern Mexico—^notably the Lower Pimans and Opatas—^into its Euroagrarian
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economy by this time, effectively transforming them into reliable raiding targets for the
Apaches.
Spanish expeditions venturing into Pimeria Alta dunng this period also routinely
recorded incidents of Apache assaults against the region's sedentary populations. The
development of these peoples as primary objects of the growing Apache raiding economy
likewise stemmed from the proliferation of Evuropean livestock in their Communities, the
distribution of which far outpaced the actual geographical extension of the Spanish
empire into their territories. However, while the existence of livestock in any given
community made it vulnerable to Apache subsistence raiding, the intensity of that
raiding, "if not the pattern itself, was stimulated by hostile actions of other groups"—a
process that, by the late 1600's, was growing to include Spaniards more definitively.
When Father Eusebio Kino and his Jesuit followers infiltrated Pimeria Alta to
institute the Spanish mission program in 1687, Westem and Chiricahua Apache groups
were "pressing hard on its eastem limits."^^ The Apaches had firmly

established

themselves on both sides of the Gila River, and Apache bands had long since identified
themselves with "particular localities over which they had ranged for some t i m e . A s
far as the Spaniards were concerned, the Apaches had effectively achieved territorial
control of thousands of square miles in eastem Arizona, and now threatened New Spain's
control over its northwestern frontier.
Remarkably, the Spaniards knew little about the Apaches when they finally
ventured into southem Arizona. The majdr thrust of Spanish exploration and colonization
of the Southwest to that point had been directed much ftirther east—^following the Rio
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Grande—against the Eastern Pueblos of New Mexico. Consequently, the Western
Apaches had "remained isolated and aloof, their locations and numbers poorly known,
TX

the course of their cultural development a mystery."

Meanwhile, decades upon decades of raids followed by retaliations had virtually
cemented the enmity between the Western Apaches and the Upper Pimans—^the name
summarily assigned to the several sedentary village peoples inhabiting Pimeria Alta.
Much like the Apaches, the only readily identifiable cultural link common to the Upper
Pimans consisted of their speaking dialects of the same Uto-Aztecan language.
Nevertheless, the first Spaniards entering Pimeria Alta simply divided the Upper Pimans
into four major groups as a matter of convenience: in the southeastern section of the
region resided the group the Spanish simply referred to as the Pimas (Akimel O'odham);
to their west were the Sobas; along the east and northeastern portions of Pimeria Alta
lived the Sobaipuris; the final division gradually came to be called the Papagos (Tohono
O'odham), a term "used by the southern Pimans to refer vaguely to Piman-speakers to the
north and northwest" (see Figure 3).^'^
The Jesuit mission program was slow in gaining momentum in Pimeria Alta.
First, financial support from the Spanish Crown for "civilization" of O'odham groups
proved to be considerably less than it had been for the Lower Pimans in the early
seventeenth century. Second, the pressure of Spanish conquest pushing upward from the
south upset the general balance of indigenous relations in what would later become
Arizona and New Mexico, leading to O'odham outbreaks of violence against the
Spaniards in the mid-1690s.^^ These transient incidents of indigenous resistance, which
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were quickly quelled, only served to demonstrate to the majority of O'odham groups the
futility of opposing the Spanish militarily. These sporadic bouts of resistance to
colonization aside, the prevailing attitude among the indigenous inhabitants of Pimeria
Alta was one of measured accommodation of the Spaniards, manifested in a general
"desire for mission life."^® During the Jesuit period, a genuine demand for the
establishment of Spanish mission communities abounded throughout O'odham territory.
Still, the sweeping accomplishments of Spanish colonizing institutions in Pimeria Alta
during the seventeenth century stemmed just as much from O'odham capitulation to
Spanish military might as it did from the widespread acceptance of New Spain's
economic programs by the region's indigenous groups. In essence, these village-dwelling
peoples, "because of their fixed existence, were hard-pressed to escape incorporation into
the Spanish state. Their dependence on agriculture in a region of scarce water often left
them with nowhere else to go, and ultimately they were unable to resist force through
confrontation."^^
Incorporation of O'odham groups into the Spanish state followed the same
general pattern established during New Spain's colonization of the Lower Pimans,
Opatas, and Eastern Pueblos. After contact, there usually followed
an early period of fiiendly relations, during which the Spaniards
established themselves in presidio and mission; then a brief violent
outbreak against the controls set up, followed, in a greater or less period of
time, by Spanish demonsfration of their full military power; and finally,
acceptance of domination.'^
Also contributing to the spread of Spanish conquest in Pimeria Alta was the
evolution of O'odham groups as focal points of the Western Apache raiding complex.
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The Tohono and Akimel O'odham likely regarded incoming Spaniards—with their
substantial military resources—as potentially valuable allies in their struggle to keep
Apache groups at bay. On the other hand, those Spaniards settling in Pimeria Alta—
usually in possession of considerable livestock holdings—^typically supplanted the
O'odham as the primary target of Apache raiding. In many cases, mutual physical
preservation and continued economic prosperity necessitated military alliances between
the two groups. As early as the 1680s, when open hostilities broke out between the
Spaniards and the Western Apaches, the Spaniards "were only too happy" to enlist Upper
Piman groups—especially the Sobaipuris and Akimel O'odham—as allies to act as a
population buffer between themselves and their common enemy.The Spaniards
maintained prolonged combat partnerships with many of these groups not only for the
purposes of mutual protection, but also because the "converted" indigenous peoples of
New Spain constituted a sizable labor force crucial to the continued expansion of the
Spanish Empire. Consequently, the Spaniards were determined to protect those groups—
as well as themselves—from the Apaches. An incident reported by Father Kino during an
expedition to the Sobaipuris in 1697 reflects the importance the Spaniards placed in
developing these relationships of mutual benefit:
"He [the head chief of the Sobaipuris] celebrated our arrival all day with
an exquisite dance in a circle in whose center there was a tall pole from
which hung thirteen scalps, bows and arrows, and other spoils of as many
Apache enemies whom they had killed. And in all the rancherias they
were dancing over the same victory, whereby we verified how friendly
this nation is to the Spaniards."®^
While the inhabitants of Pimeria Alta offered little in the way of sustained
resistance to colonization, the response of Western Apache groups to Spanish
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penetrations of Apacheria usually took the shape of intensified raiding and, eventually,
full-blown warfare. The Western Apaches' reaction to conquest was in no small way
influenced by Spanish slave raids into Apacheria. When Kino introduced his mission
program in Pimeria Alta, New Spain was already engaged in the practice of enslaving
indigenous people for deployment as mining and ranching laborers along the northern
frontier. The Apaches were viewed as prime candidates for this purpose, as the Spanish
had long realized the improbability of their incorporation into the Spanish state. Slave
raiding constituted quite a lucrative business for many Spanish settlers; for Apache
groups, it proved at best a "constant source of irritation," at worst a devastating
impediment to clan and band preservation.^' All in all, Spanish slave forays into
Apacheria may explain why the Spaniards so rapidly gained the status of enemy of the
Apaches.
The early 1700s witnessed a marked decline in the Jesuit mission program in
Pimeria Alta. Spanish settlers, recognizing the immense economic benefits to be gained
through forced labor, began openly calling for the dismantling of the system and what
they viewed as its insufficient exploitation of missionized peoples. The growing
disenchantment of the Spanish Crown with the mission system led to dwindling financial
resources for its programs, which in turn sparked the gradual withdrawal of many
converted O'odham and other Upper Piman groups from mission life. The Jesuits also
found themselves unable to properly extend their programs to other amenable indigenous
communities. Moreover, the region experienced considerable depopulation during the
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first half of the eighteenth century—^the result of a string of widespread European disease
epidemics combined with increasingly prevalent Apache attacks.
Spanish efforts to subdue the Apaches through military means failed miserably
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in large part because they lacked
sufficient information about the Apaches and because they were thoroughly unprepared
for their guerrilla tactics. The Apaches' acquisition of the horse had both greatly
expanded their raiding range and enhanced their fighting ability. When mounted,
the Apaches presented a problem unlike any by which the Spaniards had
previously been plagued. Whereas it was fairly simple to surround a
pueblo and force the occupants to surrender, the Apaches had no homes or
towns to be defended, and no large armies to be defeated. Furthermore,
they generally did not risk battle without first making sure that their force
was superior in strength to that of their enemies, not firom any cowardice,
but because the loss of warriors was severely felt. Plxmder was the main
objective in their raids; if this could be accomplished without fighting, so
much the better.^^
The Spanish simply did not possess an informed sense of the range of Apache
territory, leaving them rarely knowing enough about a particular group of Apache
transgressors to properly trace them to their geographical source and then retaliate.
Spanish military contingents that journeyed north of the Gila River in search of Apache
raiders were almost always unsuccessM, and ended up killing the few people whom they
did encounter out of fi-ustration. This practice, however, merely solidified the Spaniards'
status as an enemy in the eyes of the Apaches, adding "an element of bitter vengeance for
relatives who had been slain, providing extra motivation for subsequent raiding
parties."^^

The 1750s marked a period of general chaos in Pimeria Alta. Apache raiding
parties descended on the entire region as never before, leading to sharp population
exoduses from mining towns and presidios alike; Spanish agricultural development also
was "carried on against considerable odds."^'^ In 1751, an isolated group of Upper Pimans
revolted against the Spanish with the intentions of driving them out of the territory
altogether. The Spaniards responded by crushing the rebellion and then establishing a
presidio at Tubac to protect the northernmost Spanish missions—^including San Xavier
del Bac, located just south of present-day Tucson.
Meanwhile, the polarized civil and ecclesiastic branches of the Spanish
government were moving into "sharper and sharper competition for Indian labor, Indian
land, Indian produce, Indian minds, and Indian loyalty.The Jesuits, who had managed
to rejuvenate their missionary efforts for a brief period, ultimately failed to meet the
demands of indigenous communities for its programs. The Society of Jesus was officially
expelled by the Spanish Crown in 1767, prompting the takeover of the Spanish program
by the civil authorities. Franciscan missionaries replaced the Jesuits and achieved mixed
results, concentrating their most productive efforts at the Santa Cruz River missions of
San Xavier del Bac and Tumacacori. In many areas, missionaries actually managed to
enlarge mission livestock herds despite almost constant raiding and increasing
depopulation. Despite the overall stagnation of the mission system, certain of its tangible
economic mechanisms—^namely cattle and other livestock herds—^were spread "more
widely than the missions themselves."^^

The escalation of raiding forced the Spaniards to abandon any realistic hope of
swiftly subjugating the Western Apache. Instead, unable to extend Spanish hegemony
into Apacheria, "they chose to consoUdate their gains and contain the Apache beyond the
state's frontier."^^ Spanish officials gradually relocated those Upper Piman groups who
had been hardest hit by Apache depredations. The Sobaipuris, who inhabited a string of
rancherias along the San Pedro River near the western edge of Apacheria, were removed
by the Spanish in 1762 in the face of mounting attacks by Western Apaches.^^ Joining
their O'odham brethren, the Sobaipuris took up residence in the Santa Cruz River valley
around San Xavier and Tucson. With the Sobaipuris now relocated. Western Apache
groups soon moved into the vacated area, taking control of lands formerly under the
former group's control.^^ Relocation of the Sobaipuris proved a tactical disaster for the
Spaniards, as it essentially removed a major population buffer between themselves and
the Apaches, opening up the San Pedro River Valley "as a major corridor for Apache
raiding into more southern areas of Sonora."^*^ In the two decades following the
Sobaipuris' evacuation, the situation grew even worse for indigenous and European
inhabitants of Pimeria Alta alike. Apache raids increased dramatically in both frequency
and range. Apache expeditions easily permeated New Spain's flimsy defense system—an
intermittent line of presidios strung across northern Sonora—striking deep into the heart
of the state. In the meantime, other Upper Piman groups vacated their frontier positions
along the San Pedro River. It was becoming painfully obvious to the Spaniards
that the Apache had perfected a way of life which called for no increase in
their own territory and no desire to defeat the Spaniards in what the latter
called battles. The Apache aimed merely at supplying their shifting camps
in the mountains of southeastem Arizona and southwestern New Mexico
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by raids whenever they wished on the settlements of Spaniards, Opatas,
and Pimas. They had come to desire the horses and cattle and other stock
for food, as well as the grain and other products of settled people.. .They
operated always as separate bands, stealing horses and other food
whenever and wherever each saw the best opportunities.^'
With Pimeria Alta facing further depopulation and the empire's northern frontier
basically at the mercy of Apache raiders, New Spain finally abandoned its century-long
effort to conquer the Apaches through force. In 1786, the Spaniards inaugurated a peace
program that aimed to put an end to raiding by inducing the social disintegration of the
Apaches. Initiated by Spanish viceroy Bernardo de Galvez, the plan mandated the
exploitation of existing discord among Apache bands, the formation of alliances to create
ftirther dissension, the offering of peace to those who desired it, and the waging of
unremitting warfare against those groups who remained hostile or who broke peace
treaties.92 Galvez himself favored extermination of the Apaches, but he understood that
New Spain lacked the sufficient military resources and expertise to appropriately affect a
policy of genocide. Central to the Spanish plan for Apache dependence was the
widespread distribution of alcohol, the consumption of which the Spaniards believed
would make Apache groups economically and militarily dependent on the Spaniards. In
the words of Galvez:
"The supplying of drink to the Indians will be a means of gaining their
goodwill, discovering their secrets, calming them so they will think less
often of conceiving and executing their hostilities, and creating for them a
new necessity which will oblige them to recognize their dependence upon
us more directly.
The new policy reflected New Spain's acknowledgment that the Apaches as a
collective group could never be properly "civilized" according to customary Spanish
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colonizing dictates. Instead, Galvez attempted to forge peace treaties with Apache groups
on an individual basis, whereby each band would "be inveigled into keeping them by
certain benefits which they would quickly recognize."^'^ For more than a quarter of a
century, the peace policy for the most part proceeded according to Galvez's plan.^^
Spanish authorities compelled several Apache groups to give up their raiding ways in
exchange for farmlands located near Spanish presidios, rations of foodstuffs for which
they had previously raided, and outdated and often defective firearms to be used for
hunting. Apache residents of these establecimientos de paz (or "peace establishments"),
in turn, served as military auxiliaries for the presidios to which they were attached. In
Tucson, an Apache peace establishment was established just outside the presidio walls,
around which some O'odham and Apaches were brought into "a state of peaceful
coexistence," at least for a time.^^
Despite the considerable impact of Galvez's peace policy, the cultural revolution
in Apache life caused by the encroachment of New Spain was largely confined to the
Apache subsistence economy. Other major components of Western Apache culture—
namely social organization, spiritual beliefs, and language—emerged fi^om this period of
sustained Spanish interaction generally unscathed among most Apache groups. With very
few exceptions, the relative elusiveness of Apache groups allowed them to dictate the
terms of their encounters with the Spanish. This, combined with the fact that they
remained on the periphery of the Spanish-controlled section of Pimeria Alta, essentially
enabled them "to select for permanent adoption only those elements of Spanish culture
that were congruent with preexisting institutions."^^
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On the other hand, the economies of many indigenous groups were considerably
affected by the Spanish drive to transform their communities according to the Spanish
cultural paradigm. European crops and domesticated animals came to comprise the
economic heart of many missionized communities. In addition, ranching and mining
subsumed many O'odham and other Upper Pimans directly into the extractive economy
of New Spain.'^ On the whole, however, Spanish conquest infused Pimeria Alta with at
best a diluted version of its own culture, as most of the region's peoples retained the
ability to incorporate only those European cultural traits that best conformed to their pre
existing ways of life. In the end, the Spanish program brought a "very uneven sort of
acculturation" to the people of Pimeria Alta, with some "in intensive contact with the
missionary aspects of Spanish culture from 1687 throughout the Jesuit period, many
others with practically no contact at all, and still others with little more than a generation
of contact in an intensive way."^^
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, raiding in Pimeria Alta had ceased
almost completely. Indeed, the policy of pacification through dependency might have
realized widespread and permanent success if not for the Mexican War for Independence,
which ultimately "sounded the death knell" for the peace establishments created adjacent
to the Spanish presidios.'°° The nascent Mexican government did not possess either the
financial resources or the political commitment necessary to sustain the Apache presidial
stations. Beginning in the early 1820s, the distribution of rations to peaceful Apaches
decreased dramatically, prompting many of those Apache groups who had been
"pacified" vmder the Galvez policy to abandon the peace establishments altogether.'®^

Simply put, the Apaches stationed at Tucson and elsewhere "were not going to remain
settled long if the government did not continue to meet the conditions of their treaties."102
Apache groups returned to their accustomed territories in the north and soon began
raiding with renewed intensity, frequently using their established raiding routes as they
ventured into northem Sonora.
In the decade following Mexico's creation, cultural relations in Sonora
deteriorated considerably. The establishment of an independent Mexican government
triggered the advent of full-blown warfare in Pimeria Alta, as Mexico proved unable to
organize and maintain an effective military force along the northem frontier.*®^ Failing
that, Mexican officials in Sonora chose to deploy a policy of outright extermination,
offering bounties of one hundred dollars apiece for Apache scalps. Institution of this
bounty policy—^which included a sliding scale of payments for the scalps of women and
children as well as men of fighting age—sparked a genocidal free-for-all against Apaches
throughout the region. In addition, non-Apache people—including Tohono O'odham,
Yaquis, and Opatas—^were indiscriminately murdered by bounty hunters looking to
obtain scalps from victims "who were easier than Apache to kill."'°'^ Bounty hunters that
actually ventured into Apache territory often ravaged Apache encampments containing
mostly women, children, and the elderly, likely the result of Apache patterns of male
absenteeism for subsistence purposes.
While the frenzy for scalps quickly subsided when available Mexican funds dried
up, the escalating violence propagated by the bounty policy "kindled a hatred in the
minds of Apaches that would endure for the remainder of the century and perhaps
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longer."'®^ More and more, Apache deaths at the hands of bounty hunters or Mexican
troops led aggrieved Apache groups to infuse vengeance into their raiding complex.
Raiding expeditions into northern Sonora increasingly came to feature "a greater
tendency to kill people as well as take their livestock, and more captives were taken from
Mexico back to Apacheria."'®® The scalping of raiding victims also was incorporated into
the raiding complex during this period, likely in direct retaliation to the many atrocities
perpetrated upon Apache groups.
The situation was compounded by the fact that Mexican officials responsible for
eliminating the Apache "menace" had trouble understanding the localized nature of
Apache social structures and decision-making. Accustomed to dealing with peoples in
terms of state-level systems, Mexican authorities "often tended to visualize interactions in
terms of larger social categories which had no meaning to Apaches. This sometimes led
to claims of betrayal and to mistaken accusations of one Apache for the actions of
another."'®^ Conversely, it was typical for a particular Apache group to be on peaceful
terms with one Mexican settlement and regularly conduct raids against other villages.
By the late 1830s, most Apache groups had come to view the Mexican residents
of northern Sonora not only as producers of subsistence resources, "but as enemies in a
more absolute sense."'"^ Apache groups conducted raids with greater frequency and
range than ever before, raiding settlements throughout Pimeria Alta, Sonora, and
extending all the way to the coast of the Gulf of California. During the twenty years
leading up to Mexican relinquishment of control of the Southwest to the United States,
Sonora experienced a considerable decline in population caused by both mass emigration
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and the casualties incurred in warfare. During the war between Mexico and the United
States (1846-48), Western Apache raids intensified even fiirther in the San Pedro and
Santa Cruz valleys. In 1848, Mexican troops were forced to abandon the presidio at
Tubac. Tucson, where the major Mexican garrison was situated, experienced "a drop in
population, a dechne in economic activity, and constant guerrilla warfare against the
Apache."'The warfare raging throughout the Southwest made it painfully clear to the
Mexican government that its extermination policy had only served to add fuel to an
already growing fire of cultural violence. It was during this same time that the Western
Apaches began to feel the pressure of significant influx of Anglo-Americans in their
midst.

"When Father Kino, his contemporaries, and his successors encountered
the people of Pimeria Alta, they came upon men, women, and children
who were the bearers of an ancient and eminently successful desert
culture. The O'odham had evolved their own religious beliefs. They had
their own political, social, and economic structures. They spoke a complex
language; they possessed a technology and a material culture, including
architecture, ideally suited to their immediate surroundings. And finally,
until Europeans came, they were altogether self-sufficient, depending on
one another and on their desert environment to sustain them in their
enjoyment of life."
— Bernard Fontana'''
The O'odham who inhabited the desert portion of Pimeria Alta already had
developed highly diversified patterns of subsistence by the time Spaniards infiltrated the
region in the late seventeenth century. Presiding over a vast territory stretching firom the
Gulf of California east across the Salt River in present-day central Arizona, these peoples
generally adhered to one of three major modes of economic adaptation that ensured their

continued existence in a precarious environment. These adaptive mechanisms included:
the sedentary One Village adaptation, in which the Akimel O'odham population lived
where there was access to permanent running water; a migratory No Village mode (Sand
O'odham) in the driest regions to the west; and a "back and forth" or Two Village
adaptation, where Tohono O'odham groups moved between summer field villages and
winter mountain wells.

Those Spaniards who settled in the central portion of Pimeria

Alta eventually appUed the moniker "Papago" to all Two Village groups they
encountered in the area.
Prior to Spanish contact, the Tohono O'odham followed an adaptive pattern of
seasonal subsistence typical of many indigenous peoples of the Southwest. Much like the
Apaches, they "commanded a wide range of economic alternatives and chose from
among them to match the vagaries of the environment."''^ Tohono O'odham groups
relied most heavily upon a combination of gathered wild foods and hunted game—
including various seeds, buds and fruits from plants, as well as deer, antelope, sheep,
goats, rabbits, wild turkey, lizards and snakes—^that accounted for about 75 percent of
their annual food consumption. The remaining portion of their diet came from
agricultural foods in the form of maize, beans, and squash.'''* While there did exist a few
river settlements situated in the Santa Cruz Valley that were continuously occupied, most
Tohono O'odham groups moved as the seasons changed. During the summer months,
when food was most abundant, the Tohono O'odham congregated in villages with large
agricultural fields. When colder weather arrived, the villages broke up into family groups
to spend the winter months in the mountains.
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At the foundation of Tohono O'odham subsistence was the principle known as
"restricted interdependence," which favored minimal subsistence security over the
maximization of economic resources at any one particular time.'^^ This long-term
approach to resource management emphasized subsistence techniques—such as the
rotation of crops, the preservation of surplus foods as a hedge against future crop
deficiencies, and the employment of floodplain or "akchin" farming—^that assured the
continued economic productivity of their land. The region's generally oppressive
environment made minimal consumption critical to Tohono O'odham survival.
Cooperation was essential for the successful procurement of subsistence resources;
economic competition in the form of excessive resource accumulation was discouraged.
The Tohono O'odham engaged in often extensive gifl-giving, gambUng, and ceremonial
exchanges to disperse subsistence surpluses fairly among all members of the group. In
this vein, "anything but starvation rations was considered a surplus...In the face of
obvious scarcity, one behaved as if there was an abundance."'
Despite the many complex measures they employed to prevent the occurrence of
disabling subsistence shortages, the Tohono O'odham were forced to depend on
neighboring indigenous groups for their survival. The diversity of fruits and other wild
foods between the territories of the Tohono O'odham and the sedentary Pima (Akimel
O'odham, or "River People") groups to the north and east necessitated the former trading
wild foods, deer hides, salt, and baskets to the latter in exchange for cultivated crops.
When droughts descended on Papagueria, the Tohono O'odham often had difficulty
harvesting svirpluses for trade, forcing them to work as migratory farm labor for both the
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Akimel O'odham and the isolated Tohono O'odham river settlements in exchange for a
portion of the crops they cultivated. Most Tohono O'odham groups could also retreat
during drought periods to demarcated refuge areas belonging to other peoples with which
they maintained friendly relations; while there they traded labor for crops or planted
temporary fields of their own using irrigated agriculture.'
When New Spain penetrated Papagueria to "civilize" its indigenous inhabitants,
the Tohono O'odham simply expanded their subsistence program to include the new
Spanish settlements among their trading partners. The Spanish missionary program—
which aimed to expedite the religious conversion of the region's indigenous peoples and
their complete absorption into the Spanish state—achieved only isolated successes among
the Tohono O'odham. Generally speaking, contacts between the Spaniards and Tohono
O'odham "were relatively slight, tribute was never exacted, and the pressures to develop
a full-fledged town organization was therefore minimal...None seems to have built any
further [political] organization in accordance with Spanish patterns."''^ Much like the
Apaches, the flexible and dynamic nature of Tohono O'odham subsistence patterns did
not warrant the formation of a centralized political structure to which all O'odham owed
permanent allegiance. Instead, the Tohono O'odham comprised a "collection of little
nations whose people had concerns that were more local than regional. Never were all the
O'odham of the Pimeria Alta allied under a single leader, nor were they ever bound
together in a single cause."'^°
Unfavorable environmental conditions, such as diminishing levels of rainfall or
extended droughts, helped contribute to a general desire for mission life, but as
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previously noted, New Spain was not adequately prepared to extend it to the majority of
those communities most receptive to its programs. What the Spaniards perceived as an
overwhelming desire for the advantages of Spanish culture was actually the Tohono
O'odham's selective accommodation of only those Spanish cultural mechanisms that
conformed to their existing way of life. The Tohono O'odham people
projected an image of harmlessness, traveling in small numbers, acting as
laborers, and frequently putting on entertainments for which they received
extra payment from their hosts.. .The apparent servility for the purpose of
seeking food on favorable terms was a "structural pose" of the [Tohono
O'odham], assximed for its instrumental value, rather than a submissive
character trait or evidence of tribal inferiority. On other occasions, in a
different pose, the Papago organized multivillage war parties which
adequately defended their territory against their traditional enemies, the
Apaches.
The Tohono O'odham also layered Spanish agricultural and livestock
technologies and resources over their existing subsistence systems. Spanish-derived
irrigation agriculture, for example, in time came to augment or exceed traditional
O'odham floodplain farming in many areas. The Spaniards also presented the Tohono
O'odham with new species of domesticated crops and animals. The introduction of wheat
constituted the most significant addition to Tohono O'odham agriculture, becoming an
important off-season supplement to their subsistence system. Kino and the missionaries
that followed him established mission ranches throughout portions of Papagueria replete
with cattle, horses, oxen, mules, burros, goats, sheep and chickens—marking the onset of
a quasi-pastoral life for many villages.Livestock was generally accepted by the
Tohono O'odham, but "since they were unfamiliar with herding practices, cattle were
turned loose on the open range and hunted when meat was desired."^^^ Unfortunately,

however, the Tohono O'odham's adoption and development of Spanish livestock
elevated their settlements to the position of targets in the Apache raiding economy. The
often immense livestock herds and stored grain bins of the Spanish settlements dwarfed
those of the Tohono O'odham, making them far more attractive to the Apaches, but by
the middle of the eighteenth century, Tohono O'odham stock also had become a magnet
for frequent raids by Apache groups from the north and east; their larders of agricultural
commodities also proved "tempting targets."'^'^
Apache raiding altered the Tohono O'odham ways of life more substantially and
completely than Spanish colonization. The advent of open hostilities with the Apaches
required the Tohono O'odham "to defend themselves by means of more carefully
organized military activities than had previously been common."^^^ O'odham villagers
often were forced to abandon their outlying settlements and consolidate into larger groups
for protection against Apache raids.These defense villages typically were situated
"adjacent to flood-irrigated fields

in low, open country so that crops could be

defended."^^^ The Tohono O'odham also found it increasingly necessary to ally with the
Spaniards in order to successfully defend against Apache attacks, a trend that facilitated
their partial absorption into the Spanish mission system. By the late 1700s, "increasing
numbers of O'odham, recruited by missionaries and attracted by better economic
opportunities, had left their 'sterile lands' to settle among the river-dwelling natives
whose populations had shrunk in the face of lethal epidemics and Apache attack."^^^
In the late 1760s, the Tohono O'odham displaced the Sobaipuris—^who had borne
the brunt of recent Apache raiding in central Pimeria Alta—from their ancestral sites at
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Tubac, Tumacacori, and Calabasas in the Santa Cruz Valley. Over the course of the next
several decades, a number of Tohono O'odham groups coalesced with those Sobaipuris
settled at the mission San Xavier del Bac south of Tucson.'^' Meanwhile, the Spaniards
had succeeded in recruiting many Tohono O'odham into their standing army and drawing
many others into the colonial fold at both mission and presidial settlements—^including a
large number of congregants at San Xavier.'^® The budding military alUance between the
Spaniards and Tohono O'odham proved short-lived, however. The disintegration of the
Galvez rationing system in the first decade of the nineteenth century and the renewed
violence that ensued caused Spanish authorities to withdraw their outposts fi"om what is
now northern Sonora and southern Arizona, leading most Tohono O'odham to return
once again to their fortified positions deep in the desert. Luisa Moreno, a Tohono
O'odham elder, offered the following oral history in the early 1950s: "When the Apaches
were still raiding, they had killed off a lot of San Xavier people, and some of them [the
Tohono O'odham] had gone down to Mexico and out to the desert. After the Apaches
surrendered, a lot of people came back fi-om the desert, and a lot of other people fi-om the
desert moved in."'^^
The formative years of Mexican independence saw a marked increase in Mexican
migration into Tohono O'odham territory. Ranchers, farmers and miners entered the
Papagueria in growing numbers, bringing with them enormous herds of cattle and other
livestock. By the 1830s, Mexicans were steadily encroaching on Tohono O'odham lands
and water holes with "utter disregard" for their rights.The

Tohono O'odham

responded accordingly, raiding Mexican pastoral settlements as well as the many mining
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towns that had been formed to exploit silver and gold deposits in the region. The growing
hostilities evolved into a brief state of open warfare in 1840, continuing for three years
before the Tohono O'odham relented.
In the meantime, the major influx of Mexican livestock in Papagueria sparked yet
another fervent period of Apache raiding of both Mexican and Tohono O'odham
settlements. In southern Arizona, where Mexican defenses were thinnest, "Apaches
raided so regularly that by 1849 Papagos were forced to leave Tumacacori as a permanent
village settlement, moving their homes to San Xavier del Bac and to Tucson where they
could find safety in concentration of numbers."'^^ By the time the northern half of
Papagueria officially became United States territory, the situation had grown so desperate
that significant portions of the region had been abandoned, a state of affairs that no doubt
contributed to Mexico's willingness to relinquish the territory. The presidio of Tucson
constituted the only remaining Mexican settlement "in the northernmost reaches of the
Sonoran Desert," and aside fi-om a small village located adjacent to Tucson, the only
settlement still inhabited by Tohono O'odham in the Santa Cruz Valley was located at
San Xavier del Bac.'^'^

"Long ago, when the clans came down into this country, fi-om the North,
some of our people [were] living over at Tonto Cliff Dwellings. In those
days, the smldne were living in those houses and our people lived with
them there. But the saiMne stole to [too] much fi-om our people, and there
was trouble, so our people drove them out. Then the saiJdne went down
into the Salt River Valley, where they live now. We were still on the other
side of dzisl-n-teel at that time, and none of our people had come as far as
iyah hajin, or 'tis eba yet."
— Hostihrmapaha. a Pinal Apache'^^
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At the time of the Gadsden Purchase in 1853, the Western Apaches comprised
five major territorially contiguous groups in east central Arizona. Together, the five
groups contained more than sixty clans, each claiming specific ancestral territories.
Meanwhile, Western Apache raiding parties customarily targeted the Tohono O'odham,
Akimel O'odham, Maricopa and Opata (a people living to the south of Pimeria Alta in
southern Sonora)—as well as the Spanish and Mexican settlements in Sonora—^because
they possessed valuable subsistence resources in the eyes of the Western Apaches. The
majority of raiding and warfare expeditions conducted by White Mountain Apache
groups were directed against targets in Sonora, south of the present international
boundary, while the San Carlos and Cibecue Apaches "divided their attentions" between
Mexican settlements and the Tohono O'odham, Akimel O'odham, and Maricopa in
Arizona Territory.^^® The Western Apaches who most fi^equently raided the Tohono
O'odham were the Aravaipa and Pinal bands of the San Carlos group, who presided over
"the San Pedro valley and the Santa Rita Mountains, dividing that valley fi-om the Santa
Cruz."^"
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the Tohono O'odham were living in
constant trepidation of Apache attacks. Decade after decade of continual raids had made
the Western Apaches so feared by the Tohono O'odham that the latter's word for
"enemy" and "Apache" iphp) were the same. Likewise, the Western Apaches had come
to unconditionally define Tohono O'odham groups, who they referred to as sailune
("sand house people"), "more absolutely as enemies."'^^ Palmer Valor, a White Mountain
Apache, spoke to Goodwin about the Apaches' relationship with the O'odham: "We
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never traded with the saildne. From the time we first started to call them by that name, we
have fought with them."'^^
What originated as a cyclical pattern of raiding and retaliation between the
Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham grew—^primarily through the infusion of
European livestock and agriculture into Papagueria and the resulting intensification of
hostilities—over time into a complicit warfare partnership that effectively reinforced the
social cohesion of the respective groups.

Relations between the two sides "were

continually warlike, the former sending many raiding parties against the latter, who
retaliated in like manner. The San Carlos [Apache] group, being the closest, bore the
brunt of this strife."'"'' Ironically, the perpetuation of hostilities also served to maintain
and renew personal roles and relationships within their local groups; collectively, the
antagonism between the Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham shaped and informed
the social conventions and cultural identities of both sides in myriad ways. Gradually,
Apache-O'odham warfare came to possess a degree of intimacy unique in its experience
and utterly foreign to conventional Western warfare. This adversarial relationship
commonly manifested itself in highly localized hostilities involving a specific O'odham
village and a particular Apache band that would proceed uninterrupted for years if not
decades on end. In some instances, the fighting between Apaches and O'odham became
so localized and intimate that "most of the Papagos knew the Apaches personally, and
had names for them."'"^^ Tohono O'odham elder Ramon Anita recalled one such incident
that was truly indicative of the hostile yet familiar nature of the Apache-O'odham
relationship:
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"...[0]ne time the Apaches had raided down in the southern part of the
[Tohono O'odham] reservation near San Miguel. They carried off two
[O'odham] girls. One of them was a very large girl, and the other was
slimmer. The large girl was almost as strong as a man. Those Apaches
took the girls into the Baboquivari Mountains and camped for the night.
While they were camped the two girls conferred together, and decided to
try to get away. The older girl said that she would first kick the man who
had captured her in the testicles, and then she would run over and help the
smaller girl with her captor. Late in the night the older girl kicked her
captor in the testicles and laid him out on the ground. Then she ran over
and they wrestled with the other Apache. They finally got him down and
got his head in the crook of a tree where they twisted it until he was
caught. Then they ran back down to their home. The next day some of the
Papagos saw these two Apaches walking through the mountains, one with
his legs spread way apart, and the other with a stiff back and his head
turned sideways. They named these Apaches after [this] incident.
Unlike Western warfare, the Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham did not
perpetrate attacks in order to wrest the territory or effect the submission of the other
group. Neither side possessed any desire to effect any kind of decisive or permanently
debilitating victory over the other, for that potentially entailed the termination of their
complicit partnership and the social institutions and economic practices it supported.
Although the historical record seems to indicate that the Western Apaches conducted
attacks with greater firequency than their O'odham counterparts, most acts of violence
perpetrated by each group against the other amounted to
small-scale, hit-and-run raiding...When one of these small raids was aimed
at killing, the attackers often were satisfied with ambushing a single
person at some distance fi-om a settlement. So far as is known, none of
these raids was intended to overwhelm a whole village, and attackers
would strike at isolated groups of a few families at most. Usually the
raiders had no interest whatever in making their presence widely known,
in staying long, or in doing any real fighting.^'''*
Whether for subsistence acquisition, self-defense or some other purpose,
hostilities between the two groups also invariably satisfied some measure of vengeance.
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By 1850, the Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham "had been bitter enemies for some
200 years. Each side had engaged in prior massacres against the other, and such an
intense hatred had been bred that any new attack could be viewed as simply justifiable
revenge by the perpetrator."^'^^ Despite this intense enmity, large Western Apache and
Tohono O'odham revenge expeditions rarely sought—or managed—to completely rout
besieged settlements.

Prolonged infiltration of enemy territory was considered risky

not to mention foolish, as it radically increased the chances of suffering human casualties.
The loss of even a few attackers, the Apaches and O'odham believed, negated any
benefits that were to be gained by killing a large number of the enemy. In addition,
"caution, fatigue, or satiated vengeance may have deterred attackers."^"^^ In most cases,
the attacking party opted for a hasty retreat in order to protect its own.
The Tohono O'odham desire for retribution flowed from the killing of family or
community members by the offending enemy group. Able-bodied males considered the
act of volunteering for a war party to be crucial to fulfilling their social obligations, as
shown by the following Tohono O'odham oral narrative:
"He started telling them how it was that he came to feel this way: 'My
father and how he died, how he was killed by them, it is toward them that
my thoughts are directed; that is why I should be wearing this; and so I felt
that you should help me get revenge for my father's death; right now, it
will be the way right now that I shall give you ten days in which you will
get your things ready, in which you will get ready; you will strengthen
things; you will fix, tighten up your shoes, your bow, your club, whatever
is there..."''^^
The existence of continuous animosity afforded adolescent and adult Western Apache
and Tohono O'odham males opportunities to achieve a valued status within their
respective communities that otherwise would have been difficult to attain. For the
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Tohono O'odham in particular, it "raised to extreme importance the duties of a warrior
and his consequent dreaming and song making. In fact, no man in his prime thought
much of any other duties."'"^^
Permanently defending one's self, family, and community against a common
enemy fiieled an internal solidarity that exerted considerable, ongoing influence over both
individual and collective identity, especially among the Tohono O'odham. At the outset,
it certainly was not a role the Tohono O'odham willingly assumed, but once it was thrust
upon them, they consciously adapted by modifying existing social institutions and
developing new ones in order to insure their physical and economic vitality. As
previously discussed, upsurges in Western Apache raiding usually compelled the Tohono
O'odham to concentrate into large villages for protection. This adjustment caused the
"infrequent communication" of these villages with one another and produced an
increased sense of isolation.Fear of Apache attacks not only affected the territorial
configuration and distribution of the Tohono O'odham, it greatly impacted their social
infrastructures as well. The beliefs, customs, ceremonies and diligence that the Tohono
O'odham employed for the sake of "eternal vigilance" pervaded nearly every activity
associated with daily life. The challenges associated with defending against raids often
dominated village affairs, leading the Tohono O'odham to devise a more formal system
of leadership than they were previously accustomed. Groups "had to learn to live close
together and cooperate among themselves and between villages in fighting the night
attackers."^^' The pervasive apprehension engendered by the specter of Apache raids
manifested itself in a concerted increase in communal activities, whether for the purposes
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of avenging earlier attacks or protecting against foture ones. With few exceptions, the
Tohono O'odham remained on full alert; a "constant watchfulness" was demanded of all
members, yoimg and old/^^ Rigorous procedures were followed when it came to
guarding villages, reflected in one Tohono O'odham father's instructions to his sons:
"At dawn you must rise. Listen all about you for something. Look all
about you for something. All kinds of things there may be for you to find.
Apache tracks may be visible. If you find them, you will, tell of it and you
will follow. Even if you do not overtake them, you will follow far before
you drop the trail. You will learn that certainly they passed that way.
Perhaps you will learn that there are many of them, camping somewhere,
1
expecting to come down and attack us."
The Tohono O'odham utilized a complex system of social protocols—including
"supernatural sanctions" for fighting and killing Apaches—^that were considered of "vital
importance for survival."^^"^ Within this system, the O'odham bestowed mystical status
on the Apaches, which necessitated a highly ritualized process for the taking of Apache
lives. Knowing and in some ways imitating the Apaches was crucial to achieving success
against them in battle. For example,
the Papago shaman seeks to identify the Apache deities from their
symbols used in warfare, and then to invoke their aid; and the Papago
warrior goes confidently to battle against the Apache when protected by a
fetish including an Apache arrowpoint taken in conflict, and feels sure of
victory if his warclub is made in imitation of that of the enemy and
potentialized by a plume or inscription appealing to the Apache deity.
Immediately after an Apache attack, a group of Tohono O'odham warriors
typically would chase after their Apache attackers in order to retrieve any possessions
that had been taken fi-om them.'^^ However, they normally waited an interval of ten days
on average before embarking on a retaliatory expedition, during which time they
exhaustively prepared for the upcoming mission. Warriors exercised and primed their
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weapons while others delivered speeches and conducted spiritual ceremonies specific to
the task ahead. Depending on the size of the force needed, this time was also spent
summoning volunteers from other O'odham villages. The entire warfare process—from
the preparation through the battle through the cleansing—sometimes lasted a month or
longer.
As described above, the Tohono O'odham regarded an Apache as a "shaman. His
person, or anything that touched him, was taboo. Therefore all booty taken on a
retaliatory raid was burned and the man who killed an enemy or was wounded had to go
through a long ordeal of purification."'^^ Those warriors who took the life of an enemy
during battle immediately withdrew from the fighting, as they now considered themselves
to be contaminated.'^^ Having gained the status of Enemy Slayer, those who had killed
were segregated from the raiding party and the rest of their community for an extended
period, during which time they underwent an arduous process of purification. Edward
Palmer, a doctor and naturalist who worked among the Tohono O'odham during the
1860s, witnessed this painstaking routine: "After killing an enemy. A Papago on his
return, if he has killed an enemy, must live apart 40 days and be fed with food without
salt, from an 'ojah', which is only used once and the last one used a hole is punched in it
and then it is broken in pieces. The oldest squaw [woman] of his family feeds him."'^^
During the standard small-scale raid, only a few O'odhatn men "might kill. They would
then blacken their faces and walk home at a distance from the others lest they spread
danger."The ensuing Tohono O'odham oral narrative illustrates the ritual—observed
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in order to escape the sickness one could acquire from the ghosts of the newly dead—^that
O'odham warriors followed upon killing Apaches;
"My father got separated from the others, he and one Apache. There was a
giant cactus between them. You know a cactus trunk is as wide as a thin
man. Each shot at the other, and the other dodged behind the cactus till it
was stuck frill of arrows to the hei^t of a man. They could both talk a
little Spanish, so they shouted at each other. The Apache said; 'I am a
man.' My father; "I, also, a man\" They threw down their bows and
arrows and started wrestling. My father was down. Far away, his brother
saw that and came running. He clubbed the Apache from behind. My
father got up and clubbed, too. So he was dead and my father and his
brother were Enemy Slayers. They stopped fighting right away because an
enemy's death lets power loose. You must take care of yourself until you
have tamed the power or it will kill you. You could not stand against
arrows with such power around you. You would be like a sick man. You
would fall. So they painted their faces black to show what had happened.
They carried black paint for that in little deerskin bags. They stood away
from the others, and other men who had killed came to join them."^®'
Anything or anyone that came into contact with the enemy required immediate
purification. Those Tohono O'odham killed in battle as well as any possessions
belonging to Apaches were automatically burned by Enemy Slayers, who were the only
ones allowed to touch them. A 1851-52 Tohono O'odham calendar stick entry describing
an Apache attack on the village of Mesquite Root demonstrates this practice:
".. .The men from the Burnt Seed got their bows and arrows and came
quickly, for Mesquite Root was their sister village. But when they got
there, the people were all dead, lying in and out of the houses, and the
Enemy had gone away with the younger women and children. So the
Burnt Seeds men dragged the bodies into the houses and set fire to
everything because that is what must be done to all that has been touched
by the enemy. Then they chased the Enemies, but they could not catch
them."^^^
Despite the fact that the Tohono O'odham warfare process was "enveloped in a
mass of ritual," none of it was undertaken to achieve glory in combat.'®^ The Tohono
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O'odham organized expeditions primarily to defend families, homes, and possessions.
Warfare against the Western Apaches was not looked upon as a particularly agreeable
endeavor but rather as a necessary evil; the prestige gained by O'odham warriors—
especially those who became Enemy Slayers—^was the byproduct of combat and not its
root motivation. While the Tohono O'odham "were perfectly capable of taking the
offensive, they seem to have done so only when revenge was called for or as a counteroffensive to protect lives and property. There is little to suggest that northern Pimans
[Tohono and Akimel O'odham] ever made raids for the sole purpose of obtaining
booty."^^^
Aside from

the principal motivations of defense and revenge, the Tohono

O'odham decision to wage war against Western Apaches was secondarily governed by a
basic economic impulse. A common theme running through O'odham songs, orations,
and other ceremonial warfare customs was that the "power needed to sustain human
society is gotten by men on journeys away from home."'^^ The ritual-laden process of
preparing for war focused not on the taking of enemy lives, but on how the otherwise
disagreeable experience could bring the community the luck necessary to bring the rains
and a bountiftil harvest in their wake. By attacking the Apaches, the Tohono O'odham
could obtain the feathers, seeds, and especially scalps that they considered crucial to
insuring the continued health and prosperity of their villages. The acquisition of this
power, not heightened prestige, was the primary incentive of individual O'odham
warriors who engaged the Apaches in battle; for the entire community "it was that
summum bonum [highest good] of an agricultural people."^^®
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The Tohono O'odham's partial reliance on warfare as a means of preserving the
economic welfare of the community may help to explain why some attacks did not
directly or instantaneously arise from Western Apache raids. A period of severe drought,
for example, could compel the Tohono O'odham to commission a raid on Western
Apaches, a group they felt perfectly justified in attacking no matter the reason. In
addition, even at times of relative peace, the Tohono O'odham were known to have
organized raids against Western Apache encampments to deter them from conducting
ftiture raids. The Tohono O'odham also normally conducted a punitive expedition each
winter to avenge former raids.All in all, it is estimated that Tohono O'odham groups
mounted attacks against Apaches as often as two or three times per year.'®^
The Tohono O'odham capitalized on the Apache pattern of male absenteeism,
often attacking when the men of the local group were absent. Warriors were specialized
in the use of either bow and arrow or club and shield; only the bravest used the latter
combination as it entailed "close-in fighting."'^^ Like the Apaches, Tohono O'odham war
parties placed a premium on the element of surprise. Maintaining complete silence, they
entered settlements during the night or early morning hours and methodically proceeded
to kill as many Apaches as possible before warning could be given. One Tohono
O'odham account of an attack on an Apache village illuminates this stealth tactic:
"The men all separated and each one waited outside one Apache wickiup,
till the signal to attack. My father was outside a wickiup where there were
several women roasting something and he listened to their strange voices
and wondered if they were saying, 'The Desert People are here.' Finally,
the signal came; the call of a roadrunner. Our men attacked, whooping.
The women ran out of the houses and the men stood at the doors waiting
to club them. My father took hold of an old woman but she was strong and
wrestled with him. He called to the others, 'Help! The old enemy woman
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is killing me!' So others came and they broke in the old woman's skull. A
few other men killed but the rest of the women got away. Our men burned
170
the houses and the booty and went home."
Western Apache oral narratives corroborate the Tohono O'odham's proclivity for handto-hand combat during their raids. The following Western Apache oral narrative collected
by Goodwin described the typical Tohono O'odham attack;
"I have heard that these people were like coyotes and that they wouldn't
fight like men, but always came at night and hit us on the head with their
clubs. They used no bow or gun, just a club to hit you on the head with.
When they heard a gun go off, it made them sort of back up. They were
scared of guns. They used to attack mostly in the summertime right in the
middle of the night when everyone would be asleep. You would wake up
and hear someone cry out, and that would be the warning."''^
Barney Titla, a White Mountain Apache, presented the following family oral history told
to him by his grandfather of a surprise attack by the Tohono O'odham;
"One time our people were camped over by tseM cM su-un (Black Rock).
Most of the men had gone off on the war path to Mexico, and only a few
old men were left there, with the women. There were lots of women and
children there. The women were busy gathering seeds. They were not on
the lookout for any danger, as all seemed quiet and safe. They didn't know
there were any bq chi [Apache mansos] or saikine around, and for that
reason we all went to sleep at night. About a little after midnight, the bq
chi or saikine came into the camp. They had their wooden clubs with
them, and started in sneaking around, killing our people while they were
sleeping. Some children woke up, and ran to my camp, and that's the way
we found out. Then some women, and children and myself, we started to
run away in the dark. We ran right over a high bank, and fell down it, as
we couldn't see where we were going. This way we got away. Lots of the
people got killed, and the next day we were scattered all over. After that
we were afraid to sleep at night, as we might get killed. Only a few of us
got away, about three or four camps, and went over to Tumbull Mountain,
andhid."^^^
Tohono O'odham raiders also were not averse to engaging Apache men toe-to-toe
in battle. If the Tohono O'odham were able to locate a contingent of enemy warriors.
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they employed a tactic they called "making a house for the Apache," which involved
trapping the group in a position of little or no tactical mobility and then ambushing them.
The attack usually consisted of a "series of duels where each warrior got his man, if
possible, and then retired from the combat."'^^ An 1852 Tohono O'odham calendar stick
entry documents one such encounter:
"So before dawn they sent a man to a nearby hill to watch, and he came
running back and said: 'They are coming.' There was a valley in that
place, narrow at both ends and high at the sides. So the People climbed up
on the sides and let the Enemy enter the valley. Then they shouted and
rushed out and they killed all but two."'^"'
The practice of taking captives constituted another socially sustaining enterprise.
While the acquisition of captives alone was not considered motivation enough to order a
raid, the Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham derived important benefits from the
capturing of enemies. Both groups as a general rule killed those teenaged and grown men
seized during a raid. Adult males captured by the Western Apaches were typically
brought back home so that they could be slain by the female relatives of the men whose
death the raiders had set out to avenge. According to testimony given by an Apache
informant, when an adult enemy male was captured they would
"always question him and get what information they can. If he won't give
it, they usually kill him right there, or else they take him back to camp for
the women to kill. Grown men are never kept alive to be married into the
tribe or enslaved. A mature man is dangerous, and they kill him. But a
young boy of four, five, or six is adopted into the tribe."'^^
Contrary to popular belief, Apache raiders took few adult captives, "and tortured
fewer still."'^^ Those young females and children the Westem Apaches seized were
usually taken home and adopted by the families of their captors or were given to other
families in the local group. Intermarriage into the tribe was common for women captives
of child-bearing age, as procreation from any source was considered beneficial to longterm communal survival. If the captives taken were children, they were readily absorbed
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into Western Apache society, and "stood a fair chance of becoming the social equals of
their captors."'^^ Nosey, a Pinal Apache, recalled in the 1930s that
"In the old days, if our people caught a white boy, or girl, or woman, or
Pimas, or Mexicans, then if someone wanted the captive, they would have
to sing for it at bi-q-ide-gu-du-tosl. This is like Thomas.. .he's a Pima. His
mother was a Pima who was captured by men of the q-ai-tse-he-t-idn and
q-ai bisl-na-go-teeln clans, so she became q-ai bisl-na-go-teeln. and
Thomas is q-ai bi^l-na-go-teeln also. This is how it happened. Down by
dzisl-al-ts-ise. this side of Phoenix the war party went. My father was
along to [sic]. He had a spear, and later fought with it there. When the
party got near the Pimas home that night, a chief with them, called tl-a-nagude made a drum right there from cowhide, and got it all ready, for the
time when they would start the fight in the morning. When it got early
morning he threw a rock up in the air, and kept on doing this every so
often, till he could see it all right. Then he knew it was time to start the
attack, because it would also be light enough to be able to see arrows, and
dodge them. 'Now let's go,' he said, 'but first let's sing once more, and
then we will go into the fight, as we may get killed.' So they sang one
more song, and then started for the Pima village. They set fire to the Pima
tipis. Tla-na-gude started to hit his drum, and kept on hitting it, while the
men went into the fight. They killed lots of Pima men, and only one Pima
man got away. He saved his life by fleeing to the top of di-be-das-zine.
and hiding there. This is a high sharp point down towards Phoenix, and I
saw it one time when I was in the scouts over that way. Well, they got all
the Pima women and girls in one bunch, and then killed all the older ones,
just saving the good, younger ones, to take back with them. Thomas'
mother was one of these. Captives like this that they brought home, and let
live, were called nasl-ol-chin. which means bom outside (not in Apache
country). There are lots of them at Cibicu."^^^
The Tohono O'odham, on the other hand, did not attempt to integrate captured
Apaches into their communities, as they believed that doing so would endanger their
spiritual and economic well-being. They derived direct economic profit fi-om the capture
of Apache women and children. Enemy captives were first purified and then sold into
bondage for as much as one hundred dollars apiece in the lucrative Mexican slave
markets. Many times, the Tohono O'odham were content to catch a single person outside
a settlement and carry that person away. The profits accrued by the Tohono O'odham's
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sale of Apache captives were not lucrative enough to warrant the commission of a raid
for that reason alone, however/Like the Apaches, the Tohono O'odham usually killed
those adult males they captured in order to fulfill their desire for revenge, as illustrated by
the following narrative:
. .So he got ready and went out with many people. And they did go about
killing Apaches. One they just captured and were taking him along and
singing this to him:
'Windbreak, windbreak.
In it we set you. Poor thing!
A windbreak you have and came here
Poor slave, you never
Will see your people. Poor thing!
A windbreak you have and came here.'
So they started back home. They got so far and told him, 'From here you
will run. When the sun goes down we'll kill you.'
So from there he ran and ran, and just as the sun was going down they
killed him and did to him just as the Apaches had done to the hunter."'^''
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CHAPTERS, Parti
In many ways, Wallace Johnson represented a bridge between the past and the
present, a cultural channel between Arapa and San Carlos for those Apaches who claimed
him as kin or called him a friend. Bom in 1903 at Old San Carlos but raised near nadnlid
cho ("Big Sunflower Hill") a few miles north of the point where Aravaipa Creek and the
San Pedro River merge, Johnson was among the last permanent Apache residents of the
Aravaipa area. An inhabitant of Arapa until forces of nature prompted him to move to
San Carlos while in his teens, he lived well into his late 90s and remained a communally
recognized bastion of oral history and tradition about Arapa and the Apaches' ancestral
connection to it. Long after most of his contemporaries had passed on, curious
individuals—^Apaches and sometimes non-Apaches—called upon Johnson to share with
them his wealth of knowledge about the place and those who once called it home.
As with those other Apaches who come back to visit Arapa, it didn't take long for
nadnlid cho and the landscape's many ancestral landmarks to rekindle in Wallace an
entire, place-bound realm of personal memories, memories that regained their inimitable
vibrancy only when engaged at their source. Nowhere else was his wit more sharp or his
recall more keen than here.^
"That hill I was talking about where we used to live, they teach you when you
run, don't breathe through your mouth," said Johnson as he reminisced about nadnlid
cho, which he called the "only big hill" in the area. "So we put water in our mouth, fill it
up, and run up the hill, quite a ways, about almost a mile. When we get up there we spit it

out. They say that'll teach you to breathe through your nose. But you breathe through
your mouth, you won't last long."
Growing up in a small community of Aravaipa descendants along the Sambeda
(his word for this stretch of the San Pedro), Wallace lived with his uncle Juhan Pechulie
and his family in a single-room house fashioned of mud and ocotillo. With his mother
and father both residing at Old San Carlos, he was raised by and large by his aunt,
Mian's wife. Much like Capitan Chiquito and his relatives residing along Aravaipa
Creek, those Apaches inhabiting the land once farmed by hashke bahnzin and his
followers eked out a living through ever-shifting combinations of modest farming and
ranching operations and wage labor opportunities, if and when those were available.
"We used to plant a lot of com and watermelon and sugar cane there, but now the
land is gone. During that time the old people used to be busy all the time making biscuits,
taking acorns to town and selling them, get a little money, get some food. We little kids
used to wear flour sacks for shirts," said Wallace.
Although too small at the time to work in the mines himself, Wallace watched a
number of adult Apache males, including his aunt's son, come and go from Sambeda to
work at Copper Creek Mine and the other mines in the vicinity. When the mines had few
jobs to offer, according to Wallace, area Apaches often found work with local farmers,
who hired them seasonally to clean and repair their irrigation ditches and perform other
tasks for which they received "only a dollar and a quarter a day." His uncle Julian worked
for a number of area cattle ranchers, learning English along the way. Wallace did his part,
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hunting quail and other small game with the other Apache boys of the Sambeda
settlement.
"We used to make a homemade trap for quail," he said, demonstrating with twigs.
"We used to get two or three at a time. We used to go out and hunt for pack rats. They
were the best meat, too. They were out in the hills, far away."
When they weren't hunting, Wallace and his childhood chums often embarked on
horseback excursions up Aravaipa Canyon or to Mammoth or even Copper Creek—
wherever their sense of adventure took them on that particular day.
"When we was little fellas we used to even go up top of that mountain they call
Table Mountain. We made a tipi [wickiup]," Wallace explained. "Halfway up that
mountain on the west side there used to be a spring and a big old fig tree. I don't know if
it's still standing or not. There used to be a lot of fixiit up that wash, but no more. There
was an orchard with apples, but there's nothing now."
When still a boy, he and his Sambeda relatives also paid regular visits to Capitan
Chiquito and his family at Aravaipa Creek. Although Chiquito was either Wallace's
great-uncle or cousin, the old Aravaipa leader affectionately called him "grandson."^
Wallace recalled that Chiquito and his kin inhabited several structures on a hill
overlooking the creek. Down below, he said, they cultivated a host of fruits and
vegetables, ever5^ing from com to chiles.
"Well, he used to be a big warrior, I guess. Rich and wise! He used to have
several [dwellings] around there by Table Mountain. His office was right in the center,"
Wallace said, bursting into laughter. "I remember he was a short fellow, a kind old man.

He had a big wife. His wife, she would take the fruit down, take it to Mammoth in the
buggy, sell it all. They were well-to-do."
From time to time, Wallace's mother journeyed from Old San Carlos to live with
her son at nadnlid cho, sometimes for months at a stretch. He saw little of his father, who
was a special police officer with San Carlos Agency. He hved with his relatives along the
Sambeda until 1916, when a family tragedy forced him to relocate to Old San Carlos.
According to Wallace, "My aunt over there was killed by lightning over where we used
to live at Sambeda. There was just one Cottonwood tree standing right there close to the
hill. We were eating in the evening. It was cloudy but we didn't see no rain. My aunt was
sitting closest to the tree.
"All of a sudden, you know, lightning hit that tree and threw me about 25 feet
away from there. I fell a long ways. I was dizzy and tried to sit up, but fell down and then
finally got up and then I saw my aunt burning. She was hit right below the ears. So I put
it [the fire] out with my hand," said Wallace, bearing the bum scars he had received 75
years earlier. "They buried my aunt right there someplace. They went back there and put
a fence around it so it would show that somebody was buried there."
Tragedy struck Wallace and his family again upon their arrival at Old San Carlos.
The global influenza pandemic that killed more 20 million people worldwide afflicted
many San Carlos Apaches, claiming the lives of three of Wallace's siblings.^ Wallace
was beset by the disease as well, but after a desperate two-week struggle, he managed to
survive. Shortly thereafter, he began attending Rice Lutheran Mission School. While at
Rice, he learned enough English to get a job at the Lutheran mission school at White
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River on the Fort Apache Reservation. For eight years, he served as an interpreter, acting
as a go-between for missionaries during their interactions with Apache parishioners.
Other jobs followed, including long stretches working on Coolidge Dam and in civil
service and shorter stints as a seasonal laborer picking cotton and performing a variety of
odd jobs. Still, Wallace always found the time to go back and forth every year to his
childhood home ^ong the San Pedro River on horseback, joining other Apaches who
made the annual trek to camp around Arapa and gather their traditional wild foods as
they ripened. They picked cactus fruit and mescal at the western end of Aravaipa Canyon,
acoms at the eastern end, sleeping under makeshift lean-tos when the weather cooperated.
Sometimes they ventured as far as Oracle, San Manuel, and the foot of the Santa
Catalinas to harvest acoms, returning to the reservation with the coming of fall.
Time and again during his 1990 visit to nadnlid cho and Arapa, Wallace alluded
to the fact that while living in those places during bygone times was tough—^particularly
for children—^it also built character through "strict discipline," reflecting a time-honored
system of social obligations and expectations that contemporary reservation life was
hard-pressed to sustain.
"This young generation today doesn't know what it means—^hard times. They're
raised up in one place," said Wallace. Speaking metaphorically, he added, "We poor old
fellas were raised on our own mothers' breasts. That's why we got some sense. But today
the young generation uses powdered milk. So I call them SMA kids. They don't know
nothing—^the powdered milk, you know. They got no sense. I don't know what that stuff
is made of."
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For many living Aravaipa descendants like sisters Velma Bullis and Deana Reed,
mainstream acculturation, familial circumstances, and often considerable physical
distances merge in varying combinations to make the forging of a meaningful and lasting
connections with their ancestral homeland inherently difficult.'^ Two of the more than two
dozen known great-grandchildren of Capitm Chiquito, Bullis and Reed are testaments to
the vast diversity that pervades contemporary relationships between the Apache and
Arapa, embodiments of the genealogical legacies left them by their ancestors.^ To
understand where the place they have come to know as "Aravaipa" stands within their
respective consciousnesses, one has to look no fiirther than kin.
Their grandfather was Alonzo "Lon" Bullis, the son of Capit&i Chiquito. Bom at
Arapa in 1882 and given the Apache name dadjidae, Lon was assigned the tag band
number S.A.3 by officials at Camp San Carlos to reflect his immediate relationship to his
chieftain father, who, in keeping with agency tradition, was accorded the first number in
the S.A. tag band.® When still a youngster, Alonzo was sent to Pennsylvania's Carlisle
Indian Industrial School, whose mission was to "civilize" its Native wards by
indoctrinating the males into mainstream society as yeoman fanners and tradesmen and
the females as domestic servants. Upon leaving Carlisle, Alonzo worked as a musician,
playing in a touring band. While in Pennsylvania, he met and later married Vera Pickett,
a mixed-blood Lakota and descendant of Confederate General George E. Pickett who
also performed in the Wild West Shows that were so prevalent at the time. The couple
had two children—Lonnie and Audrey—^before their relationship ended and he came
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back to Arizona with his kids in tow. It was here that his two children first learned their
Apache language and culture.^
Upon returning to the San Carlos Reservation, Alonzo tended an 18-acre farm on
a tract of land at Old San Carlos until the agency terminated his lease to clear the way for
the building of Coohdge Dam.^ He found other ways to support his family, working in
the copper mines, playing with an orchestra in a local silent movie theater, and selling
soft drinks out of his small fi-ame house along the roadside in Peridot while relatives
watched over his children.^ Somewhere along the way, he converted to Lutheranism,
becoming an interpreter and ardent emissary for local missionaries in their efforts to
recruit other reservation Apaches into the Christian fold. Eager to fully immerse his own
children in his newfound faith, Alonzo enrolled them at Rice Lutheran Mission School.
Later, he sent son Lonnie to two evangelical Lutheran boarding schools, the first in
Washington State and the second in Minnesota. When the elder Bullis was not
transcribing sermons into the Apache language, he made regular visits to his land and
former residence at Arapa, traveling south on horseback fi'om Old San Carlos along the
widely used trail through the Mineral Strip.
In the early 1920s, however, Alonzo contracted tuberculosis, which caused his
health to gradually deteriorate. Despite his increasingly weak state, Alonzo managed to
make one last trip to Arapa with his brother Elin, this time via automobile. Lutheran
missionary Alfi:ed M. Uplegger accompanied the pair on their journey and offered the
following account:
"The Old Indian Homestead: By mountain trail the distance is only some
45 miles across the Mescal Mountains fi-om old San Carlos to Arivaipa.
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Lon [Alonzo] often rode horseback over the old trail to the former old
homestead of his father. He wanted very much that the writer of this story
should ride with him to see it. But instead of riding separately on
horseback, it was decided that Lon and his brother Elin go along together
with the writer and his father. So they went by Model T Ford in May 1923
over the old road west from San Carlos, then south over Pioneer Pass, east
of the Pinal Mountains, through Dripping Springs Wash in
Disappointment Valley, along the Gila River past the mining town of
Christmas to Winkelman, across the Gila, then up the San Pedro. Here
there was a remnant settlement of Indians of the band of James Noline, led
in former years by Eshkiminzin. After a meeting with the Indians who still
lived there then at "Nadn-nli-tshu" [nadnlid cho]. Big Sunflower Place, we
drove up the Arivaipa Creek about six miles. There was the old
homestead. Some of the old Sycamore trees were still standing, for which
the Indians called the place: "Gashtla-a-tshu Oah" [g 'ashdla 'd cho o 'dd]
Lon showed where the cornfield had been and the irrigation ditch from the
creek, but the orchard of peach, plum, [and] apricot trees was gone. In a
few places were slight traces of former life and activity. Otherwise all life
was gone, except that rabbits, quail, doves, roadrunners, coyotes still
stayed while enough water trickled down from the springs higher up the
canyon."'®
In an ongoing effort to battle his affliction, Alonzo spent much of his last years
receiving treatment at the East Farm Sanitarium in Phoenix. Following a stay with his
children at East Fork near White River on the Fort Apache Reservation during the
summer of 1923, he returned one last time to the sanitarium, where he finally succumbed
to the effects of tuberculosis in July of 1924 at just 42 years of age.''
When his father passed on, Lonnie Bullis was in New Ulm, Minnesota, where he
was studying to become a Lutheran minister at Martin Luther College. Although the
schoors administrators learned of Alonzo's death from their counterparts at San Carlos in
a timely fashion, they waited several months before informing Lonnie, apparently out of
concern that the news might preclude him from completing his studies. Embittered by
their deceit and with the weight of his father's expectations now lifted, Lonnie, who also
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was straggling mightily with the school's rigorous curriculum, left Martin Luther College
in 1925.
In 1927, Lonnie enrolled for a second time at the Haskell Institute in Lawrence,
Kansas, receiving his high school diploma in 1929.'^ Two years later, he arrived once
again in Kansas to attend junior college at Haskell, where he studied printing and served
as a student assistant. Lonnie returned to Arizona in 1936, first working as a rodman for
the Civilian Conservation Corps at San Carlos and then as a baseball coach at White
River. In 1940, he left again in search of greener pastures, this time to study accounting at
a business college in Clinton, Oklahoma. Upon completing his studies there, he was hired
by Swift & Company as an accounting clerk. The company sent him to Oklahoma and
then Texas, where he met and wed a non-Indian woman by the name of Eva Garrett.
Sometime later, Lormie was transferred to Iowa, where his wife gave birth to Velma and
Deana. Growing up in a rural, predominantly white community, Lonnie's two daughters
learned little about their Apache heritage and even less about their ancestral homeland of
Arapa.
Upon his retirement from Swift & Company in 1972, Lonnie returned to Arizona,
leaving behind his now-grown daughters and their families. He took up residence in
Globe, where he worked briefly for H&R Block, and subsequently moved once again to
San Carlos, where he worked as an accountant for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
According to his daughters, being back on the reservation among his Apache people
awakened a desire in Lonnie to reconnect with his tribal roots, in particular the native soil
his father and grandfather had cherished so deeply. Lonnie began making regular trips
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from San Carlos to Arapa to visit the canyon and the parts of it that he and his family still
owned.
In 1973, Velma Bullis joined her father on her first trip to Arapa during her first
visit to v^rizona. As she recalls, the trip was an eye-opening experience that showed her a
side of her father and her family's heritage of which she previously had seen only fleeting
glimpses.
"My father rarely shared his Apache history and ancestry with us growing up,"
says Velma, the byproduct of what she calls her father's "acculturation" and her mother's
wish to have her and her sister "fit in" with the small Euro-american community in Iowa
of which they were a part. Speaking of her initial visit to Arapa, she remembers, "There
was a big willow tree in the creek bed. My father said he used to picnic there. He showed
me the hillside where his grandfather [Capit&i Chiquito] was buried. Everything, he said,
was related to the natural landmarks."
During her first trip to Arizona and every time thereafter, Velma accompanied her
father to Arapa. They would drive down from San Carlos along the San Pedro and up
Aravaipa Canyon, where they would stop to visit with longtime Aravaipa ranchers Fred
and Cliff Wood. Lonnie had become friends with the Wood brothers during their
childhood days together at Rice Lutheran Mission School and they had kept up a regular
correspondence over the years while Lonnie was living in the Midwest.
"They would sit and visit. We would go horseback riding deep into the canyon. It
was a beautiful paradise," says Velma.
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Sister Deana knew nothing of Arapa until her first visit to Arizona in 1987. "Up
until that time I'd never heard about Aravaipa," says Reed, who makes her home with her
family in Moline, Illinois. "I hadn't made the connection between our family and the
canyon. Daddy was always so close-mouthed about everything. He was a storehouse of
information, most of which he took to his grave."
During her first visit, Deana says, her father "did talk about going to visit
Chiquito at Aravaipa as a child. One time, his horse ate too much grass and got bloated.
They tried to poke a hole in the horse's stomach to relieve the pressure, but it didn't work
and the horse died. He also expressed outrage at the desecration of the graves of his
relatives and the other Apache who are buried there."
According to Velma and Deana, their father's re-engagement with Arapa during
the twilight of his life gave him the chance to not only revisit his roots and his past, but
also to make peace with the conflicts and contradictions in his life.
"He was between two worlds—^the white man's world and the Indian's world. He
didn't fit into either one comfortably," says Velma, adding that her father's reservation
upbringing, his "traumatic" Lutheran boarding school experiences, and his mixed-blood
heritage made for a "paradoxical life" for Lonnie.
Lonnie had hoped to build a residence on his land in Arapa, but he could not
afford the expense involved with drilling a well and making the property habitable. He
finally decided to sell his allotment to his Mend Fred Wood, using the proceeds fi*om the
sale to build a home in Peridot, the home in which Velma and her husband now live. He
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held on to his share of Chiquito's land, passing it on to his children upon his death in
September 1999.
Before his passing, Lonnie spread the ashes of his late sister Audrey, who passed
on in 1974, over their family's ancestral ground in Aravaipa Canyon. Deana, Velma and
Velma's husband John Hartman are now planning to do the same with Lonnie's ashes,
which are currently buried on the family property at Peridot. In their view, it seems the
only proper thing to do.
The sisters last visited Arapa a couple of years ago, camping on their family's
land near the site of the Camp Grant Massacre and hiking through the canyon. According
to Deana, their first journey through Arapa without their father was both awe-inspiring
and bittersweet.
"Our last visit was much more personal," says Deana. "The terrain was so rugged.
I really gained an extreme appreciation for what my forefathers went through. I was
blown away by the beauty of the area."
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CHAPTERS, Part 2
"I love my land here at the Arivapa Canon and want to live well and
happy. I had never done any things wrong since I came here at the Arivapa
Country and I never killed no man yet or else not steal any horses or cows
yet. I always try to do what is right all I can."
— Capitan Chiquito, May 1901
Hashke bahnzin and his Aravaipa people had scarcely reestablished themselves at
San Carlos when trouble found them once again. In November 1889, an Apache scout by
the name of Apache Kid, who had been sentenced to seven years in prison for an incident
two years earlier, escaped with a number of other Apache prisoners while en route to the
Territorial Prison at Yuma, leaving two of their escorts dead and one wounded. Military
authorities immediately launched a massive manhunt for Apache Kid and his group, who
reportedly sought refuge in Aravaipa Canyon.'"^ Apache Kid managed to evade capture
by the troops, and before long he was deemed responsible for a string of depredations
throughout Arizona, New Mexico and Sonora, causing a panic among agency and
military officials as well as local settlers. Local newspapers, claiming that both hashke
bahnzin and Captain Chiquito were relatives of Apache Kid, accused the two Aravaipa
leaders of aiding and abetting the outlaw.^^ Numerous rumors of Apache Kid's presence
in Aravaipa Canyon and his reported affiUation with Capit&i Chiquito incited a severe
backlash by local settlers and Territorial officials against the Aravaipa leader.'^ Fearing
harm would come to him, Chiquito surrendered himself to a fiiendly white rancher who
lived at the mouth of Arivaipa Creek sometime in the late summer of 1890. He then fled
for San Carlos and the protection of the agency.A few months later, Captain John L.
Bullis—^the latest in a string of agents at San Carlos—^took hashke bahnzin, Capit&i
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Chiquito, Aravaipa leaders Captain Jack and Chil-chu-ana, and more than 50 of their
followers into custody as prisoners of war, supposedly in an effort to prevent them from
advising Apache Kid of troop movements. Relying on Uttle more than rumor and
innuendo, Bullis charged the group—^who had been peacefixlly farming at San Carlos—
1S
with giving aid and supplies to Apache Kid and his fellow renegades. He then
transferred them imder military guard to Fort Union, New Mexico.Hashke bahnzin,
describing his apprehension two years later, reported: "When I was arrested I had 21
horses and six head of cattle, and these have since increased to 38 horses and 68 cattle.
Since I have been away one wife and some of my children have looked after the farm for
me."^®
Following their transport to New Mexico, the U.S. Amy transferred hashke
bahnzin. Capita Chiquito, and the other Aravaipas "as a military precaution" to Mount
Vernon Barracks in Alabama, which served as a concentration camp for hostile
Apaches.^' Upon their arrival, some of the children in the group were separated from
their famiUes and sent to Indian boarding schools, while the adults were condemned to
hard labor as prisoners of war. They remained at Mount Vernon for more than three
years, many of them falling ill and dying in the disease-infested heat.^^
Meanwhile, the Aravaipas who remained at San Carlos experienced their own
misfortune. Others of hashke bahnzin's group who had resettled on the south side of the
Gila across from the Gila saw their farms submerged by flood, forcing them to join other
Apache bands at the reservation community of Bylas. Others who had taken up residence

around the mouth of Salt Creek endured a similar fate, losing their land to flood. They
subsequently moved to San Carlos, where some of them established new farms.
In January 1894, former San Carlos agent John Clum—^totally unaware that
hashke bahnzin and his people had been imprisoned in Alabama—coincidentally passed
through Mount Vernon Barracks. According to Clum, when he first encountered hashke
bahnzin, he "was arranging a huge pile of leaves and straw as a basis of a compost with
which to enrich the soil of the garden, for, be it known, he had voluntarily assumed the
role of head gardener for the Alabama Apache community—which then consisted of
upwards of 400 Indians."^"^ Shocked to see his old confidant 2,000 miles away from his
native land, Clum asked hashke bahnzin why he was in Alabama, to which the Aravaipa
chief angrily replied, "'Cle-el-chew en-chy Nee bu-kin-see.' (Great lies. You know.)."
With the backing of Captain William W. Wotherspoon, the Mount Vernon commander
who had been won over by hashke bahnzin's character, Clum launched a campaign with
1

the help of a number of senior government and military officials to secure the release of
hashke bahnzin and his people.^^ Whether because of Clum or the fact that the unrest
caused by Apache Kid had finally come to an end with his reported death, the Office of
Indian Affairs acquiesced, ordering the release of hashke bahnzin and his band later that
same year. In an effort to protect them from possible reprisals by Arizona citizens, the
Aravaipa group was secretly transported back to the San Carlos reservation accompanied
by large security force of Army troops.^^
But before hashke bahnzin could acclimate himself to a life of relative freedom
back in his home territory, his health began to decline. After a short illness, the Aravaipa

leader died in December 1895, reportedly because of stomach problems. Agency officials
immediately sent word to Washington, D.C., informing the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in a telegram; "The noted chief Eskiminzin died here daylight this morning
chronic stomach trouble Stop Myer Agt."^^
After his passing, hashke bahnzin's relatives continued to farm his land along the
San Pedro.^^ In the meantime, Capita Chiquito and his family cluster developed a
thriving farming operation along Aravaipa Creek. According to one settler account,
Chiquito, his six wives, children, and other relatives, resided in an area "of what we call
the Sycamore," a few hundred yards east of the site of the Camp Grant Massacre.
Following their traditional customs, each of Chiquito's wives lived in separate one-room
structures arranged around his own domicile. In order to maximize their fertile creekside
land for cultivation, Chiquito and his family situated their dwellings—^made of reeds,
ocotillos and mud and crowned with Johnson grass and mud—on an elevated plateau
along the trail toward Table Mountain.^' Relying on an impressive network of irrigation
ditches that channeled the water from Aravaipa Creek to his sizeable fields, Chiquito
grew a variety of crops in large quantities each year, including com, beans, melons and
pumpkins and lesser amounts of alfalfa and other vegetables.^^ According to Chiquito
himself, he regularly cultivated wheat, barley, onions, cabbages, red peppers, tomatoes
and potatoes and "some other crops" as well.^^ In a 1901 letter to a reservation official,
Chiquito boasted that no Apache men "raised the crops like mine on the reservation,"
reporting that during the growing season in 1899, he and his family had harvested 90
bushels of barley and an equal number of wheat.^'*

Area newspapers repeatedly noted the success of Chiquito's farm, but he was
perhaps best known for his fruit orchards, which yielded bountiftil annual supplies of
peaches, figs and apples.^^ One of his most prodigious fig trees, situated above his farm
toward Table Mountain, gained quite a reputation among his fellow Apaches and
neighboring settlers.^^ What fruit and vegetables Chiquito and his people didn't consume
they sold. In addition to the few cattle he raised, Chiquito kept a number of horses, which
he and his wives used to haul their produce—^primarily fruit—^to the markets of nearby
towns like Mammoth.

Chiquito's family on Aravaipa Creek and the other Apaches

residing on the San Pedro continued to supplement their diet with the host of edible wild
plant staples—such as saguaro fruit, acom and mescal—that they collected in the canyon
and its surrounding region.
But much like hashke bahnzin, Chiquito struggled against increasingly insidious
efforts by non-Indians to oust him from the area and take his land and water. By the late
1890s, a growing number of Anglo, Mexican and even African-American farmers and
ranchers had settled along Aravaipa Creek, placing considerable pressure on the
tributary's limited water supply. Disputes over irrigation ditches and access to water
became more and more frequent, and Chiquito proved a common target of harassment.
Begiiming in around 1898, he found himself embroiled in a profracted dispute with a
nearby black farmer named David Waldo, who repeatedly wrecked Chiquito's irrigation
ditches and threatened his life. In a series of letters, Chiquito pleaded for reservation
officials to intervene in order to protect his rightfiil claim to his long-held farms, ditches,
and the water they provided.^^ He outlined the litany of abuses he was suffering at the
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hands of Waldo—such as his directing a group of Mexicans to squat on his fields—and
categorically refuted the farmer's charges that he regularly stole livestock fi-om him and
other settlers. In making his case, Chiquito professed his love for Aravaipa Canyon and
his desire to live out his days in the home he had made for himself and his family. In one
letter, he stated, "I am living for a long time and I want to die right here and I want.. .my
land which the collard [colored] fellow had took away fi"om me. For my boys which are
in school yet."'^'^ The beleaguered farmer also vehemently defended his fellow Apache
inhabitants, declaring that they belonged there and that they behaved themselves.
Chiquito stated, "A few Indians live here but they are all good Indians...These Indians,
they don't belong to San Carlos, they belong to San Pedro Country."'^'
While Chiquito outlasted Waldo's attempt to drive him out of Arapa, the overall
clamor for the ancestral territory of the Aravaipa—^most of which remained contained
within the southern boundary of the reservation—only grew in intensity. In the 1890s, a
group of scheming Arizona businessmen conceived a get-rich-quick scheme to fool
eastern financiers into investing money into a coal-mining operation in the southern
portion of the reservation.'^^ The project's backers, lauding the area's apparently immense
coal deposits, had little trouble convincing federal officials—^who envisioned defi-aying
the considerable costs associated with the reservation's administration with mining
proceeds—of the supposed prudence of the project. Despite the fact that the U.S.
government had already removed land fi-om San Carlos a half a dozen times since its
establishment, government agents organized a meeting to convince the reservation's adult
males of the benefits of the deal and secure their approval, which would trigger yet
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another major rehnquishment of Apache land. The Aravaipa representatives who testified
at the meeting—a group that included Casadora and Nosey—^were unanimous in their
opposition, a sentiment eloquently articulated by Chiquito, who "spoke of his great love
for these lands and opposed the agreement."^^ In spite of their best efforts, the Apaches of
San Carlos—^which included White Mountain Apache and Yavapai who had no heartfelt
ties to the areas in question—^narrowly approved the deal, which stripped a 232,000-acre
swath of land stretching from Winkelman east past Mount Tumbull away from the
reservation.
The significance of this transgression and episodes like the Waldo incident were
not lost on Chiquito, why by this time had gained the surname Bullis. In an effort to
protect their homes from further encroachment, Chiquito and sons Elin Chiquito and Lon
Bullis began what proved to be the arduous process of securing official title to their longheld lands. In March 1911, they applied for fee simple allotments, but five years passed
before a federal official even visited Arivaipa to inspect their land.'^'^ The government
representative described the Chiquito family's settlement as containing 25 acres of
irrigated fields, fiuit frees, lush mesquite stands, and numerous buildings made from log,
cane and brush.'*^ By this time, Elin Chiquito—^who was bom and raised in Arapa—^had
relocated to San Carlos, where he was raising his own family and employed as the head
carpenter at the agency.'*^ Described as a "dependable employee" who "speaks and writes
good English," Elin Chiquito reportedly returned to his land each year, staying there
when Arapa's berries were most ripe.'*^ Capitan Chiquito Bullis and his family finally
received official trust patents to their 160-acre allotments on March 26, 1920, but it came
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too late for the elder Chiquito, who had passed on in May of the previous year at the age
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CHAPTER 3, Part 3
"Our people used to farm around at different places in this country. At
dziM-na-gul-tsis. g-ai tse-he-ti. and q-ai-ha-t-I there were farms, but these
three places were all over towards Cibicu, and didn't belong to us. Here at
sai-a-di-kai. sle-dili-gui. ha-q-aT-ve. na-dah-bisl-na-di-tin. ta-q-e-ho gu-dotl-ii there were farms. At i-tlun there were na-go-zudn and dzil taadn
[Cibecue Apaches] farming. At nu-ba na-tl-if there were big farms. The
na-go-zugn also farmed at bi-q-it. My people and relatives used to farm at
gat si-kaat ch-o-iaaie-si-kaat. and tlu-g-a bisl-na-gol-kai. Over at io-usl iejl there was [a] na-go-i-un who used to farm there. These are all the farms
that I can remember."
— Na-go-kees. a Tonto Apache'*^
For the majority of Western Apache groups, the dawn of the month of dq nachil
(May) signified that it was time to suspend their mescal gathering and return to their
home localities to prepare their farms for the planting of their summer crops. While
planting times varied slightly depending on climate and elevation, the Western Apaches
typically looked to the spring blossoming of the yucca as a sure indication that it was the
right time to plant.^° According to John Nosey, a Pinal Apache speaking to Goodwin in
the 1930s, the flowering of the yucca was not the only signal for cultivation;
"In old times when the month of cacke (May) came, then was the month
that the na das gai came out, and when they did we knew that it was time
to plant com. We used these for food during planting. We never planted
by the stars or the position of na ho kuse at all. But some went by the new
moon in the month of cacke. When the first new moon in this month
appeared at the beginning of it, they started to plant, and others went by na
das gai. But now they don't pay any attention to this."^^
Chiefs and head men customarily set the retiom to the farms in motion, urging their
groups to repair to their home sites and counseling them to do what was necessary to fix
their fields and insure a good crop. Families and gota treated the instructions of their
chiefs and head men as recommendations and not orders, but most families—^while free
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to return to the farm sites whenever they wished—followed their lead. Those who wanted
to reserve prior rights to water for their fields arrived first, followed by other families and
gota over the next several days.^^
The return to the farm sites brought the Western Apaches a sense of comfort and
contentment as they held deep attachments to these places, regarding them as their
permanent homes.^^ Groups often spent up to six months out of the year at their
agricultural headquarters. Most bands of Western Apaches in general and most local
groups of the San Carlos Apache group in particular claimed ties to at least one farm site
within their own territories. The Aravaipa maintained three permanent farm sites where
they kept their main places of residence (known as rancherias).^'' Of the three, two were
located in Aravaipa Canyon. The largest, known as tse nd teele (or "broad slanting
rock"), was situated at the head of the canyon just below present-day Klondyke.^^ To the
west, at the mouth of the canyon, stood tloh tsoz na dzil bai, where a number of Aravaipa
armually resided and cultivated fields along Aravaipa Creek.^^ The third major site was
situated at a place the Apaches called t'ischo didesch'il ("large cottonwoods growing
thickly"), located at the mouth of Dick Springs Canyon on the north bank of the Gila
*
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River.
The Aravaipa also sporadically cultivated a number of other, small creekside

plots throughout Aravaipa Canyon as necessity demanded.^^
Wheat Fields, or 'tis ebd, served as the main farm site of the Pinal Apaches,
providing a large number of them with considerable annual sustenance. The Pinal
maintained dozens of small plots scattered along a six-mile stretch of Pinal Creek in this
area.^^ Sherman Curley, a Pinal, testified to Goodwin that "a lot of our people used to be

living at 'tis eba. In those days there were no white people in this country, and we used to
have our farms there. There were lots of people living on both sides of the river [Pinal
Creek].The other Pinal farm sites were located around the confluence of Pinal Creek
and the Upper Salt River and between Tonto Creek and Pinal Creek on the Salt River.
True to Western Apache traditions of cooperative subsistence, the Pinal also shared fields
with members of the Apache Peaks band—^who had no farms in their own territory—and
a few groups of the Canyon Creek band of Cibecue Apache in Coon Creek Canyon and
even at Wheat Fields.^^ In addition, some grew crops in tandem with their close relatives
the Aravaipa ait'ischo didesch'ilP
Farming figured prominently into the Western Apaches' cultural mores and social
hierarchy. Their ceremonial cycle was inextricably tied to and reflected in those activities
performed while living at their farm sites as well as those specifically designed to insure
a bountiful harvest. The process, meanwhile, of preparing and irrigate their fields, sowing
and tending their plants, and harvesting and storing their matured crops provided the
Western Apaches their primary avenue for gaining or maintaining social standing. The
Western Apaches assigned great significance to industriousness in agricultural activities;
those who displayed exceptional diligence in such endeavors achieved esteem among
their fellow clan and band members. Both men and women took pleasure in imdertaking
what often was a grueling enterprise, and those who proved the most successful in
farming attained the highest economic and social prestige.®'^ The ownership of farm sites
also enabled those who possessed them to reinforce their revered status within their
communities by distributing what they could of their crop yields to those less fortunate
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among them.^^ Predictably, chiefs, head men and head women often rose to their
positions of authority and prominence by demonstrating adeptness in the agricultural arts.
Farms sometimes were owned by influential individuals like chiefs and head men,
but more often than not they were jointly owned by several family members or even
members of two or three households, who worked the fields together and shared the crops
they generated. Farms sites were the only specific areas within Western Apache territory
that were treated as owned property in the conventional sense of the term. Because of the
permanence and limited availability of farm sites and the extensive effort required to
make them productive, the Western Apaches endowed them with a "recognized form of
land tenure" that set them apart fi-om their gathering and himting areas.^^ Strict
regulations governed the disposition and use of farm sites. Non-owners, for example,
could work the fields and reap the benefits of their labors, but only with the explicit
permission of farm owners. Those who violated such edicts or who trespassed on farm
sites for any reason were immediately admonished by the local community at-large.^^
These same rights and rules applied to everything found within the recognized boundaries
of a particular site, fi-om its trees and plants to its rocks and clay.^^ While farm owners
could not sell their fields, they could otherwise loan them out on a temporary or extended
basis or give them away as they and they alone saw fit, which they often did to relatives
upon their passing.
Not all individuals owned farms or shares of farms, and the most common way
for those who didn't to obtain farm produce was to work for those who did. Individuals
and families who for whatever reason didn't have access to cultivated crops hired
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themselves out to a farm owner, clearing, tilling and planting in exchange for a portion of
that owner's crops come harvest timeJ*^ Wealthy men who owned the largest farms
typically hired the most laborers. John Rope, speaking of this custom as it existed among
the White Mountain Apaches, stated that when "planting his field, the owner hired some
men to help him. He paid these workers with ta' nil [porridge], and would tell them to
71

bring baskets or pots, so they might divide it up and take it home."

Work on the farm sites commenced with a customary sequence of steps designed
to ready the fields for planting. The arduous process of preparing the fields ordinarily
took about a month's time and required all members of a family group—^male and
female, young and old—^to pitch in.^^ The Western Apaches first cleared the fields of
brush, grass and weeds, often using fire to do so.^^ They then used their diggings sticks to
unearth any roots and saplings that they could see, aerating the soil in the process. They
typically left the largest and most cumbersome rocks and trees right where they found
them. Men did their fair share, performing all types of farm chores including most of the
heavy lifting. According to Goodwin informant Sherman Curley, a Pinal Apache:
"We had to clear land to farm on. This way, where there were mesquite
trees, we cut all the limbs [ofQ, and jxjst left the stumps standing in the
field, because we had no shovels to dig the stumps out with, and so had to
farm around them. Some of the men had small steel axes that they had
taken from the Mexicans, to the south. They also had a few butcher knives
that they took from the Mexicans also. With these, we had to trim the
branches off the mesquites. They sent two men off to get axes firom some
place far off. Now we had to dig the ditch for the water to run through to
irrigate with. About 20 men worked together on the ditch. They cut hard
sticks, and sharpened one end, to dig the ground up with. When it was
loose, then they had to pull the dirt out with their hands. This was a great
deal of work, and all this, and clearing the field took about one or two
months. I don't remember this very well, as I was still small, but I had to
help work all the same.
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When the ditch was dug, and the field cleared, then we were ready to
plant. As we worked here, it was as if we were starving. We had no food,
only the wild plants that we could gather. In those days the river here was
shallow, and had lots of curves in it, it spread over the whole valley.
While a few farms located in the higher elevations could thrive on natural rainfall
alone—a practice known as dry farming—^most required the Western Apaches to
construct dams and ditches to insure sufficient irrigation.^^ Those who farmed fields in
lower altitudes built small dams across running rivers, streams and creeks to redirect the
flow of water. The process was the same for dry washes, with the Western Apaches
erecting dykes in anticipation of the summer rains. Upstream from these barriers, they
carved small irrigation ditches to divert water to their fields.^^ The construction of dams
and ditches was a collaborative effort involving both relatives and neighbors. Returning
these innovations to working order each spring entailed substantial maintenance. Farmers
spent much of their time prior to planting reinforcing the dams and cleaning and repairing
their ditches. Those owning farms using the same ditch—between five and fifteen farms
typically relied on the water from a single ditch—^were jointly responsible for its
upkeep.'^ Anna Price, a White Mountain Apache, described this annual ritual:
"To water our com we had to dig out the ditch, and make a dam again. In
those days we had no shovels, and the only thing we had to dig with was a
pole of hard wood, with a flat end cut down. We made these of mountain
mahogany. After we got the dirt loosed up with these sticks, we pulled it
out to the side with our hands. When we had the ditch made, we started on
the dam. First of all we set up four posts, like a little tipi, and tied their
tops together, and set several of these little tipis across the creek. Then we
laid and tied poles between these, all across. Then on the upper side of
these poles we put slabs of pine bark, and lots of grass, and over this,
rocks. This way we made our dam. Now we were ready to irrigate, and let
the water run down the ditch. Now we used our digging sticks to dig a
little ditch for the water to go all round each com plant. After irrigating,
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when the soil was a little dryer [sic], we dug it up around the com plants,
and made it loose with our digging sticks."^^
Upon finishing any necessary repairs to the dams, the Western Apaches inspected them to
see that they held. As water began flowing into the ditches, they checked them to make
sure that the water reached the fields. According to John Rope, a White Mountain
Apache, once these final preparations were completed, the fields were nearly ready for
planting:
".. .Now the dam was finished. It took about two weeks in all. After it was
made, the people watched it carefully to see if it leaked anywhere. If a leak
was found, then it was plugged right away. (The dry bark and bear grass is
tied into the tripods at first, in bundles). The old people used to watch
them working in the dam. When the dam was finished, the water was
[turned] into the ditch, and the high places dug out so it would run. Then
they let the water settle in the ditch, and finally they were ready to water
their ground. The head man of a community was always the first to get the
use of the water. After him came the others. When the ground had been
watered, and started to dry out a little, then they planted the com..."'^
The task of planting the crops was a comparatively easy undertaking usually
accomplished in a single day. Farm owners regularly hired "ditch bosses"—elderly men
who had proven their worth in farming and who were responsible for conducting
agricultural rituals—^to initiate the process.^^ Using "leader" seed selected firom the
previous year's crop, the ditch bosses ceremonially performed the first planting of their
fields in order to guarantee them a good harvest.^ ^ The other duties of the ditch bosses
included advising farm owners when ditch maintenance was necessary, allocating
irrigation rights, and resolving disputes over both ground and water. Several people
typically worked together to plant a field, inserting a nvimber of seeds apiece into small
mounds of soil they had formed beforehand. According to Barney Titla, a White
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Mountain Apache, before planting, "we irrigated the ground, and when it was getting a
little dry, we planted in the com with hoes, whose handles we made of hard wood, bigger
at one end, for the hoe.^^ John Rope recalled that when they had them on hand, his people
would use metal hoes with handles
to dig the ground up. I guess they got them from the Navajo and Zuni.
When the people saw the com begin to come up, after it had been planted,
it made them happy. If there was any grass or weeds in it, they pulled
them out. After the com was up about IV2 feet, it was time to water it
again. When it was up about 316 feet tall, then it was watered once
more."^^
With rare exception, the Westem Apaches planted their different crops in the same fields,
sometimes arranging them in regular rows but more often sowing them around those
rocks and trees that had proved too large to remove.According to informants
interviewed by Buskirk, some Westem Apaches also traditionally "rested" their fields on
a regular basis in order to allow the soil to rejuvenate.^^
The Westem Apaches' predominant agricultural staple was com. All of those who
farmed grew com, cultivating it in greater abundance than any other crop.®® The Westem
Apaches regarded com as one of their most precious commodities, consuming it on a
daily basis in a number of food products.®^ They raised a half-dozen species of the plant,
with blue com the most preferred variety.^® Westem Apache groups also cultivated other
crops in varying quantities, including beans, wheat, pumpkins, gourds, watermelons, and
cotton. Along with com, pumpkins were the oldest of the domesticated foods of the
Westem Apaches, who endowed them with special ceremonies, songs and prayers like
they did with com.®^ However, the Westem Apaches for the most part treated pumpkins
as non-essential supplements to their diets. Not all farmers planted them, and they could

only be consumed immediately after they were harvested.Gourds, on the other hand,
were much more utilitarian. They not only constituted a source of food, but also served as
containers for liquids. The Western Apache generally grew two kinds of gourds, the
larger of which was used for dippers, canteens and cups, the smaller as cradleboard
rattles.^' The watermelon, another food source, typically was planted in fields separate
from those of other crops.'^
According to Western Apache oral tradition, beans and wheat were relatively
recent additions to their subsistence matrix.'^ Several kinds of beans were cultivated, but
not all farmers grew them, and many groups viewed them as a relatively insignificant
source of food.^"^ Wheat, meanwhile, made up a much more significant portion of the diet
of most Western Apaches. They first obtained wheat through both friendly and hostile
exchanges with Mexicans prior to the arrival of Anglos in Arizona. By the late 1850s,
Western Apache groups like the Pinal were raising abundant supplies of the grain,
earning specific distinction among fellow Apaches and outsiders alike as prolific wheat
growers.
Only a small number of bands grew cotton, and even fewer did so on a regular
basis. A few also planted large sunflowers, the edible seeds of which they also reputedly
obtained from Mexicans.®^ The Western Apaches also casually cultivated a number of
valuable wild plants in close proximity to their farm sites and rancherias. They routinely
promoted the proliferation of devil's claw—^which they used to make baskets and
plates—^by sowing its seeds along washes and streams. Some Western Apaches planted
the seeds of wild tobacco, an important ceremonial plant, sometimes in freshly burned
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fields. Once these seeds were deposited, however, the Western Apaches did not devote
any attention to insuring their germination and growth.^^
With the exception of com—^which was always grown—^the crops cultivated at
particular farm sites varied depending on climate, availability and local preference. For
example, John Rope, a White Moimtain Apache, stated that in addition to com, "the only
other plants our people used to raise were gourds, and bel kan [pumpkin]."®^ Anna Price,
also a White Moimtain Apache, recalled that her band planted and ate com, wheat, beans
and pumpkins.^^ In relating his people's oral tradition, Bamey Titla reported: "Besides
com, we used to raise pumpkin, gourds, and wheat. The wheat we stole on our raids into
old Mexico, and brought back with us."^^ The Aravaipa also grew com as their staple
crop but also cultivated watermelons, pumpkins, beans, wheat and other crops as well at
their farm sites at tse nd teele, tloh tsoz na dzil bai, and t'ischo didesch'il. Most Pinal,
particularly those living and farming at Wheat Fields, raised com and wheat almost
exclusively. According to Bunnie, a Pinal Apache, her people "used to raise wheat, and
com at 'tis eba. We had to do all the digging for planting with a sharpened stick..
When they had finished planting, the Western Apaches typically stayed on at their
farm sites for a few more weeks to tend their fields and await the emergence of their
crops. Once the com—which they used as their agricultural timer—and other crops
reached a certain height and maturity and no longer needed close cultivation, the people
moved on to their summer wild-food-gathering grounds, leaving their farms unattended
for extended periods. Now and then small parties were sent back to the farm sites to
monitor the progress of the crops and confirm that they were receiving adequate water;
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sometimes when they did they would pick a few young ears of com to take back to their
gathering areas for roasting.

According to John Rope, "We stayed at the farms in May

and June for about one and a half months, until the com was up a bit. Then we moved to
tc'ilndi 'vedidectrii. not far from the farms. We went back to irrigate when necessary. It
was too dangerous to remain there continually, because of our e n e m i e s . . . S o m e
groups took their crop vigilance a step ftirther, leaving behind a few people—^typically
the elderly "ditch bosses"—^to keep an eye on the farms in their absence. These
individuals remained on hand through the summer months to watch over the fields and
make sure they weren't destroyed by drought or wildlife.'®^
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CHAPTERS, Part 4
"When the Americans first came among them bringing the better traditions
of their country with them, and treating them as a people whose rights to
the soil not having yet been extinguished by treaty or otherwise, were
entitled to some respect, and so treated them kindly, the Apache treated
them as fiiends. But with the natural gravitation toward barbarism which
seems inherent in human nature when left unrestrained, as in the life on
the border, the Americans soon learned to follow the example of the
Mexicans, and adopting their anti-Christian law of 'might makes right,'
began to treat the Apaches as incumbrances to be exterminated. They
reaped the bloody fiiiits of that policy in a war which has cost us a
thousand lives and forty millions of dollars."
— Pima and Maricopa agent John Walker, 1871
When the United States took over control of Arizona in 1853, they assumed
blanket responsibility for Mexico's territorial obligations. Most important among them
was the decidedly onerous task of bringing about an end to the Apache troubles. Under
the pacification provisions of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), incoming U.S.
officials—^presuming that their victory over Mexico automatically usurped Apache
claims to their ancestral territories in Arizona—demanded that Apache groups enter into
treaties prohibiting the continuation of their widespread raiding activities throughout
Mexico.
The Western Apaches, meanwhile, interpreted the treaty and subsequent Gadsden
Purchase in an altogether different light. The Anglos' attempt to prevent Apache raids
against Mexicans made little sense to most Western Apaches, who balked at the idea of
relinquishing an important subsistence activity due to a peace agreement they felt had
nothing to do with them. They viewed the U.S. position as "totally without reason,
namely, that the Anglos, by virtue of having conquered the Mexicans, in some way
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became proprietors of Apache territory."'®^ If anything, Western Apaches reasoned,
Anglos should endorse their raids south of the new international boundary since they both
were proven enemies of the Mexicans.
Shortly after ratification of the Gadsden Purchase, Anglo settlers and prospectors
flooded Arizona—especially the economically attractive upper Santa Cruz Valley, which
included the old presidio town of Tucson. Western Apache groups first encountered
modest numbers of Anglos entering Apacheria in the 1840s, but nothing could prepare
them for the population deluge that would intrude upon their territories during the 1850s
and 1860s. Initially, the Western Apaches appeared willing to tolerate Anglos passing
through their lands, but they were by no means content to sit idly by while Anglo settlers
engulfed Apacheria. However, once "it became apparent that the Anglos wished to put an
end to Apache raiding, and on top of this would stop at nothing to carve out mines,
mistrust flared into open hostility."^®^
Anglo newcomers to Arizona espoused time-honored land-use ideologies totally
alien to Western Apache constructs governing one's relationship to the land. Unlike the
Spanish colonial program—^which exploited the labor of conquered indigenous peoples to
extract natural resources from the land in an effort to generate wealth for the Crown's
coffers—^proliferation of the Anglo system of industrial capitalism in Apacheria
depended entirely on the production of economic surpluses for market consumption.
Fanning, ranching and mining endeavors were undertaken as a means to achieving
individual financial

prosperity within a cash-based economy that fed the popular

mentality that anyone, no matter their starting point, could ascend the economic ladder.
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Like most westward travelers, Anglos who settled in and around Western Apache
territory were hell-bent on amassing personal fortunes—and, in the process, achieving a
social prominence—^that had proven so elusive elsewhere. Some, in fact, 'Vere outlaws
by the standards of their own society. For many of them, the weakness of formal law
enforcement was an attractive aspect of the frontier.. .But on the whole, their motives
were the same as the capitalist state which spawned and marginalized them. They wanted
I

to get rich."

f\Q

But the potential of the region's vast economic resources could not be

properly exploited until the Western Apaches were effectively neutralized. For a nation
conditioned to relocate ostensibly hostile indigenous peoples away from the advance of
Western civilization, the swift removal of the Western Apaches—or, if necessary, their
outright extermination—from the widening swathe of Anglo settlement proved the
predestined course of action.
Initial dealings between Western Apaches and Anglos in Arizona in the 1850s
were mostly amicable. Although Apache raiding was more geographically pervasive than
ever before during this decade—sfretching from Akimel and Tohono O'odham territories
through cenfral Sonora and reaching all the way to the Gulf of California—aside from
occasional attacks, the Western Apaches generally left the new inhabitants of southern
Arizona alone. They apparently regarded the Anglos as allies, as they had first arrived in
the area to fight the hated Mexicans. Anglo settler Charles D. Poston, who established the
Sonora Mining and Exploring Company at Tubac in 1856, wrote a few years later that the
"Apaches have not up to this time given us any trouble; but on the contrary, pass within
sight of our herds, going himdreds of miles into Mexico on their forays rather than break
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their [friendship]...with the Americans."^®^ Also contributing to this initial period of
relative peace was the fact that during the 1850s the main thrust of Anglo settlement was
directed further east in the newly formed New Mexico Territory; the country's colonizing
attentions were for the most part occupied by the Chiricahua Apache, Lipan Apache,
Mescalero Apache, Jicarilla Apache, and Navajo groups inhabiting that region.
It was not until the Western Apaches "became convinced that their country would
soon be overrun by the newcomers that they ventured, as a last resort, to engage in
hostilities."^

By the late 1850s, Anglos were steadily encroaching on the Western

Apaches' customary hunting, fanning and gathering areas, prompting the commission of
more frequent and decidedly malicious raiding against the trespassers. Several Western
Apache groups responded to swelling Anglo encroachment by simply expanding their
raiding complex to include Tucson, Tubac, and the growing number of outlying white
settlements. According to Gila Moses, a Tonto Apache interviewed by Goodwin,
"We never got on well with the saikine [Tohono O'odham], and we
always used to go down to their country, and steal lots of horses and
burros from them. After that we made war against the gu-di-ka-na
[Anglos], because we found them coming into our country, and living
there. Just as we had raided the Mexicans, and saikine before, now we
raided the White People. We took their horses and cattle, and drove them
back to our coxmtry and used them. Cowhides we used to make moccasin
soles of. We also made some into buckskin. This way our people and the
Americans didn't like to see each other, because when they did, there was
always a fight. We killed lots of Americans, and they killed lots of us
also."^"
As previously discussed, it behooved the Western Apaches to perpetuate, and not
eliminate, the sources of subsistence upon which they relied. Western Apache groups had
long viewed their relationships with their raiding targets as symbiotic ones "in which it
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was in the interest of the raiders to maintain their source of supply"; with the incoming
Anglos, this strategy entailed keeping them "in a position to supply them with horses,
sheep, and cattle."''^ In the formative years of the American invasion. Western Apaches
were not particularly concerned with killing Anglo settlers. As was their tradition.
Western Apache raids against Anglos during this period were characterized by quick,
guerrilla-type strikes in which raiding parties drove off livestock without actually
engaging in battle—^unless absolutely necessary. Poston described one such Uvestock
theft, carried out on the mining camp of Arivaca:
"The corral at Arivaca was constructed of adobe with a layer of cactus
poles (ocatillo) between each layer of adobe. The Apaches tried their rope
saws but the cactus parted the rope. The bars were up and a log chain
wound around each bar and locked to the post but they removed the bars
quietly by wrapping their scrapes aroxmd the chain, to prevent the noise
[from] alarming the watchman. The steam engine was rurming day and
night and the watchman had orders to go the rounds of the place every
hour, day and night, but the Apaches were so skillful and secretive in their
movements that not the least intimation of their presence on the place was
observed—^not even by the watchdogs which generally have a keen scent
for Indians.
At the break of day, the Apache gave a whoop and disappeared with the
entire herd, before the astonished gaze of five watchmen who were
sleeping under a porch within thirty yards. A pursuit was organized as
soon as possible but the piirsuers ran into an ambuscade by the retreating
Apaches, when three were killed and two wounded. The rest returned
without recovering any of the stock."^^^
Encroaching settlers employed a few different methods to avoid becoming targets
of raids, including bribery. Some miners, ranchers, and farmers made personal
agreements with Western Apache bands, providing them with livestock and other
offerings on the understanding that their individual homesteads would not be raided or
their families attacked.^^"* Far more often than not, however, Anglos dismissed Apache
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territorial sovereignty and the option of bartering for their safe settlement. Most simply
proceeded to settle in areas they erroneously deemed unoccupied. With the growing
numbers of mining camps, ranches, and farms infringing upon traditional Western
Apache subsistence areas, relations between the two sides began to deteriorate
considerably.
Another, more common method employed by whites during the 1850s and 1860s
involved forming civilian militias and enlisting the Tohono O'odham for the purposes of
their "mutual" security.''^ During the first half of the nineteenth century, the Mexican
government—owing to a lack of political commitment and financial resources—^had done
little to protect Tohono O'odham settlements from Apache raiding. As a result, when the
United States first took over political control of Papagueria, the Tohono O'odham "were
ripe for a military alliance."^Most Tohono O'odham welcomed the arrival of incoming
Anglos, whose growing numbers and available armaments they viewed as significant in
preventing fiirther Apache attacks. In addition, many Anglos entering Arizona settled
directly in the path of the Western Apaches' customary raiding routes, collectively re
establishing a protective buffer for the Tohono O'odham that had been removed with
their absorption of the Sobaipuris nearly 100 years earher. Anglos, meanwhile, uniformly
regarded the Tohono O'odham as friendly, passive and relatively civilized in contrast to
the Apaches. Past Tohono O'odham responses to colonial states, comprising
the entire history of three major Papago "rebellions," not to mention
nearly constant skirmishing on the part of some Papagos, vis-a-vis
Spaniards and Mexicans, was never considered by Anglo newcomers.
Papagos were praised as never having fought against "whites," and they
were characterized as a peacefril people, however bloodthirsty and
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personal their defensive and vengeful warfare against Apaches might

Despite their avowed hatred of a common enemy, settlers viewed the Tohono
O'odham—^particularly the few hundred living aroimd San Xavier del Bac—as docile,
"civilizable" people because of their agricultural traditions and the prospect of their
smooth and complete incorporation into the American market economy. But just as with
the Spanish and the Mexicans, what the Anglos mistook as abject submissiveness was
actually the Tohono O'odham's selective integration of new economic opportunities as a
means of fortifying their cultural independence. Almost immediately, the Tohono
O'odham established economic relationships with the Anglo newcomers. By the late
1850s, for example, the American cattle industry in what would soon become Arizona
Territory had come to rely on the Tohono O'odham as a substantial source of labor.
Those Tohono O'odham living along the Santa Cruz Valley, meanwhile, retooled their
farming methods in order to produce crop surpluses, which they often sold to miners and
ranchers who had moved into the region.''^ Others gained employment as part-time
laborers in American-operated mines in the mountains bordering the Santa Cruz Valley,
such as Cerro Colorado, Enriquetta (near Tubac), and Cababi."® They also sold other
goods to mining camps and towns such as Tucson, including salt collected at the Gulf of
California. From the late 1850s until the Civil War, the mining camps near Tubac
purchased ten tons of Tohono O'odham salt each year.'^°
Not all Tohono O'odham embraced the Anglo invasion of eastern Papagueria,
however. While Anglos regarded those groups living aroxmd San Xavier as the more
"progressive elements" of the Tohono O'odham because they had readily accepted

Catholicism and adopted livestock raising, the more remote Tohono O'odham groups
living in the desert region to the far west of Tucson generally avoided consequential
contact with Americans.A few outlying villages, such as Gu Wo and Hickiwan,
actively resisted white intrusion/^^
The military alliance the Tohono O'odham forged with the Americans by no
means marked the first time they had joined the ranks of colonial forces to fight the
Apaches. During the Spanish period, isolated groups of Tohono O'odham periodically
assisted Spanish troops on their northern forays against Apache rancherias. The
abbreviated Mexican era witnessed even greater military cooperation, this time between
the Tohono O'odham and Mexicans. In 1832, with the Galvez rationing program
withering on the vine, a volunteer civilian militia numbering more than 200 and made up
of Mexicans, Tohono O'odham, Akimel O'odham, and Apache mansos attacked a large
Apache encampment in Aravaipa Canyon. During the prolonged siege, the irregular
multinational militia obliterated its opposition—a combined force of Pinal and Aravaipa
Apaches and recent Apache manso runaways—^reportedly killing 71 warriors, taking 13
captives, and recovering more than 200 head of livestock while only sustaining the loss
of a single Mexican fighter.

Two years later, a civilian force of equal size and

composition ventured into Pinal Apache territory, killing about 40 Apaches in four
separate battles.'^"^ In 1849, Guadalupe Luque, a member of one of Arizona's oldest
Hispanic families, led a Tohono O'odham force into Aravaipa Canyon, where they
ambushed several Aravaipa encampments that they judged responsible for recent raids
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around Tucson. The Tohono O'odham killed six warriors and five women, and seized
twelve children as captives.
In the late 1850s, according to Tohono O'odham calendar stick entries, the
O'odham and Anglos "together started taming the Enemy."'^^ U.S. troops began
sporadically enlisting the Tohono O'odham as scouts for sorties against the Western
Apaches. Civilian vigilante groups conducting ambushes of Apache camps came to rely
heavily on Tohono O'odham warriors—^not just those fi-om San Xavier—^to fortify their
fighting numbers.

Although there existed no "tribal-wide intervillage organization

either for peace or war among the Papagos, Indians in the desert area west of Tucson
were brought into the coalition against the Apaches."'^^ They proved invaluable to the
U.S. Army as well, regularly serving as scouts for military raids deep into the heart of
Apacheria. Unlike their alliances with civilian groups, however, the Tohono O'odham did
not assist the military in large numbers—^nor did many serve on a permanent basis. The
nature of the tribe's protracted Enemy Slayer rituals—^where a warrior immediately
withdrew from battle once he killed an enemy and then engaged in a lengthy process of
purification—^limited their military value from the viewpoint of the army; as a result their
services were limited for the most part to scouting.
At least initially, however, these collaborative efforts failed in their objective to
dissuade Apache raiding. Instead, these punitive expeditions instigated retaliatory acts of
violence by besieged Apache groups against both Americans and Tohono O'odham,
contributing to a serious deterioration in overall relations with all Western Apaches.'^® In
1859, for example, the Apaches launched a major series of offensives against the Tohono
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O'odham from Baboquivaii to the Gulf of California, wrecking some villages and forcing
the abandonment of others.
Anglo settlers' prevailing ignorance about Western Apache social and political
organization only served to exacerbate the escalating hostilities. Failing to account for the
localized nature of Western Apache life, Anglos instead insisted upon treating all
Apaches as a single political entity, defining and labeling Western Apache groups "in
ways that had little to do with the Indians' perceptions of themselves."^^^ Anglo dealings
were governed by the premise that the Apaches were ruled and represented by one
common leader, a concept that had no foundation in Western Apache culture. This
misapprehension and other Anglo fallacies about Western Apache groups generally
involved "expectations of appropriate actions or responses on their part and could justify
certain reactions when they [the Apaches] failed to act accordingly."'^^ This thinking, in
turn, often led to "claims of betrayal and to mistaken accusations of one Apache for the
actions of another."'^^ John C. Cremony, who served both as an interpreter to the
Apaches for the U.S. Boundary Commission and as a captain in the U.S. Cavalry during
the 1850s and 1860s, witnessed firsthand the impact of widespread Anglo ignorance in
their dealings with the Apaches:
"The conquering race seldom cares to inform themselves minutely about
the condition and characteristics of the conquered, and the results have
been renewed sanguinary struggles and immensely increased expenditures.
Our own dealings with the nomads of North America have been but so
many chapters of the same record. What has our Government ever done, in
a concerted, intelligent and liberal spirit, to acquire a definite knowledge
of Indian character, as it exists among the tribes which wander over more
than one-half the public domain?"'^''
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Meanwhile, the tendency of Western Apaches to deal with Anglos on the basis of
social and political standards exclusive to their own culture added further fuel to the
rising cycle of violence. Whereas the Anglos mistakenly lumped all Western Apache
groups together into a collective state, the Western Apaches "erred in classing American
occupation groups as separate bands of people."

1 -jc

Despite the imiversal and conspicuous

Anglo hunger for their lands, Western Apache groups tended to view Anglos as
autonomous, differentiating between miners and trappers, ranchers and army troops.
Camillio C.C. Carr, a cavalry officer stationed at Fort McDowell in the late 1860s,
reported that shortly after one successM scout against Apaches,
"Delshay, the chief of the Coyoteros, to which tribe the Indians we had
killed belonged, came to the post [Fort McDowell] to make peace,
bringing with him several hundred of his people. He made the most liberal
promises as to future good behavior, and as an unquestionable guarantee
of his good faith offered to bring all his warriors, about three hxmdred, and
join the troops of our garrison for the purpose of attacking and capturing
Fort Grant. This offer was declined with thanks, but it showed that the
Apaches had no idea that the troops of different posts belonged to the
same army, but were regarded as independent bodies hostile to each other
and simply holding places in the covintry for their own profit and
advantage."^^^
Western Apache cultural tenets also colored the extension of their raiding
economies to include Anglo targets. In applying this line of thinking to hunting and
raiding, "the distinction between game free for the taking and livestock grazing on the
open range, which often displaced game, may not have been particularly convincing to
the Apaches, especially when it involved a sense of ownership quite different from
Apache concepts of legitimate rights."'^^ All in all, the increasingly precarious
situation—^wherein the two groups applied different sets of cultural ideologies and rules
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for interaction that they "erroneously assumed" were mutually recognized—^possessed
"an inherent volatility. The tenuous relationship of amity did not last long."138
One incident that helped to permanently sever the tenuous threads of peace
between Anglos and Apaches occurred in 1861, when a young U.S. cavalry lieutenant
named G.N. Bascom took a group of Chiricahua Apache leaders—including Cochise—
hostage during a peace conference. Although Cochise managed to escape, Bascom
ordered the execution of the other captive Apache chiefs, a move that sparked the
inception of open warfare between the Anglos and the Chiricahuas, who wasted no time
in retaliating for the atrocity. A general distrust of all Anglos also was building among
Western Apache groups, whose raids on settlers consequently grew in both frequency and
ferocity. The truces that the two sides did manage to reach were routinely cut short by
violations of treaty provisions, leading to attacks on once-protected economic enterprises
like the Overland Mail and prompting the U.S. Army to announce plans to initiate a
policy of extermination against the Apaches.^^^ The May 1864 order declaring the
Army's new policy mandated the surrender of the Apaches "either by their removal to a
Reservation or by the utter extermination of their men, to insure a lasting peace and a
security of life to all those who go to the country in search of precious metals."^'^®
But the Civil War broke out before the new Apache policy could be widely
implemented, a development that made the situation in Arizona even more precarious.
With all hands needed for the war raging back east, the U.S. Army withdrew the bulk of
its troops from the region. With most of the region's Army forts abandoned and the
moderate military protection they offered now gone, Western and Chiricahua Apache
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groups once again assumed ftill control of Apacheria, conducting a series of raids that
devastated the region south of Tucson, which prompted Anglo settlers to desert most of
that area's ranches and mining camps.''^' The unrest caused Anglo economic
development of the region to come to a virtual standstill, leading some settlers to leave
Arizona for more financially

prosperous surroundings. In the words of Raphael

Pumpelly, mining engineer for the Santa Rita Mining Company in the 1860s, during the
early part of the Civil War, "the country was thrown into consternation. The Apaches
began to ride through it roughshod, succeeding in all their attacks. The settlers, mostly
farmers, abandoned their crops, and with their families concentrated for mutual
protection at Tucson, Tubac, and at one or two ranches."'"^^
The rampant Apache attacks of the early 1860s soon prompted the U.S.
government to reassert its authority over the region.In early 1862, Union forces under
the command of General J.H. Carleton seized control of the New Mexico Territory—
which at that time included what is now Arizona—fi-om Confederate troops. Carleton
immediately declared open season on the Apaches, a course of action predicated on
settling fiiendly Apache bands and enlisting Anglo civilians to assist in exterminating
hostile ones. The general's initial efforts focused on the Chiricahuas to the east, but in
1863 gold was discovered at Prescott and soon after the Arizona Territory was officially
established, leading the U.S. military to expand its border operations to include Western
Apache groups residing in central Arizona.''^'* Arizona's newly installed territorial
government and its citizens needed little encouragement in carrying out Carleton's
extermination policy.'''^ In Governor John N. Goodwin's message to the First Territorial
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Legislature in 1864, he revealed the prevalent sense of urgency concerning the Apache
question:
"They [the Apache] respect no flag of truce, ask and give no quarter, and
make a treaty only that, under the guise of friendship, they may rob and
steal more extensively and with greater impunity. As to them one policy
can be adopted. A war must be prosecuted until they are compelled to
submit and go upon a reservation."''*^
Soldiers and civilians alike wasted little time implementing Carleton's plan. In
May 1863, Captain T.T. Tidball—commanding a mounted contingent of California
Volunteers and accompanied by a group of Mexican and Anglo civilians, Tohono
O'odham from San Xavier, and bq chi (Apache mansos)—led an attack on an idle
Apache rancheria in Aravaipa Canyon. Striking just before dawn, the combined force
killed fifty Apaches, wounded dozens more, and took several captives, suffering the loss
of one Anglo combatant in the process.'"*^ In the meantime, civilian-composed sorties
increasingly engaged in acts of treachery against Apache groups. In 1864, prominent
rancher and Apache fighter King S. Woolsey led a punitive expedition of settlers and
friendly Maricopas into Apache territory. After arranging a peace council with about 30
Apache chiefs near present-day Miami, Arizona (in Pinal Apache territory), Woolsey and
his party murdered 24 of the leaders.''*^ Woolsey's expedition typified the deceit and
trickery used by Arizona's civilians in their campaigns to exterminate Apaches. The
writings of Arizona pioneer booster and mine promoter Sylvester Mowry expounded
Anglo sentiment:
"[T]here is only one way to wage war against Apaches. They must be
surrounded, starved into coming in, surprised or inveigled—^by white
flags, or any other method, human or divine—and then put to death. If
these ideas shock any weak-minded individual who thinks himself a
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philanthropist, I can only say that I pity without respecting his mistaken
sympathy."^'*^
Sorties like the one commanded by Woolsey depended largely upon the
participation of Tohono O'odham, Akimel O'odham, Maricopa and Mexican fighters,
who were far more knowledgeable about the ins and outs of Apacheria's unforgiving
terrain than their Anglo counterparts. Similarly, the limited successes these expeditions
achieved can be attributed to the Apache-fighting expertise of these groups, who
composed the vast majority of expedition recruits.'^® When the California Volunteers—
who had been chiefly responsible for military operations in Arizona—left Arizona during
the final stages of the Civil War, the Territory was left to advance the extermination
effort without much outside oversight or assistance.'^' In an 1864 letter, Carleton advised
Governor Goodwin on how best to subdue the Apaches;
"Pray see the Papagos, Pimas, and Maricopas, and have that part of the
programme well and effectually executed. You will be able to secure the
efforts of the miners without trouble. Let us work eamestly and hard, and
before next Christmas your Apaches are whipped. Unless we do this, you
will have twenty years' war."
Territorial officials, realizing the considerable military value of the Tohono
O'odham and other fiiendly indigenous groups, formed several companies of Arizona
Volunteers. These included large numbers of warriors. The Tohono O'odham at San
Xavier formally agreed to maintain a standing army of 150 mounted warriors to assist
Anglos i n defensive operations a n d punitive expeditions against Apache g r o u p s . A n
Apache scalp bounty instituted by the Territory at that time likely ftimished "added
incentive" for participation.'^'^ Outfitted with obsolete muskets and ammunition, the
Tohono O'odham who took part in Arizona Volunteer forays instead preferred to use
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their war clubs during attacks on Apache camps. They also carried on the tribal tradition
of capturing Apache children to sell in the Mexican slave market.

While the

abbreviated campaign (1865-1866) of the Arizona Volunteers achieved no lasting results,
it convinced Arizona officials that utilization of indigenous military contingents could
prove crucial to effectively suppressing Apache hostilities in the long run. According to
Arizona Volunteer Captain H.S. Washburn,
"the native troops are far superior to any others for field service in this
Territory, and until this shall be taken as the basis of operations, no
immediate good results can occur. Government may continue to spend its
millions upon any other basis, and Apache raids will still continue, while
300 native troops, well officered, at an expense of less than $800 to the
man per year, will, in less than two years, rid the Territory if its greatest
bane and obstacle in the way of progress."'^^
While estimates show that Arizona's overall extermination effort took the lives of
more than several hundred Apache during the early 1860s, the campaign to end the
Apache problem during the Civil War was generally unsuccessfiil.'^^ The isolated
successes like the ones perpetrated by Tidball and Woolsey only kindled a reciprocal
cycle of retaliatory murders and massacres of increasing severity; peace conferences were
rendered impotent by general distrust and specific acts of sabotage. At the end of the
Civil War, Apache groups "remained unsubdued in their mountain fastnesses."'
Apaches' hatred of whites surged to a new level, and "suspicion and lack of confidence
on both sides was more apparent than ever."'^^ In the course of only a few years,
Americans had achieved permanent enemy status in the minds of most Apache groups, a
standing their Spanish and Mexican predecessors had taken decades to achieve.
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"The war which is now pending with the hostile Apaches is one of vast
importance to the Territory and government. The future development of its
resources is dependent upon it. The astounding success of the raids made
by the Indians, the uncertainty of life, the large amount of property and
stock taken and destroyed by them, have truly made the war a formidable
one. There is now considerable capital in the Territory invested in quartz
mills, &c. They cannot, in several instances, on account of this war, locate
them—they have abandoned their enterprise for the present."
— George Leihy, Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 1865*^®
Neither Anglos nor the Western Apaches could claim outright control of the
Arizona Territory in 1865. A few Western Apache groups—especially those living
farthest north—^had convinced themselves of the fiitility of continued warfare against
Anglos, and had begun taking active steps to seek peace. However, other groups—still
ensconced in their ancestral locales—continued to apply significant pressure on Anglos
residing in central and southern Arizona, forcing many to consider a complete withdrawal
from the territory. The departure of the California Volunteers had temporarily weakened
and disrupted military operations in the Arizona Territory, allowing those Western
Apache groups still committed to maintaining their independence and defending their
territories to conduct effective strikes against Anglo settlements at will.^^' Apache raiding
and warfare had essentially paralyzed the Anglo economic network, suspending the
operation of many ranches and mines and making travel between settlements a perilous
endeavor.
The end of the Civil War ushered in a new era in the Apache-Anglo conflict, one
in which Apache groups perpetrated acts of violence against Anglos as much to insure
their physical survival as to obtain subsistence resources. Soon after the War Between the
States came to an end, federal troops returned to Arizona Territory and resumed control

^

of military operations against the Apaches. Scores of settlers—^including many former
Union and Confederate soldiers—quickly journeyed west to the region in search of
wealth and prosperity. An inhibiting number of them pushed into previously impregnable
areas of Apacheria. The Santa Cruz Valley once again filled with ranchmen, Tubac was
reoccupied, and Tucson quickly regained its lost population and then some.

With the

floodgates now opened, it wouldn't be long before the "full force of an industriaUzing
state would provide the supply base to direct more concerted violence in Arizona. The
few thousand Apache living off the land would be hard-pressed to withstand that
power."^®"^ In the years immediately following the Civil War, it became increasingly clear
that the growing American presence would inevitably force the Western Apaches to
relinquish their territorial sovereignty; the only debate remaining centered on what
methods and policies would be employed to most expeditiously effect their subjugation.
But the federal effort to subdue the Western Apaches, at least during the latter
half of the 1860s, was doomed to fail from the start. The Apache "problem"—despite the
constant attention accorded it by Arizona settlers—did not head the federal government's
list of grave post-war concerns.

Consequently, the federal government supplied a level

of manpower and resources that quickly proved insufficient for the swift defeat of the
Western Apaches. In the mid-1860s, 'TSfew Mexico and Arizona were very remote; the
white population scant; and knowledge of the condition and needs of the people in that
region meager indeed."'^^ The War Department and the Indian Service, the government
branches mainly responsible for funding and directing federal policy as it pertained to the
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handling of the Apaches, were "both entangled in red tape and suffering from the
machinations of grafting officials [and] were at each other's throats."'^^
The federal government's spartan economic commitment prohibited the formation
of a comprehensive Apache policy suitable to safeguard settlers streaming unrestrained
into Apacheria. As part of its post-war military reorganization, the U.S. transferred the
Arizona Territory from the Department of New Mexico to the Department of California,
a move which prevented a constructive campaign of warfare against the Apaches. Among
other things, the reorganization called for the replacement of groups like the Arizona
Volunteers with regular army personnel.

It also placed Apacheria under the jurisdiction

of two separate military commands, making unified offensives against hostile Apache
groups all but impossible. In addition to these inherent strategic impediments created by
the federal government's makeshift Apache policy, those officers who commanded the
growing number of forts in Arizona Territory found "that their hands were practically
tied, owing to the small number of troops and the meager resources given them."'^^
Without the men or supplies necessary to conduct sustained offensives against
hostile Apache groups—and in the absence of clearly defined federal directives for
securing peace with them—rules of engagement were generally dictated by the
individual, often varying volitions of post commanders. Cavalry officer Cammillio C.C.
Carr, stationed at Fort McDowell, reported that
"There was no one in the territory who had the authority to order the
troops from different posts to execute any combined movements against
the common enemy [the Apaches]. Scouting was done or not according to
the caprice or judgment of the different post commanders. Indians driven
from the field of operations of one command took refiige in another where
the troops were inactive..
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The U.S. Army in Arizona instead resigned itself to a course of selective reaction,
conducting punitive forays against those Apache groups they believed responsible for
recent acts of violence and disregarding other groups it believed to be at peace. The
various generals in command during the period—depending on their specific
geographical locations and circumstances at any given time—oscillated between
conducting vigorous cavalry raids on Apache settlements, trying to persuade Apaches to
settle around forts by offers of rations, and attempting to resettle groups out of areas
where they customarily ranged.''^
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CHAPTER 4, Parti
Along the old Apache horse trail from San Carlos to Arapa, near where it
steepens down through Hawk Canyon, is a prodigious rock formation with a large, white
boulder sitting vertically at its peak. Among the Apaches—^particularly the Aravaipas
who once regularly used this trail—^this landmark is known as inah dastaa, or "Sitting
White Lady." More recently, it has also earned the moniker "Winnie the Pooh."'
While it has been more than sixty years since Howard Hooke last traveled this
trail, he remembers inah dastaa and the many other Apache places along this route like it
was yesterday. Bom and raised on the San Carlos reservation, Hooke first saw this
place—^which he calls "Sitting Rock," as he says it resembles a person sitting—as a
teenager in the late 1930s. When he was 13 or 14 years old, he accompanied his
grandfather Walter Hooke—^known affectionately as "Waldo"—on a summer foodgathering trip from San Carlos to Aravaipa Canyon. As Hooke recalls, they left the
reservation first thing in the morning, riding horses down the then well-traveled route
through Hawk Canyon. Reaching "Acom Hill" by the afternoon, they stopped for a bit to
gather acorns before continuing on their journey. Howard and his grandfather then passed
the large cave known to all Aravaipas as tse ya goges chin ("rocks below painted"),
bedding down for the night on a big flat nearby a large orange orchard.^
According to Hooke, who recalled his memories of his trip with Waldo during a
visit to Aravaipa Canyon in January 2003, the next morning they got up and dropped
down to Aravaipa Creek, at which point they followed it west, silently passing by the site
of the Camp Grant massacre before reaching the San Pedro River, which Hooke, like
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most other elder Apaches, calls Sambeda. Turning south, they passed through Mammoth,
looping around through Copper Creek, then by the Aravaipa store at Klondyke, and
finally by the old mine above old Aravaipa Town before returning to San Carlos along
the same horse trail through Hawk Canyon.
During the trip, which Hooke estimates took between seven and ten days, he and
his grandfather gathered a number of wild plant foods, including acorns, saguaro fruit,
and the fruit of the prickly pear cactus. They also hunted game, Waldo with his 30/30
rifle, which he used to down larger animals. Howard, armed with a shngshot whose bow
was fashioned from a dried mulberry tree, hunted smaller game such as doves and
rabbits. The doves Howard killed they roasted under hot coals before eating. Chuckling
as he recalled the story, Howard said, "They tasted good at that time but I don't know
now."
A few years later, Waldo and Howard departed San Carlos with several other
Apaches on another camping trip through the canyon, but this time their journey was cut
short by an Aravaipa rancher who threatened them with a shotgun, prompting them to
return to the reservation. Howard never again made the horseback trek through Arapa. He
would, however, spend a significant period living within several miles of the canyon
where his ancestors once resided. Drafted into the Armed Forces during World War II, he
was stationed in Hawaii, where he first learned English. Following completion of his
military service, Howard returned to San Carlos. In order to support his family, he soon
left the reservation, relocating to Mammoth where he found employment working
imderground in the mines. Howard worked in the mines at Mammoth, located a few
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minutes away from the western edge of Arapa, for the next fifteen years before moving
on to other mining jobs in other mining towns and then retirement at San Carlos.
These days, Howard doesn't get down to Arapa as much as he would like to,
making his most recent visit a special occasion. Stopping to take a break from the bumpy
car ride through Arapa at g'ashdla'd cho o'da, the site of the Camp Grant Massacre,
Howard quickly pointed out how this place looks much different today than it did when
he and his grandfather passed through it, noting that back then the streambed was much
more narrow, the trees much more plentiful, and the vegetation much more lush. When
asked if his grandfather, who had survived the massacre, spoke of the event during their
trip in the late 1930s, he answers, "We just passed by here without saying a word."
"He didn't say nothing about it," says Howard, intimating that to do so would
have brought bad luck and dredged up painful memories. "Hardly anybody ever talked
about it."
Stevenson Talgo, a distant in-law and fiiend, joined Howard Hooke on his latest
visit to Aravaipa Canyon.'^ Scanning the landscape of g'ashdla'd cho o'dd, Talgo
remembered that he first learned about what took place here when he was a child.
Hearing of the attack from others, Talgo pressed Mae Dewey and other knowledgeable
tribal elders for more information about the event.
"They told me it was a story they didn't really want to dwell on," says Talgo.
"They did tell me that it wasn't a fair fight. They thought the war was over. They were
thinking peace. They mentioned that the cavalry had failed them."
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In an effort to educate his son about the history and struggle of his ancestors,
Talgo has shared what he learned from his elders. "I tell my son about what happened
here. I tell him that our people have been through a lot as a people," says Talgo.
When Howard returns to Arapa, it is not the massacre that he remembers, but the
cherished memories of his grandfather and the times they shared together while
traversing their ancestral landscape. This landscape also awakens his vast personal
storehouse of knowledge of his people's traditional food and medicinal plants. Walking
along Aravaipa Creek, he instantly identifies several species in rapid succession, breaking
off small samples of some to examine them more closely, using touch and smell as well
as sight to evoke his descriptions of their uses. In describing Apache tea, a mash of fruit
that was boiled and then drank, Howard states, "It filled you up all day, so you wouldn't
get hungry." Pointing out some canyon ragweed, he explains how his people used to fill
canvas gunny sacks with the plant, heat the sacks on ashes, and then lay on the sacks in
order to relieve back pain. Upon seeing a species of wild tobacco traditionally prized by
the Apaches as well as Navajos, Howard momentarily disappears into the underbrush, reemerging with an ample handftil of the plant to take back with him to San Carlos.
Delia Steele, a contemporary of Howard Hooke's and a fellow descendant of the
Aravaipa, never accompanied her mother when she visited Arapa to see her relatives
there when Delia was just a child.^ Once she became an adult, however, Delia took it
upon herself to visit her mother's land whenever the opportunity arose. During a field
visit to Arapa with her own daughter, Veronica Belvado, in 1990, she too rekindled the
traditional wisdom that her mother, Cojay ("coshe"), and her father, a medicine man
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named Hashkinnasktinle, taught her about the medicinal plants customarily used by the
Apaches. According to Belvado, who served as her mother's interpreter during her
conversation with anthropologist Diana Hadley, Delia "has to go to moimtains for her to
explain them."
Much like Howard Hooke, Delia engaged the particular landscape of Arapa
during her visit, using it as a springboard from which to recite her breadth of knowledge
about the many varieties of useful plant species that it encapsulated. Stating that many
medicinal and ceremonial plants were still collected from Arapa, she described—among
other things—^what she called "red medicine," a multi-purpose remedy that is "good for
anything." Delia once sweat with the medicine, which is pounded from a root and boiled,
when she took ill, explaining that while sweats usually were reserved for males, females
used it "when for a good purpose, like getting medicine into your system." She also listed
a number of other traditional medicinal remedies derived from plants found in Arapa,
including creosote, which was boiled and drank or used as an inhalant for head, sinus and
chest colds; another plant that only grew way up high in the mountains that is "good for
your blood"; and the roasted pads of the pricky pear cactus, which are applied to sores
and boils. According to Steele, as of 1990, she and a number of other Apache elders still
collected and bundled medicinal plants from traditional gathering areas like Arapa,
storing them in their houses for use whenever sickness demanded it.
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CHAPTER 4, Part 2
"We used to go other way toward Fort Grant to look for acorns. We used
to travel on horseback over toward Copper Creek. A lot of acoms were
there just below Klondyke. On horseback you could go anywhere. We had
a burro to carry all the packs."
— Wallace Johnson, 1990^
Not long after the death of Capitan Chiquito in 1919, his relatives left their lands
in Aravaipa Canyon to move back to the reservation to join their fellow Apaches. During
the next decade or so, several members of the Chiquito Bullis family returned to Arapa
each summer to farm their traditional plots and gather the area's edible plants, packing
their wild and domesticated food surpluses on their horses and burros to take back with
them to San Carlos.^ Descendants of hashke bahnzin and his relatives followed the same
routine, making annual pilgrimages from the reservation to their allotments along the
Sambeda.
Arapa proved quite a respite from the reservation existence of San Carlos, which
by this time had come to bear little resemblance to pre-reservation Apache living. While
the clan and band identities and relationships of those Apache groups residing at San
Carlos remained largely intact, decades of unrelenting and oppressive federal
administration of all aspects of daily life had seriously eroded the Apaches' traditional
settlement patterns—^predicated on unencumbered movements and dispersal—and their
traditional subsistence matrix, dependent on situational flexibility and a wide range of
food types and sources.® By the 1930s, the reservation's spotty but abundant traditional
wild food resources had been severely impacted by population growth and the loss of
habitat upon which their growth depended. Meanwhile, the time-honored subsistence
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enterprises of gathering, farming and hunting had taken a back seat to cattle ranching and
an ever-increasing dependency on government rations.^
The gathering of wild plant foods—once the most significant and dynamic
subsistence enterprise of the Aravaipa, Pinal and other Western Apache bands—^had been
reduced to a fraction of its former importance, displaced by the influx of easily available
commodities and store foods into the reservation. The Apaches living at San Carlos
continued to collect and use certain wild plants, mainly acorns and mescal, although in
slighter quantities and with lesser regularity. Some also kept on gathering other
traditional plant foods, such as walnuts, pinon nuts, mesquite beans, and a variety of wild
greens, which they boiled like spinach. According to Goodwin, writing in the mid-1930s,
although "many wild plant foods are known to younger people, the labor necessary in
gathering and preparing them makes their use all too infrequent."^"
The excessive reliance on raised or store-procured beef also had relegated
hunting, another of the four major fraditional subsistence activities of the Apaches, to a
minor reservation activity. While the Apaches' consumption of meat surpassed that of
pre-reservation times, it was heavily weighted toward larger animals like cattle. The
procurement of smaller game—formerly obtained in great variety—^by this time had
become little more than a social pastime, at best serving as an appendage to the diet of the
San Carlos Apaches. In addition, says Goodwin,
"The use of all parts of large animals, including various internal organs as
in former times, has been seriously interfered with because meat bought in
the Reservation stores is butchered according to White man's standards
and muscle meat predominates. In beef butchered by Apaches themselves,
certain internal organs are still used. Disgust evinc^ by Whites has
regrettably somewhat discouraged this."'^
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The chronic pillaging of the reservation's land and resources by non-Indians—
highlighted by a dearth of irrigable water—contributed to a decline in agriculture among
the Apaches living at San Carlos. By the 1920s, a succession of unscrupulous reservation
superintendents had managed to lease more than half of the reservation's territory to
white ranchers, including some of its most fertile tracts, making commercial farming by
the Apaches nearly impossible.*^ A few managed to raise enough crops to generate
surpluses worth selling, but the pervasive lack of sufficient water and available land
prevented some Apaches from farming at all and forced others to undertake modest
farming efforts—^typically small family gardens—^that aimed to produce food solely for
their own consumption. In some areas, the overall absence of water left fields untilled.

t •!

Those Apaches who did farm continued to grow traditional crops such as com and squash
as well as lesser amounts of melons and beans and wheat, barley and sugar cane, but
together they constituted little more than a supplement to the Apaches' purchased or
rationed foodstuffs.'"^ To make matters worse, federal officials at San Carlos actively
discouraged agriculture in favor of ranching, promoting what they believed was the
latter's superlative economic potential.'^
In all, the balanced diet the Apache had struggled so hard to maintain during prereservation times had been transformed into an unhealthy one unduly dependent on beef,
flour, sugar, coffee, potatoes and beans. With only small quantities of vegetables and
even smaller amounts of fiiiit grown on the reservation, the Apaches did often buy fresh
produce from the traders' stores or in border towns like Globe, but these foods were
considered delicacies rather than integral components of the Apache diet.'^ Describing
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the nutritionally deficient nature of the reservation diet, in particular its high volumes of
starch and sugar, Goodwin declared:
"Formerly food was not over-balanced in any one direction as it is today.
Now the non-use of wild plant foods, the non-progression of agriculture
and production of vegetable foods, the ability to procure beef from the
trader frequently, together with the two above factors all go to make the
average family meals not what they should or could be. The greatest
mistake has been in lack of encouragement of agriculture."'^
Meanwhile, the frend of consolidating the Apaches residing at San Carlos
continued with the federal government's decision to once again appease local nonApache interests by constructing Coolidge Dam on the site of Old San Carlos. Building
of the dam, which involved condenming some of the reservation's most productive farm
lands, forced many Apache groups who had been living separately to leave their homes
and merge with other groups in larger settlements. Most of the Aravaipas and Finals saw
their homes around Old San Carlos submerged by the lake that the dam created and were
forced to relocate to the closely clustered hamlets mandated by the Office of Indian
Affairs. Goodwin, writing in 1937, reported that the erection of Coolidge Dam "has been
the principal cause of such a jamming together of people. Formerly scattered at intervals
along the San Carlos Valley and Gila Valley for eighteen miles or so, they are now within
an area some nine miles long."'^ To add insult to injury, the reservoir formed by the dam
supplied water not to the Apaches, but to off-reservation, non-Apache farms as far south
as Tucson—^including those of the Akimel and Tohono O'odham, for whom the Apaches
retained a palpable degree of animosity.
Arapa, then, had much to offer those of its descendants who resided at San
Carlos. Whether to obtain traditional foods and medicines, escape their confining and
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tedious reservation lifestyle, find work, sustain their traditional patterns of seasonal
movements, or simply reconnect with their ancestral landscape and the myriad of
memories it engenders and relationships it maintains, many groups of Aravaipa routinely
made multiple trips from San Carlos to the Aravaipa area each year. Taking different
routes for different reasons—^the traditional food-gathering route was longer and more
circuitous than other, more direct routes—^Apache contingents came south on horseback,
often staying for weeks at a time.^° Most came down through the Mineral Strip—^the
232,000-acre swath of land previously swindled from the San Carlos Apaches^—^breaking
off onto different trails depending on whether they were headed for the eastern or western
side of Aravaipa Canyon. When headed toward the west end of the canyon and places
like g 'ashdla a cho o'dd, they typically traveled from San Carlos down Hawk Canyon
between Stanley Butte and Rawhide Mountain. After spending the night near a spring at
the midway point, they reached the canyon somewhere below Painted Cave Ranch.^^
When headed to the head of Aravaipa Canyon, they started down Hawk Canyon,
branching east while still on the Mineral Strip.^^
Bringing their food and cooking equipment with them, they usually camped in
their traditional gathering locations, some groups near the houses of canyon residents that
they had befriended. The acom grounds in the Klondyke area were a favorite camping
spot of the Apaches, who gathered large quantities of the staple as well as a variety of
other traditional foods and medicines.^^ According to Jeanette Cassa, during the summer
in particular, "we used to come down here a lot. People would come down for agave and
saguaro on horseback all of the time. During gathering time, people were busy down here
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p i c k i n g . V i c t o r i a a n d Jose Tapia, longtime residents o f Aravaipa, recalled that m a n y
Apaches "used to ride down the canyon looking for acorns and saguaro fruit; the latter
they dried in the sun and ate as a dried fruit. They camped for two or three weeks and
would silently return to the reservation."^^
One Apache family in particular, headed by John "Nosey" Hook, were regular
visitors to Aravaipa Canyon. Nosey—an Aravaipa and former U.S. Army scout who
earned his nickname after part of his nose was shot off in an altercation with hostile
Apache decades earlier—^would ride with his wife and their two children from San Carlos
each year to spend months at a time living with the Salazars, a Mexican family who lived
above the junction of the Aravaipa and Turkey Creek.^^ Nosey was a close friend of
Epimenio, the head of the Salazar family, while his wife was equally chummy with Mrs.
Salazar and served as godmother to one of their children.^^ When they visited, the Hook
family usually brought their own food with them, but they sometimes dined with the
Salazars in their home.^^ Nosey—whom the Salazars called Nances Mochas ("Chopped
Nose")—and his kin stayed in nearby empty adobe house or set up camp in close
proximity to the Salazar home. While there, they typically gathered a variety of edible
plant foods, especially acorns, which they ground on a stone metate to make tortillas and
29

bread.

According to Lupe Salazar, Nosey often recited the oral tradition of his people

conceming the Camp Grant massacre during his stays at Arapa?'^ Victoria and Jose
Tapia, who were neighbors of the Salazars, recalled that the Hook family
"would live in with the Salazars for three months at a time. Although the
language barrier presented difficulties, with the Apaches knowing a few
words of Spanish and the Salazars conversant with a phrase or two of
Apache, plus sign language, communication did occur. Mr. Hook helped
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with the cattle and Mrs. Hook aided in household chores and weeding the
garden. Victoria and the little hidian girl had fiin playing dolls and making
sand castles by the creek. Whatever Mrs. Hook saw Mrs. Salazar do she
would do also...if Mrs. Salazar braided Victoria's hair, she would braid
her daughter's, etc.
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CHAPTER 4, Part 3
"I ate all these kinds of old-time foods when I was young and that is why I
am still as if young yet. These other Indians who have been raised on
White man's food and are younger than I seem as though they were
already old..."
-- John Rope, speaking to Goodwin in the 1930s
During the latter part of nichihe (June) and the early part of itsi' dildzid (July), the
Western Apaches left their farm sites and moved on to their favorite gathering places to
reap the summer's bounty of wild plant foods. Apacheria's disparate elevations and
diverse ecological regions—^ranging in character from arid, desert lowlands to wooded,
mountainous highlands—spawned a wealth of edible plants in staggered sequence,
offering its inhabitants a series of subsistence opportunities throughout the growing
season. Western Apache groups—^tj'pically small in nvimber—frequented one accustomed
gathering locality after another during the summer and early autumn months, collecting
particular wild foods at the precise places and times when they were most abundant. In
all, the various ecological zones of Apacheria supplied the Western Apaches with more
than 100 different species of wild food in the course of a given year.^^ The following oral
narrative presented by Gila Moses, a Tonto Apache, vividly illustrates Apacheria's vast
wild plant diversity and the systematic approach the Western Apaches typically
employed to capitahze on that diversity:
"...When spring comes, the plants start to grow, and their fruits start to
ripen. From that time on we live on these fr^xits throughout the summer till
fall. It is about these foods that I am going to tell you how, how first one
comes, and then more, and more as the summer goes on. First comes i-t-a
sli-tsidi which grows up along the edge of the river. We gather the leaves
of this, and boil them. This way they are good to eat. Later on we gather
up quail eggs from imder the bushes and rocks. These we boil, and eat
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also. Then comes isl-q-i dai-slai-ve whose seeds we gather with be-naldeh. These seeds we parch, and then grind up on a rock, and eat. These
were not only our band who lived this way, but many peoples up in our
country. Now came ne-iish-tlii. which grows up on the hills. We gathered
its seeds and cooked and ate them. Then bush-di-iole got its blossom, and
when this blossom dried, it turns to a red fruit which we gathered, and
took back to camp, where we ate them as they were, raw. Then go-da-hCsh
got about two feet high, and we gathered its stalks, and ate it plain also.
Then na-ilh-di-q-une we gathered the seeds of, and parched, and ground
them to eat. After that the berries of chidn-kiie got ripe and red. These we
gathered in tats-ah. and took to camp, where we washed them off, because
they are too sour. Then we ground them, and mixed them with water to
eat. After that nos berries we gathered. These we ate plain, or ground up.
Then nan-ol-Tee-ge comes, with its white blossoms. When these dry up,
they turn to a red fruit, which we ate. Then ch-il cha gul-chine ripens, just
like beans, and we gathered them by knocking them out of the bushes with
sticks. We cooked and ate them. Then hush-tsise ripened, growing in the
hills, along the river. We gathered the fixiits, and cleaned the spines off, so
we could eat them. Then hush-choh we did the same way with. Then hush
sle-taasli. hush il-zuuli. hush di-t-ude. hush nal-usli. hush nal-usli isl-kai,
hush nal-usli di-iole. we all did the same way with. Then the next was tsTtl-a-bushe which grows under rocks or trees always, we ate the fruit of
Then came iisl-n-di-ve. and chi-ch-il. Now in the fall, when everything has
ripened, this time of year, comes tl-ah ts-oz. and i-yah-ai which are good
to eat, and dil-tasla. When winter comes everything has ripened and
passed, and we gather no foods, except mescal. The next spring the same
thing happens all over again, and things grow and ripen as before."^"^
To take full advantage, the Western Apaches fanned out over wide areas during
the prime gathering season. Gotas, individual families, or parties composed of individuals
from affiliated families typically worked independent of one another, routinely breaking
off from their local groups and bands for days and sometimes weeks at a time to gather
wild foods as each matured. Every so often, these small clusters might team up with one
another on a gathering excursion. For example, if one gota, family or party planned a
gathering expedition, "others, hearing of it, might join to form a party large enough to
travel safely. A chief, subchief, or headman would be in charge."^^ Only on rare
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occasions, usually when the Western Apaches moved in large numbers between major
gathering areas, did bands and local groups function as collective entities during the
gathering season.^^ Women were in charge of gathering wild plant foods. When
collecting edible plants close to their home sites, a small contingent of two or three
women might work together to gather subsistence for their respective families. Gathering
excursions covering greater distances and lasting several days usually contained a larger
number of women, and men often served as protection on these trips.

Anna Price

recalled the vigilant measures her people took while on these gathering excursions:
"When a party of us were travelling together some place, the ones who
had horses always went ahead, and when they came to a spring near which
they were going to make camp they would make a mark for those who
were following on foot so they would know where to find the camp. This
was because we never made camps right at a spring as to do so was
dangerous. Some enemies might find us. The people who had horses and
made camp first would go to the spring and bring back water in a tus for
themselves and also for those who were coming on foot in order to save
them time. This was when we were travelling fast and wanted to get to a
place soon. When we were out like this we only built a small circular
windbreak of brush to camp inside of We would have this all done by the
time the poorer people, who had no horses and must travel on foot, got
there. Some of them would be worn out, and we would have some cooked
food ready to give them. The old women who had to travel on foot would
carry a little tus of water along with them. This they used up on their way.
We would have more for them when they got to camp..
With mobiUty at a premium during gathering times, the Western Apaches
generally maintained only makeshift encampments, living in crudely constructed
windbreaks that they could quickly dismantle or abandon if prudence demanded that they
move on to other subsistence locales. These temporary structures were more practical
than the relatively permanent and elaborate wickiups that the Western Apaches erected at
their farm sites and winter encampments, as groups rarely spent more than two weeks at

any one place while gathering and they often camped in different locations from one year
to the next.^' According to John Rope, "When we were traveling around, out from our
farms, gathering mescal, acoms [and] juniper berries, we used to make just temporary
camps. We cut brush, and set it up in a circle, and then chinked it with weeds and grass to
keep the wind out. Then we spread a bed of grass inside this enclosure. We had no roof
over this at all."''®
The Western Apaches viewed the multitude of productive gathering places in
Apacheria in a different light than their farm sites, freating them largely as common use
areas to be exploited by everyone.'^' Gathering parties sometimes claimed prior rights to
specific gathering spots by marking those locations with an identifying sign, but those
claims were respected by other Western Apaches only as long as those parties camped at
those sites and they never continued on to the next year. And while bands often asserted
first dibs on the edible plant resoxirces existing within their own territories, they regularly
permitted other bands with which they had clan and kinship ties to cross their borders to
gather wild plant foods. In a common example, the White Mountain Apaches—^whose
territory contained a comparatively meager amount of saguaro cacti—frequently fraveled
down from their high country to the San Pedro River Valley in early summer to harvest
the abundant supply of saguaro fiiiit available in Aravaipa territory, where the Aravaipa
allocated them use of a fixed portion of their gathering grounds.'^^ Anna Price was among
those White Mountain Apaches who journeyed to Aravaipa territory to collect saguaro
finit each year:
"In the old days our people used to go down on the San Pedro, to the
tcejlne country, and gather sahuaro fixiit. The 'tis eban and tcejine were
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like relatives to us. Hashke bahnzin, who was living down there, was
[their] chief, and we were related to him. One time we left the farms, to go
down on the San Pedro, and get this finit. We went down by way of sll-ischi. and then on across the mountains. Those who had no horses, had to
travel on foot. When we got to San Pedro, hashke bahnzin told my father,
'All right, you people gather sahuaro fruit on the East side of the river
here'...
...During the time we were gathering the fruit, the men had been hunting
lots of deer, so that we had lots of [meat] all the time. Now father said to
hashke bahnzin, "We have been here seven days, my brother, so I am
going back home again to the farms." So after that we started off, with all
our horses carrying big packs. First we made camp at disl-bisl na-iul-wul,
and then on to the Gila River. We stayed here two days to rest, and to
, wash all the red stain out of us and our clothes, and then father said we
would move on to na-ba-nu-nim. so we did. The next camp was at
Soldiers' Hole, where we rested for three days. The horses were getting
sore footed now, so we soaked a hide one night here, and shoed the horses
with it next day. From here we went to Black River, and stayed there two
days, bathing and resting. At the end of two days, we went on home to our
farm, above tlu-q-a va-i-kii. at tse-ga-ts-ose. After we got home, some of
the poor women came around to the camp, and we gave them some of the
fruit we had brought back, for a present, so they could give it to their
children.
The fruit of the saguaro cactus ripened in the lower elevations in late June and
early July, bringing the first significant wild plant food harvest by the majority of the
Western Apaches following their departure from their farm sites. Not all Western Apache
groups gathered saguaro finit, and only a limited number traveled considerable distances
to obtain it.'^'^ Among their favorite foods, it largely served as a seasonal luxury for most
groups, providing them with a welcome change to their diet."*^ The four bands of the San
Carlos Apache group, whose combined territories included Apacheria's most prolific
stands of saguaro, made more substantial use of its fi:uit than other bands living to their
north. The Aravaipa and many groups of the Pinal spent the better part of July harvesting
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saguaro fruit while camped in the San Pedro River and Gila River valleys and along
Aravaipa Creek.''®
Depending on the quantity of fruit available, gathering parties might spend
prolonged periods at their saguaro grounds. Because the fruit grew on the heads of the
saguaro, which typically reached heights of 30 feet or more, the Western Apaches used
long poles made of sotol stalks or saguaro ribs with prongs fastened to one end to remove
it.'^^ Anna Price recalled how her people harvested and prepared the fruit during their
gathering trips to Aravaipa country:
"Now we got ready to gather the fruit. We got some long sotol stalks, and
on the end of each, tied a smaller stick, like a fork, so that we could poke
the fruit off the top of the cactus, and let if fall on the ground. Then we
gathered it and put it into our baskets. We used to start in early morning,
and by noon we would have a load to take back, and prepare. First we cut
the fruit open, and take out the soft part, and wash out the seeds in water
[when we got to camp...and some them separate]. Then we gathered
together all of the soft part, and laid the fruit together all on a blanket, and
then rolled it up, and packed it on a horse back to camp. When we got to
camp, we squeezed the juice out of the fruit, and set them to dry on a pole
frame. This was called nu-il-tlin. This was so the ants wouldn't get at
them, that we hung them up this way on poles. While we were working on
this fruit, we used to get red all over from the juice, and the sides of the
horses got red [too], so that we had to take them in the river and wash
them off, when we were through..
The Western Apaches consumed saguaro in a number of foodstuffs, including eating its
fruit raw or drying and converting it into large cakes. They also separated the seeds from
the fruit, roasting and grinding them into a meal that they mixed with water to form mush
cakes.
Only some groups harvested saguaro fruit and most who did considered it at best
a dietary supplement, but nearly every Western Apaches took part in gathering acorns,
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which matured in a number of locales in Apacheria in late July. Acorns served as a
primary source of sustenance during the summer gathering season and joined mescal as
the most important wild plant foods in the Western Apaches' annual subsistence cycle.
The Western Apaches collected and processed a wide variety of acom species, but their
overwhelming preference was for the nuts of the Emory oak.^° Groups who had been
gathering other wild plant foods on their own congregated at their favorite acom grounds
in large numbers when it came time for the harvest, which often lasted a month or even
longer.^' The southern face of the Natanes Rim between Blue River and Arsenic Tubs
produced particularly abundant acom supplies, as did the stretch between the Graham
Mountains and Santa Teresa Mountains, an area that included the eminently popular
gathering grounds around present-day Klondyke at the east end of Aravaipa Canyon.^^
The Pinal frequented these grounds as did the Aravaipa, who also dropped down to the
northern slopes of the Santa Catalina Mountains to gather acoms around Oracle.^^
Upon arriving at their acom grounds, local groups split up into their member gota,
who set up their own encampments and worked different parts of the terrain.

Gathering

parties often reserved the area's most promising trees by marking them.^^ In his
testimony to Goodwin, John Rope remembered how his people went about harvesting the
acoms: "We used to gather acoms all the way from Oak Springs, on the West to chT-ch-il
iin-ti on the East. When the acoms were ripe, they climbed up in the oak trees, and shook
the acoms down on the ground, where they were picked up, and carried back to camp in
baskets."^^ The Westem Apaches remained at their acom grounds until they had gathered
enough acoms to last them the summer as well as to store for later use. Some acoms were
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eaten whole and raw. Using stone metates, the women also ground them into a powder
that they then incorporated into a number of food products that could be immediately
consumed or preserved for extended periods to be eaten later. A favorite Western Apache
recipe was i sli tsit. a gravy stew containing a mixture of acorn flour and boiled meat.57
Anna Price mentioned this dish in her detailed narrative to Goodwin, in which she
described the process her White Mountain Apache people normally followed when
gathering acoms:
"...Then the head man of the party would say one morning, 'This day we
will get to where the acoms are growing, and we will leave a mark in the
trail for you people who are on foot, to show you where we turned off So
we started off, and that afternoon got to where acoms were growing. The
next day some men would go out to have a look round about here for
acoms. That day they came back, and said that there seemed to be a lot of
acoms here, so we were just as well to stay here for a while. Now two or
three women started to set up a tipi, so we could stay here for a while.
When the tipi was finished, we gathered a few acoms that aftemoon. Then
the head man said that we were just as well to go out, and all gather acoms
tomorrow. Those first ones we brought in, we shelled, and ground up, to
mix with cooked meat. The next day everyone started to get acoms. We
hurried on this, because back at the farm, our horse or someone else's was
liable to get in our com fields. As each sack was filled, we counted it, and
now we only had two sacks left. Now they would tell the old women to
take the horses, and ride on them, and pack their acoms up to Black River.
They sent some boys along with the old women, to bring the horses back
to us. The old women were to stay at Black River, and wait for the rest of
us, who were still gathering acoms. Then in two days the boys brought the
horses back, and told us that the old women got safely across Black River.
Then some of them packed their acoms in burden baskets, and had already
started walking home with them. Now the head man told us all to get
ready to start home next morning. That night we hobbled the horses' front
legs close, so they wouldn't go far. Just after sunrise, we all started off.
We had big packs of acoms on the horses, so had to make camp before we
got to Black River. But next day we got to Black River, where some of the
old women still were, all right. We rested here for two days, as our horses
were getting tired. Then they told the old women to take the horses again,
and go on for another ways, with some little boys. Part of our loads we
cached here at Black River, and the rest we packed in burden baskets on
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our backs, and started off home afoot. This was because the horses already
had heavy packs, and the old women. We caught up to the old women,
waiting for us at a stream. From here we all took the horses again, as it
was near home, and rode on in. When we got there, and unpacked, we sent
the horses back for all the old women, and others who were coming on
foot. Now everyone was back home again with their acoms..
CO

The Western Apaches harvested dozens upon dozens of other wild plant foods as
each ripened throughout the year. Although each individually assumed typically minor
importance within the Western Apaches' subsistence matrix and few if any required
concentrated gathering movements involving large numbers, taken together they afforded
the Western Apaches tremendous versatility in the types of economic resources they
could pursue, providing them with a well-rounded nutritional regime in the process. The
Western Apaches also relied on them for a wide array of medicines, dyes, fibers, and
utensils as well as ceremonial purposes.^^ One mainstay for some Western Apaches were
the beans of the mesquite tree, which came in season in late July and August as most
groups were wrapping up their acom harvests. As with the saguaro fruit, proximity
determined the degree to which groups relied on mesquite beans as a source of food.
Bands like the Aravaipa and Pinal who resided in the lower elevations where the
mesquite was most prevalent made significant use of the wild crop, harvesting large
quantities of beans in the Gila River valley and elsewhere.^'' These groups held this wild
plant food in high regard, but for most Western Apaches the lengthy journeys required to
gather it prevented it from becoming an important subsistence resource.^'
Western Apache tenitory offered its inhabitants a plethora of other wild plant
foods in often rapid succession, particularly during the summer months. Aravaipa
Canyon and its surrounding terrain, for example, yielded useful supplies of joicca.
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mesquite beans, walnuts, and juniper berries on top of its staples of saguaro, mescal and
acoms.^^ Pinal Mountain—^where the majority of Pinal Apaches spent the better part of
their summer—and the mountains bordering the western edge of Pinal territory produced
an abundance of wild plant foods, including an assortment of edible seeds and roots.^^ In
addition to the saguaro, the Western Apaches consumed several other varieties of cactus
fruits, including the prickly pear and cholla.^ They harvested the barrel cactus for its
seeds, drying and grinding them into a flour that they boiled into a mush. A host of edible
berries also ripened in summer, including wild strawberries, wild cherries, wild
raspberries, sumac berries, mulberry, chokecherry, squawberries, manzanita berries,
grapes and currants. Most they consumed without any preparations, but some they
pounded for their juice, which they used to make punch or other food products.^^
Gathering parties also picked and ate the fhiit of the yucca plant. Several kinds of
wild onions and potatoes could be had in specific locales. The Western Apaches were
particularly partial to the wild greens that grew along the streams, creeks, and rivers in
their territory. Lamb's quarter, otherwise known as pigweed, could be found in
abundance and was especially popular. The Western Apaches also harvested wild spinach
and wood sorrel. All Western Apache groups—^the Aravaipa and Pinal among them—
boiled the greens they collected, while the Cibecue and White Mountain Apache also
consumed them raw.^^ Wild walnuts, primarily black walnuts, were another favorite.
Most of the time, the Western Apaches shelled and ate them right off the tree or ground
them into a meal. They also pounded the kernels and hulls, poured water over the
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resulting mash, and then boiled and strained it, producing a sort of milk that they then
drank. Anna Price remembered gathering walnuts around her people's farm site:
"After we were all home, there were lots of walnuts getting ripe, and
falling to the ground from the trees. So we gathered them up, and beat
them with a stick to shell them, then put them in a sack, and took them to
the river to wash them. Later we went out to gather di-nos. Also we got
chidn-kuie. and put them in a bag to let them soak, and clean them. Then
we took them out, and spread them on a blanket to dry out. The hush-di-tuge we used to gather, and give away as presents, because they were very
good."^^
The Western Apaches also pursued scores of different wild seed-bearing plants.
The most important of these was the sxmflower, which they prized for its seeds and even
casually cultivated to insure a ready supply. They likewise harvested the seeds of the
mustard plant, the tumbleweed, and several grass species. Speaking of his Cibecue
Apache people during pre-reservation times, John Taylor reported: "The seeds of ta-dzikis they used to boil, and eat. I-d-a di-t-uge they boiled, and set on some brush to drain,
and cool. Then it was salted, and eaten. The seeds of tl-oh hi-ts-os they ate. Also i-d-a
doli-guse. dzisl-tsi the leaves and root."®^ Typically ground, sometimes roasted, boiled,
and eaten as a mush, these seeds—like most of the edible plants the Western Apaches
gathered—^provided them with a tremendous source of nourishment. The Western
Apaches interviewed by Buskirk reported that "a lump [of seeds] twice the size of a fist,
when eaten with wild greens, could sustain a man for two days."^^
The Western Apaches incorporated other types of wild plant foods into their
subsistence matrix, including various roots, grasses and plant parts. Barney Titla, in his
testimony to Goodwin, recounted some of the wild plant foods his people harvested: "Jadish-tle-bi we used to gather, when it was dry, and cook it up into a gravy. The leaves of
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Spanish bayonet we roasted in the fire, till they were black, on the outside. Then we
70

cleaved them off, and ate them. The seeds firom the stalk of gosh-bane we ate." The
Western Apaches cut bear grass—also used as thatch for wickiups and ramadas—^when
71
its stalks were young, roasting and peeling it before eating it.
As summer drew to a close, so did the Western Apaches' stay at their gathering
grounds. By then, most families had collected what wild plant foods they needed. Plus, it
was time for them to return to their farm sites to harvest the crops they had planted
months before. Before leaving, the Western Apaches sometimes stored some of the wild
food crops they had accumulated in caves nearby their gathering places, but the majority
were transported home to the farm sites and hidden away in ground caches or other
storage areas, where they could be easily accessed during the harsh winter months.72
Barney Titla, relating oral tradition passed to him by his grandfather, remembered:
"Then there were no cattle, no horses. There were no whites in all this
country. All over there used to be lots of grass, three feet high, lots of wild
seeds and fruits. Then we used to go out in the hills, and gather these in
sacks. When a lot was gathered up, then we would go to some hidden
place, and dig a cache in the ground, about four feet deep, and store our
food there, so no one would find it. When we ran out of grub, we could
come back, and dig this out.^^
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CHAPTER 4, Part 4
By 1867, the military was operating "in a state of confusion.The string of forts
established to locate and exterminate the Apaches yielded few positive results. The 27
troop contingents spread thinly throughout the Territory experienced numerous
desertions, making it difficult to maintain fixll fighting capacity and forcing most units to
switch to a more defensive and reactive mode of operation. Because lines of
communication between posts were intermittent at best, the coordination of a major strike
involving multiple companies was a rare occurrence. Post commanders "came and went
like the moons," arriving and departing before they could develop any worthwhile sense
of mutual trust with neighboring Apaches—^when so incUned.^^ Regardless, these officers
did not yet have official permission to enter into treaties with peace-seeking Apache
groups, as Congress had yet to appropriate any funds for their consummation, or for the
establishment and maintenance of permanent reservations.
Disputes among high-ranking Army officers and federal officials over the
practicality of exterminating the Apaches increasingly plagued the military's
effectiveness. Some—like those post commanders who ordered their troops to
indiscriminately kill Apaches on sight—^possessed no conception of long-range policy.
For them, a considerable increase in the number of troops was imperative to the timely
success of a sustained military campaign against the Apaches. Others, like the Indian
Service agents, had come to realize—^given the resources and manpower then available—
the futility of an exclusively military approach to the Apache problem and began openly
leaning toward a policy of peaceful persuasion. Their primary inclination centered on the
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removal of Apache groups from the path of Anglo settlement to areas where they could
farm among already peaceful indigenous groups.
Not surprisingly, Arizona's Anglos were inexorably opposed to any program of
peaceful persuasion that deviated from a policy of total extermination. The Territorial
Legislature—composed of and backed by settlers who had instigated the bitter warfare—
continually demanded the unconditional extermination or surrender of all Apaches. With
few exceptions, the territory's civilian inhabitants considered a massive increase in troops
and a relentless campaign of genocide imperative to bringing the Apaches under
immediate and proper control. During his message to the Third Territorial Legislature in
1866, Governor Richard C. McCormick elucidated the consensus of the settlers:
"Whatever increase may be made in the military force in the territory, and
however zealous and intelligent those in command may be, I have little
faith in any marked or substantial success in the subjugation of the
Apache, until authority is given to employ the right material and in
sufficient strength to maintain concerted, continuous, and harassing
movements against him from many points in the territory—a systematic
and xmintermitting aggressive war. On the score of economy, the policy of
employing native volunteers, in view of their easy subsistence, is
especially worthy the consideration of the govemment."^^
This uncompromising stance concerning the ultimate fate of the Apaches derived
from two intertwined ideologies, one more readily apparent than the other. The first was
obvious: the depredations of certain hostile Apache groups had ignited a caustic and
arbitrary racial hatred of all Apaches in the minds of those Anglos encroaching upon
Apacheria. Settlers entered the Arizona Territory armed with the Eurocentric
presumption that all indigenous peoples were savages naturally inferior to white men.
Anglo civilians living in Arizona at the time, "if asked, probably would have agreed that
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their way of life and their 'race' represented the epitome of human progress. Given these
beliefs, the inclination to eliminate such indigenous, non-European populations as the
Apache could be justified in humanitarian terms, and it often was."^^ Accountable only to
their own pre-mitigated consciences, Anglo civilians morally conditioned themselves to
support—and, in some instances, perpetrate—^acts of genocide against the Apaches by
dehumanizing them. They created their own definition of the Apaches based on invented
stereotypes; they had little problem molding that definition to suit their immediate
purposes.
Economics constituted the second dominant paradigm propelling civilian violence
against the Apaches. Anglos entering Arizona Territory regarded the indigenous groups
they encountered there either as assets for or liabilities impeding economic progress, a
view that depended largely on the relative similarity of their subsistence methods to
Euro-agrarianism and their degree of resistance to white intrusion. Arizona's civilians
were essentially "steeped in a milieu in which the idea of progress through competition
was taken as an axiom."^® The individual quest for capital wealth took precedence over
all other moral, social or political considerations. Settlers widely regarded the Tohono
O'odham as ideal candidates for incorporation as their subordinates in the American
market economy, both because they were relatively nonviolent and because they engaged
in ranching, farming and other "civilized" pursuits. In the estimation of Superintendent of
Indian Affairs George Leihy—^writing in 1865—^the Tohono O'odham "raise a
considerable number of cattle, are economical and industrious, and with proper assistance
and attention can be advance to a high state of civilization."^^
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The Apaches, on the other hand, deserved no quarter in the opinion of settlers.
Anglo stimulation of warfare with the Apaches had all but assured that Apache hostilities
would continue against their settlements in southern and central Arizona as long as
Apaches groups retained their independence and their ability to resist. As far as the
settlers were concerned, they could never take proper advantage of the untapped
economic bonanza awaiting them while Apache groups actively carried out their
subsistence routines (including raiding), protected their encampments, defended their
territories, and retaliated against whites for previous atrocities. Arizona's annual
legislative assemblies during the late 1860s incessantly portrayed the Territory as a virgin
economic Utopia and pleaded for the merciless removal of what it deemed the sole
remaining obstacle to its full exploitation. Speaking in 1867, Governor McCormick stated
that
"while the war in the East continued it was not to be expected that much
attention would be given to the fi"ontier but now there would seem to be no
excuse for neglect to overcome the one great barrier to our prosperity,
unless, as it sometimes asserted, the Government does not deem the
country worthy of occupation and development. Those who are familiar
with its rare mineral resources, its rich fertile valleys, its unrivalled
pastoral lands, its equable and salutary climate, its genial skies and all its
capabilities and possibilities, taken as a whole (not withstanding its large
extent of desert and mountain) consider the assertion absurd."^^
Anglos also had come to understand that the Apaches' self-sustaining subsistence
system—as well as their bitter hatred of whites—defied their willing incorporation into
the market system. The cultural values intrinsic to the Apache way of life did not call
upon its practitioners "to amass profits beyond the limits of their own consumption or
incentive for them to do so."^'^ Despite the fact that many Apache groups relied heavily

on farming, Anglos dismissed their agricultural traditions out of hand, if for no other
reason than their small-scale operations typically did not produce crop surpluses
sufficient to warrant market participation and integration.
The nature of Apache trading also insulated them from becoming reliant on the
Anglo market economy. Apache groups engaged in trade with others groups more out of
choice than necessity. The limited types of trade goods they procured were usually
readily consumed. In addition. Apache mobility requirements precluded the accumulation
of material goods for the purposes of accruing wealth or indulging in further trade. The
only Apache subsistence activity that commanded reliance on other groups—^raiding—
was considered by Anglos to be the greatest threat to the latter's economic development
and physical survival. According to U.S. Army Lieutenant John G. Bourke, who served
under General George Crook and gained considerable experience fighting Apaches, the
Apache was "a hard foe to subdue, not because he was foil of wiles and tricks and
experienced in all that pertains to the art of war, but because he had so few artificial
wants and, depended almost absolutely upon what his great mother—^Nature—stood
ready to supply
There existed a general consensus that the Apaches did not possess much
economic worth in terms of either goods or labor; consequently, settlers committed
themselves to a policy of divesting Apache groups of their lands and, increasingly, their
lives. In the minds of civilians, it was the military's responsibility to both protect and
advance their economic affairs. In Arizona as elsewhere, the interests "of expanding
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capitalism drove the policies of the state, and the army was the most direct instrument for
meeting the needs of these powerful interests."^^
By 1868, local pleas for an increased miUtary presence in Arizona had gone
unanswered, and the extermination effort languished badly as a result. It was becoming
plainly evident that the pervasive level of civilian encroachment into Apacheria far
exceeded the federal government's predilection or ability to adequately facilitate safe
settlement. While some companies were carrying out deadly forays with renewed resolve,
vanquishing some groups, the Army as a whole simply was not waging war against the
Apaches with enough breadth, force or effect to satisfy the impatient settlers. More and
more, civilians took it upon themselves to organize and carry out indiscriminate raids
aimed at killing any Apaches—^regardless of their disposition—^that they encountered.
These parties, including those bent on avenging specific depredations reputedly
committed by an identifiable Apache group, consistently retaliated against chance targets
if and when the opportunity arose, usually with disproportionate force. Territorial citizens
believed—erroneously, as it turned out—^that haphazard assaults directed against random
targets somehow would deter further hostilities by all Apaches. Civilian forces did not
differentiate between hostile and passive Apaches and often attacked peaceful Apache
encampments, frequently killing "inoffensive Indians on general principles."^'
But this outcome mattered little to members of vigilante groups, for they
subscribed to the prevailing sentiment that the only good Apache was a dead Apache. By
this time, Apache-hating had in many ways become the glue of cultural identity in places
like Tucson, Tubac and Prescott, fostering a feeling of solidarity and community among
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individual settlers who otherwise would have had little incentive to band together. Killing
Apaches provided civihan settlers with a morbid sense of vindication; those individuals
who personally took Apache lives received instant celebrity status.
More often than not, however, civilian vigilante groups spent weeks and
sometimes months scouring the xmfamiliar expanses of Apacheria in vain, only to return
to their communities with their sanguinary desires unfiilfilled. Hunting Apaches was a
"laborious, tedious, and usually not very exciting occupation, with the moments of battle
scarcely compensating for the weeks and months of following every lead and of fiuitless
searching of very rugged country."^^ Those parties that actually succeeded in locating
Western Apache encampments generally found them to contain mostly women and
children, reflective of the Apache pattern of male absenteeism. Vigilante outfits also
made it a point to purposefully impede attempts by some military officers to reach
peaceful arrangements with bands suing for peace: "Whenever peace negotiations began,
some citizens' group usually would perpetrate an outrage and ignite hostilities once more.
Many of the poisonings and treacherous negotiations with Apache groups took place in
this context."^^
Despite the number and fury of civilian forays into Apacheria in the late 1860s,
these expeditions on their own did not constitute much of a direct threat to Western
Apache territorial control. Western Apache groups responded to the various acts of
treachery with fi-equent retaliatory expeditions, attacking those settlements they judged
responsible and stealing significant quantities of livestock. But civilian violence, coupled
with the more methodical campaign of the military, produced a situation where "even
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peacably inclined Apache groups were forced to take to the warpath to save themselves,
and those who were irreconcilably hostile launched vicious attacks on both civilians and
soldiers."^®
Civilian violence also caused Western Apache warfare to become more vicious.
Western Apache attacks against Anglos came to involve mutilation of the dead—
primarily scalping—on a more widespread basis, a custom first initiated in response to
the Mexican scalp bounty policy. Scalping went against traditional beliefs, as the Western
Apaches "had little interest in the acquisition of scalps or body parts of the enemy as
trophies or embellishments for clothes, shields, or dwellings. Most groups claimed that
what scalping they practiced was in retaliation for similar indignities constantly visited
upon them."^' According to mining engineer Raphael Pumpelly, who experienced the
brutality firsthand,
"If it is said that the Indians are treacherous and cruel, scalping and
torturing their prisoners, it may be answered that there is no treachery and
no cruelty left unemployed by the whites. Poisoning with strychnine, the
willfiil dissemination of smallpox, and the possession of bridles braided
with the hair of scalped victims and decorated with teeth knocked fi"om the
jaws of living women—^these are heroic facts among many of our
fi"ontiersmen.'
Escalating depredations increased anti-Apache fervor to the boiling point, and
legitimized in the eyes of Territorial citizens their calls for the immediate eradication of
the Apaches. But the Territory remained poorly equipped to carry out a comprehensive
war of extermination on its own, as the fifteen hundred armed men it could enlist against
the Apaches was not nearly enough.'^ In addition, the conventional battlefield tactics
employed by both military and civilian forces during this period were ill-suited for
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Apacheria's arduous and unfamiliar terrain. Despite having attempted "many ways of
combating the enemy [the Apaches], and finding him more of a nuisance than ever, the
citizens came to depend once more upon the Army, though hastily organizing their own
punitive expeditions as occasion arose."^'*
But the Apaches' time-tested military strategy of eluding direct confrontation
played an equally important role in confounding territorial efforts to carry out the
extermination policy. Aside from periodic ambushes of unsuspecting encampments and
other prominent acts of genocidal treachery previously outlined. Apache bands engaged
the enemy if and only if they possessed a clear tactical advantage. Consummate guerrilla
fighters, the Apaches almost invariably dictated the terms of encounter with their Anglo,
Mexican and O'odham adversaries, maximizing their inimitable assets—such as their
finely tuned understanding of Apacheria's rough landscape—^to great effect despite the
fact that they were usually outnumbered. According to Major John C. Cremony, who
participated in numerous Army scouts against the Apaches in Arizona during the mid1860s, the Apaches never attacked
"unless Mly convinced of an easy victory. They will watch for days,
scanning your every movement, observing your every act; taking exact
note of your party and all its belongings. Let no one suppose that these
assaults are made upon the spur of the moment by bands accidentally
encountered. Far from it; they are almost invariably the results of long
watching, patient waiting, careful and rigorous observation, and anxious
counsel."^
Learned masters of psychological warfare. Apaches were more concerned with
breaking the resolve of their opponents than killing large numbers of them, histead of
relying on the conventional and often costly style of warfare common to their Anglo and
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Mexican adversaries, Apaches deftly relied on endurance, deception, harassment,
diversion, penetration, entrapment and ambush in shifting tactical combinations to kill
and, more importantly, fhistrate their enemies.^® Most Anglos and Mexicans—^who
regarded Apaches as lesser beings and were wholly ignorant of the complex philosophies
guiding their military strategies—considered Apache acts of violence to be the irrational
and impulsive exploits of bloodthirsty savages. In reality, however. Apache warfare was
a highly formalized endeavor,
"a calculated act governed by years of careful training, which was flexible
enough to allow individuals to adapt and easily disseminate information in
the light of new experiences. The expertise required to survive in their
environment was beyond mere inherited ability, but the product of very
clear-thinking, intelligent and adaptive human beings."^'
Once in the field, the arrogant refijsal of Anglos and Mexicans to recognize and
then adjust to the sophisticated nature of Apache warfare actually enhanced the Apaches'
ability to launch offensives and defend their own territories against invasion. In assuming
their own superiority and the inferiority of everything Apache, soldiers and vigilantes
during this period seldom deviated from

using conventional European tactics,

demonstrating a predictability that played right into the hands of the Apaches' versatile
approach to combat.^^
Contrary to popular belief. Apaches generally avoided engaging in violence for
violence's sake, particularly if it meant endangering Apache lives. No matter the specific
maneuvers they utilized in any given situation, the Apaches' overriding objective was to
at best prevent or at worst minimize their own casualties. The shrinking proportion of
able-bodied males relative to the rest of the Apache population—the moimting
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consequence of altercations with encroaching settlers and Army scouts—compelled the
Apaches to place a premium on safeguarding their warriors even in the most treacherous
of circumstances.^^ Army units and civilian militias could readily find fresh soldiers or
recruits to take the place of those killed in combat, but the limited number of Apache
warriors made them difficult to replace. Military readiness aside, the loss of a single
Apache warrior could weaken considerably his family and even his band's ability to
persevere economically.
While the extermination policy proved relatively unsuccessfiil in terms of
inflicting human losses, it seriously eroded the capacity of Apache groups to adhere to
their traditional subsistence patterns. Although years of fighting

had proven that

"conventional troops could not out-track, outmaneuver, or outsmart them, the tactic of
interfering with their subsistence activities finally undermined the Apache's ability to
persist."'®' The relentlessness of military and civilian recormaissance and engagement
during the 1860s increasingly kept Western Apaches on the perpetual move, severely
complicating their cultivation and acquisition of seasonal subsistence resources. This
forced mobility made it extremely hard for Apache groups to procure essential provisions
in the precise locales where—and during the particular times when—^they were most
abundantly available. More and more. Apache groups were unable to harvest their crops
or gather their wild foods at their optimal moments or places. No longer "were the stages
of the agricultural cycle or the availability of food in a given locality the sole
considerations in determining Apache movements."'^^ The following oral history account
of Sherman Curley, a Pinal Apache, reflects how troop movements had come to replace
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subsistence procurement as the primary factor influencing Apache movements by the late
1860s:
"While we were still working here [at 'tis eba], some American soldiers
came to this place, and started to fight with us. We all got away, without
anyone being killed, and ran over towards where Miami [Arizona] now is,
along the side of a big [mountain] there. We didn't have much property in
those days, but what little we did have, we had left partly at 'tis eba, when
we ran off. So that night some of the men went back to the camps to get
their old blankets, and buckskin shirts. We used to wear buckskin gee
strings then [too]. All the women and children stayed in the mountains,
where we had run to, and I was with these. When the men got back, then
we all went up on the Pinal Mountain. They had got some of their property
back. When liiey didn't have real blankets, they used the hides of animals.
From the Pinal Mountain, we traveled over the mountains to tse nd teele,
on the other side of Stanley Butte, in the Arivaipa Valley (near Klondike).
Here we thought we would be safe, and maybe no white people would
come here to fight with us...
...After we had been living here quite a long while, the American soldiers
came and attacked us again. They surrounded our camps in the night, and
early next morning started shooting down into us, right into the camps.
Some of us ran out down the canyon, and got away. Some climbed up out
of the canyon, and escaped, but lots of our people were killed right there
by these soldiers...After this fight, we still kept on living there, at the
same place, but we had nothing to eat but mescal, and the wild plants we
gathered...
Unable to reside or camp at their usual and accustomed places for long or at all
for fear of attack. Apache groups had no choice but to hazard into unfamiliar and often
unsafe locales that possessed only marginal food resources. Water became equally
difficult to obtain, as the locations of the Apaches' most reliable watering holes were
becoming widely known to Anglo troops, who scouted the spots on a regular basis. Post
surgeon William H. Corbusier, stationed at Camp Date Creek and Rio Verde Agency
during this general period, chronicled the toll that the severe constriction of the Apaches'
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economic rounds took on one group of Tonto Apaches who appeared at his post seeking
peace:
"Before they came in, they were for a long time in almost incessant flight
from our troops, who had so harassed them that they had but little time to
search for food and were compelled to subsist on tunas—^prickley [sic]
pears—and mescal of American Aloe, which they couldn't properly cook,
and had to eat the bases of the leaves, young stalks and crowns partially
roasted in an open fire, or baked for a short time in pits of heated stones,
so that many of them were half starved and became subject to dysentery
and malaria. Deaths were so frequent that the bodies were left in their
00was, which were burned over them., or they were left to mummify in
the dry air, as their [sic] were not enough well Indians to cut and carry the
wood with which to bum their dead, as was their custom."^*^
Escalating violence and encroaching settlement not only disrupted the
unencumbered movement that was so critical to Apache subsistence procurement, they
also caused considerable damage to their food stores and made prolonged residence at
their cherished farming sites a dangerous proposition. Sherman Curley, for one, recalled
the anxiety his people felt upon moving to tse nd teele in Aravaipa Canyon after they
were attacked while fanning at their ancestral home site at Wheat Fields: "While we were
living here [near Klondyke], we started in all over again to clear land, and dig a ditch, for
farming. We worked at this just as we had at 'tis eba. There were lots of camps, on both
sides of the creek. While we worked, we kept thinking that maybe those soldiers would
come back again."'®^
Some of those entrusted to effect the extermination campaign in the Arizona
Territory had come to recognize that the most productive approach to eliminating the
Apache problem lay not in attempting offensives of mass slaughter but in the obliteration
of the subsistence base upon which the Apaches depended.'*^® Army officers like General
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John S. Mason concluded that the only certain way to subdue them "was to occupy the
region where the fighting Apaches had settled their women and children and had gathered
and stored their provisions, and by destroying their rancherias and food supply in
midwinter force them to seek peace."^*^^ Anglo civilian and military expeditions regularly
burned or otherwise destroyed Apache farming sites and the food caches that were so
critical to Apache survival during the harsh winter months. The com plots upon which
many Apache groups—^including the Pinal and Aravaipa—so heavily depended were the
most common target.
The Tohono O'odham, especially those at San Xavier, contributed to the success
of many of these ventures. After centuries of warfare, the Tohono O'odham had become
well-versed in Apache subsistence areas and movements as well as the territorial
characteristics of Apacheria. Consequently, they were better equipped to track Apache
groups and locate their encampments than their allies. According to the oral narrative
offered by Westem Apache informant Barney Titla,
"When the white soldiers first came, they used to hire the bq chi or saiJdne
as scouts against us. We used to have bq chi or saiMne prisoners every
once in a while, who were raised among us. These got away, some of
them, and they were the ones who knew all our country, and where we
farmed. After the bq chi or saikine became scouts, we were afraid to live
at our farms, and so right after planting, we would scatter out in the
[mountains], and live. From there, sometimes we saw the soldiers and
scouts go to our farms, and cut all the com down."^*^^
Tme to form, the Tohono O'odham willingly joined these expeditions. After the
Civil War, the combination of the growing herds of the Tohono O'odham and numerous
ranches established by white settlers resulted in substantial increases in the livestock
grazed in the region "now included in the Papago Reservation."'®^ This proliferation of

livestock encouraged Apache raiding in southern Arizona, with Tohono O'odham cattle
and horses among its primary targets. Apaches drove off Tohono O'odham livestock
every year during the 1860s, and the few hundred Tohono O'odham living at San Xavier
continued to suffer from sporadic losses of men or the capture of women and children at
the hands of the Apaches."®
Invasive Anglo settlement compounded the havoc wreaked on Apache
subsistence assets and movements by military and civilian scouting. Anglos entering
Apacheria severely depleted many food resources vital to the Apache subsistence cycle,
"coming in greater and greater numbers, crowding in closer and closer to the ancient
Indian hunting and camping grounds."^' Soldiers, miners and charcoal burners
slaughtered scores of deer, elk, and other wild game, reducing the quantities previously
available for hunting by the Apaches.''^ Meanwhile, ranchers routinely released their
stock to graze in traditional gathering areas, reducing the Apaches' accessibility to wild
plant foods and gradually altering the organic composition and value of those foods. As
Superintendent of Indian Affairs George Leihy viewed it, the "influence of immigration,
and the location of settlers and miners, continually and steadily diminish their [the
Apaches'] extent of country, and reduce their natural resources for subsistence; the
advancement of the Territory must necessarily increase this perplexity."''^
The various factors impeding the Apaches' deployment of their self-sustaining
subsistence practices (farming, himting and gathering) forced many bands to rely more
and more heavily on livestock raiding, an inherently dangerous activity on which to base
a subsistence economy. The situation had become so grave by the late 1860s that
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"without the plunder garnered on raids many Apaches would have starved."'Before
long, this compulsory and wholesale transformation of the seasonal subsistence cycle of
the Apaches fostered the complete erosion of their economic autonomy. The increased
frequency and intensity of Apache raids provoked heightened retaliatory efforts by their
enemies, which interfered further with the Apaches' pursuit of subsistence resources and
made fixture raiding even more dangerous. Raiding parties—fixed on alleviating the dire
food shortages their malnourished communities faced—^traveled greater distances than
ever before to effect the capture of livestock. As the quest for food became desperate.
Apache raiders were forced to throw caution to the wind, jeopardizing their lives in ways
they never would have before in order to obtain essential food resources. Apache bands
were forced to greatly expand the geographical boundaries of their subsistence searches,
which invited more clashes with settlers and other adversaries.Raiding proved the
Apaches' only realistic to avoid starvation, as one former U.S. Secretary of War pointed
out; "Brave men with arms in their hands will not starve, nor see their children starve
around them, while the means of subsistence is within their reach."'
The once seasonal and largely discretionary subsistence raiding of the Apaches—
traditionally conducted for the most part during the winter when other sources of food
dwindled—^was necessarily replaced by numerous small-scale attacks throughout the year
to bolster nearly constant food shortages.''^ This obligatory shift to smaller, more
frequent raids likely also reflected a decline in the number of able-bodied Apache men—
a byproduct of hostilities as well as a smallpox epidemic which struck Arizona during the
late 1860s."^
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Altogether, white encroachment and the increasing Apache reliance on raiding
propelled a degenerative cycle of precipitous violence that was bound to continue until
Apache groups ultimately were divested of their land bases. Pumpelly described with
proximate detail the overall impact of Anglo encroachment upon Apache seasonal
subsistence:
"With the influx of a mining population, the Indians [Apaches], unable to
encroach upon the territory of neighboring tribes, are gradually driven to
the most barren part of the mountains, and with the disappearance of game
are reduced to the verge of starvation. Whether they oppose bravely at first
the inroads of the whites, or submit peacefully to every outrage until
forced by famine to seek the means of life among the herds of the intruder,
the result is the same.
Sometimes hunted fi-om place to place in open war; sometimes their
warriors enticed away under peaceful promises by one [white party], while
a confederate [white] band descends on the native settlements, massacring
women and children, old and young; they are always fading away before
the hand of violence.""^
Among those groups most profoundly effected by Anglo encroachment and
violence were the Aravaipa and Pinal Apaches.The Aravaipa and Pinal presumably
first came into official contact with Americans at Canon del Oro (just north of Tucson)
sometime in the mid-1850s.'^' In the two decades that followed—a period in which the
experiences of the Aravaipa and Pinal were "almost identical"—^the corrosive forces of
military pressure and unremitting Anglo encroachment transformed the daily life of these
two bands.

As their respective territories bordered the core area of American

settlement in central and southern Arizona, it is not surprising that the Aravaipa and Pinal
were among the first groups to suffer the detrimental effects of contact between Anglos
and Apaches. The precipitous spread of Anglos across the Territory in the 1850s and
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60s—closely followed by military and civilian proliferation of the extermination policy—
permanently disrupted their long-established subsistence patterns and curtailed their food
supplies, developments that had as much to do with the Apaches' ultimate subjugation as
direct hostile engagements with Anglo soldiers and civilians.

10"%

During this period, it became increasingly difficult for the Aravaipa and Pinal to
derive a sufficient living firom their lands according to customary means.Alluding to
the former, as whites "came in ever greater numbers and built their forts and settled along
the rivers of the southern part of Arizona Territory, the Arivaipas were elbowed out of
1

many of their favorite places."

Steady military pressure prevented the Arivaipa and

Pinal fi-om completing their seasonal subsistence rounds, as U.S. Army expeditions
operating out of Camp Grant, coupled with sporadic civilian campaigns, kept family
groups constantly on the run. During the 1860s, the danger of attack by American
soldiers was so intense that the Aravaipa and Pinal did not dare spend any more time at
their farm plots than was absolutely necessary; the pervasive fear of attack forced some to
give up farming altogether.

Troops repeatedly destroyed many of their home bases,

causing them to retreat into remote areas high in the mountains. Once routine subsistence
activities, such as gathering saguaro fruit or burning mescal, now had to be protected by
large contingents of armed warriors.The winter months were the most miserable, as
the two bands struggled to obtain food in the face of demolished food stores and
shrinking numbers of wild game worth hunting. Referring to the Aravaipa in particular,
John P. Clum reported that during the 1860s
"more Americans came into the Arizona mountains searching for gold.
They killed many deer with their rifles, and the deer not killed were afi"aid
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of the noise and white smoke that the rifles made and went northward a
long way, across the Rigo Gila, even beyond the hnnting grounds of the
Coyoteros. The Arivaipa were living like the coyote; their blankets were
thin and did not keep them warm when the weather was cold; many died
of pneumonia."^^^
With their economic activities severely restricted, the Aravaipa and Pinal were
forced to resort to raiding in order to procure the most basic provisions. Old Lahn, an
Aravaipa Apache, reported that during this time, chiefs Santos and hashke bahnzin
"stopped their people from coming down here to the Little Running Water [Aravaipa
Canyon] to plant crops...the Aravaipa lived like hunted beasts in the Santa Teresa and
Galiuro ranges...some young men did accompany the Pinal on raids, lest they starve."'^^
But even in this enterprise, their success was "anything but great."^^° Superintendent
Leihy and others recognized that the Aravaipa, Pinal and other Apache bands were
destitute and driven to raiding because of their inability to obtain sufficient
food in any other way. Settlers had destroyed the game on which they
formerly had depended, and they could not remain long enough in one
place to grow crops or build herds of their own...many, if not most, of the
Apache would have halted their violence if ranchers, miners, freighters,
and other civilians had ceased attacking and killing them at every
opportunity.^^'
Because most Anglos considered Apaches a singular entity and prolonged forays
deep into Apacheria extremely risky, safety and common sense prescribed a military
strategy skewed toward those nearby Apache bands who were most readily reachable.
Army units and irregular civilian militias operating in southern Arizona aimed many of
their offensives at the Aravaipa and Pinal purely because of their proximity to Tucson,
Tubac and other burgeoning Anglo settlements. When organizing punitive expeditions in
response to fresh Apache raids, Anglo settlers followed much the same approach, rarely
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bothering to discern if the Aravaipa or Pinal were actually responsible. The Aravaipa
specifically, "settled so close to Tucson, provided a convenient target for reprisals, and
whether guilty or not, were frequently blamed for depredations."
Another factor fueling the disproportionate level of hostilities directed at the
Aravaipa and Pinal involved the geographical characteristics of their respective
territories. The two bands inhabited a region widely regarded as possessing exceptional
economic assets in the form of ores, grasslands, and tillable soil; its unique appeal
attracted an unusually heavy number of miners, ranchers and farmers and resulted in
frequent clashes between Anglo newcomers and the two bands. In addition, the San
Pedro River valley trail—^which traversed the territories of the Pinal and Aravaipa—
formed an important raiding route for several other Apache groups, including the
Chiricahua Apaches. Regardless of which route these Apache raiding parties used when
venturing south, successftil expeditions had no choice but to make their northward return
along or near a major waterway like the San Pedro River in order to sustain the livestock
they were driving. This trend fed Anglo confusion about which Apache group was
responsible for a particular raiding operation, as the following account illustrates:
On one occasion an immigrant train was attacked in Apache Canyon in
Chiricahua country. Troops went out in pursuit and followed a trail
leading north. On reaching the Gila River near Mount Graham, they
sacked a rancheria of Apaches, killing about one-third of the warriors,
capturing a number of women and children, and destroying their com,
wheat, etc. This rancheria obviously was not a camp of warriors. Either
the troops attacked the wrong party of Apaches or Coyoteros [a derisive
term often indiscriminately applied by Anglo and Mexican settlers to large
segments of the Western Apache] were accustomed to veer off the San
Pedro trail and frequent certain places in Chiricahua country, such as
Apache Canyon.
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By the mid-1860s, the Aravaipa and Pinal faced desperate circumstances. Army
troops stationed at Camp Grant continuously pursued and attacked Aravaipa and Pinal
groups, regularly decimating their rancherias and food caches along the way.'^"* In 1866,
for example, a contingent from Camp Grant led by Captain John B. Urmy conducted a
prolonged scout of the surrounding area, killing six Apaches and burning 250
wickiups.The unrelenting military pressure convinced a growing number of Aravaipa
and Pinal leaders that striking a peace with the U.S. Army and living in a fixed location
under its protection constituted the only remaining practical course for long-term
survival.

Some Army post commanders who were less than enthusiastic about the

extermination pohcy reciprocated, setting up "feeding stations" near several Arizona
military forts and camps to expedite peace arrangements with the Western Apaches.
Groups who agreed to cease raiding in exchange for rations and military protection were
allowed to establish their camps adjacent to these posts. In October 1866, Camp Grant
Colonel Guido Ilges, under orders from Colonel Charles Lovell, negotiated a peace treaty
with leaders of a number of Aravaipa, Pinal and Tonto Apaches at Camp Grant. The
terms of the agreement in part mandated that the Apaches settle on a reservation to be
created near Camp Grant, where they would be "permitted to hunt game and gather wild
foods to supplement the rations which the War Department would furnish them."'^^ But
the treaty turned out to be an unviable proposition, as General Irvin McDowell
reprimanded Ilges and Lovell for promising the Apache concessions—such as safe
passage throughout the Territory—^that the U.S. Army was in no position to provide.'^^
Indian Service officials quickly nullified the freaty, declaring that they had exclusive
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authority to broker and subsidize peace treaties with Apache groups.Their
arrangement rendered invaUd, the Apaches left Camp Grant and returned once again to
the surrounding mountains.
Later that same year, a group of Pinal Apaches led by Askewanche and a group of
Aravaipa led by Skinapah arrived at Camp Grant seeking peace. The post commander
arranged a truce with the Apache contingent, only to have the agreement rescinded by his
superiors.Again in 1867, a large number of destitute Apaches dwelling in the vicinity
of Camp Grant—^likely Aravaipas and Finals—accepted overtures of peace that turned
out to be short-lived.'"^^ Despite the growing inclination of the Aravaipa and Pinal to seek
peaceful relations with Anglos in the late 1860s, the lack of federal commitment to the
reservation policy—as well as civilian condemnation of the government's conciliatory
tactics—^prevented the development of any sort of lasting armistice. Attacks by Anglo
civilians against peaceable Apaches who believed themselves under military safeguard
also disrupted many of these makeshift peace arrangements, as did the tendency of some
Apaches to drift away fi-om the feeding stations with their supplies replenished, only to
resume raiding once they exhausted their government rations.The Board of Indian
Commissioners' Annual Report for 1871 remarked on the impact of the federal
government's political indecisiveness on the Western Apaches as a whole:
"In our last two annual reports we called attention to the situation of this
tribe, their eager desire for peace, their starving condition, and the opinion
of the Indian agents and Army officers that, with means to feed and clothe
them, they could be kept at peace. Unable to obtain an appropriation firom
Congress for this purpose, the Indian Department was powerless, and the
Apaches were left to obtain food and raiment as best they could—^usually
by stealing from the settlers or travelers on the highway. As many of their
valleys, where they previously cultivated com, were occupied by settlers,
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and their mountains over-run by gold prospectors, who hunted their game,
and no attempt had ever been made by the Government, either by treaty or
conference, to consider their rights or necessities, this conduct of the
Apaches ought not to surprise us..
With no firm peace in hand, relations between American troops and settlers and
the Aravaipa and Pinal continued to deteriorate.^'^ The increasing number of settlers, the
growing abundance of livestock, the "pitch of animosity, and the resulting disruption of
the Apaches' traditional subsistence rounds combined to foment a surge in Arivaipa and
Pinal raiding within Arizona.'"'^ Highway raids of freight wagon trains became a frequent
occurrence, leading to a dramatic increase in troop forays into Aravaipa and Pinal
territory and excessive civilian violence against the two bands during the late 1860s.^''^
Factoring in starvation and increased incidents of fatal illnesses caused by
malnourishment, the human losses suffered by the Aravaipa and Pinal during this
formative stage of Anglo expansion in Arizona likely numbered in the hundreds.

"This report shows plainly that, according to the records of the Indian
Department, the Apache Indians were the friends of the Americans when
they first knew them; that they have always desired peace with them, and
when placed upon reservations in 1858 and 1859 were industrious,
intelligent, and made rapid progress in the arts of civilization; that their illwill and constant war with the Mexicans arose from the fact that the
Mexicans denied them any rights to the soil as original occupants, and
waged a war of extermination against them; that the peacable relations of
the Apaches with the Americans continued until the latter adopted the
Mexican theory of 'extermination,' and by acts of inhuman treachery and
cruelty made them our implacable foes; tiiat this policy has resulted in a
war which, in the last ten years, has cost us a thousand lives and over forty
millions of dollars, and the country is no quieter nor the Indians any nearer
extermination than they were at the time of the Gadsden Purchase; that the
present war will cost the people of the United States between three and
four millions of dollars this year; that these Indians still beg for peace, and
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all of them can be placed on reservations and fed at an expense of less
than half a million of dollars a year, without the loss of life."
— Vincent Colyer, Board of Indian Commissioners, 1871
As the 1860s came to a close, so did the extermination policy's uncontested reign
in Arizona. The existing formula of haphazard military and civilian attacks coupled with
the U.S. Army's piecemeal attempts to subdue Apache groups through the establishment
of feeding stations had proven a "dismal failure, after a full and fair trial."'"^^ Escalating
military pressure had only served to incite a brutal and unremitting cycle of violence
between Anglos and Apaches, prompting many in the federal government and military to
question the feasibility of a wholesale extermination policy and entertain more expedient
alternatives. Reports of mounting atrocities against the Apaches as well as other
indigenous peoples along the Western frontier "had aroused the country, and many
individuals within the nation, to seek some means of settling the stubborn problems in the
way of settlement other than by extermination or bloody subjugation and casting aside of
the native races."'^*^ In addition, highly publicized fraud

and corruption scandals

involving Office of Indian Affairs and Interior Department officials, Indian Service
agents. Army officers and civilian contractors "had made it abundantly clear to the entire
nation that the Federal Government had been woefiilly neghgent in handling Indian
affairs."^^^
National support for a federal policy of pacification began gaining significant
momentum after the Civil War—^primarily in the East, where many citizens and political
officials had reached the conclusion that peaceful persuasion was the most appropriate
way to efficiently and fairly subjugate Indian tribes. Powerful religious, civic and
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fraternal organizations vociferously advocated the establishment of reservations where
tribes could be protected from civilian violence and taught to become sedentary, selfsustaining agriculturalists/^^ These politically prominent eastern groups and individuals
viewed indigenous peoples in the guise of Rousseau's "Noble Savage," and thus felt that
they "would best respond to kindness, religious instruction, and training in agrarian
methods."'The growing number of peace policy supporters—^who would soon gain the
ear of incoming President Ulysses S. Grant—condemned the coercion of tribes through
warfare in principle, and specifically denounced the residents of Arizona and New
Mexico for their "wantonness, greed and brutality" with respect to their treatment of the
Apaches/^'^ They also sharply criticized the U.S. Army for failing to protect tribes from
civilian attacks.
In 1869, President Grant appointed the Board of Indian Commissioners to
examine existing conditions in Indian Country and to facilitate the formulation of a
coherent and comprehensive federal Indian policy. Composed of distinguished Eastern
humanitarians amenable to implementing the reservation system, the board directed
development of what would come to be known as "Grant's Peace Policy." The articulated
objective of the peace policy was to offer indigenous peoples protection from injustice
and to "establish a uniform and benevolent policy for [their] improvement."'^^ Instead of
exterminating unsubdued tribes such as the Apaches through warfare and starvation, the
new policy required tribes to be civilized and Christianized. The policy mandated the
creation of reservations where tribes would be confined to demarcated portions of their

own lands and compelled to make a living by adopting Euro-American agricultural
methods and raising livestock.
The policy also sought to bring an end to the Army's fumblings and curtail the
illicit activities of corrupt civilian contractors, government officials, and military
officers—^particularly in Arizona. Although the number of forts in the Territory had
increased, most were severely undermanned; equally perplexing was the Army's
demonstrated inability to devise an effective plan to put an end to the Apache problem.'^®
When it came to the Apaches, the military "was of one mind: they were being soundly
beaten and any plan that afforded them relief was welcome."'^^ The overextended War
Department viewed the forthcoming peace policy's application in Arizona as a way of
killing two birds with one stone: subduing Apache groups incrementally while at the
same time eliminating the exorbitant costs associated with their extermination.
The already limited military might that the U.S. Army wielded against the
Apaches was fiirther hampered by extensive graft and corruption, a situation that fueled
the raging fire of hostilities against Apache groups. Calculating politicians, scheming
civilian contractors and underhanded Indian agents in Arizona routinely fleeced the
federal government, in the process depriving Apache groups on peacefiil terms with the
military of promised supplies. Often, desperately needed provisions never reached
military posts because of bureaucratic incompetence or outright theft. Time and again,
Indian agents simply sold the rations and equipment designated for Apaches assembled at
the feeding stations and helped themselves to the proceeds. In addition. Army officers
commonly "diverted supplies to civilian merchants and pocketed the money. The same
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equipment and supplies sometimes were resold to the Indian Service or army
quartermasters. Civilian contractors took advantage of the opportunity to reap excessive
profits."Constituting a virtual monopoly in the delivery of military supplies in
Arizona, civilian contractors could name their price, which they typically did to great
benefit to their own wallets. As a result, the expenses associated with the building and
maintenance of a military post in Arizona bordered on the absurd. Fort Whipple
epitomized the corruption, as the Army "was forced to pay $60 for a ton of hay, $12 a
bushel for grain, $75 a thousand feet for lumber. The firei^t rate between California and
central Arizona was $250 a ton. The small headquarters building cost $100,000, the post
flagpole cost $10,000.^^^ In his report of September 28, 1869, General E.O.C. Ord—^in
charge of the Department of California, which now included Arizona—^reported the often
ridiculous effects of corruption rackets on military cohesiveness in the Territory:
"At one post inspected by me, I found that its garrison of eighty-six men
had lost fifty-four men by desertion, and every deserter had carried off a
good horse and repeating rifle, worth together from $150 to $300 at the
post. These horses and arms generally sold to the citizens in the vicinity
for half or a third of their value, so that the citizen finds more profit in
encouraging desertion by buying the deserter's arms, horse, and clothing
than in arresting him for the small reward of about $20 in gold...If the
paymasters and quartermasters were to stop payment in Arizona, a great
majority of the white settlers would be compelled to quit it. Hostilities are
therefore kept up with a view to protecting inhabitants, most of whom are
supported by the hostilities. Of course, their support being derived fi-om
the presence of troops, they are continually asking for more."'^®
Post commanders in Arizona foxmd themselves in a conundrum, with their ability
to wage war against the Apaches actively impaired by the very people they were charged
with protecting. Convinced of their inability to overpower the Apaches through warfare
alone, officers increasingly voiced their support for a reservation policy—^both because of
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the Army's inabihty to suppress the Apaches and the widespread corruption infesting
mihtary operations in Arizona. Many also believed, however, that the current system of
feeding stations was equally inadequate, in part because it failed to insulate peacefiil
Apache groups from civilian treachery. Captain Charles A. Whittier, who was dispatched
from the San Francisco Presidio in 1868 to document the status of Arizona's feeding
stations, reported that Apache bands seeking or at peace were completely vulnerable to
"unreasoning civilians" who supported extermination and practiced it.^^' In an 1869
report issued upon Whittier's return, General Ord reported:
"The earnestness with which the troops make war on the hostile Apaches
is in proportion to the good will shown toward the inoffensive or friendly
Indians. Many border white men, especially those that have been hunted,
or lost friends or relatives by them, regard all Indians as vermin, to be
killed when met; and attacks upon and murder of quiet bands, who in
some instances have come in to aid in the pursuit of more hostile savages,
is nothing unusual in Arizona.. .These citizens are not proceeded against
by civil authorities of the country. Reservations to be at all safe from such
attacks in that country must be forbidden ground to all white men, save the
troops sent there to watch the Indians and guard them and officers of the
Indian Bureau."'^^
But implementation of Grant's Peace Policy was not immediately in the offing in
Arizona. The Board of Indian Commissioners instead concentrated its initial efforts on
the Plains tribes and other tribes inhabiting less volatile areas of the country, leaving the
U.S. Army no choice but to continue to wage war against all unsubdued Apaches. Ord,
described as an "enthusiastic exterminator," commanded his troops to hunt down the
Apaches "as they would wild animals."^^^ He later remarked that his instructions were
followed with "unrelenting vigor," estimating that during 1869,
"Over 200 [Apaches] have been killed, generally by parties who have
frailed them for days and weeks into the mountain recesses, over snows.
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among gorges and precipices, lying in wait for them by day and following
them by night. Many villages have been burned, large quantities of arms
and supplies of ammunition, clothing, and provisions have been destroyed,
a large number of horses and mules have been captured, and two men,
twenty-eight women, and twenty-four children taken prisoners; and
though we have lost quite a number of soldiers, I think the Apaches have
discovered they are getting the worst of it."'^
Army troops scouted the southern portion of Apacheria heavily, demolishing
whatever rancherias they came across. In early June 1869, a large contingent encountered
an Apache encampment near Mineral Creek, killing twenty Apaches and razing forty
w i c k i u p s . T h e troops stationed at Camp Grant stayed particularly busy, often
conducting multiple scouts simultaneously, repeatedly skirmishing with Apache groups,
and systematically laying waste to their farming sites. Major John Green, commanding
Camp Grant, led an attack on an Apache rancheria near Mount Tumbull in April 1869 in
which thirty Apaches were killed and "a great many...died afterwards from

their

wounds."'^^ David Longstreet, a White Mountain Apache elder interviewed by Goodwin
in the 1930s, was present during the attack. A small child at the time, he recalled the
incident and what happened to his people afterward in great detail:
"One time our people came from [the place that would soon become] Fort
Apache to gather mescal at ijaad dastdn, on the south side of Tumbull
Mountain. There were quite a lot of us camped there. It was about two
days later that something happened. My uncle was taking care of two boys
down there. Early in the morning he sent the two boys out to run up the
hill near by to see if everything was all right. When the boys got up on the
hill, they could see that their camp had been surrounded in the night by
white soldiers, along with some Pima scouts, and also some Indians who
lived near Tucson that we called bq chi. These boys had run right through
the enemy, and now they shouted back to the camp that they were
surrounded. The enemy shot at the boys then, but missed them, and they
ran off Now they started shooting into the camp. All the Apaches in the
camp ran down the canyon, and tried to get out the other side. One old
woman got shot in the shoulder right in camp. The Pima scouts went to

her. She was scared, and said that she thought they would find a lot of
women hiding in the brush or in the rocks, over across the canyon, and up
on the side of the hill. They did, and what the old woman said was true,
they found a lot of women hiding there.
I was still a little boy then, and I got scared, and ran off a long ways, and
hid. My mother was taking care of my dead aunt's little girl, and she and
the little girl both got caught. One woman was trying to run away,
carrying a little boy on her back. The enemy shot at her, and hit the little
boy, and the bullet passed right through him, and killed his mother also.
This woman was my mother's sister in law, and she was the wife of a
chief. One boy and his sister were trying to get away also. The girl gave
out, and the boy was packing her on his back when the enemy shot at him,
and killed both his sister and he with one bullet. They captured a lot of
women and children that time.
When they had gone, my father started looking for me, and calling, but I
was too scared, and did not come to him for a long time. When he finally
found me, he told me that my mother was captured. My father wanted to
go to the enemies' camp, and get my mother and the other women back,
and fight with the soldiers, and Pima scouts, but the chief whose wife was
killed said, 'No, my brother in law, don't go back there, I don't want you
to get killed to [too]. Your wife will come back I think.'
The enemy took all their captives to Camp Grant, on the San Pedro. They
gave them some kind of round cakes to eat. They kept them here for two
days, and then took them along towards Tucson. One bq chi chief knew
my father, and he went to my mother, and said that the old woman who
got shot in the shoulder was the one who told us where you women were
hiding. Near Tucson, they put the captives all in a big open shade house,
and stationed three men on each side of it to guard. These were white men.
Now the Pimas, and the bq chi set up an in-da bi q-ige gu-chi-tasl. and a
lot of Pima and bq chi women danced also. While the white guards were
watching this dance, my mother got out, and went to the officers' tent.
This white officer had taken the little girl away fi-om my mother, for him
self Now when my mother went to him, he told her to stay away firom the
little girl, so my mother had to do that. I think this little girl must still be
living with the white people some place.
The bq. chi chief who had spoken to my mother about the old woman, had
for a wife, a dzil ghd' woman, the sister of the wife of Stevens. This
Stevens used to live near Eureka Springs with his wife, and the bq chi
chief used to go there and visit him often. They used to keep a lot of bq chi
and Pima scouts, with the troops at Goodwin Springs, and it was here that
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the bq chi chief married his dzil ghd' wife. Now this bq chi told his wife to
come and see my mother. She came and talked to my mother. 'I think it is
in your mind to run away,' she said. My mother said no, that she would
not run away, as all her children were killed, and now it was no good for
her. But she was fooling when she said this. This woman told my mother
that she did not think her boy was killed, but that the scouts had seen four
boys running up out of the canyon, near the camp...These four all got
away. All the guards, and other white people, and scouts had gone close to
where they were dancing, to watch. This woman told my mother that she
had hidden some sles-t-un in a bundle, back of the shade house, in the
brush, and that it was there for her whenever she wanted it. She also said
her husband had a good horse that she could have [too]. Then the woman
left.
It was dark now, and my mother stepped out, in the brush behind, and took
the sles-t-un. She thought she was alone, but pretty soon she saw ahead of
her a woman, carrying a baby. This was one of the captives also. Soon she
caught up to her. Then they saw behind them that old woman who had
been shot in the shoulder. She had followed, and now she said, 'I am glad
to get out of that place, and please go slow, so 1 can keep up.' But the
woman with the baby said that this old woman told the enemy where we
were hiding, she is no good, and we don't want her with us. So they
started walking fast, and left the old woman behind. This old woman had
had also told some bq chi who had asked her who lived in the biggest tipi
in the camp they had raided, that this was a man who always went on raids
to Mex., and had lots of horses. It was this man's wife who got killed with
her little boy that time. This old woman was no good at all to talk this
way.
My mother was crying about having to leave her aunt's child behind. The
other woman said, 'Don't cry, your sister in law, and your niece got killed,
you should feel sorry for them. But that little girl will be raised just like a
white person.' My mother and the other woman climbed up on i-ta-gus-un.
and from here they could still hear the drums, down at the dance. They are
still dancing, and don't know we have gotten away, they thought. The
other captives were still sleeping down there. They stayed on i-ta-gus-un
that night, and the next day traveled toward dzil nazaayu. Here they saw
some tracks, but they said these tracks are of 'tis ebdn people [Arivaipas],
and they [the tracks] are no good, so we will stay away from them. But
these fracks were made by the people of Richard's grandfather, who was
camped at dzil nazaayu, and they would have been all right if they had
followed these tracks. My mother and the other woman camped at some
rocky springs. Here that bq chi chiefs wife had also given my mother a
knife and some matches, so [here] they cooked some mescal stalk. Then
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they moved on to i-pa-nas-t-iin. then bis-kl. Next day they got to the river,
where they stayed, and took a bath. Now they went down the river to
Navajo Point, crossed over here, and took an old trail that goes up by tse
nas-pas das-un. Here that the other woman said, 'Your relatives are living
here, somewhere around Ash Flatt, so go to them. I am going by o-ga-niMt-un, and then on to Cibicu. My mother tried to get her to stay together, but
she would not, and set off by herself. My mother went on by chi-ch-iz bika tu. then to tsl-n-gize si-kast, where she looked for tracks. There a
woman was gathering sour berries by herself. She and my mother saw
each other both at the same time. The woman asked who she was, and she
told her. Then they came together, and embraced. Both were crying. They
were sisters. This woman said that everyone had gone to tu-CT-das-li (Blue
River). She gave her some mescal and water to eat. Then she said, 'Your
child is over at tu-^-das-lI. Your husband left to go on the war path to
Mexico about one month ago, and he is not back yet. I will get my horse,
and we will ride double to where your child is.' They started off, and went
by chT-ch-il iin-ti. and then over the old trail to tu-^-das-lI. When my
mother got there, and saw her people again, she started to cry. She had
brought back some cloth from where she had been captive, and now she
made some clothes for herself, and my sister.
My uncle, the one whose wife and boy had been killed, now butchered a
fat mule to celebrate my mother's return. He said, 'You have come back to
your two children here, that's why I am killing this mule for you.' In two
days they moved the camp over to Chiricahua Butte, a little above it."'^^
Shortly thereafter, in late July 1869, Green—^this time commanding four troops of
cavalry and a contingent of Apache mansos (bq chi) under Chief Manuel—departed
Camp Grant for an extended scout of the east and west forks of the White River.Over
the course of the next month. Green's outfit engaged in numerous clashes with Apaches,
killing eight Apache men, wounding three, and capturing 13 women and children.
Along the way, he also directed the methodical demolition of Apache farming plots,
provisions, and camp equipment. Green reported that on one occasion during the march,
"...I broke up camp and moved up white mountain river [White River]
about five miles to where I supposed was the central point of the [Apache]
cornfields and went into camp, then detailed all the men, except a small
guard for camp and commenced to destroy the com. At least 100 acres
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fine com just in silk, were destroyed and it took the command nearly three
day to do it. I was astonished and could hardly believe that the Apache
hidians could and would cultivate the soil to such an extent and when we
consider their very rude implements, and the great labor it requires to dig
the asequies for irrigation, one can not help but wonder at their
success."'^®
The various Army offensives of 1869 incited a new wave of subsistence and
reprisal raids by Apache groups. Apache depredations virtually paralyzed the mail and
supply routes running throughout a considerable portion of Arizona. Stages and freight
caravans sustained attacks on a regular basis, sometimes with considerable losses of life.
Apache raiding parties continually plundered livestock herds grazing in the San Pedro
Valley, forcing many settlers to abandon their ranches. Hostilities also forced the
shutdown of a number of mines, whose stores of provisions made them attractive targets.
The Vulture Mine located at Wickenberg, the "sole dependence" of the Arizona
Territorial Legislature, remained in operation only because of orders issued by General
George H. Thomas to conduct continuous patrols between the mine and the mill.^^^ In
response. Army officers like General Henry W. Halleck pleaded with Washington for a
major troop increase in Arizona, convinced that it would produce the swift and complete
subjugation of all Apaches. Others including Ord—^who were having trouble reconciling
the incredible costs of Apache warfare with the Army's sparse successes in battle—
concluded that a system of reservations and rations was the only effective way to bring an
enduring peace to Arizona. Although Ord and his subordinates managed to establish a
reservation for some peaceably inclined Western Apache groups in the White Mountains,
most Apache bands "grew more formidable, and by the fall [of 1869] much of the
territory was practically lost to white enterprise."''^
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Political infighting among high-ranking military and federal officials hindered the
U.S. government's administration of a definitive Apache policy. The executive branch
and the War Department vacillated between the clashing ideologies of East and West,
"influenced first by protests fi"om one side, and then the other"; in turn, this fiindamental
rift in official thinking effectively hamstrung the U.S. Army.'^^ By the end of the decade,
the perilous state of affairs in Arizona suggested to both federal and military officials that
they were no closer to permanently subjugating the Apaches. Ord—convinced that the
Territory's undue rehance on federal appropriations had done more to obstruct military
operations than support them—^went so far as to recommend that the War Department
reduce "the number of troops in the covintry [Arizona] to the minimum consistent with
the interests of the whole country."'^'^ General Thomas agreed with Ord's
recommendation, prompting General William Tecumseh Sherman to publicly pronounce
that Anglo settlement of Arizona may have been premature, and that "the cost of [its]
maintenance was out of proportion to the results."''^ Writing in January 1870, Sherman
stated: "The best advice I can offer is to notify the settlers to withdraw and then to
withdraw the troops and leave the country to the aboriginal inhabitants. It seems to me a
great waste of good material to banish soldiers to that desert, where it costs so much to
maintain them."'^^
Sherman's announcement incensed Arizona's civilian residents, who had no
intention of evacuating the Territory and renouncing their plans to fully exploit its
"opulent mines and agricultural lands."'^' Any Apache policy short of "total annihilation"
would not be tolerated by Arizonans, who disparaged the proposed "half-way measures"

of Apache sympathizers from

the East/^^ Led by Governor A.P.K. Safford, the

Territorial Legislature fervently petitioned Grant and Sherman for a drastic infusion of
military manpower into Arizona in order to effect the immediate elimination of the
Apache menace. On April 15, 1870, with the dispute between Arizonans and Easterners
surging, the War Department established the Department of Arizona, separating military
operations in the Territory from the Department of California. Most territorial supporters
of the extermination policy supported the creation of a separate military department for
Arizona, as they believed it would greatly facilitate the coordination of a sustained
military campaign against the Apaches.

The move demonstrated that at least some of

"the nation's leaders realized the need for military consolidation as one of the basic
requirements in this conflict."General George Stoneman took command of the
Department of Arizona in July 1870, establishing his headquarters at Fort Whipple.
Described as a "brave, capable, humane officer [who] was highly qualified for his new
post," Stoneman had earned prominent distinction for his service during the Civil War.'^^
Although the Department of Arizona eventually produced the permanent
suppression of the Apaches under General George Crook, the full-blown war that
Arizona citizens thought would follow its establishment failed to immediately
182

materialize.

I

The War Department appointed Stoneman to his new post just as Congress

legislated severe cutbacks in appropriations for the U.S. Army—an act designed in part to
counter the systemic corruption plaguing Arizona's military operations. This
development placed a heavy burden on Stoneman to reduce operating expenses, which
necessarily entailed curbing military activity, withdrawing a portion of the troops from
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the Territory, abandoning non-essential posts, and breaking up whatever costly supply
depots they could afford to do without.
Saddled with these economic constraints, Stoneman was forced to take a
conciliatory approach toward the Apaches—even though he personally favored an
aggressive military campaign. Writing to his superiors in June 1870, he surmised that the
Apaches would "never be entirely harmless until they suffer the fate of all the aboriginals
that come in contact with the whites."^^"^ Despite personal misgivings, he was ordered to
maintain and expand Apacheria's burgeoning array of feeding stations, where Apache
groups who surrendered could receive rations until permanent reservations could be
1
established.

Stoneman focused his initial efforts on troop and post reorganization as

well as improving the Territory's infrastructure. He ordered the building of roads
between the Territory's shorthanded and isolated posts, an improvement the general
estimated would both cut costs and increase military effectiveness. Arizona's civilians,
who had envisioned a swift and merciless campaign of extermination, mistook
Stoneman's economy tactics for military indifference. Across Arizona, "complaint after
complaint poured in; too many soldiers kept at post duty, too many soldiers building
roads, not enough soldiers fighting Indians."'^^
Having already incurred the wrath of many Anglo settlers, Stoneman laid out his
comprehensive program for the Territory. The Department would: concentrate posts and
troops, aid and protect mining enterprises, encourage permanent civilian settlements large
enough to fimiish their own protection, consider a widespread offensive that would enlist
citizen participation, and regard "as hostile all Indians not known to be friendly."'^'
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Stoneman's plan sought to maximize the availability and preparedness of the Territory's
troops for an eventual sustained campaign against the Apaches, but renewed hostilities
forced Stoneman to take immediate action against isolated Apache bands in eastern and
southern Arizona before his program could be properly implemented. Troops
continuously conducted scouts, chasing down any Apache groups they could find in an
attempt to deter future attacks. But in a case of history repeating itself, the escalation in
military excursions against the Apaches only made matters worse. During the latter half
of 1870, "raiding, property destruction, and the kilUng of whites reached unprecedented
1oo

proportions."

The Chiricahua Apaches under Cochise, the primary target of Stoneman

and his subordinates, were particularly active, as they relied more heavily on raiding than
other Apache groups and remained set on avenging the deaths of their members who
were killed in the Bascom Affair a decade earUer.'^^
Despite the continued depredations of the Chiricahuas and certain Western
Apache groups, Stoneman's plan to subdue the Apaches through peacefiil persuasion
began to take hold in eastern Arizona, hi the fall of 1870, Apache groups seeking peace
began camping at Camp Grant, Camp Verde, and Camp Thomas (previously Camp Ord).
By winter of the same year, more than 2,000 "half-starved" Apaches—including large
numbers fi^om the Eastern and Western White Mountain bands—^were under the control
of Colonel John Green at recently renamed Camp Apache, "industriously cutting hay and
wood which were purchased through the cooperation of Stoneman."'^® Writing in 1871,
Secretary of the Board of Indian Commissioners Vincent Colyer stated that Stoneman,
General J.M. Schofield, and other Army officers reported that the Apaches "who came

into the military posts last year paid for a large part of the rations issued to them by
supplying hay and wood to the garrisons at much less cost to the Government than that
paid to the contractors for the Army."'^' This promising development persuaded
Stoneman that the ultimate subjugation of the Apaches could be practicably achieved
"through the medium of their bellies" rather than through the all-out war demanded by
Anglo settlers.
Inftiriated by what they perceived as the military's widespread "inactivity,"
Arizonans publicly censured the Department of Arizona, causing Stoneman to modify his
Apache program to appease the Territory's civilians and defuse their mounting criticisms.
Rationalizing the shift, Stoneman wrote that the Apaches "must either starve, steal or be
fed; and as they are unwilling to do the former, it becomes simply a question as to which
is the best policy, feed them or continue to endeavor to prevent them from stealing."'^^
Under his amended plan, groups who remained hostile would be pursued and killed;
those who capitulated under Army pressure would be supplied with rations and protected
from civilians. Despite local efforts to paint him as soft on the Apache issue, the
maligned general actually bested his predecessors in locating and engaging the Apaches
in combat. Stoneman merited a "high rating" for his efforts in this regard, for by October
1870, he and his subordinates had succeeded in slaying more than two hundred
Apaches.One of his most successful subordinates. Lieutenant Howard B. Gushing of
Camp Grant, conducted several intense operations against the Aravaipa and Pinal bands
as well as the Chiricahuas during the year. In July 1870, Gushing's froops surprised a
sleeping Apache encampment near besh-ba-gowqh in Pinal territory, killing at least thirty
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Apaches.

Gushing's contingent returned to Pinal territory to once again strike Apache

rancherias in September, killing several Apaches, wovinding several more, and
decimating their com plots and food stores—^including a large supply of prepared
mescal.
Stoneman's double-edged policy ultimately placed him in an impossible situation,
however. Both the Eastern and Western ideological camps unfairly blamed the general
for the deteriorating conditions in Arizona. Eastern proponents of peacefiil persuasion
condemned Stoneman for ordering attacks on unsubdued Apache bands and failing to
bring swift and lasting peace to the Territory. Arizonans, meanwhile, categorically
opposed any poUcy that meant a reduction or cessation of hostilities against the Apaches.
The Territorial Legislature, the governor, the press, leading merchants and common
citizens vilified Stoneman for the Army's feeding station system, which they argued were
little more than refuges from which seemingly peaceful Apache groups could launch new
raids. In their view, Stoneman regarded the role of the U.S. Army "as that of a great
police force, rather than a conquering army," a position they found totally
•
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reprehensible.

In December 1870, the beleaguered commander issued orders for a

major offensive against the Apaches, stating that it was his intention to "inaugurate and
prosecute a vigorous, persistent and relentless winter campaign against the Pinal and
Tonto branches of the Apache tribes of Indians..

Stoneman later admitted that he

ordered the offensive to placate Arizona's civilians, but for the growing number of his
critics it was simply too little, too late. According to Lieutenant Bourke—^who while
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stationed at Camp Grant participated in several scouts during late 1870 and early 1871—
Stoneman's offensive was generally unproductive:
"The winter of 1870 and the spring of 1871 saw no let up in the amount of
scouting which was conducted against the Apaches. The enemy resorted to
a system of tactics which had often been tried in the past and always with
success. A number of simultaneous attacks were made at points widely
separated, thus confijsing both troops and settlers, spreading a vague sense
of fear over all the territory infested, and imposing upon the soldiery an
exceptional amount of work of the hardest conceivable kind."^^^
The Department of Arizona's winter campaign achieved no significant successes,
and 1871 opened with the "usual picture of distress and woe."^°° The Santa Cruz and San
Pedro Valleys encompassed the primary grounds for hostilities between Anglos and
Apaches. Supply wagon trains passing through these areas were constantly molested.
Anglos who dared to venture far from Tucson, Tubac and other fortified havens stood a
good chance of encountering hostile Apaches. The Territory's economy, in the view of
Tucson merchant Samuel Drachman, "was almost at a standstill and very little if any
mining was done, as no one dared to risk [going] into the mountains unless well armed,
and the supply of weapons was limited."^®^ The dire situation forced at least a few
civilians to reconsider Arizona as the place where they would attempt to forge their
economic fortunes. According to doctor and naturalist Edward Palmer, who was stationed
at San Xavier in the late 1860s,
"It would have been a saving of money and lives if the Government had
pursued a policy in Arizona and part of New Mexico of first rendering the
country safe to life and property then [and] only then allow people to
settle...as it is now many, even the most successful, have the smallest
fraction of what his extraordinary efforts and hardships merit after years of
struggle with the continual anxiety as to his safety...He now is hardly any
better off than when he came—^he reflects back to the past and considers
his present condition he is forced to the conclusion his time has been lost.
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now he has nothing, and the Indians as imconquered as ever if he had been
contented to have put forward the same effort in some other place until the
country was in a condition for settlement they would universally have
been richer, happier."

"Probably, but few countries on the face of the globe presents greater
natural resources inviting to the immigration and capital than the Territory
of Arizona. Nearly every mountain is threaded with veins of gold, silver,
copper, and lead. Large deposits of coal and salt of [an] excellent quality
are found. Nearly every foot of the Territory is covered with nutritious
grasses, and stock thrives the year round without shelter or prepared
forage. Nearly every product that grows in the temperate or torrid zone
can be grown here to perfection and in abimdance. There are vast forests
of excellent timber, the mountains and valleys are amply suppUed with
pure water; the climate is warm, genial, and healthful, equal to any on the
American continent.
With all these natural advantages, the subtle Apaches have been so
constant in their depredations and destructive of life, that nearly all of the
early pioneers, have already fallen by their hands, and every industry and
enterprise has been paralyzed."
— Excerpt from Introduction to Memorial and Affidavits Showing
Outrages Perpetrated by the Apache Indians in the Territory of
Arizona During the Years 1869 and 1870^^^
Nothing could have prepared the already embattled Stoneman for the civihan
furor triggered by the belated circulation of his report of his tour of Arizona.^""* Although
the department commander completed the report in October 1870, the Territorial
Legislature and Tucson's leading citizens didn't learn of the document's contents until
nearly three months later. Igniting the discontent was the report's call for a considerable
curtailment of the Army's extermination efforts. Stoneman recommended that seven of
the Territory's fifteen posts would be closed down—including Forts Whipple, Lowell,
McDowell and Crittenden. Citing a severe shortfall in federal funding for the Department

of Arizona, he proposed that the U.S. Army continue operating only three posts in what
was considered hostile Apache country: Forts Thomas and Verde, and Camp Grant.
Those posts would be retained, Stoneman reasoned, because of their exceptional strategic
value, as they were situated along the Territory's major highways and mail routes. Also
slated for closure were Fort Bowie, and Camps Hualapai and Date Creek, and two
infantry posts located on the western fringe of the territory, Forts Mohave and Yuma, hi
defending his recommendations, Stoneman explained that "each of the posts was
expensive to operate and could be dispensed with advantageously by the government
without detriment, except to those people in the immediate vicinity who were disposing
of their hay and grain to the government at exorbitant prices."^®^
The "exorbitant" amount of funds dispensed by the U.S. Army for military
operations against the Apaches powered the Territory's economy. Supplying the military
constituted Arizona's most lucrative enterprise by far, as mining remained in its infancy
during this period. Civilian pleas for major troop increases and an intensive military
campaign against the Apaches were driven as much by economics as self-preservation.
Keeping Army troops in the field chasing and fighting Apaches was of vital importance
to Arizona's citizens, nearly all of whom depended either directly or indirectly on
military contracts for their incomes. Contractors and merchants in particular "made a
living out of the Army contracts and were unscrupulous about it, and...saw in any
successful endeavor to pacify and settle the Indians an economic loss to themselves in a
lessened need for garrisons and troops."^°^ In the territorial media. Apache groups "were
portrayed as ravaging the countryside even when they were not," a ploy designed to drum
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up increased support for expanded military action against the Apaches.^''^ Some citizens
went to far greater lengths to keep the Apache war fires burning, organizing and
conducting arbitrary raids against both offending and non-offending Apache groups in
order to keep hostilities at a fever pitch—a state of affairs that was bound to require
sustained military activity and, in turn, insure continued profits. In a February 1871 letter
to General Sherman, Stoneman outlined the problem, implying that some Arizonans
"induced Indian hostilities, hoping to make more sales to the army."^°^ It was this
movement, propelled by the fundamental motives of economic security and enrichment,
which served as the primary catalyst for various acts of civilian violence against Apaches
during this time, the Camp Grant Massacre the most notable among them. According to
the 1869 Board of Indian Commissioners report of their tour of Indian Country,
"In addition to the class of robbers and outlaws who find impunity in their
nefarious pursuits on the fi-ontiers, there is a large class of professedly
reputable men who use every means in their power to bring on Indian wars
for the sake of the profit to be realized fi^om the presence of troops and the
expenditure of Government funds in their midst. They proclaim death to
the Indians at all times in words and publications, making no distinction
between the innocent and the guilty. Hiey irate the lowest class of men to
the perpetration of the darkest deeds against their victims, and as judges
and jurymen shield them fi-om the justice due to their crimes."^°^
By 1870, the Territory's economy had, in effect, become a virtual monopsony,
comprising a marketplace in which the products and services of its many contractors,
merchants and retailers were sought by basically one buyer—^the federal government.
Arizona depended entirely on the sale of provisions to the Army. Any major cutback or
prolonged suspension of military operations against the Apaches would have wreaked
certain financial devastation on most citizens in the Territory.^^® Cessation of hostilities

would hit Tucson, the territorial capitol and population center, particularly hard.
Commonly called the Old Pueblo, the mostly Mexican town boasted a population of
around three thousand freighters, traders, speculators, mineral prospectors, entrepreneurs,
laborers, gamblers and saloon keepers in 1871. Included among the booming haven's few
hundred Anglo citizens were many of Tucson's most powerful merchants, politicians,
and government contractors—all of whom were totally reliant on the federal dole.
Following the Civil War, the U.S. Army played a seminal role in the growth and
bearing of Tucson.^'^ By 1871, the town had come to rely almost completely on the
federal government for its prosperity. According to early Arizona settler and historian
Joseph Fish, the "entire dependence of the place was, as it had been for years, on the
army, until the discovery of the Tombstone mine [in 1878]."^'^ Tucson served as the
Department of Arizona's chief supply depot and distribution center, receiving and
delivering the provisions designated for the Army posts located in the southern portion of
the Territory—^including Camp Grant, Fort Bowie, and several others.^'^ John H. Marion,
who accompanied Stoneman on his tour of Arizona in 1870, noted the importance of the
military supply depot to Tucson's economy: "The depot for supplying government posts
in southern Arizona, is, in the way of rents, etc., worth ten or twelve thousand dollars per
month to the town, and the small garrison within her limits is, also, of considerable aid to
the people of the place."^^^ In addition to the powerful group of Tucson contractors and
freighters who reaped huge profits out of supply contracts for Army posts throughout
Arizona, the welfare of most other Tucsonans—from ranch hands to millers to
blacksmiths to hotel operators—^was vicariously sustained through military operations
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against the Apaches. The local retail trade benefited greatly from the presence and
activities of Army troops—^particularly the three companies stationed at Camp Lowell,
located on the outskirts of town.^^^ As for the citizens of Tucson,
Everyone looked to the Army Paymaster as the prime magician. He came
seldom—only twice a year—^but in his wake came plenty and hilarity.
Between pay-days vouchers were issued by the government to Mexican
laborers and ranchers, sometimes to the amount of two to three hundred
dollars for labor or for supplies of hay, wood, beef, etc. The merchants
accepted these vouchers for goods, and sometimes the holders were
allowed cash advances on them. When the paymaster came, money was
free as water or sunshine.^
Recognizing the civilian sector's financial stranglehold on the Army's overall
effectiveness, Stoneman quickly moved to rectify the situation. He discharged hundreds
of extraneous civilian employees and terminated fraudulent civilian contracts through
which the federal government was "deliberately being bled."^^^ These decisions, along
with his plan to pull the plug on several of the territory's military posts, made Stoneman
the most hated man in Arizona. When civiUan protests regarding Stoneman's economy
measures first reached Washington in early 1871, the commander downplayed the
situation, declaring that local confractors—^whom he believed wanted more froops so they
could increase their profit margins—^were propelling the criticism.^'^ Fish reported that,
"Of all the contractors of early days, it is hardly possible to find one who
remained in the Territory. As soon as they made their money, they went
eiast or to San Francisco to live. Not one of this patriotic fraternity cared a
fig for Arizona. The people were taught to oppose agencies where the
Apaches worked and were fed. They feared that it would reduce the
military force for one thing, and that it would suspend campaigns and lead
to an inactive state of war."^'^
Full implementation of Stoneman's program heralded sweeping economic
ramifications for the Territory—all of them disastrous to the economic interests of its
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leading civilians. The commander's plan to halve the Territory's military presence meant
a severe reduction in the number of Army scouts conducted against the Apaches, which
locals knew full well also meant a significant decrease in the quantity and size of
government supply contracts. Stoneman's cost-cutting measures also promised to
weaken—at least initially—the military's ability to protect those civilian contractors who
would continue to supply the Army fi*om Apache raids.^^° Finally—as the impending
chain of events at Camp Grant would so vividly elucidate—development of the
reservation system and its goal of promoting Euro-agrarianism among the Apaches would
inevitably produce unwanted economic competition for Arizona's Anglo citizens and in
particular Tucson's government contractors.
Tucsonans looked upon the Department of Arizona's new program of economy as
adding further insult to the injuries—^both physical and financial—caused

by the

crescendo of violence between settlers and Apaches. Stoneman's program outlined the
closure of almost half of the Territory's fifteen forts right at a time when its citizens
believed that the Army's execution of the extermination policy was more urgent than
ever. Governor Safford, writing in 1870, proclaimed that the Apaches
"have kept up such constant war against us ever since the acquisition of
Arizona fi-om Mexico; their promises have been so often violated; their
movements so secret; their ambushes so skillfully laid; their raids so wide
spread. ..and destructive of human life, that the general impression has
obtained that they desire no peace and were incapable of observing any
obligation."^^^
Stoneman's general agenda to downgrade the area's military presence—and his
insinuations that local businesses' gouging of the Army was partially to blame—^led
Tucsonans to publicly dispute the Department's commitment to eliminating the Apache
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"menace." A joint committee of business leaders and members of the Territorial
Legislature moved quickly to counteract the commander's plan, crafting and publishing a
formal plea soliciting the U.S. Congress for protection from the Apaches. Entitled the
Memorial and Affidavits Showing Outrages Perpetrated by the Apache Indians in the
Territory of Arizona During the Years 1869 and 1870, the memorial aimed to apprise the
federal government and the nation of the increasing severity of Apache depredations. On
February 4,1871, Tucson's leading newspaper, the Citizen, reported that
"statements of the kind, number, date and locality of losses, with their
value in cash, are being prepared with a view both to influence the
government to reimburse those who have suffered, and particularly to
impress upon the Washington authorities, that our constant appeals for
protection are based upon justice and bitter experiences."
The memorial guaranteed its readers that "when these facts are known, the press, the
people of the United States, and the Government will demand and aid in subduing our
hostile foe, and thereby reclaim from the savage one of the most valuable portions of our
public domain.
The document—^which presented the testimony of scores of Tucsonans who
simply wanted to see the Apache problem go away—^vividly detailed various
depredations reported to have been committed by the Apaches in southern Arizona.
Several affidavits recounted isolated incidents in which civilians were murdered and, in
some instances, their bodies desecrated; however, the following statement typified the
majority of the memorial's depositions:
"FREDERICK MARSH, sworn; Resides eighteen miles from Tucson; is
engaged in stock-raising. Since January 1st, 1870, has met with the
following losses to-wit:
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January 1870, lost seventeen head of cattle; April and May 1870, lost eight
head of cattle; July, 1870, lost nine head of cattle; July, 1870, lost four
head of horses; September, 1870, lost six head of cattle—^making a total
loss of $1,250;
And says that depredations are more frequent than two years ago, and that
the roads are unsafe for small parties."^^'^
All told, the memorial charged the Apaches with killing 28 civilians and stealing
670 head of livestock in the Tucson area during 1869 and 1870.^^^ The publication,
strewn with dual reporting and inflated claims of monetary losses, also was notable for its
omissions: first, that hundreds of Apache men, women, and children had been killed—
most without provocation—^in their villages by Anglo settlers and troops; second, that
Apache groups were making a desperate last stand to protect themselves and preserve
their rapidly dwindling subsistence resources; and third, no recommendation was made to
award the Apaches lands on which they could be protected, operate an economy of their
own, and live peacefully.
At the time the memorial was written, fear of Apache attacks had begun to
paralyze the town's economy, an intolerable situation for Tucson's leading businessmen.
Not surprisingly, those who felt compelled to provide affidavits for the memorial were
those merchants, freighters

and confractors who personally had suffered significant

financial losses at the hands of the Apaches, and who could expect to suffer fiirther from
the mandated withdrawal of military forces and a suspension of the extermination
campaign. The closing of Camp Lowell, located in Tucson's cenfral plaza, would be
especially painfiil, as it drove much of the local economy. Although "a number of citizens
feared the reduction of troops in the Territory would leave them without protection, the
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Army's withdrawal would have meant the loss of much-needed income—a factor of no
mean influence in the preparation of this report [memorial]."
The memorial's authors depicted the Territory and its rugged, arid topography as
a lush, pristine economic Utopia ripe for the taking. If only it wasn't for the depredating
Apaches, they surmised, the citizenry could reap the economic bonanza the region
encompassed. The document's introduction lamented that
"We find that some of the most fertile portions of our Territory are being
abandoned by the settlers, on account of the repeated and destructive raids
of the Apache Indians...To sum up the evidence, it is our opinion that
during the year 1870 the Apache Indians have been and are now in more
active hostility than at any time since the Territory has been vmder the
American flag."^^^
It would be irresponsible to dismiss or even diminish the palpable sense of
trepidation that pervaded Tucson and other Anglo settlements in the Territory during the
opening months of 1871. The prevalence of Apache depredations for subsistence and
reciprocity—^by this time, raids typically fused both objectives—^made venturing far
outside Tucson too perilous a proposition for most of its residents. The wagon and fireight
trains that traveled the highways of southern Arizona stood a good chance of being raided
for their livestock and provisions and their escorts killed. Farming and ranching were
conducted under armed guard, if at all. Those who owned and operated the growing
number of mines sprouting up in the region were routinely forced to suspend operations
and evacuate.
Tucson's prominent citizens began organizing regular public meetings in January
1871 to deliberate the proper approach to neutralizing the Apache menace. Residents
came out in droves to vent their frustrations and give their two cents about what should

be done. Various committees were established, resolutions drafted, and passionate
speeches delivered. The meetings, not surprisingly, produced an unequivocal consensus
about the two parties who were to blame for their predicament—^the Apaches and the
federal government—^but they garnered little unanimity about what precise action to take.
Most felt that peaceful declarations to the federal government and the nation at large
about the Territory's condition were sufficient; on the other hand, those most deeply
impacted by Apache raids endorsed the immediate creation and deployment of a
volunteer militia to harass the Apaches into submission. Those Tucsonans whose
livelihood directly depended on excursions outside the town's perimeter stood to lose the
most—^both physically and economically—from Apache attacks. All Tucsonans
steadfastly believed that the Apaches were the root of all evil, but the majority of the
town's common citizens did not feel the Apache threat imminent enough to warrant their
participation in a major civilian offensive. Most understood the indirect effect of Apache
depredations on their bottom lines, but at the same time they felt reasonably secure within
town limits. After all, Apache raiding parties rarely if ever targeted Tucson or its
immediate vicinity. The bulk of the Territory's livestock were situated in more rural
locations, making subsistence raiding in and immediately around Tucson a pointless
endeavor. Besides, it would have been foolish of the Apaches to attack locations within
the town's boundaries, as Tucsonans could rapidly assemble retaliatory parties from the
town's populace and overtake Apache raiders whose speed of escape likely would be
slowed by captured livestock.^^^
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Apache-hating was Tucson's favorite pastime, a social bond that served to unify
its Anglo and Mexican residents. By evoking this hatred, Tucsonans could conveniently
rationalize their own business failures, personal shortcomings, and poor judgment. Doing
so also allowed them to avoid acknowledging the reality that the Territory certainly did
not tender unbridled wealth and prosperity equally to all who felt they were entitled. The
reality was that not everyone could strike it big; the adoption and recitation of phrases
like "If it wasn't for the Apaches..." fed the denial of those who couldn't. Anglos
arriving in Tucson subscribed to the popular colonizing premise first articulated by
George Washington, which stated that the "extension of our Settlements will as certainly
cause the Savage as the Wolf to retire; both being beasts of prey tho' they differ in
shape."

By 1871, however, it was all too evident that the Apaches would not retreat

quietly in the face of white encroachment. The Territory simply was too unstable to allow
Anglos to fully exploit its lands and resources.
The vociferous local press, led by the Citizen, stridently stoked the fires of antiApache sentiment. The telegraph had yet to reach Arizona, leaving the newspaper to
serve as the main outlet conveying and manipulating public opinion—as well as the
primary channel communicating local attitudes to the outside world. True to the character
of the post-war West, the key to selling papers in Arizona rested in arousing the passions
of the populace. The rumors and innuendo swirling around the subject of the Apache
menace gained instant credibility in the pages of Tucson's two newspapers, which were
driven largely by the political and economic agendas of their publishers. In the
Territory's public forums, "the slaying of a white person by an Apache was almost
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invariably a 'murder,' and the slaying of an Apache—^man, woman, or child—^was
described as a 'justified killing.' Not only newspapers but official documents adhered to
this idiom."^^'
The Citizen and the Arizonan regularly portrayed Tucson itself as a town under
siege, methodically misconstruing sporadic and unrelated Apache raids as a concerted
campaign perpetrated by a unified tribal enemy. By this time, it was obvious "to the
Arizona newspapers that their stories of Indian attacks were more than news—^these
accounts, embellished with commentary, could help persuade the Eastern press and the
government that pacification was wrong.Fantastical front-page accounts of Apache
depredations dominated local editions in the months leading up to the Camp Grant
Massacre. These stories fused often scant factual information with impassioned personal
commentary by their authors, exemplified by the following report in the Citizen, primed
with a triple-deck headline:
INDIANS ON THE RAMPAGE AGAIN!
THIRTY-ODD HEAD OF CATTLE RAN OFF
ONE MAN KILLED, AND TWO WOUNDED!
The fi-eight train of Tully, Ochoa & DeLong, en route fi-om Tucson to
Camp Goodwin, when thirty-odd miles east of this place, had over thirty
oxen run off early on Sunday morning, the 18th by about seventy-five
well-armed Indians...The savages got away with their plunder unscathed,
as supposed, in a northern direction. It was an unusually bold attack, for
there were about thirty men well-armed and used to Indian warfare with
the train.. .We are sorry the loss should have fallen to so enterprising a
firm as the above named; it would seem as though they had paid quite
their share of tribute to our savage foe.^^^
Civilian paranoia over the reservation policy began to take root early in 1871 after
the town's residents learned of the peace arrangements that had been consummated with
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Apache groups at various military posts far north of the Old Pueblo.^^'' Speculation again
rippled through Tucson that these supposedly peaceful Apache groups were using the
posts as supply depots from which they staged raids upon targets in southern Arizona.
Most of these rumors proved unfounded, fabricated and spread by supporters of the
extermination policy. The memorial affidavit of Henry E. Lacy typified local conjecture;
"[Lacy] Is of the opinion that the Apache Indian considers military posts, garrisoned by
white troops, only for their own protection, and to feed them; that three-fourths of the
Apache Indians that assume to be friendly, commit depredations upon the settlers and
then return to their Post to safety."^^^ This supposition rapidly gained local acceptance, as
it conveniently aligned the town's two main adversaries—^the Apaches and the federal
government—^in a complicit plot against the Territory's settlers. The Citizen repeatedly
charged the government with "fattening up the savages so they would be in better shape
to murder American citizens."^^® The notion proved a potent rallying cry for many
Tucsonans; it would later become Tucson's main justification for the Camp Grant
massacre.
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CHAPTERS, Parti
Standing on a bluff overlooking Aravaipa Creek and the fish weir that was built
across it a few years before, Larry Mallow motions northwest toward the San Pedro River
and the town of Winkelman, indicating that over that way is a place known as "Big
Quicksand," a place the Apaches call s'di cho}
Although he was bom and has lived most of his life in Peridot, one of the main
villages on the San Carlos Apache Reservation, Larry knows Arapa well. When he was
just a boy, his father, Marshall Mallow, often took him to Aravaipa Canyon to visit
g'ashdla'd cho o 'dd, where his people once lived and where many of them perished in
the massacre.
"I came with my father to this place. That's when he would tell the story. He
would cry when he told the story," says Larry, recalling his father's anguish when he
recounted the stories he had learned from relatives who were residing in Aravaipa
Canyon on that fateful day and lived to tell about it. "Sometimes he told the story,
sometimes he didn't. It was pretty hard on him. We came to visit just to see the place."
Many of the details of the stories his father told him of the massacre have worn
thin on Larry, who is now in his mid-70s, but the essence of Marshall's oral tradition
account remains embedded in his memory, as does the lasting impact it had on his
ancestors. Using the Apache word nohwisdaa ("they killed us all") to describe the event,
Larry remembers: "It was against the wall we were living. We were living there when the
Pimas came and attacked us. When they started to flee, some were living up top, they

pulled them up by a rope. They scattered when they were attacked. Some escaped, some
didn't. That's what my father used to tell me."
Larry also recalls other elders who shared heartrending, personal stories of the
massacre, including one old man who used to cry every time he told the story.
"His name was ledo 'he" explains Larry, adding that the old man was but a small
boy when the attack took place. "He would talk about them killing a lot of us. They
knocked him over with a club."
Marshall Mallow, an Aravaipa descendant of Capitan Chiquito and the Bullis
family, was bom in Arapa in about 1886, fifteen years after the Camp Grant Massacre.
When he was still a small child, Marshall and his mother left Sambeda on foot for
Coolidge Dam—Larry's term for Old San Carlos—^walking west along Aravaipa Creek
before tuming north along the old trail that runs past inah dastaa and tse ya goges chin to
get there.^ A number of other Apaches, some on foot, some on horseback, joined them on
the trek to their new reservation home.
"The way to Coolidge Dam is pretty tough terrain. There used to be a trail, but it's
not there now. It's been a long time," says Larry, describing their journey. "The only
thing they had for food was jerky and tortillas—^the wheat kind not the flour kind. They
would grind that wheat and make into tortillas to eat with the jerky. It took them four
days. They didn't have shoes like we wear. They had sandals made of rawhide for the
soles and yucca on the top. They had nothing but tortillas, jerky, and berries from the
cactus during the trip."

Ill

Marshall Mallow would grow up at Old San Carlos, becoming a well-respected
medicine man who served as the head man for the "32" group of the religious movement
known as the "Holy Ground" during the 1920s. He lived most of his life on the
reservation before passing on in 1969. Bom in 1931, Larry would eventually follow in his
father's footsteps, but not before enlisting along with his brother in the U.S. Army during
the Korean War. After traveling to Seattle to receive advanced combat training, Larry, a
member of the 24^^ hifantry Division, spent three years in Korea during the tail end of the
war and beyond, serving on the "front line patrolling the border." Honorably discharged
after he was wounded in combat, Larry returned to San Carlos and his hometown of
Peridot, where he apprenticed under his father, gaining the knowledge and wisdom
necessary to sustaining the spiritual, ceremonial and medicinal traditions so crucial to the
cultural survival and identity of his people.
Today, Larry humbly wears the bracelet adorned with four stones—^red, white,
blue and black—that denotes his valued position within his San Carlos reservation
community. Just as he searches the old ruins near his house in Peridot following the rains
for the freshly uncovered blue and white stones he uses in prayers for people suffering
from sickness, he takes advantage of his visits to ancestral locales off of the reservation to
collect the plants required for the many ceremonies that he performs. Aravaipa, he says,
remains especially precious in this regard.
But on this most recent trip to Arapa, as he stops to rest for a picnic lunch no
more than a mile from where his father once lived more than one hundred years ago,
Larry's thoughts turn from Marshall and the abundance of ceremonial and medicinal
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plants that Arapa possesses to the physical sustenance this place provided his ancestors as
well as his childhood memories of the place. Upon changing the subject, Larry begins
speaking in his native Apache language, exuding an easiness and conveying a level of
nuance and detail that he simply can't when speaking English.
''Arapa they used to call this place. The old people didn't have much food, but
they lived off the earth," says Larry in Apache, relying on fellow elder Jeanette Cassa to
translate. "Their main food was acorn, squaw bush berries and mescal. They made jerky
out of black- and white-tail deer. They made home brew out of saguaro berries [fruit].
When the dry ones were ripe and dropped off, they collected those and saved them for
winter when they needed to eat it. Many Apache used to come down here to pick acorns
and saguaro fruit. All of those people are gone now."
Observing a quail dart through the underbrush in front of him, Larry resumes his
narrative. "Quail, rabbits, turkeys, wood rats and doves were their food also. With quail's
eggs, they would boil them and eat them. There were two kinds. The male eggs had the
dark spots and the females had spots that were lighter. You didn't take all of them. You
would take one and crack it to make sure it was not about to hatch," he explains,
demonsfrating with his hands. "You would pick it up with a stick and not with your hand
to make sure that the mother would not leave them."
Seeing the quail also reminds Larry of an Apache ritual that he and his
contemporaries once performed when they were children. Pointing at his leg, he says,
"We used to take a baby quail or rabbit and rub it on our foot to be a fast runner. The
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rabbit we would use for leg aches. It has to do with how they run into the bushes and
hide."
Surveying the creek down below, Larry describes how he and his father Marshall
would sometimes fish when they came to Arapa, partaking in an activity that developed
among the Apaches after they were placed on reservations and their subsistence pursuits
severely constricted.
"We used hook thorns from barrel cactus to catch fish," says Larry. "We would
have to warm up the thorn to shape it into a hook. We would use worms and grasshoppers
as bait, or some kind of meat. We used the sinew from the back of a cow as the line."
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CHAPTER 5, Part 2
"When acom gathering time came, they went up in the mountains for a
few months. To this day, some people still do, although it is a lot harder
now."
~ Dickson Dewey, San Carlos Apache^
During the 1940s and 1950s, many Apaches from San Carlos continued to
journey to Arapa on a regular basis to visit their land holdings and collect the region's
plentiful supplies of traditional wild plant foods and medicines. By this time, a few
ventured south in automobiles, entering the canyon at its mouth, but most still opted to
use their customary mode of transportation, riding on horseback through the Mineral
Strip along their traditional gathering routes. Following roughly the same routine as their
ancestors did in pre-reservation times, they set up makeshift camps comprised of brush
shelters, remaining in Arapa until they had collected sufficient quantities of edible plant
foods to last them until the following year. Each group had their favorite camping spots,
moving from one to another during their stay in Arapa. Capita Chiquito's descendants,
although no longer farming near g'ashdla'd cho o'dd, returned to camp on their
allotments at the mouth of the canyon and gather the saguaro and other cactus fruit in the
surrounding area. Other groups did the same, camping in multiple locations on both
upper and lower Aravaipa Creek during their sojourn from the reservation."*
The eastern end of Arapa, near the canyon's head, remained the most popular
summer destination for San Carlos residents. Each year, large numbers of San Carlos
residents gravitated to the renowned gathering grounds around KUondyke to harvest
acoms as well as other wild foods found in the higher elevations at Table Mountain and
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above Grand Reef Mine.^ They shifted their camps from one place to another depending
on the particular food they were gathering, although most groups typically lodged at
locations on the south side of Stanley Butte.^ Dickson Dewey, who grew up in the 1940s
and 1950s, remembers going to gather acoms at Klondyke for "two or three weeks at a
time," during which he and his family also picked wild nuts and harvested and roasted
mescal. During this period, a number of Aravaipa descendants also regularly frequented
their traditional camping spots outside of the immediate vicinity of Arapa but within the
pre-reservation borders of their ancestral territory, notably their acorn gathering areas at
Oracle and at the foot of the Santa Catalina Mountains.^
Although the ripening of the acoms made August and September a prime period
in which to visit Arapa and other ancestral locales. Apache groups also came to the area
during those other times of the year most optimal for harvesting other traditional food
favorites. Throughout the year, people arrived from San Carlos to gather large supplies of
mescal and saguaro and prickly pear fruit as well as smaller quantities of black walnuts.
Apache tea, wild tobacco, devil's claw seeds, squawberries, and a number of berries.
They also collected a few varieties of wild spinach, which grew along the banks of
Aravaipa Creek; mesquite beans, which they ground into a flour for use in a number of
recipes and as a food sweetener; and the banana yucca, which they roasted.^ Wallace
Johnson recalls making regular trips to Arapa during the summer to pick berries,
combining the squawberry and another berry with mescal to make a preferred Apache
beverage.'*^
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In addition to gathering, the Apaches also collected Arapa's coffers of traditional
medicinal plants and other plant materials while camped within its confines. Among the
many medicines they gathered were the tubers of wild potatoes, which they boiled and
applied to sores; the stems of pigweed, which when boiled serve as an effective remedy
for blood ailments, including diabetes; a remedy the Apaches call i 'nih chil; the pads of
the prickly pear cactus, which they roasted and used as a drawing poultice for sores and
lesions; elderberries, which they boiled and used to eliminate intestinal worms and as a
laxative; jojoba, which they converted into a paste and applied to sores; manzanita
berries, which they used for stomach aches; and creosote bush, which they used as an
inhalant in for respiratory ailments and colds and as a drink or liniment for sore joints."
They also harvested dipper gourds, which grew in the wild in Arapa; the stalks of the
yucca, which they used for soap and shampoo; and cottonwood shoots and devil's claw
plants for making traditional Apache baskets and plates.'^
Traditional foods, medicines and materials weren't the only things drawing the
Aravaipa Apaches and other San Carlos residents to Arapa during this period. Jobs
attracted many Apache fi-om the reservation, which had few to offer itself A number of
Apache men—^men like Howard Hooke—^routinely left San Carlos to work stints in the
copper, silver and other mines in and aroxmd Arapa in order to provide for their families
back on the reservation. According to Wallace Johnson, "We used to live all around there
for jobs. You know they had mines up there. A lot of [Apache] people were working
there."'^ Wage labor opportunities were especially abundant during World War II, when
the national demand for its native ores was particularly high.^'* Others, including Jeanette
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Cassa and her family as well as Wallace Johnson, picked cotton for local farmers.'^ Some
performed a variety of other farming and ranching chores—such as clearing fields and
repairing irrigation ditches—for menial wages, living in the area seasonally. A number of
Apache men also worked as cowboys on the Deer Creek Ranch and the other cattle
ranches that dotted Arapa and its surround.'^
While the cultural face of the ancestral territory of Arapa was undergoing some
significant changes, so was its geographical face. In the late 1960s, the long-simmering
and bitter controversy over the so-called San Carlos Mineral Strip—^the 232,000-acre
strip of reservation land that had been swindled from Apache control by non-Indian
mineral prospectors in 1896—finally came to a head, culminating a decades-long effort
by the San Carlos Apache to reclaim their lost land. By 1931, the considerable financial
returns promised with the relinquishment of the Mineral Strip—^which many Apaches,
including most Aravaipa, had opposed to begin with—had failed to materialize, yielding
a paltry $12,433 in mining royalties for San Carlos in more than 30 years.^^ While mining
on the Mineral Strip—^which closely straddled Aravaipa Canyon to the north—during this
period had proven a grand farce, a number of non-Indian ranchers had illegally taken up
homesteads in the area in the meantime, grazing livestock in excessive numbers and
destroying the ecological health of the land, even though the 1896 legislation stipulated
that the land be used for mineral extraction purposes only.'®
Responding to the San Carlos Apaches' growing anger with the situation, the U.S.
Department of Interior withdrew the Mineral Strip from further access and development
until the federal government could enact legislation to restore the area to tribal control. In
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1936, however, the Taylor Grazing Act created a grazing district that included significant
portions of the Mineral Strip, reopening it to settlement by non-Apaches. The act
transferred leasing authority from the Tribe and the Office of Indian Affairs to the Bureau
of Land Management, which issued leases to the same ranchers, allowing them to
continue to graze their livestock on the Mineral Strip. It wasn't until 1963 that the San
Carlos Apaches, with the help of sympathetic federal officials, secured the recovery of
subsurface rights to the strip; six years later, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall
ordered the restoration of surface rights to the Tribe, essentially returning the land—^with
the exception of any patented allotments—^to tribal control.^^ After fiirther political and
legal wrangling, the Bureau of Indian Affairs superintendent at San Carlos finally ordered
the eviction of twenty non-Indian ranchers from the strip.^^ To this day, the Mineral Strip
remains the source of much controversy and acrimony. Its listing as a "closed area" on
tribal maps reflects the Tribe's circumspection concerning its need to protect the strip's
sanctity, ecology and resources.
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CHAPTER 5, Part 3
"After a while they always sent someone back to Cedar Creek to see how
the com was getting on, and when this person or people returned, they
would tell the others. If the com was ripe, then all our people would pack
up our acoms and move back to harvest the com..."
— John Rope, White Mountain Apache
In the month of binestddncho (September), the crops under cultivation at the
Westem Apaches' numerous farm sites began to ripen. By this time, parties who had
been sent back to the fields to check on the progress of the com, beans, pumpkins and
other produce retumed to their gathering camps with samples of the crops—such as green
com—in hand, signifying that it was the right time to carry out the fall harvest.^^ Chiefs
and headman advised their people to get ready to retum to their farm sites, urging them,
"Let us move back and make use of our crops."^'* Spread out at their gathering places, the
various clusters of Westem Apaches began to work their way back to the farms, arriving
to rejoin their local groups and bands. They usually stayed at their farm sites through teeh
ch'iltaal (October), until they had finished

harvesting, preparing and storing their

agricultural bovmty.
Before commencing with the harvest, the Westem Apaches often called on those
men—^normally ditch bosses—^who possessed agricultural rites to perform a ceremony to
accelerate the ripening of the crops and bring a plentiftil supply of food.^^ According to
Anna Price, "When we first used to start harvesting the com, we used to go to the center
of the field, and there pull out four com plants, and lay them side by side on the ground.
Then we piled some ears of com on top of these stalks. This was like a prayer that all the
ears of com would be good, and big, and lots of them..
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While harvesting their com and other crops, the Western Apaches moved their
camps to the edges of the fields.^^ The work of picking, amassing and processing the
harvest was an arduous and time-consuming task in which all were expected to take part.
Farm owners who had enlisted the services of laborers to irrigate and plant their fields in
the spring solicited their assistance in collecting the crops they had helped to cultivate,
giving them a portion of the foodstuffs in exchange for their efforts.

The Western

Apaches also used this time to collect the wild-plant foods that had matured in the
vicinity of their farms, including the semi-cultivated sunflower, devil's claw and wild
tobacco. John Rope described the process the Western Apaches employed when
harvesting sunflower, which they considered a delicacy:
"Now it was time to work on the sunflower. The flowers were gathered
with their stalks about 10 inches long, and tied in bundles, the flowers all
at one end. These bundles were set so that the flowers faced the East, to let
them dry out. When they were dry, a basket was put under them, and they
were beaten with a scoop, till all the seeds had fallen in the basket. When
the basket was fiill, then the seeds were dumped out on ground that had
been swept, and then cleaned. The seeds were then ground up on a metate
with com, till there was a pile about eight inches high. Then the meal was
boiled in a clay pot. Two sticks were cut and peeled, about two feet long,
and with these, the meal was stirred in the pot, till it was done. If there was
any of the meal sticking to the stirring sticks, they were given to the boys
to lick clean..
Those groups who did not farm at all and those who cultivated certain crops but
desired others could obtain agricultural products from other Western Apache groups
through trade or simple generosity.Peaches, a Cibecue Apache, remembered other
Apache groups paying her people frequent visits at their farm sites for the purpose of
obtaining com: "In those days the dzil ghdand dil zhq 'e [Tonto Apaches], and guhn
[Yavapai], and tcejine, and the other bands, used to come here to our farms to get com
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from us. Over there, where the road comes off Cibicu Movintain, there is a place still
called dzisl-ga n-ke bi-i-tin. becaxise that was the foot of the trail over which the dzil ghd'
used to come, when they got com."^^ The practices of exchanging domesticated foods for
butchered meat, wild foods like acorns, blankets, and other materials or giving them as
gifts provided groups an opportunity to socialize with one another as well as reinforce
kinship and clan bonds.^^ Anna Price recalled how this relationship of reciprocal kindness
worked between her people and the bands of the San Carlos Apache group:
"The San Carlos people used to come to visit us at White River. They
always came to my father's place, bringing mescal and saguaro fruit
prepared in cakes from their own country. They never traded with our
people—just gave things to father. The Pinal and Arivaipa were good
friends with all the White Mountain people. We used to give them
blankets, com and buckskin as presents.. .The people living at Wheat
Fields were our relatives. They raised lots of wheat, and we used to get
some from them occasionally. Whenever the people from the San Carlos
group came to visit us, we told them, 'We'll be down after a while, so
prepare some mescal for us.'"^^
The Western Apaches harvested all of their different crops simultaneously. When
it came to com, they either picked the ears as they matured or collected them all at once,
pit-baking and drying the immature ears to store for later use.^"^ Once they had plucked
their fields clean, farming families prepared their com in a number of ways. John Rope
detailed one method of cooking com in his testimony to Goodwin:
"...As soon as the ears were big enough, the people would go and pull
some off the stalk for roasting, or other ways of cooking. One way was to
take the kemels off the cob, and boil them in a clay pot, on the fire. Then
the kemels were taken out, mashed up, mixed with ground acoms, and salt
gathered from the edge of the water. The whole was then ready to bake. A
pit was dug about two feet [diameter], and a foot deep. In this rocks were
put which had been heated in a fire. Over these hot rocks were laid com
leaves, in a thick layer, and level. Now the com mash was spread on this,
and some more leaves spread over the top. Rocks were put on top, and the
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whole covered with dirt, hi about two hours the com would be ready.
Enough was always cooked for one camp, or two camps of relatives living
together. The com is taken out, and dimiped in a basket, where it is
allowed to cool, and then divided. When the leaves and husks of the com
plants were dry in the field, then it was gathered in."^^
Com served as the primary ingredient for a multitude of products that the Western
Apaches consumed daily while at their farm sites and at other times throughout the year
when supplies allowed. Families spent the majority of their time after the harvest
preparing their com for inclusion in a number of traditional recipes.^^ Hired laborers
routinely assisted the wealthiest farm owners in accomplishing this work as well, as the
following oral narrative of Anna Price illustrates:
"...When we were finished piling the com, then we told the workers to
strip back the husks of part of the com, and take the husks entirely off the
rest of the com. Then we got someone to [find] horses to pack the com all
up to our camp. In about four trips, the com would be all up at our camp.
Now we made cross poles, tied up, for racks to dry the com on. These
racks we called inisl-chl. On this we hung all the sh-das-tlun. The bes-gut
(com with no husks) was put separate. We fixed a platform for this, and
piled it on there to dry. Now that we had the com all in, we still had our
pumpkins out in the field, and we sent out the hired people to bring these
in to our camp.
When our com on the racks was getting a little dry, we got ready to shell it
(called sha-das-shu). We cleaned off a flat patch of ground first, and then
spread our com on it. Then we pounded the ears with rocks, and then with
green poles, till all the com was shelled. Now we gathered up all the com
seeds, and winnowed them out, by throwing them up, and letting them fall
into a tilted burden basket. When all the com we wanted was shelled, and
winnowed, we stored as much of it as we could in the tipi, and that left
outside we covered over with grass for the time being. There is still some
com we leave on the ears. This [is] for seed next year."^^
While the Westem Apaches processed, prepared and cooked significant quantities
of com for immediate or short-term consumption, they typically saved at least half of
their harvested supply to last them the winter.^^ They followed roughly the same
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conservation formula for their wild foods as they did for their domesticated foods,
systematically storing large surpluses of them so that they would not go hungry when
times got tough. Although the Western Apaches sometimes stored their cultivated crops
and gathered and dried seeds, nuts, berries, roots and fruits in caves and tree caches, more
often than not they sealed them away in sophisticated, often immense underground
caches for future use.^^ John Rope explained how the Western Apaches usually
constructed these underground caches:
"The no-chi (cache) was usually dug on the side of [sloping] ground, and
way off in some hidden place which could not be found easily. The hole
was about five and a half feet deep, and about three feet in diameter. In the
bottom were put clay pots filled to the top with shelled com. Enough space
was left to plug these pots tightly with com leaves wadded up. Old water
bottles were used in the same way. Over these pots were laid flat rocks,
and on the rocks was put gravel and earth, patted down smooth. Now a
[layer] of bear grass was laid down, and on top of this the space was filled
with com bundles. On the com bundles was spread another layer of bear
grass, and on top of this shredded river bark of cedar or cottonwood. Now
a [layer] of pinon and cedar branches were laid in, on top of which was
placed flat rocks, close together, and overlapping so the water would not
go through. The rest was filled in with dirt and gravel. A dirt mound about
two feet high was built up over the cache, and ditches dug around it sides,
so as to drain water off. Now all was finished. Enough com was kept out
for use that winter, and the cache was only reopened if the people were
short of food."'*®
Each family typically maintained several caches, building them in different places
so that they could easily access their stored supplies of com and other foods wherever
they might be camped during the winter months. Most were situated in close proximity to
the farm sites and regular winter residences of the Westem Apaches, but others were
positioned elsewhere in the case of emergencies. The Westem Apaches took great care to
deposit and conceal their stored supplies, as they could ill afford to have these critical
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provisions fall prey to theft or sabotage by their enemies.'^' Anna Price chronicled how
her people shrouded their ground caches in an effort to protect them from
discovered:
"To store our com for the winter, we used to dig ground caches. These
were called no-shil-chl. We dug these off someplace, with a digging stick.
They used to be deep, over my head. When we got them all dug out, then
we gathered up lots of dry grass, and packed it in the bottom, and covered
the sides. On top of this grass we put the com. We would pack about four
horses with bags of buckskin, filled with com, to the cache, then we would
dump the com out of the bags, into the hole. When all the com was in, we
got lots of dry grass, and weeds, and put it on top. On top of this we put
slabs of pine bark, and then lots of rocks. Towards the top we put smaller
rocks, to fit close together. On top of these rocks, we plastered on well, a
white mud, called so. This ^ we bumed in a fire before we plastered it on
the rocks. Now on top of all this we piled up the dirt, high. We always
made these places well hidden. When we finished them, we would talk to
them; 'I want you to stay this way, just like you are, and for no one to
bother you, only for the wind to take care of you.' Then we would leave it
there. In the spring we would take all the com out again, and use it.""*^

being
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CHAPTERS, Part4
"We have faith in you. You have spoken to us like men and not dogs. I
shall bring my people to you. And so long as this stone shall last the
Aravaipa Apache will keep peace with the Americans..."
— Hashke bahnzin to Lieutenant Royal E. Whitman'*^
Aravaipa Canyon and Camp Grant—located near the canyon's mouth at lednlH
("flows together," the confluence of Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River)—found
themselves in the eye of the maelstrom of ethnic violence and political dissension
pervading southern Arizona at the beginning of the 1870s. The U.S. Army first
established the post under the name Fort Arivaypa in May 1860, erecting it on roughly
the same spot where Mexican authorities had briefly operated an Apache peace
establishment some twenty years earlier. Union forces abandoned the garrison when the
Civil War broke out in 1861, but it was restored a year later by a contingent of California
Volunteers and given the moniker Camp Stanford. At the conclusion of the Civil War, the
federal government renamed the post in honor of triumphant Union general and future
U.S. President Ulysses S. Grant.Severe flooding consumed Camp Grant the following
year, obliterating nearly all of its 26 low-lying adobe buildings, prompting military
officials to move the post slightly fiirther up Aravaipa Canyon to higher ground.''^
By the early 1870s, many a soldier had come to view Camp Grant as "the most
thoroughly God-forsaken post of all those supposed to be included in the annual
Congressional appropriations."^^ Those unfortunate members of the First and Third
Cavalry divisions assigned to the remote station found its living conditions deplorable
and daily life extremely monotonous. Troops served more as handymen than soldiers.
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forced to spend most of their days performing continual repairs to the post's makeshift
complex of crumbling and leaking buildings.''^ The overwhelming dreariness of camp life
encouraged frequent desertions; the only respite from the boredom for those soldiers who
remained came when they left the post to conduct forays against the Apaches.'*^ To make
matters worse, the post's decrepit living quarters and its swampy grounds made it the
perfect breeding ground for malarial diseases."^' During the fall and winter months in
particular, Camp Grant's prohibitive number of disease cases made conducting scouting
forays against the Apache extremely difficult, as the post often couldn't field enough
healthy soldiers to make it worth their while.At one point in 1868, illness and death
became so widespread among the troops that a convalescent camp was established 28
miles south of the post along the wagon road to Tucson where sick soldiers could be
transported in order to recuperate/'
Despite its isolated location and wretched condition, Camp Grant nonetheless
possessed significant tactical value for the U.S. Army in its efforts to neutralize the
Apaches. Situated in the heart of Aravaipa and Pinal territory, the post bordered the main
Apache raiding trail leading south into Mexico, a route used by several Western and
Chiricahua Apache groups from eastern Arizona and western New Mexico, respectively.
The Army also strategically positioned the post where it did in order to protect the
Overland Mail Route—^which served as the primary southern highway connecting
California with the Eastern states—from Apache raids as well as to encourage
agricultural development by Anglo settlers in both the San Pedro and Santa Cruz
Valleys.^^
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During its most active period (1866 through 1872), when not beset by disease
epidemics, "the primary function of Camp Grant was to ride herd on Apaches in the area.
Patrols were almost constantly in the field, and parties from other Arizona posts
frequently touched at Grant during extended scouts, for supplies and a brief rest."^^
Scouts from Camp Grant, while only sporadically able to find and kill Apaches, proved
rather effective in keeping nearby Apache groups—commonly the Pinal and Aravaipa—
continuously on the run.^'^ Camp Grant's importance to the Department of Arizona's
military operations was illustrated by the fact that it survived Stoneman's plan to halve
the number of forts in the Territory. In fact, a long-term mandate of Grant's Peace Policy
called for Camp Grant to collect the Aravaipa and Pinal on a reserve adjacent to the post,
one of four reserves where the U.S. Army would collect peaceably disposed Apache
groups.^^
Troops from Camp Grant were actively scouting Apaches when Lieutenant Royal
E. Whitman of H Company of the U.S. Third Cavalry arrived in late November 1870 to
assume command of the post. The Citizen took notice of the arrival of Whitman and
several other Army officers in the Territory, commenting that "all these officers are fine
appearing gentlemen and we believe will prove efficient in public duties..

A native of

Maine, Whitman had made an impressive rise through the miUtary ranks as a Union
Army volunteer during the Civil War, joining the regular army in 1867.^^ The promising
officer—^by all indications armed with lofty career aspirations—likely viewed his transfer
to the isolated outpost as some sort of professional punishment, yet he proved determined
to make the best of an unfavorable situation.
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Whitman encountered a bustUng scene upon his arrival. Growing up around Camp
Grant was a small community of civiUans whose job it was to support the three Army
companies stationed at the post/^ In addition to the post's clerk, guide, blacksmith,
butcher, packers and livestock herders. Camp Grant also employed a number of Apache
mansos to act as scouts and Mexicans—former captives of the Apaches—^to serve both as
guides and interpreters.^^ Small contingents of Tohono O'odham warriors routinely
appeared at the post to accompany troop forays into the surrounding region.^*^ The post
sutler's store, owned by the Tucson mercantile firm of Lord and Williams and operated
by post trader Fred L. Austin, served as the social center of the post.^' A post office sat a
short distance fi-om the camp, receiving mail firom Tucson once a week.®^ The company
gardens located along the San Pedro River bottom and tended by the troops supplied the
post with much of its food, providing its soldiers with a variety of fi-esh vegetables.^^
Several Anglo ranches also had sprung up near the post, running cattle and producing
crops such as com, barley, onions and turnips.^ Camp Grant—^more than 2,000 acres
large—obtained a healthy supply of water fi-om a deep well located in the middle of its
parade ground on the banks of Aravaipa Creek, which was sunk after officers discovered
that the San Pedro's supply often was infested with malaria.^^
The quest of the Aravaipa and Pinal for food and water, meanwhile, became
increasingly fi-aught with peril. Camp Grant launched scouting expeditions in rapid
succession during 1870 and early 1871, chasing Apache groups firom their traditional
residences, destroying their stores of com and mescal that they relied upon so heavily
during the lean winter months, and engaging them in combat when they dared to pause to
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regroup.^^ The seemingly relentless stalking by the troops made farming and hunting in
the Apaches' usual places life-threatening propositions and raiding more indispensable
than ever. The constant harassment by soldiers and settlers alike had many Finals and
Aravaipas thinking peace. Sherman Curley, a Pinal Apache, remembered the experiences
of his people during this period;
"Our people used to stay on top of the Pinal Mountains, when I was a boy.
I dressed pretty poorly then, with a sleeveless buckskin shirt, laced down
the sides, and no drawers at all. While we lived there, the men used to go
out on raids, south, around Tucson. There they would get three or four
cattle or horses, and drive them back up on the mountain, and butcher
them. I used to go among the camps after this, and they would give me
pieces of meat to eat, for us. About two days after they butchered, our
people moved down onto the Gila River, below where Coolidge Dam is
now, to a place called tse-bi-da-nas-kai. There were a great many people
camped here. We lived here quite a while, and then all the people held a
meeting about sending one man and one woman down to where some
white people had set up an agency on the San Pedro [Camp Grant].
At Camp Grant, the first few months of Whitman's tenure passed without
incident. Then, in mid-February 1871, a party of five Apache women, poverty-stricken
and clad in tattered dress, came into Camp Grant under a flag of truce.The women
informed Whitman that they were looking to retrieve a child captured by the post's troops
a few months earlier. Whitman welcomed the group and produced the child, informing
the Apache contingent that the child preferred to stay at the post where he was well fed
and cared for. Speaking through the post's interpreter. Whitman invited the group to stay
for a few days and receive rations, a proposal they readily accepted. Upon their departure.
Whitman granted the women permission to return to the post. A larger contingent that
included the original party returned to Camp Grant about a week later, furnishing articles
to trade for manta, a rough cotton fabric which they typically used to make clothing.

Once again, Whitman welcomed them, reporting that the group, before departing, "said a
young chief would like to come in with a party and have a talk. This I encouraged, and in
a few days he came with about twenty-five of his band."®^
The young chief to which Whitman referred was the Aravaipa chief hashke
bahnzin, who reached Camp Grant on or about February 24th, accompanied by two
dozen Apaches—including the Aravaipa chief Santos and Capitan Chiquito (or Little
70
Captain). Hashke bahnzin was a Pinal Apache who had married into the Aravaipa and
assumed a position of considerable influence within the band.^' Along with Santos,
Eskiminzin was the most influential of the Aravaipa chiefs, claiming 150 Aravaipas
among his followers and commanding the allegiance of a number of Pinal Apache gotas
as well.^^
Hashke bahnzin informed Whitman that he was the leader of what remained of
the Arivaipa Apaches and that the Pinal and Aravaipa he spoke for were exhausted from
years of evading U.S. troops, unable to procure an adequate subsistence in their
respective territories because troops and civilians harried them at every opportunity. He
declared that he wished to strike a lasting peace for his people so that they could return to
their home in Aravaipa Canyon, farm their traditional plots there, and receive rations
until their crops could be harvested.

Whitman—^with no standing orders to reserve

peace-seeking Apaches and completely oblivious of the deep cultural attachment the
Aravaipa, Pinal and other Apache groups maintained with their ancestral places—
suggested that hashke bahnzin take his group north to the White Mountains to join other
supervised Western Apache groups that had recently forged peace arrangements at Camp
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Apache. In his report to Colonel J.G.C. Lee, Whitman recalled the Apache leader's
response to his proposition:
"He \hashke bahnzin] stated.. .that he wanted peace; that he and his people
had no home, and could make none, as they were at all times apprehensive
of the approach of cavalry. I told him he should go to the White
Mountains. He said, 'That is not our country, neither are they our people.
We are at peace with them, but never have mixed with them. Our fathers
and their fathers before them have lived in these mountains and have
raised com in this valley. We are taught to make mescal our principle
article of food, and in summer and winter here we have a never-failing
supply. At the White Mountains there is none, and without it now we get
sick. Some of our people have been at [Camp] Goodwin, and for a short
time at the White Mountains, but they are not contented, and they all say,
'Let us go to the Aravapa and make a final peace and never break it.'"^"^
For hashke bahnzin and the others, it had to be peace at Camp Grant or no peace
at all. Years of eluding capture and confrontation had taken its toll on hashke bahnzin and
his people, leaving them with really no choice except to make peace, but they were
determined to continue to live on their ancestral soil and maintain at least some modicima
of independence.^^ By settling near the post, they could remain within safe traveling
distance of many of their traditional hunting and gathering areas and only a few miles
fi"om their farming sites in Aravaipa Canyon. The area surrounding the post also
possessed an abundant supply of mescal, an essential component of their diet. According
to Clum, hashke bahnzin "had hoped only for permission to return with his band to the
tiny Arivaipa River [Creek], to replant their deserted cornfields, and support themselves,
as was their habit, unaided."'^ Second Lieutenant W.W. Robinson, Jr., Whitman's
second-in-conmiand at Camp Grant in early 1871, was on hand for the initial negotiation
and reported hashke bahnzin's rejection of Whitman's proposal to go to the White
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Mountains—as well as the importance the Aravaipa and Pinal placed on remaining in
their aboriginal homelands;
"[T]hey were tired of war with the whites, and wished permanent peace;
that this section of the coimtry, stretching along the Aravapa Creek from
the Rio San Pedro to the Aravapa or Galiura Momtains, they had always
considered as their homes, and that they wished now to come in and be
allowed to plant in the valley of the Aravapa Creek; also that they might
be supplied with farming utensils and the necessary provisions to sustain
life until they could raise crops."^^
Whitman explained to hashke bahnzin that he did not have the authority to
negotiate directly with the Apaches, but he advised the chiefs to bring the rest of their
people in to camp and receive rations until the commander could obtain official approval
to create a reservation. Like many of his New England brethren, Whitman regarded
himself as a humanitarian who favored an hidian policy predicated on pacification,
civilization and moral suasion. Looking back later on his first meeting with the Apaches,
Whitman explained: "They had so won on me, that from my first idea of treating them
justly and honestly as an officer of the Army, I had come to feel a strong personal interest
in helping to show them the way to a higher civilization."'^
The brazen young lieutenant went out on quite a long limb in consummating a
peace accord without first obtaining official approval, but he was confident that his Army
superiors and the Indian Service would sanction his plan to strike a lasting truce with the
Aravaipa and Pinal bands. Whitman hastily prepared and sent two dispatches on February
24th and 28th to Department of Arizona headquarters reporting the results of the
conference and asking for fiirther instructions from General Stoneman. In the meantime,
he issued each Apache man, woman and child one pound of beef and one pound of com
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or flour per day, per U.S. Army regulations. Robinson observed that the assembled
Apaches "expressed themselves satisfied with this, but stated that it would be necessary
for them to go out occasionally a short distance from the post, on the side-slopes of the
adjacent mountains, for the purposes of gathering mescal..." Whitman told the group
that he would grant them permission to gather mescal when necessary.
With an armistice and rations secured, hashke bahnzin left Camp Grant to notify
the Aravaipa and Pinal Apaches in the area of Whitman's overtures of peace. He returned
to Camp Grant on March 1st, this time accompanied by nearly all of his followers, among
them Walter Hooke, who later recounted his people's decision to relocate to the San
Pedro:
"Some of our people went to San Pedro. We had heard that an agency had
been set up there. At na dah cho das un was hashke bahnzin, the chief, he
and some others went down to see this Agent at San Pedro, who wanted
all our people to come in to his agency. When they came back fi-om there,
they brought a big sack of tobacco that the agent had given them. Now
after this some of the people went in to San Pedro Agency, and firom day
to day more and more of us went in. Our family moved to g'ashdla'd cho
o'dd, and then on to tultsog hadaslin. From this last place, we went
straight on into the Agency. At the Agency they gave us rations of flour,
coffee, sugar and meat, and com. We lived by there for two or three years,
moving up to into Arivaipa Canyon, above the Agency, from g'ashdla'd
cho o'dd, clear up to tsel chi' nadnt'i
Bi ja gush kai ye, a Pinal Apache married to one of the band's chiefs, was among the
Apaches who came into Camp Grant with hashke bahnzin. Like Hooke, she later
provided Goodwin with an oral narrative of her experience:
"After a while hashke bahnzin came back to our camp again, and said to
my husband, 'Let's go down and see the White people again, at tudotl'sh
sikdn [Camp Grant], and make good fiiends with them this time. I will
take my wife that was down there before, and you take this, your wife
(me).' 'All right,' my husband said. So the four of us went down there
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again to tudotl'sh sikdn. There were lots of soldiers there. When we got
there, my husband, and hashke bahnzin talked with the white men, and
made good firiends with them. The Agent [Whitman] there they talked
with. Now it was fixed so there would be no more trouble between us and
the White People. Then we went back home, and separated, hashke
bahnzin and his wife going to gosh-tla-a na-chi. and we going back to
tseM-tsut da-des-dguc. in the Gila River Canyon (below the Dam). We
stayed here a long time, and then heard that there were lots of Indians
living down close to tudotl'sh sikdn, and drawing rations there. So we
went down there again, and camped at nadnlid cho, where the rations were
being issued. That was the first time I ever saw flour, sugar, or coffee.
After we got rations, we moved away again, this time to tsesl-tsut da-desdguc. Two other camps moved back with us. We had got lots of rations,
flour, sugar, coffee, meat. We had no bags to put them in, so had to dump
all into our burden baskets. They gave us com also. Later on, we went
back for rations again, and this time when we moved away, a lot of people
came with us. We camped at ha'ke da'dzil'kai. Later we went back to
g'ashdla'd cho o'dd, near tudotl'sh sikdn. Some lindbdha had heard that
there were rations being given over here, and so had come over also."®^
Word spread rapidly about the new arrangement at Camp Grant, prompting
runners from a few other destitute Apache bands to approach the post seeking the
"privileges" that had been extended to Eskiminzin's band.^^ Whitman offered these
impoverished groups the same terms, which included a promise of Army protection from
civilian intimidation and violence. By March 10th, three hundred Apaches were
"receiving rations at this Post, and seeking to obtain a reservation in the immediate
• • •
8^
vicinity of this Post." Curley remembered how his group was convinced to come into
Camp Grant:
"Some time after this our whole bunch [went] over the mountains, south to
t'ischo didesch 'il, where some springs were coming out (some place in the
north end of the Galliuro Mountains). While we were there, a man...and
his wife, went down to tudotl'sh sikdn (Old Camp Grant on the San Pedro
River). They stayed there two days, and then came back and told about it.
They brought some big sacks of tobacco back with them. The new Indian
Agent had given them these. (The Arivaipa agency was set up just about
then.) The agent had told this man, when he went back to tell all the
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Apaches living in the mountains nearby, to gather together, and come
down and camp near the Agency on Arivaipa Creek. The Apaches were
still wild then. About one day after this man got back with the tobacco,
they had gathered together and the whole band moved down, and made
their camp on Arivaipa creek, about four miles above the agency. In those
days there were lots more Apaches than there are now. They stayed at this
camp on the Arivaipa for four or five months. They used to gather all
kinds of wild fiiait on the mountains, and they gathered tl-o na-di-tise
(wild hay) and took it down to the agency, and to Camp Grant to sell..
Although the Apaches submitted to Whitman's authority on their own volition,
the lieutenant officially treated them as prisoners of war under the safeguard of the U.S.
Army in order to distribute rations.^^ Even so, the lieutenant did not require his new
wards to relinquish their weapons because, according to Whitman, "they were very
poorly suppUed with arms."^^ Whitman instructed the Apaches to establish their rancheria
about a half mile fi-om the post, where he counted them and issued them rations every
second day. Realizing what potentially was at stake, he made it a point to keep his new
charges under tight surveillance: "Knowing as I did the responsibility of the whole
[peace] movement rested with me, and that in case of any loss to the Government coming
of it I should be the sufferer, I kept them continually under observation, until I not only
came to know the faces of all the men, but also the women and children.
In a measure intended to remedy the Apaches' lack of suitable clothing and defi"ay
the costs associated with their guardianship. Whitman set up a system of exchange
whereby the Apaches could harvest hay for Camp Grant in exchange for tickets to be
used as currency at the post sutler's store.^^ The ambitious lieutenant made an agreement
with the post trader Austin, who supervised the hay contract at Camp Grant, to cancel his
agreements with area Mexican and "other Indian" laborers and employ the Apaches
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instead.^^ Robinson made note of the program: "They were allowed, at this time, to sell
hay to the Government at the contract price, and, with the proceeds of such sale, were
able to clothe themselves very decently.

Using small knives, the Apaches—^mostly the

women—cut and gathered hay to deliver to the post quartermaster. Whitman paid a cent
per pound of hay to the Apaches, who over the course of roughly six weeks brought in
150 tons of hay (300,000 pounds) for a payment in tickets of $3,000. Some of the
Apaches also chopped firewood for the post in exchange for tickets. The Apaches traded
their tickets primarily for manta and other supplies, anything available for sale "except
arms, ammunition, or liquor."^' According to Bi ja gush kai ye, "Now we lived close to
the San Pedro. The women used to go out, and cut hay, and sell it to the soldiers for their
horses. For this, they would get a red ticket on which they could draw rations, or get
calico, or other things."^^ The arrangement "proved a perfect success; not only the
women and children engaged in the work, but many of the men," a fact whose
significance certainly was not lost on Whitman.^^
Initial reaction in Tucson to Camp Grant's creation of an impromptu Apache
reservation was apprehensive to say the least. Tucsonans first learned of the armistice
through an anonymous letter written by a soldier stationed at the post, published in the
March 11th edition of the Citizen. The letter reported in part that
"The prospects that your city will not be troubled by Apaches for some
time are very bright indeed.. .1 think what with these Indians being left in
the San Pedro and Arivaipa Valleys to cultivate, and receiving
encouragement and implements, seeds, &c., in fact everything that would
be requisite to start a people on their new career, we will have no more of
those Indian atrocities that have so blurred the history of this Territory."^^
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Any sense of optimism contained in the letter, however, was tempered by Citizen editor
John Wasson's accompanying commentary:
"Our Grant letter speaks confidently of the value of the peace made with
the Finals. We hope it may be lasting, but no one should trust their person
or property where they could not have done so before. They [the Apaches
in sum] should have been compelled to endure more.. .before [our]
listening to their peace talk. Even if they have offered peace in good faith,
they deserve more punishment, and a terrible scourging would have made
their peaceful professions worthy of reliance.. .The Indians must most
powerfully feel the government's superiority, ability and determination to
crush him, before his professions of peace are worth listening to by our
officers or people."^^
Some in Tucson received the news of the Camp Grant truce as a positive step toward a
permanent peace in southern Arizona, but the vast majority resented the arrangement,
viewing it as a hollow measure doomed to failure.^^ In the frank opinion of Wasson and
his fellow supporters of extermination, an Apache group that was able to initiate
overtures of peace was not properly subjugated.
Any apparent delay in Tucson's condemnation of the Camp Grant arrangement
may be attributed to the fact that the truce happened to coincide with a temporary lull in
hostilities against Anglo and Mexican settlers—as if the former was incontrovertibly
responsible for the latter. When word reached Tucson in late March of a new rash of
Apache depredations in southern Arizona, public denouncement of the Camp Grant
experiment came fast and furious. Between March 7 and March 29, a total of 15 raids
were reported within range of the Apache at Camp Grant, with 19 killed, 10 wounded and
one man captured.'^ Particularly appalling to Tucsonans was the March 20th killing of
popular Tubac rancher Leslie B. Wooster and his Mexican wife.
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As always, Wasson sensationalized these disparate acts of violence, painting them
as evidences of a unified and indomitable Apache offensive, the Territory as defenseless
in its wake, and Tucsonans as teetering on the brink of extinction, hi the March 25th issue
of the Citizen, he published his usual embellished "play-by-play" accoimt of the recent
carnage, and then categorically blamed both the Apaches residing at Camp Grant as well
as the U.S. Army for the violence: "Indian murders continue all around while postcommanders are holding farcical peace talks and dispensing rations to the murderers.
Will the Department Commander longer permit the murderers to be fed by supplies
furnished by the people's money?"^®
Belaboring the notion that government feeding stations were actually cloaked
supply depots for Apache raiding served the best interests of Tucson's leading citizens,
who were looking for any plausible premise to wreck the Camp Grant experiment. These
"subtle intriguers now proclaimed that the friendly Indians at Camp Grant were
responsible for all the depredations, and that Stoneman's policy of peace was the sole
cause of the trouble..."^' Tucsonans openly encouraged the rampant speculation, as it
played on their avowed hatred for the Apaches and their growing contempt for a federal
government seemingly unsympathetic to their circumstances. Conveniently for its
instigators, the allegation was difficult to prove or refute (even if someone had been so
inclined to investigate it), since it was grounded largely in rumors and misinformation.
The speculation also was driven by the fact that few people actually witnessed Apache
depredations, and those who did could not easily assign offenders to a particular Apache
group based on their appearance. Apaches dressed similarly from one band to the next.
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and they were adorned with no distinctive facial markings. Because the perpetrators were
not easy to identify, "the settlers could easily assume that Camp Grant Indians were
involved."^®® Even though Camp Grant
was fifty-five miles distant, and it was unlikely that Aravaipas would have
traveled that far to raid, the pronouncement was readily accepted by most
of the Tucson citizens. In general they were opposed to agencies where
Apaches worked for a living and were peaceful; such conditions led to
reductions in military forces and a slackening of war prosperity.
Especially maddening to those who depended on the U.S. Army and the
extermination policy for their economic well-being was Whitman's decision to employ
the Apaches to gather hay and firewood for the post. The long-term implications of
Grant's Peace Policy aside, immediate measures such as hiring Apaches to supply posts
with provisions "aroused the civilian contractors of the area who stood to lose a
considerable sum since they also provided many items, including wood and hay, to the
Army."'®^ Contractors had made a financial killing providing the Army with supplies to
fight the Apaches; the idea that the Apaches would now supply the Army and potentially
cut them out of the profit loop altogether was, in their minds, unconscionable. The
military's job, after all, was to protect and enable their business interests, not inhibit
them. Thus it made perfect economic sense to Tucson's civilian contractors and
merchants to establish and promote a cause-and-effect relationship—^however tenuous—
linking the Army's reserving of Apaches at Camp Grant with the resurgence in Apache
raiding. By portraying the Camp Grant experiment as feeding Apache depredations rather
than reducing them, they believed they could apply the political pressure necessary to
force the U.S. Army to forgo the reservation program and return to a campaign of
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extermination. Building public credence in the proposition that the Camp Grant Apaches
were sacking all of southern Arizona provided Tucson's leading citizens with the local
consensus necessary to sanction any course of action they might subsequently choose to
take to thwart implementation of Grant's Peace Policy in Arizona—and forestall the
economic ruin it portended.
Meanwhile, things were proceeding relatively smoothly at Camp Grant.
Sometime in late March, the rising temperatures caused the stretch of Arivaipa Creek
running adjacent to the post to dry up, prompting hashke bahnzin to ask Whitman's
permission to relocate his people upstream where they could draw upon Arapa's yearround water supply and begin cultivating their fertile planting grounds along Aravaipa
Creek. Whitman authorized the move, allowing the Apaches to relocate their rancheria
five miles east of Camp Grant.Within a few days, "the new camp, a loose string of
wickiups between the southern bank of the Arivaipa and a rise of high bluffs, was
established."^""^ Whitman continued to keep a close watch on the Apaches, counting the
group every third day. He periodically issued short-term passes to small parties of
Apaches so that they could venture out into the neighboring mountainsides to gather and
bum mescal in order to supplement their new diet of government rations. The lieutenant
noted that "these parties were always mostly women, and I made myself sure by noting
the size of the party, and from the amount of mescal brought in, that no treachery was
intended."^®^ In addition to cutting hay and gathering mescal, small parties of a few men
at a time were issued passes to hunt wild game. While both Whitman and Robinson were
xmeasy about permitting small parties to leave the rancheria to gather food, the success of
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the truce ultimately depended on allowing the Apaches the chance to attain traditional
foods upon which their health depended. Besides, the surge of Apache arrivals had
severely diminished Camp Grant's available provisions, forcing Whitman to reduce the
issuance of rations to once every third day. The post's depleted food stores made it
essential that the Apaches procure other subsistence resources.
The counting system restricted the Apaches from leaving their rancheria in
significant numbers or for any extended period of time.^*^^ Whitman, however, took his
vigilance one step further, impressing upon the Apaches the importance of refraining
from participating in depredations of any kind. Now cognizant of Tucson's contempt for
the Camp Grant armistice, he consequently made a preemptive effort to insure that the
Apaches did not give their detractors any valid basis for their speculations.'®^ Second
Lieutenant Robinson made note of Whitman's prudence:
"Discontent appearing to prevail with a portion of the people of southern
Arizona, and certain articles of censure appearing in one or two of the
journals of the time. Lieutenant Whitman was very particular to warn all
of the Indians that in no manner should they lay themselves liable to
suspicion, telling them that if ever one or two of them should go out and
engage in hostilities, all would suffer the consequences.""^^
The commander, or nant'an, as the Apaches called him, later reported that he
spent hours each day with his charges, discussing in specific detail the terms of their
truce. He explained to them that by agreeing to a peace with the soldiers stationed at
Camp Grant, they also had agreed to a peace with Arizona's civilians. In fact, Whitman
even attempted to enlist hashke bahnzin and some of his men for Army scouts against
hostile Apache bands who were raiding in southern Arizona and northern Mexico, but the
group declined. The Aravaipa chief—apparently concerned that participating could
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expose his people to retaliation from those groups should the Camp Grant truce turn out
to be temporary—^reportedly reasoned: "We are at peace. We are not at war with those
Indians...and should we attempt to fight them we would fear for our safety."'''^ He
suggested, however, that his group might be open to enlisting with expeditions against
unsubdued Apaches and other Indian groups—if Whitman and his troops agreed to join
him on a scout against Mexicans in Sonora, a proposition the commander must have
found amusing.
William Kness, the post's mail carrier, testified to the general tenor of peace at
Camp Grant; "I made it a point to study the character and habits of the Apache Indians at
Camp Grant, before the massacre, and the result was that I was convinced that they were
acting in good faith and earnestly desired peace. They were industrious, the women
particularly so."^'' The Anglo ranchers and farmers in the vicinity of Camp Grant
developed an equally cordial association with their new neighbors and felt "perfectly
secure" in their presence—so much so that Whitman made arrangements with the
ranchers to hire the Apaches as laborers at the going rate for the upcoming barley
harvest."^ Those stationed at and living around the post were encouraged by the
diligence and peaceful conduct of the Apaches. In addition to the troops stationed at the
post, "civilian employees of the army (including veteran Indian haters), and even the
citizen ranchers who were persuaded to hire Apaches—all were in agreement that
something profoundly remarkable and significant was happening."''^
After six long weeks of waiting, Whitman finally received a response to his
briefing from department headquarters. Expecting clear instructions from his superiors,
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he was disheartened to find that his letter had been returned with no official orders
whatsoever. Instead, the response contained only a terse statement reprimanding
Whitman for failing to follow official regulations when briefing his original
communication. According to Robinson, "In the haste of preparing this letter, the proper
briefing, as required on the outer fold, was unintentionally neglected, and this fact served
to delay the instructions which Lieutenant Whitman required...Unsure if his
superiors had even read his report of his arrangement with the Apaches, Whitman had no
choice but to rely on the general military policies that had guided his original decision.
In the interim, more Apaches had trickled in to the post requesting safe haven.
Captain Frank Stanwood, who arrived at Camp Grant to assume command of the post in
early April, estimated there were between foiar and five hundred Apaches residing at the
rancheria, describing them as Aravaipas under hashke bahnzin. Finals under [Capita]
Chiquito, and "about 100 who were at Camp Goodwin a year ago."'^^ A few weeks later,
the number had swelled to more than five hundred—forming a significant portion of the
Westem Apaches residing in eastern central Arizona. ^^
To Whitman's relief, Stanwood had received verbal instructions from General
Stoneman while en route to the post to continue to feed and treat any Apache he found
there as "prisoners of war."''^ Over the next three weeks, Stanwood conducted an
extensive inspection of Whitman's arrangement, closely observing the daily movements
and activities of the Camp Grant Apaches and scrutinizing the sincerity of their
expressions of peace. To guard against even the appearance of impropriety, Stanwood
ordered Whitman to produce detailed descriptions of each Apache male and count the

entire group daily."® After a thorough review, Stanwood pronounced himself satisfied
with the conduct and integrity of the Apaches and endorsed the reservation program
without recommending any further changes. Confident in Whitman's supervision,
Stanwood left Camp Grant on April 24th for a prolonged patrol of the southern part of the
Territory, taking nearly all of the U.S. Third Cavalry assigned to the post with him. The
captain's departure left Whitman in charge of only about fifty men. In Tucson, news of
this diminished number "emboldened his enemies, and it led to disaster.""^

"Would it not be well for the citizens of Tucson to give the Camp Grant
wards a slight entertaiimient to the music of about a hundred doublebarreled shot guns. We are positive that such a course would produce the
best results."
—Arizonan editor P.W. Dooner
Responding to developments at Camp Grant, the Wooster killing and other recent
depredations, Tucsonans held a town meeting in late March, during which they
established the Tucson Public Safety Committee. The committee featured some of the
town's most influential—and most embittered—^residents. Headlining the group was
merchant and Army contractor Hiram S. Stevens, who was elected corrmiittee chairman;
rancher and Army supplier William S. Oury, the committee's spokesman; and Sidney R.
DeLong, business partner in Tully, Ochoa & DeLong, the Territory's largest mercantile
firm. Following raucous deliberations, the committee resolved to send a delegation to
meet with General Stoneman. Its two-fold objective; apprise the department commander
of the pitch of violence in southern Arizona and demand that he launch an aggressive,
department-wide campaign against the Apaches.
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The delegation—^led by Oury and DeLong—immediately departed Tucson to
track down Stoneman, who was in the midst of an inspection toiar of the Territory. Oury
and DeLong finally located the general in Florence, but their meeting turned out to be a
waste of time as far as the Tucson delegation was concerned. Instead of agreeing to
launch an all-out offensive against the Apaches, Stoneman advised the committee that
"his order for a vigorous prosecution of a winter campaign against the
Apaches was very unfavorably criticized by the Eastern people—even to
the extent of having the President suggest to [General] Sherman that he
should direct [that] the orders should be so modified as to correspond with
the intentions of the administration in its Indian policy viz: One of moral
191
suasion and kindness, looking to their Christianization."
This Indian policy meant confining Apaches to reservations, not exterminating
them, and a largely inoperative, self-sufficient military that would no longer need the
services of Tucson's business elite. According to Oury, the general told them that "the
people of Tucson and vicinity could not expect anything more than had been done
already."'^^ Stoneman, however, did promise the delegation that he would not reduce the
number of troops serving in the southern part of the Territory. In addition, he agreed to
order continuous scouting forays in the Santa Cruz River valley and keep Camp
Crittenden in operation for the time being.Oury also reported that Stoneman
"...informed us that one-tenth of the whole Army was now stationed in
Arizona, a greater portion than we had a right to expect, and cautioned the
people of Tucson that a continuance of their complaints of the lack of
protection by the military, would have the effect to withdraw the troops
entirely; that the subject had been seriously contemplated and might yet be
acted upon."^^"*
After all, Stoneman asked the delegation, didn't a community the size of Tucson possess
more than enough manpower to adequately defend itself, if the populace as a whole was
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in fact that anxious to eliminate the Apache menace once and for all? Although Stoneman
innocuously intended the question "as no more than an off-hand remark to indicate his
disbelief that there were that many concerned, Oury and his deputation later claimed that
they took it as a carte blanche to handle the situation as they saw fit."
The die for catastrophe was cast during the delegation's finiitless dialogue with
Stoneman. Incensed by the general's seeming indifference to their predicament, the
committee held a series of public meetings to raise a force of civilian volunteers to
engage in a sustained campaign against any and all Apaches. The local press did their
part to exhort the populace to action. Arizonan editor P.W. Dooner lamented: "One point,
however, is at rest; that if the people of v^rizona would have protection they must not
look to General Stoneman to obtain it."^^^ But the call to arms fell on mostly deaf ears.
Apache raiding activity had subsided again, leading some to believe that maybe the
Apache problem was fading away once and for all. Others held out hope that the troops
and scouts pledged by Stoneman would be adequate to protect Anglo settlements and
travelers in southern Arizona. Despite the concerted effort of the Tucson's commercial
class and press, less than one hundred citizens signed the rolls of the Public Safety
Committee's civilian militia. Oxary reported that "a paper was drawn up and signers called
for to which (82) Eighty-two Americans signed their names. The writer was elected
Captain and all hands pledged to eat up blood-raw every Apache in the land upon the
recurrence of a new outrage."The militia's rolls included merchants, supply
contractors, freighters,

lawyers, ranchers, hotel and saloon keepers, as well as the

newspaper editors Wasson and Dooner.'^® These "doughty kni^ts," as Oury called them,
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resolved to treat the federal government and the U.S. Army as part of the problem and not
part of the solution to the "Apache question."^^^ According to mihtia enlistee Leander
Spofford, the volunteers pledged to "spill the blood of every Apache in the Territory if a
new outrage or murder was committed."
The repose from depredations proved short-lived. On April 10th, a group of
Apaches seized nearly two dozen cattle from San Xavier.'^^ A posse composed of a
dozen committee militia members—including prominent rancher Jesus Maria Elias and
merchant WilUam Zeckendorf—immediately pursued the raiders, killing one Apache and
recapturing most of the livestock. A few days later. Apaches reportedly killed four
Anglos in a raid and subsequent battle at a settlement on the San Pedro River nearly 30
miles from

Tucson.Those Anglos involved in the skirmish alleged that they

encountered Apache reinforcements reputedly numbering one hundred warriors strong.
Tucson's reaction to these latest reports of violence was unmistakable. The Public
Safety Committee held nightly town meetings to ignite an immediate response by
Tucsonans. According to Oury, "Frequent excited and angry meetings were held at the
court-house, and many valiant but frothy

speeches were pronounced, and many

determined resolves were resoluted, but nothing definite was done..."^^^ Apparently,
Tucson's citizens were not as desperate as the town's leading businessmen to personally
undertake the eradication of the Apaches. Meanwhile, the press once again took dead aim
on the peace experiment at Camp Grant, attributing every recent depredation to its
Apache wards. In the April 15th edition of the Citizen, Wasson exclaimed:
ENCOURAGEMENT OF MURDER!
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As we declared at the time, the Camp Grant truce was a cruel farce...
There is not a reasonable doubt but that Camp Grant-fed-Indians made the
raid on San Xavier last Monday, and because they were followed,
punished, and deprived of their plunder, they went to Grant, rested on
Wednesday, and in stronger force on Thursday attacked the San Pedro
settlement as detailed elsewhere.
Judged by results, it would have afforded as much protection if Camp
Grant during the past twelve months had been located on an obscure East
Indian island.
Infantry Camp has led to nothing but the employment of a large force in
making roads, in performing post and escort duties, the killing of a number
of men and destruction and capture of much private and public property;
and probably has driven some Indians from places where they rarely did
harm down into the settlements where the loss of life and property has
since been shocking, and one thrifty community [the San Pedro
settlement] broken up, and the accumulations of years of hard labor
abandoned to the savages. We shall be glad to chronicle better fruits of
these Posts."'^^
Settlers and military officers squared off in the wake of the depredations.
Whitman vehemently denied the allegations that the Camp Grant Apaches were
responsible for the latest atrocities. The lieutenant insisted that the counting system he
had employed made it impossible for Apache males to leave Camp Grant in large
numbers without their absence being discovered.'^® He rejected as ludicrous Wasson's
unsubstantiated charge that a large portion of the 128 able-bodied Apache men under his
supervision had somehow sneaked away to raid San Xavier, made the 70-mile return trip
to Camp Grant in a single day, and immediately left again to recklessly wage a major
battle along the San Pedro.Whitman's growing circle of detractors would hear none of
this, however, arguing that the mere fact that the Apache rancheria was five miles

upstream from Camp Grant prevented Whitman from keeping adequate track of the
Apaches' whereabouts.
Whitman—^who was quickly supplanting Stoneman as the most hated man in
Arizona—was not the only post commander to endure criticism for the state of territorial
affairs. Wasson and Dooner also trained their accusatory sights on Colonel John Green at
Camp Apache, alleging that the post commander was actively supplying the Apaches
under his supervision with arms and ammunition that then were used against Arizona's
Anglo settlements. Green renounced the charges, sarcastically questioning whether the
Territory was actually worth inhabiting by settlers in the first place.
While the speeches, resolutions, and embellished reports of Apache atrocities kept
the problems of the Apaches and Grant's Peace Policy at the forefront of the local
consciousness, it actually was the belated pubhcation of General Stoneman's six-monthold report in the Citizen that precipitated events.

Interestingly, the Arizonan had printed

an excerpted version of the general's economic program for Arizona Territory in late
January. Wasson, however, withheld publishing the report until mid-April, likely in an
effort to guarantee a consensus among local residents for a civilian campaign against the
Camp Grant Apaches that already had entered its planning stages. The opportunistic
editor attempted to exploit recent events to unite the public "to take action against the
station at Grant. As a prime to public emotions, the newspaper for the first time made
known Stoneman's entire report, which included the economically crippling clause
suggesting that Camp Lowell in Tucson be closed."^^^
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The report, as previously discussed, outlined the specifics of Stoneman's plan to
streamline military operations in Arizona. The general defended his plan to close half of
the Territory's military posts as an expedient way to curtail the exorbitant expenses
associated with their operation, thus increasing the U.S. Army's overall effectiveness in
Arizona. In short, the federal government was done suckling Tucson's leading
businessmen, Stoneman explained; "The necessity for the continuance of [Forts] Cady,
Colorado, Crittenden, or Lowell, has ceased to exist, the assertion of those personally
interested to the contrary notwithstanding, and I have, therefore, given instructions that
no more money be expended at either, except to supply the daily wants of the small
garrisons now there stationed." The closing of Camp Lowell in particular would spell
almost certain financial doom for the many Tucsonans who were thriving off of the
government's till, hi closing, the general harbingered the official government stance on
the condition of the Territory and the problem of the Apaches:
"The all absorbing topic in Arizona, the irrepressible hidian, is approached
with no little reluctance, fearing that the authorities at headquarters, in San
Francisco as well as Washington, may have already become surfeited and
wearied with its consideration...
In conclusion, it gives me great pleasure to be able to express the opinion
that Indian, as well as other affairs in the department, are in as satisfactory
a condition as can reasonable be expected.
For a federal government and military saddled with considerations of economic
prudence and political morality, the Apache problem appeared exaggerated and the
answer—^if there was one—elusive. Stoneman acknowledged his conundrum, openly
questioning the practicality of both the extermination and pacification policies. In an
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April 9th letter to the Adjutant General of the U.S. Army, he discussed the Aravaipa and
Pinal Apache in verbiage stereotypical of the times:
"The question arises, what is to be done witii these creatures? Shall they
be fed and retained where they are, or shall they be told that there is
nothing for them, and be permitted to return, or rather, be forced to leave
and join the rest of their tribe engaged in stealing and murdering? They are
simply Indians, and Apache Indians at that, and must be considered and
treated as such, with all the bad traits of the most savage of all savages...
Would that some of the 'Peace Commission' could be induced to come out
to this region of country and lend us their aid in solving the difficult Indian
problem in Arizona, and share with me the abuse I am daily receiving
fi-om the press and people of the Territory for 'cultivating fiiendly
relations with the savages.' Some there [Tucson] are so impolite as to
assert that a large number of persons styling themselves Arizonians are
opposed to any measures looking towards the solution of the problem, as
in that case the 'Apache War' would be ended, the Army be withdrawn
and the occupation gone, and it must be admitted that circumstances go
very far towards warranting this assertion."''^'
For the leaders of the Public Safety Conmiittee—^who were accountable only to
their own economic interests and personal consciences—^the threat of personal ruin
seemed imminent and the solution simple; total, unrepentant warfare against the Apaches.
On the same day that Stoneman's report appeared in the Citizen, DeLong sent a telegram
summoning Governor A.P.K. Safford—^who was in Washington lobbying for troop
increases in Arizona and to have General Stoneman replaced—^back to the Territory in
order "to call to the field

all able bodied men against the Apaches."^"^^ Dooner,

meanwhile, chastised "the military force in the Territory under the present regime [for
being] an aggravation if not an actual curse to the people."'"^^ Fixed in the crosshairs of
the Public Safety Committee and its many supporters were the Camp Grant Apaches, the

"handiest and the easiest target" for those who had resolved to keep the Apache war fires
burning/^
On its surface, the Camp Grant Massacre appears to be just another incident in a
long line of indiscriminate acts of clear-cut, punitive violence by civilians against the
Apaches, suggestive of the 1863 Tidball raid and the 1864 Woolsey expedition. Many
have summarily construed the event as the periodic, intemperate venting of a swelling
ethnic animosity that once again had reached its boiling point in late April 1871.
However, the fact that the massacre involved a major, calculated offensive against a
reportedly peaceful group of Apaches known by all to be under the official confinement
and protection of the U.S. Army warrants a deeper examination of the motivations
governing the nature, scope, timing, and target of the attack—as well as those responsible
for its execution.
The 1871 massacre expedition did not depart Tucson in order to seek out and
attack Apaches anywhere they might be found; on the contrary, it left the Old Pueblo
armed with the solitary intent of wreaking havoc on a known group of peaceful, inactive
Apaches. The target was predetermined, the outcome largely a foregone conclusion. In
one fell swoop, the perpetrators aired both their political disapproval and economic fears,
at the cost of more than one hundred Apache lives.
The Camp Grant massacre represented a calculated act of defiant vigilantism
purposely intended to provoke the federal government into restoring the extermination
policy in Arizona. Those who orchestrated the massacre did so to serve notice on their
political adversaries—first through their exaggerated portrayals of depredations, and then

through the attack itself—that they would not tolerate any threats, Apache or federal, to
their livelihoods. The Apaches assembled at Camp Grant were, in their view, the
proverbial guinea pigs for a federal Indian policy that they deemed unconscionable. By
destroying the Camp Grant arrangement, they emphatically demonstrated their
categorical opposition to any policy short of a Ml-blown military campaign against the
Apaches.
Just as it is irresponsible to ascribe the massacre solely to racial animus, it also
would be improper to portray the attack wholly within political and economic
dimensions. In a cultural climate as volatile as 1871 Tucson, a deep hatred and genuine
fear of the Apaches no doubt played a role. It is impossible, however, to ignore or
downplay the reality that those who commissioned and organized the massacre had a
greater vested interest than other Tucsonans to preserve the economic status quo in the
Territory. Nearly 150 men would participate in the attack on the Camp Grant Apaches,
but by all indications the massacre was planned, backed and led by a small circle of
Tucson's leading citizens and businessmen: Sidney DeLong, Jesus Maria Elias, Samuel
Hughes, William Oury, A.P.K. Safford, Hiram Stevens and John Wasson.^'^^
Historical documents from the 1870s make repeated reference to the existence of
the "Tucson Ring" or "Indian Ring," commonly described as a group of merchants and
politicians who amassed great personal fortunes from military operations in the Territory,
and who called all the shots in Tucson: "They confrolled the commercial enterprises of
the territory, and were politically powerful. Newspapers, bending willingly to their
demands, printed false stories of Indian atrocities, and conspired with them to malign
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anyone who sought to pacify and settle the Apache and other tribes."'''^ Active as early as
1864, the Ring dominated territorial poUtics, patronage, "and to a large degree the
Federal contracting in Arizona." Its' members manipulated governmental appointments
to insure the selection of friends and alhes for both territorial and federal positions in
Arizona; they frequently conspired to force the expulsion of those officials and judges
that dared go against their wishes.

According to Tucsonan Joseph Fish,

"The contractors had much to say and pulled the strings to a great extent.
If Indians did work and help to sustain themselves, it lessened the
contractor's chances of making an enormous amount of money out of their
contracts as was being done by many of them...This element was
becoming quite strong and the ring was laboring to defraud the poor
natives out of what the United States gave them. The contractor's ring
reached from Tucson to Washington...These men came to Arizona to
make money and the quickest way to make it was to defraud the
Government and the Indians..
Definitively determining whether the Camp Grant massacre conspirators were in
fact self-conscious, self-pronounced members of the "Tucson Ring" as it was known at
the time is impossible. An in-depth analysis of the available evidence, however, leads to
the inexorable conclusion that these individuals ran the political and economic show in
Tucson and throughout much of the Territory both publicly and ftirtively without much
viable opposition.'"^' Sharing common and considerable economic interests—^interests
that would be severely compromised on several fronts by the impending consummation
of Stoneman's pacification program—^these citizens composed an exclusive group who
worked in collusion to promote hostilities between the military and the Apaches and then
reap the profits to be had from the ensuing violence.'^®

Retail merchant Sidney R. DeLong was one of Arizona's wealthiest citizens in
1871. Arriving in the Territory shortly after the conclusion of the Civil War, DeLong
joined the mercantile and freighting firm of Tully & Ochoa, which was headquartered in
Tucson. The company sent him to take over as post trader at Fort Bowie, where he began
amassing a personal fortune.^^^ hi 1869, the Arizonan reported that DeLong "has
accumulated considerable money in Arizona, and with his characteristic foresight is now
investing it freely in this southern portion of the Territory."'^^ Looking to capitalize on
his newfound prosperity, DeLong invested heavily in real estate and business ventures in
southern Arizona and also became deeply involved in natural resource speculation,
frequently buying and selling mines and mining claims.
In November 1870, fresh from

a stretch managing company affairs at Camp

Crittenden, DeLong was appointed junior partner and general manager of the firm now
renamed Tully, Ochoa & DeLong.'^'* The largest taxpayer in Pima County, the firm was
the most prosperous business in the Territory, operating stores throughout Arizona (many
at the Territory's Army posts) and employing hundreds of civiUans.^^^ The company
supplied provisions to everyone from contractors and ranchers to prospectors and
merchants, but its most lucrative client by far was the federal government, namely the
U.S. Army and the Indian Bureau.
Supplying the Territory's military posts formed the crux of the firm's operations,
requiring it to freight merchandise over great distances along the Territory's trails—often
to remote locations. The company used large mule and oxen teams to deliver the
provisions stipulated by their enormous government contracts.Predictably, the firm's
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many freight trains were a favorite target of Apache raiders. Tully, Ochoa & DeLong
suffered heavy losses in the years leading up to the massacre. In his Memorial affidavit,
DeLong testified that for the years 1869 and 1870, his firm "lost by Apache raids in
merchandise, wagons, horses, mules, oxen, and other property, to the value of
$18,500."'^^ Not surprisingly, the Citizen estimated the firm's losses to be much higher;
"We have not the figures, but presume they have lost within the past few years not far
from $100,000. Only about one year ago they lost an entire train at Canyon del Oro
between here and Camp Grant."^^^ In serving both as "a businessman and a 'booster' of
southern Arizona, [DeLong] considered Apache depredations not only a threat to life and
limb, but also a primary deterrent to the economic development of the area."'^° As
general manager of the Territory's most successful supply house—one whose prosperity
chiefly depended on federal dollars and military vigor—DeLong also understood the
drastic economic impact that Stoneman's economy program would have on both his
firm's interests and his personal ventures.
Tucsonans regarded Samuel Hughes as one of several "men of might" residing in
Tucson in 1871.'^' A wealthy owner of livestock and real estate and a self-described
grain dealer, Hughes operated a thriving business partnership with Hiram Stevens,
handling several large government contracts for grain, beef and forage.'®^ He maintained
a store at Camp Crittenden southeast of Tucson, selling supplies to the soldiers stationed
there.A jack-of-all-trades, he also served as the town's butcher, a profitable
occupation considering the U.S. Army's then-sizable demand for provisions of beef.
Hughes was a close confidant of Safford, who appointed Hughes to the position of
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adjutant general of Arizona upon his election as governor of the Territory. By 1871,
Hughes also had "branched out into real estate, money-lending, ranching, mining and
even grubstaking prospectors," like DeLong leveraging much of his considerable
financial assets in speculative ventures in the Territory.'®'^
Another of Tucson's leading citizens was William S. Oury, one of the Territory's
first permanent Anglo residents.^^^ The Virginia native and avowed Secessionist arrived
in Arizona in 1856 and played an instrumental role in organizing the Territory. A former
Texas Ranger, Oury also was an experienced Indian fighter. He held title to a substantial
parcel of land along the Santa Cruz River a couple of miles south of Tucson, where he
farmed and ran cattle.'^® His other occupations included trader and agent for the
Butterfield Overland Stage. Like his ranching brethren, Oury was vulnerable to Apache
thievery. In his Memorial affidavit, Oury reported losses totaling 39 head of livestock
equalling a sum of $2,000, and testified that he did "not consider life or property more
safe than when he first came to the Territory; considers no road leading fi"om Tucson
safe; that if Camp Crittenden is abandoned the settlements of the Sonoita and Santa Cruz
Valleys must be abandoned..."'^' Apaches raided his livestock holdings again in early
1871, an event that no doubt played a role in his decision to organize and participate in
the massacre. According to the wife of Sam Hughes, "Bill Oury was the leader of them
all; he had just lost a fine lot of cattle and was anxious to do something."'®^
Arizona Governor A.P.K. Safford, though absent from the Territory in the weeks
before, during and after the Camp Grant Massacre, played an influential role in the event.
The governor—^who counted himself a member of Tucson's commercial elite and the

town's leading businessmen among his closest confidantes—^used his position to goad
Tucsonans to do everything in their power to thwart Stoneman's economy program and
the federal government's plan to pacify the Apaches. In his speech to the Sixth Territorial
Legislature on January 14, 1871, Safford charged that the military force in Arizona was
"entirely inadequate for the prosecution of an energetic, aggressive war, and no other
kind will ever reduce the Apache to submission."^^® In fact, the main reason for Safford's
trip east during the spring of 1871 was to assist former governor Richard McCormick—
who had become Arizona's delegate in the U.S. Congress—in petitioning the War
Department to relieve Stoneman of his command on the grounds that he was unable to
meet the demands of his position.'^®
Personally invested in mining interests throughout the Territory, Safford strongly
advocated for the construction and operation of mines, which he believed to be critical to
the long-term economic development of the Territory.He was convinced that the
Apaches constituted the one major obstacle to mineral exploitation in Arizona, believing
that they "depend principally for their support upon theft and robbery, and do not desire
nor will they accept any terms of peace until they are thoroughly subjugated by military
power."^^^ Only by completely vanquishing the Apaches, Safford believed, could he and
his comrades open up the Territory in its entirety for exploration, speculation and
extraction. Convinced that the U.S. Army was not equal to the task on its own, Safford
actively petitioned the federal government for equipment for a civilian volunteer militia,
receiving arms and ammunition for such a force in May 1870 after a considerable
173
delay. Although he did not personally participate in the planning of a definite plan of
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engagement against the Apaches prior to leaving for Washington, his public posturing put
the official Territorial stamp of approval on any course of action his wealthy associates
chose to pursue in his absence. In effect, Safford's complicity encouraged the massacre
conspirators, as they knew they could undertake any measure of vigilante justice they
deemed necessary without fear of recrimination from the Territorial government and with
the consent of its leading official.
Hiram Stevens, as previously mentioned, partnered with Sam Hughes in a
lucrative government contracting business.

A "leader in all the affairs of the Territory,"

the merchant served as a member of the Territorial Legislature and also as chairman of
the Public Safety Committee.''^ Much like his business partner, Stevens was an
entrepreneurial capitalist involved in all sorts of business ventures. For years, Stevens
worked as "a post trader; he reaUzed large returns on beef and hay that he supplied to the
Government; he stocked his ranch near town with fine cattle; he made loans at two
percent a month; and he made money at mining."'^®
John Wasson was another leading citizen who—like Safford—^played a surrogate
yet pivotal role in the Camp Grant Massacre. Wasson moved to Tucson in April 1870
following his presidential appointment to the powerfiil position of Surveyor General of
the Arizona Territory. In November 1870, with Congressional delegate McCormick's
financial backing, Wasson also began publishing the Citizen, a weekly newspaper printed
in part to advance McCormick's political career. By early 1871, the Citizen had
effectively supplanted the Arizonan as the town's most popular conduit for newsworthy
matters. An aspiring member of Tucson's business elite, Wasson was a close associate of
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many of the massacre conspirators; with Governor Safford he formed an "agreeable
coterie."

The businesses of some of the massacre conspirators advertised in the Citizen

on a regular basis—especially the firm of Tully, Ochoa & DeLong/'®
His personal allegiances bore themselves out in print. Wasson oiled the gears of
violence against the Apaches, drumming up interest in the town meetings in the months
leading up to the massacre. His stories in the Citizen manipulated public opinion in favor
of the immediate extermination of the Apaches, making "the people of the territory
realize that if the Apache problem were to be solved, they—and not the Army or anybody
else—^would have to solve it."^^^ His status as a conspirator in the massacre saga was
reinforced by the fact that he (like several other Tucsonans) knew beforehand of the
conspiracy to ambush the Camp Grant Apaches, but failed to notify the U.S. Army of the
impending attack.
Jesus Maria Elias was the leading member of a prominent Mexican ranching
family that held title to more than 200,000 acres of land concentrated around Tubac.'^' In
the 1840s, the Elias family reportedly grazed as many as 40,000 head of cattle on their
expansive acreage.But the Elias' abundant livestock assets made them a natural target
of Apache raids. Apaches soon decimated the family's holdings—stealing, slaughtering
and scattering their immense herds, and burning their crops and b u i l d i n g s . W h e n
hostilities forced the abandonment of Tubac, Jesus Elias, along with his brother Juan
(also a massacre participant), moved to Tucson where they resiumed farming and running
cattle.
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A well-known Indian fighter, Elias had served as guide for the 1863 Tidball raid
on Aravaipa Canyon.

Of the Camp Grant massacre leaders, Elias could profess the

strongest claim to vengeance as a motive for participating in punitive expeditions against
the Apaches. Two brothers, Ramon and Comelio, had lost their lives at the hands of the
Apaches during the family's earlier tenure in Tubac. His brother Juan had been wounded
in an altercation with Apaches at one of the family's ranches near Camp Grant in the
mid-1860s.^^^ Meanwhile, raiding of the family's livestock continued after their
relocation to Tucson. During the 1850s and 1860s, the "Tucson and Tubac branches of
the Elias family were perhaps the hardest hit."^^^ In their Memorial testimonials, Jesus
Elias reported the theft of close to 30 head of livestock during 1869 and 1870, while Juan,
also a city councilman, declared the theft of nearly 100 head.^^^ Surely fresh in their
minds on the eve of the Camp Grant Massacre was the April 10, 1871 incident at San
Xavier, when an Apache raiding party temporarily captured nineteen head of stock
belonging to Juan Elias.
It is not a coincidence that those who orchestrated the massacre stood to lose the
most by sitting idly by as Stoneman instituted his version of the federal government's
peace policy in Arizona. They were among the Territory's most affluent primary and
secondary beneficiaries of the U.S. Army's operation of the extermination policy. They
recognized that the termination of warfare with the Apaches and federal adoption of
tactics of moral suasion and Christianization would severely and immediately impact
their profitability on multiple levels. First, implementation of Stoneman's program would
result in a suspension of the extermination effort, which surely meant fewer troops in the
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field and, subsequently, a marked decrease in the demand for war-time provisions that
these contractors supplied to the U.S. Army for excessive profits. Grant's Peace Policy
meant the certain end of the garish contracting deals these individuals had wrangled with
the federal government. If Stoneman's program became an operational reality, then the
"cash cow" known as the U.S. Army—^the chief source of income for most of Tucson's
leading civilians—would be no more.
Second, most Tucsonans made a visceral connection between surges in Apache
raiding activity and the erection of reservations in the Territory. In their minds, these
feeding stations were directly responsible for the majority of depredations in southern
Arizona. If Stoneman had his way, then Territory residents could expect several more of
these stations throughout Arizona and, consequently, further Apache raids. As discussed
above, Tucson's business elite had suffered significant financial losses in the form of
livestock and fi-eight, losses they believed would only become more pronounced with the
streamlining of military operations and the institution of a system of feeding stations.
Third, establishing reservations for the placement of peaceable Apache groups
would inadvertently present Tucson's businessmen with stiff economic competition firom
a once unlikely source—the Apaches themselves. If the Camp Grant experiment was any
indication, the Peace PoUcy's mandate of indigenous self-sufficiency promised to cut off
many government contractors from the federal till. For already resentful Tucsonans, the
prospect of having the Apaches transformed from economic obstacle to economic rival
was galling. The hay-gathering arrangement at Camp Grant was a perfect example. In
order to save money and indoctrinate the Apaches in an agrarian lifestyle, the U.S. Army
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quit paying high prices to Tucson merchants for forage and instead hired its Apache
wards to gather hay at a fraction of the original cost/^^ EUas and Oury, who supplied the
Territory's military posts, in particular found the arrangement utterly unacceptable. After
all, the two entrepreneurs "employed Indians to cut hay and perform other services in
exchange for wages so small the Indians became virtual bondmen. That the army was
supporting Indians and paying them (a few pennies for each 50 pounds of hand-cut hay)
was an infuriating, intolerable situation."'^®
Absolute implementation of Grant's Peace Policy also promised to have negative
long-term economic implications for Tucson as a whole as well as the massacre
conspirators as individuals.Settlers recognized that mining, although still in its infancy
in 1871, comprised the crown jewel of unabridged economic development in Arizona
Territory. Stoneman's aide-de-camp John Marion remarked on the importance of mining
to Tucson:
"The city is now...a fixed fact, and if its citizens wish to accelerate its
growth and prosperity, they have but to pay more attention to the
development of the rich silver mines in the vicinity; and procure more
water by means of artesian wells, to irrigate the large and fertile valleys of
the Santa Cruz and other streams."'^'
Most realized that the subjugation of the Apaches was inevitable in the long run;
what was crucial to their continued prosperity was insuring a smooth transition from a
dependency on the Apache wars to a reliance on natural resources such as silver and
copper. Not until they completely eradicated the Apache problem did Tucsonans feel that
the full natural potential of the Territory could be exploited.

The Citizen echoed this

viewpoint on the eve of the massacre: "Quiet the Indians, and over half of Tucson people
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would at once cease to eke out a scanty existence here and go to the rich pastures, soils
and mines around where speedy fortunes await the prudent and industrious."'^^ With
Grant's Peace Policy, the reasoning went. Apache groups would be allowed to retain
limited domain over intrinsically lucrative areas—^like Aravaipa Canyon—^believed to
contain significant mineral deposits. In addition, it was believed, the reservation system
would not provide prospectors and miners working the Territory's hinterlands with
adequate protection from Apache attack. On the contrary, a more expeditious solution to
the Apache menace "loomed as a prerequisite to mineral exploitation."'^"' Tucson's
business elite—^DeLong, Hughes and Safford among them—^had invested significant
financial assets in mining speculation and were anxious to realize significant returns on
their investments.'^^
The fledging metropolis of Tucson was at a critical economic juncture when word
of Grant's Peace Policy reached its residents in early 1871. The capital of Arizona, the
Old Pueblo served as the Territory's business center. The town had grown rapidly,
increasing tenfold (from 300 to 3,000) in size since the Civil War. Many of Tucson's
affluent citizens had begun banking on the future of southern Arizona, investing in
mining and other speculative ventures, but had come "to realize that they were building a
'house of cards.' By reason of possession of the land, they had some rights as 'tenants by
sufferance,' but the land was federal property."'^^ Despite Tucson's thriving economy
and burgeoning infrastructure, the all-important question of property rights—^the linchpin
of American capitalism—^remained unresolved. Staking local claims accorded residents
limited property rights, but the land still technically belonged to the federal government.
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Only by incorporating as a federally recognized municipality could Tucson distribute full
property rights to those citizens holding titles to lands within its boundaries. Tucson's
merchants and landholders "had acquired their property when the land and the law were
raw, and they naturally wished to retain it" by incorporation/^' A prerequisite to
Tucson's successM incorporation was the completion of U.S. governmental surveys of
the region, a task delegated to the Territory's surveyor general. The federal government
could not legally convey public lands to a municipality until such lands had been properly
demarcated and described.'^^ When John Wasson arrived in Arizona to assume the
position of Surveyor General in November 1870, most of southern Arizona had yet to be
surveyed.

Official mapping of Arizona had begun a few years earlier, but had

proceeded slowly thanks to the ebb and flow of Apache hostilities, which had made it
unsafe for Wasson's predecessors to survey much of the Territory.Wasson's position
instantly made him popular among Tucson landholders, who realized that he would be
primarily responsible for the allocation of local property rights upon Tucson's
mcorporation.201
By early 1871, Wasson had managed to complete the surveys necessary for the
proposed township of Tucson. On April 19th, amidst local ftiror over the Camp Grant
experiment, Tucson's leading citizens met to discuss incorporation and what they
considered to be the rightful appropriation of federal public lands. The following day,
about twenty community leaders petitioned the Pima County Board of Supervisors for
municipal organization. Crafted to activate the protracted process of qualifying Tucson
under U.S. Congressional land acts for the donation of lands by the federal government.
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the petition was signed by the majority of Tucson's leading merchants—^including
DeLong, Hughes, Oury and Stevens.^®^ Eager to develop Tucson and the surrounding
region, Tucson's leading capitalists needed and "desired a United States patent to these
public lands to protect and further their investments, and to avoid ouster or claims by
third parties."

This ardent push for incorporation—and land patenting—^may in part

explain why Wasson and his merchant associates felt such urgency to effect the
immediate eradication of the Apaches.
Considering the economic catalysts at work in Tucson in early 1871, it is no
wonder that the massacre conspirators acted when, where and how they did. Stoneman's
program threatened to send Tucson into economic disarray, with the town's business elite
the most deeply affected. The massacre conspirators had consummated a rather lucrative
economic marriage with the federal government that they simply were not ready or
willing to renounce. They read of their impending financial ruin in the general's annual
report and were determined to do something about it.
Wrecking the Camp Grant experiment was the most obvious and convenient
recourse available to those Tucsonans who proved committed to redressing their past and
present economic grievances and preventing potential future ones. The Apaches gathered
at Camp Grant comprised the most easily identifiable and accessible target for those bent
on immediate, uncompromising action. If the federal govermnent deemed the Camp
Grant experiment and the U.S. Army's other truce arrangements with the Apaches
politically expedient, then full implementation of Grant's Peace Policy in Arizona would
surely follow. In the view of the massacre conspirators, there was no time to lose.
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"Tucson has not, in many years, witnessed a stagnation in business so
complete as that now existing. The resources of the whole country are
being gradually cut off by Indian hostility, and scores who have here-tofore found lucrative employment at cultivating land in the surrounding
valleys have either found their graves there, or abandoned the Territory.
To the few who remain, we would say; cling to your homes and watch
well, a little while longer; the millennium is nearly at hand..."
—Arizonan editor P.W. Dooner^®'^
The Citizen's April 15th broadcasting of Stoneman's plan for the Territory kept
the passions of the local populace aroused. It did little, however, to elicit the public's
complicity in the organized remonstration against the Apaches that the Public Safety
Committee advocated. The Committee held a series of meetings in the days following the
report's resurrection, but most citizens still refused to commit to a definitive course of
action. Wasson reported in the April 22nd edition of the Citizen that
"Much speech-making and voting on the question of getting up volunteer
forces to fight Indians occurred in Tucson during the week.. .The fact of
the matter is, this community has been robbed, taxed and bedeviled to
such an extent in one way or another by Indian troubles, that all hands
seem about deadened to hope itself, or arrived at the last stage of disgust—
hence there will be nothing done worth mentioning by citizen soldiery."^®^
To the disgust of the Public Safety Committee, many of Oury's "doughty knights"
were having second thoughts about taking up arms against the Apaches. Oury lamented
that "in a few days, with sorrow it be said, the valor of all these plumed knights seemed
to have oozed out at their finger ends, and everything was at a standstill."^®^ Despite the
considerable efforts of the committee and the newspapers to portray Tucson as a town
vmder siege and a civilian campaign as a last-ditch measure of self-defense, Tucson's
common citizens nevertheless viewed personal involvement in an armed offensive
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against the Apaches too drastic a plan.^°' Their vehement oratories aside, they understood
from experience that assaults on the Apaches only invited Apache reprisals against Anglo
targets.
Frustrated by the citizens' overall lack of tenacity, some members of the Public
Safety Conmiittee resolved to proceed without them. Convinced that "no further benefits
could be expected from public community action," the committee designated Oury and
Elias to formulate a plan of engagement.^®^ The committee's most affluent members had
invested their fortunes in a Territory-bound future that depended on their imimpeded
access to Arizona's land and resources—a future they believed to be contingent on the
purging of the Apaches from the region. But the Camp Grant experiment portended the
full inauguration of the Peace Policy in Arizona—and the end of their collective designs
for the Territory. After months of prostration and protest, the time had come to put up or
shut up. It was time to send the U.S. Army and the federal government an
incontrovertible message of their disapproval.
Without widespread participation by Tucson's Anglo residents, however, a
sustained campaign against the Apaches was impractical. But there was no time to lose.
The committee members' most expedient solution: a secret assault on the Camp Grant
Apaches, the focal point of their current wrath. Choosing to attack this target made
perfect sense to them for a number of reasons. First, it would convey a clear warning that
the powers-that-be in Tucson would not tolerate the reservation system in Arizona. The
assault also would no doubt unsettle the peaceable Apaches at Camp Grant and elsewhere
and incite reprisals that would require increased military action. Finally, the Apaches at
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Camp Grant constituted a strategically ideal target. The biggest hindrance to engaging the
Apaches in battle—actually locating Apache groups expert at evasion—^was effectively
eliminated. The five hundred Apaches camped upstream from the post were stationary,
prisoners of war essentially confined to a specific location known to the massacre
conspirators. In addition, the unsuspecting Apache group fiilly believed that they were
under the protection of Camp Grant—which was five

miles distant and grossly

undermanned following Stanwood's departure—and consequently had their own
collective guard down. Assuming no one uncovered the plot beforehand, the assault stood
a great chance of achieving its immediate objective—^killing a large number of Apaches.
The specific plan to ambush the Camp Grant Apaches was hatched during an
informal meeting between Elias and Oury roughly ten days prior to the massacre.
According to his account of the conversation, Oury suggested that he and Elias assemble
those who had signed their names to the Public Safety Committee's militia rolls to
determine the best course of action, a proposal Elias abruptly rejected. Oury made
specific mention of the Mexican's response:
"With a sad shake of his head he [Elias] answered, 'Don Guillermo [Oury]
for months we have repeatedly held public meetings at which many
patriotic speeches have been made and many glowing resolutions passed,
meanwhile our means of subsistence have been rapidly diminishing and
nothing accomplished. We cannot resolute the remorseless Apache out of
existence; if that could have been done every one of them would have
been dead long since; besides giving publicity to the course we might
pursue would surely defeat any plan we might adopt.
Oury agreed with Elias' reasoning. After further consultation between the two men, "it
was determined to exterminate the Aravaipas [at Camp Grant], root and branch.
Believing that there were some influential citizens in Tucson who would surely attempt
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to derail their plot to attack the Camp Grant Apaches if they discovered it, Ellas
cautioned that maintaining absolute secrecy was crucial. Preparations for the assault had
to be made only by those committee members who had proven their mettle for violence
against the Apaches.
With the target selected, the conspirators next had to decide who—other than the
82 men on the militia rolls—to recruit for the mission. The answer was obvious:
"...[T]here were indigent Mexicans, and the friendly if destitute Papago
[Tohono O'odham], who themselves and their ancestors had suffered from
Apache raids for generations...and who were always eager to give vent to
their inherent hatred of these 'bloodthirsty people' [Apaches]. So reasoned
the leading citizens of Tucson in the spring of 1871."^ ^
Aware that there were at least five hundred Apaches residing near Camp Grant,
Oury and EHas resolved to enlist the assistance of their periodic allies the Tohono
O'odham to "bolster their ranks."^'^ Ellas reportedly told Oury; "You and I will go first
to San Xavier, see Francisco [Galerita] the head Papago there and have him send runners
to the various villages notifying them that on the 28th day of April we want them to be at
San Xavier early in the morning with all the force they can muster for a campaign against
our corrmion enemy the Apaches..
Local attitudes toward the Tohono O'odham were quite favorable compared to the
rancor Tucsonans reserved for the Apaches. Simply put, the majority of area Tohono
O'odham met the two main "civilized" criteria—^the integration of Christianity and the
embrace of Euro-agrarian practices—^necessary to gaining widespread acceptance among
local Anglos. Just a week before the massacre, John Wasson echoed public sentiment
when he distinguished between the "worthy and unworthy" of the indigenous race:
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"...[S]o we will now turn attention to a tribe living in the midst of those
untamable demons [Apaches] pursuing the arts of peace and, as an
example of industry, worthy of imitation by hundreds of the caucasian
race in Arizona. This is the Papago [Tohono O'odham] tribe, and it is
mortifying to observe the sad neglect, by government, of these good,
industrious people, on the one hand, and the pampering of the accursed
Apache on the other...Therefore, let the Papagos have bread from the
hands of honest and honorable Agents, and let the Apaches have bullets
from the rifles of about 4,000 troops. Such course will settle the Indian
frouble in Arizona, and, at the same time, show to all Indian that industry
is appreciated by the White man."^^"*
By 1871, many Tohono O'odham—especially those at San Xavier and
neighboring eastern villages—^had been incorporated into Tucson's economic fold. Local
O'odham had become an important source of cheap labor for confractors, ranchers and
farmers. In addition, they offered goods for trade and sale in local markets. Wasson
detailed the industriousness of the O'odham and their contributions to the region's
economy:
"Unlike the Apaches, the [Tohono O'odham] men are ever ready to labor
with the axe, the sickle, or the hoe, while the women manufacture coarse
earthenware, which they carry to market, upon their heads, a distance of
nine miles, or gather hay and carry it in like manner, a distance of three
and even five miles."^'^
Soliciting the nearby Tohono O'odham for military manpower was a pragmatic
move. Those O'odham settlements closest to Tucson had participated in joint Anglo and
Mexican punitive expeditions in the past. Plus, combat with the Apaches remained a
regular element of O'odham life in the period leading up to the massacre. Calendar stick
entries from 1869 and 1870 detailed incidents of raid and retaliation between the two
tribes.^'^ In late January 1871, an Apache raiding party stole a herd of cattle from the
Tohono O'odham.^'' Shortly thereafter, the Citizen reported that "[t]he Papagos had, in
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the streets yesterday, what was said to be a joUifications war dance over the killing, by
the tribe, of several Apaches across the line in Sonora lately."^'® In effect, the Tohono
O'odham didn't need much encouragement to join in assaults against their time-honored
enemy.
A few days after their initial conversation, with preparations quietly underway in
Tucson, Oury and EHas rode out to San Xavier to meet their "trusty friend" Chief
Francisco Galerita, the longtime leader of the San Xavier O'odham and several eastern
O'odham villages.^^^ The two men informed Francisco of their plan and requested his
people's assistance. Although reluctant to attack an Apache encampment he knew to be
under the protection of the U.S. Army, Francisco likely was eager to stay in the good
graces of Tucson's leading citizens, who employed many Tohono O'odham and
purchased much of their wares. Two successive years of drought had taken its toll on
Tohono O'odham crops; consequently, his people's subsistence depended to an
abnormally large extent on these outside means. Oury and EHas assuaged the Tohono
O'odham leader, assuring him that his people would be performing a service for Tucson
and the entire TerritoryIn other words, the Tohono O'odham would have little to fear
in the way of recrimination from Territorial, federal or military authorities. Francisco
agreed, and Oury and EHas outlined the plan. Francisco would enlist his warriors at San
Xavier and send runners out to gather men from neighboring O'odham villages such as
221

Pan Tak.

The Tohono O'odham force would gather at San Xavier. In the interim, Oury

would recruit those willing members of the committee militia; Jesus EHas and his brother
Juan would enlist as many Mexicans as they could. After five days (on April 28th), if
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everything went according to plan, Francisco would dispatch a messenger to Tucson to
notify Oury that his force was ready, whereupon they would depart San Xavier and
circumvent Tucson to rendezvous with the Anglo and Mexican contingents at a secret
location north of town?^^ From there, the combined force would wend its way to Camp
Grant.
By all accounts, the Camp Grant truce continued to progress smoothly during the
latter half of April. Even Second Lieutenant Robinson, initially opposed to Whitman's
decision to strike a peace with the Apaches, had become convinced following weeks of
close scrutiny: "I was strongly opposed to the peace policy with these Indians when they
first came in, and was not convinced of their sincerity until I received evidence by
watching their actions carefully.

The arrangement was working out so well that

Whitman permitted the Apaches assembled at the rancheria to send word to those groups
still in the mountains inviting them in to the camp to negotiate a peace. According to
Whitman, "...They had sent out runners to two other bands which were connected with
them by intermarriages, and had received promises fi-om them that they would come in
and join them."^^"^ If not for the massacre, the lieutenant estimated, at least 1,000 Apaches
would have soon been gathered at Camp Grant, about 250 of them able-bodied men.
Aside from gathering hay for the post and wild foods for their own subsistence,
some Apaches began planting com in their longstanding creekside plots adjacent to the
rancheria. Others anxiously awaited the arrival of the seed and farming implements that
Whitman had promised so that they could cultivate the rest of their tillable fields along
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Aravaipa Creek. Dr. Conant B. Briesly, who took over as medical officer at Camp Grant
less than a week before the massacre, testified that
"during the period intervening between April 25 and 30 I saw the Indians
every day. They seemed very well contented, and were busily employed in
bringing in hay, which they sold for manta [cloth] and such little articles
as they desired outside the Government ration. April 29, Capitan Chiquita
and some of the other chiefs were at the post, and asked for seeds and for
some hoes, stating that they had ground cleared and ready for planting.
They were told that the garden-seeds had been sent for, and would be up
fi-om Tucson in a few days."^^^
Whitman made note of the fact that the Apaches seemed undaunted by the
growing animosity in Tucson toward their arrangement. They apparently felt secure in
the belief that the Camp Grant troops would protect them firom any civilian offensives,
and had lost "their characteristic anxiety to purchase ammunition, and had, in many
mstances, sold their best bows and arrows."

Marginally armed, trusting that the army

would defend them fi-om assailants, and totally unaware of the plot taking shape some
fifty-plus miles south of them, the Apaches were easy targets.
Back in Tucson, the plan to annihilate the Camp Grant Apaches was coming
together. Oury and Elias discreetly went about their business recruiting mercenaries for
the mission, with the latter finding a significantly higher number of takers. Some of the
other massacre conspirators (including Stevens and Hughes) cautiously but busily
gathered provisions, firearms and ammunition to supply the massacre party. The deal was
cinched when news reached town that Captain Stanwood had departed Camp Grant with
most of the post's troops, meaning that the Apaches would be defended—^if at all—^by a
skeleton force of aro\md 50 Army troops located almost five miles firom the rancheria.
Right on schedule, Oury received word firom Francisco at San Xavier on April 28th that
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close to one hundred O'odham warriors were assembled there and readying to depart.227
Along with Oury aiid EHas, Hughes had proven especially helpful in recruiting the
Tohono O'odham force, capitalizing on his close ties with Francisco.^^®
O'odham elder Matilda Romero, reciting a story told her by her father, recalled
how the Tohono O'odham "broke the stick" to insure that the warriors from

the

participating O'odham villages arrived at their rendezvous point simultaneously. In
keeping with O'odham tradition, the different villages had small bundles containing the
same number of sticks. Each village broke or discarded one stick each day until they were
gone, at which point they knew it was time to leave. Romero also presented her father's
story about how the Tohono O'odham responded to the Anglos' appeal for warriors:
"An American man came to Comobabi to get the Papagos to help him. He
had had a mine in the Catalinas and while some of his men were carrying
supplies up to the men in the mountain, the Apaches had jumped the
wagon train, killing all the men and destroying the wagon train and all the
supplies. They just scattered the groceries all over the ground—flour and
everything. That man wanted revenge. The chief said, 'The war [with the
Apaches] has stopped, but talk to the other villages and see what they say.'
Everybody wanted to fight. They hated the Apaches. The man came back
and told the chief what they had said."^^^
Oury forwarded Francisco's message to Elias and then notified the other leaders
that the plan was to proceed. Within hours, Tucson's participants began leaving town at a
leisurely pace in small groups so as not to arouse suspicion. Riding eight miles north on
different routes, they met at the predetermined rendezvous point at the convergence of the
Tanque Verde and Pantano Washes. There they met Francisco's force, which had left; San
Xavier via a trail running southeast of Tucson.^^"
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Once assembled at the rendezvous point, the leaders counted their enlistees. The
total came to 146 men. Besides Francisco's group of 92 O'odham warriors, Elias had
enrolled 47 Mexicans. Oury, on the other hand, had managed only six Anglo recruits—
including himself Of the 82 Anglos who had vowed to strike a blow for frontier justice
and Manifest Destiny, only Oury and five other extremists followed through on their
oath. Perhaps life in Tucson proper was not as desperate as the conspirators had made it
out to be. Or perhaps, as Oury suspected, "his countrymen had little stomach for the sort
of action contemplated, despite their ferocious declamations, but...didn't object to
employing mercenaries to do the work for them..."^^^ For whatever the reason, their
showing was dismal.
Although some minor discrepancies exist, by most accounts the Anglo
participants included Oury, Sidney DeLong, D.A. Bermett, David Foley, Charles Etchells
and James Lee. Bennett was a miner and, interestingly enough, also the proprietor of
Stevens House, a popular saloon and hotel owned by Tucson merchant and massacre
conspirator Hiram Stevens. Etchells was a highly regarded local blacksmith. Lee was a
mill operator and part owner of a valuable silver mine located near Tucson; Foley was
one of Lee's mill employees.^^^
The paltry number of white participants infuriated Jesus Elias, and he wasted no
time letting his Anglo coxinterpart Oury know of his anger. Tucson stonemason William
H. Bailey witnessed the exchange: "Elias addressed Oury sajdng, 'Guillermo, your
Americans are very short in numbers after all of their promises and signing.' This caused
more argument, and some hard words in Mexican and English. A fight started by Elias

striking Oury."^^^ Cooler heads quickly halted the fracas, and the leaders resumed taking
care of last-minute details, including arming the force—a responsibility left up to Sam
Hughes. Personal participation in the attack would be politically messy for Hughes, the
adjutant-general of Arizona, but he was determined to contribute in any way he could.
Hughes understood that the ultimate "success" of the mission depended not only on the
element of surprise but also a well-armed force, so he proceeded to take full advantage of
his political appointment in order to supply the vigilante force with the best arms and
ammunition available. Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, wife of the adjutant general, later
recalled that he "did not go to Camp Grant, but he furnished the means to go; he
approved of the plan and gave the ammunition and the arms..."^^'* Waiting for the
massacre party at the rendezvous point was a wagon containing several crates of rifles—
both Sharps carbines and Spencers—^and boxes of ammunition, courtesy of Hughes and
A.T., or the Arizona Territory.^^^ The adjutant general had been personally storing the
official government rifles—^issued to the Territory by the U.S. government per Safford's
request—for safe-keeping for months; finally he was putting them to use.^^® The wagon
also contained two barrels of fresh spring water and enough food for the massacre party
for three days, bankrolled by Tucson merchants Hiram Stevens and William
Zeckendorf.^^^
As the massacre participants xmloaded the crates, the wagon teamster relayed
Hughes' instructions to EHas and Oury: none of the rifles were to be given to the Tohono
O'odham as it was against Territorial law to provide Indians with firearms.^^^ Atanacia
Santa Cruz-Hughes reported that "the arms and ammunition were given to the whites and
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the Mexicans but not to the Indians."^^^ The Tohono O'odham would have to use what
they came with, but they were perfectly content with their clubs, knives, bows and
arrows.
The party then proceeded to elect a captain for the mission. In a vote reflective of
the wide disparity between Mexicans and Anglos, the group elected Elias over Oviry to
head the assault. Before departing for Camp Grant, Oury took care of one final yet crucial
matter. He dispatched a note to Stevens, the chairman of the Public Safety Committee,
instructing him to detain all traffic traveling north along the main wagon road between
Tucson and Camp Grant until the anticipated time of the attack. Bailey reported that Oury
read the note aloud before sending it to Stevens: "H.S. Stevens, Esq. Tucson...Send a
party to the Canada del Oro, on the main road fi^om Tucson to Fort Grant, with orders to
stop any and all persons going toward Camp Grant until 7 o'clock a.m. April 30...W.S.
Oury."^'^'^ Oury later speculated;
"...But for this precaution this campaign would have resulted in complete
failure for the fact that the absence of so many men from a small
population as Tucson then contained was noted by a person of large
influence in the community and at whose urgent command the military
commander sent an express of two soldiers with dispatches to Camp Grant
who were quietly detained at Canada del Oro and did not reach that post
until it was too late to harm us."^'^^
Oury's preemptive measure worked to perfection. Sometime on April 29th,
Captain Thomas S. Dunn, commander of Camp Lowell, got wind of a possible imminent
assault on the Camp Grant Apaches. He reportedly dispatched Sergeant Graham Clarke
and Private Michael Kennedy to ride to Camp Grant with all due haste in order to warn
Whitman.^"^^ The riders apparently left Camp Lowell at 4 p.m. on April 29th and arrived

at Camp Grant at 7:30 a.m. on April 30th, a span of more than fifteen hours. Clarke and
Kennedy returned to Camp Lowell in under seven hours, less than half the time it took
them to travel the first leg. The reason "given by Capt. Dunn for the longer time taken for
the trip to Grant than the return was that 'the horses that they rode upon were very poor
ones, in poor condition.hi actuality, however, "the messengers had been held by the
raiders so that the message could not reach Camp Grant in time to prevent the raid."^"^
Meanwhile, the massacre party quietly made its way toward Camp Grant (see
Figure 5). Instead of using the well-traveled road (today's Highways 89 and 77) taken by
the Camp Lowell couriers, the vigilante force headed east through Cebedilla Pass and
then north along the bed of the San Pedro River in an effort to avoid detection by the U.S.
Army or the Apaches. They would approach the Apache rancheria directly from the
south. Most of the Anglos and Mexicans were mounted, while the Tohono O'odham
proceeded on foot. The raiders advanced well into the night of April 28th, resuming their
trek at dawn the following morning. After the group pressed on for a few more hours,
EHas and Oury ordered the men to rest, certain that they were within close striking
distance of their target. The group would remain concealed in a thicket along the San
Pedro River until just before nightfall. Then it would begin traveling the final leg to their
intended target, which Ellas and Oury expected to reach sometime around midnight.
Once close, they would silently reconnoiter the area before launching a pre-dawn assault
on the slumbering camp.^'*^
At dusk, the massacre party traveled another dozen or so miles, at which point
Ellas halted the company so that the precise location of the rancheria could be

reconnoitered. Forward scouts from the party soon returned with the alarming news that
the terrain up ahead suggested that the distance from their resting place to the rancheria
was not the sixteen miles they had approximated, but closer to thirty miles?''^ Oury
reported the force's "grave" error: "To our great surprise and mortification, however,
those of us most intimate with the country were mistaken in the distance which yet
remained to be overcome."^"^^ Despite their supposedly "intimate" knowledge of the
region and the unflinching declarations by Tucsonans that the Camp Grant Apaches were
responsible for the recent raids in southern Arizona, the massacre party had misjudged
the location of the rancheria by almost fifteen miles—^nearly one-third of the overall
distance between Tucson and Camp Grant.
But Oury and Elias realized that they had no choice but to proceed if the operation
was to prove a success. If they didn't attack the rancheria by dawn, then the element of
surprise—and a sure victory—^would be lost. A daylight attack would mean possible
casualties for them, and they couldn't wait for darkness to come again. By then, Dunn's
waming would have reached Camp Grant. At a breakneck pace, the raiders trekked the
nearly fifteen miles to Aravaipa Canyon, arriving just before first light. According to
Oury, "after a continuous march through the whole night it was near day break before we
reached the Aravaipa Canon, so that when we did reach it there was no time left to make
the proposed reconnaissance to ascertain the exact location of the Indian camp which
involved the necessity of a change of our plan of attack."^"*^
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CHAPTER 6, Part 1
Off to the left of the road, just as you ease down Indian Route 6 into San Carlos
Village, is a periwinkle blue house with white trim. Beside the house, situated at the
center of a bare patch of ground, are four poles aligned with the cardinal directions—
black for the east, blue for the south, yellow for the west, and white for the north. The
presence of the poles and the trodden earth around them signify that this is a place where
traditional Apache ceremonies are performed.
Dickson Dewey, a traditional Apache healer, lives in this house with his wife
Betty as he has for many years. Numerous tokens of appreciation and gifts of exchange
adorn the walls of his home, evidence that he stays quite busy ftilfilling the obligations of
his venerated station within his community.
"I pray for people. Grandpa taught me how to be a medicine man," says Dickson,
explaining that both his maternal grandfather and his father also were medicine men. "I
did a prayer service for our Apache servicemen who are over in Iraq a few weeks ago.
There are a lot of Apache over there."'
The Deweys descend from the Apaches who once lived in and around Arapa, a
fact that both Dickson's mother Mae and father John impressed upon him. His parents
used to share with him family stories of the place and the massacre that led to their
removal to San Carlos, as well as their reminiscences of famed Apache scout Captain
Jack—^Dickson's grandfather—who died before he was bom.
"My father used to tell me a lot of stories," recalls Dickson, referring to John, who
passed on in the late 1970s of pnevimonia at nearly 110 years old.
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"He was staying with relatives that lived near 'Nago' [Naco], way over on the
other side of Arapa near the Mexico border when the massacre happened. They didn't get
killed. When they established the reservation they were driven from Arapa to Old San
Carlos. They came into Old San Carlos on horseback," Dickson says, adding that he still
has a cousin who lives in Naco.
After the federal government had removed the Apaches to their new surroundings
around Old San Carlos, John Dewey spent many years living at both the agency and
Arapa. "My dad used to travel back and forth on horseback through the shortcut between
Mount Tumbull and Stanley Butte. He spent his winters down there and his summers
here until he met my mom," remembers Dickson, stating that when his father was first
brought to Old San Carlos he was assigned an English name and given the tag band
number SL-46.
According to Dickson, his late father still has some land down in Arapa—as do a
number of other Apache families—out near Aravaipa College on part of a farm down
below a wash. With a whimsical grin, he declares how his father owned much more land
than just his stake in Arapa.
"My Dad used to say that he owned all that land through Globe, all the way past
the JC Penney. He used to say to me, 'When I go, do you want that building?'" says an
amused Dickson.
Dickson used to visit Arapa with his parents and other relatives when he was just
a boy, but hasn't much since. In the mid-1950s, when Dickson was attending school in
Globe but "working his way toward the reform school" near Fort Grant, his cousin, a
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traditional chief, encouraged him to take up a friend's invitation to relocate to Ohio,
where he had been promised work. He dropped out of high school and moved to Akron,
where he worked in a factory making fire-place screens, tempered glass doors, and brass
frames. After several years on the job, he tried unsuccessfixlly to form a workers' union
and was fired as a result. He then got a job making bricks and ceramic toilets, eventually
meeting his wife.
In the early 1970s, Dickson retumed with Betty to San Carlos, where he worked
at the store down at San Carlos Lake for many years. After that, he served as a game
ranger and a member of the special police. He then became the first paid security guard
for the Indian Health Service hospital in San Carlos village. Diabetes long ago forced
Dickson into retirement, claiming his eyesight and several toes, but it has not dimmed his
passion for life, his sense of humor, or his commitment to serving his beleaguered
reservation community. Now in his early 70s, he routinely welcomes relatives, fiiends
and other Apaches who require his services into his home, offering them the prayers,
solace and traditional medicines that his culturally vital position demands.
He has not been back to Arapa since the early 1980s, but he nevertheless remains
a keeper of the stories of that place. He last visited Arapa when a group of Apaches from
San Carlos held annual commemorations at g'ashdla'd cho o 'ad for their ancestors who
died in the massacre. "We used to have meets there once a year on the anniversary," says
Dickson, who attended the service a few years in a row. "We would have ceremonies to
gather and talk about what happened there."
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CHAPTER 6, Part 2
"The tragedy of Camp Grant cannot be forgotten. We can work side-byside to make sure it will never be repeated."
~ Philip Cassadore, San Carlos Apache^
By the late 1960s, nearly a century's worth of largely unregulated cattle grazing,
mining and farming in the Aravaipa area had taken their collective toll on its exceptional
yet fragile ecology, leading to erosion, pollution of Aravaipa Creek, and a bevy of other
development-related problems that threatened the canyon's future vitality. In response,
the federal government and a consortium of environmental conservation groups launched
separate efforts to protect Arapa 's lush riparian habitat the many species of animals and
plants that it supported from fiirther human overuse and harmful development. In 1969,
through a land classification process, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
established the Aravaipa Primitive Area, which covers a considerable sfretch of Aravaipa
Creek and its surrounding terrain. That same year, conservation organizations entered
into negotiations to purchase land in Arapa. The Defenders of Wildlife bought several
ranches in the canyon throughout the 1970s, and along with the Nature Conservancy
came to control a significant area within the canyon.^ In 1984, the U.S. Congress
established the Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness, which preserved and increased the size of
the Aravaipa Primitive Area. In 1990, Congress expanded the Aravaipa Canyon
Wilderness, which now covers nearly 20,000 acres. Today, much of Arapa—including
many of the Aravaipa Apaches' ancestral places—^is cooperatively protected by several
conservation groups as well as a number of federal and state agencies, including the
BLM, Arizona Game and Fish, and the Arizona State Land Department.

Meanwhile, the 1960s witnessed a marked decline in the number of Apaches who
regularly visited Arapa. While it is impossible to pinpoint exactly what prompted the
indigenous descendants of the area to reduce the frequency of their visits or stop coming
to Arapa altogether, a number of factors likely explain it. By this time, cars had replaced
horses as the primary mode of transportation for San Carlos residents, which encouraged
relatively effortless travel to distant population centers like Phoenix and Tucson and
discouraged visits to comparatively remote and largely inaccessible areas like Arapa.
This development also exposed most reservation-dwelling Apaches to the simple
trappings of dominant society for the first time, curbing their desire to participate in the
often arduous gathering expeditions that had been such a driving impetus behind their
continuing relationship with that place. In addition, the federal government's relocation
programs had lured many Apaches—including many Aravaipa descendants—away from
the reservation to distant urban centers, making routine visits to Arapa all but impossible.
Other factors contributed as well. By this time, many of the Apache elders who
were bom and raised at Arapa and who possessed an intimate knowledge of their
ancestral landscape were passing away with growing frequency, creating a void of
cultural awareness of Arapa that their descendants have struggled to fill. The increasing
bustle of reservation life also served to widen the psychological distance between a
reservation people and their ancestral place, relegating trips to Arapa from annual rituals
to more sporadic tours of nostalgia. Finally, the growing apportionment of land in and
around Arapa between ranchers, farmers, and other landowners made it progressively
more difficult for Apache visitors from the reservation to come and go as they pleased

and camp and gather in their traditional spots like they had so easily done in previous
years. Some Apaches, like Wallace Johnson and Howard Hooke, recall being deterred
from going to their favorite camping and harvesting places in Arapa by non-Indian
landowners who treated them—often rudely—as trespassers.'*
Some Apaches still came to the area to gather wild plant foods, collect traditional
medicines and materials, visit their allotments, or simply reconnect with their ancestral
landscape and the personal memories, family stories, and tribal histories it evoked, but
they numbered far fewer and visited less frequently than in decades past. In 1981, a group
of San Carlos Apaches, concerned that their people were losing their historical memory
of Arapa, began holding annual gatherings at g'ashdla'd cho o'dd, the site of the Camp
Grant Massacre, on the anniversary of the attack.^ The yearly memorials were the
brainchild of Philip Cassadore, who was a direct descendant of Casadora, an Aravaipa
sub-chief and contemporary of Eskiminzin and Capit&i Chiquito. A traditional singer,
community activist, and former tribal councilman, Cassadore established the
commemoration to raise cultural awareness among both Apaches and non-Apaches about
the historical legacy of Arapa and the fragic event that took place there. At thel984
event, Cassadore was quoted as saying, "Although the Camp Grant massacre will live
forever in the memory of the Apache people, we are gathered here neither to forgive nor
condemn. The past is gone."^
The memorials, which were held for several years during the 1980s, drew large
numbers of Aravaipa descendants—^like Delia Steele, Dickson Dewey and Norbert
Pechulie—as well as other Apaches. They featured ceremonies, speeches, traditional
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songs of tribute, and feasts, all of which aimed to remind those present of their cultural
past and the importance of Arapa to their cultural identity/ Some Apaches who attended
these memorials shared the family oral histories of the place and event that they had
learned from their parents and grandparents. The symbolic commemorations had a
particularly profound impact on those Apache youths who were present, as many of them
Q

knew little if anything about their ancestral ties to Arapa or the massacre.

For those who knew all too well the event of April 30, 1871, they served as a
chance to begin to heal the emotional wounds still open after more than a century. Salton
Reede, Jr., the son of former Arapa resident Salton Reede and one of the annual
memorial's organizers, explained at the time that the annual event gave those who
attended an opportunity to remember their fallen ancestors: "We just want people to
know their relatives were massacred and there's nothing in the history books about what
happened here."^ Frances Cutter, a descendant of those Apache slaughtered at Aravaipa
who attended the memorials, recalled learning of the incident from her grandmother, who
was living at g'ashdla'd cho o'dd at the time of the attack. Cutter remembered, "My
grandmother would say, 'Listen to me! Listen to me!' We would be driving the car past
here and she would say, 'This is where it happened—a shooting! A killing!' And I
wondered what she was talking about. That is the saddest part."'®
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CHAPTER 6, Part 3
"...It was these things [plants] that we made a living on. We also used to
hunt, and kill gah. dlus-hoh. dlus-5-se. and all kinds of birds..."
~ Gila Moses, Tonto Apache'^
By the beginning of zas nltees (November), nearly all Western Apache groups
had finished harvesting, preparing and storing their crops. Once they completed a few
final tasks to prime their fields for the following year's planting, the Western Apaches
turned their attention toward other pursuits.

When they deemed it safe, local groups

usually remained camped at or close to their farm sites for the better part of late fall and
winter. John Rope's experience during this time of year was typical of most Western
Apaches: "In winter we went to tc'ilndi 'vedidectl'ii or to gulgaisa'anet'uhanlin. about
one and a half miles fi"om the farm. All winter we drifted about within a radius of eight
miles or so of the site."^^ When not at their home sites, local groups or their individual
gotas journeyed to other parts of Apacheria in order to visit relatives. During the coldest
months, many relocated south to other regular residences in the lower altitudes for
extended periods in an effort to escape the season's harshest weather.'"^ These
encampments also proved conducive for dispatching raiding parties, as they typically
were situated much closer to O'odham, Mexican and, later, Anglo settlements than were
the home sites.
Hunting, not raiding, however, was the primary economic activity undertaken by
the Western Apaches during this time of the year. From the end of November through
March, the pursuit of wild game dominated their subsistence efforts.'^ The Western
Apaches considered late fall an ideal time for hunting, as both the meat and hides of the

animals they preferred to hunt were at their best/^ Men spent a significant amount of
their time engaged in this activity, routinely organizing into small parties composed of
between two and five

individuals who typically hailed fi"om

IQ

the same gota.

Occasionally, hunters assembled into parties of as many as 20 to participate in antelope
hunts, which required more men.'^ The men went out alone on their hunting trips, leaving
the women, children and elderly behind at their winter encampments. Often led by chiefs
or headmen, hunting parties rarely ranged far fi-om their camps and were usually gone no
more than a few days at a time?®
While most prevalent during the colder months—^when other subsistence
activities were impractical—^hunting nevertheless was a year-round enterprise. Men
periodically hunted game when food supplies dwindled during the growing and gathering
seasons. They were especially active during late spring, when stored provisions had been
depleted and the wild plant foods had yet to ripen.^^ Hunters also kept themselves busy
during the summer when the women were at work collecting wild plant foods at their
gathering grounds. Anna Price remembered: "During the time we were gathering the
fi*uit, the men had been hunting lots of deer, so that we had lots of [meat] all the time."^^
Wild game abounded in Apacheria. Relating his family's oral tradition, Barney
Titla recalled; "We used to hunt a lot also. Deer, bear, panther, lots of meat we used to
kill. Just before acorn time, we used to make a lot of jerkey [jerky], in the mountains."^^
The Western Apaches' favorite hunting grounds included the White Mountains, the foot
of the Mogollon Rim, and Blue Range.^'^ Aravaipa territory possessed especially plentiful
and readily obtainable supplies of game. The Sulphur Springs and San Pedro valleys, for
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example, contained prolific populations of antelope?^ Aravaipa Canyon's lush riparian
setting also fostered an abundance of game, including deer, antelope, quail, doves, turkey,
birds, and beavers.^^ The Aravaipa Apaches also frequented the Santa Catalina, Tanque
Verde, and Galliuro mountains to hunt mule and white-tailed deer.^' The hunting
opportunities available to the Pinal Apaches were comparable, as the mountains along the
western edge of their territory provided a bountiful supply of game.^^
Deer comprised the favorite target of hunters. The Western Apaches relied on the
deer as an essential source of subsistence, consuming venison in far greater quantities
than any other species of game and according it a level of veneration that reflected its
economic significance. Deer flesh was among the most popular foods of the Western
Apaches, who also used its hide and sinews to make all types of clothing and
containers.^^ The Western Apaches believed the deer to possess supernatural powers,
"and considerable ritual was involved in hunting it."^*^ The following oral narrative of
Sherman Curley, a Pinal Apache, illustrates the conventions involved with hunting deer
as well as the most common method used to kill them:
"We only had bows and arrows, no guns, but the men used to kill lots of
deer. Men who knew about deer hunting used to skin out the head of a
deer, and make a head cover of it, with the neck also. This was called bana-ii-kii. and when they put it over their head, they could go close to deer.
They had to walk on all fours, like a deer, and keep their bows and arrows
slung at the side. When they got close, then they shot the deer."^^
The Western Apaches also regularly hunted several other economically important
species of large game, such as the mountain-dwelling antelope, elk and mountain sheep.
When available, they sometimes pursued the bear, bobcat and mountain lion.^^ Hunters
also killed a wide variety of small game in the valleys and lower elevations, including the
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coyote, fox, quail, beaver, porcupine, turkey, pigeon, duck, dove and goose. Boys not old
or experienced enough to accompany the adult men on organized hunting excursions
were responsible for tracking and killing small game in close proximity to the camps, like
wood rats, field mice, prairie dogs, and different species of rabbits and squirrels. Elderly
men too feeble to join hunting parties often did the same. As with their other economic
pursuits, hunting provided the Western Apaches a prime opportunity to demonstrate
generosity, a preeminent social and cultural virtue. Upon his return from hunting trips, a
hunter customarily gave the bulk of the meat he had obtained to members of his gota?^
Oftentimes, hunters shared their kill with their neighbors as well, giving preference to
those "poor" families who did not have adult men to hunt for them.^^
While the Western Apaches spent much of their time in late fall and winter
tracking, killing, transporting, distributing and processing game, they also engaged in a
few other lesser economic activities—aside from raiding—during this period, hi order to
proliferate the growth of the wild plant foods upon which they relied, the Western
Apaches systematically performed controlled bums of their favorite gathering areas, thus
regenerating the soil and improving the following spring's harvest. According to Anna
Price, speaking to Goodwin in the 1930s:
"When grass and plants got dry in the winter and died, we used to set fire
to them so that in the spring there would be a good crop of na dii there in
the summer, and grass also. They did it just the way old men bum the land
when they plant tobacco [nowadays]. Also where there is a lot of tc idn k i
je we used to set fire to them so that in the spring there would be a lot of
new ones come up, and they cut them to make into tus. They set fire to tse
t kini the same way for the same reason, for baskets. But they do this no
more.
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Only boys and old men used to do this burning, not women at all. They
would say, 'Well, let's go to work and make a place and bum it off so
there will be lots of grass for the horses, or m dii. or na dzis eud to gather
this summer.' So they would do this. The women only burnt for the two
plants they used for baskets.
The places we used to bum off were up here in the pine timber on the
north side of Ash Flat, up above it, in higher country towards Black
River."^^
From late teeh ch'iltaal (October) to ko'bandlkas (December), pinon nuts and
juniper berries—^two important sources of off-season subsistence—^ripened. Large parties
of Western Apaches collected plentiful supplies of these wild plant foods around their
winter encampments; some traveled to prime growing areas along the Mogollon Rim and
the Natanes Rim, around Cedar Creek and White River, and in the Mazatzal and White
Mountains to gather them as well.^' Juniper berries could also be found on the slopes of
the Graham Mountains, which were a favorite gathering spot of the Aravaipa.^^ The
Western Apaches routinely harvested a variety of edible seeds and roots during this time
of the year as well. Juniper berries typically were boiled and then eaten, while pinon nuts
usually were eaten raw or converted into a meal that was used in a number of traditional
foods.^® Anna Price recalled the process by which the Westem Apaches collected pinon
nuts:
"When we gathered pinons, we used to climb up in the trees, and pick all
the cones off, and throw them to the groimd. When we had a big heap of
them, then we would gather a lot of brush, dry, and pile it up. On top of
this we piled all the pinon cones, and around this whole pile we laid rocks.
Then we set fire to the brush, and covered the pile over with dirt, so all the
cones would get roasted. When they were all roasted, we took them out,
and pounded the nuts out with rocks, from the cones. Then we winnowed
the nuts out by throwing them into a burden basket, and the letting the dirt
blow away. When we had done all this, we carried them all back to
camp."'^"
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CHAPTER 6, Part 4
Sometime on or just before April 29, 1871, Whitman summoned hashke bahnzin
to Camp Grant to discuss how the Apache were progressing at the rancheria. In the oral
history related by Old Lahn, nant'an—as the Apaches called Whitman—^told the chief:
"Your people have been home for two months and have kept the peace. They have
worked hard and their crops are growing. In two suns [days] from now, which will be the
white man's first of May, we will have a fiesta and barbecue."^^ According to Apache
oral tradition, the Aravaipas, Finals and other Apaches residing at the rancheria ardently
prepared for the impending festivities. Several small parties of Apache men ventured
from the rancheria to hunt game and even gather mescal for the feast. Jeanette Cassa
recounted the following oral history; "They [the Apaches] trusted the soldiers. They [the
soldiers] said they would protect them. They told them they could have dances. Apaches
love to dance. The men weren't raiding. They had gone to hunt for food for the dances.""^^
The majority of the Apaches, meanwhile, remained in camp, taking part in social dances
in anticipation of the upcoming celebration.'^^ Sherman Curley, a Pinal Apache, was
among the hundreds of Apaches residing at the rancheria at the time of the massacre. In
testimony he provided to Goodwin, Curley described affairs at Camp Grant during March
and April 1871, in particular the dances the Apaches performed in the nights leading up
to the massacre:
"They used to gather all kinds of fiiiit on the mountains, and they gathered
tl-o no di-tise (wild hay) and took it down to the agency, and to the Camp
Grant to sell. Now some men said that they would give a dance to
celebrate their coming into the agency. The dance was to be tomorrow
night, and notice was sent out to the different camps along both sides of
the Arivaipa. They started in the next evening to give their tlego chitaal
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(nighttime dance). They danced all through the night, and almost till
•
>^44
sunnse...
The Apaches residing at the rancheria took Whitman's suggestion that they
arrange a fiesta and barbecue as an indication that the U.S. Army and government were
truly committed to an everlasting peace. It served to reassure the Apaches that Whitman
took seriously the terms of their truce—especially his firm pledge to protect them firom
any aggressive action resentM settlers might take against them in exchange for their
guarantee to abstain fi-om raiding. The testimony of Second Lieutenant W.W. Robinson
confirmed Whitman's oath to his wards;
"[Whitman] in my presence had told them repeatedly that, so long as they
behaved themselves properly, and remained subject to his orders, they
should and would be protected; and in referring to the life which they were
now leading as compared with that which they had led, he told them they
could sleep at night in their camp in as perfect security as could we, the
officers of the garrison, inside our quarters.""^^
The lieutenant's vow made quite an impression on the Apaches. The extensive
safeguards normally followed in Apache encampments slackened with their confidence
that the Camp Grant troops would protect the rancheria from harm. Whitman's decision
to hold a celebration commemorating their good faith only made them more trusting of
nant'an and made them feel more comfortable in their new arrangement. They had been
lulled—as it turned out—into a false sense of security by Whitman's affirmations,
evident in the fact that such a large number of the able-bodied men had ventured from the
camp to hunt when the attack occurred.'^^ An incident that took place the day before the
attack reveals the tragic extent of the Apaches' unquestioning faith in the security of their
arrangement. Apache oral tradition reveals that on the afternoon of April 29th, an Apache
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scout working at Camp Grant learned of the Tucsonan-led plot to lay waste to the
rancheria. In an attempt to alert the Apaches, the scout sent an Apache boy named
ledo'he who had been hanging around the post to the rancheria to notify those camped
there of the impending attack.''^ According to Cassa:
"One day they were told by the scouts [the Camp Grant soldiers] that they
can have a dance. And so the people were excited...Somehow it got out
that they [the massacre party] meant to kill all the Apaches that were there
and so one of the Indian scouts, the Apache scouts, heard that, so he told a
little boy that was hanging around there, around the camp, told him to go
warn his people. 'Go tell them,' he said, 'they are going to kill them if
they get at them there.' So the little boy, he went back to the camp and
tried to tell the men there, but they didn't believe him, they just laughed at
him. They thought he was just a little kid...They trusted the scouts
[soldiers] so much that they didn't think anything would happen to
them."^^
The late Wallace Johnson, whose mother survived the massacre as an eight-yearold girl, stated that the Apaches dismissed the boy's warning as a case of a child "crying
wolf:
"One guy, who used to live right up here.. .an old man, used to tell me that
he was a little boy at that time and he was sent up there to tell the people,
'You going to be killed tonight.' But they don't believe him. He's just a
kid. Maybe they think he just kidding.. .But nobody beheved him. He used
to cry when he telling me about this. I don't know how he got out of there.
He used to sing. If they had believed that little boy, they would have been
saved."''^
The scene in the rancheria on the final day and night before the massacre was one
of revelry and bustle. Many of the women collected bundles of hay to trade for provisions
at Camp Grant the next day. Most of the men not out in the surrounding mountains
procuring food spent the better part of the evening and early morning hours dancing on
the rancheria's dance ground, which was situated on a small, elevated plateau above the
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main camp area.^° Others in the camp diUgently prepared for the following day's feast.
Relating family stories told to him by his mother, Johnson reported that "the people
thought this was a peace dance. They had danced four nights...The last night was no
more."^^
Meanwhile, after a fall night of forced marching, the massacre party had bypassed
Camp Grant and crept to within less than two miles of the Apache encampment. At this
point, stated Oury, "...he [EHas] gave orders to divide the command in two wings, the one
to comprise the Papagoes, the other the Mexicans and Americans, and to skirmish up the
creek until we struck the rancheria." Under Elias' plan, the O'odham contingent—^under
the leadership of Chief Francisco and Oury—^would encircle the rancheria on three sides
and then sweep through the encampment.^^ The Anglos and Mexicans would position
themselves along the bluff (the fourth side) overlooking the rancheria, where they would
open fire on those who tried to escape.^^ Elias would position himself between the two
pincers so he could give running orders to both groups. Assuming the element of surprise
and a feebly armed opponent, Elias' strategy took for granted that the encampment would
not mount any kind of substantial resistance.
The massacre party came upon a slumbering group exhausted by the previous
day's preparations and merriment. Those Apaches—including hashke bahnzin—situated
in the main camp area "were sleeping in their wickiups, dreaming of the feast and the
games that Whitman had promised them on the morning of the second sun."^'^ The
raiders' first order of business involved slaying the two young Apache sentries—one
male and one female—^positioned on a hill at the entrance to the rancheria, which was
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spread across a broad plain beneath them. A small group of Tohono O'odham warriors
quietly silenced the two lookouts before they could alert the main group sleeping below.
With the Apaches' paltry security eliminated, the Mexican-Anglo wing deployed across
the top of the bluff William Bailey, one of the massacre's Anglo participants, reported
that immediately "after the lookouts were killed the fight started in earnest. The Papagos
charged the Apache wickiups. The Papagos dispatched them with their clubs. There was
a commotion in the camp. Naked Indians rushed in all directions, Papago clubs swung,
Apaches fell."^^ The O'odham warriors entered the wickiups, working quickly and
quietly in order to preserve the element of surprise as long as they possible could.
Wielding "knives and clubs, the Papagos moved through the village, crushing skulls,
slashing throats."^^ hi keeping with Tohono O'odham warfare rituals, the many first-time
O'odham warriors who participated in the attack withdrew from the slaughter as soon as
each had killed his first Apache and taken a trophy from the body.
The silent slaughter did not remain so for long. Screams from the dying awoke the
rest of the camp, and chaos ensued. The eyewitness account of rancheria occupant
Andrew Noline, presented by his granddaughter Adella Swift, provides a sobering
firsthand perspective of the mayhem that followed the alarm.

According to Swift,

Noline, a boy at the time of the massacre, recalled the chaos in chilling detail, including
the killing of his mother, the kidnapping of his infant sister, and how he managed to
escape seemingly certain death:
"They start planting, those people, the Apache that were living there start
working on their fields, cultivating and irrigating their fields. He didn't
remember, maybe it was April or May, he said. They were ready to plant.
And then one night these people came over with the horses—^the Pimans
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[Tohono O'odham], the Mexicans, and the whites—^they all get into all
those homes and I guess all the Apache were scared and they run in
different conditions and they kill them and they shoot them down.. .and he
say they were all in the wickiups at the time. Everybody all in the
wickiups at the time. Nobody lived in a tent or anything. All Apaches
lived in the wickiups. He said he was hiding between the bear grass that is
put on the wickiup.. .and his mom went outside and tried to save the baby
that was taken away by the Mexicans. She tried to get the baby from the
horse, and another guy came around and hit her with a club and she fell
and never got up..
Noline's account confirms that the attackers caught the Apaches completely off
guard. Swift reports that he "said they just came real sudden. He remembered because he
was awakened by his mother." After taking reftige between the stalks of bear grass
covering his family's kowa (wickiup), Noline silently watched in horror as the attackers
clubbed his mother to death while she attempted in vain to retrieve her child. He
remained concealed within the walls of the shelter until well after the raiders left and
daylight came in fiill.^^
Wallace Johnson's mother also managed to survive the massacre. A young child,
she was startled to consciousness when the attack began, uncertain of exactly what was
happening. BeUeving that her mother and the other Apaches lying on the ground aroimd
the camp were only resting, she laid down beside her mother and went to sleep. Recalling
what his mother had told him, Johnson stated: "...she was left there among the dead. She
thought her mother went to sleep...so she laid down beside her...But the next morning,
she woke and nobody is moving, but laying around all over."^® Continuing his family's
oral history, Johnson remembered: "She stood around, didn't know what to do, didn't
know where to go. Some Mexicans came down—a family—^they found her standing

around. They took her and raised here up there. We used to go to those people. I wish I
had kept their name but they were nice, kind people."^'
Other Apaches at San Carlos tell similar family stories of tragedy and survival.
Dickson Dewey's grandfather managed to make it out of Aravaipa Canyon alive on that
fateful day. While Dickson's grandfather passed on before he was bom, Dickson
remembers hearing his accoimt of the massacre from his mother, the late Mae Dewey.
According to Dickson, "He was the only one that knew the way out. He got out of the
canyon, went to the top of the mountain, and looked back.. .He escaped. He said it was
still kind of dark. He said he was lucky to get away. They were having some kind of allnight dance. All night, 'til daybreak. They killed all the children, women and men. They
are buried over there somewhere in that area."^^
Many of Delia Steele's ancestors, including her grandparents, also were living at
Arapa when the massacre occurred. In a 1990 interview with Diana Hadley, Steele
explained how her grandmother narrowly avoided meeting the same fate as her older
sister, who was killed by the Tohono O'odham during the attack: "They [the O'odham]
thought they had killed her but somehow she survived and went into some bushes...Her
mother and a whole bimch of people went back and that's where they found her."
According to Steele, her grandmother, although injured, survived by wedging herself "in
a hollow place in a tree," where she remained until discovered by her family "about two
days later." They brought her back to the other Apaches, where they "had a medicine
man sing and pray for her and that's how she survived.
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Most of those Apaches not killed in the initial rash frantically attempted to escape
by fleeing toward higher ground where they could take cover. Many took off in the
direction of the bluff, at which point the Anglo-Mexican half of the pincer opened fire.
Oury reported: "They [the Apaches] were completely surprised and sleeping in absolute
security in the wickiups...and all who escaped them [the O'odham] took to the bluffs and
were received and dispatched by the other wing which occupied a position above
them."^'* A retrospective published 40 years after the attack reported that the Apaches,
"[tjaken absolutely by surprise...sought safety in flight, but they were shot down without
mercy, by those who had been told off for that purpose."^^ According to the oral history
provided by Stevenson Talgo, a descendant of the Apaches camped along Aravaipa
Creek that day, "it was a surprise attack, unexpected. Ladies and women and children had
trouble climbing the bluff. Those who got away were the ones who were able to climb the
bluff."^^ Wallace Johnson remembered his mother telling him that "there was no way out;
you see it was like a death trap. You see, that's why everybody couldn't go [escape].
Some of them go out of there, but they had a hard time."^^
San Carlos Apache elder Sally Dosela, a direct descendant of some of those who
survived the massacre and many who didn't, learned of the massacre from her relatives
when she was young. Dosela shared her family's oral history of the massacre with a
longtime fiiend shortly before her passing in 1996. She recalled;
"Men from Tucson killed many people, some of them members of my
family, at Al Waipa [her term for the Old Camp Grant area].. .The sister of
Uzbah [who married an important leader of the Apaches, Captain Jack]
was there. She was visiting her aimt. The people wanted to have a 'sing,'
and so almost all the men had left their families to hunt for meat in the
mountains. About four in the morning Uzbah's sister heard some people
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come into the camp. She believed they were bringing water into the camp.
But, 'Why so many?' she thought.
Then, she heard the guns. She also heard the people start crying, and the
children began howling. It went on a long time. Uzbah's sister ran away
from there. She found a horse. She held on to that horse with one of her
legs over its neck, so she couldn't be seen. Then, she went up a trail into a
hollow area [Box Canyon]. She hid there. Later she came down and fovind
her cousins and aunt lying all around. All were dead. Blankets were
wrapped around the people, and they buried them there."^^
In the confusion, many Apaches did manage to escape, darting through their
attackers' lines and up into the mountains. Hashke bahnzin, asleep in his wickiup when
the massacre began, narrowly escaped the advancing O'odham skirmish with his
youngest daughter, Chita, in his arms. Two wives and five of his other children were
killed in the attack.^' Sherman Curley also was among the Apaches who got away with
his life. Curley provided the following eyewitness account to Goodwin:
"There was a big ridge above their camps, and one on the other side to
During the night a big bunch of Mexicans and Papagos had got up on
these ridges, and surrounded the Camp completely. The Mexicans and
Papagos opened fire on them while they were still dancing. They killed a
lot of people this way. They all scattered. The scouts and soldiers down at
Camp Grant didn't know what was going on. I ran into an arroyo. I had
my bow and arrows, and I pointed at them as if I was going to shoot. This
scared some Mexicans and Papagos back, who were after me. I ran on,
trying to get away, but four of them followed me, but they did not kill me
or hit me. In those days we Apache could run fast, but we can not do this
now. I ran in behind some rocks, below an overhanging cliff, finally, and
hid there. They shot at me, but could not hit me, those four enemies. They
four were afraid to come close. I shot arrows at them. Finally they ran
away, and left me. I ran on up the side of the mountain, to the top, and
stayed there. Some others who had gotten away were on top of this
mountain also. It is called m-ba-na-gusl i-he. The sun was getting pretty
low now. We stayed on top of this mountain all night..
From all indications, Curley was one of the few rancheria residents who
possessed any weapons.^^ He stated that at the time of the massacre, the Apaches "had no
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rifles, only bows and arrows...Even so, the few Apaches who had bows and arrows
were no match for a heavily armed force of nearly 150 men. The fact that the attacking
party failed to incur a single casualty leads one to conclude that the Apaches were in no
position to defend themselves. Poorly armed and taken by surprise, the men of the camp
could do little to protect the women and children from harm other than hasten their flight
from the rancheria. Those who made it out "fled to the mountains where they joined other
members of their band who had been wise enough not to [entrust] themselves to
government protection" in the first place.'^
Back down at the camp, the carnage continued. The Anglos and Mexicans gunned
down those Apaches who were imable to break through the massacre pincer. Many of the
women were violated before they were killed. According to Bailey, "Men, women and
dogs were clubbed...Some Apaches that escaped the clubs of the Papagos tried to climb
the side of the gulch. They were shot down by the Mexicans and Americans on the side
of the gulch. They fell back into the gulch."^'^ Those armed with rifles shot bullets into
the fresh Apache corpses. Most of the dead were mutilated in one way or another. Before
leaving, the rmders burned the Apaches' wickiups and food caches.^^ When the dust
settled and the smoke cleared a half hour after the attack began, Oury triumphantly
reported that "[n]ot a single man of our command was hurt to mar the full measure of our
triumph and at 8 o'clock on the bright morning of April 30th 1871 our tired troops were
resting on the San Pedro a few miles above the post in the full satisfaction of a work well
done."''^
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Eager to put as much distance between themselves and the decimated rancheria as
possible, the massacre party started back toward Tucson with all due haste. Oury, Ellas,
DeLong and the others knew it wouldn't be long before the troops at Camp Grant learned
of the attack; by maintaining a swift pace, they could avoid being overtaken by the post's
troops.^^ On the return leg of their trip, the massacre party retraced their original route,
opting to travel the safer raiding trail along the San Pedro rather than the busier Camp
Grant wagon road. When they got close to Tucson, James Lee rode ahead to notify Sam
Hughes that the massacre party was approaching. According to the wife of Sam Hughes,
Lee reportedly told Hughes that "the crowd was on the way in but had no water and
nothing to eat. So Mr. Hughes got some help and we filled up a hayrack we had with
bread and other things to eat and barrels of water.. .This wagon of supplies was taken out
to what was then called the Nine Mile Water Hole. After the crowd had been fed, they
70

separated." Tohono O'odham elder Matilda Romero provided the following tribal oral
tradition account of the attack and the massacre's party return trip:
"They got there just before dawn and they killed all the Apaches which
were mostly women and children. And the men would kill the women, and
stood them on their heads in the water in the San Pedro River and put
them in all positions in the water, upside down with arms and legs stuck
out at all angles. They sure hated the Apaches. After they got through
fighting they started back, and at the foot of the mountain in the Santa
Cruz River Valley, they met this man. He had water, bread and pinoche in
a wagon. The young men only pretended to drink and wash themselves
with the water. The old men could eat and drink, but the young men had to
fast. They came back and had a big dance at Comobabi (Whoolite). You
can still see the smoke from the fire there on the rocks. That was the last
war between the Apaches and Papagos."'^
Splitting up at their original rendezvous point, the Mexicans and Anglos headed
for Tucson, while the Tohono O'odham bypassed the town en route back to San Xavier.
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Upon the Tucson contingent's return, according to Bailey, "the rifles were cleaned, oiled
and returned to their usual cases and later delivered to the Little Governor of Arizona
[Safford]."®*^ According to Romero, when the Tohono O'odham reached the vicinity of
Tucson, "the white man had them hide in a mesquite thicket to see what would happen,
but when nothing happened after two days they all went back home..

Q1

At about the same time the massacre party left the scene of their devastation, the
messengers from Camp Lowell belatedly pulled into Camp Grant to notify Whitman that
a large vigilante force had left Tucson seeking to kill all those Apaches under the post's
protection. The only officer present at the post at the time and with few cavalry troops to
deploy. Whitman dispatched two mounted interpreters to the rancheria to apprise hashke
bahnzin and the other Apache chiefs of the situation and escort the entire group back to
the post.82 The messengers returned one hour later to inform the lieutenant that they could
find no living Indians at the rancheria. At about the same time, a distraught Andrew
Noline reached Camp Grant and confirmed Whitman's worst fears. According to Swift,
her grandfather was
"standing there [in the bear grass of the wickiup], until it's dawn. Until it's
daylight, he said. And then he started running toward Camp Grant to get
help from these soldiers who were up there. So when he got there he
started crying to the soldiers there and pointing his finger at the camp. He
said he didn't know what these people were saying, but then he said they
saddled up the horses, and they put him on the horse, and then all of them
went to the Indian camp. They found a lot of people that were slaughtered.
And they [the raiders] had burnt down their homes..
Whitman had sent a search-and-rescue party of twenty soldiers and local
civilians—including post surgeon Dr. Conant Briesly—^with a wagon to retrieve the
wounded. The party returned to Camp Grant late on the evening of April 30th empty-
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handed, "having found no wounded and without having been able to communicate with
any of the survivors."^'* In his sworn testimony to Captain William Nelson, Briesly
described the grisly scene:
"On my arrival I found that I should have but little use for a wagon or
medicines. The work had been too thoroughly done. The camp had been
fired, and the dead bodies of some twenty-one women and children were
lying scattered over the ground; those who had been wounded in the first
instance had their brains beaten out with stones. Two of the best-looking
squaws, were lying in such a position, and from the appearance of the
genital organs, and of their wounds, there can be no doubt that they were
first ravished, and then shot dead. Nearly all of the dead were mutilated.
One infant, of some ten months, was shot twice, and one leg nearly hacked
off While going over the ground we came upon a squaw who was unhurt,
but were unable to get her to come in and talk, she not feeling very sure of
our good intentions. Finding nothing further could be done, I returned to
the post and reported the state of affairs to Lieutenant Whitman,
commanding post."^'
Anxious to assure any surviving Apaches that the Camp Grant troops were in no
way involved in the massacre, Whitman offered the two interpreters or anyone else who
would volunteer the tidy sum of one hundred dollars to ride back out and inform the
Apaches that they had been neither involved nor aware of the attack. Not surprisingly, he
found no takers. The next morning, Whitman personally led a second party to the
massacre site so that he could better assess the situation and bury the dozens of dead
Apaches that were laying around the camp.^^ Whitman reported what he encountered
upon his arrival at the rancheria;
"Their camp was surrounded and attacked at daybreak. So sudden and
unexpected was it, that no one was awake to give the alarm, and I foimd
quite a nimiber of women shot while asleep beside their bundles of hay
which they had collected to bring in that morning. The wounded who were
unable to get away had their brains beaten out with clubs or stones, while
some were shot full of arrows after having been mortally wounded by
gunshot. The bodies were all stripped. Of the whole number buried, one
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was an old man and one was a well-grown boy—all the rest were women
and children. Of the whole number killed and missing, about one hundred
and twenty-five, eight only were men. It has been said that the men were
not there—^they were all there. On the 28 we counted one hvindred and
twenty-eight men, a small number being absent for mescal, all of whom
have since been in."^^
While the exact number killed in the massacre is not known, the most common
estimates place the death toll at slightly under Whitman's count of 125.^® Briesly counted
only 21 bodies during his initial survey of the scene, but was told by the Apache the
following day that about 85 people had been slain.^^ Miles Wood, the beef contractor at
Camp Grant at the time of the massacre, said sometime later that he had counted 138
bodies, and that there probably were more.^° Estimates by the Apaches themselves seem
a bit more reliable. Walter Hooke, an Aravaipa, stated that the massacre party "killed lots
of men, women and children, more than 100, all up the canyon."^' Bi ja gush kai ye
verified Hooke's estimate, placing her estimate at about 100 fatalities.^^ The most widely
accepted estimate of 118 killed was tabulated by John Clum, who as Indian Service agent
for the San Carlos Apache reservation in the 1870s personally interviewed several
massacre survivors, including hashke bahnzinP
As Whitman and his party proceeded with the agonizing task of burying the
Apache dead, many of the massacre survivors nervously came down firom their mountain
hiding places and trickled slowly back into the rancheria. In his May 17, 1871 report.
Whitman stated that
"I thought the act of caring for their dead would be an evidence to them of
our sympathy at least, and the conjecture proved correct, for while at work
many of them came to the spot and indulged in their expressions of grief,
too wild and terrible to be described.
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That evening they began to come in from all directions, singly and in
small parties, so changed in forty-eight hours as to be hardly recognizable,
during which time they had neither eaten nor slept. Many of the men,
whose families had all been killed, when I spoke to them and expressed
sympathy for them, were obliged to turn away, unable to speak, and too
proud to show their grief. The women whose children had been killed or
stolen were convulsed with grief.. .Children who two days before had been
fall of fan and frolic kept at a distance, expressing wondering horror.
Bi ja gush kai ye was forfanate to have been far enough away from the main camp
area to elude the massacre perpetrators. In her personal account of the massacre, she
described what happened next:
"While we were there, the uncle of my husband got sick in our camp. So
my husband said, 'let's take him about a mile down the valley, and sing
over him there, at the camp of a big medicine man called ni-ba bi-ie-vi. So
they did, and down there they sang over him, all night, till about dawn.
Just about dawn, some Mexican men came out over a hill above our
camps. Now we heard a shot. Then there were lots of Mexicans, saikine
[Tohono O'odham] and Americans all around us. They all started to shoot
into us. Men, women and children they killed. They must have killed
about 100 of us, I guess. Only a few of us got away, up on the mountains.
Later on the Agent [Whitman] at San Pedro said that the people who had
attacked us, didn't belong to him, and he had never told them to do this.
So those who were left of us went back down to San Pedro again, and
started drawing rations again, and made friends again with the White
People there."^
Sherman Curley, who fled with the other survivors into the mountains,
remembered that the decision to refam to the scene of the massacre was made with much
frepidation. In his testimony to Goodwin, Curley reported:
"The next day one man went back to [the] place where we had been
dancing. He found lots of bodies of dead Apaches there. Some of the
women and girls who had long, nice hair, they had cut a round place right
out of the scalp, leaving the hair on, and taken it away with them. I don't
know why they did this. This man came back, and told about it. Next day,
the people who had gotten away, and were hidden in different places over
the mountains, started to call one another together. When they had all
gathered, they sent that same man who had been back to the dance ground.
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and 15 others, down towards Camp Grant. When they were near the
Camp, they stopped, and rested on some level ground. Then their two head
men, Capitan Chiquito, and hashke bahnzin went and talked with the
Agent [Whitman], telling him all that had happened. The Agent said he
didn't know that this massacre had taken place at all. The Officer said that
those Mexicans and Papagos would never come back, and that even if they
did, the soldiers there at Camp Grant would know about it first. The
Officer said that up till this time they had been good friends, and had
gotten along all ri^t. This was why he had sent out for them to come in
and talk. He sent men up to bury the dead for the Apaches, and he gave
out rations to those who had survived. He told them to come back, and
settle down again. The band did so, and made their camp on the Arivaipa
River, about [one] mile from the soldiers, so that they would be near them,
and have protection."^^
Upon returning to what was left of the rancheria, hashke bahnzin reportedly said
to Whitman: "...[W]e came in and surrendered to you giving up all our arms as you said
we must and made a peace with you, giving you a stone to show we would keep it. Last
night, white men, Mexicans, and Papago Indians came and attacked us; we had no
arms."^^ Whitman's gesture to bury the dead and his personal assurances to those who
retumed to the encampment that the Camp Grant troops were in no way involved
convinced the Apaches of his sincerity. Although rightfully suspicious of the fact that
they had been attacked by a civilian force equipped with government arms while they
were at peace, hashke bahnzin and the other Apache chiefs "expressed themselves as
satisfied that we [the froops] had nothing to do with the murder, and fiirther stated that
their only wish was to get back the captives and live at peace."^^
Trusting Whitman's pledge that no fiirther harm would come to the Apaches
while they adhered to the peace terms and remained under his supervision, hashke
bahnzin sent out runners to collect those who had fled into the mountains. According to
bi ja gush kai ye.
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"Later on the Agent at San Pedro said that the people who had attacked us,
didn't belong to him, and he had never told them to do this. So those who
were left of us went back down to the San Pedro again, and started
drawing rations again, and made friends with the White People there. It
was chu-gero [possibly Camp Grant scout Merejildo Grijalva] who had
come out to our different camps to tell us to come in again. We went to
iyah nasbqs si haat, and big rations were issued to us there. There were
lots of soldiers also. We all camped at q'i das 'ilkai, up high, because we
were scared of being attacked again. The women again started to cut hay,
and sell it to the soldiers. Nant'an bitdnigaiye [General O.O. Howard] was
down there now. He gave out red tickets to the women who brought in
hay, and told them to buy burros with them, so they could pack the hay in
on the horses, instead of on their own backs. We got burros, but only some
used them to pack hay on. The rest ate theirs."®^
In addition to the 118 Apaches killed in the attack, an estimated 28 Apache
children—^including the infant sister of Andrew Noline—^were abducted by the massacre
party and taken to Tucson and other points far south of Camp Grant.

A Tohono

O'odham calendar stick entry for 1871 describes the massacre and in particular the fate
that befell most of the Apache children captured during the attack;
"They [the O'odham] went to the Little Springs [Ampa] where the enemy
were. A Mexican heard about it and sent a letter to the agency by
horseman but the letter came too late. Before dawn, the Mexicans and the
People [the O'odham] encircled the village and killed those who were
asleep. Those who were awake escaped, some to the hills and some to the
agency. The People brought some children back and kept them as their
own. When they were grown, and able to work, they were sold in Sonora
for a hundred dollars apiece."'*'^
While the majority of the captives were sold into slavery in Sonora by the Tohono
O'odham, as many as eight Apache children were divided up among Mexican families
living in and around Tucson.According to the wife of Sam Hughes, "There were a
good many Indians killed and a lot brought in as captives—and they brought a lot of little
ones into Tucson, too. These children were divided up among a number of us..

Adella Swift remembers her grandfather Andrew Noline telUng her how he went
to extraordinary lengths to not only locate and retrieve his infant sister, but also to avenge
the death of his mother and the others who were killed in the Camp Grant Massacre. A
few years after the attack, Noline joined a company of Apache scouts at San Carlos in
order to seek vengeance and find his sister. According to Swift;
"And then when my grandpa was getting a little older, he said he wanted
to become a scout...so he can kill those people [the massacre perpetrators]
but he never did. He became a scout. And then he tried to ride his horse all
over the hillsides in Tucson...to look for his sister, the sister who was
taken by the Mexicans. He tried to look for his sister but he can't find her.
He didn't find his sister to this day. I guess maybe she was gone."'®"^
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CHAPTER 7, Parti
A few miles north of lednlH (the confluence of Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro
River), just west of the rundown hamlet of Dudleyville, is a place known to the Apache
as nadnlid cho, or "Big Sunflower Hill." Named Malpais Hill on those modem maps that
are detailed enough to mention its modest size, it sits just north of the stretch of the San
Pedro where Aravaipa chief hashke bahnzin and his followers once resided.
Some Apaches still own land in this area, including one Norbert Pechulie.' A fire
prevention officer with the San Carlos Apache Tribe's Forestry Department, Norbert
shares ownership with a number of his relatives in a 40-acre allotment where his
grandfather, Julian Pechulie, once lived.
According to Norbert, Julian was bom and raised near nadnlid cho. He lived there
with his family growing com and sugar cane and herding cattle until around 1910, when
he left for Old San Carlos to become a policeman. Sampson, Norbert's father, was bom at
Old San Carlos shortly thereafter, and told stories much later of how he and his family
would return to Sambeda on a two-day wagon trip from Old San Carlos to visit people
and look at their land.
Norbert says that he didn't leam about the "old days" and Arapa until he was in
his 20s. "My parents told me 'bit by bit.' They just brought it up now and then," he
explains, adding that the periodic letters from the Bureau of Indian Affair's land
operations office notifying them of the latest developments with their land often sparked
impromptu trips down memory lane by his mother and father. "My mom used to joke
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around and say, 'In the old days, men were just like dogs. They used to have a lot of
wives in different areas.'"
His aunt, Rosalie Talgo, once told him his whole family tree, but he says he has a
difficult time remembering it all now. He knows he is descended from Capita Chiquito,
but he is not sure exactly how, admitting that he can only trace his Aravaipa ancestry
back to his grandfather, Julian Pechulie, and his grandmother, whom he says was named
either Edith or Edna.
"I really need to talk to Rosalie about this stuff again," Norbert admits.
While his recollection of his family tree is a bit hazy, his memories of the time he
spent at Arapa and Sambeda growing up surely aren't. Norbert fondly remembers his
grandfather's land—especially the two long parallel lines of trees and the large canal that
ran between them, which became a source of fun for Norbert and other Apache children
during the sweltering summer months.
"People from Winkelman used to come out there and go swimming. A big flood
in '66 or '67 washed everything away. Erased everything. I used to go down in the
summer as a kid just to go swimming," says Norbert, recalling an obviously cherished
childhood memory. "Sometimes I would get sick, because the water was icy cold."
During his summer stays as a kid on Julian's land, Norbert's father Sampson often
would take him up Aravaipa Canyon to its head to visit tse ya goges chin, what Norbert
calls the "petroglyphs cave." During their return trips to Sambeda and their place at
nadnlid cho, Sampson would briefly stop at g 'ashdla 'd cho o 'dd to show his son where
the Camp Grant Massacre took place.
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"He showed me where the massacre was, but he didn't really talk too much about
it. He never really said anything about it," says Norbert, reveahng his father's likely
reticence to dwell on such a traumatic event while present at the site where it occurred.
"It was my mother who told me about it later. She said, 'People were slaughtered there.
Your relative was one of the only ones that survived. She was a small girl, maybe one or
two. She survived only because her mother fell over her and protected her. They had had
a big dance, a big celebration, the night before. They were sleeping. They came upon
them. Blood flowed just a like a river downstream, they said.'"
Forty years after his childhood trips to Arapa and Sambeda, Norbert estimates
that between the Pechulies, Bullises, Victors, Mulls, Ramblers and other families who
still own land in and around Arapa and along the stretch of the Sambeda where
Eskiminzin and his followers once lived, there currently are maybe a dozen allotments
that remain in Apache hands. But the passing of time and those who know this place best
have served to increase the emotional distance between the San Carlos Apaches and this
ancestral locale and decrease its Apache-controlled lands to its present number.
"Two famihes have sold their allotments, another sold half of their allotment. One
guy sold his land, as he had nobody to give it over to. Another family sold land with the
river running right through it. Another turned her interest in her allotment over to one of
her children, saying, "I have no use for that land anymore," Norbert recalls. "The people
who don't have a connection to the place are usually the ones that sell their land."
The struggle to retain control of the last remaining vestiges of Apache-owned land
in and around Arapa is a deeply personal one for Norbert, who serves as the unofficial
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arbiter of the 25 to 30 family descendants who now share the responsibility of
administering his grandfather's land. He and the group hold regular meetings to discuss
and decide the various issues that inevitably arise with the allotment, such as lease
management and renewal, land improvements, fencing the boundaries, and proposals for
land surveys. Over the years, they typically have leased their allotment to non-Indians,
who use the land for farming or to raise cattle.
"One individual wants to sell the land, the others say, 'Let's keep it.' The only
thing they say is, 'Don't sell the land, don't ever give it up. We don't know when we are
going to lose the reservation'" Norbert soberly declares. "I like to keep it because I spent
most of my time there when I was young."
His fear is that the protectors among them will gradually lose their grasp of their
ancestral land as the elders give way to the younger generations, who he says have
neither an interest in or an appreciation for nadnlid cho and other nearby Apache places.
After all, according to Norbert, no Apache descendants at San Carlos still live on their
family's allotments in Arapa or along the San Pedro, but Norbert says that he and his
family are among those that still return to the area to see their land.
Norbert makes it a point to take his family—^particularly his children—down to
see their allotment every so often. While they're there, they visit a Mexican family by the
name of Garcia that they are friends with. The patriarch of the Garcia family knew Julian
Pechulie well and used to look after his land. "My oldest son has an appreciation because
he helped his grandfather look after it when he was young," he says.
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Speaking of the massacre, Norbert wistfully reflects, "My children were bom in
the 1970s on up, so they don't really know about it. There are not that many people my
age that know about it. The only way to get them interested is to take them there and
explain to them about it."
"This is a pretty place," Norbert says wistfully. "We have to give the kids the
experience of Aravaipa. There is no substitute for being there."
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CHAPTER?, Part2
"Everything on this earth is meant for something, but now we don't all
know about it. The old-timers, they knew."
~ Wallace Johnson, San Carlos Apache
These days, the relationship between the Apaches and Arapa is in a state of flux.
Little of Aravaipa territory remains in Apache hands and the vast majority that doesn't is
largely off limits to those Apaches who wish to visit it. The map of Arapa and its
surround is a multi-colored one, denoting the dominions of a host of federal, state and
private entities—all of whom have their own ideas about how their respective pieces of
Arapa should be used and developed or protected and preserved. The San Carlos Apache
Tribe has much to say about what happens with the land contained within the Mineral
Strip, but when it comes to Aravaipa Canyon, it has at best an advisory influence over its
current maintenance and fixture disposition. As the introduction to this chapter indicates,
dozens of Apache still own interests in allotments in and around Arapa, but of that group,
only a limited number still visit their lands on a regular basis. For many of these people,
it has become largely an afterthought, a periodic check or notification in the mail. For
others, like Norbert Pechulie, Arapa retains its status as a cherished landscape laden with
unique and irreplaceable triggers of their personal identities, family histories, ancestral
roots and cultural traditions.
Norbert Pechulie's story and the others presented in this work reflect the fact that
while the personal, familial, social and spiritual motivations that drive the Apache
members of the tse binast'i'e ("surrounded by rocks") clan to continue to return to Arapa
today remain the same, the nature of their interfaces with this place and the methods they
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employ to engage it firsthand continue to evolve.^ It is unlikely, for example, that any
Apaches still make the journey to Arapa through the Mineral Strip on horseback. These
days, those Apache who come to Arapa do so by car, typically traveling down Route 77
around the western edge of the canyon to enter at its mouth. Seventy years ago. Apache
contingents as large as 25 or 30 made annual trips to the canyon, but these days, those
Apaches who visit Arapa normally do so in much smaller groups. Outside of the acorn
harvests at the eastern edge of the canyon, few if any Apaches camp at Arapa, instead
organizing day trips that have them back at San Carlos by nightfall. Whether to visit their
lands, reconnect with Arapa's hallowed terrain, or gather those ceremonial, medicinal
and edible plants so vital to maintaining their traditional culture, the modem-day
Apaches' mergers with Arapa have grown more sporadic and momentary, yet they
remain undiminished in meaning.
The movement to preserve the historical legacy of the Camp Grant Massacre
continues to evolve as well. Although the armiversary commemorations first organized by
Philip Cassadore and others in the early 1980s are no longer held, other Apache
organizations such as the Apache Survival Coalition have taken up the slack, gathering at
Arapa armually to honor those who died and bring attention to what transpired there more
than 130 years ago. Other Apaches have mounted a much-publicized effort to have Arapa
and in particular g'ashdla'd cho o'dd recognized by both the federal and state
governments as an official historic site, signified by a historic marker in close proximity
to notify passersby of its existence. Many Apaches, including Jeanette Cassa, favor the

idea, but are against placing the marker directly at the site of the massacre out of concern
that pothunters will loot the site if they learn of its exact location.
This need to protect g'ashdla'd cho o'dd and the ancestors who are buried there
from further violation is one of many poignant reflections of the enduring cultural and
inherently personal significance of Arapa to those Apache people who trace their culture
and identity to this place. Ultimately, their continued interaction with this ancestral
landscape is in many ways a manifestation of their larger mission "to assure that they and
their children have access to their former homeland in the Aravaipa in order to continue
hunting and gathering practices so essential to their traditional culture and ceremonial and
religious life.""^ It is ongoing and increasingly complex struggle that they face.
These days, some San Carlos residents still venture to Arapa and other familiar
locales both on but more often off of the reservation at regular seasonal junctures to
gather traditional wild food staples such as acorn and mescal. Arapa remains a pereimial
destination for many of these Apaches—^particularly the descendants of the people of the
area—who make annual trips to their gathering grounds at Klondyke and its neighbors
Eureka and Sunset, where they harvest ample supplies of acorns.^ According to Delia
Steele, "Aroxmd here we got Klondyke, but everyone from Bylas goes there, by 5 a.m.
they are picking. They don't sell them, they just use them. They gather two to three
gunny sacks, but that's not enough, as they usually run out by spring."^
But a growing number of modem obstacles are confounding Apache efforts to
conduct their traditional gathering activities in their usual and accustomed places,
including many within Arapa. Aside from the prevailing unfamiliarity among many

Apache youths about these long-held customs of sustenance, many of their favorite
gathering grounds are no longer fertile or accessible, as they have been decimated by
environmental abuses or are privately owned by non-Indians who would rather not have
Apaches visiting or camping on their lands. Dickson Dewey, in comparing the past with
the present in this regard, stated, "When acom gathering time came, we went up in the
mountains for a few months. To this day, some people still do, although it is a lot harder
now."^ According to Adella Swift, a couple of years ago, someone sprayed chemicals at
their favorite gathering site at Klondyke, preventing them from harvesting acorns. "We
were kind of scared to gather for a while because of it, but this year the acom came back
again. I used to go there with my family," she reported.^
With Klondyke a much-patronized yet sometimes unstable spot and many of their
other traditional gathering areas no longer available, some Apaches—including Aravaipa
descendants—choose to go elsewhere for acoms. Payson, Arizona remains another
regular summer locale for Apache gatherers, and areas around Sierra Vista, Fort
Huachuca, and Pearce, while traditional gathering places, have surged in popularity in
among Apaches in recent years. Some from the reservation travel as far as New Mexico
and Silver City, where a rancher who used to work at San Carlos invites Apache visitors
to come on to his land each year to harvest the acoms from his grove of oak trees. At Oak
Flats, a traditional gathering ground, Mexicans now camp and harvest acoms and sell
them to the Apaches at San Carlos.^ Others, who have tired of the growing hindrances
associated with gathering off of the reservation, have resorted to frequenting gathering
grounds within the borders of San Carlos where they are much less likely to be bothered.
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Dickson Dewey reported that in 2002, "When we had a good rain on the reservation up
north, a lot of people went up there to gather."'® The Apaches continue to grind a
significant portion of the acoms that they harvest for acom soup, which remains a
cherished reservation delicacy.
Acoms and other traditional wild plants remain integral parts of the social,
ceremonial and spiritual fabric of many reservation Apache, making ancestral places like
Ampa that possess abundant supplies especially vital. In addition to serving as seasonal
indulgences, they play fundamental roles in fimerals and feasts as well as dances and
ceremonies. Acoms, for example, continue to play a central role in the annual sunrise
dances and ceremonies of the traditional Apaches at San Carlos. Referring to this and
other traditional gathered fare, Delia Steele declared, "With Indian food missing, what's
the point of doing it?"'' Mescal also has retained a similar cultural prominence, reflected
in its widespread use in special social occasions. According to Adella Swift, "We still do
mescal roasts in May, when we get plenty of rain, so they are juicy. When there's no rain,
they don't bother. We go to particular spots for mescal roasts—different spots for sweet
and sour, depending on the ground, the dirt."'^
Just as with acoms, the acquisition of mescal speaks to the many sometimes
daunting challenges the Apaches face in keeping their traditional activities and their
ancestral places socially alive. The labor involved with harvesting emd preparing mescal
is enough to discourage many Apaches—especially younger ones used to the relatively
effortless attainment and consumption of food—from engaging in such an endeavor, but
their inability to harvest mescal in many of their traditional gathering areas at Arapa and
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elsewhere further complicates the activity. Instead, many Apache conduct mescal roasts
with agave harvested on the reservation due to its relative ease. Meanwhile, a small
number of Apaches—^mostly elders—still travel to Arapa and other locales every so often
to gather other traditional wild plant foods such as lambsquarter, otherwise known as
wild spinach; squawberries, which are used to make pmch; and saguaro fhiit, which
grows in abundance in the canyon's western end; as well as juniper berries, pinon nuts
and mesquite beans if they so desire.
Often, these expeditions are arranged and led by the Elders' Council Advisory
Council, reflecting the group's cognizance of Arapa's enduring cultural significance and
the need to maintain it. During these expeditions and other visits that the Apaches make
to this place, those who come collect not only wild foods but also those ceremonial and
medicinal plants that restore spiritual and physical health and well-being to their
reservation community. Despite the various environmental stresses burdening Arapa's
delicate ecology—^not the least of which is its dropping water table—^the canyon still
serves as a wellspring for a great diversity and mix of traditional medicines and
ceremonial materials, which the elders are quick to harvest upon their arrival. In
harvesting Arapa's wild tobacco, Indian tea, basket-making materials such as currant and
willow, greasewood—^which Dickson Dewey calls the "number one good medicine"—
these elders also reawaken the history of their people and the personal memories of loved
ones, evidenced in the illximinating stories they invariably tell when engaged in this
activity.^"* Jeanette Cassa, when picking the plant they used to combat flu, recalled that
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when a massive flu epidemic hit the reservation in the late 1910s, "those that drank this
lived."^^
Today, Arapa retains palpable and dynamic socially and culturally regenerative
power for those who possess a working knowledge of the place. For these people, their
challenge rests not only in remaining connected to Arapa, but in imparting in the younger
generations of Apaches their profound respect for Arapa and all of their ancestral places
and the traditional knowledge and wisdom that they impart. As Dickson Dewey says
when referring to the younger generations of San Carlos Apaches, "The newcomers don't
know nothing now. They should be taught to keep on."'^ The outcome of that challenge
is still to be determined.
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CHAPTER 7, Part 3
"You love your homes and children. But we are going to leave them.
Forget them. We do not know what is going to happen. Prepare your
weapons...Do not be afraid. We want to accomplish something for our
camp; for our people are in need..."
— An Apache leader before a raid^^
Raiding—and, to a far lesser degree, trading—fleshed out the subsistence matrix
of the Western Apaches. Substantively incorporated into their annual economic cycle
during the Spanish colonial period with the infusion of European livestock into
Papagueria, Sonora and parts of Apacheria, raiding for horses, cattle and other animals
had become a major subsistence enterprise for the majority of Western Apache groups by
the 1850s.'^ The Western Apaches' raiding complex systematically trained its sights on a
number of other Native and non-Native livestock-bearing groups, notably the Tohono
O'odham, Akimel O'odham, Mexicans, and, soon after their arrival, Anglos.
Simply possessing livestock did not warrant the automatic inclusion of nonApache peoples among the targets of Western Apache raiding, however. The Western
Apaches abstained from raiding unfamiliar peoples or communities. It was only after
groups—^through their own actions—achieved the status of "enemies we go against
them" did they fall into the category of raiding targets. In some form or another, raidworthy settlements must have previously "inflicted a number of injuries or insults, real or
perceived" against Apache groups.The Western Apaches considered forays against
these peoples to be just and lawful, for "did not any people with enemies have the right to
raid and kill them?"^° Still, the intent of raiding was not to exact devastating human
losses on enemy targets, as it was in the best interests of the Apaches that these important
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producers of subsistence resources remain culturally viable. As such, mass killing and the
destruction of enemy camps was never a principle motivation of Apache raiding. Raids
usually amounted to periodic irritants rather than serious threats to an enemy's
existence.^'
Raiding served as both a logical and practical expansion of the Western Apaches'
time-proven subsistence program, a program whose overriding objective was to capitalize
upon the widest possible range of available food resources. The horse in particular gained
a prominent position in the Western Apache economy, serving as a valuable source of
food as well as an occasional beast of burden. It also functioned as an additional method
of transportation, enabling Western Apache groups to range farther than they ever had
before to conduct livestock raids and obtain other subsistence resources once beyond
their reach. The span of the Western Apaches' raiding territory was immense, covering
the southern and southwestern regions of the Arizona Territory and stretching over a
significant portion of Sonora all the way to the Gulf of Califomia.^^
Western Apache groups typically organized livestock raiding expeditions to
remedy critical shortages in their existing food supplies. According to one raiding
participant, the Apache initiated raids "because they were in need. They divided their
booty among the poor in the camp...When the people are poor and need supplies, the
leader says, 'We must go out and get what we need.' It is volunteer work. Whoever is in
want of food and necessities goes. The leader heads the party, which is made up of men
'y'i

only." Raids were most often conducted in winter, when other subsistence opportunities
were generally unavailable and stored provisions ran dangerously low. During the most

severe weather, Western Apache groups seeking more moderate climates gravitated to
their major winter encampments in the lower country. These locations proved convenient
for raiding, as they usually were located closer to enemy settlements in Sonora and
southern Arizona?"* Aravaipa raiding parties dropped down into Mexico from their winter
residences on the southern edges of the Galliuro and Santa Teresa Mountains, secure in
their belief that the rugged terrain of those areas would offer their women, children and
elderly men adequate firewood and protection from enemy attack. The Pinal followed
essentially the same routine while at their cold-weather campgrounds on the south side of
Pinal Mountain, dispatching raiding parties to the Akimel O'odham, Mexican and
Tohono O'odham settlements to the west, south and southwest.^^
The Western Apaches also carried out raids with lesser frequency during other
times of the year when subsistence scarcity demanded it or when groups happened to be
camped in relative proximity to enemy settlements.^^ Deciding when to organize raids
also depended on the availability of water for the men while traveling south along the
raiding route but just as importantly for the livestock during the return trip. According to
John Rope, a White Mountain Apache, the times "war or raiding parties used to pick to
go to Mexico were in the spring, and in August, and in the fall. At these times, there was
lots of water.Goodwin informant Barney Titla remembered spring as a customary
time to go raiding: "In the spring, after the wild seeds were gathered in, then was the time
when they started to get ready for to go to Mexico on raids. They used to notify eight or
ten men, who wanted to go to Mexico, to get ready.
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Organization of a raid commenced when an individual—^most often a
headwoman—called the community's attention to its diminishing provisions and
recommended that the men formulate plans to capture the livestock of an enemy people.
Then, within a couple of days, "it was expected that the local group's chief would step
forth and volimteer his services as leader."^® Participation in raiding excursions required
considerable training, followed by placement within a strictly structured group.30 Any
man could volunteer to take part in a raid, assuming he had successfully completed what
is commonly referred to as the "novice complex," an extended apprenticeship program
where adolescent males learned fundamental raiding tactics and rituals.^' Men who
displayed exceptional proficiency in hunting wild game—^the male's other primary
economic activity—did not commonly participate in raids, as the Western Apaches
believed it would endanger their luck in himting.
Apache raiding expeditions demanded absolute adherence to a strict set of highly
ritualized tactics. Because the success of a raid depended on the ability to travel great
distances without being discovered, parties were small, usually containing between five
and fifteen men. Parties who journeyed as far south as central Sonora could sometimes be
gone for as long as seventy or eighty days.^^ Concealment was the primary objective
while en route to enemy territory, so parties proceeded with great caution. Upon entering
enemy territory, raiding participants initiated a number of taboos and veiling measures—
most notably the speaking of a specific "warpath language," which was designed to
protect them from danger and confer important advantages over their foe.^^
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Patience and vigilance were the most critical raiding virtues. To insure the
element of surprise, raiding parties struck during the early morning hours. Two or three
men would calmly approach tiie enemy livestock and silently move them toward an open
trail. The other raiders would then surround the herd, driving it away with all possible
haste in order to evade detection, engagement or capture by the enemy. Speed "was
imperative on the journey home, and it was not unusual for returning raiders to go
without sleep for as many as four or five days."^"^ Palmer Valor, a White Mountain
Apache, revealed the incredible endurance often required of men to thwart enemy
pursuit: "...Now it was seven nights and days since we had a real sleep, and that's the
way we used to do it when we were on the warpath or on a raid. A man had to be mean
and smart so that he would never be caught by the enemy."^^
Raiders were sometimes forced to fight if discovered by the enemy, but even then
they tried to maintain control of stolen livestock and limit casualties.^^ As a rule, raiding
parties avoided direct confi-ontation at all costs, as engaging the enemy in battle could
severely compromise their relatively small numbers. After all, the loss of a single man
could potentially wreak significant economic havoc on that man's immediate family and
gota.37 If absolutely necessary, they would abandon their just-captured livestock and
other plunder in order to insure their escape. The account of one Apache informant attests
to the paramount importance placed on stealth and self-preservation: "The cattle were
freely roaming. They drove them off. If they were discovered by the owners of the cattle,
they would usually run away without fighting.. .When they are on a stock raid, they don't
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want to be seen. They sneak around. They are careful; they avoid meeting troops or
taking life."^^
The success of a raid did not necessarily depend on whether the party could
capture an enemy settlement's entire herd, but whether it could drive off at least a portion
of the livestock and return home safely without altercation. Many raids "were probably
terminated after one enemy had been killed or some bit of booty spirited away."^^
Eluding enemy efforts to reclaim stolen livestock required raiding parties to deploy
continuous advance and rearguard reconnaissance during the entire trip back to Western
Apache territory. According to Barney Titla,
"...We kept two good men out in front, and two other men way out
behind, as guards. The rest of us herded the stock along in the middle. If
the men out in front saw danger ahead, then they would come back, and
tell us, and we would change our direction. This way we traveled, never
sleeping at night, and going fast, till we were out of the Mexican country,
and close to home.. .When we got safe out of the Mexican country, then
we stopped, and sent two men back a long ways, to stay and guard. Then
we would make camp for a couple of days, and rest up.. .When we got in,
everything we brought back we divided among our people.""^®
Men who took part in successfiil raids often gained commimal respect and a
heightened status within the local group upon their return, but these benefits were
secondary to family and group subsistence needs. The livestock and other plunder
obtained during a successful raid were evenly divided among the participants for
dispersal among their relatives. John Taylor, a Cibecue Apache, recalled one way that
raiding parties customarily divvied up their spoils:
"When a war party was going South to raid the White People or Mexico,
they appointed one of the chiefs to lead it. So this chief would take his
men, and go. If they captured any horses or cattle, they would drive them
home. When they got there, the chief of the party would take as many
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stones as there were horses or cattle. His men would gather and he would
give so many stones to each man. This meant that the number of stones a
man got, was the number of animals he would get. When all the stones
were divided out, what were left over, the chief would take for himself.
Oftentimes, the expedition's leader allocated himself less than the others in a socially
resounding demonstration of generosity.''^ Palmer Valor, a White Mountain Apache and a
veteran of several raids, detailed this practice in his testimony to Goodwin;
"...Now we started out for home by a trail that we always used to take
when we were going through this part of the covintry.
While we had been away some enemies had attacked the place where our
people were camped waiting for us, and had broken up the whole camp.
When we got there, I gave away the four horses that were my share of the
trip. I gave these horses to my mother, my sister, and my maternal uncle.
They butchered them and used the meat to eat. This way we ate all the
horses up."'^^
A female non-relative could obtain livestock on her family's behalf by performing
specific ceremonial songs or dances for a raider, obligating him to give her at least one
animal. Rituals such as this helped to insure an even sharing of food throughout all of the
families of the local group.'^'^ The Western Apaches usually killed most if not all of the
captured animals once they were divided, processing them for both short- and long-term
consumption. They refi*ained fi-om raising livestock, as maintaining herds would have
severely impaired the local group mobility so critical to the acquisition of other types of
subsistence resources.''^ For instance, the Aravaipa's emphasis on subsistence
maneuverability and the rugged terrain in which they resided and over which they
traveled made raiding for needs other than food somewhat impractical. Many parts of
Aravaipa territory were impassable for horses and other stolen livestock, deterring the
development and sustenance of herds."*^ Normally, the horses, cattle, sheep, mules, bxirros

and goats taken on raids were immediately butchered. If they could afford it, the Western
Apaches might provisionally keep mules and burros as pack animals. Horses not needed
for food might be kept on hand for use on future raids."^^ Apache groups generally used
surplus livestock as an important commodity in trade, "exchanging some of the livestock
they had stolen from one region in the markets of another."''^ Aside from livestock, the
spoils of raiding often included blankets, clothing, cloth, knives, arrowpoints, metal for
spearheads, and any other practical items and materials that the Western Apaches found
easily transportable. Raids also occasionally yielded firearms,

ammunition, saddles,

bridles, and hide for moccasins."^^
Raiding targets varied from one Western Apache group to the next, and some
groups relied more heavily on raiding than others for their subsistence. The White
Mountain Apache bands, for example, directed their raiding activities almost exclusively
against Mexicans in Sonora, while the bands of the Cibecue and San Carlos Apache
targeted Akimel O'odham, Tohono O'odham, Maricopa and Mexican settlements on both
sides of the border. Across the board, Western Apache groups generally raided with less
frequency and intensity than their non-farming Chiricahua Apache counterparts, who
depended on raided livestock for a significant portion of their diet and who typically used
the same raiding routes into Mexico while on raiding excursions. Although some count
the Arivaipa and Pinal among the most "peaceful" of the Western Apache groups, the
two bands did conduct raids when economically necessary against Mexican and Tohono
O'odham settlements prior to the Gadsden Purchase and then against American
settlements once they garnered enemy status.^'
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The Westem Apaches also sustained several amicable trading relationships with
other indigenous and non-indigenous groups in what is now Arizona and New Mexico,
some of which dated back to the Spanish colonial period/^ Trading, however, was not a
vital component of the subsistence matrix of the Westem Apaches. Most Westem Apache
groups engaged in the pastime in order to unload livestock and wild and domesticated
crop surpluses in exchange for otherwise unavailable foods, materials, tools, and weapons
rarely essential to their immediate survival. Consistent with their egalitarian traditions,
the items the Westem Apaches received in trade were disseminated among the local
groups for use by their members.^^
The Westem Apaches routinely traded horses, cattle, and mules that they stole on
their raids to Mexico on the livestock markets of Santa Fe, Taos and Chihuahua, also
dealing them to traders from New Mexico—^including Anglos—^who ventured into
Apacheria to do business.According to John Rope:
"The different people we used to trade with were the tsi-ga-kine. nash-t-ii
[Zuni], gu-ta-ha. na-kaa-bi. and white people. We used to trade them
mescal, baskets, buckskins, breast feathers of turkey, horses, mules, and
burros. The na-kaa-bi used to come down here, since the reservation was
put up. They brought little apples and peaches to trade. Long, long ago the
white people used to come to Cedar Creek, and tlu-q-a-kai. to trade with
us for horses and mules, which we had gotten in Mexico. They used to
bring us guns, the old kind, powder, knives, and cloth. When we used to
go to Zuni, or the Navajo, they would trade for a whole pack at one
time."^^
According to oral tradition, the Zunis and Navajos were the Westem Apache's
customary trading partners. Westem Apache groups typically traded them stolen
livestock, mescal, acoms, wild plants, baskets, and other containers and products that
they manufactured in exchange for blankets, calico, muskets, ammunition materials, hoes
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and other items.^^ John Rope remembered that his people "tised to travel over to visit
with the nash-t-iu. with whom we were always good friends. We used to trade mescal,
and baskets with them, and some we gave to them as presents."^^ The oral tradition
presented by Goodwin's informants indicates that the advent of widespread trading
between the Western Apaches and Navajos followed the 1850s arrival of Anglos and that,
for at least a brief period, some Western Apache groups were simultaneously trading with
and waging war on the Navajo.^^ According to Palmer Valor;
"In the old days, when I was a boy, our people didn't get along well with
the Navajos. We were always fighting with them. They used to come
down to our coimtry and fight, and we used to go up to their country and
fight also. For this reason we didn't trade with them. It has only been since
white people came into the country that we have traded with the Navajo or
Zuni. We used to trade horses, mules and burros to the Navajos for their
blankets. One horse brought a pile of blankets about two and a half feet
high sometimes. The Navajos used to throw in an iron hoe. They used to
trade [sic] us gun powder and q-a nesh-tlii (strips of lead for bullets about
four strips 10 inches long), also two sets of percussion caps. They used to
bring long muskets to trade also. Later on we used to trade our baskets for
blankets. Another thing the Navajos liked to get, were isl-ti il-iit. wild
mulberry bow staves, finished only on one side. Three of these were worth
one blanket. Also we used to trade to them the downy feathers from
between turkey's legs. These were worth a lot to the Navajo, who used to
dry farm. They took these feathers and stuck them in the ground on the
east side of a knoll close by their field, to make rain come there. We
traded with the Zuni at kin-n-tul just the same way. I went to visit at kin-ntul once, with the Zuni. The Navajo and Zuni were the only ones we
traded with in those days. Later on the na-kaa-bi used to come down here
to trade small apples they had. I don't know where those people came
from. Their hair was bobbed like we do ours sometimes."^^
Harvey Nashkin, also a White Mountain Apache, testified that frading in fact served to
diminish the animus and reduce the hostilities between the Western Apaches and
Navajos:
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"The different things we made, and used to trade, were: i-ki-gai. nu-ilkune, baskets, water bottles, and buckskins. After our people started to get
horses down in Mexico on raids, they traded them also. The people we
traded with were the Navajo and Zuni. They had blankets, muskets,
powder, and bullets, and hoes to trade us. One of our horses would bring
about five Navajo blankets. The Zuni used to make blue and white
blankets that we got from them. Lots of times the Navajos and ovir people
made war on each other. But after they started trading, and got better
acquainted, then there wasn't much fighting."^®
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CHAPTER?, Part 4
"I no longer want to live; my women and children have been killed before
my face, and I have been unable to defend them. Most Indians in my place
would take a knife and cut his throat, but I will live to show these people
that all they have done, and all they can do, shall not make me break my
faith with you so long as you will stand by us and defend us..."
— An Apache chief immediately after the massacre on his desire
to return to Arapa to live, as recollected by Whitman^'
News of the massacre spread like wildfire through Tucson. The attack's
protagonists were instantly mythologized by the local press and citizens, who lauded the
initiative of the raid's leaders to strike a blow for the extermination policy and against
Stoneman's program of economy and pacification. Tucsonans were nearly unanimous in
their support of the action, as they believed the massacre to be "nothing but self-defense,
and none of this [the massacre] would have been necessary had it not been for the
stupidity of government officials far removed fi-om the realities of fi-ontier hardships and
•

•

fsO

justice." Six weeks after the massacre, they put their official stamp of approval on the
slaughter in the town's first municipal elections. Under the new charter, DeLong was
elected mayor, Hughes and Oury were chosen to serve as aldermen, and Stevens was
elected town treasurer. Juan Elias was named the town's dog catcher. The Citizen's
coverage, which read much like a defense attorney's opening statement, sought to
vindicate the transgressors. Wasson's initial report of the massacre, fi-onted by the
headline "BLOODY RETALIATION" and anticipatory of Eastern reaction, left little
doubt as to the bent of local opinion:
"The policy of feeding and supplying hostile Indians with arms and
ammunition has brought its bloody Wts...If doubts ever existed that these
Indians were only pretending peace, they do no longer. This slaughter is
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justified on grounds of self-defense...To say this instance shows a spirit of
barbarism in our people would be a gross slander...
Anxious to generate widespread support for what he viewed as the righteous act
perpetrated by his associates, Wasson immediately sent out a dispatch detailing the
massacre to the San Diego Union, which published the account. The report, which
amounted to little more than a "masterly whitewash of the attack," fi-amed the massacre
as an act of "retaliation" and failed to mention that most of the victims were women and
that the captives were children.^ The Western press broadly published the dispatch and
other approving reports originating from Tucson virtually verbatim, depicting the attack
as a last-ditch effort to thwart certain doom. In other words, the Apaches camped at
Arapa had it coming.
The Eastern press, however, denounced the massacre with equal fervor. The
Boston tabloid Every Saturday, for example, deemed the attack an incident of
"unparalleled ferocity and malignity," and described the Arizona Territory as a "sort of
borderland between barbarism and civiUzation." Citing the massacre at Aravaipa and a
similar incident committed against Apaches at Tonto Creek, the publication demanded
that Washington promptly bring the perpetrators to justice:
"If there is any supineness on the part of the authorities in dealing with
every person engaged in these wanton massacres who can be reached, the
country will have cause to think the Administration not more than half
hearted in carrying out a policy for which money is freely appropriated in
the hope that the Indians may be kept at peace and saved from the
vengeance of whites more savage than themselves."^'
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Looking to answer the growing number of Easterners who were imploring the federal
government to immediately take official action, U.S. President Ulysses Grant pledged a
full investigation into the outrage, condemning the attack as "purely murder."®®
In response to public fallout from the East and Grant's announcement that the
federal government intended to launch a criminal inquiry into the massacre, the powersthat-be in Tucson embarked on a systematic crusade to manufacture self-justification for
the attack. The campaign, directed by the massacre's leaders, aimed to circuitously
exonerate the perpetrators of any wrongdoing by essentially putting the victims on trial;
Rather than to fight the battle on the moral ground of whether, in any
event, revenge on women and children constituted fair retaliation for the
acts of men, Tucsonans turned their energies to proving what earlier they
had so lightly assumed; that the Camp Grant Indians were the same
Apaches responsible for the raids during March and April [1871].®^
Whereas mere speculation had been more than enough to convince the local
populace of the supposed duplicity of the Camp Grant Apaches, these Tucsonans realized
that their Eastern critics would not be so blindly persuaded. If they were going to sway
national opinion and more importantly Washington, it was necessary to demonstrate that
the reaction (the massacre) was in proportion to the wrongs afflicted on them, and that
these wrongs had in fact been afflicted by those under Whitman's supervision.
Consequently, they set out to generate specific offers of proof to legitimize the blanket
accusation that the Camp Grant Apaches had been responsible for the majority of
depredations in southern Arizona in early 1871. Curiously, citizens who had made no
allusions to specific knowledge of Apache depredations prior to the massacre now
suddenly came forward in force with a cavalcade of "evidence" linking the Camp Grant
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Apaches to a multitude of atrocities.®^ Through a series of affidavits, the massacre
perpetrators and supporters promoted their spurious version of events—^both in the court
of public opinion and the massacre trial.
Attack participant Juan Ellas was among the most vocal. Ellas first charged that
one of the Apache seized during the massacre, a chief, had admitted to committing
depredations while supposedly camped at the post.®^ However, every first-hand account
of the massacre—^including those of Ellas' fellow raiders—^reported that all of the
captives were children. Ellas also alleged that a horse seen in the Camp Grant rancheria
was positively identified as one stolen from San Xavier on April 10th—^this in spite of the
Citizen's previous report that all of the livestock from that raid had been recaptured,
except four head killed by the Apache.^" Finally, he swore that the Apache raider killed
by the Tucson posse during the April 10th raid was the same one he had seen at Camp
Grant on numerous occasions, easily recognizable because of a missing front tooth.'' A
defense witness later admitted at the trial of the massacre perpetrators that he had spoken
with the Apache with the missing tooth six months after the raid.'^
James Lee, one of the massacre's Anglo participants, testified that the massacre
party had followed the trail of the Apaches who had raided San Xavier on April 10th
directly to the Camp Grant rancheria.'^ Engenio Chiqui, an Apache and self-admitted spy
for a "citizen of Tucson who pays me for it," swore that he had been on hand for the midApril raid on the San Pedro settlement and also had followed the trail of the Apache
raiders all the way back to the rancheria.'"^ Precise tracking of any trail during the
massacre party's nighttime approach to Camp Grant would have been difficult. In
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addition, the trail in question was a route commonly used by many Apache groups—
including the Chiricahuas and other Pinal bands—for raids into southern Arizona and
northern SonoraJ^ Despite this fact, the massacre leaders would not hear of the
possibility that Apaches other than the ones stationed at Camp Grant could be responsible
for the recent depredations.
Not to be outdone, Wasson and the Citizen charged that a brooch fashioned from
a gold coin and belonging to the late Trinidad Aguierre, the Mexican wife of the Tubac
rancher Wooster, had been found at Camp Grant. The pin, however, "was hammered out
of a $2.50 gold piece, a common practice.Perhaps the most baseless claim of all was
the one later leveled by massacre leader William Oury, who charged Apaches under
Whitman's purview with the killing of four men in three separate incidents in January
1871, purposefully ignoring the well-known fact that Camp Grant did not have any
Indians under its supervision until the following month.'' Altogether, the frivolous
allegations set forth by the massacre perpefrators "revealed clearly how flimsy was the
evidence connecting the Camp Grant Indians with depredations that allegedly had caused
the Tucson expedition to be organized."'^ Glaringly absent from this specious campaign
of self-justification was any articulation of the root economic motivations for the attack.
Through character assassination and a rehashing of the "feeding station"
allegation, the campaign also sought to blame the U.S. Army for their actions. Tucsonans
focused their initial wrath on General Stoneman, determined to force his removal. They
got their wish only a few days after the attack. By a presidential order of May 2, 1871,
Stoneman was relieved of his command. General George Crook—^the preferred choice of
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Arizona Governor Safford and the Public Safety Committee—assumed conmiand of the
70

Department of Arizona on June 4,1871.

Many scholars have mistakenly alluded to Stoneman's dismissal as the federal
government's knee-jerk reaction to the Camp Grant Massacre, but this was not the case.
Prior to the massacre, the critics of Stoneman, who had become "the symbol of Army
ineffectiveness against the Apaches," had grown to include not only Arizona residents
but also the Eastern advocates of the peace policy, who were equally dissatisfied with the
general's inability to get their own program off the ground. In fact, the U.S. Adjutant
General's orders relieving Stoneman of his command were issued a full ten days before
news of the massacre even reached Washington, D.C.^®
With Stoneman now out of the picture, Tucsonans turned their attention to
Whitman. "The royal Whitman"—as he was now called by the Citizen—^was summarily
disparaged by the local press and populace alike as the personification of what they
viewed as the Army's grossly incompetent handling of the Apache problem.The Public
Safety Committee put pressure on the new department commander Crook—^who
preferred a thorough and overwhelming showing of military force against the Apaches
before any lasting peace was brokered—^to remove Whitman from his post.^^ Leading the
public assault on Whitman's reputation was John Wasson, who repeatedly portrayed the
lieutenant as a drunken degenerate whose ability to command was compromised by
perpetual inebriation, a charge categorically denied by Second Lieutenant William
•

83

Robinson.

•

In a ploy typical of his lack of joumalistic scruples, Wasson also

misrepresented military correspondence he had received previously from a soldier at
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Camp Grant to create the impression that Whitman's good will toward the Apaches
derived from his alleged philandering with Apache women. The Citizen was quick to
denigrate other officers who supported the commander's position, branding post doctor
Conant Briesly "another enemy of the people" after he was quoted calling the massacre
an "outrage."®^
Whitman took direct aim at his accusers in his rebuttal against the allegations
emanating from Tucson, stating that "parties who would engage in murder like this, could
and would (and have already) make statements and multiply affidavits without end in
their justification."^^ In a detailed letter to his superior officer at Camp Lowell, Whitman
outlined the course of events at Camp Grant from February 1871 through the time of the
massacre and flatly denied that the Apaches gathered there had participated in the San
Xavier raid or any other depredations during their two-month tenure there.
When one compares Whitman's official report of the massacre with his numerous
letters to his superior officers, some minor factual discrepancies arise. The lieutenant no
doubt had good reason to sculpt his version of events in his favor in order to stem the tide
of attacks against him, but the supporting testimony of others at Camp Grant bolster the
veracity of his account. Affidavits from both civilian and military persormel were
unanimous in their contention that the Camp Grant Apaches were in no way involved in
the incidents in question. Unlike Whitman, these individuals had no apparent vested
interest in swaying the public debate over who should ultimately be held accountable for
the massacre. According to Robinson, Whitman's second-in-command:
"From the time they came in, these Indians were counted and their
numbers recorded every three days. I kept no journal at that time, but very
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frequently went with Lieutenant Whitman and counted the various bands;
those counts, of course, were recorded, as the issues were made
accordingly, and the records, I believe, are preserved. Comparing, then,
the date of any depredation in Southern Arizona, or elsewhere, with the
records, will show whether or not any of these hidians could have been
engaged therein. In this, however, there is one difficulty, viz: At various
times small parties were permitted to go out for mescal, as the allowance
was not sufficient; during these periods I am unable to vouch for their acts,
and can only say that usually those who went out were mostly women and
children..
The post's civilians—despite what meant certain admonishment by their Tucson
detractors—confirmed Robinson's testimony without reservation. According to Dunn:
"Men of all classes, who volimtarily stated that they had come to Camp Grant prejudiced
against the Apaches, swore that these Indians were peacable and well-behaved, and that
the charges against Lieutenant Whitman were false."^'' Among these men was post guide
Oscar Hutton, a noted Indian fighter.^^ In sworn testimony dated September 19, 1871,
Hutton stated:
"...I have never seen Indians on a reservation, or at peace about a military
post, under so good subjection, so well satisfied and happy, or more
teachable and obedient than were these, up to the time I left the post five
days previous to the massacre.
I was repeatedly requested to watch every indication of anything like
treachery on their part, and I will give it as my deliberate judgment that no
raiding party was ever made up from the Indians fed at this post.
Post trader F.L. Austin also endorsed Whitman's report of affairs at Camp Grant: "The
Indians, while here, seemed to be under perfect control, and in all my business with them,
in paying for some one hundred and fifty tons of hay for the contractor, never had any
trouble or difficulty of any kind."^^
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Apache testimony also corroborates the accounts of those stationed at Camp
Grant. Relating the story told to her by her grandfather Andrew Noline, Adella Swift
states: "He said they never bothered anybody when they were up there [at Camp
Grant]...There was only those Indians up there, but there was a few of them [white
settlements] living way [down] toward Tucson, he said, but we never bothered those
people, he said, because we do a lot of hunting on the mountains for our food."^'*
The Public Safety Committee's campaign for vindication included a concerted
effort to steer clear of the fact that a preponderance of the massacre victims were women
and children, which was sure to be unpopular with those on the opposing side of the
controversy over moral culpability. Interestingly, no mention of any noticeable absence
of Apache men was made by the attackers in their initial reports of the massacre. It was
not until well after reports surfaced that only eight of the dead were males that the
massacre conspirators offered speculation about where the majority of the camp's ablebodied men supposedly were (other than in camp, that is). Their self-serving conclusion;
the Apache warriors were not in the camp at the time of the massacre because they were
out raiding.^^
Scholars of the massacre have unnecessarily preoccupied themselves with
theorizing about the whereabouts of the rancheria's men on the morning of April 30,
1871—as if answering this question settles the justification debate once and for all. The
debate over the whereabouts of the men is predicated on the idea that because only eight
men were killed, most of the men must have been absent. It improperly presumes that the
gender and age of those killed was precisely proportional to the overall population of the
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rancheria at the time of the attack. Some assert that "most of the Arivaipa men were off
hunting in their beloved canyon; lulled into a sense of security by Whitman's
benevolence, they had left a camp peopled almost entirely by women and children."^^
Others report that "those who were not away hunting had tried to take cover to fight, but
to no avail."^^ At least one scholar, meanwhile, discounts the hunting theory, pointing out
that it "was beyond the most sympathetic belief that bullets could be so selective. In a
sudden attack not one warrior was killed or wounded, making inescapable a conclusion
they had not been present. To account for this the hunting story evolved, but only long
after the event.General 0.0. Howard, who visited Camp Grant a year after the
massacre, attributed the absence of the men to a reUgious rite, a theory not mentioned in
Apache testimonials.^^
A thorough study of the historical evidence, eyewitness reports and Apache oral
histories and tradition accounts reveals that the raiding theory holds little water. Arizona
Historical Society researcher Jay Van Orden, who has studied the Apache Wars
extensively, stated that a search of records from the time of the massacre shows no
evidence of Apache raids during the final few days of April 1871.^°° Whitman had
reported a count of 128 men—^with a small number absent to gather mescal—on the
afternoon of April 28, 1871, less than two days before the attack and only one day before
he reportedly notified the Apaches of his plans for the fiesta.'®^ Apache testimony places
a small group of the men hunting for game and gathering mescal in the mountains in
preparation for the upcoming celebration, with a larger group of males still in camp when
the attack occurred.
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Common sense also diminishes the validity of the raiding theory. It would have
been virtually impossible for a large group of men to leave after Whitman's count on
April 28, travel a distance of more than fifty miles to raid targets in southern Arizona,
return to the rancheria at a slower speed with captured livestock, and then dispose of said
livestock before Whitman's next count on May 1, 1871. It is also unlikely that a
significaftt portion of the rancheria's males would leave the camp to conduct a raid when
Whitman's discovery of their transgression would bring an immediate and unequivocal
end to the tenuous truce and its system of rationing. This begs the question: If the Apache
men were in fact conducting raids out of Camp Grant, why would they risk dropping all
the way down south of Tucson to raid livestock when there were several livestock
ranches considerably closer to the post? Finally, if the majority of the men had in fact
been out raiding, then why had so many Apache males trickled back into the rancheria
within forty-eight hours of the attack, armed with a fiill knowledge of what had just
transpired?'®^
The most probable scenario places not all but a portion of the approximately 128
enrolled males out on hunting parties, with the majority of the men present in the
rancheria situated on the elevated dancing ground, above the main camp area.'°'^ The
massacre party—^in particular the Tohono O'odham—concentrated its efforts on the
network of low-lying wickiups strung along Aravaipa Creek, which by all accounts was
inhabited primarily by sleeping women and children. This would explain why most of the
killed were women and children, as the men—^poorly armed or not at all—^were in a much
better position to escape the slaughter. As previously discussed, men who were camping
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a fair distance from the main string of wickiups likely could do little to save their loved
ones and had no choice but to flee when the onslaught commenced.
Considering that the precise time of the attack was set by the perpetrators nearly a
week in advance, the massacre party would have had no reliable way of knowing that a
significant percentage of men would be absent from the rancheria. Instead, the pincer
tactic employed by the attackers more likely reflected an awareness that the unsuspecting
victims were not armed and would be taken totally by siuprise. In misjudging the camp's
location, the attackers had no time to properly survey the scene, and thus would have had
no way of knowing the exact proportion of women to men, or where they were situated in
relation to one another.Not that prior knowledge of a predominance of women and
children in the camp would have dissuaded the massacre party. After all, '"Nits make
lice' was a popular slogan of Tucson's leading citizens."^®^
The burden on Whitman to prove that those under his supervision had conducted
themselves contrary to prevailing popular stereotypes about the Apaches was far greater
than the burden on the massacre perpetrators to prove that their fears about the Camp
Grant were foimded and not in fact grounded in economic paranoia. It was a burden that
had begun to take a personal and professional toll on Whitman by the time General Crook
came to Arizona in June 1871. Local leaders, incensed by the lieutenant's effort to keep
the sights of accountability trained on the massacre perpetrators, pleaded with Crook to
finally rid the Territory of the peace-minded Whitman. The new department commander,
who was methodically preparing for a vigorous military offensive against the Apaches,
favored relieving the controversial Whitman of his command. But Crook's plans for

Whitman and the Apaches were set on the back burner, at least temporarily, by President
Grant.

Under mounting pressure from Eastern political factions to effect a peacefixl

resolution of both the massacre incident and the larger Apache "problem," Grant waffled
once again, sending Vincent Colyer, Secretary of the U.S. Commission of Indian Affairs
and a former Union colonel "of impeccable humanitarian credentials," to the Southwest
with blanket powers over U.S. Army operations that superseded Crook's authority.
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Among the stipulated tasks of Colyer and his Peace Commission: conduct a foil
investigation of the Camp Grant massacre, negotiate permanent truces with unsubdued
Apache groups, and collect them on reservations equipped with the rations and resources
sufficient to sustaining those agreements and brinjg about the Apaches' civilization. Grant
also ordered U.S. District Attorney C.W.C. Rowell to Arizona from California to begin
legal proceedings against the perpetrators of the Camp Grant massacre.
A Quaker and an idealist known to be in favor of the peace policy, Colyer was
instantly despised by Arizonans.^°® The last thing most of them wanted to see was an
encore of Stoneman. Prior to arriving in the Territory to carry out his orders, Colyer
incurred the wrath of its citizens when he ordered the War Department to retain
Lieutenant Whitman. The commissioner also telegraphed ahead to Arizona ordering the
establishment of an official reservation at Camp Grant. Even before Colyer reached
Arizona in early August, the local press had once again worked itself into a lather. One
newspaper commented:
"The people of Arizona, in justice to our murdered, ought to dump the old
devil Colyer into the shaft of some mine, and pile rocks on him imtil he is
dead. A rascal who comes here to thwart the efforts of military and
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civilians to conquer a peace from our savage foe deserves to be stoned to
death, like the treacherous, black-hearted dog that he is."'^''
The already much-maligned Colyer spent his first several weeks in Arizona
traveling around the Territory establishing reservations, consulting with Army officers,
and interviewing Indians.''^ He had his work cut out for him. The Camp Grant massacre
had rippled throughout Arizona, disquieting subdued Apache groups and jeopardizing
existing peace agreements. When word had first reached the White Mountain reservation
that the group at Camp Grant had been massacred, nearly all of the Apache there, "some
six hundred in number, under the leadership of Es-cet-e-cela, their chief, fled fiightened
to the mountains."''^ Other groups, fearing similar reprisals, followed suit.^^^ Departing
the reservations meant no more rations, forcing many Apache groups to resort to raiding
for subsistence in the interim period between the massacre and Colyer's arrival.
In the meantime, persuaded by Whitman's repeated assurances that his troops
were in no way involved in the massacre and his pledge to protect them, many of the
massacre survivors gradually returned, taking up residence once more along Aravaipa
Creek but in closer proximity to Camp Grant than before.'''^ In addition to drawing
rations from the post, the Apaches rebuilt their camps and began to cultivate their
fields.But

this second peace proved as fragile and short-lived as the first. In early June,

troops from Camp Apache, apparently unaware that the Apaches had returned to Camp
Grant and reached another peace, encountered a small group of them—including hashke
bahnzin—during a scout of Aravaipa Canyon and opened fire on them. The volley
claimed the life of an Apache warrior named Munaclee.''® Infuriated, hashke bahnzin
returned with the others to Camp Grant, where he informed Whitman of the betrayal. The
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exasperated chief told the unwitting officer, "The peace you have promised to the
Aravaipas has been broken, not once but twice and each time by the Americans. We now
go back to the mountains to avenge our dead."''^ Without delay, hashke bahnzin and his
beleaguered followers left Camp Grant for the mountains; while en route, the chief
reportedly killed the first white person he encountered, an Anglo rancher named Charles
McKinney who had befiiended him/'^ Not long thereafter, he directed a raid against the
Tohono O'odham in an effort to recover the Apache children taken captive during the
massacre.^'' In July, hashke bahnzin and a group of 40 or so warriors attempted
unsuccessfially to seize a wagon train loaded with ammunition and escorted by an
infantry company/^® Hashke bahnzin chose to abort the raid after several warriors were
killed and he was slightly injured. His group would spend the remainder of the summer
holed up in the mountains.
Against this unstable backdrop, Colyer—accompanied by an armed entourage—
arrived at Camp Grant on September 13, 1871. There he met with Whitman and Captain
William Nelson, who had assumed command of the post. Colyer had sent word ahead to
Nelson to summon the Apache groups in the area to Camp Grant in hopes of holding a
council with their chiefs. Captain Stanwood reported that "after the massacre in April,
about one hundred and fifty Indians came in and stayed a month, and after that all the
Indians went out and were hostile up to the time that, by orders of the War Department, a
flag of truce was sent to them, and then they commenced coming in..

Joshua, a Pinal

Apache, was one of those who came into Grant under Colyer's flag of truce:
"I lived on around tu nil choone for a while longer, and then some Indians
came there. They had been sent out from San Pedro to go to the different
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places in the mountains, and tell everyone to come in down there, because
now there were some white men at San Pedro who would treat us all right.
This way we went down there to San Pedro. There they gave us rations,
coffee, sugar, flour, and blankets also. Some of our people got cattle from
the white men there also."'^^
By the time the Colyer party reached the post, many Apaches in the immediate vicinity
had gathered at Camp Grant as requested. Before the peace conference could get
underway, however, it was nearly sabotaged. Captain Nelson reported;
"I proceeded to collect in the friendly disposed Indians, and in a few days
three bands were represented at this reservation by over one hundred
Indians, about which time two Mexicans came to this post from Tucson
and reported that an expedition was being gotten up there for the purpose
of attacking the Indians collected there [at Camp Grant]
The two Mexican couriers reported that a large, heavily armed force of white
citizens from Tucson had organized "with a view to breaking up the reservation."^^'^
Colyer estimated the size of the force—^which was moving dangerously close to the
post—at between 175 and 200 citizens.

Meanwhile, another, even larger armed force,

this one led by Arizona Governor Safford himself, reportedly was also expected to bypass
Camp Grant from the north en route to Tucson the following day.'^^ The Tucson party
claimed to be a party of "prospectors," but the abnormally large size of both forces and
their likely coincidental convergence at Camp Grant suggested alternative, more sinister
•
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motives.

ri-i

•

The Tucson citizens purportedly "were on their way to the mountains, but

there was no road or trail crossing the reserve that would have led them anywhere. The
prospecting story seemed clearly a fabrication."^^^ The forces appeared intent on
derailing any truces with the Apaches that would provide renewed momentum to Grant's
Peace Policy.
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Colyer, anxious to prevent an encore of the massacre, informed Captain Nelson
that unless he ordered the Tucson party not to proceed within ten miles of the post, he
would be forced to escort the Apaches to the White Mountain reservation to insure their
safety. The commissioner reported; "As the reservation is within a valley and surrounded
with mountains without a road or trail through it leading anywhere, and as the Indians
had only just come in after much persuasion, and were under evident fears of another
attack, the impropriety of allowing these armed bands to rendezvous upon the reservation
was apparent."^^^ Nelson obliged, sending out a courier with four soldiers, who located
the Tucson force and advised it to stay a fair distance from

Camp Grant. The

"prospectors" informed the courier that they had no intentions of turning back, and would
cross the reservation as planned. In an unwise and questionable move, Nelson then sent
Lieutenant Whitman, the most reviled figure in Arizona, out to warn the Tucson party
that the Camp Grant troops would open fire on them if they entered the mouth of
Aravaipa Canyon opposite the post. The civilian force reluctantly agreed to return to
Tucson, but not before sarcastically declaring that "they could use the white flag as well
as we [the Army], and if that would bring in the Indians they would bring them in and put
them on a reservation where it would not cost much to feed them."^^°
Over the next few days, Colyer consulted with hashke bahnzin and the other
assembled Apache chiefs on terms for a new peace agreement.As expected, the chiefs
were wary of placing their people imder the protection of a military force that already had
failed them miserably, but they had no other realistic, long-term o p t i o n s . T h e y
unanimously decided to strike another truce, but once again refiised to accept an
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invitation to move to the White Mountain reservation. It was a reservation at Arapa, or no
reservation at all. Apache chief Esce-nela told the commissioner that the "country still
pleases them; they wish to remain here; this has always been their home, the home of
their fathers, and they want Lieutenant Whitman as their agent..."^^^ Colyer in turn
reported: "In our interview with the chiefs of the Aravapa and Pinal Apaches at Camp
Grant we found that, notwithstanding so many of their people had been killed at Camp
Grant, they still clung to the Aravapa and San Pedro Valleys as their home, and would
not listen to our proposal to remove them over to the White Mountains."^^"^ Colyer
heeded their wishes, establishing a reservation for them at Arapa and naming Whitman
their agent.
Colyer and his fellow peace commissioners spent much of the conference
discussing the Apaches' desire to recover their children taken captive during the
massacre. Whitman described their request: "They ask to be allowed to live here in their
old homes, where nature supplies nearly all their wants; they ask for a fair and impartial
trial of their faith, and they ask that all their captive children living may be returned to
them. Is their demand unreasonable?"^^^ Colyer vowed that he would do everything in his
power to locate and return the children, and directed Whitman to oversee the recovery
effort. The lieutenant worked fervently with Tohono O'odham agent Wilbur to locate and
retrieve the missing children, but the pair met with little success. Wilbur managed to
locate a few of the children and reported his findings to Whitman in late October 1871:
"They are at present in Mexican families and are well taken care of. On asking that they
should be turned over to me, [I] was refused...I would say that two have died since their
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capture and the remaining twenty-one were taken into Sonora and sold somewhere in the
Altar District."^^^ Tucson attorney James McCaffiy, who represented the massacre
perpetrators at trial, wrote that six of the captives "had been ransomed by some of our
citizens, and had been adopted into their families, were living with them, and had become
much attached to them."^^^ Alvina Contreras, the daughter of Jesus Elias, later reported
that massacre participant James Lee had brought back two child captives, whom he gave
to his sister to raise/^^ Leopoldo Carrillo, who ended up with one of the captive children,
a girl, rationalized the taking of the children while testifying at the massacre trial:
. .1 do not know that these captives are articles of sale; those that I know
of have been obtained from their captors by exchange, but not actually
bargain and sale; the citizens have obtained these captives from their
captors more as an object of charity, and give them a Christian education,
but they are not treated as slaves; they are permitted to leave and go where
they choose, when of age, or when they come to [an] age of
understanding."^^^
With renewed assurances of peace and protection and Colyer's pledge that he
would find and return their missing children, the Apaches again settled near Camp Grant
in close proximity to the site of the first rancherla. Crook, meanwhile, reprimanded
Nelson for his decision to turn away the citizen force from Tucson, irate that he would
follow the misguided lead of Colyer and Whitman. Crook subsequently transferred
Nelson out of the Department of Arizona. The new department conmiander wanted to rid
the Territory of all those military "appeasers" who could possibly hinder his plan for a
major offensive—^Whitman the most prominent among them. But with Colyer still in
Arizona, he would have to bide his time. Colyer left the Territory on October 7,1871, for
California before returning to Washington,

Not long after his departure, a new
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wave of depredations prompted Grant to flip-flop his Apache policy yet again.'"^' He gave
the impatient Crook the green light to launch his campaign against unreserved Apaches in
full and also transferred the authority to appoint reservation agents to the military. At
roughly the same time. Secretary of the Interior Columbus Delano appointed General
O.O. Howard, then in Washington, to lead another expedition to the Southwest to induce
the Apaches to "settle and remain permanently upon reservations."^'*^
Back in Tucson, U.S. District Attorney Rowell faced considerable difficulty in
carrying out Grant's order to indict the massacre participants. The categorical refusal of
Tucsonans to undertake legal action against the perpetrators led Grant to warn Safford
that if Rowell was not able to secure indictments against the attackers, then he would
declare martial law in the Territory and allow the U.S. Army to decide their fate.'"*^
According to grand jury secretary Andrew Cargill, who transmitted Grant's message to
the impaneled grand jury:
"I told them if they indicted the parties they knew there was no jury that
would convict them, but if they did not it would always hang over them,
and finally that I knew, but could not tell them the source of my
information, that if they did not, that martial law would probably be
proclaimed and they would be tried by court martial and 'you all know
what that would mean.
Finally, on October 22, 1871, the grand jury begrudgingly relented, sure that a
jury comprised of Tucson citizens would be more sympathetic to the predicament of the
perpetrator!? than a military tribunal. The grand jury indicted a total of 108 men on the
charge of murder and three men on misdemeanors. The murder defendants were grouped
in a single indictment with massacre leader Sidney DeLong's name heading the list. They
also indicted eight Apaches who had been residing at Camp Grant—^notably hashke
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bahnzin—for the killing of Charles McKinney.''^^ Before disbanding, the indicting grand
jury also made sure to voice their feelings on who was responsible for the violence with
the Apaches. In a lengthy report, it "excoriated the laxness of Indian management at
Camps Grant and Apache, and declared that five hundred citizens had been murdered by
Apache in recent months."^'*^ Grand jury foreman Charles Trumbull Hayden, a wealthy
retail merchant, stated:
"We find that the hostile bands in this Territory are led by many different
chiefs who have generally adopted the policy of Cochise—making their
points where the Indians are fed the base for their supplies of ammunition,
guns, and recruits for their raids, as each hostile chief usually draws
warriors fi"om other bands when he makes an important raid upon the
citizens, or the neighboring State of Sonora, where they are continually
making their depredations."''*^
When the The United States vs. Sidney R. DeLong et al. began on December 5,
1871, the fix was already in. Described as "one of the greatest farces in the history of
American jurisprudence," the trial featured a jury comprised of close fiiends

and

associates of the defendants and a judge overtly sympathetic to their cause.
Representing the defendants were J.E. McCaffiy, who, ironically, served as district
attorney for Pima County, and Granville Oury, younger brother of massacre leader
William Oury. The prosecution's star witness was Whitman, who testified about the
circumstances imder which the Apaches first came into Camp Grant, the terms of their
surrender, his vigilance in monitoring their movements, and the scene of the massacre.
Rowell also called attack conspirators James Lee, Charles Etchells and D.A. Bennett—
defendants whose indictments had been dismissed in exchange for their cooperation—
who offered details about the many meetings held in preparation of the raid, the
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composition of the massacre party, and its presence in Aravaipa at the time of the
massacre.''*^ Over the course of the following five days of testimony, a parade of defense
witnesses talked more about the scourge of Apache depredations than the massacre
itself

The dubious and often preposterous nature of the allegations proffered by these

witnesses reached a pinnacle with Hughes, who declared that Rowell himself had
instigated the massacre in order to prosecute those involved and gain status and wealth in
the process, a charge that Rowell vehemently denied. Certain of a not guilty verdict, the
massacre leaders, Oury and EHas included, admitted and even bragged of their roles in
the expedition while testifying. U.S. District Judge John Titus, meanwhile, made it a
point to actively refute the prosecution's case, openly discrediting its witnesses—
especially Whitman.
Titus' closing instructions to the jury sealed the trial's outcome. In them, the
judge did everything but officially direct the jury to acquit the defendants on the grounds
of self-defense:
"To kill one engaged in actual unlawful hostilities, or in undoubted
preparation with others for active hostilities, would not be murder. In
countries like this, the resident is not bound to wait until the assassin,
savage or civilized, is by his hearth, or at his bedside, or at his door, or
until the knife of the assassin is at his throat."'^'
Judge Titus affirmed the defense's contention that the lack of men killed during the
massacre proved that the Apaches were using Camp Grant as a feeding station fi"ora
which to conduct raids:
"...The whole number of Indians then at their encampment is proved to
have been about 450, with a proportion of a little more than one in five
men. This would have given more than 90 men then belonging to the
encampment, and yet only one of these killed. Where were they?
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As the attack was a surprise and made early in the morning, they must
have been absent, not from fear of an attack, but from some motive prior
and independent of that fact."'^^
Armed with the legal pretext they needed to acquit the perpetrators, the jury
proceeded with the formality of deliberations. After only nineteen minutes, they returned
a verdict of not guilty for all 108 defendants—^Anglo, Mexican and Tohono O'odham. No
civilian jury was going to convict non-Apaches, particularly Anglos, of killing Apaches
in Arizona, especially when it meant vindicating hated adversaries like Whitman and
Colyer. Plus, some of the defendants were personal friends or acquaintances of jury
members. Jury foreman John B. Allen, a wealthy retired merchant who also served as
Territorial Treasurer, was a close associate of the massacre's leaders. In addition, the jury
even included one of the massacre expedition's outfitters.'^^ In the end, according to
Cady, "if a white man killed a Mexican or Indian nothing was done, except perhaps to
hold a farce of a trial with the killer in the end turned loose..
While this legal mockery was unfolding in Tucson, peace-seeking Apaches were
arriving at Camp Grant with increasing regularity. By late October 1871, William H.
Tonge, overseer of the post's ranch, reported "nearly six hundred Indians here, and the
prospects for more...I am not allowed to plant any more [as] the Indians are to have the
farms all here, five or more. The Indians took nearly all my com, but Mr. Whitman says I
shall be paid for it. And he will give me a good situation on the reservation..

Jmt two

months later. Whitman and Stanwood counted upwards of 800 Apaches drawing rations
and residing in close vicinity to the post.^^® The winter months, however, proved a trying
time for Whitman, as he found it increasingly difficult to supply rations to the growing

number of Apaches under his charge. On March 1, 1872, he wrote Commissioner of
Indian Affairs F.A. Walker protesting the fact that in his three months as agent, he had
yet to receive any "orders, instructions, nor funds from any source." Whitman explained
that he had no tools or clothing to supply the Apaches, and he deemed the rations locally
available for distribution "entirely insufficient."'^^
Meanwhile, with Colyer now back in Washington, General Crook took dead aim
on Whitman, accusing him of failing to comply with his requirement that all of the
Apache men under the lieutenant's charge be gathered for counting on a daily basis.
Crook ordered Whitman's arrest and confinement at Camp Crittenden, relieving him of
his duties as agent of Camp Grant. As if expecting Crook's action. Whitman, concerned
that the development might upset the tenuous peace he had helped to forge with the
Apaches, wasted no time in alerting Walker of his dilemma: "I had hoped to have held
them [the Apaches] against everything until the arrival of Gen'l Howard; I hope as it is
they will remain; I have urged upon Col. Crittenden [the new commander at Grant] the
importance of retaining the same employees and of making as few changes as
possible."'^^
General Howard and his entourage had departed Washington for the Arizona
Territory in early March. Howard heard the news of Whitman's arrest and removal from
Camp Grant while stopped at Fort McDowell, and immediately wrote Commissioner
Walker, advising him: "Do not form your judgment pro or con upon Lieutenant R.E.
Whitman's case...I shall go to Camp Grant from

this place and report upon it

carefiilly."'^^ After a long and arduous journey, Howard finally arrived at Camp Grant on
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April 22 to find a reservation unsettled by the lieutenant's departure. The Apaches could
not understand why Whitman had been removed, and were clearly suspicious of new
agent Edward C. Jacobs, who had arrived just three days earlier. Still, despite previous
rumors he had heard of a mass exodus from the reservation, Howard found close to 1,000
Apaches drawing rations from Camp Grant. Realizing that Whitman held the key to
soothing this tense state of affairs and gaining the full confidence of the Apaches,
Howard arranged for his provisional release and summoned him to the post.
Howard also began interviewing the post's personnel to gain a better handle on
the many problems plaguing the reservation, not the least of which was a recent outbreak
of disease among the Apaches and soldiers.

The stretch of the San Pedro along which

Camp Grant was situated had long been known as a breeding ground for malaria and
other infectious diseases on account of its swampy terrain; the latest epidemic was
exacerbated by the increasingly heavy concentration of Apaches, troops and civilians
living around the post.'^' hi all, about 50 Apaches had succumbed to fatal illnesses in the
three months prior to Howard's appearance at Camp Grant.The situation had become
equally grave for the soldiers, prompting the U.S. Army to establish a separate post a
considerable distance east of Camp Grant in Aravaipa Canyon near present-day
Klondyke. Dubbed Arivapa Spring, the makeshift post served as a convalescent camp
where ailing soldiers were sent to recuperate.
Equally troubling to Howard was the Apaches' growing dissatisfaction with the
inadequate amount of rations they were receiving and the manner in which they were
issued, a problem the general worked to remedy.According to Bi ja gush kai ye,
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Howard—^whom the Apaches called nant'an bitdnigaiye—^"gave out red tickets to the
women who brought in hay, and told them to buy burros with them, so they could pack
the hay in on the horses, instead of on their own backs. We got burros, but only some
used them to pack hay on. The rest ate theirs."^®"^
In the meantime, Howard also met informally with Apache chiefs Santo and HosYea in preparation for the full-scale peace talks that would commence after Whitman's
arrival.

The gulf in thinking between Howard—apparently unaware of the Apaches'

long-running agricultural tradition—and the two chiefs was illuminated by this telling
exchange, as recalled by the general himself:
Howard—These hills that you run over are full of gold and silver
right under your feet. If you dig it out, you can buy all these good things.
You can plant these fields and get corn, barley, beans, melons, and
pumpkins.
Hos Yea—That is very nice—to plant wheat and corn and if we
had been planting long ago, we should have had something now.
Howard—Would you like to plant now, this year?
Hos-Yea—We could plant, but it is getting late now.
Howard—It is not too late to plant corn and get a good crop this
year. If I and my children were poor and hungry, and Santo had food,
would he bring it to me? Would he come to Washington and bring it to
me?
Santo—If I knew you the same as I know [Oscar] Hutton and
Concepcion [Equierre] and knew that you were suffering, I would take
you some mescal or mesquite, if I had any way to get to you. I have been
all my life struggling—a wrestling man. Sometimes I have planted. Most of
the time I have been on the mountains.
Howard—If Santo should meet me alone in the mountains, would
he not kill me and take what I have away from me?
Santo—If we should see you crossing these mountains, I should
follow you and see if you were on good business, and, if not should take
you. What about the Americans: Are they all one race? All the same?
Howard—No.
Santo—Well, we are just the same; we are not all alike. We can't
tell what somebody else will do. In times past we were bad when they
treated us bad; now you have promised us many good things, and we are
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getting them pretty well. We know that we are living better than we did in
the mountains.
The same day, a group of Apaches escorted Howard on a visit to the site of the
massacre a few miles away. Although nearly a foil year had passed, the general
encountered an area virtually untouched since the attack: "They showed us the bones of
their dead, now exposed; the camp utensils; the clothing and blankets strewn around; also
the bundles of hay the women were bringing in." He added:
"The scene after the massacre can easily be depicted from this point,
where Whitman went out to meet the Indians, when they could not drink
the coffee nor eat the food he brought them for their crying. The hidians
said the strong influence he gained over them was due to his going to them
in the hour of their sorrow, and showing them his sympathy; to the fact
that he always seemed neither to fear nor to hate them, and that an old man
of influence believed in him, one who died in the massacre; the one 'who
used to go out alone and talk with God all night'."^^^
The next day, Howard returned to Aravaipa Creek with Camp Grant commander
Major E.W. Crittenden, this time to search for a better location for the post than the
disease-ridden one on the San Pedro.The improving health of the soldiers recuperating
at Arivapa Spring—coupled with the fact that most of the Apaches drawing rations from
Camp Grant had chosen to situate their rancherias within Aravaipa Canyon—^had
convinced the officers at Camp Grant that the head of the canyon was especially wellsuited, a feeling they conveyed to Howard.

While conducting his inspection of the

country, Howard happened upon a small camp of Apaches. He reported the encounter:
"We came upon an Indian fanily at their home; there were here men, woman, and
children. They brought a little girl, eight or nine years of age, to me, that had escaped

All

with her life [from the massacre], but was sadly wounded under her ear and in her side.
•
•
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They no longer encamped in very large numbers, lest they might be surprised
again."

On April 26, with Whitman now present, Howard initiated talks with the Apache
leaders present at the post. Relying on hashke bahnzin as their chief speaker, the Apaches
relayed four major requests. First and foremost, they again pleaded for the return of those
children taken during the massacre, perplexed that Colyer had not fulfilled his promise to
them. The Apaches set the number of children originally stolen at 29, but said that two
had escaped from their captors and made their way back to them, leaving 27 still
unaccounted for. Not surprisingly, they also appealed to Howard to reinstate Whitman as
their agent. Howard and Whitman attempted to convince them of the benefits of a
permanent civilian agent, but the Apaches would not hear of it. Third, the Apaches
requested that the location of the reservation be moved "on account of the prevailing
sickness along that portion of the San Pedro River near Camp Grant, on account of its
proximity to citizens who were annoyed by their presence, and to get where the supply of
water was sure and the land good for cultivation."^^' Finally, they expressed a desire to
enter into formal peace negotiations with the Tohono O'odham, their longtime enemies.
In exchange for these considerations, hashke bahnzin vowed that the bands residing on
the reservation would "follow any trail of robbers that leads toward their reservation till it
comes out and return property to the owner and give up the robber."
Howard pledged to do all in his power to recover the captive children, but he
stopped short of promising to return them, cognizant of the difficulties Colyer had
experienced. He instructed the Apaches to return in 25 days for a second conference so
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that he could have sufficient time to investigate their requests and assemble those groups
he deemed necessary to forging a lasting peace. The delay upset hashke hahnzin, who
expressed disappointment "that one who claimed so much authority as [Howard] should
1TX
not act on the spot, especially with regard to Whitman..."
During the interim, Howard traveled southern Arizona, first visiting Tucson to
meet with Governor Safford and McCaffiy, now U.S. District Attorney, concerning the
recovery of the Apache children. He then met with the families in Tucson who possessed
six of the captive children. Despite their pleas to keep the children, Howard demanded
that the famiUes return them to Camp Grant on the date of the upcoming peace council.
He did agree to their request, however, to arrange with the Apaches for those children
who had no living parents to remain with the Mexican famiUes—a resolution reflective of
their collective ignorance of Apache kinship structures. Howard next visited the Tohono
O'odham at San Xavier, securing their participation in the peace council at Camp
Grant.

He then held talks with a delegation of Mexican citizens, including Jesus Ellas,

who likewise agreed to appear at the conference. On his roundabout return, Howard
toured the Akimel O'odham and Maricopa villages located in the Gila River valley, the
reservation at Date Creek, and Prescott, finally reaching Camp Grant on May 20th.
Waiting for him was a contingent of prominent Anglo citizens, including Oury,
McCaffiy, Safford, and a host of Territorial officials; the Mexican delegation, which
included Ellas and the six captive children, four boys and two girls; a group of more than
40 Akimel O'odham, many of them leaders; and around 20 Tohono O'odham
accompanied by Agent Wilbur, including Chief Francisco of San Xavier. Meanwhile, a
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large number of Apaches had temporarily moved down by the San Pedro to witness the
conference.
With all of the principals present, including General Crook and the officers from
Camp Grant, Howard opened the council the following aftemoon.'^' The Citizen
described the assembly:
"The Pima and Papago Chiefs were ranged on the left. The Apaches
headed by Eskevanzin [hashke bahnzin] sat on the right and front. Several
ladies graced the council with their presence—sitting in the rear of the
Apache Chiefs. Citizens, Mexican and American, and several officers, and
Pima, Papago and some few Apache Indians gathered around to listen.
Manuel, a tame Apache living at Tucson, was the principal interpreter
from Apache to Spanish, while Dr. Handy, Mr. Wm. Oury, Jesus Maria
EUas, Mr. Davis and others franslated by turns from Spanish to English.
Capitan Antonio, of the Pimas had his interpreter, Louis Maraja, who
franslated from Spanish to Pima."^^®
Joshua, a Pinal Apache, was among the Apaches who attended the proceedings. In
an interview with Grenville Goodwin sixty years later, he presented the following
memories of the conference's opening day:
"Our people were camped on both sides of the river. To one side of here
was a dry wash, and at this wash, bitdnigaiye [Howard] called a big
council with all our people who were there. When our men were talking
with bitdnigaiye, there was a close picket of soldiers, and Mexicans, and
Pimas drawn up all round, so no one could have got away. Now
bitdnigaiye sat there, and smoked with our men. On one side of him sat an
interpreter. Then he got up to speak, and said, 'Whether I am a poor man
or not, I am going to speak to you. We didn't any of us make this life. God
made this life we are leading on this Earth. These White People have not
been very good to the Indians. It was in my mind to catch you all this day,
but now I am not going to do it. Maybe I can make friends with you. You
Indians have been going to where the White People live, and taking their
cattle and horses. I was going to catch you all for this, but I have changed
my mind.' Now, as soon as bitdnigaiye said this, all that picket of soldiers,
Mexicans, and Pimas spread apart so that anyone inside could get out.
Also the soldiers all took off their caps, I don't know why."^^^
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At hashke bahnzin's suggestion, Santo spoke first. Placing a stone in front of
Howard, he declared his confidence in the general and stated: "I don't know how to read
or write. That stone is my paper. I want to make a peace that will last as long as that
stone." Turning to the O'odham representatives assembled there, he added; "Before the
peace, the Papagos and Pimas stole from us, and we stole from them; now we will do so
no more. We hunt rabbits, ground squirrels, and deer, as the Papagos do; both have bows
and arrows, equally armed. Perhaps we can hunt together without fear now that the Great
Father has made peace."'^°
The other Apache chiefs echoed Santo's sentiments before yielding to hashke
bahnzin, who pledged to maintain peaceful relations with all groups in attendance. At
Howard's request, hashke bahnzin restated his guarantee that he and the Apaches xmder
his authority would offer their assistance in locating any hostile Apaches who crossed
their reservation after committing depredations. However, he expressed concern that
depredations committed by other Apaches would be incorrectly attributed to his group,
just as they had in the past, a statement which drew Howard's assurance that the chief
would not be unjustly accused. Satisfied with the general's response, hashke bahnzin then
spoke to the Mexican and O'odham delegations, stating:
"In the first place, there were two nations. Two of them had possession of
two small hills. They had firearms. The Papagos and Apaches were one
and had arrows; [they] were originally friends. Then they were hostile;
now the time has come when they shall be fiiends. Formerly they had to
betake themselves to the rocks and mountains for fear; now they have
made peace; they can come out into the plains and sit down in the shade
without fear.. .Formerly the Mexicans and Papagos made campaigns
against us, and we made campaigns against the Mexicans and Papagos.
Now we have placed that stone there; as long as it lasts, there shall no
more campaigns be made on my part."^®'
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Antonio, head chief of the Pimas, declared himself satisfied with the Apaches'
declarations of peace. Francisco then spoke on behalf of his people. The cautiously
optimistic Tohono O'odham chief proclaimed:
"I have listened to all that has been said and am satisfied. That stone has
been placed there as a sign of peace, and I want to see it verified. If you
Apaches will comply with your promises, I will never tread your soil
again with evil intentions. If I have done so in the past, it was because I
was provoked by your robbing. I obey the orders of my superiors; if you
will do the same and comply with your promises, we will dig a hole in the
ground and bury everything—all our past differences—^in it, and be as if
no difference had occurred between us..
Safford proved more cynical. The governor vowed that the Territory's settlers
would adhere to the truce as long as the Apaches did, but used the opportunity to remind
them that they were making peace with all Anglos and Mexicans, not just at the
conference. He also warned him that "there are bad Indians, who commit depredations,
and the good ones had better remain on the reservation until the bad ones can be found.
Indians all look much alike, and it is better, for the safety of these that are here, for them
to remam."183 Santo answered the governor: "As far as we are concerned, there will be no
trouble.. .That there are bad Indians roaming through the mountains, and committing
depredations, is no fault of ours."^^'* Hashke bahnzin, becoming irritated, once again
repeated his pledge to join the soldiers in apprehending depredating Apaches.
Jesus EHas, representing Tucson's Mexican community, spoke next, telling the
Apaches lliat they "must be careful to obey the orders of the general and officers placed
over you. This is for your welfare. You must not believe that the Government, which is
over me as well as over you, does not possess the power and soldiers and money, to
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compel yovir obedience."'®^ Hashke bahnzin took exception to the Mexican's veiled
threat, declaring that EHas was simply trying to intimidate them and that the Apaches had
more than adequately expressed their commitment to peace. Ellas quickly responded,
"Have I not told Eskiminzin and Captain Chiquito that the Government has the power to
destroy you all; but that it does not want to do so; but wants to save you and have you
live as other people live?" Reassuring Hashke bahnzin, EHas explained that the
government intended to gather the Apaches together and support them until they "might
become civilized," after which he declared himself satisfied with the sincerity of the
Apaches.
After General Crook said his piece, Howard discussed moving the reservation to a
more favorable location. While deeply reluctant to leave the ancestral home of his people,
Eskiminzin had nevertheless come to the conclusion that their current location was no
longer suitable. Aside from the disease that had ravaged the Apaches in recent months,
Arapa's modest water supply and farming plots would likely be unable to support the
considerable number of Apaches now camped in its vicinity in the long run. Perhaps most
troublesome was the recent influx of settlers into the area, sparked by rumors that
Aravaipa Canyon possessed inmiense quantities of coal, gold and copper.With all of
this likely in his mind, hashke bahnzin informed Howard that he was amenable to moving
his people and agreed to join the general on scouts of alternative sites.
The talks turned from conciliatory to contentious when the issue of the captive
Apache children was raised. Following through on his pledge to McCaffrey, Howard
asked the Apaches if they would be willing to allow those children who had no parents to
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remain with the Mexican families in Tucson. Hashke bahnzin vehemently objected to this
proposal, explaining that those captives were his children as well and that they had
relatives among his people. Pressing the Mexicans' case, Howard produced Leopoldo
Carrillo, who declared that the Mexican families had grown fond of the children and that
they would be better off in their new, "civilized" surroundings. Growing angry, hashke
bahnzin accused Howard of going back on the promise he had made to the Apaches the
previous month and demanded the immediate retum of the missing children.
Concerned that the dispute could potentially derail the conference, Howard adjourned the
talks until the following day to allow tempers to settle and to give him time to deliberate
the matter.
The next morning, Howard reopened the discussion, still intent on trying to
ascertain which of the captive children were orphans. Santo explained that some were in
fact orphans but that each had relatives, at which point he presented them for the general
to see. According to the Citizen, the chief stated that
"of course, at the time of the massacre, when the Papagos took the
children away, they cried; when they were taken to the Papagos' house
they cried, and when fed they still cried. Since they had been taken, they
had learned the Papago language, and could no longer understand the
Apache; and when they saw the Apaches they did not know them, and
were afraid and commenced crying. The children were small and could not
be their own masters. Santos said he had cried over it. It was certain that
the people that had the children, loved them. The Captain of the Papagos
and Captain Elias had brought them here, and still they love them. Santos
said he knew Manuel (the interpreter) when he was a boy, and had known
his father when a boy; and he asked it as a favor of Manuel to do the
interpreting well; that his people might get the children back. These
children were now here and he asked it as a favor of Dr. Wilbur, Agent of
the Papagos, and of Mr. Elias, to have the children tumed over at
once..."!^^
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McCaffry countered that both he and Howard had assured the Mexican families that they
need not relinquish the children, assuming that they were orphans and they wished to
remain in Tucson. Citing Territorial law, the attorney reminded Howard that he did not
have the right to turn over the children to anyone but their parents. Hashke bahnzin
responded by again reiterating his desire for peace and demanded to recoup the child
captives.
Howard, now convinced that reaching a peace accord would likely turn on this
issue, finally

acquiesced, announcing that the children would be retumed to the

Apaches.Feeling betrayed, McCaffiy proclaimed that he would formally appeal
Howard's decision to President Grant himself.^^^ Relatives immediately came forward to
reclaim the children but were rebuffed by Howard, who resolved to have the children
held at Camp Grant pending a response from Washington on the matter.The general
explained,
"1 therefore now decide that the children shall be placed in the hands of
the Indian agent at this post. Camp Grant, and kept by him; he to provide a
Christian woman to take care of and teach them at the agency building—
this building to be fitted up comfortably for them; that their fiiends and
relatives shall be allowed to visit them freely; both Mexican and Apaches;
in short, everything to be done for their proper support and comfort until
the pleasure of the president shall be made known concerning them..
The general also took issue with those in the Tucson entourage who had been seeking to
discredit hashke bahnzin and disrupt the conference. Addressing the throng, he stated:
"...[Y]ou must not think me so blind as not to know that there are some
bad men who have been endeavoring to head me off in this effort for
peace—^to destroy our mutual confidence.. .An effort was made to show
that Eskiminzin was not empowered to talk—^not a true man; did not mean
peace; that much that was said was misinterpreted to me. Now, let us not
allow a few, a very few, bad men to defeat this peace and open up all your
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roads and farms and people to raids, to murder, and to bloodshed...He
[hashke bahnzin] has kept his word with me and, by universal testimony,
with the officers at the post.. .He has promised peace. He has promised to
help look up the murderers and thieves, and I believe he will do it. Should
he prove utterly false and deceptive, let me know it, and I am at your
service."^^'^
With the issue of the children at least temporarily settled and his confidence in
hashke bahnzin's sincerity affirmed, Howard concluded the talks. Walter Hooke, an
Aravaipa Apache who attended the talks, recalled how the conference drew to a close:
"We lived on here, drawing our rations fi-om the [government] every seven
days. Then we heard that an officer called bitdnigaiye [Howard], who had
one arm cut off, had gone to the Agency, and wanted us all to come down
to where the soldiers were camped, that he wanted to talk with our chiefs.
We went down to the council. The Pima scouts were there also.
Bitdnigaiye wanted to know why our people had been attacked and killed
at this place. Then hashke bahnzin said, 'I think you know all ready about
what happened here, from the other officer in charge of the soldiers here.
Maybe you also know that all my children, and lots of my relatives got
killed here. I don't know why this was done. Why was it?' Then
bitdnigaiye said, 'I have heard that you have had lots of trouble. That these
soldiers were here when the Pimas attacked you. The officer here ought to
have sent the troops to help you, but he never did. (here he pointed at the
officer) This is the way I understand it, and that's why I want to find out
all about it. I am going to set up a big rock here, and I have sent the
soldiers to bring it in all ready. When that rock is set up, the Agency will
last here as long as it does, till it melts away to nothing, then the Agency
will be over.' That rock is still at San Pedro."^^^
In his official report to Washington, Howard deemed the council a success in
establishing formal and permanent peace relations between the Apaches at Camp Grant,
the Papagos, the Pimas, and the citizens of the Territory. He urged the swift resolution of
the matter of the child captives, stating that "no act of the Government could so much
attach these people [the Apaches] to it [the peace treaty] as the return of these captured
children."^^® The general requested that his superiors temporarily increase the amount of
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rations issued to the Apaches until they could harvest their summer crops along the
Aravaipa. On the subject of Whitman, Howard recommended that for the sake of
preserving this promising new arrangement that the lieutenant not be restored as agent at
Camp Grant, citing citizen hostilities, Crook's intense dislike of Whitman, and the
1Q7

officer's ailing health.

Before departing Camp Grant on May 25th, Howard announced that he had
reserved a new area for the Apaches not in Aravaipa Canyon but instead along the San
Carlos and Gila Rivers adjacent to the southern edge of the White Mountain
Reservation.'^® In a statement that would soon prove prophetic, Howard described the
area, which would become the official reservation of the Camp Grant Apaches pending
approval fi"om Washington: "The ground for the hidians now at Grant to cultivate is
along the San Carlos and Gila, near their confluence. I may have taken more territory
southward than was needed; this you can cut off at any time after the removal of the
Indians is effected, if you deem it wise to do so."'^^
Howard took some of the assembled Apache chiefs, including Santo, with him on
his return to Washington in order to formalize the peace accord. Hashke bahnzin was
invited to accompany Howard, but he decided it better that he stay with his people. He
instead volunteered Concepcion Equierre, a mixed-blood Mexican and Apache who
served as interpreter for the Aravaipa, to go in his place. According to bi ja gush kai ye,
"Now everything was all right again, so nant'an bitdnigaiye made up
some scouts. My brother was made a first sergeant. These scouts were sent
up into the mountains, then bring the other Indians in together, at the
agency. Then some of the oldest men, and chiefs met, and talked together
about going to Washington, so they could make good fiiends with the
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president. This way, the chief go-santo [Santo] went to Washington. When
he came back, he said, 'All right, everything is good now."'^°®
Upon hearing of the treaty at Camp Grant, several other bands of Apaches quickly
sent word requesting to join the peace. By the middle of July, the rolls at the post had
swelled to more than 1,750 Apaches.^®^ At about the same time. Captain E.H. Leib, in
command of Arivapa Spring, received orders to disband his post and establish a new
camp for the Apaches about 50 miles away on the San Carlos River, pursuant to
Howard's recommendation.^®^ Vacating Camp Grant couldn't come soon enough for the
Apaches, who were suffering through a widening epidemic of malaria. Post surgeon
Valery Havard reported that the Apaches
"on this reservation are suffering with fever to a fearful extent; many die
and all bear the impress of the disease in their wasted & yellow faces.
They have been made to imderstand the necessity of avoiding the San
Pedro bottom and many have built their rancherias on the Arivaipa 10 or
12 miles from the Post; a good number of them are imable to come and
draw their rations."^''^
Leib proceeded to the confluence of the Gila and San Carlos to erect a camp in
anticipation of the Apaches' arrival. In February 1873, the Apaches—accompanied by a
military escort—departed the disease-infested post en masse for their new surroundings,
aptly labeled the "San Carlos Division" of the White Mountain Reservation. Sherman
Curley, who was among those who made the journey, recalled that his people
"lived quite a while there, near the soldiers. But one day the man {hashke
bahnzin] who had first told them about the agency, and brou^t them the
tobacco, went secretly to the commanding officer and said it would be a
much better place for the Apaches, up at San Carlos. After a while they
got ready to move the people up to San Carlos. They told them that land
had been set aside for them there. They started out all in a bunch from old
Camp Grant for San Carlos. A white officer was in charge of them. It took
them two days to get to San Carlos. I was about seventeen years old then.
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When we got to San Carlos they told us we were to have an agent to look
after us."^'^'^
Bi ja gush kai ye offered a similar account of the evacuation of Camp Grant and their
arrival at San Carlos:
"Now the Agent said we would all move to San Carlos, and that he wanted
all the Indians to come to that place. So we came on over the mountains,
in a big bunch, and got to San Carlos. The White Men, with their teams,
and wagons had to go way round by Bowie, and up to Ft. Thomas though,
and then down the river to where we were. Now we were living at San
Carlos. They issued us cattle, and we butchered all we wanted to. I had
four children by my second husband, when we first came to San
Carlos."^®^
The trail fi-om the San Pedro to San Carlos took the Apaches up Aravaipa Creek
to the beginning of Box Canyon before turning north.^®^ In a story he shared with
Grenville Goodwin sixty years after the fact, Walter Hooke recalled the route that he and
his people traveled during their relocation to the place his descendants now call home:
"After this council was over, now we lived there for quite a while, near the
soldiers. Then hashke bahnzin went to the officer and Agent, and talked
with them. He wanted for us all to move over to San Carlos, along with
the soldiers, where there was lots of water, at the junction of the San Pedro
and Gila Rivers. 'That would be a better place for an agency,' he said.
After they had had a meeting about this, the Agent and officer said all
right. Soon after this we started all to move. Our bunch went up the
Arivaipa Canyon. On the way we kept drawing rations. On the head of
Arivaipa Canyon, at tse ya goges chin there used to be lots of good
caves.. .We went by here and on to o-be-tsin da-n-teel. We had no horses,
so we had to travel slow. At this place we rested for three days, and then
moved on to tse-na-iush. Here we camped for quite a long while. The
soldiers left us, and went on to make camp near San Carlos and Gila River
forks, where six mile bridge was set up later. In a little while we all moved
down to tse-na-pa. near San Carlos River, some camping on top of this,
and some at its foot, and others up and down both sides of the San Carlos
River. From here we went to draw our rations. They were bringing in lots
of fi-eight in wagons there. Now we moved down all close to where they
were going to put up the Agency at San Carlos, and camped near the
soldiers. After the Agency was set up at San Carlos, all our people spread
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out again, along both sides of the river, and settled. We were still drawing
rations at that time."^°^
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CONCLUSION
At some point on or just before December 15, 1871, Assistant Surgeon Valery
Havard, who was stationed at Camp Grant, journeyed the five miles up Aravaipa Creek
from his post on the San Pedro to g'ashdla 'a cho o 'da and the site of the massacre. Under
the cover of darkness, he located the two long mass burial mounds containing those
Apaches who had perished in the attack less than six months earlier. Anxious to avoid
detection by the Apaches encamped perhaps no more than a mile away, Havard quietly
and carefully removed the remains of a young Apache woman and then hastily stole away
back to his post. Soon after his return, the Army doctor boxed up the woman's remains
and sent them to the Army Medical Museum in Washington, D.C., notifying his superior
officer that the shipment contained the remains of a member of the "Arivapa
Tribe.. .picked on the field of the massacre."^
Like so many Army surgeons, Indian agents, anthropologists and bounty seekers
of his era, Havard's decision to pilfer the remains of the young Apache woman who had
been laid to rest following the massacre was fueled by a federally mandated and
nationally endorsed policy sanctioning the systematic plunder and desecration of Indian
burial sites in the name of scientific inquiry. The policy, rooted in the sect of physical
anthropology made famous by Dr. Samuel Morton, authorized the collection and
measurement of American Indian skulls as a way to determine brain size and, it was
believed, human intelligence. Designed to affirm the intellectual superiority of whites
relative to American Indians and other minority races, this obsession—since
discredited—^heavily influenced both social attitudes and federal Indian policy and
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transformed museums into Indian mausoleums all across the country. By the late 1980s,
public and private museums from New York City's American Museum of Natural
History to Harvard University's Peabody Museum held tens of thousands of Indian
remains. Meanwhile, the Smithsonian Institution—^the recipient of the Army Medical
Museum's inventory of Indian remains—^held another 18,500 in its museums, including
24 definitively identified as Apaches.^
In 1990, Congress passed the sweeping legislation known as the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), which among other things mandated
that museums receiving federal funding return Indian remains and fixnerary objects to
those tribes to which they belong. For the San Carlos Apache Tribe as well as other
tribes, NAGPRA was and is fundamentally about acknowledging and righting ongoing
wrongs and restoring at least a partial semblance of cultural balance to their communities.
But despite the best collaborative efforts of the San Carlos Apache, White Mountain
Apache and Tonto Apache Tribes and the Yavapai-Apache Nation—^who are working
closely together to secure the return of their missing ancestors and those sanctified items
that sustain their culture and ceremonies—^the repatriation process has proven slow and
arduous. Nearly fifteen years after NAGPRA's passage. Apache ancestors like the young
woman taken from Aravaipa remain in the Smithsonian and other distant museums, far
from their proper resting places. According to Jeanette Cassa, who are spearheading San
Carlos's NAGPRA work, not until these ancestors and culturally vital items are restored
to their rightfiil places and returned to their proper stewards can the San Carlos Apaches
begin the long process of mending the old yet still exfremely painful wounds inflicted by
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traumatic events like the Camp Grant massacre and the continuing violation of their
dead.^
Certainly, the massacre episode presents a vivid microcosm of the complex and
dynamic nature of interethnic relations (Western Apaches and Tohono O'odham,
Apaches and Anglo and Mexican settlers, and Tohono O'odham and settlers) in prereservation Arizona. It similarly offers a telling expose on the inherently localized nature
of civilian violence against indigenous peoples in frontier places and times, violence
ultimately driven first and foremost by local interests and concerns rather than
nationalistic mantras and aspirations. It speaks volumes about the deep-seated,
multifaceted, and adaptive character of the Western Apaches' traditional cultural and
subsistence systems, giving long overdue notice to the blunt and often dogmatic
analytical tools that typically have been employed to articulate pre-reservation Western
Apache society, tools that have proven wholly inadequate in enunciating the complexity
and sophistication of that society.'* Perhaps most importantly, it lays bare the steadfast
determination that Western Apache groups like the Aravaipa and Pinal demonstrated in
their struggle to maintain their way of hfe and their connection to those places upon
which that way of life depended. In the final analysis, the massacre saga has much to
teach Apaches and all of us about both the struggles and resiliency of their ancestors.
Ultimately, however, the enduring legacy of Arapa for the San Carlos Apaches
who know this place is about much more than the Camp Grant massacre and the current
effort to reclaim the fallen ancestor who was taken from there so long ago. In many ways,
the massacre serves as an expository force whose contemporary relevance is rooted in
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what came after for the San Carlos Apache reservation community and in particular its
Aravaipa descendants. In the learned view of Jeanette Cassa, her fellow Apache elders,
and others who daily witness the modem-day struggles of today's generations in
maintaining their identity as a distinct people and a meaningful connection to their
traditional culture in the face of tremendous internal and extemal obstacles, that legacy is
both symbolic and pervasive. For them, the traumatic effects of the massacre itself are
still felt today, but they are transcended in both breadth and depth by the debilitating
cultural impacts of first, the destruction of the natural world in Arapa, and second, the
Apaches' loss of access to Arapa in their "traditional way."^
Whereas the Apache residents of Arapa, wary of the negative ramifications of
overburdening the natural balance of their native ecosystems, "consciously limited their
impact on the land in pre-reservation times, attempting to live within traditional
parameters governing their own population size, harvesting of wild resources, and
agricultural techniques," their successors in Arapa followed a contrary approach, one
predicated on wholesale extraction and indiscriminate degradation.^ Their use of the
land—from mining to ranching to farming to residential development—brought swift and
catastrophic changes to the ecology of Arapa, severely impairing its ability to produce the
plant and herb species vital to sustaining traditional Westem Apache dietary, ceremonial,
medicinal and material culture. A number of these species are endemic only in Arapa and
thus depend on the larger health of the place for their very survival—directly linking the
integrity and wellbeing of Arapa's habitat with the wellbeing and wholeness of the
Westem Apaches' traditional lifeways. The efforts of conservation groups beginning in
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the 1960s, coupled with the ongoing efforts of Apache organizations like the San Carlos
Apache Elders' Cultural Advisory Council and the Apache Survival Coalition to preserve
the sanctity of their ancestral places, have stemmed the tide of ecological devastation in
certain areas of Arapa to a certain degree, but the region's plummeting water table augurs
an ominous future with respect to Arapa's ecological health and its capacity to supply
Western Apaches with the natural bounty necessary to maintaining whole their traditional
culture.
The sobering fact of Ufe for traditional Apache is that there are hundreds upon
hundreds of culturally integral ancestral places that suffer from equal if not greater
degrees of abuse or neglect. They face similar uncertain ftitures. In the words of Richard
Galson, an izee dighin (traditional Westem Apache herbalist), "the world is drying up.
The water and the springs are going down, and the medicinal plants are pulling back
away from

us...We are disrespecting the land and the plants, that's why."^ An

increasingly disconcerting number of these culturally precious places have been
irrevocably transformed, forever losing their culturally regenerative—and often
individually irreplaceable—^power and making the need to protect and preserve those that
remain that much more critical.^
Equally troubling to the stewards and practicioners of fraditional Westem Apache
culture are the formidable and sometimes insurmountable barriers that restrict or prevent
them from interacting with their ancestral places and harvesting the traditional resources
that those places possess. For every successful off-reservation excursion to gather acoms,
collect medicinal and ceremonial herbs, procure basket-making materials, or simply
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experience a particular ancestral landscape, there is another that abruptly and prematurely
ends due to the stark reality of exclusion due to land ownership and its legal enforcement.
So often have Western Apache been fixistrated in their attempts to visit and interface with
their ancestral places that many no longer try; others go to extraordinary lengths to do so.
Far too often, according to Cassa and Pilsk, "Apaches must sneak under fences to harvest
traditional plants, and [we] have seen elders hide behind bushes or in ditches so that no
one will see them gathering important resources, even when perfectly legal, accustomed
as they are to harassment by law enforcement personnel or local citizens."^ In the
estimation of these Apaches, these expeditions are worth immeasurably more than any
legal price they would have to pay.
The sum impact of the negative transformation of the Western Apaches' ancestral
places and the people's greatly reduced ability to fully and appropriately merge with
those places in their originally intended ways has far-reaching cultural implications. Each
time a Western Apache's potential interface with a Western Apache place is denied or
discouraged altogether, it makes the collective, long-term effort of Western Apaches to
maintain, reinforce and pass on the traditional knowledge those places support that much
more difficult to sustain. What is impossible to deny when conversing with the elders of
San Carlos is that more than a century after the Western Apaches were physically
removed from Arapa and many other ancestral locales, these homelands retain their
seminal cultural significance, a significance that continues to possess hallowed
dimensions.^® The social and spiritual reverence they have for these places is inextricably
tied to the strength of the living, reciprocal relationship between the two, in particular the
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nature and frequency of their traditional interactions, interactions that endowed them with
their cultural significance in the first place.
In this vein, one's sense of self, one's sense of home, one's sense of community,
and one's sense of belonging directly springs from ancestral homelands and the cultural
sustenance they derive from those homelands and the stewardship they provide in return.
When that organic relationship is sfrained and compromised, as it has been for so long
with so many places, it profoundly effects the ceremonial cycle, the language, the sacred
history, the seemingly endless web of kin, clan and tribal relationships—the
•
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peoplehood—^that the people have within their power to perpetuate.
Still—despite everything that the Apache people have survived as a people and
the overwhelming cultural and socio-economic challenges they continue to face—
tremendous hope remains. It can be seen in the palpable resiliency of the people, the
undaunted commitment of their elders, the inimitable cultural vibrancy that exudes from
the modem-day unions of the Westem Apaches with their ancesfral homelands, and,
ultimately, the unlimited potential of the younger generations to carry on. The pulse of
" many Apaches at San Carlos still beats strong for ancestral homelands such as Arapa,
Engagements between those Apaches who took part in this project and their ancesfral
landscapes—such as Jeanette Cassa driving through iyah nasbqs si haat, Howard Hooke
walking along the dry bed of Aravaipa Creek identifying plant species, and Larry Mallow
watching a quail scurry past him into underbrush of Aravaipa Canyon—^remind us that
the cultural value of particular geographies are rooted in their intimacy and attest to the
fact that the fraditional knowledge of Arapa and many other fraditional Apache places
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remains "profound in its depth and specificity."^' The oral tradition and oral histories
they present within this work should be recognized for what they are, "celebrations of
culture [and] declarations of the amazing resiliency and tenacity of a people who have
survived horrible circumstances and destructive forces."'^
It is elders like Jeanette Cassa, Adella Swift, Dickson Dewey, Larry Mallow,
Howard Hooke and many others who understand all too well that today's generations
must undertake the same awesome burden that their ancestors did if they are to persist as
a people, if they are to maintain their distinct identity and way of life in the face of a
seemingly overwhelming array of opposing forces. They are above all else committed to
insuring that the prominence and function of their ancestral landscapes in contemporary
San Carlos Apache society endures, realizing that the perseverance of their peoplehood
ultimately depends on sustaining meaningful relationships with culturally seminal places
such as Arapa. They recognize that the traditional, place-embedded knowledge that they
possess and nurture holds the key, as Ned says,
"to healing and wellness in our commimities. hidigenous knowledge is the
key for our survival and sustenance as indigenous peoples. The Elders
present the indigenous knowledge in the actions they take, their stories,
their display of respect for all things, their role-modeling and their
investment in the community. They are the repositories of the language,
wisdom and knowledge of the past that is needed to resolve problems that
we have today and in the future."'^
Turning that key, these elders know full well, demands unabridged interactions
with their ancestral landscapes and requires that the younger generations actively
participate in those interactions. They also know that Arapa and the hundreds of other
instructive landscapes within traditional Westem Apache territory have the potential to
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inform and shape Apache identity and behavior and cuhivate relationships just as
strongly now and in the future as they have in the past. Jeanette Cassa and others point to
the fact that the majority of today's younger Aravaipa descendants look to Geronimo, a
Chiricahua Apache, rather than hashke bahnzin or Capitan Chiquito as a prominent
ancestor, reflecting the lack of awareness of Arapa and the Aravaipa that exists among
many San Carlos Apache youths. It is essential, the elders believe, for Apache youths to
experience those landscapes firsthand, to experience their immense power and learn the
knowledge and lessons that they and the elders have to offer in their natural and
appropriate social context. For these places are the ideal classrooms of their culture, and
they are the next generations of cultural keepers, teachers and storytellers.
Ultimately, the greatest lessons of Western Apache traditional knowledge—
brought to life time and again by the elders—and the places from which it springs are
meant for "the young people, the children, and grandchildren of the elders and
storytellers, who will gain an understanding of where they came from, who they are, and
what is expected of them" as Apaches}'^ This place-bound cultural knowledge contains
incomparable restorative energy, possessing the ability to re-establish order and provide
"definition to lives on reservations that are ofl:en in chaos."^^ This knowledge, rooted
deeply in place, instructs about social identity, obligations and expectations in a unique
way, sustaining and strengthening familial, kinship, social relationships within the
community in the process. Effectively restoring a workable degree of traditional cultural
balance at San Carlos, the elders understand, is entirely contingent on maintaining—and
in many cases regaining—^significant access to and engagement with their culturally
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integral places and the culturally regenerative power that necessarily emanates from such
interfaces between a distinct people and a particular place.
In the end, this study reveals merely the tip of the iceberg of the Apaches'
working traditional knowledge of Arapa and the role of the place in the sustenance of
Apache peoplehood, an iceberg whose true depth and breadth is known only to those who
are directly and continuously sustained by their ongoing relationship with this particular
place. This study, I hope, finds some worthwhile place in this culturally vital process.
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ENDNOTES
Introduction

' According to Apache elder Charles Henry, as quoted by Basso: "You see, their names
for themselves are really the names of their places. That is how they were known, to
others and to themselves. They were known by their places" (1996; 21).
^ Basso 1996: 5.
^ Basso 1996: 4.
^ Deloria 1999: 328.
^ Spicer (1966, 1972, 1976, 1980) presented the concept using the term "enduring
peoples," whom he said derived their cultural identities from their distinct religions,
languages and territories. Castile and Kushner fleshed out Spicer's idea of "persistent
peoples" in the series of essays they assembled (1981). Thomas did extensive work on
indigenous group identity during the 1980s, adding "sacred history" to Spicer's original
three dimensions, referring to the sum of the four components as "peoplehood" (See Fink
1998: 119-124). According to Holm, Pearson and Chavis, Thomas' formulation "went
beyond the conventional notions of grouping human beings as members of classes,
polities, cultural imits, races or religious groups. He deliberately chose the term
'peoplehood' to transcend the notions of statehood, nationalism, gender, ethnicity and
sectarian membership" (2003: 11). Holm (2000) along with his colleagues (2003) have
further refined Thomas' work on this matrix, proposing "that it be utilized as the core
assumption of American Indian studies" (2003: 12).
® Holm 2000: 43. Emphasis added by author.
'' Spicer 1962: 578.
^ Spicer 1962: 577.
^ Jacobs: 4.
Holm et al. 2003: 12.
" Holm et al 2003: 20.
Deloria and Lytle 1984:12.
Spicer 1962: 578.
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Spicerl980: 347; 1976: 11.
Wilson 1998b: 34-35.
Conversation with Jeanette Cassa, Tucson, Arizona, September 18,2003.
Basso 1996: xiv.
Deloria 1999: 327.
Interview with Seth Pilsk, San Carlos, Arizona, January 7,2004.
ocs

It follows along general lines the collaborative approach Keith Basso took in his 1996
study Wisdom Sits in Places, an approach predicated on the development of bilateral,
mutually beneficial partnerships with the host indigenous community.
This project was formally authorized and endorsed by the San Carlos Elders' Cultural
Advisory Council, an organization formed by the San Carlos Apache tribal Council in
1993 to administer many of the cultural preservation activities of the Tribe. Among other
responsibilities, the all-volunteer Elders' Council oversees much cultural research
involving San Carlos Apache citizens and outside researchers.
22

As part of this overarching effort, I am working with the Elders' Council to assemble a
tribal archives on Arapa—^which is near completion—as well as produce educational
materials geared specifically to Apache youths. These materials, currently in
development, include curriculum lessons for primary and secondary school students and
interactive multimedia resources designed to increase the knowledge of Arapa among
younger generations of Apaches.
23

This study follows Vansina's differentiation between oral tradition and oral history,
defining the former as eyewitness accounts "which occurred during the lifetime of the
informants" and the latter as "passed from mouth to mouth, for a period beyond the
lifetime of the informants" (1985: 12-13). It also acknowledges what Innes calls the
"fluid relationship" between the two (1999/2000: 64).
It is worth mentioning that oral tradition serves a core function within the sacred
language component of peoplehood and is crucial to a people's efforts to form and
maintain their identity. Oral tradition also is morally effusive and instructive:
"Stories in the oral tradition have served some important fimctions for
Native people: The historical and mythological stories provide moral
guidelines by which one should live. They teach the young and remind the
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old what appropriate and inappropriate behavior is in our cultures; they
provide a sense of identity and belonging, situating community members
within their lineage and establishing their relationship to the rest of the
natural world. They are a source of entertainment and of intimacy between
the storyteller and the audience." (Cavender-Wilson 1996a)
Wilson 1998a: 24.
25

I

The idea that written history has no utility in contemporary Western Apache culture is
as naive as the notion that the Western Apaches have no historians. To the contrary,
written studies like this one can serve as a modest yet important supplement to Apache
oral tradition.
Hoxie 1995: 3.
Mihesuah 1996: 93.
Wilson 1998a: 24-25.
Riding In 1998: 140.
Lagrand 1997: 74.
Akers 1999: 64.
Conversation with Nancy Parezo, Tucson, Arizona, September 2003.
" Crazy Bull 2001:24.
St. Onge 1984: 2.
Basso 1996: 6.
Foster 1991:14, quoting Fowler 1982: 6.
Basso 1996: xv.
Chapter 1

' Jeanette Cassa, Interview with the author,Jucson, Arizona, January 14,2003. Goodwin
also listed this place name in his research, stating that translated it means "mesquite circle
in a clump" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 27, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson).
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^ The testimony provided by Jeanette Cassa, this study's primary informant and ECAC
liaison, comes from a number of interviews and follow-up discussions, including the
following: San Carlos, Arizona, April 1, 1999; Tucson, Arizona, December 4, 2002;
Tucson, Arizona, January 14, 2003; Tucson, Arizona, September 18, 2003; Aravaipa
Canyon, Arizona, September 19, 2003; San Carlos, Arizona, July 30, 2004.
^ Honoring Nations: 2000 Honoree. Elders Cultural Advisory Council, Forest Resources,
San Carlos Apache Tribe. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, Harvard Project on
American hidian Economic Development, 2000.
The Place Names Project and the research conducted by Grenville Goodwin have
identified more than 60 Western Apache place names in Aravaipa and its surrounding
Upper San Pedro region. According to Seth Pilsk, the Place Names Project has plotted
between 1,000 and 1,500 place names altogether (Interview with author, January 7,
2004).
^ According to Jeanette Cassa and Seth Pilsk, the Aravaipa band was composed largely of
two Western Apache clans in pre-reservation times, the tsejine and the tse binest'i'e.
Because tsejine members outnumbered tse binest 'i 'e members by a significant number
within the Aravaipa band, band members during this period typically referred to
themselves as tsejine, as did other Westem Apache bands. Both clans represented in the
Aravaipa band were originally from the Cibecue area (Jeanette Cassa and Seth Pilsk,
Interview with the author, July 30, 2004).
Goodwin referred to the tse binest'i'e as the "rock encircling people," explaining that
"long ago the majority [of the clan] moved south of Salt River and settled about Wheat
Fields. Later many moved south again, in Arivaipa country" (1942: 617). He added that
the clan was "concentrated in" the Aravaipa and Pinal bands (ibid).
^ Her grandmother spelled her name "Kayodiskay" in census reports and such, but
according to Jeanette, her Apache name was kiadeskay ("hoes the weeds").
^ Ball 1980: 37.
^ Perry 1993: 119.

^ 1937b: 47-48. Goodwin adds that upon the establishment of San Carlos, "local groups
were considerably broken down by government non-recognition of many of the chiefs.
With the authority of the chief removed location at new sites and the necessity of family
cluster gathering together for protection against the enemy gone, local groups no longer
fixnctioned as they had in the past" (ibid).
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Perry 1993: 129.
" According to Goodwin: "The early reservation type of economic life forced upon them,
did not necessitate as great a range of territory for hunting and wild food gathering as
formerly" (1937b: 14).
Perry 1993: 129. The frequency and amount of rations distributed to the Apache
fluctuated as civilian and military officials fought over control of daily agency
administration and depended to large degree on the level of corruption existing at the
agency at the time. The account offered by G.A. Clum, who spent the summer of 1875 at
San Carlos as a teacher, described the typical scene on ration day:
"Every Friday the Indians assembled at the agency, and seating
themselves in rows were counted and a ticket distributed to each. The
infant in arms was entitled to the same amoimt as the adult. The
allowance, designated by the government, of 300 pounds of beef, four
pounds of coffee, fifty pounds of flour, eight pounds of sugar and one
pound of salt constituted the weekly ration for 100 Indians. Twenty head
of beef, 2000 pounds of flour, 160 pounds of coffee, 320 pounds of sugar
and forty pounds of salt aggregated the seventh day issue. The cattle were
delivered fi*om vast ranges in New Mexico and Texas, and the provisions
fi-om Santa Fe and El Paso, under contract." (1929: 85-86)
Perry 1993: 129.
According to John Clum, who served as Indian agent at San Carlos from 1874 to 1877,
the early years of the agency were marked by "the frequent changing of agents and the
persistent alternation of civil and military rule" to which the Apaches were subjected
(April 1929: 59).
Ogle 1970: 128. Goodwin Usted Capita Chiquito as the head of the SA tag band
(1942: 579). For some unknown reason, he cited Chiquito and his SA tag band as
belonging to the pre-reservation White Mountain Apache group instead of the San Carlos
Apache group (which included the Aravaipa and Pinal) (1942: 584). In a few instances
throughout this text, Chiquito is referred to as a leader of the Pinal Apaches. However,
there is extensive archival and ethnographic evidence closely associating Chiquito and
his group with Eskiminzin's group of Aravaipas. In addition, there is conclusive evidence
that Chiquito's group and their ancestors had resided in Aravaipa Canyon for at least
several decades before the Camp Grant massacre (see Chapter 3, note 123).
Ogle 1970: 142.
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White to Roberts, Feb. 1, 1874, Indian Office, W 349; Arizona Citizen, Feb. 7, 1874
(Cited in Ogle 1970:142).
According to the Arizona Citizen, Chuntz's group reportedly killed six people and
destroyed a considerable amoxmt of property (February 14 and 28, 1874).
Thrapp 1967; 158-160; Hadley et al. 1991: 48. A significant number of the total killed
were Aravaipas. According to Goodwin, in 1874 and 1877, Aravaipa groups "made
attempts to return to their former lands near the San Pedro, but each time they were
retumed by troops to the San Carlos where they live today (1942: 29).
Hadley et al. 1991: xxiv.
91

Baldwin 1965: 52. It should be noted that the acquisitive entrepreneurs and Territorial
officials I refer to were often one and the same. A number of the many Indian agents
stationed at San Carlos in the 1870s and 1880s were complicit in this thefl of land, as
they invested heavily in the nascent mining operations on the reservation, banking on
Washington's proven inclination to convert Apache land to the public domain when
pressed to do so.
President Ulysses S. Grant, Executive Order, July 21, 1874, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties, Vol. I, Laws (Compiled to December 1, 1902). Ed. Charles J. Kappler,
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904, p. 814. The addition of this land to the
public domain paved the way for the creation of a number of mining towns—^notably
Clifton and Morenci—^many of which are still active today.
23

President Ulysses S. Grant, Executive Order, April 29, 1876, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties, Vol. /, Laws (Compiled to December 1, 1902). Ed. Charles J. Kappler,
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904, p. 814.
President Ulysses S. Grant, Executive Order, January 26, 1877, Indian Affairs: Laws
and Treaties, Vol. I, Laws (Compiled to December 1, 1902). Ed. Charles J. Kappler,
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904, p. 814.
Baldwin 1965: 52.
Clum April 1929: 63.
Clum April 1929: 63-64.
Clum April 1929: 64.
Perry 1993: 130.
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Perry 1993: 130.
Perry 1993; 130. Es-kin-os-pas, an Aravaipa leader, was one of the four original San
Carlos police, as was Nosey, who became an important informant of Grenville Goodwin
(Clum April 1929: 68).
Clum provided the following self-congratulatory overview of his law-and-order
program:
"I then told them [the Apaches] that I intended to appoint some Indians as
policemen, and that we would establish a Supreme Court for the trial of
offenders; that I would preside as Chief Justice, and four or five of the
chiefs would serve as Associate Justices, and that Indians would be called
as witnesses at the trials. Under this system all Apache offenders would be
arrested by Apache police, brought before an Apache court with Apaches
as witnesses, and, if convicted, sentenced by Apache judges, and, finally,
delivered into the custody of Apache guards. This was a novel proposition
to these simple people, but it appealed to them strongly, for they were able
in a crude way, to detect in it the idea of 'self-determination.' It suggested
an open discussion of all of their affairs. They would know what was
being done—and why. By taking them into my confidence I secured
theirs. It marked the beginning of my self-government plan. With evident
feeling, they told me they had never before been given credit for having
the intelligence or the disposition to join in the direction of their own
affairs. And thus it happened that I established the Apache Supreme Court;
provided a temporary guard-house; appointed four Apache policemen, and
with this organization found myself in a fair way to conduct the affairs of
the reservation in an orderly and advantageous manner.. .within a month
these same aboriginal departments of law and order were effectively
enforcing agency regulations which anticipated our national statutes by
nearly half a century." (April 1929: 67).
33

•

G.A. Clum, who was no relation to John Clum, also described how hashke bahnzin and
his wife accompanied him and a party of mineral prospectors on an exploratory
expedition near Globe. During the trip, the Apache women went berry-picking. Upon
leaving San Carlos, G.A. Clum relocated to Tucson, where he became a court clerk (G.A.
Clum 1929: 86-87).
Clum July 1929: 54. Clum reported that hashke bahnzin "proved himself a worthy and
faithfiil fnend to me, to his people, and to the peace. His conduct was most exemplary,
and he was foremost among those making strenuous efforts toward self-support and
civilization" (April 1929: 71-72). Daklugie, the son of the Chiricahua leader Juh, testified
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that the Aravaipa leader befriended Clxim in an effort to protect his beleaguered people
from ftirther harassment. According to Daklugie, "Eskiminzin was shrewd enough and
was sufficiently concerned for the remnant of his band that he professed great admiration
and friendship for Clum..." (Ball 1980; 39).
Wagoner 1970: 144. Bourke called the removal of the Yavapai to San Carlos an
"outrageous proceeding one for which I should still blush had I not long since gotten over
blushing for anything that the U.S. Government did in Indian matters" (1891; 217).
According to Wagoner, the federal government's "concenfration" policy "proved to be
undesirable at San Carlos because the mingling of diverse groups, both nomadic and
sedentary, within the same confines, led to disorder and unrest..." (ibid).
•3^

Clum reported that Eskiminzin "had not only been counseling these Indians in a wise
and diplomatic manner, but that he had appointed himself as chief detective, and had
organized a sort of secret service force which, on two or three occasions, he had stationed
as my special body-guard where they could render instant assistance in the event of an
attack by the rebellious Rio Verdes [Yavapai]" (July 1929: 53).
Ogle 1970: 152.
Goodwin 1942; 26, 29.
39

Clum to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Sept. 1, 1875, Report of Commissioner of
Indian Affairs {RCLA], 1875, p. 218; Smith to Secretary of the Interior, Nov. 1, 1875,
RCIA, 1875, p. 187.
Ogle 1970: 160.
April 1929: 71-72.
Shapard asserted that Clum organized the trip as a clever ruse to have the federal
government pay for his wedding and honeymoon. (1979).
Many of the Apache leaders, including hashke bahnzin, Chiquito and Casadora were
accompanied by their wives on the trip (Williamson, MS 870, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson).
Clum offered the following account of the exchange between hashke bahnzin and Nahchee, replete with the melodramatic rhetoric of the time:
"His startling inquiry was in regard to the death of his brother, Tah-zay.
He said I had taken his brother away in good health and had returned
without him; that he had been told his brother was dead; that he could not

understand why he had died unless someone who had influence with evil
spirits had cause his sickness and death, for all of which he wanted
explanation and satisfaction—and he distinctly intimated that he suspected
I was responsible for the pain he felt in his heart, because I had taken his
brother away when he was young and strong and well—^and had not
brought him back...
...Abruptly he [hashke bahnzin\ began speaking, and in a very grave and
quiet manner he related the details of the illness and death of Tah-zay. Eskim-in-zin's natural inclination to stutter lent an added impressiveness to
his address. He told of the wise and serious pale-face medicine-men, and
the neatly clad nurses who had at tended and watched over the sick Indian;
of our anxiety because of his illness, and all our great sorrow when he
died; of the manner in which the body was prepared for burial, and of the
coffin of polished wood with its plate and handles of bright silver. When
he described the fimeral he became eloquent as he spoke of the great men
who came as a tribute of respect to the dead Apache. Gen. Howard, who
made the treaty of peace with Cochise—^the father of the dead man—^was
there, and so was the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who represented the
Great White Father at Washington...
Again Es-kim-in-zin paused briefly, and then with dignified poise, his
voice vibrant with suppressed emotion, and his eyes beaming with a spirit
of subdued exultation, he concluded his masterful address with the
following resistless appeal to the reason, pride and honor of the relatives
and fiiends of the deceased: 'My fiiends, I have spoken long, and you
have been very patient, but I had to speak because the story is good and
true. And now I know you all feel as I do. A good man, a fiiend, a great
chief is no longer with us. We are sad, and yet any family or tribe must
esteem it a great honor and feel very proud to have had one of their
members cared for in the grand city of the Great White Father as Tah-zay
was while ill, and then buried amid the graves of pale-face heroes with the
pomp and circvimstance that marked the obsequeis of the youthfiil
Chiricahua chieftain.'
The magical effect of this tragic recital was at once apparent. In a few
words I corroborated the facts as related by my fiiend. Nah-chee's
coimtenance was still serious, but when he spoke his voice was calm. He
said he believed we had spoken the truth; that our words had sounded
pleasant in his ears, and that they had sofl;ened the pain in his heart. Soon
after this the conference was concluded, and Nah-chee never again
referred to the subject of his brother's death." (July 1929: 55-58)
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According to Daklugie, Juh had stopped at hashke bahnzin's rancheria while en route
to the agency and "knew him well and knew of the terrible massacre at old Camp Grant
which of few of Eskiminzin's band survived" (Ball 1980: 39).
According to Daklugie,
"There probably is no record of my father's and Eskiminzin's securing the
release of the prisoners. Clum was a braggart and would not have written
anything reflecting upon his record and especially since he had been
defied by the Apaches. He strutted about with his wing feathers dragging
and boasted that he did not need any help fi-om the military and that he
could control all the Apaches in Arizona single-handed" (Ball 1980; 3940).
Daklugie testified that "Eskiminzin's threat may have been a factor in Clum's decision
to quit. The agent was also disgruntled because he found a military inspector at San
Carlos when he got back firom Ojo Caliente, and the refusal of the government to give
him a bigger salary no doubt had its effect. At any rate, he left." (Ball 1980: 40).
Perry 1993: 130.
Clum July 1929: 59. Clum stated that when hashke bahnzin informed him of his plans,
"I encouraged him, and I could think of no better way to avoid a repetition of his former
difficulties" (ibid).
Clum July 1929: 65, quoting from a statement hashke bahnzin gave to Captain William
W. Wotherspoon in March 1892.
Jeanette Cassa, Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona, July 30, 2004; Hadley
etal. 1991:49.
H.L. Hart to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Aug. 1, 1878, RCIA, 1878, p. 7.
According to Hart, hashke bahnzin had cultivated another 80 acres of com and beans that
he had yet to harvest.
"The Lower San Pedro." The Arizona Weekly Citizen, March 14, 1879, p. 1. Clum
himself may well have written this story, as he was serving as editor of the newspaper at
the time.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Basso 1983: 462.
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Goodwin 1935: 55.
" Basso 1983:463.
According to Kaut, these "several socially recognized collectivities were spread from
one end of Western Apache territory to the other and can be understood fully only in
terms of the 'clan system' and its changing configuration" (1974: 62).
Goodwin 1935: 55. In his 1942 work, Goodwin placed the number of Western Apaches
during this period at around 4,850 (60).
Perry 1972: 383.
The term "matrilineal" means that descent is traced through the line of the female or
mother. The term "matrilocal" denotes residence with the wife's kin group or clan.
" Perry 1972: 382.
63

Perry 1972: 380. According to Perry, the gota often were ephemeral social units: "As a
distinct social unit the gota often lasted for less than the lifetime of an individual. Ideally
it began when the daughters of an older couple married and took up residence nearby
with their spouses. It ended when the old couple died, bringing about segmentation and
the establishment of new gota" (1972: 382).
Goodwin 1935: 57. Kaut reports that a local group normally "consisted of the resident
extended families of one or more camps. It was through the core females of these
extended families that the right to exploit particular sections of the group territory was
inherited" (1974: 57).
Basso 1983: 464.
Kaut 1974: 59.
67

Perry 1972: 383. Opler stated that among the Chiricahuas, who possessed a social
organization virtually identical to that of the Western Apaches, there was "a continual
redistribution of family groups within local groups," typically caused by the advent of
factional conflicts, the death of group leaders, or reductions in food supplies" (1955:
182).
68

*

According to Kaut, the band represented "the extended family and local group written
larger. Inter-band relationships based on clan relationships crossed territorial boxmdaries
of 'sub-tribal groupings,' extending these still farther" (1974: 61).
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Kaut listed the "Red-Rock-Canyon-People" (deschi bikoh) and the "White-Rock-inthe-Water-People" (tenoljagge) as two examples (1974: 60).
Kaut 1974; 61.
Kaut 1956: 141,144.
Kaut 1974: 60. Kaut added that the "development of a 'clan system' with its 'far-flung
network of obligation' cutting across territorial limits forged bonds among these subtribal groups enabling them to act as a fairly stable defensive unit during the nineteenth
century" (1974: 67).
Goodwin 1935: 58.
Goodwin 1942: 152.
Kaut 1956: 142.
76

Perry 1972: 382, 384. Clans, however, did derive their respective names and identities
from their particular places of origin—^typically their first known farming sites—as
described in Western Apache oral tradition. According to Kaut: "The Western Apache
think of the clan as being that group of relatives which is descended not necessarily from
one common ancestor but from the group which established the first agricultural site at
which the clan originated" (1956: 142).
77

Perry reasons that "any structure that impeded the easy dispersal of the population to
meet the needs of the occasion would clearly have been maladaptive" (1972: 381).
Perry 1993: 67.
Spicer 1962: 9.
Opler 1983a: 369.
Goodwin 1935: 55, 57.
Goodwin 1942: 10.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Gota headmen were variously referred to as nuxwaeova-hi ("our smart one"),
bik'e hogota ("he whom the cluster is under"), or bik'e hoko-wa ("he whom the camp is
under") (Goodwin 1942: 130-131).
Goodwin 1942: 165. For an in-depth discussion of Apache sub-chiefs and women
chiefs, see Goodwin 1942: 164-169.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
an

Anglos and Mexicans, applying Western conceptions of leadership and authority,
typically disregarded or overlooked the strong roles these women played in Western
Apache society.
oo

Nancy Wright, Goodwin Box 3 Folder 35. The Western Apaches also called these
women ha-ldzil and ik'adntl'izi. the terms they used to describe the sub-chiefs (Goodwin
1942: 167). Palmer Valor, a White Mountain Apache, stated that the female leader "was
called is-dgun basl-dzili si-ta. and was like the head of the women" (Grenville Goodwin
Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin 1942: 167. Goodwin added that a woman chief "did not inherit her status, nor
was she formally chosen. However, it is true that those of her daughters who had ability
stood good chances of attaining the same position through the thorough training she had
given them" (1942: 168).
Goodwin 1942: 10.
Kaut 1974: 61; Cornell and Kalt 1995: 423.
Basso 1983: 475. The head chief "was referred to variously as 'our smart one'
(Goodwin 1942: 131), 'he who directs' or 'commands' (Opler 1953), or 'he who
convinces us'" (Cornell and Kalt 1995: 420).
Opler 1983a: 369. According to Baldwin, a chief
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"was obeyed only as long as his directions were effective. Occasionally a
family would be dissatisfied with a chiefs orders and would leave and
join another local group. Occasionally also a chief would banish a family
who did not obey his commands. A mild but effective method of
punishment was for a chief to ignore the offender socially, this in itself
being enough to drive a man out of the group" (1965: 98-99).
Goodwin stated that none of his almost three dozen informants could recall "an
unsatisfactory chief nor one who had been removed because of incompetence. The people
knew their own men too well to make a faulty choice in leaders" (1942; 181).
According to Cornell and Kalt, this group of men "was not a tribal council; it did not
have existence, structure or authority beyond the installment of chiefs as the need arose"
(1995; 420).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. According to Seth Pilsk and Jeanette Cassa, many of Goodwin's Bylas
informants actually belonged to clans associated with the White Mountain Apache that
had moved south at some point prior to the 1930s (Interview with Jeanette Cassa and
Seth Pilsk, San Carlos, Arizona, July 30, 2004). It also is worth noting that the majority
of the San Carlos Apache Reservation falls within traditional White Mountain Apache
territory.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
According to Opler, the process of selecting their leaders was one "in which birth and
wealth have their place, but in which ability and personal magnetism are always the
leavening factor" (1941: 470).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Opler 1983a: 369. According to John Rope, when a chief died, "if his brother was a
good enough man, he took his place, or if the chiefs son was good enough he took his
father's place when he died..." (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32,
Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Goodwin 1942; 27; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson.
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According to Goodwin, Dr. Pliny Goddard (1931: 146) first applied the name "San
Carlos group" to describe the Pinal, Aravaipa, San Carlos proper, and Apache Peaks
bands (1942: 3).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. John Sneezy, an Aravaipa Apache, reported: "Among our four bands the clans
were all mixed around, because they were intermarrying all the time" (Grenville
Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Goodwin reported that
"[t]he close association of the Pinal and Arivaipa bands, on one hand, and
the San Carlos and Apache Peaks bands, on the other, is quite possibly
explained by clan migration legends. Those people originally forming the
latter pair claimed to come from clans living formerly between the Sierra
Ancha and Carrizo Creek, whereas those of the first pair are made up of
clans not only that, according to legend, came from between Cibecue and
the Sierra Ancha but also that came from between the Sierra Ancha and
the Mazatzal Range" (1942: 33).
It is worth noting that Jeanette Cassa and other Apache elders confirm Goodwin's
account of these clan migration legends.
Goodwin 1942: 32.
John Andrew, a member of the San Carlos proper band, described the boundaries of
his people's territory and their movements within it to Goodwin:
"The places we moved around to, were this way. We might be at t-is dehes-ts-oz. and from there move up to Casadore Springs. From there we
would go West, to tse-dah go-dil-kau-ba. and then on to is-ka sin-dil to get
mescal. Then we would go up on the North side of Apache Peaks. Apache
Peaks was not our country, and we didn't use to stay there long, just go
there to get mescal, for a few days. From here we would go to na-gude-het-un. North again, and then to na-doh na-hi-tun. this side of i-shl, where
there was lots of mescal also. From there we would go to tu-na-i-kaage.
way South, back down here, about two miles this side of Gilson. It's
named this way because the water used to drip down from the bluff there,
and we used to live close to it. Then we would go South again to ch-a tl-u
and then on over to tsesl-chi di-gut (In Hayes Mountains) then East to t^
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he-pa (Victors Bluffs). This was all in our country, and these places I have
named are all places where we used to camp. We called all this valley,
from tse-he-pa. to where Rice is now, t-is laaTe bo-koh. In those days there
were lots of trees, and brush growing along the river, and none of the
banks were washed away like now. The river flowed high, and even with
the valley level, and its banks. 0-vanisl-t-un was our mountain, but we
didn't go East of it. From ni-te-gu-chi up around East side of o-vanisl-t-un,
then on to a place where some springs are, a little East of Casadore
Springs, then on up to the East end of tu-si-kuz da-i-ts-os, and then on to
Black River, to i-shl. then from there South along the country East of
Apache Peaks, and down to East of Globe, then to the mountain na dah
cho das un, and from there to ni-te-gu-chi again. That was the boundary of
our old country." (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34,
Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson)
Goodwin 1942: 27.
Hadley et al. reported that while Apaches "may have lived in the Aravaipa prior to
Sobaipuri removal, after 1763 they took full confrol of the region" (1991: 40). Ogle
credited the Aravaipa with supplanting the Sobaipuris (1970: 9-10).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. John Rope, a White Mountain Apache, stated that Aravaipa, Pinal and San
Carlos proper bands "were like the same people, and always stuck together" (Grenville
Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
According to Goodwin, "the San Carlos and Apache Peaks bands were similar to each
other [and] they spoke slightly differently from Pinal and Arivaipa" (1942: 28).
112

Goodwin 1942: 27. Hadley and her colleagues reported that non-Apaches commonly
labeled both bands with the singlemoniker of Pinaleno Apaches (1991: 43).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin 1942: 27. According to Peaches, a Cibecue Apache: "The band living down
in the mountains by San Pedro, were called tsejine, because at that place there were a lot
of dark rocks" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
"^Hadleyetall991:38.
Ogle 1970: 9. At the beginning of the 1860s, the Aravaipa reportedly could field about
80 warriors (McLean, Thomas F.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859, Records of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75).
Goodwin 1942: 27-30; Ogle 1970: 9; Hadley et al 1991: 38-39. Dobyns states that the
"name Ari-vaipa derives fi-om the Hispanicized form of the Upper Piman (Sobaipuri)
words ali and waxia, meaning "small" and "water" (1981: 21). When Hispanicized it was
pronounced "Arivaipa." Initially, say Punzmann and Kessel, "the term applied to the
geographical region. Later it was applied to the Western Apache group known by that
name" (1999: A-7). Hadley et al., quoting from Goodwin (1942), reported that "[t]he
Spanish retained the Sobaipuri name for the region and in later years the Sobaipuri name
was applied to the Western Apache band that inhabited the canyon. Although known by
Euroamericans as Aravaipa Apaches, the Apaches themselves referred to the band who
resided in the area by their clan name. Tee jine. Surrounded by Rocks, or Rocks All
Surround Us" (1991: 35).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Barnes 1935: 289.
1

Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Sherman Curley, who Goodwin described as a Pinal, offered a description of his
territory that appears to reflect membership in the Aravaipa, illustrating the coalescence
between the two bands:
"The old territory of our band was this way. Half of the Sierra Ancha was
ours, and half belonged to the dzil taadn. From here we took in the Apache
Peaks, and over to Cassadore Springs, down to the San Carlos River, onto
the Gila River. Half of Tumbull Moimtain was ours, and half of it was the
Coyotero land. From here on we went to Stanley Butte, then across the
valley to the Galliuro Mountains, and south along these, till we came to
dzii nazaayu, on top of which we used to live. This was the end of our
range in that direction. From here we took in, across the San Pedro Valley,
the Rincon and Tanque Verde Mountains, then all the Santa Catalina
Mountains. We used to live on top of those, so that we could look right
down on Tucson. On the south side of these mountains we often went to
gather sahuaro firuit. From these mountains north, down the San Pedro, our
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land went, and on the Gila River, about as far down as where Haden
[Hayden] is now. From here we took in the Dripping Springs Valley, and
on to the west side of the Pinal Mountains, over to where the Pinal Ranch
is now. From this place on north we went to a place back in the mountains,
from where Roosevelt Lake is now (somewhere south of Salt River),
called tu-na-dil-doh. and from here right straight across where Roosevelt
lake is now, to the Sierra Ancha. All the area within this boundary was
ours, and in it we moved around, and lived." (Grenville Goodwin Papers,
MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson)
Goodwin 1942: 24; Sherman Curley, Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3,
Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson. Peaches, Grenville Goodwin Papers,
MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson.
John Taylor, Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson.
McLean, Thomas F.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859, Records of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75.
Goodwin 1942; 24-25.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Although Bunnie's account reflects membership in the Pinal band, Janice
Goodwin's introduction to her late husband's Social Organization of the Western Apache
lists Bunnie as belonging to the Eastern White Mountain band (1942: ix).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Perry 1993: 38.
Buskirk 1986: 199.
Buskirk 1986: xi.
Buskirk 1986: 12.
Baldwin: 1965: 58, 60; Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212;
Buskirk 1986: 159. Buskirk called these calculations "at best an estimate based on the
recollection of informants who were never accustomed to think in exact quantitative
terms" (ibid). According to the oral tradition accounts gathered by Jeanette Cassa and
Seth Pilsk, meat rarely if ever matched gathered or cultivated foods in terms of its
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prominence in the Western Apache diet (Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona,
My 30, 2004).
According to Baldwin, among the non-farming groups, "wild plants formed 50% to
60% of the total food" (1965: 60).
The Pinal Apaches at this time were concentrated in large numbers in the mountains
between the San Pedro and upper Gila Rivers. According to Schroeder; "Their rancherias
were in the mountains or in rock shelters, not near their cultivated lands along the canyon
or creek bottoms where they raised com and wheat. They lived in the most prolific
mescal country in Arizona, preparing it by the ton. They also gathered roots, acoms, and
seeds and hunted deer, turkey, rabbit, and quail" (596).
While the Apaches irrigated most farming plots by constructing ditches that siphoned
off water firom rivers, creeks and streams, a "few level patches just below the Mogollon
Rim received enough rain so that dry fanning was possible" (Indian Claims Commission,
21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212.)
1 "^7

Perry 1971; 65. According to a survey of ethnographic and archival source materials
conducted by the Indian Claims Coirmiission, the Western Apaches maintained farm sites
"at the East Fork of White River, the head of Bonita and Turkey Creeks,
near the head of Black River, on Eagle Creek, at Point of Pine, and head of
Cienega Creek; at Cedar Creek, Canyon Day and Bear Springs; on Carrizo
Creek, the north fork of White River and the head of Forestdale Creek; on
Cibecue Creek and its tributaries, on Salt Creek, upper Cibecue Creek and
Spring Creek; on Oak Creek, Gentry Canyon, Canyon Creek and Cherry
Creek, along Pinal Creek in the Wheatfields area at the juncture of Pinal
Creek and upper Salt River, on the Salt River between Pinal and Tonto
Creeks, Coon Creek Canyon and the mouth of Dick Springs Canyon on
the Gila River at the head and mouth of Aravaipa Canyon; on the San
Carlos River firom Victor's Bluff to near Seven Mile Wash; along Tonto
Creek from its mouth to past Gem Creek and at the juncture of Salt River
and Tonto Creek; along Greenback Creek; at the juncture of Rye and
Tonto Creeks, on Spring Creek, at Gisela and near Turkey Creek between
Spring Creek and Gisela; at Payson, Round, Green and Star Valleys; off
the north end of Mazatzal Mountains near 'blue farms'; at the vicinity of
White Rock Mesa north of the East Verde River, in Weber Canyon north
of the East Verde River, on the East Verde River below the Payson to Pine
Road, at Pine, on Pine Creek near Natural Bridge, at Strawberry and on
the south fork of Strawberry Creek; on the East Verde River near the
mouth of Pyeatt Gulch, at Promontory Butte, at Pleasant Valley and near
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the Christopher and Horse Mountains south of Promontory Butte." (Indian
Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189,206-212.)
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Some elderly individuals, physically unable to accompany their people on hunting and
gathering excursions, "might remain at such places permanently, watching but probably
not cultivating growing crops while the more vigorous members of the bands journeyed
to a place where particular wild foods were regularly gathered" (Indian Claims
Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212.).
Lockwood 1938: 55.
Buskirk 1986: 162, 199, 225-226. According to Buskirk, who in the late 1940s
conducted an-in depth study of the Western Apache subsistence economy both before and
after the establishment of the reservations:
"The Western Apache occupied a territory varying in elevation from two
thousand to eleven thousand feet and in vegetation from tall cactus to
spruce. Within the general area itself there was great diversification rather
than gradual change, for it was broken into deep valleys and high ranges.
This environment provided a wide variety of plant products growing at
different seasons of the years." (1986: 225-226)
Goodwin 1942: 158-159.
Buskirk 1986: 197.
Goodwin 1942: 160.
Goodwin 1935: 61.
Goodwin 1935: 61.
Goodwin 1942: 158.
Goodwin 1935: 61.
Goodwin 1942:158.
Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189,206-212.
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Basso 1983: 468.
According to Watt, the economic system of the Western Apaches "was nowhere near
the crisis existence displayed by contemporary hunter-gatherers.. .when the Apaches
were confronted by the Spanish and Anglo-American invaders and faced with the option
of third class citizenry (if they were lucky) offered to them by these invaders, one can
understand their decision to resist" (2003: 6).
Buskirk stated "that the Western Apache had preferred their varied economic pursuits
from as far back as we have knowledge of them until the army occupation forced a
change" (1986; 227).
Perry 1993: 84.
White 1983: 319.
Chapter 2

' Seth Pilsk, Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona, January 7, 2004.
•y

The testimony provided by Adella Swift derives from a number of interviews and
follow-up discussions, including the following: San Carlos Apache Tribal Cultural
Center, Peridot, Arizona, March 11, 1999; Peridot Headstart Center, Peridot, Arizona,
September 4, 2003; San Carlos Apache Tribal Cultural Center, Peridot, Arizona, October
23, 2003.
^ Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain WiUiam W. Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July
1929: 66.
Hadley et al. 1991: 209-210.
^ "The Facts - Relative to Eskiminzin and his Settlement on the San Pedro." Arizona
Daily Star, Jan. 15, 1886, p. 4.
^ Hadley etal. 1991:210.
7

.

.

•

.

.

.

Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain William W. Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July
1929: 65.
^ Davis 1929: 64.
^ Davis 1929: 62.
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Davis added that the group "might well be mistaken for a colony of prosperous
Mexican farmers" (1929: 62).
Davis 1929: 63.
Hashke bahnzin reportedly also routinely traveled to Tucson during his first few years
on the San Pedro to visit Clum until the former San Carlos agent relocated to Tombstone
in 1880 (Clum July 1929: 59).
According to Davis, hashke bahnzin told him "that his credit was good for four or five
thousand in the principal store there should he desire it for himself or his people" (1929:
63).
Banks 2002: 23.
Mrs. Alvina Contreras, Bio File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Davis 1929: 55-56.
Clum cited Victorio's 1878 outbreak from San Carlos as a typical example: "As soon
as Victorio and his outfit left the reservation it was at once rumored that Es-kim-in-zin
was 'in sympathy with the renegades'" (July 1929: 64-65).
According to Davis, "At this time the agitation over the coal supposed to be on the
southern edge of the Reservation was in full cry" (1929: 63).
Goodwin 1942:29; B. Davis 1929: 62.
90

"The Facts - Relative to Eskiminzin and his Settlement on the San Pedro." Arizona
Daily Star, Jan. 15, 1886, p. 4. A total of four entries, totaling 640 acres, were made on
behalf of Eskiminzin and his followers.
Aravaipa file, Bureau of Indian Affairs; cited in Hadley et al. 1991: 49. According to
Hadley et al., the Aravaipa families received their titles following passage of the General
Allotment Act of 1877 (1991: 49). However, these land titles later became the subject of
ongoing and nasty legal disputes (see Chapter 3, Part 2).
22

•

.

«

•

"The Facts - Relative to Eskiminzin and his Settlement on the San Pedro." Arizona
Daily Star, Jan. 15, 1886, p. 4.
23

According to Clum, who was among hashke bahnzin's most ardent advocates.
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"These 'citizens' had made various charges against Es-kim-in-zin, and had
repeatedly threatened his life during the ten years he had been living and
laboring on his San Pedro ranch, and if the military officers at San Carlos
believed that he had been guilty of many crimes and regarded him as a
particularly cruel and treacherous man, it is not quite clear to me why
Capt. Pierce would take the trouble to send Lieut. Watson fifty miles over
a rough mountain trail to warn this criminal that he would be killed unless
he, forthwith, fled for protection to these same military officers at San
Carlos" (July 1929: 67).
Banks 2002: 23. Hashke bahnzin reported that at the time of the attack, he "had 17
horses, 38 cattle, a large yellow wagon, for which I paid $150; four sets of harness, for
which I paid $40, and another wagon which cost $90, but which I had given to some
relatives. I also had many tools" (Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain William W.
Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July 1929: 65).
Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain WiUiam W. Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July
1929: 65. Britton Davis asserted that the settlers would have taken action against hashke
bahnzin much sooner had it not been for General Crook, whose strong authority
dissuaded unilateral civilian action against peaceable Apache. According to Davis: "So
long as General Crook remained in Arizona his influence prevented the infamy, but not
long after he was relieved by General Miles, Es-ki-mo-tzin and his people were removed
to San Carlos, and their homes, farms, and all fixed improvements turned over to white
settlers" (1929: 64).
"Pinal County Items." Arizona Daily Star, July 10, 1888, p. 4.
Goodwin 1942: 29.
According to Clum, "This action would indicate that both [Captain] Pierce and
[Lieutenant] Watson felt that Es-kim-in-zin had been deeply wronged, and that they
desired to do all in their power—^not only to express their sympathy, but to protect him in
the possession of this land for the remainder of his life" (July 1929: 67).
Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain William W. Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July
1929: 65.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
3 1 *
•
It is worth noting that the Apache names and spellings for the months of the year
sometimes differ greatly fi-om one Apache clan to another. This study uses those names
and spellings provided by Jeanette Cassa.
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Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major W.A. Nichols, Asst.
Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20, 1858; Bourke 1891; 129-131;
Samuel Robinson, MS 1088, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson; Hadley et al. 1991;
245; Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-3. San Carlos Apache elders Wallace Johnson and
Delia Steele, interviewed by Hadley in 1990, "agreed in former times [that] mescal
provided a substantial portion of the Apache diet" (Hadley et al. 1991: 245).
Davidson, for example, reported the Western Apaches cutting mescal in January and
February (Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major W.A. Nichols,
Asst. Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20, 1858). In December 1859,
McLean reported that the Western Apaches could subsist on mescal alone and that it "is
the almost sole food with which they leave their mountain homes on predatory
excursions" (McLean, Thomas F.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859, Records of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75).
Buskirk 1986: 170.
Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-7.
McLean, Thomas F.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859, Records of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75; Buskirk 1986: 169.
Goodwin 1942; 159.
Buskirk 1986:170.
Goodwin 1942: 156; Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212.
According to one Goodwin informant, "For our mescal we went south, off the Mogollon
River near tu du tl ii" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson).
Schroeder 1974: 596; Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major
W.A. Nichols, Asst. Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20,1858; Goodwin
1942: 25; Gilman and Richards 1975: 7.
Goodwin 1942: 156.
Gilman and Richards 1975; 21; Hadley et al. 1991; 245. According to Goodwin, Mount
Tumbull and the Graham Mountains were among the White Mountain Apaches' favorite
gathering spots (1942: 12-13).
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Goodwin listed this informant's name as bane-tisle, which when Anglicized
became Barney Titla.
Buskirk 1986: 170.
McLean, Thomas F.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859, Records of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75.
Hadley et al. 1991; 245. Samuel Robinson, who worked with the Santa Rita Mining
Company in Arizona in 1861, reported that the mescal
"is something like a cabbage head in shape, but the leaves or daggers are
long and pointed, they are [stripped] off, and to roast the heads they [the
Apache] dig a hole in the ground and build a fire in it putting some stones
in it to heat. When the wood is burnt down to coals, they and the stones
are taken out, the Mezcal plant put in and covered with the stones, coals
and earth, and there they bake for about forty-eight hours. They are very
sweet and juicy and pretty good eating." (Samuel Robinson, MS 1088,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson)
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Reagan 1930; Gilman and Richards 1975: 9.
Samuel Robinson, MS 1088, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Buskirk 1986: 172.
Buskirk also reported that "even a 'fiddle' was fashioned from the stalk" (1986; 169).
A number of San Carlos Apaches still practice this traditional custom.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. According to Goodwin, the reference that Price, the daughter of a hereditary clan
chief, made to "a 'sweat-bath chief in her local group was not duplicated elsewhere and
should not be taken too literally" (1942: 188).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. The definitions to the mescal terms provided within this narrative are courtesy of
Ferg 2003. For more on traditional Western Apache mescal gathering, see Ferg 2003.
Spicer 1962: 229.
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Perry 1991; 164.
Perry 1991; 164.
Edward Spicer (1962) and others have used this term to describe New Spain's
colonizing program.
Spicer 1962: 281.
Perry 1993; 54.
Spicer 1962; 289.
Spicer 1962: 289.
Spicer 1962: 291.
Spicer 1962; 292.
Worcester 1941: 1.
Perry 1991; 17.
Perry 1993; 63.
Worcester 1941; 1; Spicer 1962: 233. "Rancheria" was the term commonly used to
refer to rural Apache encampments.
Perry 1993: 45.
Worcester 1941; 5.
Perry 1991; 164.
Fontana 1983: 137.
Spicer 1962; 14.
Basso 1983; 465.
Spicer 1962: 119.
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Spicer 1962: 124.
Spicer 1962:129.
Ferry 1993: 55.
Spicer 1962:16.
Fontana 1983:137.
Bolton 1984: 361.
Worcester 1941: 3.
^^Worcester 1941: 5-6.
Ferry 1991: 167.
Spicer 1962: 306.
Spicer 1962: 307.
Spicer 1962: 131.
Ferry 1993: 55.
Fressiire from Apache groups, most likely the Pinal and Aravaipa, had previously
forced the Sobaipuris to abandon the northernmost stretch of the San Fedro in the late
1730s (Goodwin 1942: 28; Ogle 1970: 9-10).
QQ

With the withdrawal of the Sobaipuris, Western Apache groups "were now free to hunt
and gather wild food in the Graham, Winchester, Rincon and Santa Catalina Mountains
while preparing for raids into Mexico, Tucson, and the Santa Cruz Valley ranches and
adjacent territories" (Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212).
Hadley et al. 1991: 38.
Spicer 1962: 239.
Officer 1987: 62.
Quoted in Faulk 1970: 45.
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Spicer 1962; 239.
McCarty called the Galvez Peace Policy "one of the most successful political policies
during the three-hundred-year existence of the Spanish colony of New Spain." The peace
establishments "enjoyed phenomenal success as long as they had the wealth and authority
of the viceroyalty behind them" (1997: 32).
Fontana 1983; 138. According to Officer and Hadley, members of the Aravaipa band
were the first Apaches to take advantage of the Spanish offer of resettlement. On January
5, 1793, Jose Ignacio Moraga, who had served as lieutenant of the presidio of Tucson
since 1788, received the first group of manzo [manso or tame], or peaceful. Apaches in
Tucson. Nautil Nilche, leader of the Vinictinines band of Aravaipas, arrived with fifteen
warriors and their women and children (Officer 1987; 66; Hadley et al. 1991; 39). In the
mid-1800s, states Perry, the Apache mansos were a small group of southernmost Apaches
who were incorporated into the "hegemony" of the Spanish state prior to the Anglo
takeover of Arizona (1993; 59). Opler, writing in 1942, stated that they were "a small
band of Apache who had been on fiiendly terms with the Spaniards and Mexicans for a
long time. These people, though speaking a Southern Athapaskan language, were
enemies and many times during the past century joined the Papago, Mexicans, and
Americans against the White Mountain and San Carlos groups...Western Apache say they
talked like the Chiricahua" (725). Officer reports that the 1848 Sonoran census revealed
about 200 Apache mansos living at the presidio at Tubac (1987; 214). A small group was
known to have lived just north of Tucson at the time of the Camp Grant massacre. Officer
also states that local "hostility towards Apaches seems not to have extended to the
Apaches mansos who still lived at Tucson and Tubac. They were a visible part of the
population for well over a decade after Major Steen and his dragoons marched into
Tucson in 1856. Indian agent Charles D. Poston coimted 100 at Tucson in 1863 and two
years later C.H. Lord distributed gifts and rations to twenty-five at Tubac" (1987; 308309).
Basso 1983; 467.
Fontana 1983; 138.
Spicer 1962; 129.
Officer 1987; 86.
McCarty added that despite this development, non-Indian administrators of the peace
establishments mistakenly "clxmg to the notion (a very dangerous notion indeed) that all
the Apaches, who were peacefiil at the moment, would soon be tending to their own
livestock, raising their own crops, and even sending their children to school" (1997; 32).
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Erickson 1994: 60.
Erickson 1994: 60.
Perry 1993: 86.
Officer 1987: 151.
Perry 1993: 87.
Goodwin states that scalping "was not common among the [Western Apache] people,
but occasionally a single scalp was taken after a battle. This was usually done by a
member of the maternal lineage of the victim being revenged, although one of his close
blood relatives in another clan might do it" (1942: 416). Perry reports: "Only after
revenge and hatred came to dominate the conflict did they begin mutilating the dead and
removing scalps, a practice that had been repugnant to them. Even so, they rarely kept the
scalps" (1993: 103). According to the testimony of one Western Apache informant,
"They [the Western Apache] would never scalp enemies among their own people, among
their own group. Only real enemies like Navajo, Mexicans, Whites. Even then they didn't
do this scalping every time—just sometimes on occasions" (Goodwin 1993: 277).
Perry 1991: 169.
Perry 1991: 170.
'^^Hadleyetal. 1991:39.
Fontana 1989: 151.
^^^Bahr 1983: 178.
Hackenberg 1983: 164.
Hackenberg 1983: 163.
Hackenberg 1972.
'^^Fontana 1983: 49-50.
Hackenberg 1983:163.
Hackenberg 1983: 164.
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Spicer 1962: 394.
Fontana 1989: 63.
Hackenberg 1972: 116.
Wetzler 1949: 50.
Hackenberg 1983: 166.
Fontana 1989: 66.
Kelly 1926: 27.
After the Camp Grant massacre and the subsequent peace treaty brokered between the
Apaches and Tohono O'odham by General O.O. Howard, the incidence of Apache raids
against O'odham groups dropped precipitously, which prompted the O'odham to return
to those villages they had previously abandoned in fear of Apache attacks. According to
anthropologist Robert Thomas, who interviewed a number of O'odham elders in 1953 in
conjxmction with the Tohono O'odham's land claims case against the U.S. government,
informant Lawrence Pablo told him "that Santa Rosa people settled Pan Tak after the
Apaches surrendered. His family was on of the first ones to come to Pan Tak. They came
there to run cattle. The big Apache trail used to run right through Pan Tak and south
through the mountains" (Thomas 1963: 39).
Hackenberg 1983: 166.
Fontana 1989: 39.
Hackenberg 1983: 166.
Fontana 1983: 138.
Thomas 1963: 40.
Fontana 1983: 139.
Fontana 1974: 183.
Fontana 1989: 70.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Hostihnnapaha may have used the term saildne in this particular narrative to
describe the Sobaipuris, who were relocated by the Spanish in the 1760s.
Goodwin 1942; 93.
137

Underbill 1938: 23. In turn, the Tohono O'odham focused their expeditions against
the Pinal and Aravaipa Apaches. According to John Andrew, a member of the San Carlos
proper band, "The 5a/Aine_didn't used to bother us over here, but they used to attack the
'tis eban [Pinal] though" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson).
Perry 1991; 166.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. The relationship between the Apaches and Akimel O'odham was virtually the
same. Charles Poston, one of the first Anglo settlers to take up residence in Arizona,
reported; "I asked a [Pima] chief once the cause of the war between them and the
Apache. He replied, 'It was always so'" (Poston 1886).
^'^°Keeganl994; 108-109.
Goodwin 1942; 86-87.
Thomas 1963; 17-18.
Thomas 1963; 17-18.
Kroeber and Fontana 1986; 36.
Waterfall 1992; 110.
There apparently were isolated exceptions to this rule on both sides, the Camp Grant
massacre being a notable one—^the involvement of Anglos and Mexicans
notwithstanding. Tohono O'odham elder Matilda Romero, who was interviewed by
Robert Thomas in June 1953, recounted an attack on the O'odham settlement of Qui Tatk
(Mesquite Root) in which Apache warriors killed or wounded nearly all of the village's
men, killed many of its women, and captured a large number of children (Thomas 1963).
Kroeber and Fontana 1986; 37.
Lopez 1980; 141.
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Underhill 1939: 203.
Underhill 1939: 203.
Joseph 1949; 19.
Joseph 1949: 188.
Underhill 1939:129.
Joseph 1949: 19.
McGee 1967: 137.
An example of this tactic is featured in the oral history narrative of Tohono O'odham
elder Matilda Romero, interviewed by Robert Thomas in June 1953. In the interview,
Thomas reported that Romero
"said that she knew a lot of stories about the old time days and she wanted
to talk about the Apaches. She said that when she was a little girl they had
gone into the Catalina Mountains near Oracle to gather mescal from
Quijotoak. Her father said, 'Here is where we scared the Apaches.' He
said that one time they were at this place gathering mescal, and a Mexican
man had been in the area camping. The Apaches stole his cattle, so he
came over to the Papago and requested help. The Papago tracked the
Apache all night along with the Mexican, and stopped to rest in a canyon.
They smelled meat cooking, but they could not see where the Apaches
were. They could only see fee smoke and hear laughter. They crept up on
the Apaches, and they said that they could not see the Apaches because of
the rock, but they could see the meat on the sticks over the fire. The
Papago then jumped and the Apaches ran up the rocks and canyons
hollering 'Compadre,' and rolling rocks back. The Papagos were so
surprised that they could only stand there watching the Apaches run up the
canyon walls and laugh. When the Apaches got to the top they stopped
yelling and started rolling rocks down. The Papagos managed to gather
some of the cattle up, but the Apaches had eaten some." (Thomas 1963)
Underhill 1939: 128.
158

*
The Akimel
O'odham adhered to the identical belief system when engaging the
Apaches in battle. Army officer Camillio C.C. Carr, for example, voiced frustration
commonly experienced by those military commanders who chose to enlist Tohono
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O'odham and Akimel O'odham warriors for auxiliary forces in scouts conducted against
Apaches:
"A superstitious belief peculiar to the Pimas, upon whom we depended for
our trailers, was a constant impediment to steady work. The moment a
Pima touched an Apache, dead or alive, or even killed one in a fight, it
was bad medicine to go a step further. The Pima who thus contaminated
himself was at once taken in charge by older men whose duty it was to see
that he drank water until vomiting and purging were produced; that he was
provided with a stick with which alone he was to touch his body so that
his fingers would not be employed; that he tasted nothing containing salt;
and that, upon his return to the reservation, he was taken to a solitary place
and provided with drinking water and pinole. After forty days of fasting
and isolation the whole tribe went Out in procession to greet and bring
home the slayer of the hated Apache and celebrate the prowess of the hero
with general feasting and rejoicing. As a superstitious practice it was
harmless enough, and probably originated in the quarantine of someone
who had encountered the Apaches during the prevalence among them of
small pox or some other contagious disease; but it seriously interfered
with continuous operations against the Apaches and compelled the
command to return to its post almost always after a single fight instead of
keeping on with the good work..." (Carr 1889)
Edward Palmer, MS 642, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. Palmer was stationed at
San Xavier Mission in the late 1860s.
Underbill 1953; 195.
Underbill 1936: 13.
Underbill 1938: 22. The Tohono O'odham calender stick entries in this study are
taken exclusively from Underbill's 1938 work. The calendar stick was a stick upon which
tribal historians recorded local history. The stick detailed here covers the period from
1839 to 1932. According to Underbill, the calendar stick in question recorded events at
"San Xavier del Bac (The Hollow Place) and its related villages: Akchin, Cirenaki, Santa
Rosa, and others—^in Papago parlance, the Mouth of the Gap, Saddle Hanging, Burnt
Seeds" (1938: 16). One Tohono O'odham informant interviewed by Thomas recounted
the story of an O'odham woman taken captive for a brief time by the Apaches and
impregnated by one of them. When the baby was bom, the woman killed it in keeping
with the O'odham belief that one does not keep anything that comes from the Apaches
(1963: 34).
\

Underbill 1939: 128.
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Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 56.
^^^Bahr 1983: 180.
Underhill 1939: 128.
Underhill 1939: 133.
Basso 1993: 302.
Underhill 1939: 131.
Underhill 1939:133.
Goodwin 1942: 87.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Underhill 1939: 133.
Underhill 1938: 24. Like many indigenous peoples, the Tohono O'odham commonly
referred to themselves as "the People."
Opler 1965: 350. This oral narrative was given by a Chiricahua Apache and
transcribed by Opler. Although a Chiricahua account, their warfare tactics—^in particular
their treatment of captives—^were virtually identical to those of Western Apache groups.
Opler 1983b: 406.
Goodwin 1942: 96.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Like many Western Apaches of his era and even today. Nosey used the term
"Pima" to describe the Tohono O'odham.
Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 80.
Saxton and Saxton 1973: 197-198.
Chapter 3
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' Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, 1990, audiotape on file at Bureau of
Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona.
^ According to Johnson, Chiquito was related to his mother, who was present at the
massacre, and his uncle Julian Pechulie. In his own words, "All of these Bullises are my
cousins" (Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, 1990, on file at Bureau of
Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona).
^ Lutheran pastor H.E. Rosin, who arrived at San Carlos in 1917, conservatively
estimated the number of Apache deaths firom the 1918 flu epidemic at 84 {The Apache
Lutheran (San Carlos Apache Reservation), Volume XXXXIII, Nxraiber 11, November
1965).
^ Velma Bullis and Deana Reed, Interview with the author, Peridot, Arizona, June 9,
2004. Unless otherwise noted, the information and testimony presented in this section
derive from this interview.
^ Their great-grandmother was Coodigulat, who was one of six wives of Capitan
Chiquito.
^ The Apache Lutheran (San Carlos Apache Reservation), Volume XXXIX, Number 7,
July 1961. According to Brandes (1960), the San Carlos agency went by the name of
Camp San Carlos fi-om its inception in 1873 until 1900.
^ Lonnie Bullis to Deana Reed, date unknown (Courtesy of Deana Reed).
Q

Lonnie Bullis to Deana Reed, date unknown (Courtesy of Deana Reed).

^ Alonzo Bullis, East Farm Sanitarium, Phoenix, to U.S. Indian Agent, San Carlos,
Arizona, March 13,1924 (Courtesy of Velma Bullis).
The Apache Lutheran (San Carlos Apache Reservation), Volume XXXIX, Number 7,
July 1961. Goodwin reported that "James Nolene" succeeded hashke bahnzin as head of
the SL tag band upon hashke bahnzin's death in the mid-1890s (1942: 579).
The Apache Scout (San Carlos Apache Reservation), Volume VIII, Numero 2, April
1930. A few months before his passing, Alonzo Bullis donated his house in Peridot to the
Evangelical Lutheran Indian Mission at San Carlos (Lon Bullis, East Farm Sanitarium,
Phoenix, to U.S. Indian Agent, San Carlos, Arizona, March 13,1924).
12

•
Lonnie had first attended Haskell Institute from 1919 to 1921, but returned to Arizona
when his father took ill.
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1

Capt. Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to hidian Agent, San Carlos, A.T., May 1901.

Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-5-6. According to de la Garza, author of the most
reliable biography of Apache Kid, he was bom in Aravaipa Canyon in around 1860 and
was the eldest son of Toga-de-Chuz, a member of Capita Chiquito's band of Aravaipa
Apache (1975: 1). Apache Kid and in particular his prolonged flight from authorities
have long been the focus of much legend-making, rumor and innuendo.
Area publications like the Arizona Citizen altemately reported that Apache Kid was the
son-in-law of both hashke bahnzin and Chiquito (Hadley et al. 1991: 50). A number of
accounts indicate that the Apache outlaw married a daughter of hashke bahnzin
(Williamson, Manuscript Collection 870, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson; Forrest and
Hill 1947: 105; Hutton 1979: 38). De la Garza reported that "it was known Kid married
only once, and his wife was either a daughter of Chief Eskiminzin, or a younger sister of
one of Eskiminzin's wives" (1975: 16).
Arizona Blade Tribune (Florence, Arizona), September 15, 1890; Williamson, MS 870
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson; Hadley et al. 1991: xxiv, 50. Claridge reported that
between 1889 and 1894, Apache Kid often hid out in a cave on the west end of the
canyon (1989: 10). In a reflection of the typically specious nature of the allegations
against Chiquito, General Miles reported following the trail of Apache Kid and Chiquito
from the scene of the murder of three people 50 miles southwest of Lordsburg, New
Mexico on August 16, 1890, at about the same time Chiquito was surrendering himself
and retreating to San Carlos (Forrest and Hill 1947: 59).
Arizona Citizen, September 15, 1890; Clum April 1929: 1-27. The rancher, a man by
the name of John Forrester, had married an Apache woman and lived near Chiquito's
residence (Arizona Citizen, September 15,1890).
18

Banks 2002: 23. Like hashke bahnzin, Chil-chu-ana also had faithfully served as a
scout as well as a member of the Indian pohce at San Carlos (Forrest and Hill 1947: 5657). According to Forrest and Hill, this unwarranted move backfired on Bullis, for it
generated sympathy for Apache Kid among other Apaches on the reservation, some of
whom subsequently sent him information and supplied him with food and ammunition
(1947: 56-57).
Forrest and Hill reported that upon their arrival at Fort Union, 12 of their children were
shipped to the Ramona Indian School at Santa Fe (1947: 56-57).
20

Statement of Eskiminzin to Captain William W. Wotherspoon, quoted in Clum July
1929: 65.
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Banks 2002; 23. According to Dan Williamson, who was the telegrapher at San Carlos
at the time, "Kid's mother, wife and children were sent into banishment, along with
Capitan Chiquito and others of Kid's band" (Williamson 1939: 31).
De la Garza 1975: 138.
Goodwin 1942: 29.
^"^Clum July 1929: 59.
Clum July 1929: 59.
Clvun penned a letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Daniel Browning in May 1894
in which he stated: "There are those who believe in Es-kim-in-zin as fully as I do, among
whom are some officers of the army. Gen. O.O. Howard, who knew this Indian before I
did, still has confidence in him, and Capt. Wotherspoon, who has had charge of him
during his confinement at Mt. Vernon Barracks, has only good words to speak for him..."
(Clum to Daniel M. Browning, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., May
31,1894; quoted in Clum July 1929: 63).
Clum July 1929: 68; Banks 2002: 23.
Quoted in Rickards 1964: 44. Hashke bahnzin's age at the time of his death has been
the subject of debate. Some accounts have him passing on when in his late 60s (Rickards
1964: 44; Banks 2002: 23; Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-5), while at least one settler
accoxmt reported that he "died near our ranch at the ripe age of 80" ("The Passing of
Time." Aravaipa Canyon, Ephemera File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
Hadleyetal. 1991: 50.
30

* 'I
"The
Passing of Time." Aravaipa Canyon, Ephemera File, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.

Hadley et al. 1991: 81-82.
Hadley et al. 1991: 209-210.
Mr. Captain Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to Mr. L.G. Powers, May 8, 1901. Chiquito
reported that he grew two types of melons, watermelons and muskmelons. He wrote a
series of four letters to reservation and federal officials in 1900 and 1901. Apparently, he
dictated the letters to his children in Apache, admitting in one letter that he didn't know
how to write English.
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Mr. Captain Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to Mr. L.G. Powers, May 8,1901.
Mr. Captain Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to Mr. L.G. Powers, May 8,1901.
Hadley et al. 1991: 209-210.
Hadley et al. 1991: 209-210.
o

However, according to Hadley et al., agricultural products "assumed a greater
importance in the diet than gathered wild foods, which probably constituted only a small
portion of the Apache diet after 1900" (1991: 209-210).
Capt. Chicuqito, Mammoth, A.T. to U.S. Agent, San Carlos, March 16, 1900; Capt.
Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to Indian Agent, San Carlos, A.T., May 1901; Mr. Captain
Chiquita, Mammoth, Arizona to Mr. L.G. Powers, May 8, 1901; Capt. Chiquita,
Mammoth, Arizona to Indian Agent, San Carlos, A.T., May 31, 1901. John Bulles
[Bullis], a son of Chiquito, also wrote a letter on his behalf (John Bulles to John H.
Bauman, U.S. Land Office, Tucson, Arizona, May 27, 1900) and may have assisted
Chiquito in writing his own.
Capt. Chicuqito, Mammoth, A.T. to U.S. Agent, San Carlos, March 16,1900.
Capt. Chicuqito, Mammoth, A.T. to U.S. Agent, San Carlos, March 16,1900. Chiquito
added: "I know what I am doing here and every white man in this Country they knew all
about me. They could tell you the true story about one Indian man name Captain
Chiquita."
'^^Perry 1993: 151.
Reynolds 1896. For more on Casadora, see Chapter 7, Part II. For more on Nosey, see
Chapter 4, Part II.
Punzmann and Kessel 1999: 3-4. S. A. Shipman, Special Agent of the General Land
Office, inspected the lands of the Chiquito family, issuing a report dated April 15, 1916.
Describing the allotment of Elin Chiquito specifically, Shipman stated:
"The tract lies in the valley of Aravaipa Creek and in the Bluffs on either
side. The valley is narrow and nearly all of it has been consumed by the
ravages of the Creek during high waters, nearly all of the fields and
improvements have been lost in this way. Only the log house remains,
which stands on ground a little higher. I was informed.. .that the land
which now forms a part of the creek bed was at one time cultivated and
fenced and was lived upon by Elin Chiquito." (Captain Chiquito, Land
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Entry Files, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington,
D.C.)
Captain Chiquito, Land Entry Files, National Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, D.C.
Report of S.A. Shipman, Special Agent, General Land Office, April 15, 1916; John J.
Tarrett letter, September 16, 1919 (Captain Chiquito, Land Entry Files, National
Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.); Punzmann and Kessel 1999;
3-4.
Report of S.A. Shipman, Special Agent, General Land Office, April 15, 1916; John J.
Tarrett letter, September 16, 1919 (Captain Chiquito, Land Entry Files, National
Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C.).
4R

Punzmaim and Kessel 1999: 4.

Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Buskirk 1986; 27-28; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson. According to the Western Apache informants interviewed
by Buskirk, slight "variations of elevation and terrain caused differences in planting and
harvest times in order to avoid frosts" (1986; 226).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Again, the two alternate words for the month of May provided within this
passage confirm the diversity in dialects and cosmologies from one band or major group
of Apaches to another.
Goodwin 1942; 156.
Buskirk 1986; 112.
"Rancheria" was the term commonly used to refer to rural Apache encampments.
Goodwin 1942; 28. Hadley et al. speculate that while "the exact location of tsenantele
is not known it may be above Chinaney Rock on the east end of Aravaipa Canyon" (1991;
209).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 27, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson; Gilman and Richards 1975; 7.
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Goodwin 1942: 24. According to Walter Hooke, an Aravaipa Apache; "My band, the
tsejine, farmed at t'ischo didesch'il, and at tse nd teele" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
CO

Bell 1869: 68. Engineer E.N. Hutton, exploring Aravaipa Canyon in 1857, reported
that a significant stretch of the canyon along the creek under cultivation by the Apaches,
"their ascequias and com fields being visible at the time of exploration" (Hutton 1859:
88, quoted in Hadley et al. 1991: 209).
Goodwin 1942: 24.
^ Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin reported that the Apaches "using these farms were some distance from Wheat
Fields, but they were considered 'tis ebdn" (1942: 24).
62

*
Buskirk
1986: 17. The San Carlos band had a few farms of their own, concentrated on
the San Carlos River between Seven Mile Wash and Victor's Bluff. They also allowed
the Apache Peaks band to work a few isolated plots near the confluence of the San Carlos
River and Seven Mile Wash (ibid).
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Goodwin 1942: 24. Reflecting the close connection between the Pinal and Aravaipa,
Sherman Curley recalled to Goodwin that the places his local group had farms "were only
at 'tis ebd (wheat fields), tse nd teele (near Klondyke), and at t'ischo didesch'il (about
five or six miles below where Coolidge Dam now is, on the Gila River), and iyah hajin
(between Globe and Roosevelt Lake)" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder
33, Arizona State Musevim Files, Tucson).
Buskirk 1986: 79.
Buskirk 1986: 112. Part of the job of the chiefs and head men was to exhort their
people "to work hard, and during the farming season, such talks always included
admonitions to do the necessary farm work, to raise large amounts of com, to help one
another" (Buskirk 1986: 46-47).
Goodwin 1942: 150.
Goodwin 1942: 150.
Goodwin 1942: 376.
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Goodwin 1942: 151, 376. According to Goodwin, individuals assumed one of four
common roles with respect to the use and rewards of farm sites:
"first, those who owned no farm but were given a small part of a crop by
close kin in the family cluster who owned one; second, those who owned
no farm but shared in that of a relative or relative-in-law, working it with
other sharers and receiving an equal part of the crop; third, those who
owned no farm but were loaned part of one belonging to a relative or
relative-in-law, farming it indefinitely and retaining the total crop; fourth,
those who actually owned a farm and all crops raised on it." (1942: 128129)
7ft

According to Buskirk, those who labored for others did so because "they lacked land or
because they had remained south at the gathering grounds too late to plant or because
they were too lazy to plant" (1986: 52).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
72 Grenville
• Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Hadleyetal. 1991:208.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. According to Goodwin, during spring while working on their farms, the Western
Apaches relied primarily on mescal and cooked yucca blossoms for food, supplementing
their diets with stored com left over from the previous year's harvest (Grenville Goodwin
Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
75

•
•
In isolated instances, farms were irrigated using water taken from mountain springs
(Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson).
76 •
•
Fields could yield significant crops by being watered about three or four times during
the summer months, "just enough to help them along" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Goodwin 1942: 156; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson.
78

Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin 1942:156.
Hadleyetal. 1991:208.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Hadleyetal. 1991:208.
85

According to Buskirk, a family "owning four to six small farms might plant two or
three a year, possibly four. They believed it necessary to rest a field for a year every two
or three years. One man said the people formerly rotated crops, insisting that fields must
be fallowed; now, he said, the modem people do not rotate crops but 'plant com, com,
com, all the time'" (1986: 23).
Buskirk 1986: 111.
Buskirk 1986: 79.
Baldwin 1965: 59; Hadley et al. 1991: 208.
Buskirk 1986: 89.
Buskirk 1986: 111.
Buskirk 1986: 93. According to Buskirk, only two of his informants "had ideas about
their origin, one stating that they were obtained jfrom the Mexicans, the other saying
Apache captives among the Mexicans had learned how to prepare them" (1986: 93).
92

Hadley et al. 1991: 208. Buskirk questions whether watermelon was among the
Western Apaches' pre-reservation crops, but the oral tradition accounts gathered by Pilsk
and Cassa indicate that the Western Apaches integrated watermelon into their agricultural
matrix much like they did with wheat, first garnering the seeds fi-om the Spanish or
Mexicans, likely sometime in the early to mid-19^ century.
Hadley et al. 1991: 207.
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Baldwin 1965: 59; Buskirk 1986: 111. Buskirk reported that beans had been cultivated
by the Western Apaches since at least 1700 (1986: 111). According to Anna Price, her
people "used to have spotted beans also, sometimes, that we got from the nash-t-iu at kintel-ge. We raised these also..." (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33,
Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Buskirk 1986: 98-100.
Buskirk 1986: 96-98; Hadley et al. 1991: 208.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin 1942: 654.
Goodwin 1942: 156; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson.
Colyer 1872: 5. Walker here is referring to the Pinal Apaches in particular.
Spicer 1962: 246.
Spicer 1962: 246.
Basso 1983: 480.
Perry 1993: 94.
Faulk 1974: 151. Poston reported that to his knowledge, the Apaches had not
committed any depredations against Anglos in the Arizona Territory as of 1857. He also
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recalled a friendly visit with 350 Apaches camped at the head waters of Gila near Santa
Rita del Cobre at about the same time (Poston 1886). John Rope, an Apache informant
interviewed by Goodwin, recalled a time when interactions between Apaches and Anglos
were friendly; "Those old white people used to come in to trade with us from the North.
We used to call white men, in-da shashe. gu-di-kaa-na. capi-saa-na. We called the old
white soldiers tse-gana. We got buffalo robes from the whites" (Grenville Goodwin
Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Crook 1946: 257.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Spicer 1962: 547.
Parish 1915-1918 (Vol. II): 61-62.
Rancher and government beef contractor Henry Hooker—^the founder of the vast
Sierra Bonita Ranch, situated about ten miles away from Camp Grant at the base of the
Graham Mountains—was perhaps the most prominent settler to undertake such a pact
("Stock in Arizona." Arizona Miner, December 7, 1877). Despite the immense size of his
cattle operation. Hooker sustained only minimal losses to his herds due to Apache raids.
In a family history published in 1949, a descendant of Hooker's explained the wisdom
behind and success of his arrangement with the Apaches:
"While the entire establishment [Sierra Bonita] was built with a view to
defense from Indian attacks, as far as we know it was never used for that
purpose. The main reason for this was that Mr. Hooker treated the Indians
fairly, and, realizing they had a prior right to the land, gave them cattle
from time to time. Since he showed no fear of them at any time, he earned
their respect, and, except for a few minor clashes, on remote parts of the
range, had no frouble with them. He worked on the theory that it was
better to give them some cattle than to have them take all of them..."
(Hooker 1949: 32-36)
Erickson 1994: 79. After the Gadsden Purchase in 1854, a number of Anglo settlers
entering Arizona established private militias and allied themselves with the Tohono
O'odham for the purposes of their mutual protection from Apache raids (Erickson 1994:
79). Meanwhile, Arizona's first territorial governor, John N. Goodwin, authorized the
establishment of a civilian militia company known as the "Arizona Volunteers," but its
short-lived tenure ended in January 1865 with Arizona's separation from the military's
Department of New Mexico and its placement imder the Department of California (Faulk
1974: 165).
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Spicer 1962: 134.
Fontana 1989: 72.
Erickson 1994: 65. The mission system impacted Tohono O'odham agriculture
considerably. Besides incorporating new foods into their annual cultivation program, the
Tohono O'odham also adopted European farming techniques that are widely credited
with enabling the O'odham to produce crop surpluses (ibid).
Fontana 1974: 200.
Fontana 1989: 73.
Hackenberg 1972:116.
Fontana 1989: 73.
McCarty 1997: 34-36; Hadley et al. 1991: 42. Prior termination of rations to peaceful
Apaches by Sonoran state military officials directly led to the attack, as it prompted a
large percentage of "tame" Apaches—^who had once served dutifully as military
auxiliaries for Spanish and Mexican forces against hostile Apaches—^to abandon the
peace establishments and return to their ancestral territories, where many resumed
subsistence raiding. The volunteer civilian militia of the newly formed Seccion Patriotica
("Patriotic Section")—commanded by Joaquin Vicente Elias, the father of Camp Grant
massacre leader Jesus Elias—conducted the assault in response to this increase in Apache
depredations. The battle, which lasted four hours and took the lives of a considerable
number of able-bodied Apache males, leveled a severe blow to the Apaches camped in
Aravaipa Canyon, which included many Apache manso defectors from Tucson and Santa
Cruz and a group of Aravaipa Apaches led by Capitancillo Chiquito, the direct ancestor
of Captain Chiquito (McCarty 1997: 34-36). According to Hadley et al., the 1832 assault
on Aravaipa Canyon proved especially significant because of its similarity in execution to
the Camp Grant Massacre, its confirmation of extensive Apache residence in Aravaipa
Canyon, and the reported presence of direct ancestors of Apaches who inhabited the area
at the time of the Camp Grant Massacre and afterward (1991: 42).
Officer 1987: 129-130.
Officer 1987: 238.
Underbill 1938: 26.
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According to Dunlay, regular commanders "accepted the services of these informal
allies when they thought it expedient to do so" (1982; 55).
Spicer 1962; 136.
Dunlay 1982; 125.
Dunlay 1982: 30.
Fontana 1989; 36.
Perry 1993; 63-64.
Perry 1993; 63-64; 1991; 169.
Cremony 1969; 312.
Cole 1988; 60.
Carr 1889.
Perry 1991; 164.
Perry 1991; 171.
139

Basso 1983; 480. A perfect example of the short-lived nature of peace treaties came in
February 1859, when a group of Pinal Apaches reached a truce with the U.S. Army
during a council held at Canon del Oro just north of Tucson {Weekly Arizonan, March 31,
1859). Within five months, however, the Americans violated the treaty's provisions,
leading to renewed violence (Baldwin 1965; 29).
General Orders No. 12, Headquarters Department of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, May 1, 1864 (Printed in "The Apache Campaign." Arizona Miner, August 10,
1864).

Underbill 1938; 28.
Pumpelly 1870.
Ogle 1970; 45.
Spicer 1962; 247.
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An order signed by Governor Goodwin on May 11, 1864 established a temporary
municipal government for the new territorial capital of Tucson. The order appointed
future Camp Grant massacre leader William Oury mayor. Massacre conspirators Hiram
Stevens and Juan Elias were among five citizens chosen as coimcilmen (Frederick
Contzen, Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
Kelly 1974: 10.
Officer 1987: 306. Tidball's group—claiming that a raiding party responsible for
recent depredations had followed the heavily traveled San Pedro trail during their return
north—^hastily decided that the Apache rancheria situated in Aravaipa Canyon was to
blame. After traveling "steadily at night for five days over ground previously untrodden
by whites," the attackers reached the rancheria at sundown (Wagoner 1970: 23).
According to an 1867 report by surveyor William Bell, they entered the head of the
canyon, and, employed a proven Mexican and Tohono O'odham tactic: "They waited
until dawn to attack, and succeeded in killing fifty Pinalenos with the loss of only one
soldier. Only twelve of the band of seventy Pinalenos escaped" (Bell 1869: 67; Hadley et
al 1991: 43). (The term Pinalenos was a term used interchangeably with the term Finals
to describe that particular group of Western Apaches.)
The Tidball attack represented another heavy blow to the Apaches who resided in
Aravaipa Canyon. In addition to losing 50 of their own, including many warriors, the
Aravaipa Canyon rancheria lost ten "very young" Apaches, who were extradited to
Tucson and subsequently raised by Mexican families (Joseph Fish, Manuscript Collection
257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). Jesus Maria Elias, who led the Camp Grant
massacre party nearly a decade later, served as guide on the Tidball expedition. Frederick
"Fritz" Contzen, one of the first Anglos to settle in Tucson, claimed to be member of the
Tidball expedition. According to Contzen's file, the attack reportedly was organized after
a tame Apache appeared in Tucson and reported a large body of Apaches camped at the
jimction of the Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River "near the site where Camp Grant
was later established by the government" (Frederick Contzen, Hayden File, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson).
Ogle 1970: 48.
Terrell 1972: 249.
Officer 1987: 306.
Chief massacre participant and conspirator Sidney DeLong served briefly as a member
of the California Volunteers during this period.
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Dunn 1958: 336.
Spicer 1962; 134.
Dunlay 1982: 31. The Territorial scalp bounty policy operated in similar ways to the
one established by the Mexicans decades earlier. And much like the Mexican scalp
bounty, it was widely abused, as bounty hunters often killed Tohono O'odham and even
Mexicans and passed off their scalps as Apache. Early Anglo settler John Gray quotes a
Tucson freighter as saying that "it was no trick to get Papago Indian scalps and pass them
off for Apaches. The Papagos were always good, peaceM fellows, but a scalp-hunter
would hardly draw the line—for the matter of sixty dollars..." (John Gray, MS 312,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
Officer 1987: 308.
Captain H.S. Washburn to Adjutant General Garvin, September 20, 1866; quoted in
Parish 1915-18 (Vol. IV): 110.
157 According to Dunn, in 1864: "For the Apaches alone the returns sum up, 216 Indians
and 16 whites killed; 146 horses captured by Indians, and 54 recovered; 17 cattle taken
by Indians, and 21 taken from them; 3,000 sheep taken by Indians, and 175
recovered...The loss to the whites was not fiilly reported, and the Indians were much
damaged in addition to this by the destruction of their crops. Nearly all the Apaches
planted to some extent in the sheltered valleys of their wildernesses" (1958: 336).
Wagoner 1970: 23.
Lockwood 1938: 154.
Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1865, p. 507.
Ogle 1970: 58. In January 1865, American defense capabilities suffered a "severe
setback" with the transfer of Arizona Territory to the Department of California from the
Department of New Mexico, essentially meaning that the Apacheria now had to be
covered by two commands (Terrell 1972: 247). To make matters worse for Arizona's
settlers, the California Volunteers, originally organized to fight Confederates, left
Arizona when the Civil War came to an end soon after.
Poston reported that during the Civil War (1861-1865), those who chose to reside
outside of well-defended Anglo settlements or travel well-known routes took their lives
into their own hands (Poston 1886).
'"Dunn 1958: 340-341.
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Perry 1993: 99.
Among the major items on the federal government's agenda in the immediate postCivil War era were the "Reconstruction" of former Confederate states back into the
Union (completed in 1877, when the last federal occupation forces were withdrawn), the
promotion of U.S. industrial and trade expansion, and the spatial consolidation of the
United States via the conversion of territories into states.
Lockwood 1938: 158.
Terrell 1972: 250.
Ogle 1970: 61.
Hammond 1929: 5.
Carr 1889.
Spicer 1962: 248.
Chapter 4

'Hadleyetal. 1991:244.
^ Howard Hooke, Interview with the Author, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, January 3,2003.
^ Grenville Goodwin learned of this place from Walter Hooke, who was one of his main
informants. According to Goodwin, based on his interviews with Hooke and others, the
name of this place—^located at the head of Aravaipa Canyon—^refers to the fact that it
contains ancient pictographs along its walls (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2,
Folder 27, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Stevenson Talgo, Interview with the Author, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, January 3,
2003.
^ Delia Steele (with Veronica Belvado, Interpreter), Interview with Diana Hadley,
Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On file at Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Office,
Safford, Arizona.
® Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Office, Saffor^ Arizona.
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^ Hadley et al. 1991: 209-210,244.
^ Goodwin 1937b: 4-5. Goodwin stated that despite the federal government's attempts to
consolidate the Apache in a few major villages, Apache bands—^particularly those of the
White Mountain and San Carlos groups—still exerted considerable influence over social
organization and attitudes on the reservation in the 1930s. For example, according to
Goodwin, "Not long ago an individual entered the Agency and claimed, with some heat,
that he had a right to all the land in the San Carlos valley from Peridot to Casador
Springs, for his father, a chief, had held this same large area" (1937b: 14).
^ The San Carlos agency had discontinued government rations for the San Carlos Apache
in 1901, when the federal government concluded that the prevalence of Apache wage
labor signaled that they were moving toward self-sufficiency, but the ration program was
reinstituted in the late 1910s (Adams 1971: 119-120). According to San Carlos elder
Delia Steele, the government started passing out rations in 1918 or 1920 when she was
about five years old (Delia Steele (with Veronica Belvado, Interpreter), Interview with
Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On file at Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) Office, Safford, Arizona).
Goodwin 1937b: 92-93.
Goodwin 1937b: 92-93.
12

For years, these ranchers illegally grazed thousands of unregistered head of cattle,
decimating the land. According to Baldwin, after 1923 reservation agents began to
gradually terminate these harmfiil leases, but little of the land returned to tribal control
was then used for agriculture (1965: 52).
Goodwin 1937b: 108.
Goodwin 1937b: 105.
In his report to Office of Indian Affairs (OIA) officials in 1937, Goodwin lamented the
OIA's eschewing of agriculture at San Carlos, warning that prolonged and undue reliance
on ranching would have deleterious effects on both the Apache culture and diet.
According to Goodwin, "To remove agriculture suddenly is a dangerous blow to these
people; to discourage it slowly with no adequate substitute is just as bad" (1937b: 96-97).
Goodwin 1937b: 92-95.
Goodwin 1937b: 95-96.
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Goodwin 1937b: 9-10. A few years later, Goodwin, speaking specifically of the lands
of hashke bahnzin's Aravaipa people, upon the construction of Coolidge Dam, "these
farms were condemned, and they went farther up the San Carlos River, where the
remainder of them, with the exception of those at Bylas, are now scattered among the
other Apache" (1942: 29).
Referring to the Coolidge Dam issue, Goodwin reported:
"Little or no contact with Pima or Papago exists and the feeling towards
them on the part of the Western Apache are not cordial, a leftover fi-om
interrelations, always warlike, in pre-reservation times. That the Coolidge
Dam should compound waters at the expense of Apache about San Carlos
to irrigate Pima farms, was and is a sore point among Apache thus
affected. The hard feeling for the Pima and Papago lies principally with
men and women of older generations who remember or have heard vivid
accounts of troubles in former times" (1937b: 22).
Seth Pilsk, Interview with author, San Carlos, Arizona, January 7,2004.
Apache informant Reece Bullis provided Diana Hadley with this information in a 1990
interview (Hadley et al. 1991: 244).
Hadley etal. 1991:245.
23

According to Hadley et al., many Apache had fiiends among Aravaipa Canyon's eastend Hispanic community (1991: 81-82).
Jeanette Cassa, Interview with the author, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, September 19,
2003.
Claridge 1989: 181.
Claridge 1989:167; Hadley et al. 1991: App. 5.
Hadley et al. 1991: 81-82, 247.
Claridge 1989: 167.
Bill Salazar, quoted in Hadley et al. 1991: 247. According to Salazar, the Hook family
also harvested Johnson grass and com stalks to use as forage for their horses. They
cooked their acorn tortillas on the side of a split eight pound lard can (Hadley et al. 1991:
247).
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Claridge 1989: 168-169.
Claridge 1989: 181.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Baldwin 1965: 60; Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189,206-212.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Buskirk 1986: 161.
Buskirk 1986: 161.
" Goodwin 1942: 128; Baldwin 1965: 61-62.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Oilman and Richards 1975: 7.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Goodwin 1942: 150.
Goodwin 1942: 54.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
^ Goodwin 1942: 156.
Buskirk 1986: 197-198.
Goodwin 1942: 156; Gilman and Richards 1975: 7. Davidson, writing in 1858, stated
that the saguaro—or "pitakaya" (actually "pitahaya")—constituted a principle source of
sustenance for "large nxmibers" of Coyoteros, which in this case referred to the Pinal and
Aravaipa (Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major W.A. Nichols,
Asst. Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20,1858). Many of those northern
groups who didn't participate in the saguaro harvests spent their early summers gathering
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wild seeds and berries around the Mogollon Rim (Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI.
Comm. 189, 206-212).
According to Punzmann and Kessel: "Usually a crosspiece was tied at one end so that
two acute angles were formed with the pole; the upward projection of the crosspiece was
pushed and the downward projection pulled to detach the firuit. The Southern Tonto and
San Carlos used a pole with an end hooked to an acute angle" (1999: A-7).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Reagan 1930; Oilman and Richards 1975: 9.
Goodwin 1942: 156-157; Baldwin 1965: 65-67.
Goodwin 1942: 156-157.
Goodwin 1942: 156-157.
Walter Hooke, Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson. According to Goodwin, for the Aravaipa, the "vicinity of Oracle
was a favorite place for gathering acoms. During the summertime they lived in these
mountains, almost overlooking Tucson and the Santa Cruz Valley. Here was good
hunting and safety, as long as a sharp watch was kept for Mexicans, Americans, and
Papago" (1942: 28).
Goodwin 1942: 156-157.
Buskirk 1986: 174.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
57

Reagan 1930. Goodwin offered the following description of how to make i sli tsit:
"When the meat is boiled it is allowed to cool slightly in its water. Then the acoms,
which have been ground fine with water into a mash, are mixed in the water, forming a
sort of gravy stew" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Indian Claims Commission, 21 Ind. CI. Comm. 189, 206-212; Hadley et al. 1991: 246.
John Rope, for example, reported that the Western Apaches used mescal fibers as paint
brushes (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum
Files, Tucson).
According to Buskirk, the San Carlos Apache group, which included the Pinal and
Aravaipa, "made as much or more use of mesquite and saguaro fiiiit as they did of
acorns" (1986: 197). Only a few groups regularly ventured from their homes in the higher
elevations to gather mesquite beans in the low country (Indian Claims Commission, 21
Ind. CI. Comm. 189,206-212.).
Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-3; Goodwin 1942: 157; Oilman and Richards 1975: 7.
The Western Apaches typically preserved mesquite beans in food caches for subsequent
use. Eaten raw, the pods and beans were also crushed into a powder the Western Apaches
reportedly called "sugar," which they then mixed with water and cooked (Reagan 1930).
Oilman and Richards 1975: 21.
Goodwin 1942: 25; Schroeder 1974: 596.
^ The fhiits of the cholla were eaten raw or sometimes stewed and dried (Hrdlicka 1908;
Reagan 1930). According to Goodwin's informants, the Westem Apaches also ate the
fhiit of tse xa ne 1 se bi. "a cactus with curved spines" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson). Unless otherwise
referenced, the information presented in the following passage regarding wild plant foods
was gleaned Irom the following sources: Goodwin 1942; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson; Baldwin 1965: 58-68; Bourke 1891: 129-131;
Buskirk 1986: 191-192,197-198; Frazer 1885; and Reagan 1930.
According to David Longstreet, a White Mountain Apache: "The berries of wild
mulberry are good to eat and our people gather them" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Box 4, Folder 47, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson). Discussing prepared foods,
Goodwin mentioned chidn ku ie tao sin di. which were "sour berries pounded up and
mixed with water and a little plain, roasted mescal into a sort of gruel. When drunk the
seeds of the sour berry are spit out" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder
47, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Gifford 1940: 14. Hrdlicka mentioned that the Aravaipa, Pinal and the other bands of
the San Carlos group typically ate their greens "chopped up, mixed with a little fat and
salt, and boiled" (Hrdlicka 1908: 258, quoted in Buskirk 1986: 192).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. The Western Apache oral narratives Goodwin collected also made reference to
"iva ai, seeds that were ground up and cooked into a mush; na diicvu ie seeds, which
were dried and ground; and also na diilba ve" (Goodwin 1939; 51-55). Hrdlicka,
meanwhile, mentioned kloh-tzo and nap-tzi. seeds that came from mountain grasses. True
to form, the Western Apaches ground these seeds, added them to hot water, and ate them
as mush (1908: 259).
Buskirk 1986; 188.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Buskirk 1986; 183.
Goodwin 1942; 160.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Terrell 1972; 258.
Terrell 1972; 262.
Spicer 1962; 249.
Spicer 1962; 249.
Quoted in Kelly 1974; 10.
Perry 1993; 95.
Perry 1993; 96.
O1

Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs {RCIA\, 1865, p. 506.
McCormick 1867; 3-46.
83

Perry offered an informative analysis of the ability of the Apaches to remain
economically independent through the late 1800s;
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"From the prehistoric phase well into the nineteenth century, the people
controlled their own territory and consumed what they were able to
produce without accumulating a surplus. They distributed their resources
through the medium of kinship without relying on the exchange of goods
as commodities among themselves, and their social system was
fimdamentally egalitarian. For centuries in the Southwest, they were able
to maintain control over their base of subsistence—the territory known as
[the] Apacheria—^until the forces associated with an encroaching state
wrested it from them." (1993; 25)
Perry 1993: 84.
Bourkel891: 127.
Perry 1993; 122.
Dunn 1958; 339.
Thrapp 1967; 38.
Perry 1993; 109.
Terrell 1972; 262.
Opler 1983a; 375.
Quoted in Terrell 1972; 261.
Spicer 1962; 248.
Thrapp 1967; 38.
Cremony 1969; 180. Samuel Robinson, who worked for the Santa Rita Mining
Company in 1861, concluded that the Apaches "are the most patient and persevering
people known—[they] will watch day after day and night after night to accomplish
anything they undertake. They have great powers of endurance, can run up a mountain
farther and faster than we can on level ground. They can travel a long time without food,
but if they have plenty, eat a great deal..." (Samuel Robinson, MS 1088, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson).
The Apaches' unrivaled patience figured prominently into their military strategy.
According to Terrell, Apache warriors often "would trail a party for days, waiting for an
opportunity to catch their victims off guard or in a position where defense would be
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difficult. In almost every fight the Apache would strike and scatter, making pursuit all but
impossible" (1972: 247).
Apaches also routinely deployed delaying and flanking maneuvers in an effort to confiise
and tire out the enemy and buy them time to escape. Watt—^whose article offers a
detailed examination of the complex and judicious nature of Apache warfare—states that
Apache warriors
"often kept tantalizingly ahead of their pursuers, occasionally engaging in
low-risk rearguard actions. Their opponents often assumed that such
delaying actions were intended to give their families time to escape and
encouraged them to continue their pursuit till exhausted...In effect, they
adopted a simple decoy tactic designed to protect their own logistics while
wreaking havoc on their enemies." (2003:10)
Watt 2003; 15. One tactic epitomizing the sophisticated and erudite nature of Apache
warfare rested in the Apaches' ability to make their fighting numbers appear considerably
larger than they actually were. According to Watt,
"Using the difficult terrain, the Apaches could launch flowing infiltration
attacks, which could and did give the impression of a far greater number
than were actually present. There are several accounts by both settlers and
soldiers convinced of being attacked by large numbers of Apache
warriors. This may reflect a tendency to enhance the heroic status of the
participants. Yet it may also indicate the successful use of such tactics to
convey the impression of far greater numbers of warriors than were
actually present..." (2003: 15).
Watt 2003: 1, 16. Watt stated that in order "to defeat these adept guerrillas, the U.S.
Army ultimately had to become Apaches to overcome them" (Watt 2003: 1).
Watt stated that "one should not be deceived as to the courage of individual Apache
warriors, yet courage was a means to an end rather than an end in itself (2003: 11).
Watt 2003: 10.
Perry 1993: 101.
^°^Perry 1991: 175.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Corbusier 1924. Although Corbusier reports this incident to have taken place in 1873,
the description he offers reflects the typical experience of many Western Apache groups
in the late 1860 and early 1870s. Perry states that the deaths of members only served to
compound the subsistence challenges facing Apache groups, as "the feeling of dread
associated with the scene of death, the destruction of the dwelling, and the abandonment
of the site all tended to ensure that groups would not become 'locked into' any particular
locality but would continue to cover wide territories" (1991: 161-162).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
The U.S. Army employed this strategy effectively against other Apachean groups in
the early 1860s.
Lockwood 1938; 162.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Kelly 1974: 29.
Spicer 1962: 134.
Baldwin 1970: 118-119.
Cole 1988: 56.
Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1865, p. 507.
Baldwin 1970: 123.
G.W. Leihy to Comm., Oct. 18, 1865, 39 Cong., 1 sess., H.E.D. no. 1, vol. ii, p. 690
(Quoted in Ogle 1970: 54).
Colyer 1872: 4.
Cole 1988: 54. According to Perry, "[t]he process by which the Western Apache came
to lose control over their territorial base amounted to a loss of access to an adequate
supply of food" (1993: 101).
Thornton 1987: 100.
Quoted in Terrell 1972: 260-261.
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Goodwin stated that the San Carlos group of Western Apaches was divided into four
bands: Pinal, Aravaipa, San Carlos proper, and Apache Peaks (1942: 2) (see Table 1 and
Figure 1). They resided "in the foothills of the Santa Catalina and Galiuro mountains, and
on both sides of the San Pedro and Gila Rivers" (Basso 1983: 463).
Goodwin 1942: 28.
Goodwin 1942: 28.
Perry 1971: 84.
Roberts 1993: 68.
Schellie 1968: 77-78.
Goodwin 1942: 158.
Schellie 1968: 78.
Clum 1936: 57.
Van Valkenburgh 1948: 18.
ScheUie 1968: 78.
Paraphrased in Terrell 1972: 250-251.
^^^Hadleyetal. 1991:41.
Schroeder 1974: 539-540.
April 1869 was a particularly busy month at Camp Grant, as the post conducted heavy
troop patrols throughout the region, hi Aravaipa Canyon, troops destroyed the camp and
belongings of 200 Apaches. The next month, a group of 200 Apaches, under the
leadership of the Aravaipa chief Barbachoe, retaliated by attacking a Tully & Ochoa
wagon train (Schroeder 1974: 601).
Pvinzmarm and Kessel 1999: A-3.
Spicer 1962: 249.
Terrell 1972: 252.
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Altshuler 1983: 28.
In the late 1860 and early 1870s, the Army's efforts to strike treaties with peaceseeking groups of Apaches in Arizona were often stifled by federal agencies whose
treaty-making powers nullified its own.
Schroeder 1974: 587.
Terrell 1972: 258.
According to Brandes, "In January 1868 Gen. Crittenden made a treaty with some
bands around Camp Grant. They broke out of the reserve after receiving rations, headed
for the Tonto Basin, and made a rendezvous" (1960: 36).
Vincent Colyer to President Ulysses S. Grant, 15 November 1871, in United States,
Office of Indian Affairs, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the
Secretary for the Year 1871 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1872), 12-22,
NADP Document RB1871.
Punzmann and Kessel 1999: A-3.
Perry 1993: 98.
The Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army reveals a marked
rise in the number of U.S. Army troop engagements with the Apaches during the period
in question (Heitman 1903).
Cozzen's survey of military records reveals that the U.S. Army engaged in a total of
137 combats with Indians between 1866 and 1870, reportedly killing 647 Indians—^most
of them Apaches (2001: 20).
Old Lahn offered a rather conservative estimate of the human losses incurred by the
Aravaipa alone during this era—a figure that likely failed to account for those killed in
the Tidball raid—stating that "between 1857-1870, no less than 50 Aravaipa men, women
and children were ruthlessly killed by miners, adventurers and soldiers for no other
reason than that they were 'Injuns'" (Van Valkenburgh 1948: 18). Acts of treachery
contributed in no small measure to the number of Apaches killed during this period. For
example, some Apaches reported receiving rations of poisoned meat and com meal
(Miles and Machula 1997: 15; Baldwin 1963: 31)
Colyer 1872: 3.
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Dunn 1958: 341.
Thrapp 1967; 79.
Terrell 1972: 263.
Terrell 1972: 244.
Faulk 1968: 204. French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau posited the "Noble
Savage" as an unsophisticated, unambitious and pristine being, a creature guided by his
emotions and not his mind. For more on Rousseau's conception of the Noble Savage, see
Cranston 1991.
Terrell 1972:261.
Schellie 1968: 70. According to Hoxie, the general premise of President Grant's peace
poUcy intended to establish a lasting peace through a mission-type system in which
"religious men appointed by Congress would replace civil and military agents and
oversee the implementation of the policy.. .The goals of the policy were to place Indians
on reservations, teach them the rudiments of Christianity and individualized farming, and
eventually prepare them for citizenship" (1996).
Basso 1983: 480.
Terrell 1972: 264.
Terrell 1972: 259.
Terrell 1972: 259. Fort Whipple was located at what is now Prescott, Arizona.
Ord to Adjutant General of the Army, September 27, 1869, Annual Report of the
United States War Department, 1869 (Quoted in Lockwood 1938: 177).
Terrell 1972: 262.
1 ft)

Ord to Adjutant General of the Army, September 27, 1869, Annual Report of the
United States War Department, 1869 (Quote in Lockwood 1938: 172-173).
Dunn 1958: 617.
Ord to Adjutant General of the Army, September 27, 1869, Annual Report of the
United States War Department, 1869 (Quoted in Lockwood 1938: 170-171).
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Miles and Machula 1997: 15.
Major John Green, Hd. Qrs. Camp Grant, A.T. to General Acting Adjutant, District of
Arizona, RG 98, War Dept., U.S. Army Commands, Fort Grant, Arizona, Vol. 34, Letters
Sent, August 20, 1869.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Longstreet was another of Goodwin's informants who claimed descendancy
from White Mountain Apache clans but who lived at Bylas on the San Carlos Apache
Reservation. Interestingly, Goodwin refers to the 'tis eban as "Arivaipas" within this
quote, yet another indication of the extremely close relationship between the Aravaipa
and Pinal bands of Western Apaches.
A.F. Banta, Manuscript Collection 56, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Green also reported that the Army's growing pressure on Apache movements and
subsistence forced at least one group of Apaches he encountered during his march to seek
terms of surrender:
"...On the night of Aug. 1st Capt Barry returned with his command and
reported, that, when he approached Miguel's village there was a white flag
flying from every hut and every prominent point; that the men, women
and children came out to meet them and went to work at once to cut com
for their horses and showed such a spirit of delight at meeting them, that
the officers united in saying, if they had fired on them, they would have
been guilty of cold blooded murder, even my chief Scout Manuel, who has
no scruples in such matters and whose mind was filled with taking scalps
when he left camp, said he could not have fired on them after what he saw.
Capt Barry also found that the white men had nothing but some provisions
and implements, being what they represented themselves: prospective
miners. Miguel reiterated that he wanted to go on a reservation where he
could be protected..." (Major John Green, Hd. Qrs. Camp Grant, A.T. to
General Acting Adjutant, District of Arizona, RG 98, War Dept., U.S.
Army Commands, Fort Grant, Arizona, Vol. 34, Letters Sent, August 20,
1869.)
Major John Green, Hd. Qrs. Camp Grant, A.T. to General Acting Adjutant, District of
Arizona, RG 98, War Dept., U.S. Army Commands, Fort Grant, Arizona, Vol. 34, Letters
Sent, August 20, 1869.
171

Ogle 1970: 75. Freighter and government contractor Sidney DeLong, one of the
leaders of the Camp Grant massacre, reported that any Territorial citizens "away from the
vicinity of a Military Garrison or in the settled towns took their lives in their hands—
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farming or mining could not be successfully conducted unless with a sufficient number in
proximity to be their own protectors and even then the men were picked off in ones or
twos and stock stolen at every opportunity." He surmised that 1869 constituted "perhaps
the most marked year for murders and depredations of Indians. In May of that year a
whole train belonging to Tully & Ochoa was captured with their loading mostly
Government stores for old Fort Grant; on and among the hills opposite Canada del Oro
some 28 miles fi-om here on the road to Oracle—4 train men were killed" (Sidney
DeLong, "History of Arizona," Manuscript Collection 217, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson).
Ogle 1970: 75.
Hastings 1959: 148.
Ord to Adjutant General of the Army, September 27, 1869, Annual Report of the
United States War Department, 1869.
Ogle 1970: 73. As General-in-Chief of the Army, Sherman was President Grant's
point man for military adjudication of federal Indian policy.
Sherman to W.W. Belknap, January 7,1870, A.G.O., 1010 P.
177

In June 1865, Territorial Governor Richard C. McCormick lamented that had the
government waged an all-out war against the Apaches, then "a great population would
have entered the Territory, and long ere this, its opulent mines and agricultural lands,
would have been so..." (Poston 1886).
™ Schellie 1968: 69.
Worcester 1979: 115.
Langellier 1979: 25.
Lockwood 1938: 174.
Schellie 1968: 69.
Lockwood 1938: 174.
Stoneman to A.G., June 2, 1870,1.O., A 1074.
Wagoner 1970: 125.
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Hastings 1959: 148. DeLong was among Stoneman's harshest critics: "The military
authorities did little beyond guarding trains loaded mostly with their own supplies and
holding possession of their posts for some months after occupying [Arizona]" (Sidney
DeLong, "History of Arizona," MS 217, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
In reality, however, even during relative lulls in military activity, Army troops conducted
scouts throughout Apacheria on a routine basis, commonly targeting the territories and
rancherias of the Pinal and Aravaipa. For example, in February 1869, troops clashed with
an Apache group camped in the Aravaipa Mountains (Barnes 1935: 290). In April 1870, a
contingent from Fort McDowell laid waste to a number of com fields at Wheat Fields, the
primary farming site of the Pinal Apaches (Miles and Machula 1997: 15). A survey of the
monthly post returns from Camp Grant shows a marked increase in scouts against the
Aravaipa and Pinal and other Western Apache bands beginning in 1867, with Camp
Grant routinely conducting multiple scouts each month with increasing success in terms
of the numbers of Apaches killed and the number of Apache encampments desfroyed
(U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94).
Arizonan, August 13,1870.
Terrell 1972: 268.
Clum 1936: 66.
Ogle 1970: 79. Goodwin states that the Eastern White Mountain band was the
easternmost and one of the largest bands of Western Apache. They were known to their
fellow Western Apaches as dzil ghd' ("on top of mountains people") and inhabited the
western slope of the White Mountains, the Blue Range and the Morenci Mountains, south
across Gila River to the Graham Mountains as far as the Winchester Mountains (1942:
12). The Western White Mountain band, according to Goodwin, was known as the
lindbdha ("many go to war") and resided mainly on Cedar Creek eastward to White
River, below East and North forks (1942:15).
On August 1, 1870, the U.S. Army changed the name of Camp Ord briefly to Camp
Mogollon and then Camp Thomas. On February 2, 1871, with the arrival of General
George Crook, the name was changed to Camp Apache. The post's name was officially
changed to Fort Apache on April 5, 1879.
Colyer 1872: 3.
Quoted in Terrell 1972: 269.
Stoneman to A.A.G., October 31,1870, A.G.O., 711 P.
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'^^Lockwoodl938:175.
According to de la Garza—as well as the Apache informants who participated in this
study—besh-ba-gowqh roughly translates to "The Metal Village" and refers to the
present-day town of Globe, Arizona (1975: 3). An account of the attack included in a San
Carlos Apache tribal history published in 1997 places the number killed, which included
many women and children, at possibly as high as one hundred (Miles and Machula 1997:
15). The post returns for Camp Grant for July 1870 put the number at 40 (U.S. Military
Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652 Roll 414, RG
94).
U.S. Military Post Retums, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94. Gushing remained exceptionally effective conducting scouts against the
Apache during the winter of 1870-1871, before being killed in an Apache ambush in
early May 1871. According to Asa Daklugie, the son of the Chiricahua leader Juh,
Gushing "murdered people up around Camp Grant and Globe, but it was a long time
before my father had an opportunity to retaliate. Cushing went in pursuit of Apaches
accused of attacking a wagon train and taking much plunder not far from Camp Grant. He
attacked and killed many Indians at night. They were not of our band, but they were our
brothers" (Ball 1980: 26).
Schellie 1968: 69.
S.O. 36, Dept. Arizona, December 30,1870.
^^^Bourkel891: 101.
Ogle 1970: 79.
201

Samuel Drachman, "Arizona Pioneers and Apaches." Presented for the Arizona
Pioneer's Society, May 4, 1885. Papers. Manuscript Collection 689, Arizona Historical
Society, Tucson.
Edward Palmer. MS AZ 197, University of Arizona Library Special Collections,
Tucson.
203

Memorials and Affidavits Showing Outrages Perpetrated by the Apache Indians in the
Territory of Arizona During the Years 1869 and 1870 [hereafter Memorial 1871]: 3.

Instructed to implement a policy of appeasement upon his arrival in Arizona,
Stoneman conducted a tour of the Territory to inspect its various military posts in order to
lay the groundwork for such a program.
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Wagoner 1970; 124. Stoneman's report, dated October 31, 1870, was published in the
April 15, 1871 edition of the ylnzona Citizen.
Thrapp 1967: 86.
Perry 1993: 121.
Stoneman to Sherman, February 22, 1871, fw 801-1871, LR AGO, RG 94;
paraphrased in Altshuler 1981: 189.
Armual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1872 (Quoted in Jackson 1881: 339340).
Perry 1993: 108.
Lockwood and Page 1930: 42.
Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Marion 1965: 42. Marion also reported that Tucson conducted "good trade with
Overland Route travelers, citizens and soldiers, and with people of Sonora."
Mansfield 1961: 32.
Lockwood and Page 1930:42.
Lockwood 1938: 174.
Stewart 1908: 252.
Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. It should be noted that
while the majority of contractors left Tucson sooner or later, some like Sam Hughes
remained.
In the words of Altshuler, "How could a man deliver beef when his herd was raided?
How could he supply grain or hay when faced with a choice between departing from his
farm and departing from life?" (1981:189).
Governor A.P.K. Safford, Arizona Territory to General Parker, Washington, D.C.
August 5,1870 (M619, Roll #808).
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Memorial \%1\\ A.
It is worth noting that the Apaches weren't the only ones committing depredations
against settlers and travelers in the Arizona Territory. Mexican outlaws were committing
depredations with increasing frequency and severity in the period leading up to April
1871, particularly along the highway between Gila Bend and Fort Yuma. In January
1871, Governor A.P.K. Safford quoted Colonel King S Woolsey as saying, "The County
is infested with Mexican robbers who seem determined to clean out all the Stations on the
river." Colonel James M. Barney of Arizona City stated: "The Mexican Outlaws are
overrunning the Country, and if the present condition of affairs continues, they will soon
drive off all Station keepers stock and men, and the road itself [between Gila Bend and
Fort Yuma] will soon become impassable" (Governor A.P.K. Safford, Arizona Territory,
to House of Representatives, Arizona Territory, January 27,1871).
Memorial m\: 10.
Historian David Faust of the Fort Lx)well Military Museum in Tucson reported these
totals following a close examination of the document.
Terrell 1972; 267.
Langellier 1979: 18.
Memorial 1871: 5.
There are scarce references in the archival record to incidents of Apache raiding
within the boundaries of the town of Tucson during this period. Mrs. Atanacia Santa
Cruz-Hughes, the wife of Sam Hughes, did recall one occasion during the winter
preceding the Camp Grant massacre: "The Indians had been very bad all winter and got
very bold and kept coming closer and closer, right up to our very doors. We had a brush
fence on the east side of our place and one night Hiram [Stevens] woke up and saw
Indians inside the fence after the cattle" (Santa Cruz-Hughes 1935: 70-71).
George Washington to James Duane, September 7, 1783.
Terrell 1972: 265.
Blankenburg 1968: 63.
Citizen, December 24,1870.
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Stoneman's heightened military offensives of late 1870 had forced many groups of
Apaches into the Territory's military posts, including Camp Apache, to arrange for peace.
Memorial 1871: 12.
Hastings 1959:152.
Chapter 5

' The testimony provided by Larry Mallow in this section was garnered from two
interviews: Larry Mallow, Fieldwork Interview, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, April 4,
2003. Larry Mallow, Arizona State Museum, Tucson, Arizona, January 14, 2003. The
latter interview was conducted jointly with T.J. Ferguson and Chip ColwellChanthaphonh of the Center for Desert Archaeology in Tucson.
^ Although Larry is unsure of the reason, it is likely that Marshall Mallow and his mother
left Aravaipa with the other Apaches in the early 1890s to escape reprisals by local
settlers for the reported depredations of Apache BCid, who was rumored to have hidden
out in the canyon on a regular basis during that period. Mallow's penchant to refer to Old
San Carlos as Coolidge Dam reflects the fact that Old San Carlos, once the site of the San
Carlos Agency, was submerged following the construction of the Coolidge Dam in the
1930s.
•J

Dickson Dewey, Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona, November 20, 2003.

^ Hadley et al. 1991: 246. According to Apache informants Reece and Lonnie Bullis, by
this time the structures on Chiquito's land were no longer standing (ibid).
^ Victoria Salazar Tapia, Interview with Diana Hadley, 1989 (Hadley et al. 1991: 246).
^ Alice Kenton, Interview with Diana Hadley, 1990 (Hadley et al. 1991: 245).
Dickson Dewey, Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona, November 20, 2003.
o

Van Valkenburgh 1948: 16; Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa
Canyon, Arizona, 1990, on file at Bureau of Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona.
Van Valkenburgh, who interviewed an Aravaipa Apache by the name of Old Lahn in
1948, reported a significant number of Apaches camped at Oracle. According to Wallace
Johnson, however, this practice began to decline with the widespread use of automobiles
on the reservation.
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^ Jeanette Cassa, Interview with the author, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, September 19,
2003; Howard Hooke, Interview with the author, Aravaipa Canyon, January 3, 2003;
Hadley et al. 1991: 244-245.
Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona.
" Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona; Delia Steele (with Veronica
Belvado, Interpreter), Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Office, Safford, Arizona (Hadley et al. 1991:
246).
Hadley etal. 1991:245.
1^

Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona.

Howard Hooke, Interview with the author, January 3, 2003. According to Hadley et al.,
the demand for Aravaipa Canyon's precious metals subsided considerably during the
1950s, and by 1957 all active mining had come to end in the Aravaipa area (1991: 300).
Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diana Hadley, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, 1990. On
file at Bureau of Land Management Office, Safford, Arizona; Jeanette Cassa, Interview
with the author, Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona, September 19, 2003.
Hadley et al. 1991:247.
17

According to Perry, this total amounted to "somewhat less than a dime per person per
year" (1993: 155).
18

According to Hadley et al., even before the 1896 legislation, "non-Indian ranchers
began grazing their cattle and goats and squatting near springs on the Mineral Strip.
Throughout the period prior to the 1930s, non-Indian ranchers ran livestock on the
Mineral Strip" (1991, Appendix "Ranches": 1-2).
Hadley et al. 1991, Appendix "Ranches": 1-2.
Order No. 2874, 28 F.R. 6408 (1963); 34 F. R. 1195, January 24,1969.
21

Afl;er 1969, some ranchers reportedly continued to live on the Strip, leasing land from
the San Carlos Apache Tribe (Bureau of Indian Affairs, San Carlos Reservation file; cited
in Hadley et al. 1991, Appendix "Ranches": 1-2).
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Typically, observation parties were dispatched to the farm sites in late August, while
the Western Apaches were harvesting acoms and mesquite beans, to see if the com and
cultivated plants were ready for picking (Goodwin 1942; 157).
Goodwin 1942: 157.
Goodwin 1942; 157.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Quoting Anna Price, "When a person had lots of com to harvest, they used to hire
some of the other people to come and help gather it in" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS
17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Gilman and Richards 1975; 7.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 35, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
32

In his testimony to Goodwin, John Rope recounted an instance where his White
Mountain people gave acoms and com to the Aravaipa in exchange for butchered cattle
meat (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 36, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson).
Goodwin 1942: 54-55.
Buskirk 1986; 70.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
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Buskirk listed a number of traditional Western Apache com recipes in his study of their
subsistence economy (1986: 82-86). Goodwin's informants also told of a number of
prepared com foods, including be-da-is tlo-ne. com ears boiled while still in their husks;
a recipe that called for a mixture of cooked com and beans; ta be iuge. small triangular
tarts fashioned from a mash of grovind green com, salt and ground seeds of the fruit of the
barrel cactus and cooked in wet com leaves; and sles t un, a recipe using the same mash
and "wrapped up with wet com leaves in a flat package about ten by twelve inches and
one to two inches thick. Cooked over heated rocks in a shallow pit about ten inches deep.
Com leaves are laid over rocks, then com food, then more leaves and finally a covering
of dirt" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folders 33 and 34, Box 4, Folder 47,
Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Buskirk 1986: 73. Like most of the domesticated and wild plants used by the Western
Apaches, com served a number of purposes other than that of food. Com stalks were
commonly used for bedding and husks used as food wrappers. Com smut was applied as
a bleach to the faces of women. Particular varieties of com were used in a number of
ceremonies and rituals as well (Buskirk 1986: 81-82).
Bamey Titla, Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson; Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 4, Folder 48, Arizona
State Museum Files, Tucson; Baldwin 1965: 59.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Buskirk 1986: 39, 73.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Van Valkenburgh 1948: 20.
^ In August 1860, just after the post was first established as Fort Arivaypa, it was
renamed Fort Breckenridge in honor of John Breckinridge. In July 1861, Union troops
destroyed the post to prevent its takeover by Confederate forces. The California
Volunteers christened the post in honor of then-Califomia Govemor Leland Stanford, but
in October 1863 military officials once again renamed it Fort Breckenridge, a name it
would bear until 1865 (Hutton 1979: 35; Brandes 1960: 35-36).
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According to Camp Grant's head snrgeon John S. Billings, the post originally was built
"immediately on the bank of the San Pedro River." Following the flooding, which
destroyed a total of 20 structures, a "new site was then chosen on a flattened knoll in the
angle formed by the junction of the two streams. The knoll is situated close to the base of
the steep western mountain ridge, from which it is separated by the San Pedro" (Billings
1870). Marion, who accompanied Stoneman on his 1870 tour of Arizona's military posts,
reported that Camp Grant sat "upon high ground, in the delta formed by the San Pedro
and Arivipa rivers" (Marion 1965).
Quoted in Schellie 1968; 78.
Stone 1941: 24. Tyler, writing in 1872, reported that tiie post's buildings were "totally
unfit for quarters" and required "constant repairs" (Tyler 1872).
Bourke cited the tedium of daily life and the prevalence of disease infesting the post as
the primary factors behind the desertions (Quoted in Stone 1941: 24). An enlisted soldier
by the name of Gashuntz, a member of Troop K of the U.S. First Cavalry, had this to say
upon ending his tour at the post in February 1871: "As I turned to take a farewell look at
sombrous Grant, with its dilapidated buildings, where I had for more than two years been
constantly engaged in soldiering and working—^mostly the latter, to confess the truth—I
could not feel otherwise than sad notwithstanding the change, which, happy to note, fairly
promised to be for the better" (Gashuntz 1871).
Most of the sick were beset by attacks of intermittent fever caused by malaria.
According to Lieutenant Colonel John S. Billings of the Surgeon General's Office, who
toured Arizona's military hospitals in 1870:
"The prevailing winds are from the southeast down along the course of the
San Pedro, carrying with them the malaria from the marshes along its
banks, and exposing the troops stationed on the knoll to its deleterious
influence.. .The camp is composed of adobe, stockade, and reed buildings,
supplemented by tents. All the roofs are liable to leak in rainy weather..."
(Billings 1870)
Billings reported that the diseases "are all malarial, and prevail to such an extent during
the autumn and winter months as to unfit the garrison for any active service." (Billings
1870). In 1867, the amount of sickness at Camp Grant was so great that at least one highranking military official recommended the post be abandoned, to no avail (Dr. Valery
Havard, Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Book 687, Dec. 31, 1870 - Dec. 26,
1872).
Billings described the site of the camp as "the nearest place which could be found at
the same time supplied with water, accessible to wagons, and thoroughly free from any
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miasmatic influences" (Billings 1870). According to Dr. Valery Havard, who served as
post surgeon at Camp Grant, the convalescent camp "existed but a short time as it was
found that the patients were more comfortable and could receive better attention at the
Post [Camp Grant]. There were during the year (8) eight deaths" (Medical History of
Posts—Camp Grant, Book 687, Dec. 31,1870 - Dec. 26,1872).
Report of the Secretary of War, 1859-1860, 306; Billings 1870. The first military
officials to scout the confluence of Aravaipa Creek and the San Pedro River as a possible
site for an Army post viewed the site as strategically ideal in terms of both location and
terrain. In March 1858, Captain G.W. Davidson reported to his superiors that "the mouth
of this Creek [Aravaipa] is a central position to the whole of this country [Coyotero
Apache territory] and that any part of it can be reached from thence, by troops, in two or
three days" (Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major W.A. Nichols,
Asst. Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20,1858).
Unaware of what the Apaches already knew—^that this particular portion of the San Pedro
River was a prime source of disease—Davidson offered a similarly encouraging review
of the surrounding terrain: "It has permanent water—^the San Pedro—^the grazing is as
good as in any other part of this country, and as much of it...[there is] firewood in
abundance, the San Pedro above and below here being lined with groves of cottonwood,
and the mesquite, the roots of which are best..." Unequivocally optimistic, Davidson
recommended establishing a post at the site, stating: "If a post were put here, I do not
think the Indians could grow a grain of com, or cut a pound of mescal, without the
permission of the troops, and fiirthermore, that an enterprising officer, having four
Companies under his command, at this point, could subdue the Coyotero Nation within a
year" (Capt. G.W. Davidson, Fort Buchanan, New Mexico, to Major W.A. Nichols, Asst.
Adjutant General, Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 20, 1858).
" Schellie 1968: 79.
As stated in the previous chapter. Camp Grant's monthly post returns reveal a
significant escalation in scouts with an increasing frequency of success against the
Aravaipa and Pinal and other Western Apache bands beginning in 1867 (U.S. Military
Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652 Roll 414, RG
94).
Hadleyetal. 1991:43.
Qrtzera, November 26, 1870.
57

Ostracized by civilians and the military in the wake of the Camp Grant massacre,
Whitman left the Army the following year. He eventually relocated to Washington, D.C.,
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where he became a successful businessman, inventing and then marketing the popular
Whitman saddle (Thrapp 1967: 81).
Stone 1941: 23.
U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94; Stone 1941: 25-26. During late 1870 and early 1871, noted Indian
fighter Oscar Hutton served as post guide, while neighboring rancher Joseph Felmer
filled the position of camp blacksmith.
^ U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94.
Stone 1941: 25,42; Rickards 1964: 38; Johnson 1964: 64.
Speaking of postal service at Camp Grant, Billings stated:
"The mail route from San Francisco is by way of San Diego, Yuma,
Maricopa Wells, and Tucson, whence a weekly mail is dispatched north to
the post. But well-escorted trains and travelers may proceed from
Maricopa Wells direct, without circling southward by Tucson, as there is a
good road along the Gila River between the two places. On both roads
Indian attacks are of frequent occurrence. Letters reach San Francisco in
twenty, and Washington in twenty-five days, when there are no delays."
(1870)
When Marion visited Camp Grant in 1870, he inspected the company gardens there,
calling them the "finest, best cultivated" in Arizona Territory, yielding tomatoes, onions,
beets, cabbages, carrots, and more (Marion 1965). According to Billings, aside from
company gardens and the canned vegetables supplied by the subsistence department,
"onions and potatoes are sometimes brought up from Sonora, via Tucson, at 25 cents per
pound. Chickens and eggs are scarce, having to be brought from Tucson or Maricopa
Wells, while butter is almost unknown" (Billings 1870). The camp also typically kept a
six-month supply of com on hand (Tyler 1872).
^ John D. Wall, Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Book 687, Dec. 31, 1870 - Dec.
26, 1872.
Tyler 1872; Billings 1870. Army officials established the formal boundaries of the post
in March 1870, demarcating an area of 2,031 acres (Tyler 1872).
U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94.
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Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Hashke bahnzin's mother reportedly was the leader of the initial group into Camp
Grant (Clum 1936: 61). Old Lahn offers this accoimt of the initial meeting: "With
suspicion deep in their hearts the Aravaipa sent five old women, one of whom was
Hashkibanzin's [Eskiminzin's] mother, to Camp Grant to ask for peace. The old women
were treated kindly. In two days they returned with the news that the Nant'an [Whitman]
would hold council with the chiefs at the rising of the fourth sun" (Van Valkenburgh
1948: 18).
Colyer 1872: 31.
Capitan Chiquito's group had experienced the destructive effects of unremitting
military pressure and civilian violence in the years leading up to 1871. In April 1869, his
band sent out peace feelers to Camp Reno (Schroeder 1974: 601). In May the following
year, a group of Finals that included Chiquito and some Aravaipas attacked near Canon
del Oro. Troops responded by killing 30 Apaches and destroying their mescal and
provisions.
Goodwin 1942: 11. Given the dictates of the Apaches' matrilineal society, it followed
that hashke bahnzin would become a full and equal member of the group into which he
married.
Indian Service agent John Clum reported that "Eskiminzin was the chief of the Pinal
and Arivaipa Apaches who lived in ttie valley of the Gila and who roamed northward
over the Pinal range and southward to the Arivaipa canyon" (April 1929: 53). Goodwin
points out that when the Pinal and Aravaipa were treating with U.S. troops during their
occupation of Camp Grant on the San Pedro, their two most influential chiefs were
hashke bahnzin and Santos, an Aravaipa: "An Arivaipa, on being asked who his chiefs
were during those years, will often mention these two. Although there might have been at
least a dozen chiefs among the Arivaipa at the time, these two men stand out. It was they
who were relied upon to treat with the Americans" (1942: 11). By 1871, according to
Roberts, hashke bahnzin's band "had dwindled to 150. The American soldiers had so
harried his people that they felt safe nowhere. They were starting to die of starvation and
disease" (1993: 69).
By all accounts, hashke bahnzin was already developing a reputation in the Territory by
the time he arrived at Camp Grant. His detractors accused him of perpetrating numerous
atrocities against settlers in southern Arizona, while his supporters regarded him as an illfated victim who was innocent of the charges levied against him (Worcester 1979: 119).
The sordid accusations against hashke bahnzin increased exponentially in the wake of the
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Camp Grant massacre, inflating his reputation to near legendary proportions in the years
following 1871.
Thrapp 1967: 82.
Colyer 1872: 31.
According to Schellie:
"This [Arivaipa Canyon] had always been Indian country, the native
haunts of the Arivaipa band of the San Carlos Apache group. For years the
Arivaipas—^known to other Apaches as Tseijin \tcejine\, the people who
live 'by the black rocks'—had roamed these lands freely. Their rancherias
were protected by the terrain and they farmed the fertile bottomlands of
Arivaipa Creek, or Little Running Water, as the Apaches called it...Tseijin
territory was expansive, and there were places in the mountainous, rough
country, where the band's women and children and old people could be
left in secure winter camps, and from which war parties could drop
southward, into Sonora, Mexico, on long raiding expeditions." (1968: 77)
Clum 1936: 64.
Colyer 1872: 37.
Colyer 1872: 32.
Colyer 1872: 37.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Colyer 1872: 37.
U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Altshuler 1981:190.
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Aha California, February 13,1872.
Colyer 1872: 31.
Given Whitman's view of Indians generally and the Apaches in particular, he likely
instituted this system in an effort to instill in the Apache an appreciation of Euro-agrarian
pursuits—despite their longstanding agricultural practices.
Haley 1981: 257. Austin worked for the Tucson mercantile firm Lord & Williams,
which at the time was considered the main competitor of Tully, Ochoa & DeLong.
According to Altshuler, Austin paid the Apaches on behalf of Lord & Williams, who was
in turn relieved of delivery charges (1981: 191). In addition, the pitch of violence in
southern Arizona at the time made freighting supplies from Tucson to Camp Grant cost
prohibitive for the U.S. Army.
Colyer 1872: 37.
A 1995 newspaper article quoted Jeanette Cassa, who stated that the Camp Grant
Apaches gathered and sold substantial amounts of hay, and certain Tucson individuals
resented the competition. According to Cassa (as quoted by Allen), "one reason for the
raid was simple greed: The government paid well for supplies, and forage for horses was
one of the items needed" (1995: lOA). Manta was a rough cotton fabric that was used
throughout the southwestern United States during this period.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
" Colyer 1872: 31.
Citizen, March 11, 1871.
Citizen, March 11,1871.
According to Tucsonan Joseph Fish, "the citizens, especially at Tucson and vicinity,
were indignant at this feeding of Apaches and refused to believe that they had
surrendered in good faith" (Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
^''Altshuler 1981: 191.
Citizen, March 25, 1871.
Ogle 1970: 80.
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Blankenburg 1968: 64.
Brown 1970: 197.
Langellier 1979: 19. According to Perry, "[t]he pall of peace was especially irksome
when such agents and military officials as Lieutenant Whitman encouraged Apache to
grow crops and then bought supplies from them rather than from Anglo-American
contractors, who in the past often had struck comfortable deals with purchasing agents"
(1993: 121). Camp Grant was not the only post to establish such an arrangement with
peaceable Apaches. Camp Apache and a few other posts in the Territory had initiated
similar arrangements with the Apaches under their charge. According to Dobyns, by the
winter of 1870, "military authorities reckoned that they controlled some 2,000 Apaches,
who were cutting wood and hay to sell to the Army, along with surplus maize the women
raised despite killing frosts. Colonel [John] Green paid for hay with flour and received
cleaner fodder cheaper than Anglo-American contractors supplied" (1971: 35).
Andrew Noline was among the Apaches who settled at the rancheria in Aravaipa
Canyon in early 1871. According to testimony he provided to his granddaughter Adella
Swift:
"They used the water for irrigation that was coming down from the
mountain. They had put an earth dam there. He said there were a lot of
people that been living there that had been pushed around, from Dragoon
Mountains, Chiricahua Mountains, Cochise Sfronghold, and Wilcox.
That's where these Apache were living, and they were just being pushed
and pushed around...He always wanted to go back every summer and take
a look around there. He said he liked that place, that canyon. When they
harvest in October or September, he said there was a big cave by the
mountainside where they stored their food for the winter." (Adella Swift,
Interview with the author, Peridot, Arizona, March 11,1999)
Schellie 1968: 90. A wickiup was the typical domicile of the Apaches, a frame shelter
covered with matting of bark or brush.
Colyer 1872: 31.
Dunn 1958: 621.
In Whitman's report to J.G.C. Lee on May 17,1871, he commented:
"I had come to feel respect for men who, ignorant and naked, were still
ashamed to lie or steal, and for women who would work cheerfully like
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slaves to cloth themselves and children, but, untaught, held their virtue
above price. Aware of the lies and hints industriously circulated by the
puerile press of the Territory, I was content to know I had positive proof
they were so" (Colyer 1872: 32).
Colyer 1872: 37.
Alta California, February 3,1872.
'^^Thrapp 1967: 84.
Colyer 1872: 36.
Kessel 1976: 49.
Haley 1981:257.
Colyer 1872: 37.
Stanwood to A.A.G., Dept. Ariz., April 4,1871, LR Indian Bureau, RG 75.
Worcester (1979: 120) and Haley (1981: 256) estimated the number of Apaches
gathered at Camp Grant at about 500. Stone (1941: 42) and LangeUier (1979: 19) put the
total at 510 Apaches. During his three-week stay at Camp Grant in April 1871, Captain
Stanwood wrote there were between 400 and 500 Apache residing at the rancheria,
describing them as Aravaipas under hashke bahnzin; Finals, whose chief was Chiquito;
and "about 100 who were at Camp Goodwin a year ago" (Stanwood to A.A.G., Dept.
Ariz., April 4, 1871, LR Indian Bureau, RG 75). Aravaipa Apache Walter Hooke
reported: "At this place there were lots of us. It was during this time that the Pimas
[Tohono O'odham] came and attacked our people, in their camps above the Agency
[Camp Grant]" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson).
117

Lieutenant W.W. Robinson, Jr. reported that the Apaches had been eagerly awaiting
the arrival of Stoneman so that they might officially arrange a permanent peace and
receive permission to begin planting their crops along Aravaipa Creek (Colyer 1872: 37).
Cunningham 1988: 154.
"^Thrapp 1967: 85.
Arizonan, April 15, 1871.
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Arizonan, April 1,1871.
Schellie 1968: 102. Some of Stoneman's forays were meeting with success. In
addition to the five hundred Aravaipas and Finals that were harassed into Camp Grant in
March 1871, another "1,000 Yavapai came to Camp Verde in quest of peace" (Ogle
1970: 79).
Arizonan, April 1,1871.
Arizonan, April 1, 1871.
Thrapp 1967: 87. Oury's report in the Arizonan concluded with the following
statement: "The pith and substance of the whole matter as yovir committee understands it
from General Stoneman is: that we can expect nothing more from him than has been
done, and if anything ftirther is expected we must depend upon our own efforts for its
consummation" (April 1, 1871).
ylnzonan, April 1, 1871.
William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
Terrell 1972: 271.
William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
Leander Spofford. "Reminisces on Camp Grant Massacre" (As told to Albert S.
Reynolds, 1936). Ms 683, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
The cattle stolen during the raid reportedly belonged to massacre participant Juan
Elias.
The settlement is estimated to have been located about 25-30 miles from Tucson
proper.
A survey of the available evidence regarding Apache raiding and warfare reveals that
this estimate of 100 warriors was likely exaggerated. Surely, the loss of able-bodied
males experienced by the Aravaipa, Pinal and oilier Western Apache groups in the period
leading up to the massacre would have made their organization of such a large raiding
operation both highly improbable and unwise. The April 22, 1871 edition of the Weekly
Arizonan attributed to this raid to "Cachise," and it is likely that the force was composed
of Chiricahua Apache due to its purportedly immense size.
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Star, June 29, 1879.
Citizen, April 15, 1871.
According to Whitman and other officers stationed at Camp Grant during the spring of
1871, the Apaches assembled there were issued rations and counted every three days
upon moving upstream five miles fi-om the post. On these days, the counts conducted by
Whitman would have made it impossible for large numbers of able-bodied males residing
at the rancheria from being absent without being discovered. Whitman did issue passes to
small parties (typically consisting of three to four men and 15 to 20 women) permitting
them to leave to gather mescal in the mountains several miles ftirther east of their
encampment, but they were only allowed to be gone over the course of one ration day
(Lt. Royal E. Whitman, Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871
(Published in the Daily Alta California, February 3, 1872). According to ColwellChanthaphonh, one can deduce fi-om military accounts that the Camp Grant Apaches
were counted and issued rations ten times at regular three-day intervals during the month
of April 1871, including on April 10^^ 13' and 16*^^, which refiites assertions by
Tucsonans that the Camp Grant Apaches were responsible for attacks that fell on those
days (2004a).
Meanwhile, merchant Samuel Drachman, a resident of Tucson at the time, reported that
Oury had "sent word to Lt. Whitman, then in command of Camp Grant, to refijse passes
to the Indians or trouble would ensue. Whitman sent back word that he was running the
camp and advised Mr. Oury to mind his own business. This was the beginning of events
that led up to the terrible Camp Grant massacre and other scenes of bloodshed" (MS 216,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). It is worth noting that Drachman's account is not
confirmed in the recollections of either Whitman or Oury.
137

Any truth to Wasson's accusation rests entirely in the baseless assumptions that
Whitman only visited the Apache rancheria on those days when he counted them, and
that the Apaches happened to return to Camp Grant on the same day Whitman was slated
to count them.
Altshuler 1981: 193.
Langellier 1979: 21.
Citizen, April 15, 1871.
Stoneman to Adjutant General of the U.S. Army, April 9, 1871.
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Safford left Tucson in early March for Washington, D.C. and New York City to raise
awareness about the situation in Arizona and drum up political support for an all-out
military campaign against the Apaches. Safford also made the trip to assist R.C.
McCormick, his predecessor and Arizona's delegate to the U.S. Congress, in having
Stoneman removed from his post (Williams 1936: 72). He returned to the Territory on
May 29,1871.
San Diego Union, April 22, 1871.
Thrapp 1967: 85. It does not appear from a survey of available archival records and
documents that local Mexican businessmen like the Elias brothers played a particularly
prominent role in the meetings of the Pubhc Safety Committee in the weeks leading up to
the massacre.
The 1870 Decennial Federal Census for the Territory of Arizona reveals that those
who organized and led the massacre thrived on government contracts and, consequently,
were among Tucson's wealthiest citizens.
Terrell 1972: 270. Faulk states that "it was good business for merchants in the
Territory when there were Indian troubles. At such times more froops were sent, which
meant rations would be bought locally for them and their horses. A group of merchants in
Tucson were actively promoting incidents, a group known as the 'Tucson Ring'" (1974:
166). Ogle also mentioned the "ring" at Tucson as the leading opponent of Stoneman's
economy program (1970: 81). Wagoner also makes numerous references to the
machinations of the "Tucson ring" in Territorial affairs throughout the 1870s (1970: 122,
124, 147).
''^^Goffl972:30.
Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Of all of the allusions to the Tucson Ring in the historical literature, very few mention
ring members by name. Goff, in his study of Judge John Titus' tenure in Arizona, lists
U.S. Congressional delegate Richard C. McCormick as "a dominant figure" in the Ring,
with Governor Safford also a prominent member, and Wasson among those "playing
secondary roles" (1972: 30).
Faulk explained that "it was good business for merchants in the Territory when there
were Indian troubles. At such times more froops were sent, which meant rations would be
bought locally for them and their horses." He also states that a "group of merchants in
Tucson were actively promoting incidents, a group known as the 'Tucson Ring';
moreover, they were in collusion with many of the Indian agents to furnish substandard
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rations at standard prices, splitting the profits. Sometimes, with the aid of a reservation
agent, they furnished no rations at all and pocketed the money" (1974: 167-168).
Marion 1965. In its obituary of DeLong, the Star reported that he "became a member
of this firm [Tully, Ochoa & DeLong] and for fifteen years was stationed at Fort Bowie
as post trader" (November 25,1914). DeLong also served a brief stint as a member of the
Territorial Legislature.
Quoted in Clayton 1986: 8.
Clayton 1986:10.
Clayton 1986: 9.
Albrecht 1963: 37.
Clayton 1986: 9. Carr called Tully, Ochoa and DeLong "the only firm of any
importance in the southern part of the territory and controlling nearly all the government
contracts and freighting business, they had their trains always on the road" (Carr 1889).
Fish referred to Tully, Ochoa and DeLong as a "leading firm" of the early days that did a
"large business" (MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
A1 Williamson. "Reminiscences of the Early Days of Arizona." Dan Williamson File,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Memorial 1871: 23.
Citizen, December 24, 1870. The most reliable figure for firm losses at the hands of
Apaches in the years leading up to 1871 probably lies somewhere in between these two
estimates. Clayton reports: "In 1869, one of the company's freight trains was captured
with all its cargo—^worth between $25,000 and $50,000—and the following year another
caravan hit, with 30 oxen driven off by the Indian raiders" (Clayton 1986: 9). The
Arizonan also detailed the losses sustained by the firm:
"In July of 1868, a band of Arivaipas attacked a wagon train of Tully and
Ochoa at the Cienega de los Pinos, some 30 miles southeast of Tucson
while returning from Camp Goodwin. Animal and other property losses
suffered at the hands of the raiders was estimated at more than $5,200. In
the spring of the following year, between 200 and 300 Indians of the same
band attacked and burned a Tully and Ochoa train of 9 wagons loaded
with freight for Camp Grant, near Canon de Oro. The losses sustained this
time was estimated at more than $12,400. Small military units dispatched
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from Tucson and Camp Grant to the scene of the disaster to trap the
Indians failed. Both attacks on the Tully and Ochoa freight trains had been
made under Chief Barbachoe, who admitted and boasted of the attacks."
(April 15,1869)
Kane 1978: 304.
Lockwood and Page 1930: 52. Also of note on Lockwood's exclusive list were
William Oury and Hiram Stevens (1930: 52-53). Bom in Wales, England, Hughes lived
in Pittsburgh before moving west. Finding little success in the gold rush in California and
Oregon, Hughes relocated to Tucson in 1856, becoming one of its first permanent Anglo
residents (Joseph Fish, MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). According to his
wife, Hughes opened a butcher shop after his arrival, turning it into a general store and
becoming partners with Stevens in the business (Santa Cruz-Hughes 1935: 66). Fish
called him "the best known man in the Territory" prior to the Civil War (Joseph Fish, MS
257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
162 In the 1870 decennial census, Hughes listed his occupation as grain dealer and
estimated his property value at $25,000 (Census 1965: 176). Hughes and Stevens were
close friends, partnering in mining ventures as well (Frederick Contzen, Hayden File,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). The two were married to Mexican sisters.
1

,

According to Mrs. Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, wife of Sam Hughes, "We had one
ranch on the Ajo road...then we had another at Camp Crittenden...Hughes had a store
near the camp where he sold supplies to the soldiers" (1935: 66).
Schellie 1968: 33.
Oury traveled to California with the gold rush in 1849, spending seven years in the
state before leaving Sacramento in 1856 (Smith 1931:11).
According to Smith, Oury "established a ranch on the Santa Cruz, about half a mile
south of what was later called Silver Lake; that is about two miles from town" (1931: 1213).
Memorial 1871: 9.
168

Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, "Reminisces of an Arizona Pioneer: Personal
Experiences of Mrs. Samuel Hughes." MS 881, C.M. Wood Collection, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson.
Schellie 1968: 66.
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Terrell 1972: 270. According to Wasson; "To help obtain the required legislation and
secure a new military commander, the Governor at his own expense and on borrowed
money, spent the winter of 1870-1 in Washington" (A.P.K. Safford, MS 704, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson).
Wagoner 1970: 148. According to Williams, it was Safford's mining interests that
brought him the most money (1936: 73). Wasson reported that when Safford was "not
engaged in executive duties in his office, he was leading prospecting parties into the
mining regions, armed parties after hostile Indians, traveling from county to county
giving cheerful words to the struggling pioneers in stock-raising, farming and mining"
(A.P.K. Safford, MS 704, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
Like Oury and Hughes, Safford left the East for the California gold rush, spending ten
years there engaged in a variety of mining interests. He then did some business in San
Francisco for a few years before relocating to Nevada, where he took up mining once
again. While there, he led several civilian expeditions against hostile Indian groups
(Williams 1936: 69-70).
Memona/1871: 30.
Safford personally led scouts against Apaches and admitted as much publicly (Schellie
1968: 99, 179). In a public proclamation issued on May 2,1870, Safford announced:
"Whereas, the military forces within the Territory is inadequate to carry on
an aggressively destructive war against the Apaches, or to insure the
protection of life and property, even in the most populous settlements:
Now, therefore, the Government of the United States having fiimished for
the use of our citizens 744 improved breach loading guns, with ample
ammxinition, I, A. P. K. Safford, Governor of the Territory of Arizona, and
Commander-in-Chief of the militia thereof, call upon every able-bodied
man, subject to military duty, to immediately aid in organizing the militia
in accordance with the law and with the recommendations of my
proclamation of October 18th, 1869, in order that the arms may be
distributed, and the militia force prepared for active service in the field,
and for co-operation with the regular troops [under Stoneman]."
(Proclamation, Governor A.P.K. Safford, May 2, 1870; quoted in
Williams 1936: 72)
During his address to the Sixth Territorial Legislature in January 1871, Safford explained
his thinking behind a civilian militia: "I am of the opinion that volunteers raised among
our own people, inured to the climate, acquainted with the habits of the Indians and with
the country, and fighting for their homes and firesides, would be found efficient, and in
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the end more economical for the government than the regular troops" (Quoted in
Williams 1936; 73).
Stevens was one of the Territory's richest citizens. In the 1870 Census, Stevens listed
his occupation as "retired merchant" (he was by no means retired) and his property value
at $110,000 {Census 1965).
Lockwood and Page 1930; 53.
Lockwood and Page 1930; 53. According to Azor H. Nickerson, a brevet major who
served under Crook, in May 1872 the Stevens ranch "was not much more than a mile
away from the fort, which was also department headquarters. The herd which the Indians
had captured was probably the largest and most valuable sheep herd then in the territory,
and its capture as bold and impudent a raid as ever occurred in that locality" (Nickerson
1897).
Lockwood and Page 1930; 56.
Blankenburg 1968; 70.
Schellie 1968; 41.
Blankenburg 1968; 70. Wasson admitted in the July 8,1871 edition of the Citizen that
he had prior knowledge that the Tucson contingent was preparing to lead a punitive
expedition against the Camp Grant Apaches.
181

•
According
to Jesus Ellas' obituary; "The first American settlers now living found his
father Juan Elias here a man of wealth and honor. His son Jesus Maria Elias became early
noted as a guide to government troops and a fearless Indian fighter" {Tucson Daily Star,
January 11,1896).

Officer 1960; 13.
Waterfall 1992; 115.
The Elias family had a long history of participating in punitive expeditions against the
Apache; According to Hadley;
"On 4, 1832, the Seccion Patriotica, a group of irregular Mexican troops
operating with the assistance of Pima auxiliaries under Jefe Joaquin
Vicente Elias, defeated a large force of Apaches in CajSn de Arivaipa
[Arivaipa Canyon]. The force of enemy Apaches included a number of
runaways from the manzo [Apache mansd\ communities in Tucson and
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Santa Cruz. The former residents of the Tucson camp had formed an
alliance with a group of twenty-five warriors led by Capitancillo Chiquito
of the Aravaipa band. The battle raged for hours, leaving a body coxmt of
seventy-one Apache warriors, constituting a major victory for the Mexican
troops. Elias took thirteen captive Apache children back to Tucson, and
recovered 216 horses and mules, with the loss of only one Mexican
soldier." (Hadley et al. 1991: 40)
18*5

Jesus Elias reportedly owned a ranch near Camp Grant around 1864 (Jesus Mana
Elias, Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). His daughter later told the
following story about the incident that caused Juan's wounding:
"At one time Father was hired as an Indian scout and lived on the Arivaipa
not far from Camp Grant, where he had a little farm. He had a partner,
Manuel Coronado, who lived with him and a captive Apache boy named
Jose. (The boy took our name and lived with Father until he was 15, then
he died of fever in the Santa Rita Mountains where he and Father had gone
for lumber. He was buried at Canoa as it was too hot to bring the body
home.) One night while at Camp Grant the Indians thought they had killed
Father and, as the custom was, had a great feast and dance over it. It was
in the summer time and Father slept out of doors on a wooden bed with a
great bulky mattress. The Indians probably knew this but the night they
made their attack it was his brother Juan, who had, come to visit him,
sleeping in the bed and Father was away on a trip. A very tame oxen
always stood near the bed at night and the Indians sneaked up behind him
and. fired one shot, which hit Juan in the shoulder up near the neck. One
reason he did not kill Juan was because he was too close. The gun used
was probably an old shotgun. The shot was seeds from the mescal plant.
Many seeds were picked out of Juan's shoulder when they dressed the
wound." (Mrs. Alvina Rosenda Elias Contreras, Bio File, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson)
Officer 1987: 307.
Memorial 1871: 16,13.
188

Other military posts in Arizona, including Camp Apache, had already begun pursuing
similar arrangements with Apaches and other Indian groups in the Territory.
Alexander 1969: 35.
According to Officer, the good will existing between Anglos and Mexicans in Tucson
was largely attributable to a thriving local economy mutually beneficial to both groups:
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"Tucson's position as the trading center for Arizona Territory and much of
Southern California diiring the post Civil war period is another factor
which helped to establish good feeling between Anglos and Mexicans. At
this time, large numbers of soldiers were stationed throughout the area to
bring the Apaches under control. These troops were supplied from three
directions: the east, west and south. Goods from California were either
brought in overland along the Gila River or shipped to the port of
Guaymas, Sonora, then carried by wagon through Mexican territory into
Tucson. Those from the east were transported by wagon train from
Mesilla, New Mexico. Mexican merchants and freighters, as well as
Anglos, were atfracted to Tucson by the great trading possibilities. The
Spanish speakers enjoyed certain advantages over the Anglos, especially
where bringing in supplies from Mexico were concerned" (1960: 14).
Marion 1965: 43.
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According to Wagoner: "Not the least cause for the Indian hostilities was the graft by
government officials and the greed of contractors and mine speculators who coveted
Indian mineral lands" (1970: 148).
Citizen, April 22,1871.
Ogle 1970: 88.
DeLong would later write:
"It remains now for the people to develop the vast resources of Arizona—
We have a great extent of fine soil for cultivation, the one thing required
to make Arizona blossom as the rose is water and labor to apply it.. .SO all
that now is needed is labor & capital. Our mountains contain gold silver
copper lead iron and coal in paying quantities. What is required there also
is labor and capital judiciously and economically apphed and Arizona will
stand near the first State in the Union, in bringing to the worlds markets
these valuable products and to her inhab(itants) will insure the rewards of
successful industry and enterprise." (Sidney DeLong, "History of
Arizona," MS 217, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson)
Pedersen 1970: 152.
'^^Pedersen 1970: 154.
Pedersen 1970: 154.
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Carr, who was stationed in Arizona during the late 1860s, reported that the U.S.
sxarveys
"which had been made were confined almost exclusively to the lines of the
Thirty-second and Thirty-fifth parallels, along which ran the only roads
traversing the territory firom east to west. What lay in the vast extent of
country between these lines may have formed the subject of many a
conjecture, but no efforts to definitely determine the question had been
made. The route principally used was that near the Thirty-second Parallel,
extending fi-om Fort Yuma to New Mexico, through Tucson and Fort
Bowie, a dreary, sandy waste of four hundred miles..." (Carr 1889)
John Clark, Surveyor General for New Mexico and Arizona in 1865, notified
Washington on several occasions that Arizona was unsafe for surveying parties until the
Indians were exterminated or pacified (Pedersen 1970: 155). See Report of the
Commissioner of General Land Office, 1865, 117-118; Report of the Commissioner of
General Land Office, 1866, 115.
201 Because of his position as U.S. Surveyor General of the Territory of Arizona, Wasson
quickly became known throughout the Southwest as "General", a moniker "he did little to
discovirage" (Schellie 1968: 37).
Pedersen 1970: 158.
Pedersen 1970: 157.
Arizonan, April 29, 1871.
Citizen, April 22, 1871.
206 William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
207

Colyer made reference to what he viewed as the marked difference in attitudes
between those who feasted financially on the Apache wars and common Tucsonans:
"...But I am told that these papers only reflect the opinions of the traders, army
contractors, bar-rooms, and gambling-saloon proprietors of those two towns [Tucson and
Prescott], who prosper during the war, but that the hardy fi-ontiersman, the miner, poor
laboring-men of the border, pray for peace, and I believe it" (1872: 19).
Hastings 1959: 152.
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William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
Star, June 19, 1910.
Terrell 1972: 272.
Langellier 1979: 21.
William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
Citizen, April 22,1871.
Citizen, April 22,1871.
Underhill 1938: 35.
Fontana 1974: 209.
Quoted in Schellie 1968:95.
Henry 1996. Thrapp states that this "was probably Francisco Galerita, chief of the San
Xavier Indians and one of the most influential of the Papagoes, who died December 9,
1879, after having received the sacraments of the Catholic Church into which he was
bom (1967: 88). The Star reported that Francisco "ruled the Indians for many years, and
all were obedient to his command and docile to his advices. Nothing was undertaken
without his consent" (December 13,1879).
R.A. Wilbur, MS AZ 344, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. In his May 17, 1871
report to Lee, Whitman recited the Apaches' reaction to the Tohono O'odham's
involvement: "They say: 'We know there are a great many white men and Mexicans who
do not wish us to live at peace. We know that the Papagos would not have come out after
us at this time unless they had been persuaded to do so'" (Colyer 1872: 33).
The village of Pan Tak is otherwise known as "Coyote Sitting" or "Coyote Sits."
Schellie 1968:118.
Colyer 1872: 38.
Colyer 1872: 32.
Colyer 1872: 34.
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Colyer 1872: 32.
Star, June 19,1910.
22^ Terrell 1972; 272.
22^ Matilda Romero, Interview with Robert Thomas, June 12, 1953 (Thomas 1963).
Comobabi is an eastern O'odham village not far from Pan Tak. Romero also stated that
the O'odham waited ten days before departing, which conflicts with other accounts. After
the ten days, she explained, "they walked to Tucson. The young men had to walk, but the
old men could ride horses. When they got to Tucson it was dark and they went to the
American man's house...He handed out rifles to the Papagos and told them to keep
going, he would meet them at the foot of the mountains on their way back." According to
Romero, she thought the man's name was Elias (Thomas 1963).
2^° Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, MS 881, C.M. Wood Collection, Arizona Historical
Society, Tucson.
2^' Thrapp 1967: 88.
2^2 In his Memorial affidavit, Lee testified that he was prevented from working on his
silver mine on account of the hostility of Apaches {Memorial 1871: 17).
Oury also recounted the incident:
"...and your historian [Oury] got a blow squarely in the right eye from an
old neighbour who quietly said to him, 'Don Guillermo your countrymen
are grand on resoluting and speechifying, but when it comes to action they
show up exceedingly thin,' which in view of the fact that 82 Americans
had solemnly pledged themselves to be ready at any moment for the
campaign and only six finally showed up, was to say the least rather
humiliating." (William S. Oury. 'The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson)
234
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Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, Manuscript Collection 881, C.M. Wood Collection,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
Terrell 1972: 273.

William H. Bailey. "Account of Camp Grant Massacre" (Reported by Albert S.
Reynolds), Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. At the December 1871 trial
of the massacre perpetrators, Hughes testified: "I am Adjutant-General of this Territory;
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the duties of that office for the last eight months has been to receive arms, mark them and
re-issue them; I commenced marking the arms about the 1®^ of February last..." (Clara
Fish Roberts, MS 689, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
Charles Morgan Wood. "Camp Grant Massacre." MS 881, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson. One of the richest men in the Territory, Zeckendorf listed his occupation as retail
merchant and his property value at $124,000 in the 1870 Decennial Census.
Terrell 1972: 273.
Atanacia Santa Cruz-Hughes, Manuscript Collection 881, C.M. Wood Collection,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. Most reports confirm this fact, but there are scattered
accounts that contradict it, including Matilda Romero's oral history (Thomas 1963; see
above footnote) and the Tohono O'odham calendar stick entry for 1870-71: "They said:
'Don't stop for food or for weapons. The women at the Hollow Place will be grinding
com for you and the pale whites will give you guns. So all came, some with bows and
some without but, at the Foot of the Black Hill, the Mexicans gave them guns" (Underbill
1938: 37).
240 William H. Bailey. "Account of Camp Grant Massacre" (Reported by Albert S.
Reynolds), Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. Blankenburg concludes that
"[t]he leading citizens, the ones who organized the Camp Grant raid, were so well known
to each other and to the military that Oury knew their absence fi-om town would soon be
noticed" (1968: 70).
William S. Oury. "The Camp Grant Massacre." MS 639, Arizona Historical Society,
Tucson.
242 •.

This paragraph is in large part reprised from the account offered by Randall (1991:
82).
Randall 1991: 82.
Randall 1991:82.

According to Jesus Garcia, a Mexican who joined the raid, the decision to launch a
pre-dawn attack came upon the recommendation of two of the massacre's Mexican
participants who had once been captives of Apaches. Garcia stated that the captives
"advised us to attack at 3 a.m....while the Indians were still asleep" (Jesus Garcia, Bio
and Hayden File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson). Matilda Romero, meanwhile,
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Goodwin 1942: 94.
Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 36.
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According to Goodwin, the Western Apaches knew their raiding territory "like their
own country, and every mountain, town or spring of consequence had its Apache name.
Raiding parties sometime reached the Gulf of California, probably between the mouth of
the Rio de la Concepcion and Tiburon Island" (1942: 93). Goodwin informant Barney
Titla reported, "Our old war parties used to travel far into Mexico this way. Sometimes
we went close to the ocean, way to the South West" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17,
Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).

" Opler 1965: 333.
Baldwin 1965: 67.
Goodwin 1942: 28,25.
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Bourke reported that the Apaches would dispatch raiding and warfare parties against
the Akimel and Tohono O'odham firom their gathering camps at the same time they
collected saguaro fixiit. (1895: 52).
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According to John Clum, the Aravaipa "were mountain hidians. They had no horses.
There was no sure feed for horses in the mountains, and even women could climb trails
that horses could not" (Clum 1936: 62).
Baldwin speculates that the Western Apaches may not have particularly needed horses
as transportation during pre-reservation times because they "moved in a restricted area,
farming and seed-gathering and hunting. The only time horses came in handy was on a
raid" (1965: 64).
Perry 1993: 82.
Goodwin 1942: 93-94.
Goodwin states that among the Western Apaches specifically, raids of settlements in
the Santa Cruz Valley south of Tucson were usually conducted by the Cibecue and San
Carlos groups (1942: 93).
While it is impossible to precisely determine the frequency with which the Aravaipa,
Pinal and other Western Apache bands conducted raids, there is a general consensus that
the Aravaipa in particular relied less on raiding than other Apache bands historically.
However, they were by no means the pacifists that some, like Clum (April 1929, July
1929) and Old Lahn (Van Valkenburgh 1948: 16)—^who both referred to them as the
"most peaceful" of the Apache—^have painted them out to be. According to Ogle,
although the Aravaipa "were somewhat agricultural, they raided far southward and were
reputed to have laid waste to many towns in northern Mexico prior to the Gadsden
Purchase" (1970: 9).
Spicer 1962: 546.
" Perry 1993: 83.
Goodwin 1942: 94; McLean, Thomas P.M. to Sylvester Mowry, Dec. 25, 1859,
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Letters Received, Pima, 1860, Record Group 75.
Goodwin referred to an Anglo who resided near Fort Defiance, New Mexico, and who
regularly visited the Apache Peaks band to trade them gunpowder, caps, and lead for
bullets in exchange for livestock (1942: 25). According to Perry,
"Apache trading appears to have been little more than a marginal flirtation
with the market system. The constraints inherent in their way of life
essentially immunized them fi-om being drawn into dependency on the
market since there was no practical way for them to amass profit beyond
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the limits of their own consumption or incentive for them to do so" (1993:
83-84).
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According to John Rope, "In old times our people used to visit with the Navajos in
their country. We used to drive burros up, loaded with mescal, and trade for blankets. We
used to make war with them also" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32,
Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson. Western Apache oral tradition reveals that the Navajo blanket was a popular
trade item. According to John Rope, "We used to use the burros and mules, and horses, to
pack up mescal to trade with the Navajo for blankets, and calico. We also used to take up
a lot of these little breast feathers from the turkey, in bunches, as the Navajo liked them
very much" (Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State
Museum Files, Tucson).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Musevun Files,
Tucson.
Colyer 1872: 33.
"Waterfall 1992: 116.
Citizen, May 6,1871.
^ Blankenburg 1968: 66.
Every Saturday, August 19,1871.
^ Citizen, June 24, 1871. Perry surmises that a "good deal" of Grant's exasperation over
the Camp Grant massacre "probably had to do with the domestic disorder and disruption
that could only set back economic development in the region" (1993: 123).
Hastings 1959: 155.
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A perfect example was the rejoinder from Arizona published in Every Saturday that
responded to the tabloid's call for the prosecution of the massacre's offenders. Calling the
Apaches "the natural enemy of every thing bearing the stamp of civilization, and
especially of the white man," the editorial contended that if Whitman had only been
presented with the evidence connecting his new wards with recent depredations then he
would have had no choice but to punish the guilty and order the entire group from Camp
Grant and treat them as hostiles, thus averting the massacre—^this despite the fact that no
specific allegations of their wrongdoing had been aired prior to the attack (Every
Saturday, October 7,1871).
Citizen, June 10, 1871.
Citizen, April 15, 1871; June 10, 1871. This section detailing local self-justification for
the massacre is exfrapolated from an in-depth discussion by Hastings (1959: 155-156).
Smith 1967: 18.
Alta California, February 3, 1872.
Citizen, June 10,1871.
Citizen, June 10, 1871.
According to Roberts, many Apache groups "used [Aravaipa] as a shortcut, but for
Eskiminzin's people, it was sacred land, the mother country" (1993: 70).
Thrapp 1967: 93.
Arizona Star, June 29 and July 1, 1879; Thrapp 1967: 85.
Thrapp 1967: 92. Also see Chapter 5, note 136.
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•
One the main reasons for Safford's trip to the East Coast during spring 1871 was to
politick for Crook, a favorite among Tucsonans, to replace Stoneman in Arizona.
Altshuler 1983: 2-3.
Citizen, June 3,1871.
Cozzens 2001: xxiii.
Colyer 1872: 38.
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Citizen, June 3, 1871.
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Citizen, June 25, 1871. Briesly drew the Citizen's ire after he called the massacre "an
outrage perpetrated by the citizens of Tucson" in an article published in the Army and
Navy Journal.
Colyer 1872: 33.
In an April 9,1871 letter to the U.S. Army Adjutant General, Stoneman stated:
"Most of the depredations that have been committed during the last few
months have been traceable almost exclusively to the Tontos and Finals,
or to a band composed of no one appears to know exactly what or who—I
am led, however, to believe that tiiis band is composed of remnants., .made
up with a few renegade Mexicans. Their field of operations has been along
the boundary line between Arizona and Sonora, depredating in either, as
opportunity offers." (Stoneman to Adjutant General, April 9,1871)
Indian commissioner Colyer also commented on the allegations of Tucsonans: "Their
statements that the Indians left that reservation and went on raiding parties against the
citizens is denied by every officer and citizen at the post" (Colyer 1872: 17). The Eastern
newspaper Every Saturday stated that "the language he [Whitman] uses leaves no doubt
that this massacre was the work of those who wanted the trade in hay which he had given
the Indians" (August 19, 1871). Spicer stated that "other Pinalenos and Chiricahuas had
been raiding in southern Arizona—^the Pima villages and the settlements along the Santa
Cruz River and the vicinity of Tucson" (1962: 249).
Colyer 1872: 31-33; Lieutenant Royal Whitman, Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, to
Assistant Adjutant General, Department of Arizona, Drum Barracks, California, April 30,
1871; Whitman to Captain Thomas L. Dunn, Camp Lowell, Arizona Territory, May 1,
1871; Whitman to Assistant Adjutant General, Department of Arizona, Drum Barracks,
Cahfomia, May 5, 1871; Lt. Royal E. Whitman, Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre
Trial, December 6-13,1871 (Published in ihe Daily Alta California, FeWary 3,1872).
Colyer 1872: 38.
Dunn 1958: 624.
Colyer referred to Hutton as an "old pioneer" who had "the reputation of having
personally killed more Indians than any man in Arizona" (1872: 17).
Colyer 1872: 35.
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Colyer 1872; 35. This statement represented a change of heart of sorts for Austin, who
was predisposed toward hating the Apache prior to the arrival of hashke bahnzin's group
at Camp Grant. In his Memorial affidavit from January 1871, Austin testified that he had
"resided at Camp Grant for past 18 months, during which time the Apache Indians have
been very hostile, committing murders and depredations on travelers and farmers"
{Memorial 1871: 26).
Adella Swift, Interview with the author. Peridot, Arizona, March 11,1999.
Allen 1995: lOA.
Roberts 1993: 73.
Haley 1981:260.
Altshuler 1981: 195. Altshuler based her deconstruction of the hunting theory on the
fact that "no authority can be found for it from any man on the scene," but her study
failed to examine any Apache testimony regarding the massacre.
Howard 1907: 150.
Allen 1995: lOA.
Colyer 1872: 33.
Adella Swift, Interview with the author. Peridot, Arizona, March 11, 1999; Jeanette
Cassa, Interview with the author, San Carlos, Arizona, April 1, 1999.
103

In his report of the massacre, Whitman noted that many of the men had returned to the
encampment by the evening of April 30th (Colyer 1872: 32).
Wallace Johnson, Interview with Diane Dittemore, Aravaipa Canyon, 1993; Grenville
Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Arizona State Museum Files, Tucson.
This lack of reconnaissance, coupled with the segregated positioning of people in the
camp, may help to explain why so many reportedly managed to escape.
Terrell 1972: 273.
107

Crook's program, predicated on the continuous operation of highly mobile cavalry
units and the use of friendly Apache and O'odham scouts to assist in locating Apache
encampments, actually got underway with a successftil scout from Camp Apache in July
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1871, but the launching of five other similar expeditions was halted by the announcement
and subsequent arrival of Colyer and his peace commission (Cozzens 2001: xxiii).
Cozzens 2001; xxiii.
Tucsonans despised Colyer not only because he supported Grant's Peace Policy, but
also because of his strong ties to the abolitionist movement. The majority of Tucsonans
were former Confederates or Confederate sympathizers.
Meanwhile, reacting to the news of Grant's appointment of the Peace Commission,
Governor Safford issued a proclamation that exhibited a public restraint required of his
office. Calling upon Territorial officials and citizens to receive the Commission with
"kindness and hospitality," he stated that "the object most desired by the people of this
Territory is the cessation of Indian hostilities, and the means which will most speedily
accomplish this result will be hailed with joy by every inhabitant." Speaking of Colyer
and his fellow commissioners, he remarked: "If they come among you entertaining
erroneous opinions upon the Indian question and the condition of affairs in the Territory,
then, by kindly treatment, and fair, truthfial representation, you will be enabled to
convince them of their errors" (Proclamation, Governor A.P.K. Safford, August 15, 1871;
quoted in Wilhams 1936; 75-76). The proclamation, marked by subtle, almost disdainfiil
skepticism, fell on deaf ears.
Terrell 1972: 285.
Schellie 1968; 178.
Colyer 1872; 12.
11-5

According to Cunningham, "As if in reaction to the raid, breakouts from Arizona
reservations escalated. Even the Camp Grant Apaches returned to raiding" (1988; 156).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Punzmann and Kessel 1999; A-5.
Hashke bahnzin and Munaclee reportedly had ventured from their rancheria into the
surrounding hills to bring an old man, his daughter, and her two children into Camp
Grant (Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1871, 42^^ Congress,
Session, House Executive Docviment No. 1, Part 5,485-487).
Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1871, 42*"^ Congress, 2°^
Session, House Executive Document No. 1, Part 5, 485-487.
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Hashke bahnzin was charged along with seven other Apaches in absentia by a grand
jury in Tucson in October 1871 for McKinney's killing, but attempts to locate and
apprehend the Apache leader immediately thereafter were unsuccessful. Ultimately, the
federal government's efforts to strike a lasting peace with the Apaches precluded his
imprisonment for the alleged offense. According to Clum, at a conference with General
Crook and Vincent Colyer near Camp Grant, hashke bahnzin was asked if he killed
McKinney and why, to which he reportedly replied, "Yes, my heart swelled and I was
compelled to kill him" (1921). Clum, ever the ally of hashke bahnzin, later reasoned, "I
consider the massacre of Es-kim-in-zin's family and people at Camp Grant an
inauguration of a condition of war between the whites and the Apaches, and Es-kim-inzin's act in killing the white man [McKinney]—assuming that he did it—an incident in
that war." (April 1929: 57). Interestingly, Colyer mentioned hashke bahnzin's confession
in his initial handwritten report from Camp Grant (Vincent Colyer, Fourth Letter,
September 18, 1871), but it was omitted from the published version of the same report
(1872: 12-19).
According to Colyer, hashke bahnzin told him that he "was angry and killed the first
white citizen. After that I wish to confess 1 went on a raid against the Papago to recover
my children" (Vincent Colyer, Fourth Letter, September 18, 1871 (handwritten version),
quoted in Clum April 1929: 57).
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Hashke bahnzin purportedly admitted his involvement to Clum, who published the
chiefs account of the incident fifty years later. Clum stated that the military's report of
the episode incorrectly attributed the affair to Cochise and his band of Chiricahuas.
According to Clum, Eskiminzin told him the following story:
"I knew where the walking soldiers would camp; I knew of the shipment
of ammunition; I knew how walking soldiers left camp in the mornings; I
knew the ground and had selected the point of attack. With about forty
warriors we slipped along the foothills of the Santa Catalina to the pass,
(between the Santa Catalina and the Rincon Moimtains) keeping away
from the San Pedro and the ranches. Reaching the place we lay behind a
little hill, and that same night the soldiers camped at the water. Before it
was light I sent a man to the top of another hill nearer the soldiers to watch
their movements. As expected, and as they usually do, the company hit the
road at a fast walk, leaving the wagons to follow. Shortly after the soldiers
left the camp, the road passed behind and aroimd the point of a low ridge
and out of sight of my lookout; coming into view again the soldiers were
some distance in advance of the wagons, and my lookout reported 'no
soldiers with the wagons.' There was a rear-guard with the wagons but as
soon as the officer had gone out of sight, they crawled into the canvasscovered wagons, this fact deceiving the lookout and causing a miscarriage
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of plans. With no soldiers to contend with I sent a sub-chief and small
party to lay in wait close to the road, armed with only bow and lance, with
orders to make no noise. They lay hidden in an arroyo within about forty
feet of the road. All would have turned out as planned had no soldiers
been with the wagons. With thirty men I lay concealed behind the hill,
about three hundred yards north of the road, and saw the company pass by
us; the point of attack was about a quarter of a mile away to the west. My
reason for dividing the force was, should some accident occur, and the
company turn back, I would then make a demonstration, fire at the troops,
fall back and endeavor to lead them away from the wagons...
...When the company came opposite my place of concealment, we rushed
out and fired at them, but to my disappointment, the troops merely fired a
volley at us and continued down the road towards the wagons; my
intended ruse did not work. The volley fired by the soldiers killed a few of
my men, and one bullet passed through my arm, breaking no bone nor
cutting no artery...
.. .The d
d soldiers in the wagons spoiled it all. The only thing to do now was to help
my people at the wagons; we charged after the company, jumping to right and to left, thus
making the soldiers' aim uncertain. We escaped with the loss of nearly half of my
people." (Clum 1921)
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Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871 (Printed in Alta
California, February 3,1872).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Colyer 1872: 49.
Colyer 1872: 14.
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Wasson later downplayed the size of this force, stating that it only contained 60 men
(Schellie 1968: 178).
According to Colyer:
"...Soon after our arrival we learned that a company of one hundred and
seventy-five or two hundred armed white citizens from Tucson (the town
where the body of citizens came from who committed the massacre some
few months since) were on their way to, and within twelve miles of, the
reservation, and were expected in on the morrow. Two Mexican couriers.
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who had arrived some days previous, reported that the expedition was
gotten up with a view to breaking up the reservation...At the same time we
were informed that Governor [Safford], with a party of three hundred
citizens, who had recently passed through the reservation, were expected
in on their return homeward on the morrow" (1872:14).
197

In the proclamation he issued on August 15, 1871, Safford announced that he was
departing for the Pinal Movuitains "with a large force for the purpose of exploring the
agricultural and mineral resources of that region" (Proclamation, Governor A.P.K.
Safford, August 15,1871; quoted in Williams 1936: 75-76).
Worcester 1979; 129.
Colyer 1872: 14.
130

Colyer 1872: 14. Riding with the Tucson party were none other than Captain Dunn,
commander of Fort Lowell, and Dr. R.A. Wilbur, the Indian agent for the newly created
Tohono O'odham reservation at San Xavier. Colyer chastised Wilbur for leaving his post
and participating in an expedition under such suspicious circumstances. The
commissioner reported:
"...As the Papagoes, for many years, have had a feud with the Apaches,
and as they were the people whom the citizens of Tucson brought with
them on their former visit and who had assisted so vigorously in the
massacre, I was very much surprised, and expressed my great regret to Dr.
Wilbur at seeing him accompanying another expedition from the same
place of a character so similar to the former, and composed of a portion of
the same people, in a foray against another Indian tribe." (1872: 14)
During his stay at Camp Grant, Colyer traveled to the site of the massacre with the
Apache chiefs. He reported that "some of the skulls of the Indians, with their templebones beaten in, lay exposed by the washing of the run and the feeding of the wolves. I
overtook Es-cim-en-zeen [hashke bahnzin], who had ridden before us, and found him
wiping tears from his eyes when he saw them" (1872:17).
132

During the September 1871 council with Colyer, hashke bahnzin reportedly told the
commissioner: "If it had not been for the massacre, there would have been a great many
more people here now; but, after the massacre, who could have stood it?...The people of
Tucson and San Xavier must be crazy. They acted as though they had neither heads nor
hearts" (Colyer 1872: 16).
133

Colyer 1872: 16. In his September 15,1871 interview with Colyer, Esce-nela reported
that "his people were living here peacably, receiving rations three times a week, up to the
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time of the massacre. He believes neither the lieutenant nor any of the officers knew of
the people coming to attack them" (Colyer 1872; 15).
Colyer 1872: 18.
Colyer 1872; 33.
1 "Xft

Making the recovery effort especially urgent was the indictment of the massacre
perpetrators. In a letter to Whitman dated October 28,1871, written less than a week after
the indictments were handed down, Wilbur stated; "I would suggest that immediate
action be taken in this matter as the indictment for murder found by the late U.S. Grand
Jury against a portion of these citizens has brought the people of this place to such a pitch
of excitement, that any unnecessary delay would result in the disappearance of all trace of
the identity of these captives, if not in their death" (R.A. Wilbur, MS AZ 565, 344,
Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
I •j'y

McCaffry listed the six captive children, who had obviously been renamed by their
adoptive families, as follows: "Lola, a girl aged about ten years, in care of Leopoldo
Carrillo with whom she had been living; Vincente, a boy about nine years of age, in care
of Simon Sanches with whom he had been living; Juan, a boy about five years old, in
care of Samuel Martines, with whom he had been living; Luisa, a girl about four years of
age, in care of Jose Luis with whom she had been living; Lucia, a girl aged about three
years, in care of Francisco Romero with whom she had been living; and Maria, a girl
aged about twenty months in care of Nicholas Martines with whom she had been
living..." (J.E. McCaffiy, Tucson, Arizona, to R.C. McCormick, Washington, D.C., May
28,1872).
1 ^8

•

•

Speaking in the 1930s, Contreras stated that the two "were later married to Mexicans
and the daughter of one of them is now chambermaid at the Congress Hotel. The captives
who were not returned stayed of their own will and not because they we forced to" (Mrs.
Alvina Rosenda Elias Contreras, Bio File, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson).
139 T-«

Eager to retam possession of his new charge, Carrillo stated that "these captives are
contented and do not desire to return to the Apaches; all I have seen will cry if told they
are to be sent back; I know of ten cases in this town; many of them will deny that they are
Apaches" (Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871 (Printed in
Alta California, February 3,1872)).
Colyer officially established five reservations (Camp Apache, Canada Alamosa, Camp
Grant, Camp McDowell and Camp Verde) and two temporary feeding stations (Camp
Date Creek and Camp Hualpai) and confined nearly 5,000 Indians to these reservations
while in Arizona.
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Terrell stated that the fall 1871 raids were committed by "hostile Apache who had not
subscribed to the peace program," including the Chiricahua under Cochise (1972: 287).
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1872 (Washington, D.C.;
Government Printing Office, 1872), pp. 158-159.
Wagoner 1970: 131. Grand jury secretary Andrew Cargill, who merely related Grant's
warning to the grand jiuy, was burned in effigy by a group of Tucsonans when the
indictments were announced publicly. The pubhc outrage forced Cargill to resign from
his position with the mercantile firm Lord & Williams; Rowell subsequently hired him as
clerk for the massacre trial.
Andrew H. Cargill, MS 134, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson.
The Apaches named in the indictment apparently were warned that authorities were en
route to Camp Grant to arrest them and escaped into the mountains before they could do
so. According to Captain Stanwood, "I know that the United States Marshal went to
Camp Grant for the arrest of Es-ke-van-zin {hashke bahnzin]. I tried for two days, but
could not find him" (Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871
(Printed inAlta California, February 3,1872)).
Quoted in Goff 1972: 34. A survey of available archival materials and military
documents reveals that this estimate was a gross exaggeration, with the actual number of
citizens killed totaling far less.
hi the 1870 census, Hayden identified himself as a retail merchant with an estimated
property value of $45,000 (Census 1870: 176).
Terrell 1972: 291. Many of the jury's members conducted business of one sort or
another with the trial's most prominent defendants. According to Goff, the trial jury
consisted of eight farmers, two merchants, one prosperous freighter
(Mariano
Samaniego), and one "station keeper and trader" (1972: 34-35). The jury also included
Territorial Treasurer John B. "Pie" Allen, who had a close working relationship with
Hughes and the other Anglo defendants.
Goff 1972: 35. Lee, Etchells and Bennett conveniently omitted specific details about
what actually transpired during the attack itself and who among the defendants had a
direct hand in the killing.
The majority of the testimony offered by the defense's 33 witnesses sought to offer
"specific" evidence to prove that those at Camp Grant were responsible for virtually
every raid attributed to Apaches between the time they first arrived at the post in early
February until the massacre at the end of April, and even before. One witness even
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testified that while in his presence, hashke bahnzin openly confessed to killing Charles
McKinney and leading every raid attributed to the Camp Grant Apaches by the defense.
Meanwhile, Lieutenant William J. Ross testified that on March 17, 1871, Apaches from
Camp Grant had attacked the ranch of Sam Hughes that bordered Camp Crittenden, even
though it would have been nearly impossible for a large group of Apache men without
horses to leave the rancheria, travel the 100-mile distance, carry out the raid, and then
make the return trip before their absence was discovered by Whitman, who was counting
his charges every third day (Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13,
1871 (Printed in Alta California, February 3, 1872)). For example, it took the massacre
party, traveling at breakneck pace with little rest, two fiill days to cover the 70-mile
distance from Tucson to Camp Grant.
Transcript of Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871 (Printed in Alta
California, February 3,1872).
According to the recollection of San Xavier agent R.A. Wilbur, who attended the
proceedings, Titus also excused the conduct of the Tohono O'odham in his instructions,
telling the jury that "[t]he evidence in the present case shows that a state of war now
exists, and has existed from an undefined and uncertain period, between the Papago and
Apache nations. By the barbarous codes of both nations, the slaughter of their enemies, of
all ages and sexes, is justifiable, and such has been their practice." In his letter to
Whitman, Wilbur also rationalized the involvement of the O'odham:
"As regards the action taken by the Papago Indians in the Camp Grant
Massacre, I would most strongly urge upon you the behef that nothing but
the best of motives induced these people to lend themselves to the affair.
Having ever been at war with the Apache Indians, and having suffered
from their ravages in every conceivable way from time immemorial—
counselled by American citizens in whom they had confidence, and every
reason to believe that they would in no way advise them to conamit a
crime or even a fault against the United States Government—and to whom
in times past they have ever been in the habit of coming for advice and
counsel when in doubt or trouble. Are we to find fault with these Indians
for aiding in a transaction which they were given to believe was service to
these people and to the Government itself?" (R.A. Wilbur, MS AZ 565,
344, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson)
Blankenburg 1968: 69.
Cady 1916: 80.
William H. Tonge, Camp Grant Ranch, Arizona Territory, to Solomon Warner,
October 21, 1871.
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While testifying at the massacre trial, Whitman stated that the Apaches "have been
constantly increasing in number since the first of September.. .Their conduct has been
generally good." Stanwood, meanwhile, testified that since coming in, those residing at
Camp Grant "have not since been off in large parties that I know of..(Transcript of
Camp Grant Massacre Trial, December 6-13, 1871 (Printed in Alta California, February
3, 1872)).
157

Whitman to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 1, 1872, in Letters Received by
the Office of Indian Affairs (LROIA), 1824-81, Arizona Superintendency, Microcopy
234, Roll 6, National Archives.
1 CO

Whitman to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 25, 1872, in Letters Received by
the Office of Indian Affairs (LROIA), 1824-81, Arizona Superintendency, Microcopy
234, Roll 6, National Archives. Whitman was not without his allies. According to Indian
agent Edward P. Smith, who accompanied General Howard to Arizona,
"All of the line officers who have seen the lieutenant and his work at
Camp Grant and all citizens who have known him in his official position
are unanimous and enthusiastic in their admiration of him as a man of tact,
integrity, and wonderfixl sympathetic power over the Indians...The rigid
execution of the order [requiring daily counts] would be likely to scatter
the Indians firom the Reservation." (Edward P. Smith to Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, April 8, 1872, in Letters Received by the Office of Indian
Affairs (LROIA), 1824-81, Arizona Superintendency, Microcopy 234,
Roll 6, National Archives)
O.O. Howard to F.A. Walker, April 1, 1872, in Letters Received by the Office of
Indian Affairs (LROIA), 1824-81, Arizona Superintendency, Microcopy 234, Roll 5,
National Archives. Howard may have been predisposed to side with \^itman, as he
happened to be related to Whitman by marriage.
Howard also took this opportunity to investigate Whitman's conduct, which he found
to be "upright, kind, wise [and] successful...if he had pursued a course materially
different.. .it would have resulted disastrously to the given interests of peace and of the
Government" (Howard to Columbus Delano, April 27, 1872, LROIA, Roll 5, National
Archives).
Other diseases commonly afflicting the Apaches and soldiers residing at or near Camp
Grant included dysentery, pneumo-pleurisy, shingles, and conjunctivitis. Dr. Valery
Havard, post surgeon at Camp Grant at the time, stated that in "a hygienic point of view
this post is very badly located.. .And not only is the malarious influence powerful upon
those who live on the bottom lands, but the fever-poison spreads over the whole ground
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occupied by the post, which is in fact only a small mesa between two large tracts of
swamp." Referring to the peace conference held at the post by General Howard in May
1872, the doctor reported: "Citizens and Mexicans, although only 48 hours on the San
Pedro bottom, complain pretty generally of fever and hurry off as fast as practicable,
[they] declare that they never crop the San Pedro without being seized with the.. .disease
of this Post" (Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, December 31,
1870 - December 26,1872, Volume 687, RG 94, National Archives).
Stone 1941: 78.
Howard reported that their continued presence on the reservation was remarkable
because of "the fact that while they have been obliged to stay on their reservation without
the use of firearms for killing game they have had but little more then half rations, and
have often been hxmgry and naked" (Howard to Columbus Delano, April 27, 1872,
LROIA, roll 5).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Howard took an immediate liking to Santo, the father-in-law of hashke bahnzin,
taking him back to Washington to meet President Grant.
Howard 1872. Typical of most military officers who published accounts of
conversations with the Apaches—and all Indian tribes, for that matter—^Howard's
recollection of his dialogue with Santo and Hos-Yea no doubt was retouched to add
colloquial weight to the exchange.
Howard, Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs {RCIA}, 1872, p. 152. This
was likely the same "influential man" to whom Whitman referred in the earlier footnote.
168

Havard, for one, was of the belief that "any practical man would conclude it to be far
more advisable to remove the post than to attempt to remedy its unfortunate
surroundings" (Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, December 31,
1870 - December 26,1872, Volume 687, RG 94, National Archives).
Regarding Arivapa Spring, the May 1872 post returns for Camp Grant reported that
"the health of the troops stationed there has been good" (U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft.
Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652 Roll 414, RG 94). Writing in
March 1872, Havard stated: "It has been recognized, since 1866, that Camp Grant should
be abandoned, and if reports are favorable from the new outpost it is contemplated to
remove Camp Grant to Arivapa canon" (Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Arizona
Territory, December 31, 1870 - December 26, 1872, Volume 687, RG 94, National
Archives).
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Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, December 31, 1870 December 26, 1872, Volume 687, RG 94, National Archives. According to Howard, most
of the Apaches drawing rations from Grant were now camped six miles from the post in a
narrow canyon [Aravaipa] "very defensible against attack", about one mile away from
their farming sites, which the massacre had proven were far too vulnerable to attacks
(Howard 1907; 157). The encounter later caused Howard to comment;
"There is a strong feeling in Arizona on the subject of this affair...And the
people wonder that we carmot see more clearly the provocations they
labored under, that induced certain leading men to do this deed. I certainly
did learn the provocations, and do not forget them, yet under no
circumstances whatever can the civilized world justify a deed like this."
(Howard, Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs {RCIA], 1872,
p. 152)
Howard, Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1872, p. 152.
Howard to Columbus Delano, April 27,1872, LROIA, Roll 5.
Howard, Annual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs {RCIA\, 1872, p. 152.
Howard reported that the Papagoes "had a few complaints to make about other taking
their land from them" (Howard, Aimual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA\,
1872, p. 153).
175

Foreshadowing what would soon become the pervasive experience of the Akimel
O'odham and Maricopa (and, similarly, the Tohono O'odham), Howard reported that
"a formal council was held with some of the chiefs of the Pima and
Maricopa Indians, who, as it must be remembered, are people of
agricultural habit. They have a real grievance, and one difficult to adjust.
Their fields depend entirely on irrigation by the Gila River, and in old
times, its waters seldom failed them. But now that settlers have come in
upon them on the same river, tapping its waters for their own irrigation,
the poor Pimas and Maricopas lose their water and their crops. Antonio
Azul, their head chief, stated this admirably well; he and twelve other
chiefs cordially promised to go and look at some lands on the Indian
reservation to which General Howard hoped to remove them..." (Howard
1872)
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Still, the majority of the Apaches chose to remain encamped in Aravaipa Canyon a
safe distance from the post, traveling down to the San Pedro to listen to the proceedings
and retximing each night (Howard 1907: 157).
Whitman was in Tucson for his court-martial when talks commenced at Camp Grant,
but returned to the post before they concluded.
178

» Citizen, May 25,1872.

Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Howard 1872. It is important note that even today. Apaches, particularly the elders,
will use the terms "Pimas" and "Papagos" interchangeably to describe all O'odham.
Howard 1872.
Howard 1872.
Citizen, May 25,1872; June 1,1872.
Citizen, May 25, 1872; June 1, 1872.
"The 'Talk' at Grant." Citizen, June 1,1872.
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'Talk' at Grant." Citizen, June 1, 1872.

According to Hutton, the coal "was never exploited, but, in 1891, 300 men were at
work mining gold and copper for the Aravaipa Mining Company" (1979: 36).
188

According to Tucson Joseph Fish, hashke bahnzin issued the following rebuke of the
Mexicans' pleas:
"Your hearts must have become very tender all at once. Not long ago,
when the men were away hunting, you came here and killed defenseless
old men, women and. children. You took a number of our children to
Tucson to sell into slavery, and, when some of the little ones cried for their
homes, and murdered mothers, you put water on their heads (Baptised)
and then you took them by the legs and knocked their heads against the
rocks and killed them and. Left them for the coyotes to eat. How does it
happen that your hearts have gotten so tender all at once?" (Joseph Fish,
MS 257, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson)
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The Citizen, meanwhile, quoted hashke bahnzin as saying that the "sole object" of his
entering into the peace treaty was to secure the return of the children {Citizen, May 25,
June 1, 1872).
189

'Talk' at Grant."

Citizen, June 1, 1872.

Howard's decision to hand the captives over to the Apaches was no doubt swayed by a
conversation he had the previous night with Cook, who told him: "I would give them
back to the Indians...they [the Mexican families] use them as servants—^as slaves—and
the children have relatives among the Aravipas. They were carried off by force, some of
them badly wounded. It is right to give them back, and I would do it" (Howard 1907:
158).
McCaffry's appeal to Washington—^routed through the Arizona Territory's U.S.
Congressional delegate R.C. McCormick—stated that when in Tucson, Howard had told
him in the presence of Governor Safford
"that where the children were already in good hands and had no parents to
claim them, he would not require them to be returned to anybody else; I
said further, that I thought it was probable some arrangements might be
made in regard to those who had parents, by which their parents would
agree to allow them to remain with those who then had them and Genl.
Howard assured me (also in presence of Gov. Safford) that he would give
every assistance in his power to effect such arrangement of the consent of
the parents could be obtained."
In pleading his case for the retention of the children in Tucson, he added:
"These people [the Mexican families] ask that you will do what you can to
secure the return of these children, because they (the children) are now
Christians, and it is an outrage upon Christianity and civilization to force
them back into the savage heathenism of the Apaches, and because they
have no natural guardians, and they desire to return to their adopted
parents, where they were well cared for, and where Genl. Howard knows
they were being educated as Christians." (J.E. McCaffiy, Tucson, Arizona,
to R.C. McCormick, Washington, D.C., May 28,1872)
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In his initial report to Washington, Howard recalled that after the council concluded,
"a father appeared and claimed two of them [the children]. They acknowledged bim but I
promised to entertain the appeal, and prevailed upon him to let them remain, though, as a
father, he was entitled to them according to the admission of the district attorney himself
(Howard, Armual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1872, p. 155).
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Howard 1872.
Howard 1872. Much later, Howard recalled that there were present at the council "a
large number of white men who had been more or less emancipated from the restraints of
civilization, and who particularly enjoyed raids against Indians wherever assembled"
(Howard 1907: 155-156).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Howard, Aimual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1872, p. 157. Agent
Jacobs released the six children to the custody of their Apache relatives in late August
pursuant to instructions he received from Washington. Pledges from Howard and others
to discern the whereabouts of the other 21 missing children, who were likely sold into
slavery in Sonora, Mexico, went unftilfilled, and it appears unlikely that few if any of
those children ever made it back to their people.
Like many of the Apaches under his charge. Whitman had contracted malarial fever
while at Camp Grant the year before. He was particularly impaired by the disease during
the sxmmier of 1871. According to post surgeon at Camp Grant, "He was very much
suffering from Remittent Fever during a greater portion of the Summer [1871]: He was
very much enfeebled at that time" (Records of Proceeding of a General Court Martial,
May 27-June 3,1872, Record of the JAG Office, RG 153, PP2608, Nat. Archives, p. 90).
While Howard insinuated that his motives for choosing the confluence of the Gila and
San Carlos were entirely altruistic, it is more likely that the general bent to the whim of
powerfixl Territorial interests, particularly mineral prospectors, who wished to have the
Apaches removed %:om. Arapa so that the region's natural resources could be exploited.
Howard, Aimual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs [RCIA], 1872, p. 155.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Stone 1941: 79-80.
U.S. Military Post Returns, Ft. Grant, AZ, October 1865 through Dec. 1874; MF 1652
Roll 414, RG 94. The order discontinued the Camp Grant Reservation on the San Pedro
and significantly expanded the boundaries of the White Mountain reservation to include
the "San Carlos Division" (Captain A.H. Nickerson, Headquarters Department of
Arizona, Prescott, Arizona Territory, June 4,1872, General Order No. 22).
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Havard added that the Apaches became susceptible to malaria when remaining for any
length of time around the marshy bottom lands surrounding the post: "They always avoid
such places for habitation. And this suggests the query why we claim to know so much
should choose our places for posts with a carelessness which the Apaches might laugh at"
(Medical History of Posts—Camp Grant, Book 687, Dec. 31,1870 - Dec. 26,1872).
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 2, Folder 32, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 33, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
"Clay Beauford—^Welford C. Bridwell: Soldier Under Two Flags: Captain of Apache
Police; Arizona Legislator." Horace Dunlap, Manuscript Collection 233, Arizona
Historical Society, Tucson.
Grenville Goodwin Papers, MS 17, Box 3, Folder 34, Arizona State Museum Files,
Tucson.
Conclusion

' Valery Havard, Medical History of Camp Grant, entry for 20 April 1872, p. 241, U.S.
National Archives 1870-1872; cited in Speaker et al. 1994: 46. It is unclear whether
Havard actually excavated one of the burial mounds or simply removed remains that had
been exposed by erosion caused by the seasonal flooding of nearby Aravaipa Creek.
^ Speaker et al. 1994: iii. Of those 24 Apache, two others are identified as Aravaipa
Apache: Chan-deisi, an Aravaipa leader who allegedly shot and killed Lieutenant Jacob
Almy in 1873 and was killed by Apache scouts under the command of Major George M.
Randall the following year; and Pedro, who also was killed by Apache scouts following
an uprising at San Carlos in the spring of 1874 (B.G. McPhail to Indian Commissioner
E.P. Smith, 7 July 1874, Arizona Superintendency, 1824-1881, Roll 11, M234,
Correspondence of the Office of Indian Affairs and Related Records, RG 75, National
Archives, Washington, D.C.; George M. Wheeler, Transmittal Correspondence to the
Army Medical Museum, November 1875, Accession File 1174, Army Medical Museum
Records, National Anthropological Archives; Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C.).
^ Jeanette Cassa, Interview with the author, July 30, 2004.
^ According to Basso,
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"Of the himdreds of peoples that lived and flourished in native North
America, few have been so consistently misrepresented as the Apacheans
of Arizona and New Mexico. Glorified by novelists, sensationalized by
historians, and distorted beyond credulity by commercial film makers, the
popular image of "the Apache"—a brutish, terrifying semihuman bent
upon wanton death and destruction—^is almost entirely a product of
irresponsible caricature and exaggeration. Indeed, there can be little doubt
that the Apache has been transformed from a native American into an
American legend, the fanciful and fallacious creation of a non-Indian
citizenry whose inability to recognize the massive treachery of ethnic and
cultural stereotypes has been matched only by its willingness to sustain
and inflate them." (1983: 462)
^ Jeanette Cassa and Seth Pilsk, Interview with the author, July 30, 2004. This study
reveals that these destructive trends were beginning to make their presence felt even
before the massacre took place.
^ Pilsk and Cassa 2004. According to Cassa and Pilsk, Apache elders
"describe this change as a series of speedy and violent transformations:
common changing into restricted lands, wetlands changing to drylands,
water sources diminishing or disappearing altogether, the loss of topsoil in
general, transformation of grasslands into woodlands or shrublands,
transformation of open forests to choked forests, non-native plants and
humans displacing native ones, and natural places transformed into
industrial or urban sites" (2004).
^ Pilsk and Cassa 2004.
According to Pilsk and Cassa, in the course of their extensive Western Apache place
names research, "over 50 places [of the 1,000 identified] have been documented so far
whose traditional names no longer aptly describe the land due to significant alteration or
destruction by Inah [European or Euro-American] activities" (2004).
^ Pilsk and Cassa 2004. Cassa and Pilsk add: "Harming the natural world not only
destroys habitats for natural resources, thereby removing access to resources, but it
breaks the foundation of one's home, exposing people and communities to the harmfiil
side effects of broken relationships. Because traditional people still have and maintain
these relationships, the destruction of habitats hurts them deeply and profoundly, as if a
family member has been harmed or killed" (Pilsk and Cassa 1994).
Holm et al. 2003: 14.
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Pilsk and Cassa 2004.
Wilson 1998b.
Ned 2001.
Wilson 1998b.
Crazy Bull 1997; 18. Crazy Bull adds that "there are many solutions to our everyday
problems in the stories of elders" (1997:19).
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TABLE 1
Key to Map I: Western Apache Groups and Bands in 1850*
Western Apache Groups are encircled by solid lines and the boui^aries of Bands and
Semi-Bands within those Groups are donarcated by broken lines.
1. Eastern White Mountain band
2. Western White Mountain band
3. Carrizo band
4. Cibecue band
5. Canyon Creek band
6. Pinal band
7. Aravaipa band
8. San Carlos band
9. Apache Peaks band
10. Mazatzal band
11. First semi-band. Southern Tonto
12. Second semi-band. Southern Tonto
13. Third semi-band. Southern Tonto
14. Fourth semi-band. Southern Tonto
15. Fifth semi-band. Southern Tonto
16. Sixth semi-band. Southern Tonto
17. Mormon Lake band
18. Fossil Creek band
19. Bald Mountain band
20. Oak Creek band
* Map 1 was originally published in Grenville Goodwin's Social Organization of the
Western Apache (1942: 4). It is reprinted here with the pomission of the University of
Chicago's Department of Anthropology.

FIGUIE 1
of Western Apacie Gfoups and Bauds ia 1850
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FIGURE 2
Map of Apache place names in Arapa*

* This map, prepared by Stevenson Talgo, features a sampling of the known Apache
places in Arapa. It contains about one-third of the documented Apache place names in
this area.
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* This map was originally published itt Handbook of North American Indiam
(Vol. 10) (1983; 126). It is reprinted here with the permission of Smithsoni®
lastitiition Press.

FfCiifRE4
Wistran Apache territory aad reservations*

Wijaco
* 'ITiis map was originaLly published in Handbook of Norlh American Indims
(Vol 10) (1983; 464). It is reprinted here with the permission of Smithsofflte
Institution Press.
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Map of Camp Oiwit aiad Tucson, 1871»
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* This map was ariginally drawn by Don Bufkin and published in Don
Schellie's Vast Domain of Blood (1968 32). It is reprinted here with the
permission of ttie BuJkiii family.
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